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Since 1953 the Oral History Center of The Bancroft Library, formerly the Regional Oral History 
Office, has been interviewing leading participants in or well-placed witnesses to major events in 
the development of Northern California, the West, and the nation. Oral History is a method of 
collecting historical information through recorded interviews between a narrator with firsthand 
knowledge of historically significant events and a well-informed interviewer, with the goal of 
preserving substantive additions to the historical record. The recording is transcribed, lightly 
edited for continuity and clarity, and reviewed by the interviewee. The corrected manuscript is 
bound with photographs and illustrative materials and placed in The Bancroft Library at the 
University of California, Berkeley, and in other research collections for scholarly use. Because it 
is primary material, oral history is not intended to present the final, verified, or complete 
narrative of events. It is a spoken account, offered by the interviewee in response to questioning, 
and as such it is reflective, partisan, deeply involved, and irreplaceable. 

********************************* 

All uses of this manuscript are covered by a legal agreement between The 
Regents of the University of California and Vincent H. Resh dated April 15, 2022. 
The manuscript is thereby made available for research purposes. All literary rights 
in the manuscript, including the right to publish, are reserved to The Bancroft 
Library of the University of California, Berkeley. 

For information regarding quoting, republishing, or otherwise using this 
transcript, please consult http://ucblib.link/OHC-rights. 

It is recommended that this oral history be cited as follows: 

Vincent H. Resh, "Vincent H. Resh: Water, Insects, and Friendships" conducted 
by Roger Eardley-Pryor in 2021, Oral History Center, The Bancroft Library, 
University of California, Berkeley, 2023. 
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Vincent H. Resh in China, circa 2009. 
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Abstract 

Vincent Resh is a world-renowned aquatic entomologist and ecologist, and an award-winning 
professor in UC Berkeley's Department of Environmental Science, Policy & Management, 
whose decades of humanitarian work, research, and leadership in the Onchocerciasis Control 
Programme helped protect tens of millions of people from river blindness in sub-Saharan West 
Africa. Resh was born September 14, 1945, in Greenwich Village, New York City, and grew up 
in Mount Vernon, New York. He earned a B.S. from Georgetown University in 1967, a M.S. 
from Niagara University in 1969, and his Ph.D. in 1973 in the Water Resources Laboratory at the 
University of Louisville. His research examined the evolutionary ecology of aquatic insects, and 
he developed approaches for the biological monitoring of water quality and the control of water-
borne disease vectors. Resh was an assistant professor at Ball State University from 1973 to 
1975. He joined the faculty at UC Berkeley in 1975, mentored scores of graduate students, and 
taught over 20,000 Berkeley undergraduates from 1988 to 2011 in his General Biology course. 
From 1996 to 2001, Resh was Director of the Richard B. Gump South Pacific Biological 
Research Station on the island of Moorea in French Polynesia. From 1995 to 2009, he served on 
The Expert Advisory Committee and chaired the Ecological Group in the World Bank and World 
Health Organization's Onchocerciasis (River Blindness) Control Programme in West Africa. 
From 2002 to 2012, he advised the Mekong River Commission on the effects of large Chinese 
dams by conducting studies throughout Southeast Asia. He was involved in many international 
aid projects, taught courses at universities throughout the world, lectured across all seven 
continents, and consulted on numerous science advisory boards and projects. Resh received the 
Berkeley Citation upon retiring in 2015. His son Jon and stepson Jeff were born in 1970. He is 
married to Cheryl Haigh Resh. In this oral history, Resh provides details on all the above, along 
with stories of his family and personal life, lessons from his academic mentors and collaborators, 
accounts from his own teaching career, as well as stories from his decades of domestic and 
international teaching, service, research, and travel. 
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Interview History 

By Roger Eardley-Pryor, PhD 
Interviewer and Historian 
Oral History Center of The Bancroft Library 
University of California, Berkeley 
January, 2023 

To me, Vincent Resh embodies ubuntu, a powerful concept from the south of Africa that I first 
learned about while working with Vince on what you have here: his fascinating, world traveling, 
and enlightening oral history. Vince and I recorded these twenty-eight hours of oral history over 
Zoom in the first months of 2021, still within that initial year of the COVID-19 pandemic. In 
fact, to our great relief, Vince and I both received our first-ever COVID-19 vaccines during the 
course of his eleven interview sessions. Throughout that first stressful year of the pandemic, my 
wife and I began using a meditation app called Calm. Together, before bed, we tried to ease our 
anxieties (about the pandemic, the wildfires, the political turmoil, the economic dislocations, the 
racial injustices, and more) by listening to the Daily Calm, a guided meditation of deep breathing 
and reflection. One of those meditations that year introduced to me the inspirational notion of 
ubuntu, and I immediately thought of Vince Resh. 

Ubuntu is a Nguni Bantu term meaning "humanity" or "the quality of being human" that 
functions more extensively as "humanity towards others." Ubuntu encapsulates ideas of 
community and interconnection with human kindness and mutual caring. It offers an African 
way of seeing self-identity formed in mutual relation to one another that sometimes is explained 
as "I am because we are." The ubuntu theology of Archbishop Desmond Tutu popularized the 
concept, especially in the 1990s when he chaired South Africa's Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission during their turbulent transition to democratic majority rule. Coincidentally, Vince 
began his own life-changing and life-giving work in West Africa around that same time. 
Desmond Tutu described ubuntu as something that "refers to gentleness, to compassion, to 
hospitality, to openness to others, to vulnerability, to be available to others and to know that you 
are bound up with them in the bundle of life." [Anthony Sampson, Mandela: The Authorised 
Biography (London, 2011, pg. 11)] Ubuntu permeates much of the life and work of Vincent 
Resh. 

I associate Vince with ubuntu for several reasons. Certainly for his decades of self-sacrificing 
humanitarian and ecological work in West Africa, but perhaps foremost for his genuine love of 
people. Vince has an infectious joie de vivre that shines brightest while sharing his world-
spanning adventures with beloved family, friends, and fellow travelers. His explorations as an 
entomologist and freshwater scientist took him across the planet to examine nature's deep and 
delicate interconnections. On those adventures, Vince created community everywhere he went, 
forging new friendships or fortifying old ones. His teaching and research provided a means to 
deepen bonds with people he loved most, friends and science collaborators alike, and often in the 
service of others. As Vince explored ways that water enables ecological interconnections, he 
deepened his own human relations, grew into his best self, and lifted up others in the process. I'm 
grateful for the privilege of spending so much time with Vince while recording his full-life oral 
history together. I hope you enjoy it, too. 
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Below, I describe the contexts, preparatory work, and post-recording work that went into 
creating Vince's oral history. The opportunity to record Vince's life history was made possible 
through the generosity of his friend and Bohemian Club campmate Robert (Bob) Haas. Bob also 
sponsored a full-life history of Cheryl Resh, spouse to Vince and an Assistant Vice Chancellor 
and the Director of the Financial Aid and Scholarships Office at UC Berkeley. Upon their 
retirement, Cheryl and Vince both received the Berkeley Citation, a high honor awarded to those 
whose contributions to UC Berkeley go beyond the call of duty and whose achievements exceed 
the standards of excellence in their fields. I first learned of these simultaneous oral history 
projects with Vince and Cheryl in August 2020, while much of California was literally aflame 
and as the Oral History Center was still managing its pivot to remote interviewing over Zoom 
amid the pandemic. From my initial online research, I first learned about Vince's outstanding 
work against onchocerciasis from an article by Kathleen M. Wong titled "Ending African River 
Blindness," published in Summer 2008 in Breakthroughs, a glossy magazine for UC Berkeley's 
College of Natural Resources. 

When Cheryl, Vince, and I first spoke over Zoom in early December 2020, they shared that 
Cheryl's son and Vince's stepson Jeff, who was born in 1970, had died suddenly just a few 
months earlier in spring 2020. The pandemic travel restrictions then in place made it impossible 
for them to mourn with family, including with their grandchildren, Jeff's surviving children. 
Additionally, Vince's dear friends and longtime research collaborators Bernhard Statzner and 
David Rosenberg died in 2020 and 2021, respectively, and the pandemic again robbed them of 
traveling to Europe and Canada for their funerals. In the wake of those tragedies, and while stuck 
inside their home, Cheryl and Vince both felt especially reflective about their lives and 
relationships. They were keen to begin recording their oral histories, and we agreed to commence 
their separate interviews in early 2021. In the meantime, we all worked together to draft outlines 
for their numerous interview sessions. Both Vince and Cheryl remained deeply engaged 
throughout the planning process, including sharing with me several digital photo albums of their 
families and their shared international adventures. 

Prior to Vince's first recorded interview, I also conducted informal and unrecorded background 
interviews with several people whom Vince suggested. I had enjoyable and informative phone 
calls about Vince, in the following order, with Marilyn Meyers, Ph.D.; Rita and Alexander 
(Sandy) Purcell, Ph.D.; Patina (Tina) Mendez, Ph.D.; Robert (Bob) S. Lane, Ph.D.; Gary A. 
Lamberti, Ph.D.; David Rosenberg, Ph.D.; and Bob Haas. Bob Haas shared his Bohemian Club 
memories with Vince, as well as the times he shared his northern California ranch with both 
Cheryl and Vince Resh. Dave Rosenberg was a fellow freshwater entomologist in Canada who 
first met Vince in the mid-1970s. They became close friends and long-time collaborators, 
including creating the journal now called Freshwater Science. Sandy Purcell and Bob Lane are 
fellow entomologists and were Vince's faculty colleagues in what eventually became Berkeley's 
vast Department of Environmental Science, Policy, and Management. At Berkeley, Vince also 
served as Ph.D. advisor to Rita and Sandy Purcell's daughter Allison, as well as to Gary Lamberti 
(in the late 1970s), Marilyn Myers (mid-1990s), Tina Mendez (early 2000s). Steven Balling, 
whose Ph.D. Vince advised at Berkeley in the late 1970s and early 1980s, shared his reflections 
with me over email. I'm grateful they all shared with me their delightful and insightful memories 
of Vince over the decades, from the Resh Lab's tradition of Top Dog hot dogs for his Ph.D. 
graduates; to research experiences in the field, from the high Sierra to the island of Moorea; to 
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the ways entomology at Berkeley has evolved over time. All were ebullient in their respect and  
admiration of Vince. 

Many of Vince's research publications proved fascinating and particularly helpful to my 
preparations for our recorded conversations. Vince believes his 1975 article of applied research 
on water quality monitoring with invertebrate species helped secure his job offer at Berkeley: 
Vincent H. Resh and John D. Unzicker, "Water Quality Monitoring and Aquatic Organisms: The 
Importance of Species Identification," Water Pollution Control Federation 47:1 (Jan. 1975): 9-
19. A 2010 article Vince wrote with Dave Rosenberg reflects their many years of collaboration 
by charting the history of a research methodology each fostered throughout their careers: Vincent 
H. Resh and David M. Rosenberg, "Recent Trends in Life-History Research on Benthic 
Macroinvertebrates," Journal of the North American Benthological Society 29:1 (2010): 207-
219. I enjoyed learning ways that biodiversity shaped Vince's decades of work against river 
blindness in West Africa, as well as the challenges of using insecticides while biomonitoring 
rivers with very limited prior data: C. Lévêque, J. M. Hougard, V. Resh, B. Statzner, and L. 
Yaméogo, "Freshwater Ecology and Biodiversity in the Tropics: What Did We Learn from 30 
years of Onchocerciasis Control and the Associated Biomonitoring of West African Rivers?," 
Hydrobiologia 500 (2003): 23-49; and Vincent H. Resh, Christian Lévêque, and Bernhard 
Statzner, "Long-term, Large-scale Biomonitoring of the Unknown: Assessing the Effects of 
Insecticides to Control River Blindness (Onchocerciasis) in West Africa," Annual Review of 
Entomology 49 (2004): 115-139. Vince compared his West African work with his work on the 
Mekong River system here: Vincent H. Resh, "Multinational, Freshwater Biomonitoring 
Programs in the Developing World: Lessons Learned from African and Southeast Asian River 
Surveys," Environmental Management 39 (2007): 737-748. And I found especially 
heartwarming Vince's playful competitions with his beloved friend and collaborator Bernhard 
Statzner: Vincent H. Resh and Bernhard Statzner, "Authorship Sequence, Positive Competition, 
and Long-term Scientific Collaborations," Natures Sciences Sociétés 20:4 (2012): 472-475. You 
can find a full list of Vince's publications in an appendix to this oral history, along with his CV. 

Vince and I recorded his twenty-eight hours of oral history from late January to early April 2021, 
at the same time that Cheryl Resh and I separately recorded her oral history. On Tuesdays, 
Cheryl and I would record an interview session, and on Thursdays, Vince and I recorded his 
interview session. We conducted all interviews over Zoom, with Vince and Cheryl at their home 
in the hills north of Berkeley, and me in the garage under my apartment in Santa Rosa, 
California. Prior to each interview session, both Vince and Cheryl spent much time revising and 
updating the outlines of what we planned to discuss. We decided to record a final interview 
session with both Cheryl and Vince together to discuss their world travels and friendships. I 
found the entire experience of planning and recording their oral histories both delightful and 
consuming. We bonded quickly and deeply. After their final joint interview session, in 
appreciation of our shared time together, they generously sent my wife and I a duck confit 
dinner!  

Editing and finalizing Vince's transcript took me a great deal of time. Between January and 
March 2022, one year after his interviews, I began reviewing and sending Vince the transcripts 
of his interview. Vince promptly returned his entire transcript to me in May 2022 with significant 
edits to his words and careful spelling corrections to names and places mentioned throughout. 
That same spring, Cheryl spent many hours assembling the massive collection of photographs 
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that appear in both her and Vince's appendices. Now, in the winter of 2023, two years after our 
recording sessions, I finally assembled these components into the exceptional oral history you 
have here. 

Vincent Resh's oral history is extensive, educational, and entertaining. It recounts the rich 
personal life and the prolific academic and humanitarian career of an award-winning teacher and 
world-renowned Professor of Aquatic Ecology and Entomology at UC Berkeley. The details of 
Vince's education and academic career—especially his decades of ecological monitoring and 
teaching for international aid projects all around the world—highlights various ways that 
entomological science can be used to improve the human condition, while also creating historic 
records of human impacts on the natural world. Vince's oral history also reveals how social 
connections play a fundamental role in the scientific process of creating new knowledge. Vince 
regularly developed deep friendships with his many academic collaborators around the planet. 
And here, he shares stories from his personal relationships with his academic mentors—Dr. 
Sanford Vernick, Father Joseph A. Panuska, Dr. Stewart E. Neff, and Dr. Louis A. Krumholz—
as well as his own legions of graduate and undergraduate students during his forty years of 
teaching at Berkeley. Vince also taught courses all over the world on the process of scientific 
writing and publication, much of it drawn from his experiences as a prolific author and an 
academic editor. From 1976 to 1998, Vince was editor of the leading academic journal Annual 
Review of Entomology, and he co-edited the award-winning Encyclopedia of Insects in 2003, 
which was awarded the "Most Outstanding Single-Volume Reference in Science" by the 
Association of American Publishers and "Best of Reference" by the New York Public Library 
and Library Journal. 

Throughout his oral history, Vince shared details from his scientific studies and his international 
service on biomonitoring projects throughout Europe, India, Russia, Southeast Asia, the South 
Pacific, Central America, and North America. The stories in his oral history that I found most 
profound involve Vince's extensive discussions on his two decades of biological monitoring and 
decision-making as chair of the Ecological Control Group and member of the Expert Advisory 
Committee for the OCP, the World Health Organization's Onchocerciasis Control Programme 
(or the River Blindness Programme) in West Africa. The WHO and World Bank's summary 
statistics of success are astounding for the OCP. Along with other program leaders, Vince's 
decades of work helped protect 40 million of the poorest people on Earth from river blindness, 
including nearly 25 million children born in the area since the program's start who are now free 
from risk of river blindness. Their work prevented an estimated 600,000 new cases of blindness 
across the eleven participating nations in West Africa, and some 1.5 million people who were 
once infected no longer experience symptoms. As a result, the OCP opened up 25 million 
hectares of arable land, which is enough to feed an additional 17 million people per year. Perhaps 
even more astounding, in order to achieve these successes, the Ecological Control Group that 
Vince oversaw sprayed pesticides over 30,000 miles of rivers across a geographic area covering 
over 476,000 square miles in eleven different nations in West Africa. This massive spraying was 
conducted nearly every week for 10-12 months each year for about 20 years, including while 
some of the eleven nations were at war! Vince's participation in the OCP, or River Blindness 
Programme, had a profound effect on his life, his teaching, and his health—all of which he 
described throughout his detailed and moving oral history. 
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For me, Vince Resh embodies ubuntu because his life journey and the choices he made 
throughout his career as a teacher and as a freshwater scientist continually fostered an ethic of 
mutual caring and community enrichment. Theologian Michael Battle, who was ordained by 
Archbishop Desmond Tutu, once described a person with ubuntu as open and available to others, 
affirming of others, not threatened that others are able and good, for he or she has a proper self-
assurance that comes from knowing that he or she belongs in a greater whole and is diminished 
when others are humiliated or diminished, and is elevated when others are lifted up. I had the 
pleasure of learning about Vince's many years of incredible service to his many communities—
of scholars and learners at Berkeley, of international scientists, of fellow international aid 
workers in humanitarian projects around the world, and of his friends and neighbors in 
California's Bay Area. And now, here, with his oral history, you too have the opportunity to learn 
from and revel in Vincent Resh's adventures of living and sharing ubuntu. 
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Interview 1: January 28, 2021 

01-00:00:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Today is January 28 in the year 2021. My name is Roger Eardley-Pryor. I am 

from the Oral History Center of The Bancroft Library at UC Berkeley. Today 
I have the pleasure of interview session number one with Vincent H. Resh. 
Vince, how are you doing today? 

01-00:00:20 
Resh: Very good. 

01-00:00:22 
Eardley-Pryor: Where are you located for today's interview? 

01-00:00:25 
Resh: Well, with the pandemic I'm in my downstairs office at home, not having 

really been much in my campus office for the last ten months.  

01-00:00:35 
Eardley-Pryor: Right, the Berkeley office. And where is your home located? 

01-00:00:38 
Resh: In El Cerrito, an area that's known as East Richmond Heights because we're 

really at the top of the hill just below the Wildcat Canyon hills.  

01-00:00:47 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, very cool. I am recording from Sonoma County, California, up in Santa 

Rosa. We are doing this interview over Zoom because, as mentioned, the 
global pandemic and all sorts of other wild events that have happened over the 
past year. But we're in a new year now with new hope. And I also understand 
that tomorrow you have scheduled a vaccination shot? 

01-00:01:06 
Resh: Yes. At Safeway, and within walking distance. 

01-00:01:10 
Eardley-Pryor: Thank goodness, Safeway. 

01-00:01:12 
Resh: And I can pick up a quart of milk at the same time. 

01-00:01:15 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, amen for both of those blessings then. Let's get started with the actual 

content of your oral history today. And that is, I'll start us by asking what is 
your birthdate, where were you born, and who were you born to? 

01-00:01:30 
Resh: Well, my birthdate was September 14, 1945, and I was born in New York City 

in an area called Greenwich Village at a hospital on Eighth Street named St. 
Vincent's Hospital at 11:52 on September 14th. My parents were Ann Bardi or 
Ann Bonaudo—as I'll explain, both names were used by her—Resh. And my 
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father was Lewis J. Resh. I recently found out from my cousin Debbi Gaber 
that the spelling on her mother's birth certificate was Bonaldo. Her mother 
was my mother's sister. But I've never seen this spelling used by my mother or 
her brother George. 

01-00:02:04 
Eardley-Pryor: Great. And I understand your middle name is H, and that's what you often 

publish your academic articles with. What does the H stand for? 

01-00:02:13 
Resh: That's kind of a confusing story. I was named after my two grandparents, 

Harry on my father's side and Vincent on my mother's side. In our family, 
everybody used nicknames. And, actually, I had an aunt that would pick the 
nicknames when we were born. Pete or Petey was the nickname that she had 
picked for me. When I was growing up that was kind of the only name I knew. 
And then when I went to grammar school my mother had registered me as 
Harry Vincent Resh, HVR, and the nun that was teaching first grade or 
kindergarten said, "There's no St. Harry so we're going to call you Vincent." 
Now, because of my background, they could have called me anything because 
all I went by was my family nickname. So that was how I went from Harry to 
Vincent. And it's always been a problem because my passport is Harry 
Vincent Resh. So, I always have to have multiple credit cards with names in 
two different ways and make sure the airline tickets are right. You know, if it's 
domestic it has to be Vincent H. Resh, like my driver's license. If it's 
international it has to be Harry Vincent Resh. It's just part of life. But I made 
out better than some of my relatives. One of my cousins, George, although he 
died before I was born, got the nickname Cotechino, which is a kind of a fatty 
Italian sausage. And why they called him that I have no idea. One of my 
uncles was Louis, who was nicknamed Prinny, which is even worse, I think. 
And an Uncle Gino became Bob.  

Herman Wouk wrote a book called Inside, Outside, and he said in it that 
family nicknames are really common among immigrant groups. They'll even 
choose a name that is often only known to the family or only used within the 
family.  

01-00:04:28 
Eardley-Pryor: I love it. It's a cool link to your Italian heritage with all these nicknames.  

01-00:04:32 
Resh: Yes. From the name that somebody uses when they're calling me, I can tell 

immediately what era I knew them from. If it was grammar school, they 
probably would say Pete. If it was high school, they may say Vinny. If it was 
graduate school or later, they would say Vince.  

01-00:04:53 
Eardley-Pryor: I love it. There's maybe something there about identity as an evolving process, 

and multiple names throughout time might reflect that reality.  
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01-00:05:06 
Resh: Yes. Well, like my cousin Gigi, her real name is Gemma. I don't know how 

you got Gigi from Gemma. But, again, really there was no rhyme or reason. I 
remember the aunt who did the naming told my mother, "He looks like a 
Petey," whatever that means, but the name stuck.  

01-00:05:25 
Eardley-Pryor: I like this aunt. You mentioned being named after your father—or, I'm sorry, 

after both of the male grandfathers on your mother and father's side, and that 
both your mom and dad lost their fathers at a very young age in their lives, in 
your parents' lives. 

01-00:05:43 
Resh: Yes. 

01-00:05:43 
Eardley-Pryor: So with that knowledge, I'd like for us to move into talking about your 

grandparents and your broader, deeper family history. Let's start with your 
maternal grandparents, your mother Ann's parents. What were their names, 
and what are their backgrounds? 

01-00:06:00 
Resh: Well, my grandfather was Vincent, Vincenzo. And he was from Turino, Italy. 

From what my mother told me many times from early on, was that he was a 
terrazzo worker. Now, terrazzo are different-colored small tiles or stones that 
they use to make mosaics. And he learned this in Italy, but he actually worked 
on many of the great New York City buildings. If you go into the Empire 
State Building there's a beautiful terrazzo background right at the entrance.  

01-00:06:35 
Eardley-Pryor: And your father worked on that? 

01-00:06:37 
Resh: My grandfather. 

01-00:06:38 
Eardley-Pryor: Your grandfather, I'm sorry. Wow. 

01-00:06:40 
Resh: My grandfather, yes. So that was his skill. 

01-00:06:44 
Eardley-Pryor: So, he was an immigrant from Italy. He came from the Turin area, in the 

Piedmont of northwest Italy. 

01-00:06:49 
Resh: Right. As an adult. He came as an adult. He learned terrazzo in Italy. And 

terrazzo is a beautiful art. If you look in Ravenna, there are these whole 
churches that are just filled with terrazzo. And, of course, the Russian 
Orthodox Church uses terrazzo in their religious designs and icons. He was 
very skilled. My mother always described him as very thrifty and very serious. 
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Whereas my grandmother, Henrietta or Enrichetta was "flighty" and liked to 
have a good time and was very easy about spending money. From what my 
mother said, she remembers this as being a source of tension in her parents' 
marriage when she was a young child. My grandmother would buy ribbons for 
no reason other than she liked buying ribbons. She liked the color of them. 
This sort of made my grandfather quite upset and was a source of tension, 
again from what I was told as a kid. 

01-00:07:56 
Eardley-Pryor: And I have a note here that Henrietta, her family last name was Rabbia and 

that that— 

01-00:08:02 
Resh: Rabbia. Yes, although some of my cousins thought that the name Robbia was 

also used but checking on a death certificate I saw that Rabbia was the correct 
spelling. 

01-00:08:03 
Eardley-Pryor: And that's a family line that becomes pretty important in your mom's life, and 

then, of course, your life later. 

01-00:08:08 
Resh: Right, right. She was from a town called Carmagnola in Northwestern Italy 

that I remember visiting back in the late seventies on my first sabbatical that I 
did in Italy. And it was very interesting to see that family. 

01-00:08:26 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, that's cool that you did your first sabbatical back where your mom's 

parents came from. 

01-00:08:30 
Resh: Yes, it was in Piemonte. I spent it at the Rockefeller Foundation Center at 

Bellagio overlooking Lake Como.  

01-00:08:34 
Eardley-Pryor: Beautiful. 

01-00:08:34 
Resh:  Just incredible. 

01-00:08:36 
Eardley-Pryor: So, your grandparents on your mom's side, Henrietta and Vincenzo, did they 

meet in Italy and then immigrate together, or did they meet in New York? 

01-00:08:44 
Resh: I'm not sure, to tell you the truth. The fact that they were from the same 

region, I suspect that they had met in Italy and then came over. You know, 
they were living in Staten Island, which was a huge area for Italian 
immigrants. I suspect maybe they met overseas. And, again, the fact that her 
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sisters were also in New York, they probably all came to live in close 
proximity to each other. 

01-00:09:09 
Eardley-Pryor: That makes sense. And Carmagnola, where your grandmother was from, is 

pretty close to where your grandfather— 

01-00:09:15 
Resh: Exactly. 

01-00:09:17 
Eardley-Pryor: Great. Well, we can move into what happens to them in their lives. So, they 

have three children, including your mother, who I believe was the oldest. Is 
that right?  

01-00:09:30 
Resh: Right. My mother's birth was followed by her brother George's, then followed 

by her sister Helen's. And when they died in 1918— 

01-00:09:40 
Eardley-Pryor: "They" being the grandparents? 

01-00:09:41 
Resh: Meaning both grandparents. They died in 1918, within a week of each other. 

And, actually, they were even buried in the same crypt with only one person 
between them because they did three levels of burials during the Spanish 
influenza period in New York. It was very traumatic for my mother because 
they died within such close proximity of each other. The authorities basically 
took the three kids and put them in the hospital because they really didn't 
know what to do with them. Worrying about the house being infected and 
with the medical knowledge at the time, the children never went back into the 
house. They never took anything out. That was the end of the home life, and 
what happened to their possessions was unknown. 

01-00:10:28 
Eardley-Pryor: That's a traumatic break for these children.  

01-00:10:30 
Resh: Yeah, very much so. My mother was seven or eight at the time. Closer to 

eight. 

01-00:10:36 
Eardley-Pryor: And she was the oldest. 

01-00:10:38 
Resh: And she was the oldest. Certainly Helen, the youngest, never remembered 

anything about her family. George had a mixture of memories. 

01-00:10:50 
Eardley-Pryor: What did end up happening to the three kids? Maybe we can start with George 

if he has some more of the memories.  
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01-00:10:55 
Resh: Well, it sounds like something out of Dickens really. The decision was made 

to split the three children into three different families. My mother, being the 
oldest, went with her Aunt Dorothy, and her last name was Bardi. She was 
married to Gino Bardi. George went with his Aunt Marie and her husband 
Rico or Henry in English. And then Helen went with her Aunt Katherine and 
her husband Santo. So, they were raised in three separate families. One of the 
tragedies of all of this was that when my mother was about ten, she had gone 
to a party at her father's relatives' house. She enjoyed it because there were a 
lot of cousins. They were a very important part of her life. She stayed later 
than she was supposed to and the aunt that was raising her was very angry that 
she was late. By the way, none of the three orphans were adopted. They were 
just raised by the aunts.  

01-00:12:13 
Eardley-Pryor: Aunt Dorothy, is that right? 

01-00:12:14 
Resh: Yes. So, Dorothy shows up at the front door and tells my mother's paternal 

family that she wants her to come home now, and that from that moment on 
they either they take her permanently or they never see my mother again. So 
from that day, my mother never saw any of her paternal relatives again, ever. 
And so that was a very traumatic moment for her, suddenly to lose the larger 
half of her family and the part that was very fun-loving and that she was 
closer to. Now what motivated them to not disagree with Dorothy, who 
knows? These were hard times economically. But my mother never saw any 
of her paternal side ever again. 

01-00:13:08 
Eardley-Pryor: That's just shocking to me. Did your mom ever discuss that with her Aunt 

Dorothy, who I know she developed a very deep bond with over her life? 

01-00:13:16 
Resh: I asked my mother that. I remember her saying, "Well, it was the way she was, 

the way Aunt Dorothy was." I always felt with Dorothy that "It was my way 
or the highway.'" My mother did feel guilty because she was late coming 
home. She was having a good time and didn't want to leave. But that just was 
the way Dorothy was. She was a very strong personality and you just do it her 
way or not at all. And certainly, I saw that growing up with her. One of my 
cousins that I still am close to, Gigi Bardi Brophy, and who I talked recently 
to about this. It's interesting how much my cousin ended up like Dorothy. 

01-00:14:11 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, let's talk a little bit more about some of these siblings of your mom Ann. 

You had mentioned that George went with Aunt Marie Rabbia and her 
husband, I think his name was Rico or Henry? 

01-00:14:23 
Resh: Right. 
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01-00:14:25 
Eardley-Pryor: What happened to George? What happened to him? 

01-00:14:30 
Resh: Okay. So, George again was probably about four at the time of his parents' 

death and he was sent to the family of Rico, a Rabbia brother, and his wife 
Maria. They had married very young and Maria had two children right away. 
Rico was apparently volatile and quite controlling. In that family, there was a 
very well-educated step-sister, Dorothy. When she was an adult, she changed 
her name from Rabbia to Robins. And there was another sister who really had 
serious mental problems, schizophrenia. Her name was Katherine. Katherine 
ended up being institutionalized in her early twenties for several decades. And 
she was also very smart. So, George was put in a situation with two other 
children that were quite smart and, I think, always made him feel quite 
inferior. Plus, there was a volatile step-father and an overwhelmed young 
mother that already had two daughters. Then George quit school when he was 
about ten to work in the Rico's butcher shop. And once they sent him back to 
Italy, but it was not to meet family or anything cultural. It was actually to 
work and learn how to make sausage and other foods like that. So, it was 
already a pretty rough arrangement for him. 

 But George had another trauma. Rico committed suicide when George was a 
teenager. He found the body and, coupled with the loss of his own parents, 
this must have affected him deeply. He also switched his career plans from 
being a butcher to a baker, possibly because of the loss of his uncle's business.  

George was my favorite uncle when I was young. I remember telling my 
parents that if I had to go live with relatives, I wanted to live with him. He 
took me fishing, to the beach and amusement parks, and explained how 
betting at the racetrack worked! But he clearly had issues. One incident I 
remember was when I was in high school and George came to visit when we 
were spending the summer in a beach town in Long Island, Huntington Beach. 
My Aunt Dorothy, the one who raised my mother, was there for the summer 
with us as well. She kept on telling George that there was a local department 
store that was having a sale and that he should go and buy some new clothes. 
One morning, he just left before we all got up and we didn't see him again for 
years. This was a pattern that he repeated. He was in our life and then out of it. 
This pattern only ended when he was in his seventies and my parents began 
taking care of him in a nursing home near where they lived. 

 George's step-sister Dorothy and my mother were quite close as young 
women. They went to dude ranches together, took cruises, and went on a 
variety of vacations. Dorothy married a biochemist, Don Melville, and they 
had two daughters, Joan and Laura. Joan and I still keep in touch. Joan had 
four children and my mother was especially closed to one of them, Christine, 
who I also still keep in touch with. Dorothy's husband, Don, was a good role 
model as a scientist and I spoke with him about choices early in my career.  
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 Certainly, my mother got the best of the deal when I look at how the three 
siblings were split up. The third youngest sister— 

01-00:16:12 
Eardley-Pryor: Helen? 

01-00:16:13 
Resh: Helen went with Aunt Kate. And certainly, Kate was mentally ill. There was 

no question about that. She was married to a wonderful man whose name was 
Santo Piacenza, and he was a friend of mine until he died at 102. He was a 
wonderful, wonderful man. But Kate had this fear of having a pretty, young 
girl in the house that her husband was going to turn his attentions toward. It 
was totally irrational. And there were two others in the family. One was a 
second cousin of mine, whose name was Maria or Mucci, which was her 
nickname. And she was wonderful. I was close to her all my life. And there 
was a brother George. George actually died from testicular cancer when he 
was in basic training for World War II and that was just a terrible blow to 
Mucci. But prior to that, Helen grows up in this family. She was actually 
afraid that her Aunt Kate was going to kill her, she was just so volatile. There 
was an incident where Kate struck Helen when she was sixteen and Helen ran 
away. She ran away from home. The neighbors were convinced that Kate had 
killed her because they knew that she was unstable and they actually called 
the police. And the police came and found blood on a lampshade from when 
Helen was hit. They actually sifted through the coal ashes of the furnace to see 
if there were any bones in it. This is an incredible story, but I've heard this 
from my mother and from Helen later on. And then no one hears from Helen 
for decades. So really, as I said, my mother had by far the best deal of the 
three. As tough as my Aunt Dorothy was, she really did have the best deal. 

01-00:18:19 
Eardley-Pryor: What happened to Helen after she ran away at sixteen? 

01-00:18:24 
Resh: Helen runs away at sixteen and gets a job as a nanny for some people in 

Brooklyn. Eventually she moves out of New York City to Atlantic City, and 
eventual to Nyack, New York. She marries very young. The marriage doesn't 
last. But later she marries a wonderful man who is a championship skier, Hans 
Strand. He was a Norwegian who was the coach of the skiing team at West 
Point, at the military academy. She meets him up there and they marry and 
have two children Debora and Han who I am very close to. What ends up 
happening, though, is Helen always said to her husband Hans that all her 
family was dead and that there were no relatives. But one time, she slipped 
and said she had a sister. Her husband Hans was very family oriented and just 
was unrelenting that she had to try to contact this sister. But Helen didn't 
know if her sister, my mother, was even alive or where she was. And I guess it 
just must have really got to be a strain in their lives.  
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 Now, by the way, Helen had changed her name to Mary, her middle name 
because Hans' first wife was named Helen. She wasn't Helen anymore. She 
remembers my Aunt Dorothy's name, the aunt that raised my mother. And she 
contacts her. Now, this is at least thirty years after she disappeared. There had 
been no contact between them at all, none whatsoever. And my Aunt Dorothy 
gives her my mother's phone number saying, "I don't know if she's going to 
want to talk to you." And Helen calls— 

01-00:20:25 
Eardley-Pryor: Calls you? 

01-00:20:26 
Resh: Calls my mother. So, I have to also tell you, Helen was really very nervous. 

She was always kind of jumpy. And so, she tells my mother that if she wants 
to, they can meet but she has to come alone. Again, afraid of Aunt Kate. This 
must have been an absolutely unbelievable fear in her life. They plan to meet 
at a restaurant across the George Washington Bridge in New Jersey. I think 
they were supposed to meet at eleven o'clock. And my mother, being 
extremely worried about being late or not being on-time, is there at ten 
o'clock. It's a bar and restaurant but they're only serving drinks at the time. 
She said that the bartender keeps coming over wanting her to order a drink. 
And she was terrified that Helen would look in the window, see her talking to 
somebody and would just call the whole thing off.  

So, they meet. They spent a couple of hours basically reliving what had 
happened in their lives. And then Helen came back into my mother's life, and 
then ultimately into my father's and mine. It was great having a new aunt. I 
liked her very much. I liked her husband very much as well. And actually, for 
a lot of my later life, they were very influential in that my cousins and I all 
worked at a state park where Hans was the purchasing agent for a big inn. It 
was called Bear Mountain Inn. So we spent summers together when I was 
working up there, when I was, I guess, a junior and a senior in high school. It 
was a wonderful addition of getting an aunt. I am very close to my cousin 
Debbi and she's been a wonderful part of my life. 

01-00:22:18 
Eardley-Pryor: Amazing. When this reconciliation happened between Helen and your mom, 

how old were you? 

01-00:22:25 
Resh: Let's see. I was a beginning Boy Scouts, so I must have been about eleven. 

01-00:22:30 
Eardley-Pryor: Fascinating.  

01-00:22:33 
Resh: Yes. 
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01-00:22:34 
Eardley-Pryor: About the cousin of Helen, or the adopted-sort-of-sister, Mucci, the other 

daughter that was in that house with Helen, tell me a little bit about her, 
because she sounded like an interesting person. 

01-00:22:46 
Resh: She was great. She was very active in the socialist movement. She was always 

carrying the flag in the May Day parade. She was extremely liberal and very 
socially conscious. She was an artist, as well. She was part of the WPA, in the 
artists project. 

01-00:23:11 
Eardley-Pryor: The Works Progress Administration for Artists [the Federal Art Project]. Yes. 

01-00:23:12 
Resh: Yes. And she always had great stories. Zero Mostel was in that with her. He 

would do an improvisation, like being a teapot. She just said how brilliant all 
these actors and artists were. She married a fellow named Sasha Moldovan, 
who at one point was considered the foremost impressionist painter in the 
United States. He was, she said, a great artist but a lousy husband. So that 
marriage didn't last. I had never met him. And then she was a social worker at 
the Henry Street settlement, which is a very famous social work and arts 
center for community activities in New York City. She married a very 
interesting guy whose name was Joe Kron. And he was an artist and had a 
picture framing shop and was just kind of fascinating. He was almost 
mystical, talking about magic and communicating with animals. He was just 
really interesting. He and I actually got to know each other very well, as did 
my son Jon, in that we did a lot of fishing together. They had a house right on 
the water in the north shore of Long Island in a town called Cutchogue, in a 
beautiful location overlooking the bay. And as a kid, I spent a lot of time with 
him, just going alone, and then as an adult with my son. So Mucci was great. 
She and her husband were just great. 

01-00:25:07 
Eardley-Pryor: Let me ask just about Mucci's husband, the second husband, Joe Kron. Was 

that some of the first fishing experiences you had, being on the water like 
that? 

01-00:25:15 
Resh: No. I must have been about six or seven and there was a little artificial pond 

that was not too far from where I lived. It was next to the swimming pool. I 
remember my mother taking me there and I had literally a safety pin open 
with a worm on it and a stick and rope. And, of course, we didn't catch 
anything. And that night my father came home with a fishing rod for me, my 
first fishing rod. So, actually, I'd also done a lot of fishing with my father. 
When I was a kid, there was a river very close distance to our house where all 
of my friends and I went to often, the Bronx River. We fished and we shot off 
fireworks and just talked. This is really jumping ahead, but I remember when 
we would camp there as Boy Scouts, we would try smoking nettle, stinging 
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nettle—we would crush it and wrap it in paper—and just getting sick as dogs. 
One of us had read something about that as a kid, that you could smoke it.  

But yes. Mucci and Joe, they were really wonderful to me—and Santo as well, 
because Santo lived with them. But he also—if I could just diverge and talk 
about— 

01-00:26:33 
Eardley-Pryor: Santo Piacenza? 

01-00:26:33 
Resh: He was Helen's stepdad, or whatever term you want to use. He was the 

manager at a very well-known restaurant in New York called the Savarin. It 
was mainly popular for lunch but it had a of power lunches and things like 
that held there. And his sister Rita was married to Thomas Hart Benton, who 
was a famous American muralist. He had done a lot of murals in the capital 
and the White House. He was from Missouri. And they all kind of migrated to 
Cape Cod, to Martha's Vineyard, and lived in a compound at Chilmark. So 
that whole extended family of Santo's sister and then Thomas Hart Benton and 
kind of the wild kids that he had were sort of an extension of our family, as 
well. 

01-00:27:30 
Eardley-Pryor: Whatever happened to Crazy Aunt Kate, Mucci's mom and Santo's wife? 

01-00:27:33 
Resh: Everybody just sort of put up with her, knowing that she was mentally ill. I 

mentioned about George's stepsister Katherine needing to be institutionalized. 
Whether Aunt Kate should have been as well or maybe just treated with 
antidepressants or some type of psychotherapeutic drugs that may have 
helped. But my Uncle Santo took care of her. And, again, this is sort of 
jumping ahead, but at one point after Kate died Santo wanted to marry my 
Aunt Dorothy. My aunt Dorothy died before they actually did that. So yes. It's 
kind of a crazy family story and very different from my wife Cheryl's family 
and the stories that she's told you. But I think that in the generation of aunts 
that raised my mother and her siblings, there was always a lot of drama that 
was going on. 

01-00:28:31 
Eardley-Pryor: Even with the loss of your mother's parents, it does sound like she was 

surrounded by a lot of family. Cousins and uncles and aunts. The family, it 
seems like, really coalesced around that tragedy of losing the parents of Ann 
and George and Helen. 

01-00:28:47 
Resh: Again, Roger, this is her mother's family. Her father's family was completely 

gone by this time. But yeah, although she did say there were long periods that 
she didn't see her brother George and, of course, her sister Helen, for decades 
really. But yes. My mother was very outgoing, very gregarious. She was 
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raised with two step-brothers, Louis, whose nickname was Prinny. And Gino, 
whose nickname was Bob. They were younger than her. They were very 
prominent in my life as uncles. The step-brothers were very different from 
each other with different personalities. But they were really, again, quite 
important to me when I was growing up.  

01-00:29:50 
Eardley-Pryor: Were they important to your mother, as well, being in that household? 

01-00:29:55 
Resh: Well, she had a lot of issues when they were young that she would talk about. 

She was closer to Bob, who had a similar personality as hers than to Louis. 
But they did get along well, almost as siblings. Bob and Louis actually always 
referred to my mother as their sister. But I don't ever remember her referring 
to them as her brothers. Ever. But, where was I going with this? 

01-00:30:31 
Eardley-Pryor: Whether she had good contacts with them. 

01-00:30:33 
Resh: Louis and Bob's idea when they became adults was that my mother was to 

stay as a companion to Dorothy, and my mother was never to marry. And 
actually, my father had told me that when he was courting my mother, they 
really treated him poorly. They did a lot to discourage him and break them up, 
with the plan that she was to stay as a companion to her aunt. But after they 
married, my father and Louis and Bob got along very well for their whole 
lives. 

01-00:31:08 
Eardley-Pryor: So, those brothers wanted your mom to take care of Aunt Dorothy. 

01-00:31:33 
Resh: Exactly. Yes. 

01-00:31:16 
Eardley-Pryor: Where was Uncle Gino Bardi, Dorothy's husband, throughout all that? 

01-00:31:19 
Resh: Okay. Well, again, he was a very interesting character in that he owned a 

restaurant. I think it was on 58th Street in New York, called Gino's Cedar 
Gardens. My son Jon once found an old postcard advertising the restaurant. 
And my mother talked about that place a lot and that it was really important to 
her growing up. Because like most people that own restaurants, their families 
were there a lot. It was quite a nice restaurant. I think it had a hundred or so 
tables in it. It had an orchestra, and so people would dance. A lot of the 
customers were married men that were taking girlfriends there. It was sort of 
an out-of-the-way place and so was okay to go there because the likelihood of 
being seen was low. And she grew up with an awful lot of friends that she had 
met through the restaurant. A lot of them were showgirls and Rockettes from 
Radio City and places like that. And she thought that everybody had a sweetie 
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on the side in addition to a spouse. So that was a little kind of a different type 
of upbringing. But she met a lot of people that were very interesting there. The 
restaurant went out of business during the Depression and Gino ended up 
selling liquor to restaurants and then died of a heart attack quite young. So, 
certainly when my mother was in her very early twenties, maybe even earlier 
than that, Gino died. So, it was just my mother. my Aunt Dorothy, and the two 
younger boys.  

01-00:33:16 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. All right. Well, let's put a pause in more of your mother's life because 

there's more to go on after Gino dies and what happens to your mom and Aunt 
Dorothy from her early twenties on. But let's put a pause on that. I'd love to 
transition to your father's side of the family and hear about your paternal 
grandparents, your father Lewis's mom and dad. What were their names and 
what are their backgrounds? 

01-00:33:41 
Resh: My paternal grandfather was Harry Resh and he owned a hotel in Newton, 

New Jersey, which is in northern New Jersey, not too far from the 
Pennsylvania line. His whole family was from near the Allentown, 
Pennsylvania/northern New Jersey area, and the same with my grandmother. 
Her maiden name was Gardner, Caroline Gardner. So, my grandfather owned 
this hotel, the Sussex House in Newton. I've seen old pictures of it. They had a 
stable for carriages, which they would keep horses in. My grandfather was 
very interested in racehorses at kind of the local level, but I'm not sure 
whether he had many or he boarded them. But that's what the stable was for. 

01-00:34:44 
Eardley-Pryor: I hadn't even thought about it. This is, of course, before widespread car travel. 

01-00:34:47 
Resh: Yes. 

01-00:34:47 
Eardley-Pryor: So naturally a hotel would have a place for the horses, the stable.  

01-00:34:51 
Resh: Yes. 

01-00:34:52 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. And this is the grandfather for whom your first—or middle name, 

depending—comes from. He's Harry Resh, right? 

01-00:35:01 
Resh: Correct. 

01-00:35:03 
Eardley-Pryor: How did this hotel come into his life? 
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01-00:35:05 
Resh: I don't know, because when my father was born the hotel was already theirs 

and he never really told me about how it started. But the implication was the 
hotel was in the family for a while. I know nothing beyond my paternal 
grandparents. One of my cousins had tried to look through records and never 
really came up with anything beyond them.  

01-00:35:36 
Eardley-Pryor: And this was near the area where both your paternal grandmother and your 

paternal grandfather are from—that eastern Pennsylvania, northern New 
Jersey area? 

01-00:35:47 
Resh: Exactly. 

01-00:35:50 
Eardley-Pryor: Right where the Delaware flows through.  

01-00:35:51 
Resh: A little north of that.  

01-00:35:55 
Eardley-Pryor: Great. So, the hotel was a part of your father's life growing up as a child. 

01-00:36:00 
Resh: They actually lived in the hotel.  

01-00:36:03 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, really? 

01-00:36:04 
Resh: Yes. I had an uncle on my father's site, Newton, named after the town 

probably, that was very funny. None of the Resh children looked alike. And 
he said, "This is one of the occupational hazards of being in the hotel 
business. You know, the kids don't look the same." My father was the 
youngest. We have several pictures of him as a young boy. I'm sure he was an 
excellent student. My mother had a charm of his from a high school called 
Newton Academy. I once looked it up on the internet, it's long gone. He was 
on the football team and my mother had this charm from that time he must 
have given her. Of course, his father was then dead and they moved out of the 
hotel and they lived in a house in Newton, which they lost during the 
depression. 

01-00:37:05 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, we hadn't got to the point of your grandfather dying here, your dad's 

dad, dying at a young age. But also, let's talk about siblings. Your father was 
the youngest. Who else was in this family, as well? 

01-00:37:16 
Resh: Youngest, yes. From what I remember from my father is that my grandmother 

was pregnant many times but only seven of them survived.  
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01-00:37:27 
Eardley-Pryor: "Only" seven. 

01-00:37:28 
Resh: One of them, Dewey, died soon after birth. But of the other siblings, Walter, 

who I think was the oldest, was gassed during World War I and never really 
recovered from it. Maybe Harry was the next oldest. I never knew Harry but I 
knew his two sons, Donald and Harry. Again, not closely. They were much, 
much older than I was. The other siblings I knew quite well. There was a 
brother Soren, nicknamed Dutch, who was very active in sports programs for 
youths. He was the coach of baseball teams and was very community oriented. 
I remember in the last year of his life; a lot of tributes were paid to him for all 
that he did to keep pony league and little league and everything else going. He 
worked at a very popular shirt manufacturer called McGregor's that made like 
Pendleton type shirts—they're wool and very colorful. That mill has since 
closed down, of course. There was another brother that I knew very well 
whose name was Newton, who I mentioned, who was really quite funny and 
he had a printing business. He was always the life of the party. He was always 
the MC and the toastmaster at different events and he was very funny. Great 
sense of humor. He and his wife Frieda had a son, Bobby, who is a bit 
younger than me. 

The sister, Mildred, the only female child, worked in a bank on—I think they 
called them—totalizator machines, where at the end of the day they would 
look at changes to accounts they'd done that day. And, again, I thought she 
was great. I spent a lot of time with her in the summers. I'd go up for a week. 
Again, a very loving aunt. She never really found fault with what I did. I 
remember once going and meeting her at the bank. We were going to go out 
for like an ice cream soda or something like that. So I had a hot fudge sundae 
and I ate it and then she said, "Would you like another?" And, of course, I had 
another. And I was so sick after that I couldn't eat that a hot fudge sundae for 
the next twenty years. I still can't eat whipped cream after that experience. 
But, again, that was very typical of her. "That's great. You want it? Fine. Let's 
do that." She had been married to a state trooper, a New Jersey state trooper, 
in a marriage that didn't work. They had a daughter, Barbara, who eventually 
lived in San Diego with her two daughters Pam and Kathy. I saw Barbara 
periodically in California. But, again, she was much older than I was. It was 
never really as close a relationship as with cousins who were my 
contemporaries.  

01-00:40:31 
Eardley-Pryor: One of the things that I'm hearing from these stories of this extended family 

network—both, with your dad's brothers and sisters, Mildred, Newton, Soren, 
and your mom's side of the family with all these cousins and aunts and uncles 
there, is that you spent a lot of time with both sides of these families growing 
up, it seems. 
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01-00:40:46 
Resh: Oh, yes.  

01-00:40:48 
Eardley-Pryor: And, with you growing up in Greenwich Village as a young child, and then, 

later, just above the Bronx in Mt. Vernon, did you leave the closer-to-New-
York-City-area to go spend time with these families? Were they coming to 
you? 

01-00:41-04 
Resh: Well, all my cousins and me, we actually would leave for a week or two and 

live with other families, with our aunts and uncles. We did this every year, 
where I would always go to Newton, to my father's family, at least for a week, 
just on my own. And then especially I would go to be with my Aunt Gemma. I 
was very close to her. I would see her often, especially when I was older and 
had a car to drive. I had a lot of cousins. We all got along and did things 
together. Although I lost all four grandparents by the age of thirteen, I 
certainly grew up with a lot of family around me. 

01-00:42:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Yes. So, maybe tell me that story, about your father losing his dad at a young 

age, which I imagine became a bonding point between your dad and your 
mom, having both lost these parents so young. 

01-00:42:10 
Resh: Yes. 

01-00:42:11 
Eardley-Pryor: What happened on your father's side? 

01-00:42:13 
Resh: When my father was ten, his father had a heart attack and it was fatal. That 

certainly changed things dramatically. I don't know if, because of Walter's 
injuries during World War I, if he couldn't take over the hotel or they sold it or 
lost it for a variety of other reasons. But I know my father always talked about 
losing a father at ten. It must have been just an awful experience growing up 
with. I think his brothers, and especially Mildred, really took a major role in 
raising him. And, of course, he was always very close to my grandmother, his 
mother Caroline. My grandmother died when I was thirteen, but I have clear 
and fond memories of her as well. No, I think I was very lucky in that I had 
just a huge number of family members that I was very close to and were very 
supportive all my life. I remember being scolded by them often, but certainly I 
never questioned whether they cared for me or loved me. That was always 
there. My cousins were always interesting, too. 

01-00:43:36 
Eardley-Pryor: I love hearing about this wonderful family network that you had, and that both 

your parents had despite having lost so many of their own parents.  
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01-00:43:45 
Resh: Yes. 

01-00:43:46 
Eardley-Pryor: I'm wondering about that loss in particular for them, and this idea of 

intergenerational trauma—that a trauma that happens in a previous generation 
can find new ways of reverberating and echoing in the later generations. And 
so, I'm wondering if any of these traumas that your mom and dad experienced, 
did you see them echo in your own life, or in these cousins' lives? 

01-00:44:08 
Resh: Well, certainly. Once the COVID-19 pandemic started I thought about the link 

between these two events. The first thing I thought about was the link of 
losing my grandparents during the influenza pandemic and how traumatic it 
was for my mother. And interestingly enough, several of our friends that knew 
us and my mother well—because remember, my mother lived with us for a 
long time and she would often tell that story—reached out almost immediately 
and said, "This must be a very hard time for you, your mother having told you 
of this tremendous loss." One thing that's just horrifying is that—I mention 
that when they were put in the hospital they never could go back to the 
apartment—my mother has one picture of each of her parents. One picture, 
that's all. And that's been her memory. And, of course, she's given copies of 
those photos to George and Helen. But that was all they had to remember their 
parents. I think that was very hard and I have to admit that I thought about this 
a lot in the pandemic. "Is this my destiny too?" And, again, seeing what the 
loss of a parent did to both my parents, it affected their entire life.  

 The other thing with my father, they lost their house. I remember I was on 
Greenlawn Avenue in Newton. I remember seeing it when I was about six. 
But it was during the Depression because they couldn't continue the house 
payments. And that was very traumatic for him, as well, the loss of his father.  

01-00:46:02 
Eardley-Pryor: Especially after losing the hotel, I imagine. 

01-00:46:04 
Resh: Yes. 

01-00:46:07 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. All right. Yeah. I imagine the nineteen-twenties and the thirties sound 

like difficult times for your young and growing father Lewis. Maybe you can 
share a little bit about how his life progressed? So, he has these memories of 
challenges, like losing his dad at a young age or age ten, moving out of the 
hotel, losing the house during the Depression. What was his childhood up 
through high school and through his twenties like? 

01-00:46:35 
Resh: Well, as I mentioned, he went to a high school called Newton Academy. It 

must have been a public high school of some type or maybe there was some 
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type of church affiliation. He was a Presbyterian. I don't think he ever really 
was involved with the Presbyterian Church, but he thought of himself as 
having that background. He was a good student in high school. My father was 
very smart. He really was incredibly well informed, incredibly curious about 
many, many things. But he couldn't go to college. I remember him telling me 
once that he did everything he could to go. He wanted to go to Trenton State, 
which is kind of like the California State Universities. It wasn't Rutgers or one 
of the privates. But he just couldn't afford it. And so, he got a job as a 
surveyor. And I remember him telling me how much he liked that, that it was 
really interesting and that if he could have done that for the rest of his life, he 
would have been completely happy. He really enjoyed that job very much.  

 For some reason, he enlisted in the Army. I don't know if it was a sense of 
wanting adventure. It was before World War II. It was in December of 1940 
that he enlisted.  

01-00:48:07 
Eardley-Pryor: When he enlisted? Oh, so he got through pretty much the 1930s and the bulk 

of the Depression as a surveyor? 

01-00:48:14 
Resh: Right. Working as a surveyor. He joined the cavalry.  

01-00:48:21 
Eardley-Pryor: That still existed in 1940? 

01-00:48:24 
Resh: Yes. I have a picture of him wearing high riding boots. And then he was 

scheduled to get out of the army at the end of '41, and he was going to leave. 
He was only going to stay in for a year. Which, again, I'm not sure what 
motivated him to join the army. I remember him telling me once he was 
engaged and it didn't work out, and maybe that was one of the motivations. 
I'm tying those two things together, but maybe it's not accurate. Then he was 
scheduled to get out, but then Pearl Harbor occurred. And, of course, he 
stayed in. And then he made the decision, if he was going to be in for however 
long it turned out to last, and having at known about World War I, he knew 
that this was not going to be a short time. So, he decided to go to officer 
candidate school and did very well. And by the end of the war, he was a major 
and could have gone on as a lieutenant colonel if he stayed in, but he wanted 
to get out. I suspect his family pressured him to get out and to come back 
home after having been gone for so long, because he was very close to them. 

01-00:49:27 
Eardley-Pryor: Throughout World War II and during your father's service, I imagine his role 

transitioned from cavalry, horse cavalry, to something else. 

01-00:49:35 
Resh: Right, yes. 
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01-00:49:37 
Eardley-Pryor: What was it you remember hearing he did during World War II? 

01-00:49:41 
Resh: Well, he was in the Corps of Engineers. So, he spent a lot of time building 

airfields on Pacific islands and then also had periods back in the states training 
troops to bring overseas. My father's personality fit that of an army officer. I 
mean, he was like the perfect boss. People just listened to whatever he said. 
He was kind of quiet, but he really commanded a lot of attention and respect. 
Because remember, I worked for his company at one point, for one summer. I 
really saw just how respected he was, not just for what he knew but just the 
way he managed people.  

 Interestingly, one of my colleagues who was in the same college that I was in 
at Berkeley turned out to have served with my father in the army. My father 
showed me some pictures of when his company was in the Pacific and he 
mentioned, "Oh, this person was from California." His name sounded familiar. 
I said, "Oh, that's the name of a colleague." So, he said, "Well, call him up and 
ask him, 'Have you ever heard of this 854th Spearheaders?'" That was the 
company that he was in. And I called him up. His name was Jim Boles. He 
was an agricultural economist. And I said, "This is going to sound crazy. I'm 
over in entomology. But have you ever heard of this?" And there was this 
dead silence. He says, "I haven't heard of that for thirty years." When my 
parents would come out, because they would come out to California regularly, 
he saw Jim Boles and they reconnected.  

01-00:51:26 
Eardley-Pryor: Thirty years after it all? 

01-00:51:27 
Resh: Yeah, a very small world.  

01-00:51:28 
Eardley-Pryor: That's amazing. It sounds to me also like your dad was an intrepid adventurer. 

I mean, here he is enlisting, getting sent back and forth between the South 
Pacific and the United States in some ways.  

01-00:51:43 
Resh: Yes. 

01-00:51:45 
Eardley-Pryor: And I can't help but think of the echoes in your life, of being somebody who 

takes on adventure, to move across different opportunities, to move across the 
country, and then the work that brings you around the planet to do research 
and now to lead trips.  

01-00:51:57 
Resh: That's very interesting, Roger, because he never really traveled after the war in 

the Pacific. I remember him telling me that he did so much traveling then, and 
also about the type of work that he did in civilian life didn't involve regular 
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vacations. His specialty was working on buildings that had to function while 
they had major activities going on. He worked a lot with telephone companies, 
television studios, hospitals. The construction couldn't just be done willy-
nilly. It had to be done in coordination with a lot of other activities. He would 
sometimes work without a vacation for five years and then would have all this 
time off, weeks off when he could have traveled, I suppose. But, of course, I 
was in school. And he was just very content to stay home. He read a lot. He 
was a voracious reader, especially of newspapers. My memory of childhood is 
newspapers all around our house. He would get seven newspapers a day. One 
of my tasks, at nine o'clock at night, was to go out and get the early edition of 
the Daily News and the New York Mirror and then he would read them as he 
was going to bed. And then when he got up in the morning, he'd read the New 
York Times. In the afternoon he'd read the Journal American and the local 
paper the Daily Argus. It was just this constant appetite for current events and 
news. To this day, I've never met anybody that was as well-informed and as 
interested in keeping up to date on news as he was.  

01-00:53:33 
Eardley-Pryor: Fascinating.  

01-00:53:36 
Resh: He was a wonderful father in many respects.  

01-00:53:40 
Eardley-Pryor: He sounds like a great man. Well, eventually he meets your mother in what I 

understand was almost a blind date situation. 

01-00:53:49 
Resh: Right. 

01-00:53:52 
Eardley-Pryor: When was that, that your parents were first introduced? 

01-00:53:55 
Resh: Okay. Can I back up just a little about my mother's life to— 

01-00:54:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Yes.  

01-00:54:00 
Resh: When my mother was sixteen, I think she realized that she was going to be 

smothered if she didn't have a life outside of Dorothy and the two boys. By 
the way, my mother never referred to Dorothy as anything other than "my 
aunt." She never called her mother. And even the next generation of my 
cousins and I were different. They all called her Nonna, which is Italian for 
grandmother, and I called her Aunt Dorothy. I never heard my father actually 
refer to her as anything but "your aunt." And the one time that he was in a 
position that he had to address her directly, he referred to her as Mrs. Bardi. 
He just never felt comfortable, I think, based on all of the issues that came up, 
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although he was very close to her two step-brothers, Louis and Bob. They 
always had good relationships.  

 Well, so my mother at sixteen gets a friend of her aunts to sign a letter saying 
that she could work for the telephone company, the New York telephone 
company or Bell Telephone as an operator. So, she does that. She leaves to go 
to school in the morning and goes to work for the phone company, finally 
telling my aunt that she has decided to do that. 

01-00:55:29 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow, wait—so, she dropped out of school and secretly started working for 

the telephone company in New York City? 

01-00:55:34 
Resh: The phone company. Yes. 

01-00:55:36 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. That's bold. 

01-00:55:37 
Resh: Yes, at sixteen. And then when she was eighteen, through a family friend she 

got a job as a dental assistant for a dentist on Fifth Avenue that was a very 
well-known society dentist. And all throughout her life she would entertain us 
with stories about the patients that would go to the office. And this is both to 
my son, Cheryl's son, our grandkids, everyone would love hearing these 
stories. 

01-00:56:08 
Eardley-Pryor:  Who are some of these society attendees to this dentist? 

01-00:56:14 
Resh: I'm sorry? 

01-00:56:14 
Eardley-Pryor: Who are some of these patients? 

01-00:56:16 
Resh: Oh, okay. Like one of her stories was about Hoagie Carmichael. He was 

sitting in the chair one time. He had the bib on and everything else. And all of 
a sudden, she notices he starts strumming his fingers. And he says, "I got to 
find a piano." He's got all this dental stuff in his mouth. "I got to find a piano." 
So, he gets up from the chair and is running through the halls looking for a 
piano because he had a tune in his head and he wanted to get it down. A lot of 
them were JP Morgan bankers. Another patient was the head of Social 
Security at the time. And then because they still had the restaurant, people 
would come to that. And even when I was growing up, even though their 
restaurant had gone, there were close relationships with other restauranteurs. 
And I remember we would go to those a lot. And, actually, when I was little, 
living on Thirteenth Street, there were two restaurants within a couple 
hundred yards that we would go to all the time. They would send me down to 
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pick up desserts. And even as an adult, when I would go on dates, I would 
take people to these restaurants. Then it was no longer the parents running it, 
it was their kids who I had known when I was younger. And my mother, 
actually, she stayed working this dentist in New York, Dr. Kroll until I was 
born. And then when I was in grammar school, she worked for two 
orthodontists as a dental assistant. And she did that until she was at least sixty-
five. 

01-00:58:06 
Eardley-Pryor: That's excellent. And for your mom to take on that job in her early twenties 

and do that through the rest of her life, in what ways do you think that 
changed her experience of New York City Here she is plugged into this 
restaurant scene with all this extended family and these interesting patrons to 
the restaurant. And here she is connected to this high society Fifth Avenue 
New York City scene seeing patients in a very intimate way—I mean, putting 
hands on mouths. 

01-00:58:36 
Resh: Well, I think one thing. I think she met people that would ask her out. Older 

men. She always implied they weren't married or maybe were widowers. I 
think it enhanced her social life. Also, this is where she met this lifelong 
friend, Gracelyn Johnston. Now, Gracelyn was about ten years older than her, 
but she worked in the dental office as well. And my mother always said that 
she helped bring her confidence. If there were reservations and trepidations 
she had from being raised by her Aunt Dorothy, Gracelyn helped her really 
overcome those. And then Gracelyn married and moved to Panama. Her 
husband ran the hotel in the Canal Zone. So, my mother would go down there 
and visit her. I remember Gracelyn tried to get her to marry anybody there, 
just to get her to stay in the Canal Zone. It was a wonderful lifelong friendship 
between the two of them. When Gracelyn died it was very hard for my mother 
to lose her. They didn't call much. They wrote letters regularly to each other 
and then would see each other when they could. When she came back from 
the Canal Zone, she lived in Florida. My parents would visit them very often. 

01-01:00:02 
Eardley-Pryor: That's beautiful. This friendship with Gracelyn and your mom visiting 

Gracelyn in Panama is a fascinating thing. This is the 1930s and before 
commercial air travel, so— 

01-01:00:16 
Resh: Yes. She took ships. 

01-01:00:19 
Eardley-Pryor: And then stayed down there? 

01-01:00:20 
Resh: My mother had a very varied background, much different from my father who 

was from a small town. Really until he was in the military, he really wasn't 
exposed to a lot of different people. It was just a small town. Whereas my 
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mother had friends that were showgirls, actresses that would again be dating 
married men and coming to the restaurant. She always had great stories about 
how they had a little dog that they would bring to the restaurant a lot, it would 
run around greeting the patrons. Let's say a customer was bringing his 
girlfriend there for several years, but when the wife came along the dog would 
just ignore him, like it had never known him. And she was a good storyteller, 
too. All of us loved to hear these stories. And she always told it the same way. 
It's not like she was embellishing each time. Every time it was always the 
same story line. 

01-01:01:28 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. And the beauty that you and Cheryl took your mom in after your 

father passed away, for the last years of your mom's life in her nineties, and 
lived together for eight years in your house. To have that kind of deepened 
adult-level relationship with your mother seems really special. 

01-01:01:46 
Resh: It was wonderful. The grandkids were here very often. Yeah, it was just great. 

I'm sure we'll come back to this but that's one thing I owe Cheryl for the rest 
of my life, is enabling that. My mother didn't want to go to a nursing home, 
and she didn't want to go into the hospital. She really couldn't live alone in 
New York, the first winter there alone she never got outside, the weather was 
so bad.  

So, my father died in the spring and then she comes out that first Christmas 
for a month just to see if she would like it and everything, and how we would 
reorganize the house. And then we ended up putting an addition on our house, 
too, to have more room. It worked out very well and she moved out that 
summer. 

01-01:02:38 
Eardley-Pryor: Really, a beautiful thing. You know something else that strikes me? I'm seeing 

these echoes of you and your parents in these different ways. I mean we talked 
about your dad, I thought maybe this sort of intrepid adventurer through his 
military experience, but also this insatiable love for knowledge, this desire to 
learn as much as he could. 

01-01:03:00 
Resh: Yes. He really had that. 

01-01:03:01 
Eardley-Pryor: And I see that in you so very clearly. And with your mom, the 

adventurousness of traveling down to Panama and pursuing these deep, deep 
relationships, these friendships with people, but also just having amazing, 
interesting friends, interesting things in her life. I see that in your life so 
clearly as well. And the storytelling aspect, that your mom is a storyteller and 
you are such a consummate teacher, which is really storytelling about ideas 
and information. 
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01-01:03:29 
Resh: Well, it's interesting. One of my cousins, Debbi or Debora Strand, now Gaber, 

who was Helen's daughter, was actually much more like my mother in 
personality than her own mother's. And my mother would have always liked 
to have been a teacher. And Debbi ended up becoming a teacher for thirty-five 
years. So yes. And, again, what was nice for all my cousins was having close 
relationships with an aunt or an uncle, not just with their parents, that could 
serve as either a buffer or a valve release when things got too tense, which it 
did for all of us at one point or another. But George, my mother's younger 
brother, he was wonderful and special. He didn't go into being a butcher. He 
was a baker. But he like would go to the racetrack and he would take me with 
him. He was really great. And he actually came in and out of our lives. When 
he'd come over, my mother would feed him so much—because he never 
married, he was living alone—and he would have to lay on the floor so he 
could breathe because he would have eaten so much. And as I said earlier, my 
Aunt Dorothy usually would start on him about, "Why don't we go tomorrow 
and buy yourself a new pair of pants? And why don't you do this and that?" 
And then in the middle of the night he'd just leave, and we wouldn't see him 
for another six months or longer. Yeah, my Aunt Dorothy was actually quite 
critical in a lot of respects. I'm sure we'll get to her at one point because of the 
great influence she had on all of us. 

 In speaking yesterday to one of my cousins, we're the two oldest of our— 

01-01:05:37 
Eardley-Pryor: This is cousin Gigi? 

01-01:05:37 
Resh: Cousin Gigi or Gemma. We were often pitted against each other. Gigi got, 

"Oh, Pete is so smart and he's doing so well in school." Then I would get, 
"Oh, Gigi's so popular and she always dresses so well." It was really kind of 
counterproductive putting us in this competition. At one point, we both of us 
realized this, especially because she and I went through college together. So 
we were really close in our later teens and twenties. 

01-01:06:12 
Eardley-Pryor: She also went to Georgetown? 

01-01:06:14 
Resh: She went to a two-year college called Marjorie Webster. 

01-01:06:21 
Eardley-Pryor: In DC though? 

01-01:06:21 
Resh: In DC. And so I saw her all the time.  

01-01:06:27 
Eardley-Pryor: Yes. The power of relationships in your life and in your family's life. I can see 

how those webs were woven early and deep. I think maybe this is a good time 
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to talk a little bit about Aunt Dorothy. Because I'm interested in steering our 
conversation to your mom and dad's connection—when they meet, what 
happens in their life, and then, of course, your entry into it and about your 
childhood. So, is now an okay time to discuss Aunt Dorothy and her outsize 
presence? 

01-01:06:54 
Resh: Sure, this would be perfect. She was born in Italy and came over as a young 

woman but spoke absolutely beautiful English. It was impeccable. I think she 
probably was very attractive when she was younger. She was very poised. 
When Gino was running his restaurant, Gino's Cedar Gardens, she was very 
involved in the business. The restaurant closed during the Depression and 
after he died, she started her own business. I was asking my cousin what term 
we would use today for her type of work, and she said she was in a way a 
personal shopper, in that she would buy dresses or make dresses for these 
extremely wealthy women. And in her brownstone in Greenwich Village, she 
had a room where these people would come, and they would try on dresses. 
My mother would make hats to go with the dresses. And that was Dorothy's 
business. I remember seeing some of the dresses or pictures of the dresses. 
They were absolutely beautiful. And, again, I don't know if some of these 
clients actually came through my mother being with Dr. Kroll, the dentist, or 
what, but she did that almost all her life. And she had very interesting 
friends—Judges and people in business and she was always entertaining. I'm 
jumping ahead, but when I was, say, college age, she would often invite me to 
dinner with these interesting people.  

01-01:08:57 
Eardley-Pryor: Help me reconcile the outsize role that your aunt has on your mother's life, to 

the point where she knows that she needs to, at age sixteen, develop her own 
world and rejects the family's influence to try to be this lifelong companion 
for Aunt Dorothy, and yet, at the same time this deep connection that your 
mother has and this long-lasting relationship that even you have with her. 
Help me understand those two different sides of Aunt Dorothy. 

01-01:09:26 
Resh: Boy, it's really, really complicated. Dorothy was not just tough on my mother, 

she was tough on her two sons, as well, although her two sons were absolutely 
devoted to her. I remember that. I was in college when Dorothy died, so I 
knew her quite well for a long time. I often ask my mother if she was at all 
bitter about a hundred slights that came up. When Dorothy died, the will did 
not have her as an equal share at all—the house went to her two sons and yet, 
I was treated to a share like all the grandchildren. Roger, it's really hard for me 
to understand how my mother accepted these slights and that's why so often I 
would ask her how she felt about this. But she would always say that Dorothy 
did take her in. What else could have happened? Is she going to have to go 
with crazy Aunt Kate? Is she going to run away, too? So, I think she always 
appreciated that aspect of Dorothy taking her in. I don't know. They were very 
close. I think they talked on the phone almost every day. Dorothy was a really 
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strong personality. She absolutely commanded attention when she walked into 
the room. She had beautiful posture, and really was quite elegant looking, 
especially as she got older. She went from pretty to elegant.  

01-01:11:08 
Eardley-Pryor: How did you internalize Dorothy's character and your mother's relationship 

with her? 

01-01:11:14 
Resh: I would never characterize it as an equal relationship. Maybe this sounds cruel 

but I felt that my mother was always the orphan niece and Dorothy expected a 
lot from her in return. When we would rent summer places, Dorothy would 
always come. That was the expectation. I sometimes wondered how my father 
put up with that and didn't object to it. Maybe he felt it made my mother 
happy or maybe if he did object to it, it would create waves. I'm not sure. But 
she was an incredibly strong personality. And really, I look at all my cousins 
on that side. She had a major effect on all of their lives. Especially Gigi. God, 
she is just like her. Gigi was super successful in her career, like Dorothy was. 
Yes. I know I'm not answering your question. I never really understood it. 
Again, I look back at different phases. Certainly, when I was a college-aged 
adult, she treated me wonderfully. Like I said, she left me an equal share with 
all the grandkids. When I was like in grammar school, I remember she would 
drive me crazy in terms of criticizing me. She was a very enigmatic character 
in a lot of respects.  

01-01:13:04 
Eardley-Pryor: Something else that strikes me in you talking about your mom as the orphaned 

niece, now that I'm thinking of it. Your wife Cheryl's father was also orphaned 
as a child. So, I'm wondering what that family lineage for both of you did for 
your and Cheryl's relationship? 

01-01:13:25 
Resh: Well, I think it made me understand more about Everett, her father, about his 

traumas. I know Cheryl has mentioned this to you. This absolutely ruined his 
life, not knowing who his parents were. And especially, as we found out, that 
his adopted mother was his real mother and she never told him. 

01-01:13:47 
Eardley-Pryor: Incredible. 

01-01:13:49 
Resh: Just incredible. Just incredible how that worked. So yes. I think it certainly did 

give us a common issue in our lives that we could talk about. And I think even 
more for my mother and Cheryl, it was a commonality that was there for them 
from the beginning.  

01-01:14:07 
Eardley-Pryor: That makes sense. And for them to spend so much time together during your 

mom Ann's later years, her last years at your home. 
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01-01:14:14 
Resh: Yes.  

01-01:14:15 
Eardley-Pryor: Vince, let's take a little break here before we move forward, shall we? 

01-01:14:20 
Resh: Okay. 

[break in recording] 

01-01:14:25 
Eardley-Pryor: All right, Vince. Let's just get back into it. What are some of the thoughts that 

have come to you so far of what we've covered? 

01-01:14:31 
Resh: Well, I think this issue of family, what it's meant to me in terms of always 

having the security of knowing that they're there, whereas my mother had no 
real security about that. I mean, she was always—probably at one level, when 
she was younger—was wondering, "Am I going to be kicked out, as well?" Or 
"Am I going to end up like my sister?" My level of security was 
incomparable—the difference between what I had and what my mother had. 
And also, I've often felt that that's what made my mother so gracious and 
accommodating to other people, because she needed those associations with 
people because she really didn't have them from her early family. 

01-01:15:34 
Eardley-Pryor: Yes. I'm sure she craved it. I imagine her role as such a loving mother to you 

and your dad being such a loving father, as you've said, that making those 
family connections was probably important to them for you to have this time 
with cousins, especially as an only child. 

01-01:15:53 
Resh: Yes. Well, for example, when I would go to one of my aunt's, their kids would 

come to us. It was like an exchange. And I know like for my cousin Gigi—
who I mentioned a lot because she was very important in my life—just as her 
mother was important to me, my mother was an important role model to her 
when she was becoming an adult. Yes. Actually, if we have time, I'd like to 
talk a little about my cousins because they were a very interesting group of 
people.  

01-01:16:32 
Eardley-Pryor: Which cousins? We've mentioned Gigi. 

01-01:16:34 
Resh: Gino, her brother was very interesting. And my cousin Debbi, is as well. 

01-01:16:42 
Eardley-Pryor: Let's talk about them. Or do you want to talk about them as they come up in 

your own timeline? 
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01-01:16:45 
Resh: As they come up is fine. 

01-01:16:47 
Eardley-Pryor: Okay. Well, then, let's dive into the story of your mom and dad. I feel like we 

have a sense of who they became as adults, and we understand this broader 
family network they both came from a little bit better. How did your mom and 
dad meet, and when did they meet? 

01-01:17:02 
Resh: Okay. So, they met in the late 1930s. Terry, I only know her married name as 

Terry Brown, was a really outgoing, attractive—I think she was a model. She 
was dating my Uncle Newton or Newt, my father's brother, and they broke up. 
And my father stayed friends with Terry. Terry was a friend of my mother's, 
probably from the restaurant. That's probably how they knew each other. And 
she and Terry suggested that they get together. My father and my mother meet 
and Terry set them up. And then Harold Brown, who became her husband, he 
came into the picture early on. So actually, growing up I remember this 
couple, Terry and Harold Brown, and my parents still being very close with 
them. And I remember when Terry died, she died of cancer, my parents were 
just heartbroken. 

 My mother always told the story that when they started dating, they had a 
party at their house, and Terry and Harold were there. And Newt, who used to 
date Terry was there as well. Newt and Harold were off in the kitchen talking 
with each other. My mother was sure they were having a fight over 
something. Actually, they were both complaining about Terry. So, they had 
this common bond. Like a lot of women in that era who were very pretty, she 
really expected to be treated well.  

01-01:18:50 
Eardley-Pryor: For your mom and dad, this introduction that Terry Brown does for them is in 

their twenties, in their mid-to-late twenties in their lives? 

01-01:18:59 
Resh: No, they're in their thirties. 

01-01:19:00 
Eardley-Pryor: In their thirties when they meet? 

01-01:19:02 
Resh: Oh, my father's probably in his late twenties, my mother is about thirty.  

01-01:19:08 
Eardley-Pryor: And then you arrive on the scene in 1945. So, they're together wooing and 

dating through this period for a good five or so years?  

01-01:19:15 
Resh: No. They married in '42. But remember, my father was overseas for long 

periods in the South Pacific. We have a picture of the two of them in 
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Washington, which is when I would have been conceived, and he was home 
on a leave. And he was, of course, wearing his uniform at the time. 

01-01:19:43 
Eardley-Pryor: In DC. So, when your father would come back from his trainings in the South 

Pacific or construction of these airfields there, your mom, it sounds like, 
would then come and meet him? 

01-01:19:53 
Resh: Oh, sure. Yes. They also lived in Yuma, Arizona, for a while. 

01-01:19:58 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, together? She joined him in Arizona? 

01-01:20:00 
Resh: And in South Carolina. She always did. You were asking about when I was 

born. One thing I didn't mention is that my father never saw me until I was six 
months old. He was still in the Pacific. And we actually have the birth 
announcement that my mother sent to him when I was born.  

01-01:20:22 
Eardley-Pryor: That must be how he learned that you were— 

01-01:20:24 
Resh: Exactly. Yeah, because I doubt they were using telegrams, he was on 

Kwajalein at that time. They would have been depending on mail. 

01-01:20:37 
Eardley-Pryor: Fascinating. There was a photograph that I saw in one of those amazing 

photobooks that Cheryl puts together of your mom fishing in South Carolina. 
She's in the water, she's got her fish, she's deep into it and it said in the caption 
that she was pregnant with you at the time. 

01-01:20:54 
Resh: Yes, she was pregnant with me during that.  

01-01:20:57 
Eardley-Pryor: That's remarkable. So was that a time where your dad was stationed down 

there or visiting South Carolina? 

01-01:21:01 
Resh: Right. He was in Columbia at Fort Jackson. I actually went down there once 

to pick up the wife my best friend and roommate from college, John Trocchio, 
who was sent to the Canal Zone. I flew down, picked his wife Julie up, and 
drove her back to New York.  

01-01:21:20 
Eardley-Pryor: Fascinating. 
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01-01:21:20 
Resh: Again, my mother formed these very deep friendships with people. There was 

a woman that they lived with, that they rented part of a house from, whose 
name was Mabel White. She was an artist. She and my mother would go out, 
and if they saw a magnolia tree that was really beautiful with a house in the 
background. She'd go to the front door and she said, "You know, you have 
such a beautiful magnolia tree. Would you mind if I would paint it?" And 
she'd set up an easel, paint it, and, of course, the people would buy the 
painting. We have one of her paintings and it is of a magnolia tree. So, they 
were great friends. They were older than my parents. I don't remember 
meeting them much when I was growing up. They may have died by then. But 
they were very close friends of my parents.  

01-01:22:14 
Eardley-Pryor: And you mentioned being older. Your mom and father, for that period, for the 

1940s, were older as parents. They were about thirty-five, I think, or thirty-six 
for your mom. 

01-01:22:25 
Resh: Yes, very old for that time.  

01-01:22:26 
Eardley-Pryor: And your dad just a couple years younger. I'm wondering about their lives 

before your arrival. Was this something where they were trying to have 
children over time? Was this really just a result of the fact that your dad, 
Lewis, was abroad so often during this? 

01-01:22:41 
Resh: Yes. They were trying to have more children. My mother miscarried a couple 

of times. And my father was just gone during World War II. If you've talked 
to anybody from that era, they were just gone for years at a time. But when 
my father came back, they immediately setup living together in New York 
City in the bottom floor of the brownstone that my Aunt Dorothy owned. My 
grandmother lived on the first floor. The second and third floor were rented. It 
was a four-story brownstone. Do you know what they look like? 

01-01:23:33 
Eardley-Pryor: Yes. I'm trying to think about the family connection. You say grandmother. 

Do you mean your Aunt Dorothy? 

01-01:23:36 
Resh: Yes, my Aunt Dorothy. 

01-01:23:37 
Eardley-Pryor: And so your father, who only called her "your aunt," was living in the 

basement with a wife? 

01-01:23:45 
Resh: They were separate units. Each floor was separate because the idea when she 

and her husband Gino bought it was to rent out each floor as a separate 
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apartment. And I remember the people that lived there lived there. They never 
moved out because it was a beautiful building. And then in the basement there 
was a very big yard. Well, not a typical yard. It was concrete. But it was New 
York City. A lot of the pictures in the book Cheryl made are in that yard. Yes. 
I lived there until I was four. 

01-01:24:18 
Eardley-Pryor: What are some of your earliest memories growing up in Greenwich then? 

01-01:24:22 
Resh: In Greenwich Village? 

01-01:24:23 
Eardley-Pryor: Yes. 

01-01:24:24 
Resh: Well, I remember a Christmas incident when I was about four when my father 

had come home from an office party and was fixing the star on the top of the 
tree. He fell into the tree. And, as he told me, he never went to another 
Christmas party after that. I remember my cousins and I there but this may 
have been after we moved. When we left, Louis and his family moved into the 
apartment that we had lived in. Louis, Gemma, and my cousins Gigi and 
Gino. And I remember we were playing out in the backyard and we were kind 
of screaming and running around. And one of the people in one of the 
apartment buildings nearby had filled a bag with water and thrown the bag 
into our yard and it splashed. if it hit one of us it would have killed us. And I 
remember the police came because one of my parents or uncles had called 
them. This person could have killed somebody. And they had thrown it from 
maybe a third or fourth story of a building, landing right in the backyard. 

01-01:25:41 
Eardley-Pryor: And this was just kids being loud in the yard? 

01-01:25:44 
Resh: Kids being loud, yes. We were all less than eight. We were just running 

around. 

01-01:25:50 
Eardley-Pryor: And living in New York City. 

01-01:25:52 
Resh: Living in New York City. 

01-01:25:54 
Eardley-Pryor: Wild. So, your mom and dad, Lewis and Ann, when you were about four, you 

said, you move out to Mt. Vernon, north of the Bronx, just right above the 
Bronx, kind of near New Rochelle. And your Uncle Louis and your Aunt 
Gemma and their— 
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01-01:26:09 
Resh: Moved in. 

01-01:26:10 
Eardley-Pryor: They moved in below Aunt Dorothy? 

01-01:26:12 
Resh: Right. 

01-01:26:14 
Eardley-Pryor: Got it. And those are the cousins that you said you were very close with. 

01-01:26:17 
Resh: Yes, I was very close to them. After World War II, my father got a job almost 

immediately as an engineer building Rockefeller Center. Now, I don't know if 
you would know that, but it was a huge post-war building. The company he 
started with then, he was with most of his life as an engineer. 

01-01:26:41 
Eardley-Pryor: What company was that? Who did he work for? 

01-01:26:42 
Resh: John Lowry. John Lowry and Company. It was kind of a father-son operation. 

My father went through multiple generations of them. But at one point I know 
he was at Cornell University building some dormitories up there early on and 
would come home maybe every couple of weeks. This was when I was very 
young. After World War II, people were looking for any jobs that they could 
get. 

01-01:27:08 
Eardley-Pryor: Yes. And this was the work you said your dad had done, in buildings that 

needed to continue operating, like Rockefeller Center needed to continue 
operating? 

01-01:27:16 
Resh:  I think Rockefeller Center was new when they worked on it or they were 

doing a big addition. But this is really when he became very specialized in 
doing these buildings. I know I'm jumping ahead, but my father, after he 
retired in his late sixties, did a lot of legal consulting because in every 
construction job there's lawsuits at the end of it. It's just part of what it is. And 
then, even in his eighties he was asked to come back to head up big projects 
that were very complicated. And I know it made him feel good. Around 
construction sites there's always a lot of rubble, and he was always worried 
about falling. He never would wear graduated lenses or bifocals because he 
always felt that he had to see the ground in front of him, otherwise it would be 
so easy to trip. I do the same. I've never gone to those types of glasses. He was 
always going from reading glasses to the other glasses. I think it was probably 
a good idea. I've seen so many people fall with trifocals anyway.  
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01-01:28:36 
Eardley-Pryor: So what prompted the move of your parents out into the suburbs? 

01-01:28:40 
Resh: Yes. I think there were several things, one of which is I think they or maybe 

my father wanted to get away from Aunt Dorothy and start a home on their 
own. He had a business friend, Dan Chapetta that helped him find an 
apartment up in Mt. Vernon. Actually, Dan and his wife Jane were lifelong 
friends from then on. And their kids Chip and Donna were friends of mine, 
too. I think mainly it was just a move to get out of the city. It was lovely up 
there. It was a wonderful place to grow up. I think there were probably 
multiple reasons. But there was the flight out of the city that happened post-
World War II. Think of the fifties, consumerism, and the desire to live the 
good life after the war. 

01-01:29:40 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah, urban expansion and opportunities for veterans to secure mortgages.  

01-01:29:46 
Resh: Yes. 

01-01:29:48 
Eardley-Pryor: For white veterans, I should emphasize. Okay. So, tell me a little bit about 

what your memories are of life in Mt. Vernon as a child. What were the things 
that were part of your life? 

01-01:29:59 
Resh: Well, so I went up there at four. I was initially not in school. I remember these 

very close friends of my parents, Dan and Jane Chapetta. Dan worked very 
closely with my father. He had a plastering business. Jane became my 
mother's best friend until she died in the nineties. They were wonderful 
friends. Their two children, Donna and Chip, are my oldest friends. Donna 
stayed close to my mother for all her life and we are still in touch. Her late 
husband Tom was a big help to my parents, as was Donna, as they got older. 

That area was very interesting. I never knew many people there, except my 
father who was Protestant and German-American, who wasn't Italian, Irish, 
and either Catholic or Jewish. That was the entire makeup of that whole 
community. We lived about a block from a Catholic church called Saints Peter 
and Paul. My mother, of course, was very Catholic, being from an Italian 
background. And when they were married my father had to sign all kinds of 
agreements that I'd be raised Catholic and all types of things that they, I think, 
they still do actually. And so, they were married by a family friend who used 
to go to the restaurant, a Jesuit named Father Fronhoufer, who taught at 
Xavier, which is a military academy in New York City. And he stayed as a 
family friend as long as he lived. My father honored that. He agreed that if my 
mother wanted me to go to a Catholic school, I'd go to a Catholic school. 
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01-01:31:50 
Eardley-Pryor: That Saints Peter and Paul community that you were a part of, did they also 

have a school? 

01-01:31:55 
Resh: Right. They had a grammar school from kindergarten to eighth grade. And 

honestly, growing up, that was one of the big centers of my life. I liked it very 
much. People a lot of times will tell these horror stories about nuns. I have to 
admit, I don't really remember any horror stories. I don't ever remember being 
hit on the knuckles by a ruler or having my ear pulled. And it was a co-ed 
class. I just remember it as being very normal and liking the teachers. I had a 
couple of teachers, a couple of nuns, that were very influential in my life. One 
was very interested in science. She was my fifth-grade teacher. Sister John 
Cantius was her name. And then in eighth grade another nun, Sister Thomas 
Mary, was again influential. In that time, people became nuns for a variety of 
reasons. I don't know if Cheryl's mentioned it but we have had two very close 
friends that were nuns in Berkeley. It was sort of an alternative way of life. It 
was certainly an aberration in that never were there as many nuns as there 
were in the 1950s. There were more than in any other time in history.  

01-01:33:20 
Eardley-Pryor: Why do you think that is? I have not heard this. 

01-01:33:24 
Resh: Here I'm speculating. After World War II the idea, especially among the 

Irish—I've never known Italians that were glad their kids became nuns or 
priests—but Irish families really went for that. You know, they really loved it. 
And the idea was similar to men becoming Buddhist monks for the parents to 
gain merit—that this was going to ensure their place in heaven and you give 
one or two of your kids to God. We were good friends with the Bishop of 
Oakland, John Cummins. In his family two of the children became priests and 
one became a nun. It just was what was done in religious families at that time. 
Certainly, these two friends that we had here had made the decision to become 
nuns in high school. And even when I was a kid, they had high schools that 
were for young boys that wanted to become priests. They didn't go to regular 
high schools. Now they don't even want to talk to you about being a priest 
until you're out of college. It's a totally different experience.  

01-01:34:23 
Eardley-Pryor: What were the names of these two nuns that you and Cheryl developed this 

friendship with? 

01-01:34:25 
Resh: Michaeline O'Dwyer and Maureen Therese McGroddy. We always called 

them Michaeline and Therese. Michaeline was her given name when she 
became a nun. Mary was her real name. Maureen was her real name and 
Cheryl always called her Maureen Therese. We were just great friends. They 
were part of the Graduate School of Theology at Berkeley. That's how we got 
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to know them. They were wonderful friends. Especially for Cheryl. These 
were really two very close friends for her and eventually both of us. 

01-01:34:55 
Eardley-Pryor: And I know we are jumping in time but that's perfectly fine. You and Cheryl 

both were deeply invested in the service-oriented aspects of Catholicism in 
Berkeley. I mean you were part of a faith group, a Catholic church in Oakland 
that you dedicated a lot of time to. 

01-01:35:13 
Resh: Right. I was very drawn to the social justice aspect of that community. Both of 

us, when we first met, had realized that religion had been a very important 
part of our life growing up, say even through high school, and then after that 
both of us had just drifted away, although we both had our kids baptized. That 
was something that we just thought was part of our tradition. And then when 
we met and we were talking about this as being kind of an unresolved part of 
our life, I had gotten involved with a church in Oakland that was running a 
shelter for homeless and this operated from December until April. No, maybe 
it was November until April. It included Thanksgiving dinners for the 
homeless and shut-ins. And I got involved in that and I was cooking dinners 
then cooking breakfast one morning a week. Cheryl got involved and she was 
cooking dinner with our friend Michaeline. I don't know if that's really how 
they got to be friends or they decided to do it together. And we did that for 
thirteen years. We were very involved in that. And then we had friends, 
especially one that was a Jesuit priest, Peter McGrath. It was a great 
community. Once that was destroyed in the earthquake, that church— 

01-01:36:29 
Eardley-Pryor: What church? 

01-01:36:30 
Resh: It was the Cathedral of St. Francis de Sales. It was the Oakland cathedral. It 

was a beautiful old building, 120 years old or something like that. They had to 
rip it down and then move to other churches. And then both of us got close 
with the bishop of Oakland, a fellow named John Cummings, who was 
wonderful. Cheryl actually knew him even better than I did. She was his 
acolyte. Whenever there were special services, she would go with him to 
these. And he became a great friend of mine, too. Very often when I was 
traveling, he would hook me up with a local bishop to have dinner with one 
night. I remember there was an exceptionally interesting one in Mongolia, 
Father Wenz. In all of Mongolia there were about two hundred Catholics and 
he was the bishop of Mongolia. He was running an orphanage for Catholics 
and non-Catholics. Again, the social justice aspect. I think the social justice 
thing appealed very much to both of us and we got very involved. Cheryl 
stayed involved much longer than I did. They built a new cathedral in 
Oakland. She was an acolyte there. She'd be on the altar and be part of the 
service. I don't know if she's told you this, but she was afraid, as the Oakland 
bishops became more and more conservative, that they'd stop letting women 
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be on the altar. And so, she was determined that she would not stop doing this 
and just have a bunch of men there. So, she stayed as an acolyte with that new 
cathedral for a long time. 

 And when I would go with her, I'd sort of complain about how this was so 
different from our old community. There was no longer a shelter. The sermons 
were pretty terrible. The acoustics weren't good and the music was high 
church. I got to the point that I was thinking, "I'm ruining it for her by going." 
We made a deal that I would work on house repairs when she would go to 
church. All these projects that I'd be putting off, I would start. And then I 
made this friend. He didn't start out as a friend—he helped with the repairs, 
but he became a great friend. Our friendship had an odd beginning. Because I 
liked working in Laos very much. I liked the personalities of the people. We 
had our house being painted and someone from Laos was working on the 
house. I asked him, "Do you know anybody that's really good at helping with 
house repairs?" and he mentioned his friend Ki Siphanthong. And I don't 
know, this is more than ten years later and Ki still comes over every Sunday 
and we drink tea and talk, and then we do projects together. It's been a great 
friendship. 

01-01:38:51 
Eardley-Pryor: That is beautiful. It's so reflective of you and the friendships that you build 

over time. You meet these people that are fascinating folks and you just 
nurture these friendships over time in such beautiful ways and then they 
inspire other friendships and connections later down the life. In doing 
background interviews to prepare for your oral history, it's just something that 
I see echoing throughout your life in a pattern and I think it's just wonderful. 

01-01:39:20 
Resh: Well, Cheryl's been just wonderful in helping him first get a fiancée visa for 

his wife. Make sure you ask her these stories about working with immigration 
in terms of getting he and his wife settled and then with their kids. They're 
fascinating stories about just how difficult it is for immigrants that are trying 
to become established here and then you start to understand why there's 
eleven million illegals, because if you fail at any part of the process, you're 
suddenly illegal. We both learned so much. Cheryl helped him get a job at the 
post office. They're really part of our lives. They really are. And so I see him 
every Sunday actually. Sometimes he brings his two kids and Cheryl plays 
with them. They call her Grandma. 

01-01:40:10 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. I want to steer us back to your childhood, and where this came 

from was that you have had a Catholic education and a Catholic community 
upbringing from your youth to the present. 

01-01:40:22 
Resh: Yes. 
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01-01:40:22 
Eardley-Pryor: Your parents being married in the vestibule by Father Fronhoufer in a 

Catholic church and then raising you in a Catholic community. 

01-01:40:31 
Resh: Yes, very much so.  

01-01:40:34 
Eardley-Pryor: So yeah, I think that then also plays out in the values that you hold dear. Not 

only your love of others with friendships and relationships and the value of 
other people, but also a service-oriented aspect to the work that you do. 

01-01:40:46 
Resh: I think that's completely true. I mean, one of the things about Catholic schools 

is they drill in you from an early time that you want to leave the world a better 
place than when you entered it. They really emphasize the golden rule and all 
of that. I certainly bought into it. I don't know if all my classmates were as 
affected by it. But also, even more, it was the center of our life in that in the 
summer all from the school played on the same Police Athletic League 
baseball team. We played in the Catholic basketball league in grammar school 
and even in high school. In high school there were dances that were run. I 
mean our whole life really revolved, at least among the Irish and Italian kids, 
with this church affiliation. It was a block away. Every afternoon I'd go down 
there and play basketball with friends. It just was a way of life. I had 
wonderful friendships there. Even when I was in high school, my closest 
friends were still my grammar school friends, this cadre of six or seven others 
that were just really my best friends. 

01-01:42:02 
Eardley-Pryor: That's lovely. I'd love to hear, too, about the bonds that you have in this 

community. You mentioned that one of the nuns helped turn you on to 
science, kind of lit that fire for you. Can you tell us about that because it 
seems important? 

01-01:42:17 
Resh: Yes. This was in the sixth grade. Her name was Sister John Cantius. The 

church, the school, the rectory for the priests, and the convent for the nuns 
were all right next to each other. I was very interested in rocks, in collecting 
rocks and identifying different minerals. And it started with one of the people 
in the neighborhood, Mr. Shone, who owned a local hardware store. In the 
back of his store he had a bench with his rock collection and I'd go and talk to 
him about it. I'd go over after school and I'd show what I collected to him and 
he helped me identify them. And then sometimes I'd go to the convent and 
talk to her about my interests. And I'd never go inside. I'd stand at the door 
and then she would talk to me about things and about science. She was very 
smart, very supportive. And I think that was, again, one of the big 
encouraging aspects of my education, was her emphasizing that this interest 
was important. And, again, my eighth-grade teacher, even more, was just 
"pursue knowledge, pursue education." And the principal was a nun, Mother 
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Mary Joan. I think she was also maybe my third-grade teacher. And I would 
go back even when I was in college and see her. And she was always asking 
what was going on. It was a wonderful environment. It was our social life. I 
liked just everything about it. And, again, I was a good student so I didn't 
struggle. And I enjoyed it. I enjoyed learning. A Catholic education has some 
bizarre aspects. They have this thing called a catechism where you're 
memorizing rules and aspects of faith word-for-word. Now I look back on that 
with kind of with a smile. But I certainly have no bitterness about my 
grammar school experience. High school was a little different, that we'll come 
to later.  

01-01:44:18 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, maybe before high school, I remember seeing a photograph of you as an 

altar boy. You served as an altar boy. 

01-01:44:23 
Resh: Yes. 

01-01:44:24 
Eardley-Pryor: Including some sort of service with a cardinal at Yankee Stadium? 

01-01:44:26 
Resh: Right. Jerry Crowley was a friend who was in and out of my whole life. His 

father was the publicity director for Metropolitan Life Insurance. And 
Metropolitan Life was a big employer in New York City. I'm not sure if 
they're even still in existence. But they were very powerful. There was this big 
jubilee for Cardinal Spellman. Now, Cardinal Spellman was the archbishop of 
New York City. He was a very controversial figure. He was very conservative 
and very much in favor of the Vietnam War. But they had this jubilee and they 
needed a bunch of kids to hold the capes of the visiting cardinals. And the 
irony is that the cardinal in the picture is McIntire from Los Angeles, who was 
really conservative and even more controversial. But my mother always 
reminded me of a story that I had told her about that event that I saw because 
we were on the altar with them. There's an exchange of peace, part of 
reconciliation, during a Catholic mass. And these two, a cardinal and a bishop 
were hugging, and I overhear him say, "Well, I'll see you Monday, Frank." It 
was just so casual to them with all the pomp and circumstances. It was really 
fascinating. 

01-01:45:51 
Eardley-Pryor: Even at the altar in Yankee Stadium?  

01-01:45:53 
Resh: Yankee Stadium, yes. 

01-01:45:54 
Eardley-Pryor: Just another day in the office. 
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01-01:45:55 
Resh: Yes. Well, Yankee Stadium, again, brings back memories. My father and I 

would go to an awful lot of baseball games together—Dodgers, Giants, the 
hated Yankees. And, again, later we'd take my son Jon.  

I've been thinking about the recurring issues in my life because of this 
retrospective. There were two big social units that held us together when I was 
in grammar school. One of them was the Saints. Peter and Paul Church and all 
the school activities. The other, surprisingly enough, I hadn't really thought 
about until these interviews started, was the local movie theater that was about 
a block from where we lived and in fact it was on the same block that our 
house was. It was about two hundred yards away. And it was called the 
Parkway Theater. And, as I said, all the Catholic and Irish kids would go to 
school together. The Jewish kids would go largely to the public schools. Some 
went to private schools but largely to the public school. So in our daily life, 
we were completely separated from each other but every Saturday afternoon 
they had matinees at the Parkway Theater. Then, we would all be together. 
And that's where these other friendships, often as deep as those that we went 
to school with, would develop. That's where we'd reconnect. The matinees 
started at two o'clock and all of us were there before 12:30 and we'd stand in 
line. We'd be talking. And I remember the owner of the theater had just a 
horrible disposition and he would show up maybe about ten minutes before 
two to set up the tickets and all the kids would be clapping and he'd look at us 
and he'd go, "Shut up" Spread over several syllables. He was awful.  

And, again, I don't know if you would ever have experienced this but we had 
somebody we always just called "the matron", and even to this day when I 
talk with my old friends, they refer to her as "the matron." And she would be 
behind the candy counter. She would wear a white dress like a nurse. She'd 
sell candy because the kids and try to keep order because the kids would be 
running around the theater. How did this theater survived? But she would 
quiet them down. She was an older woman. There's been neighborhood 
reunions of all of us that were kids there. I've never been able to go to them 
but they would always invite the matron to go because she was just part of our 
lives. That was really a routine.  

We never missed a Saturday afternoon matinee. And I'm sure that's when I 
first got interested in movies. And it was almost always westerns. That was 
the standard. I don't remember anything other than westerns. And one of the 
ironies is that when movie theaters, these small independent theaters went out 
of business, they turned the Parkway Theater into a funeral parlor. And this is 
where we had my father's wake. 

01-01:48:56 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. 

01-01:48:57 
Resh: So, that was the last time I was inside, at my father's wake. 
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01-01:49:02 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow, fascinating. What an interesting way to say goodbye to that space and 

to your father. 

01-01:49:07 
Resh: Yes. And when I was older, I worked there. By that time, I was also annoyed 

at the kids, they'd make such a mess. I had a dustpan and a broom and I'd 
sweep up in between the aisles after shows and I did that for quite a while, 
too. It was my first job. 

01-01:49:21 
Eardley-Pryor: And movies, of course—you would teach at Berkeley, eventually, a Science 

and the Movies course that you're now still teaching, even as an emeritus 
faculty. That's still what you're teaching. You just started teaching this week, 
right? 

01-01:49:31 
Resh: Yes. I also taught it last semester. I hadn't taught it for a long time. But it's so 

much fun to teach. And I've always liked movies. I've always been fascinated 
by them. When I was in graduate school, I made a point of watching a movie a 
day to help keep me relaxed. This was often late at night when I was holding 
Jon when he had trouble sleeping. And especially I liked depictions of science 
in movies, which I've written about for the Los Angeles Times and California 
magazine. The students have wonderful insights into movies that I hadn't 
thought about or had forgotten. So yes, through the pandemic, that's been a 
real saving grace for me, being able to teach this course and just getting to 
know the students. 

01-01:50:08 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. And pre-pandemic, how you and Cheryl would create these movie lists 

and book lists when you would lead Cal Discovery trips. 

01-01:50:13 
Resh: Yes. And, of course, as time went on, I would write them more like reviews 

than just telling them about the movies. "I'm putting this on even though this 
is a terrible movie because"—and so I'd more editorialize on it. But I wanted 
to mention that movie theater because in thinking about this, that was the link 
to the kids that were not in my school yet I knew all my early life. 

01-01:50:44 
Eardley-Pryor: Another thing that we've hinted at, too, in thinking about what comes later for 

you in life, is your relationship with water and shorelines and rivers. Can you 
talk a little bit about that? You mentioned there was a river nearby Mount 
Vernon that you could visit, and the shore that you visit family with together. 
Can you talk a little bit about the role that water played in your childhood?  

01-01:51:07 
Resh: Well, this lovely river had a terrible name, the Bronx River. This river was 

actually studied by one of my future graduate students, Rafi Mazor, who 
worked on a restoration project there before starting grad school. It's one of 
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these urban rivers that they really are trying to restore. It flows into the 
Hudson. There was an open field that was called Scouts Field. I was a Boy 
Scout and when we'd have overnight camping trips, we would pitch tents 
there. It was right next to the Bronx River. And the Bronx River, when it 
wasn't in flood, it was probably about ten feet wide and maybe a foot deep. 
This is not a big river, okay? But we'd go down to Scouts Field all the time 
and we'd shoot off fireworks or sometimes they'd blow up in our hands. All 
the things that happen when you're a kid. We played football down there. 
We'd fish. We did a lot of fishing. I don't really remember catching much, if 
anything. That's not what fishing's about anyway. So, it was a very important 
place to me. And even as an adult, when I went back to visit my parents, I 
would inevitably during every trip go down to the Bronx River again, walk 
along it, and walk through the woods there. It was a very special place in my 
life growing up. 

01-01:53:42 But then summers we would go away to the ocean. I remember my first 
summer going to the New Jersey Shore where there were beautiful beaches 
and one was called Point Pleasant. And what we would do with my extended 
family, so my father, my mother, me, her step-brother Louis, his wife Gemma 
and their kids, we'd all rent a bungalow together. And, of course, Aunt 
Dorothy would be there. The bungalows were actually built right on the sand, 
there was no lawn. It was just sand. I would go out and there would be sand 
and then maybe fifty feet away there'd be a boardwalk, and I'd cross right into 
the main beach and the ocean. The bad part about that is I had always 
somebody yelling at me, perhaps because I was the oldest. We had so many 
people in loco parentis. Our fathers actually would come up on weekends. 
They would work Monday through Friday and then either go back Sunday 
night or Monday morning by train. So that was when it was more crowded. 
But we were near the water and it was a lovely setting.  

01-01:53:58 And, again, because I was constantly getting in trouble for something, my 
mother had the idea of having me go and catch crabs for dinner. I had a mesh 
net with a pole that was maybe six feet long and I'd go along the rocks looking 
for crabs. I must have worn shoes but I don't remember if I did. And then 
when I'd see a crab darting out, I'd catch it. It's not easy. They're very fast. I 
would do that all day long. And I would come home literally with a bushel of 
crabs. I was the hero because these blue clawed crabs were delicious and we'd 
eat them regularly. And I always remember there was a very definite irony in 
this story that I didn't pick up when I was six or seven. My Aunt Gemma 
would call me King Crab or Captain Crab, which I know was a play on other 
meanings of the word crab that I didn't pick up then! But honestly, I supplied 
them with crabs continuously. And, of course, I liked it. I liked being in the 
water. I liked catching these crabs. I wasn't afraid of them. These blue claws 
are smaller than Dungeness that we have here. But they're much, much tastier. 
They're sweet. They're really delicious. And so that was kind of the first thing 
that I did related to water and invertebrates in it. And so we did that for 
several summers. Again, I always enjoyed it and even over that short time, I 
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saw the beginning of the decline in the crab populations. The term they use for 
a female crab with eggs that it is "in berry." If a crab had eggs, I would never 
keep it. I would always put it back. And I think that was generally what we 
did. 

01-01:55:45 
Eardley-Pryor: Even at a young age you knew that? 

01-01:55:47 
Resh: Pardon me? 

01-01:55:47 
Eardley-Pryor: Even at a young age you knew? 

01-01:55:48 
Resh: That was kind of an ethic we were all learning. You don't take those. And 

there are a lot of horseshoe crabs. I don't know if you know them. They're big. 
And I remember, God, being so taken by kids that would just torture them. 
And it always really bothered me seeing them doing that. But those are what 
some kids do, like pulling wings off flies. 

01-01:56:09 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, there's an interesting thing now with the COVID pandemic, that 

horseshoe crab blood is an essential element of the vaccine.  

01-01:56:15 
Resh: Right. Yes.  

01-01:55:16 
Eardley-Pryor: And it's bright blue. 

01-01:56:18 
Resh: It's from a copper pigment. They actually have these farms of horseshoe crabs 

where they use them over and over again. Limulus is the genus of them. Those 
summers were really great for me.  

01-01:56:33 
Eardley-Pryor: Summers on the Jersey shore, the river, Bronx River near your house to 

explore.  

01-01:56:38 
Resh: Yes. 

01-01:56:38 
Eardley-Pryor: And then you also mention that one of your cousins or an aunt that had a 

home on Cape Cod, or on Martha's Vineyard? 

01-01:56:47 
Resh: Well, Cape Cod has a long history in my life. I started to go there with my 

mother when I was about seven or eight. Again, my father was working. He'd 
just come up weekends. And my Aunt Dorothy was with us. We would go and 
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stay at these, I'm going to say—resorts but they were really very family 
oriented and not fancy. I had a small room to myself. The meals and 
everything else were included. So, we did that for several summers and stayed 
in the same place, Nickerson's was the name of the family that owned it. I 
spent a lot of time with two older men there. One was a bank examiner and I 
think the other was a chemist. Neither of them had children. They were there 
with their wives. They used to ask me if I wanted to go out fishing with them. 
And so, almost every day I would go out with one of them. And they were 
absolutely opposite personalities. I always call them Mister and to this day 
don't think I ever knew their first names. Mr. Henderson, who was the bank 
examiner, was very laidback. In contrast when I fished with Bingham, I had to 
stand the whole time we were fishing. It was really an interesting comparison 
as to how they approached a hobby. And I remember at the end of one 
summer, one of them asked me if I would be his fishing partner the next year. 
They were very interesting and kind men to me. Certainly, they wanted to 
teach me how to fish, and how they thought was the right way. Interestingly, 
the fisherman that would sit and relax caught more fish than the guy that 
would always stand, because he used the better bait! 

01-01:58:29 
Eardley-Pryor: What did you take away from those relationships, Vince? What were the 

things that helped, that guided you, that you took with you? 

01-01:58:37 
Resh: I think that they paid attention to me and listened to me and they wanted me to 

improve. And I liked them and I liked being out on the water with them. You 
were mentioning fishing. Fishing, there's so many conversations that go on in 
fishing, none of which I had with the two men do I remember. But I just felt I 
was learning a lot about life. Neither of them had children. I'm sure I never 
asked them why they didn't have children. I just liked them very much. And 
then my cousin Gigi, who is very successful in business and quite wealthy, 
she had houses on the Cape. Well, okay. I'm jumping too far ahead. So that 
was Cape Cod when I was young but Cape Cod comes back into my life again 
later. But also, Gigi and her family—so Louis, Gemma, and their children 
Gigi, Gino and now Tina—moved out of their brownstone apartment in New 
York City, and they moved to Long Island, first to Babylon, and then to East 
Islip. And in East Islip they had a house right on the water with a slip and with 
a boat, about a twenty-foot boat.  

01-02:00:05 
Eardley-Pryor: How old were you at that point? 

01-02:00:07 
Resh: Probably about ten. And so when we were there we would fish. This is when I 

was introduced to clamming, where you go out and you catch clams. The way 
we did it then was we would just walk along the mudflats, feel them with our 
feet, and then dig them up.  
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Also, Joe Kron, who married Mucci, had a house on the North Shore of Long 
Island and I learned to find scallops and did clamming and, of course, we did 
a lot of fishing as well. Joe would take me out fishing a lot. It's interesting that 
now as an adult, I don't fish at all. I often think about being out on the water, 
talking, and the fishing was incidental. Sometimes my Aunt Gemma would 
just take their boat out and it would just be her and me and maybe a couple of 
the other kids. And sometimes we'd be out late at night and coming back and 
the lights along the shore were so beautiful. I have strong memories of that.  

01-02:01:32 
Eardley-Pryor: I think it's fascinating, too, to hear of digging in the dirt with your toes into the 

soil and finding these lifeforms down there and doing that at such a young 
age. And then that, of course, becomes a big part of your biomonitoring work 
that you do all around the world. 

01-02:01:45 
Resh: That really is true. It's so interesting because when I think about it, sometimes 

we'd be out there. We'd wash the mud off the clams. We'd crack them and 
we'd just eat them. They're still squirming as we're eating them. As much as 
some of the ideas of Japanese cutting off the heads of turtles and then eating 
them are repulsive to me now, we were doing roughly the same thing, it was 
just that we were doing it to invertebrates and never thought anything about it.  

01-02:02:19 
Eardley-Pryor: A budding biologist, it seems. 

01-02:02:21 
Resh: It was really, really great. Again, my father was doing a big job at a hospital in 

Long Island and he was commuting and so when summer came for two years, 
maybe three years in a row we'd just move out there and we'd rent a house. Of 
course, my Aunt Dorothy was with us again. And a neighbor and I, maybe he 
was a little older than me, but roughly the same age and he had a rowboat, and 
we went into business together where we would go out every day at low tide 
and dig for clams. By this time, I had bought a clamming rake, so I really was 
kind of a "professional." Sometimes we'd go out at 6:00 in the morning. There 
was nobody out there. We were on a sandbar. And, of course, thinking of 
sharks, we would have been just a great meal. We typically didn't go out 
together because there's two low tides a day. One of us would go out the 
morning for the low tide, the other in the evening and then we would sell them 
for twenty-five cents a dozen. I can't believe that price. And we'd either go 
door to door or we'd set up a small stand. We always sold all we collected. 
And I still love clams. Cheryl, of course, never ate them growing up in the 
Midwest. We now have clams once a week but Cheryl still won't eat them 
raw. I still love them. 

01-02:03:54 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. I also sense there's a streak of entrepreneurialism that runs in 

your family, from hotel ownership to these other businesses like the 
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restaurants, to you having this clamming business that you did in the summer, 
which also then, I think, translates later perhaps to the entrepreneurialism that 
is required to run a successful lab. 

01-02:04:16 
Resh: I never thought of that. My father and mother were great believers in me 

working. I always had jobs. I worked at the movie theater, I had a paper route, 
I worked at the drug store. I had multiple jobs, sometimes at the same time. 
Working at the drug store. I had the worst boss in history. He was so awful. 
But, again, I think these horrible jobs that you have are just as important as 
good one. In both cases you really learn a lot. The drugstore owner was Louie 
Adler. I cleaned shelves and restocked shelves. That's what I did there. I 
remember once a salesman came in selling unbreakable thermometers and he 
said to Mr. Adler, "Look, you can take this thermometer and if you drop it, 
nothing happens. It doesn't break. And Adler says, "Oh, you're not doing it 
right." He takes the thermometer and he smash it against the counter. Of 
course, it breaks into a million pieces. The salesman just packs his bag and 
walks out. He did stuff like that all the time. He was just an awful person. But, 
again, you really learn from bosses like that.  

01-02:05:25 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah, that's true. That's true. You've mentioned you wanted to tell some more 

stories with regard to Gigi and Gino and Uncle Louis and Aunt Gemma. And 
you had talked about what a role Aunt Gemma played in your life, that you 
sought her out in many ways. Can you talk a little bit about the role that that 
family played in growing up for you? 

01-02:05:45 
Resh: Sure. They really were significant in my life. So, Louis was my mother's step-

brother. I'm using the term step-brother even though they were actually first 
cousins. Louis was my mother's first cousin and Gemma's children, Gigi, 
Tina, and Gino, were my second cousins, Although the relationship with me 
personally was very close, it wasn't as biologically close. So, Louis was really 
kind of enigmatic guy in that he had a terrible temper but he could be very 
generous to us as well. And when he got mad, he would just use the worst 
expressions about—even to say, "You do that again, I'm going to break your 
back." It just was horrifying. He was very right wing. He was very pro-
military. But he actually had a great heart in many respects. I'd be staying 
there, we're all going to the beach together, we'd have friends with us, and 
he'd get up at six o'clock in the morning and make sandwiches for all of us. 
And we'd come down and we'd get ready to go and then he'd get mad at 
something and he'd start screaming at us. We'd forget that he had done all 
these things for us. He was his own worst enemy. He was a labor negotiator, 
which I suspect that temper may have come from that. 

01-02:07:15 
Eardley-Pryor: I'm imagining he's on the other side. Not on the union side, but on the 

management side. 
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01-02:07:19 
Resh: Yes. Management side. Louis worked for the American Can Company, which 

was a very, big can manufacturer. I think they're out of business now. But 
Mucci—remember she used to carry the socialist flag—said that whenever she 
heard the name American Can she felt she should stand up and salute. This to 
Louis was America, these big corporations. And, again, I have fond feelings 
for him because when I was older, he really went out of his way to help me. In 
a lot of respects, he really tried to be generous. His son Gino has written two 
novels that are not even thinly disguised about his father, and in them he's 
somewhat critical of his father but sympathetic to him. I was talking to my 
cousin Gigi yesterday and she said the characters are not even thinly disguised 
that he was doing everything but calling his father by name. 

01-02:08:25 
Eardley-Pryor: That was probably Gino working out his own problems or understandings of 

his relationship with his dad Louis. 

01-02:08:31 
Resh: Yes. Gino went to Cornell and he was in, or close to, the Students for a 

Democratic Society, the SDS, which really made his father crazy. Absolutely 
crazy. I'm jumping around a lot but one Thanksgiving Gino brought his guitar 
to our house and was playing a Phil Ochs song, which was a protest song, and 
his mother said, "To make peace, can't you play God Didn't Make Little Green 
Apples" or something like that. [laughter] He would do everything he can to 
pour kerosene on the flames. We were together a lot as kids. 

 My Aunt Gemma was really an amazing woman to me. She was a child of a 
doctor, and she had terrible pockmarks from acne that they probably could 
have treated with antibiotics in later years, but she was very self-conscious 
about this. Her daughter Gigi told me that she would never even let anybody 
touch her face, that she was so self-conscious. And I remember my mother 
telling me that she actually went to therapy about this, that it was so 
distracting. But she was an artist, she was a musician. She was really 
interested in nature and natural history. I just loved her. As Cheryl has pointed 
out, if she sees me at a party and there's a woman that's loud, maybe has had 
too much to drink and smokes a cigarette, I will migrate to that person 
because this is what my Aunt Gemma was like. She always had very strong 
opinions. And I remember one time, I was older, we were at a party. It was a 
cocktail party. They were living in Westport, Connecticut, which was a very 
ritzy community at that time. And she's talking to these three society matrons 
that maybe were in their seventies with blue hair and everything. And she's 
got a cigarette in her hand and a drink in the other, and all I heard was, "Well, 
as I told my daughters, you fucked your lives up enough." I never heard the 
rest of it because the look on these three women's faces was absolute horror. 
But that was my Aunt Gemma in a nutshell. She was just like "Auntie Mame," 
if you ever saw that play or movie. She was just kind of bigger than life. God, 
I could tell you a hundred stories about her. I remember once, I must have 
been about eleven, and I was staying with her and I think I had read a James 
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Bond novel. I said, "Let me make you a dry martini." Of course, I didn't really 
know how to do it. I knew it was gin and vermouth but I put five parts 
vermouth and then put a little gin in it. So I gave it to her and she tasted it and 
she looks at me and she very kindly says, "Petey," she used to always call me 
that, "I think you've got the proportions backwards." But she was just great 
and I spent a lot of time with her. I always thought she was really an amazing 
talented woman. A fabulous cook. And to me, night and day from Louis. I 
think the fact that Louis traveled so much is how they stayed together. Gigi 
remembers them having these knockdown, drag-out fights and then Gemma 
would not talk to him for a month at a time. But they stayed together. 

01-02:12:08 
Eardley-Pryor: You'd mentioned that their daughter, Gigi, that you and she became close, in 

part from going to college in Washington, DC together. And you had also 
mentioned that she became very wealthy. What— 

01-02:12:17 
Resh: What happened was that we were really very close growing up even though 

My Aunt Dorothy had pitted us against each other. I was reminded when we 
were talking yesterday, at one point, we must have been about eight. We were 
playing in the surf and we were jumping up and down and pushing each other 
and I kicked her in the stomach. My aunt saw this and she came over and she 
said, "You know, she may never have a baby because you did that." So that 
was the type of thing Dorothy would do. I'd hear these comments out of the 
blue. And Gigi remembered that when I talked to her yesterday. It was just 
kind of crazy.  

 But what would happen was we had gone to college together. I'm two years 
older. I was a junior or senior, she was a freshman or sophomore. And we'd 
fix each other up with dates. We did a lot of terrible things. We tried to get the 
worst possible dates for each other. We did a lot of that. But no, we were still 
very close. And then she got engaged to one of my classmates that lived near 
to where she was from in Long Island. And he was drafted and was going to 
Vietnam. They were engaged. And I remember my father gave him his old 
Corps of Engineers' lapel insignias to wear. Gigi was working for a bond 
broker and she got hooked up with this older man Giles Brophy and married 
him. Her fiancée was in Vietnam when all of this happened. And Giles was 
really a piece of work. He was very successful as a bond broker. But Gigi left 
that company and with two other women bought a secretarial school called 
Drake Secretarial School or Drake Business School that was almost bankrupt. 
They got government contracts to train women who did not finish high school. 
And the three women that started it, and she was like twenty-two, became 
very successful. And then when she did marry Giles, they were living in the 
same apartment building as Jacquelyn Kennedy on Fifth Avenue. just across 
from Central Park.  

01-02:14:42 
Eardley-Pryor: Very successful. 
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01-02:14:43 
Resh: Yes, she really was. But then they got divorced, an event occurred that was 

absolutely traumatic. Giles claimed that Andrew, who was the spitting image 
of him, wasn't his son. And he left her and had nothing to do with her or 
Andrew for the rest of his life. He never saw Andrew again.  

01-02:15:08 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. 

01-02:15:10 
Resh: And so that was really traumatic. And Jon, my son and I, were very close with 

Andrew. We used to do a lot of stuff together. But it was really a tragedy the 
way Giles treated her and him. I mean honestly, Roger, he was the spitting 
image of his father. How his father could have even thought this when he left 
Gigi. He was about fifty then. And he left Gigi for another twenty-three-year-
old.  

01-02:15:40 
Eardley-Pryor: People are endlessly fascinating. 

01-02:15:43 
Resh: Yes, and now, she and her brother and sister have stopped all contact among 

them. They don't talk to each other at all, they don't communicate at all. So, I 
communicate with both Gigi and Gino but never mention what the other is 
doing. I don't communicate with the younger sister that much because I didn't 
really know her that well. She was maybe twelve or even more years younger 
than me. But Gigi and Gino, I'm in communication with both and very sorry 
about the situation between them.  

01-02:16:18 
Eardley-Pryor: These are great stories. And just hearing about the world, the wide world of 

that East Coast that you operated in, that you lived in and these connections 
you had and the locations. I mean, place is such an important part of your 
research life, and I can see how these places were so important to you in your 
childhood and these relationships that echo later in your life. In the places that 
you go to do your work, you form these deep relationships with and they are 
still so embedded in the nature of that place. 

01-02:16:48 
Resh: Yes. 

01-02:16:50 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, before I steer us into talking about your high school experiences, are 

there any other family-oriented stories that you want to share? 

01-02:17:01 
Resh: Certainly I remember the other aunts and uncles that I had. I've mentioned 

about George, who never married. He was in and out of our life because 
usually my Aunt Dorothy would insult him or he would take a remark as an 
insult about the way he dressed or that he was very thrifty. He was kind of like 
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his father. He really never spent money. But he became a baker and worked 
hard and then eventually bought an apartment building in Brooklyn. This was 
probably in the early nineties. My mother got a phone call that George had 
passed out and that they wouldn't release him from the hospital until 
somebody came. My mother said she would put him in a nursing home 
because he couldn't live on his own. But they found his lawyer and they went 
into the smallest part of the apartment house that he lived in and they turned 
the lights on. He's burning twenty-five lightbulbs and is living really miserly. 
And they're looking around and they find this roll of bank books. He had over 
$500,000 in the bank but living like that. And that was really kind of the 
tragedy of his life. And I'm sure it went back to how terribly he was treated as 
a child. He never really enjoyed life. What my parents did, which was very 
smart, was that they took that money and put him in a fabulous nursing home 
that overlooked Long Island Sound. They got him the best care. Now, most of 
the money went for that, of course. His last probably seven or eight years he 
got dementia. But they did everything they could to make up for the previous 
sixty-five or seventy years. That was really nice but he probably would have 
had a heart attack if he knew the cost of the nursing home! He still was my 
favorite uncle.  

01-02:19:23 
Eardley-Pryor: He was fun. 

01-02:19:24 
Resh: He was fun. But if my parents had died, I think they had asked me who I'd like 

to go to live with. And I said, "George. Uncle George." And that was like the 
last thing they would have ever, ever wanted. I think they were maybe putting 
a will together or something. But the other brother that my mother lived with 
was Bobby, but Gino was his real name. He also was important in my life too 
and he got me jobs for several summers with Western Electric. He was a vice 
president of Western Electric. 

01-02:20:03 
Eardley-Pryor: What kind of work did you do? 

01-02:20:05 
Resh: He was an engineer.  

01-02:20:07 
Eardley-Pryor: What about the work that you did? 

01-02:20:08 
Resh: Oh, I was an installer of cables. This is kind of the lowest level of technician 

that works there. In that time, you would have cables with hundreds of wires 
in them and I would have to move them around these telephone company 
buildings so they could be hooked up with the various machinery. It was an 
interesting job. There would be one or two kids in the summer and then the 
rest would be lifers, and they did this for a living. He had two kids Rob and 
Laurie Ann. One of them just died recently and she had Alzheimer's, early 
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onset Alzheimer's. They moved quite a bit and so there were periods, 
especially when they were teenagers, that we didn't see them often. 

01-02:21:07 
Eardley-Pryor: I wonder, how did that shape his kids? 

01-02:21:10 
Resh: I don't know. We cousins always enjoyed being with him. He was funny and 

cheerful. When Gigi and I were in college and we'd be driving back to New 
York from Washington, we'd stop at his house. The first thing we'd say when 
the door opened was, "Where's Uncle Bob?" and his wife Lorry would say, 
"He's not here," and we'd go, "Oh, Jesus. We drove all this way and he's not 
here." And then, of course, that hurt her feelings and then she wasn't that 
anxious to see us. But it's not that we didn't want to see her as much as we 
wanted to see our Uncle Bob.  

I also want to mention something that happened a few years ago. We had a 
cousin's reunion in Cape Cod. So, it was the three kids of Louis and Gemma 
and the two kids of Bob and Lorry's and me. Now, remember that Helen had 
two children as well. This is the sister that disappeared. I was sorry that they 
didn't include them even though we were all essentially first or second 
cousins, and they were living in Cape Cod for the summer and I was staying 
with them. Those types of slights were always a source of hurt for Helen's 
children. I was their first cousin, they were my first cousins and the Bardi kids 
second cousins, but they never really embraced them as relatives. And it's a 
shame because they were wonderful people. Both Debbi and her husband 
Dennis Gaber were very successful and interesting. This cousin's reunion is 
when a lot of stuff came out. This is when Gino and Tina complained about 
their father, about their sister, and that's when sort of everything fell apart. 
Ironically, this was the weekend that was intended to be a reunion and get us 
all together again. 

01-02:23:05 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, wow. Yeah. Powerful time then. 

01-02:23:07 
Resh: Yes. It really was a shame. 

01-02:23:09 
Eardley-Pryor: Did you have any insights from your own experience of this cousin's reunion 

that reshaped your understanding of either your parents or any of these other 
siblings or relatives? 

01-02:23:20 
Resh: Well, yes, because what I was amazed at was the difference among family 

members about the perception of what their parents were like. Gigi thought 
her father was wonderful. She thought Aunt Dorothy was wonderful. I thought 
Aunt Dorothy was mixed at best. Gino was angry and felt sorry for his father. 
Tina was mad at her sister and father. It just pointed out that as adults, as long 
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as we were at a distance, we got along better than when we actually got 
together. I almost didn't go the second day because it was really damaging to 
all. Plus, I was upset that my two cousins weren't included. They lived a half-
an-hour away. We were all on Cape Cod. There was no reason that they didn't 
get included. But families sometimes do crazy, hurtful things.  

01-02:24:18 
Eardley-Pryor: It's complicated. Family is complicated.  

01-02:24:20 
Resh: It really is.  

01-02:24:22 
Eardley-Pryor: Any other childhood stories before we move into your high school 

experience? 

01-02:24:28 
Resh: I think just feeling that I was quite lucky, especially when I talk to Cheryl and 

her experiences. She went to a church grammar school where there were two 
rooms in the whole school. The fact that I had teachers that really paid 
attention to me and were encouraging. Aunts and uncles that treated me like I 
was special. Certainly, my parents. They were such believers in education and 
would do anything they could for me. No, I think I was very lucky.  

Friends were very important as well. Some friends I've kept for a long time. I 
don't know where some others are now. Some have died, already.  

01-02:25:34 
Eardley-Pryor: It sounds complex but interesting, and also a blessing in a lot of ways.  

01-02:25:40 
Resh: Yes. I think the friendships that I had in my life with older men, like the two 

that took me fishing, were quite rewarding. And there was a neighborhood 
merchant that ran a hardware store, Mr. Shone, that got me interested in 
collecting rocks. The amount of attention he gave helping me identify rocks, 
was really something. I remember I had a rock collection that I had curated. 
My mother had given me boxes that they for old dental impressions and I had 
them labeled and everything. Whenever I see tourmalines in a jewelry store, 
which for some reason I got fascinated in, I still think back on those days and 
Mr. Shone. I also have thought that there my parents never seemed to have 
any suspicions that I spent time with these older men, none of whom had 
children. This is so opposite of my experiences today. When I see a young boy 
and say hello, they look at me like I am going to kidnap them. But I think 
those older men and women, such as my Aunt Gemma and even Aunt 
Dorothy, certainly shaped my life. And I think I was influenced far more for 
the better because of them.  

01-02:26:41 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. It sounds like it. 
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01-02:26:43 
Resh: All my cousins were important as well. Gigi was a big influence when I was 

going through college. In her forties, she remarried another financier, Lee 
Brandeis. He was a bond broker like her first husband. And as with all my 
cousins, we had lives of our own and were geographically separated. I was in 
California, they were in New York or at least the East Coast, So I didn't see 
them as much as when we were younger. But we've reconnected for many 
years now. I'd say that my cousins are still an important part of my life today. 
And also, I'm close to Cheryl's five siblings, which has been a big bonus in 
terms of family. 

01-02:27:27 
Eardley-Pryor: I know that in high school, you mentioned continuing on through a Catholic 

high school. And you went there from 1959 through 1963. But it was an all-
boys college prep Catholic school. What was that transition like, from this 
dynamic travel that you had to an all-boys high school? 

01-02:27:47 
Resh: I think that if there's something in my life, I would have liked to have done 

differently it would have been to not go to that high school. But maybe 
everybody feels that way about high school, too. I went from a co-ed grammar 
school where boys and girls were very close together to an all-boys high 
school. Now, there were girl's schools down the road that supposedly were 
sister schools. But I think the worst part of it was the religious order that ran 
the school. This order was the Irish Christian Brothers. 

01-02:28:23 
Eardley-Pryor: And the high school itself, just to put it on the record, is Iona Preparatory, or 

Iona Prep. 

01-02:28:28 
Resh: It is part of Iona College.  

01-02:28:30 
Eardley-Pryor: Okay. 

01-02:28:32 
Resh: About 10 or 15 years ago, I met someone out here who had been a former 

Franciscan brother that had married and had left the order, but he was in it for 
a while and I mentioned about going to an Irish Christian Brothers school. He 
looked at me, he said, "Oh, yeah, the real crazies." He was right.  

I grew up in a family where I was never hit if I did something wrong and this 
was true where I went to grammar school. But when I started at Iona, I was 
really startled by how much corporal punishment there was. If you would get 
below a certain mark on a Latin test, they had a leather strap that they would 
hit your hands with. They would belt kids right and left for the most minor 
points like if it seemed like you weren't paying attention. There was a lot of 
sadistic behavior among some of them. I remember going back to my twenty-
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fifth high school reunion, because I stayed friends with many people who I 
went there with, and some of these Irish Christian Brothers showed up. I think 
that they were there to try and raise money. Everybody was still pretty angry 
about having gotten regularly hit by these teachers. And I remember them 
saying, "Oh, couldn't you tell we was just joking? We were just messing 
around." And none of us bought it.  

And then I remember one time, Cheryl and I were with one of my high school 
classmates, John Mariani, who was the food editor at Esquire and we used to 
go out to dinners with him. He was a food writer; he wasn't reviewing those 
restaurants. And they would bring every dish the restaurant had and serve 
them to us. And there was another classmate that was with us from our high 
school at dinner. And we were joking around and laughing and out of the blue, 
he talks about being molested by one of the Brothers. We thought he was 
kidding and so we're all laughing and going on. All of a sudden, he just bursts 
into tears at this table. I think that the Irish Christian Brothers have even gone 
bankrupt over molestation lawsuits. 

01-02:30:16 
Eardley-Pryor: They have indeed gone bankrupt because of the sexual abuse scandals. 

01-02:30:18 
Resh: I remember one of them who was accused, I went to high school with. He was 

a couple of years older than me, became an Irish Christian Brother, and he 
was one of the ones that was singled out for having sexually abused students. I 
wasn't all that surprised. But having said all of this, I certainly made good 
friends in high school and I liked what I did there. And I had a couple of 
teachers that encouraged me and other students. 

01-02:30:53 
Eardley-Pryor: Who stands out among these teachers, the mentors? 

01-02:30:58 
Resh: There was a brother, his name was Horan, and went by the name Brother 

Horan. My classmates used to call him BO Horan because of his body odor, 
but I swear I never remember that. But he was a biology teacher and he was 
also a track coach, and I was on the track team. He was very nice to me and I 
spent a lot of time talking to him. There was a physics teacher, Brother Lee, 
that I used to talk to a lot as well. Some of the teachers, both lay and the 
religious, and students were really an interesting group of people. The folk 
singer Don McLean was in our class. It was surprising because when we 
started having these alumni get-togethers, reunions and annual dinners most of 
which I missed because I was out here in California, they invited him and he 
didn't answer. So they sent him another invitation, and they got a letter back 
from his lawyer saying, "Stop harassing my client or I'll put an injunction 
against you."  
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01-02:32:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Mixed experiences for people who attended this school. 

01-02:32:02 
Resh: Yes. And actually, some of them seem to be stuck in high school. I get at least 

one or two or sometimes more emails a week, with people talking about high 
school days or girls we knew 50 years ago. I can't believe this was the 
highlight of their life. I enjoyed a couple of dinners when I went back and had 
with them and saw everybody, but some of them just—especially if they never 
left that area—are still in that high school mode.  

01-02:32:33 
Eardley-Pryor: What are some of the other things that stood out for you in those high school 

years that were important for your development? I mean, it sounds like you 
gravitated continually towards sciences. The teacher, the mentor you 
mentioned, was a biology teacher, and you talked about the physics teacher. 

01-02:32:50 
Resh: I did feel that I got a good education there. And yet I wasn't sure about 

wanting a career in science or really anything specific— 

I have to mention that I was very lucky in that I met and started dating a girl 
who lived in the neighborhood, Betty Walker. So from the end of my junior 
year and through my senior year, I had a girlfriend who went to the local 
public high school, that was really sharp, and she was wonderful for me. She 
lived close by and her family was what I wish my family had been. Her father 
was a psychologist. Her mother was very well educated. I was over at their 
house all the time. And she was a big influence, and a very positive influence 
on me. She ended up being a professor at Michigan State's Medical School, 
and I actually went to give a seminar back there many years ago and she and I 
had lunch together. And I always remember her saying, I told Cheryl this the 
other night, "Would you kiss me one more time?" And I thought what a sweet 
thing to say to an old boyfriend. So yes, she and her family were very 
influential. And I remember going to Vermont once to visit them when they 
were on vacation there. That was a big thing for me. I also remember coming 
home from a date and my father asked what we did. I told him we went to a 
civil rights demonstration and sang "We Shall Overcome" while we marched! 

And the friendships that I formed in high school lasted for a long time. I went 
to college with a couple of them. I liked the fact that I was on the track team, 
was on dance committees, and things like that.  

01-02:34:15 
Eardley-Pryor: Track you mentioned. Were there other sports that you played? You 

mentioned childhood games— 

01-02:34:18  
Resh: Yes. Everything else I did was intramural. Baseball and football and 

basketball. I remember trying out for the basketball team, but I was shorter 
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than I am now. But it was all very positive. But, again, many of the brothers 
were bizarre. And even in the emails that circulate around, almost nobody 
from my class has forgiven all the physical stuff that was so unnecessary. 
Now, I know some of my contemporaries that went to school, say, in 
Australia, and that they were still doing corporal punishment there as well. So, 
that behavior was not completely unknown. I know that at the Jesuit high 
school that was in the Bronx in New York City, Fordham Prep, the teachers 
never hit the students. It was totally different.  

01-02:35:14 
Eardley-Pryor: From the Irish Christian Brothers.  

01-02:35:18 
Resh: Yes. You look at the sublimation, too, that all of these brothers had. The Irish 

Catholic Church has always quietly condoned drinking as a substitute for 
having sex. It's really pervasive in that society along with the melancholy that 
results. The joke about the Irish national sport is either that it's melancholy or 
revenge. And we used to see it in these brothers. They were so sublimated. 
And when there was a big shift in the Catholic Church called Vatican II, 
where they opened up the Catholic church to new ideas, many of them left the 
order. This was no longer their church. 

01-02:35:53 
Eardley-Pryor: Fascinating. Right. What was that [Vatican II] like as a student in a Catholic 

school, in a Catholic community? 

01-02:36:00 
Resh: Well, I was at Georgetown then and Georgetown approached Catholicism in a 

very intellectual way. It was Jesuits. The term Jesuitical is not always 
complementary. And that's one thing about the Jesuits. I think they're the best 
educators there are, but a lot of it is hidden agendas with Jesuits. So Vatican II 
happened when I was in college, and that was really a fascinating turning 
point. I had a roommate, Pete Wisnewski, that was on the football team. He 
was the field goal kicker and he was an incredible opera fan. He had a very 
close friendship with a professor, whose name was Blanche and was a 
theologian. He was a layman, he wasn't a priest. He was unmarried. He would 
talk with us a lot. He would explain the ins and outs of what Vatican II really 
meant early, how the hierarchy of the church was going to be turned upside 
down. I had from grammar school days, a very close friendship with a priest 
who turned out to be very conservative religiously, His name was Father 
Scanlon and he thought Vatican II was the worst thing that could have 
happened. He was a friend of mine and he was also a friend of my mother's 
for decades. 

01-02:37:23 
Eardley-Pryor: With the transitions that happened with Vatican II, it strikes me now that Latin 

mass had been the norm before that. When you would go to church through 
your childhood life, was it in Latin before this moment? 
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01-02:37:38 
Resh: Well, again, being an altar boy for several years of grammar school I had to 

learn the responses that we gave during the mass representing those that were 
attending. I can still go through all of the responses in Latin that an altar boy 
would give during the mass, I still remember them. And this priest, Father 
Scanlon, would explain what we were saying so it wasn't just rote. And then 
in high school, being in a private school, we all took Latin for four years.  

01-02:38:07 
Eardley-Pryor: I'm sure that paid dividends for you in your scientific career. 

01-02:38:11 
Resh: Oh, it was great. And even just languages, learning languages. Because when I 

was a child, I could speak some Italian and when Cheryl and I went to Italy—
I'm trying to think when but it was before I worked in Africa—and I would 
translate— 

01-02:38:31 
Eardley-Pryor: That started in the nineties, your work in Africa.  

01-02:38:33 
Resh: Yes. So it must have been 1986 or 1987. I would translate from Italian-

speaking tour guides to the people that were in the tour. They would ask, 
"Does anybody speak Italian?" and I would say, "I speak do a bit." But I could 
do that well enough for the people to understand the tour. But then when I had 
to really learn French when I worked in Africa, I really lost my Italian. 
Because I never really had formal training in Italian and I had to concentrate 
so much on French to run meetings and stuff like that, that I lost that 
language.  

01-02:39:07 
Eardley-Pryor: That's amazing. So, that leads to a question for me. When did you learn 

French? 

01-02:39:13 
Resh: Well, I never really did learn that well. I took maybe a year-and-a-half in high 

school and then maybe a year in college. You just learn the rudiments in 
classes. And so it was in 1990 when I was forty-five when I was really 
learnings French. 

01-02:39:34 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow.  

01-02:39:36 
Resh: I don't know if this has come up with Cheryl. I speak with a very strong 

African accent because that's who I learned French from. Sometimes people 
look strangely at me when I'm speaking French. And also, I use a lot of 
inappropriate or maybe even coarse expressions because I just learned it from 
the Africans as they were using it. When I got this honorary degree from 
France, I talked to one of my colleagues at Berkeley about the ceremony. I 
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said that I was going to give my talk in French because I used to speak to him 
in French. He looked at me and he said, "You don't want to do that. You want 
to give it in English." I said, "No, I'll do it in French." All of a sudden, he said, 
"You speak French like you're a pimp in Pigalle. The language you use is just 
awful." And I never realized that I was speaking like that!  

01-02:40:34 
Eardley-Pryor: And you were getting an honorary degree from France when you learned this? 

01-02:40:38 
Resh:  I would use expressions that I learned from them. I remember I did 

sabbaticals in France and during one of them I had said something and 
everybody in the room overheard me say and one of the secretaries came over 
and said, "You should never say that." But you learn from who you're with. 
Eventually I learned how not to say some of those expression or at least try to 
use them less. Yeah, but I was always sorry that I didn't learn the language 
better. Cheryl and I, like several times before, we're now on another kick to 
learn Spanish through tapes where we spend half-an-hour a night. We're doing 
that again right now, anticipating going back to Spain and South America. I 
wish I had better language skills than I do. 

01-02:41:41 
Eardley-Pryor: Just the fact that you did pick up the language skills that you do have and 

worked in the field being able to speak French like that is pretty remarkable, 
that late in life in particular. 

01-02:41:52 
Resh: Well, I'd always make sure I had a French speaker that was bilingual next to 

me when I was running important meetings. Because sometimes in French 
you never really know if somebody is giving you a compliment or an insult. 
Just the way they can word it or have an inflexion. Or like the closing of a 
letter. And I never really learned to write French. I can't do that at all. And so, 
I would sometimes have to ask what's the message that the speaker is giving 
me, because of the subtleties. And actually, most people I know that pick up 
second languages often miss the subtleties. They just can't get them.  

01-02:42:42 
Eardley-Pryor: Fascinating. But just my realization that, with all these discussions we had 

about the role of Catholicism in your life, that those ceremonies were all in 
Latin. That just kind of changes my understanding of that entire twenty-year 
trajectory of your experience in that community. 

01-02:42:58 
Resh:  Joseph Campbell had an interesting take on switching from Latin to the local 

languages. He thought that when the Latin mass ended, the mystery was gone. 
When the priest was leading the group facing the altar, the symbolism was so 
strong. I think there was something right about his comment about the 
changes. Because if you actually listen to it in English, it's— 
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01-02:43:20 
Eardley-Pryor: Mundane. 

01-02:43:21 
Resh: —yes, really. Whereas, in Latin, it was so beautiful.  

01-02:43:27 
Eardley-Pryor: There's a mysticism, especially the singing in Latin. There's a real beauty and 

mysteriousness to it that is appealing. 

01-02:43:35 
Resh: I look at how Cheryl adapted to Catholicism. Really just choosing what she 

thought was good in it and then not accepting the rest.  

01-02:43:51 
Eardley-Pryor: Because there is a lot of feeling among—and I say this as—well, I was not 

raised Catholic, but I went to a Catholic all-boys high school, and then— 

01-02:43:57 
Resh: Oh, did you? 

01-02:43:57 
Eardley-Pryor: And then I've married a woman who went through her entire schooling in 

Catholicism, all the way up through college, all before she went and started 
working for Planned Parenthood. So, I'm very familiar with Catholic families 
and my own experience in Catholic high school, and there's a lot of beauty in 
the Catholic practice. The ritual in particular. So, I could also identify with 
picking and choosing the parts that are nice, and then avoiding these parts I 
don't like so much. 

01-02:44:20 
Resh: Sure. And did the teachers beat you up in high school? 

01-02:44:27 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, no, I had great teachers. No, thankfully. We were in a Marianist tradition 

and I had wonderful, amazing—I mean, in fact, my closest friends are still 
from that time period in my life. I married my wife and I met her through my 
now brother-in-law, but he and I were great friends in high school, too. So 
yeah. Deep connection to that world. I have a lot of fond memories from my 
Catholic high school. 

01-02:44:51 
Resh: They did a lot of missionary work, too. Marist College was actually close to 

where I grew up. 

01-02:45:01 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, cool. Neat.  

01-02:45:02 
Resh: Mentioning that, there's just one last thing. When my father died, he wanted to 

be buried with a Catholic mass. For the life of me, I wondered about that. And 
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I have a very good friend, she's much older than I am, who was a professor of 
Italian at Berkeley that's retired. She reminds me very much of my mother. 
And we have lunch together every week. There's a group that I have lunch 
with every Friday and she's in it. I asked her about that and she thought, 
"Well, he did it for your mother." 

01-02:45:41 
Eardley-Pryor: I was just thinking the same thing. 

01-02:45:40 
Resh: Yes.  

01-02:45:42 
Eardley-Pryor: There's something to be said about—nobody does ritual, among the 

Christians, no one does ritual the way the Catholics do. And what is a funeral 
but really a ritual practice to help you move through and guide you through 
what is just an awkward experience, the death of a loved one. And to have 
ritual to lean on? I think your dad was on to something. 

01-02:46:04 
Resh: Yes. And he actually used to carry, again, this was even crazier to me on his 

keychain a little medal that said, "I'm a Catholic, in case of death or illness, 
please call a priest." Although he would rarely go to church, he was very good 
friends with this priest Father Scanlon. There is a story about my mother and 
her friendship with this priest. When she retired from being a dental assistant, 
she went to this school where Scanlon was pastor and she became the librarian 
for the school. I think she did this until she was eighty and was worried about 
driving.  

01-02:46:56 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow.  

01-02:46:56 
Resh: It was largely a Portuguese parish and so they were a lot of poor kids. And so 

that was a big part of her life, too. 

01-02:47:06 
Eardley-Pryor: Deep community ties. That's another thing I really love about the Catholics. 

The Protestants all left the cities and the poor places for the wealthier suburbs. 
But the Catholics stayed where they were, and they take care of their parishes. 
I love that about them. 

01-02:47:22 
Resh: Yes. Well, there's a lot of good and a lot of bad. I think if you look at Ireland 

in terms of what the Catholic church did there with the homes for the unwed 
mothers and the thousands of babies that were not cared for and died, the Irish 
church has a lot to answer for.  
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01-02:47:44 
Eardley-Pryor: Yes. Reconciliation needs to happen there, that's for sure. Well, let's pause for 

today? I think this is maybe a nice point because we're at the end of high 
school time and transitioning into Georgetown, and that kind of launches you 
in different directions. So, maybe we want to pause today. Is there anything 
else you want to reflect on from before you enter into college? 

01-02:48:09 
Resh: No. I think we pretty much covered it and if there's anything I'll make note of 

it and bring it up. But you did a good job in steering me through this time in 
my life. 

01-02:48:22 
Eardley-Pryor: It's a delight. It's always a delight to chat with you, Vince. So, thank you. 

01-02:48:24 
Resh: Thank you so much, Roger.  
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Interview 2: February 4, 2021 

02-00:00:03 
Eardley-Pryor: Today is February 4th in the year 2021. My name is Roger Eardley-Pryor from 

the Oral History Center of The Bancroft Library at the University of 
California Berkeley. Today is interview session number two of an oral history 
with Vincent Resh. Vince, how are you today? 

02-00:00:19 
Resh: Okay. Roger, it's good to see you. 

02-00:00:21 
Eardley-Pryor: Great to see you, too. And where are you located today? 

02-00:00:24 
Resh: In El Cerrito, California, in my office in our home. 

02-00:00:29 
Eardley-Pryor: Great. And I am recording up in Sonoma County in Santa Rosa. We are doing 

this interview over Zoom, virtually, because of the ongoing COVID-19 
pandemic. But I understand, since you and I last spoke, you have since had 
your first vaccination shot. 

02-00:00:45 
Resh: Yes. At Safeway of all places.  

02-00:00:49 
Eardley-Pryor: Man, that's wonderful news to hear that you were able to get that shot. 

Because I know, especially with the lingering health issues for your lungs, due 
to your research and your career, that this was a big deal to get that shot. 

02-00:01:04 
Resh: Very much so. 

02-00:01:05 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. Well, from our last session, we started from birth and you shared 

a lot of family stories through childhood. Is there anything that you wanted to 
revisit or add? 

02-00:01:14 
Resh: There's something that I just can't believe that I forgot to mention because I 

think it really does put my father's family in a different or a more complete 
context. They were actually Pennsylvania Dutch when they originally came 
over. They were the ones that left Germany because of religious persecution. 
The spelling of my last name is very unusual. R-E-S-H. Usually it's R-E-S-C-
H, which is very common. And when I was traveling a lot in the United States 
for meetings, seminars, and things like that, I would always look in phone 
books to see what the spelling of my name was and there would always be 
many, many Reschs and never, never an R-E-S-H. It was just amazing. And 
then one time I was invited to Philadelphia to give a seminar. One of my 
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former students was there and he took me up to Lancaster in the Amish 
country. And I just happened to look through the phonebook and there was a 
page-and-a-half of R-E-S-H. So that was really a center of immigration. And, 
again, as I said, my father's family was from eastern Pennsylvania, 
northwestern New Jersey. So that was kind of an interesting origin that I'm 
sorry I didn't add. But glad I got a chance to do it now. 

02-00:02:32 
Eardley-Pryor: That's a great story. You could have been Amish in a different world. 

02-00:02:37 
Resh: Yes, yes. Although that's a hard life. 

02-00:02:39 
Eardley-Pryor: That is a hard life. Very much so. Well, let's get back into some of your life 

stories. Where we left off was you moving toward decisions on college. But as 
a part of that, and before that, I think, we might set some of the context for the 
ecological research that you were eventually drawn towards. You mentioned 
to me that you'd spent a couple of high school summers working at Bear 
Mountain State Park in New York. Can you tell me more about that 
experience? 

02-00:03:08 
Resh: Yes. This was an absolutely fabulous time in my life and very important in 

terms of family. I mentioned the story about how my mother had a sister that 
she didn't see for decades because of the way her family was split into three 
different households. And my aunt, the one that had disappeared for three 
decades, and her husband Hans, he was a Norwegian, lived near Bear 
Mountain and West Point. He was the purchasing agent for the whole Bear 
Mountain Inn, the state park's refreshment stands, and everything used there. I 
guess the beginning of my junior year of high school he suggested, "Why 
don't I come up and work here in the summer?" And it sounded like a great 
idea. I'd never really been away from home before. It was a very interesting 
arrangement because the boss that was in charge of all the temporary 
employees was the football coach at a high school in New York City, a private 
high school called Xavier Academy, which was actually a military school. 
And he used to bring all these kids that were on the football and the sports 
teams up for the summer to work. There were about fifty of us that worked up 
there. And we lived in a dormitory that had basically two rooms with maybe 
twenty-five beds in each one and then the rest of it was open space. It had a 
wonderful name—"The Monkey House." We all worked on the refreshment 
stands with the swimming pools, lakes, roller skating rink, or different things 
like that. 

It was a great experience for two reasons, one of which was that I really got to 
know my cousins Debbi and Hans, who were younger than I was. We got 
quite close and have stayed close to this day. The other was just being away 
from home. It convinced me certainly I wanted to go away from home for 
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college, even though there were very good colleges that I could have 
commuted to and many of my high school friends did that. They went to 
either Columbia or NYU or even Iona College, which was fine. But this 
convinced me I really wanted to get away from home. 

02-00:05:18 
Eardley-Pryor: Why was that? 

02-00:05:20 
Resh: Well, I just saw the freedom of being away. The chance to make new friends 

rather than stick with grammar school and high school friends. And actually, 
some of the people that I worked with those summers went to Georgetown. 
So, I also arrived at Georgetown knowing some upperclassmen. And for a 
junior and a senior in high school, there are a lot of first-time experiences. It 
was the first time I drank too much and the first time a lot of things happened. 
It was a great experience for me. My cousins Debbi and Hans eventually 
ended up working at Bear Mountain as well. When we've ever gotten together, 
we all started talking about it. And one of the ironies is that when I was there, 
there was a very famous computer scientist, Jim McGroddy, that I worked 
with. The computer society has a Jim McGroddy or James McGroddy award. 
And his sister actually lived in Berkeley and she was one of the nuns that 
Cheryl and I befriended, Maureen Therese McGroddy! So after decades, I get 
to see Jim McGroddy again and of course we talked about Bear Mountain. 
Which, I think, Cheryl has sort of had it up to here with us talking about our 
times there. We even went there once with all my cousins that had worked 
there. And they gave us a tour of the place, and even the kitchen. And 
actually, to me one of the most amazing things about Bear Mountain—
because this is an area that time seems to not affect. It never changes. We 
were doing an alumni tour on the Erie Canal and the Hudson River. This 
would have been maybe in the late 1990s or so. 

02-00:06:54 
Eardley-Pryor: This is one of your Cal Discovery tours, yeah? 

02-00:06:56 
Resh: Cal Discoveries, yes, maybe even in the early 2000s. It was along the Erie 

Canal, and it went up to the Thousand Islands area. It was a very nice tour. 
The tour was on a ship and one night we docked at Bear Mountain and Cheryl 
and I walk up to the Bear Mountain Inn. We're having a drink, we're looking 
around, and a waitress comes over to me and says, "Didn't you used to work 
here?" Now, this was forty-some years ago and the bartender from when I 
worked there was still working there. This is just an area that just never 
changed. But it was a great experience at sixteen and seventeen getting away 
from home for the entire summer. It was also interesting, too, in terms of 
understanding jobs and employment. In mid-August or early August when 
business was starting to come down, they ended up laying people off. And I 
had never even thought of what it would be like to be fired from a job. And I 
remember wondering what I had done wrong and it took me a while to realize 
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I hadn't done anything wrong. It was pure economics and they did this every 
year. But it was a really great experience. It was right along the Hudson River. 
A beautiful, beautiful place. The park itself was lovely. We did different jobs. 
I cooked hamburgers and hotdogs. I had to work at a roller-skating rink for a 
while and, of course, that music makes you crazy after a while. But it was 
really a wonderful experience and it set me up for college. 

02-00:08:33 
Eardley-Pryor: That sounds memorable. That experience of getting away, I definitely 

understand. I honestly thought you were going to talk about being in that 
natural environment, and that then leading you towards interests in your 
ecological research. But it sounds much more like it was just being away and 
really nurturing these relationships. 

02-00:08:53 
Resh: Yes. But it was essentially tamed wilderness. And I remember things like June 

beetles coming in and falling on our heads at night in the dormitory, being 
attracted to lights. It was just a very different experience. It really was. 
Because remember, I wasn't working as a naturalist or anything. I was simply 
working at refreshment stands, and it was great. It was really a wonderful time 
in my life.  

02-00:09:20 
Eardley-Pryor: With that time period, you're thinking about college, and you have a strong 

sense that that is what you're going to do—which I also find interesting that 
neither of your parents had completed college, but you knew that that was the 
path you were going to take. 

02-00:09:32 
Resh: For sure. Where I was going to go was really uncertain. I had no idea. At first, 

I thought maybe I'll just stay at home as many of my friends were going to do 
because a lot of them just went to local colleges. Because they were very good 
colleges from Fordham to NYU that I could have considered. But it was clear 
that I wanted to go away. And also, I wanted to go to a big city. I was thinking 
especially of Boston and Washington, DC, which were within the range of 
travel that was reasonable. My parents would have wanted me to be able to 
come home. But I thought of Syracuse and a bunch of other places as well.  

02-00:10:19 
 When I went to Boston, the weather was just miserable. And it was cold and it 

just didn't appeal to me, although the city itself had many things to offer. But 
then when I went to Washington, and it was so spectacular weather-wise. The 
Georgetown campus was the most beautiful campus I had ever seen. My 
father had had a fellow that had worked for him one summer that was a senior 
there who took me around and that was great just to see how much he liked 
being at Georgetown. He was really quite open about it, too. It was clear that 
that's where I wanted to go, and I got accepted. That was a choice that was 
made in heaven. It was wonderful being there. 
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02-00:11:08 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, speaking of that heaven reference, of course, Georgetown is a Catholic 

university, a Jesuit Catholic university. You had gone through Catholic 
education your whole life up until that point, and then you continued in 
college. Was that an influence in your decision for Georgetown? 

02-00:11:23 
Resh: I've thought about that. I'm not sure it was because certainly on my hall in 

freshman year there were students from Saudi Arabia and a lot of Jewish 
students. It did not seem at all like it was an exclusively Catholic school. For 
one thing, they had the school of foreign service, which drew many, many 
international students. And, of course, we mixed together. I think when I 
started that first semester of 1963, the idea of in loco parentis was still very 
much present. It was almost like being at a boarding school in that the first 
semester we were expected to be in our dormitory at 7:45 at night. You could 
get permission to go to the library and stuff like that but it really was 
regimented. And then, of course, everything right after that just changed 
immediately.  

02-00:12:23 
Eardley-Pryor: Wait. Why do you think it changed all of a sudden? I'm thinking in my mind 

of 1963, that fall John F. Kennedy is assassinated.  

02-00:12:30 
Resh: Exactly.  

02-00:12:32 
Eardley-Pryor: There was a transition seemingly after that point? 

02-00:12:34 
Resh: Yes. That, and plus the big movement towards civil rights that was happening 

with Lyndon Johnson. Georgetown was very interesting in that regard. In 
speaking with my classmates from there recently, anti-war activism really was 
not a big thing from '63 when I started, even until '67. But the big issue was 
civil rights. We were marching and demonstrating. I think the only anti-war 
activists really on the campus were the Jesuits. They were very strong anti-
war activists. And it was interesting because my father, who I've mentioned 
was very bright, was really opposed to the Vietnam War from that period on. 
He thought that when Kennedy sent in troops, even as advisors, this was a 
major mistake. He never believed the Domino Theory or anything else. He 
was really quite outspoken about it. 

02-00:13:30 
Eardley-Pryor: That's just fascinating, too, because you had mentioned how your father read 

four or five newspapers a day. 

02-00:13:37 
Resh: At a minimum. 
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02-00:13:38 
Eardley-Pryor: To even know that troops were sent in under Kennedy to Vietnam is 

something. Most Americans had zero idea where Vietnam even existed until 
the draft in '65. So, that's awesome. It's fascinating to hear that your father was 
so plugged into this and had formed solid opinions on it. 

02-00:13:57 
Resh: And he would like to discuss it with people. I had, I think I mentioned, an 

uncle that was really quite right-wing and we would say today pro-military. 
During that period when I was in college, holidays escalated from discussions 
into really fights about Vietnam. But civil rights were the really big issue 
when I was at Georgetown. Maybe because ROTC was a big thing on campus. 
It wasn't required. I didn't do ROTC but many of my roommates did and 
actually continued through the whole four years. What they had was a two-
year ROTC commitment and then had the option for a second two-year 
commitment. And I think for them that really brought a lot of certainty about 
life after college because they knew they were going into the military right 
after and certainly the majority of my Georgetown roommates I had over the 
years went in the army or navy. 

02-00:14:59 
Eardley-Pryor: I want to lean into the context of this time period because it is such a pregnant 

time in American history, this mid-1960s period. Here you are in the imperial 
capital in DC. It's fascinating to hear that Georgetown itself wasn't as much 
roiled by the Vietnam debates, but your home life was. But I'm fascinated to 
hear your memories of Washington, DC, when America's first Catholic 
President was assassinated and you're at a Catholic institution, and then you 
mention, of course, civil rights. And in 1965 was Martin Luther King's March 
for Freedom and Jobs on the Washington Mall. What are some of your 
memories of those historic moments and of being in Washington, DC? 

02-00:15:41 
Resh: Well, Georgetown was interesting in that from the beginning when I was 

there, I always felt it was kind of elitist. They would always use the term 
"Gentlemen of Georgetown." That was one of the epithets that they used. A 
lot of kids had gone to these exclusive prep schools, Andover and places like 
that. It was drawing from kind of upper middle class to wealthy families, 
which my parents really were not in that status. They were fine economically 
but far from most of my classmates' families in terms of wealth.  

But I remember Kennedy's assassination when I was there and the funeral and 
everything else. Actually, I still have the headline of the Washington Post 
when he was assassinated. And then, of course, Johnson coming in. Nobody 
was really sure how Johnson was going to be. With all the demonstrations 
against Johnson, including by me, he actually did more for civil rights and 
passed legislation that was significant, but he just got hung up on Vietnam. In 
'63 to '64 I don't remember college students even discussing Vietnam. The big 
discussions were around civil rights. Being in the Washington area, it was 
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very easy to get involved in demonstrations. And the one that I remember the 
most was there was a march around the White House that students from 
Howard University, which is the historic black college and an excellent 
school, was organizing, and of course all of us went down to join in this 
demonstration and we were walking around the White House with signs. 
Well, the way the Washington Police, the Metro police, responded when they 
heard there was going to be a bunch of Howard University students marching, 
they mobilized every black cop that they could find in Washington to be there 
to make sure it stayed peaceful. Well, by the time the Georgetown and George 
Washington and American University students, all of whom were 
predominantly white arrived, the Howard students had left. So, we had a 
bunch of white kids calling for civil rights walking around the White House 
being watched by black policemen. It was like one of the crazier things that 
happened. But those types of things were actually quite common down there 
because they were worried about confrontations, especially because the 
Howard students could be quite militant. I actually have some friends, one in 
particular, that was at Howard at that time. It was often a very tense situation.  

02-00:18:34 
Eardley-Pryor: Share with me your experience of coming down to a southern city. 

Washington, DC is right on the cusp of that border between Maryland and 
Virginia. Maryland was a slave state despite staying in the union during the 
Civil War. But it's culturally in the south. What was that experience like 
coming from a very Yankee New York upbringing that you had? 

02-00:18:53 
Resh: Well, Washington was really such a cosmopolitan city that there were people 

from all over the United States. I can answer that question better when I tell 
you about going to Louisville, which really—although it's not that much 
farther south—does have a more southern mentality. Yeah, I found 
Washington to be a wonderfully sophisticated city. At that time Georgetown 
was not the fancy area that it is today. There were still beautiful homes but a 
lot of the students rented houses. A lot of the houses were kind of rundown in 
certain parts of Georgetown. The wealthy takeover of Georgetown was 
happening slowly. Now, I'm sure no student can afford to live there today. It's 
still a beautiful area.  

02-00:19:50 
Eardley-Pryor: It is a beautiful campus. I did some of my archival research there in Barbara 

Ward's papers, because she was a Catholic economist. 

02-00:19:57 
Resh: Oh, sure. 

02-00:19:57 
Eardley-Pryor: But a gorgeous campus to be a part of.  

02-00:20:00 
Resh: Yes. 
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02-00:20:02 
Eardley-Pryor: What were some of the activities that you were drawn to during your 

collegiate years? 

02-00:20:06 
Resh: Well, when I started school, I remember thinking that this is going to be the 

chance I have to really have a great experience, a great time. I got involved in 
just a million things from the beginning. I had been on the track team in high 
school, and I thought, "Well, let me try to do a college level sport." And at 
that time Georgetown held the world record in the two-mile relay. The coach 
was a Hungarian that was absolutely a caricature of an Austro-Hungarian 
general—he had everything but a sword when he took the students for 
practice. And so I lasted for a couple of days of the tryouts and I realized this 
is not going to go anywhere. My roommate, John Trocchio, and I joined the—
I'm going to call it the "boxing" team but actually it was more of a club sport, 
like it is at Berkeley. The coach was a very famous boxer, Marty Gallagher. 
He was one of the sparring partners of Jack Dempsey. He had all of the 
fighter's attributes in that he would rock back on his heels when you would 
talk to him. But he was a great guy. He really viewed us and the boxing team 
as a way for us to build confidence, not as turning us into prize fighters. I 
mean there were a couple of people—ironically, they were law students—that 
wanted to really have prizefighter-type bouts. But for most of us it was just 
simple sparring. None of us wanted to really have our brains knocked out. 

02-00:21:46 
Eardley-Pryor: What did you take out of that? 

02-00:21:48 
Resh: Oh, confidence. A lot of self-confidence. Some skills too. One of my 

roommates that I was in it with told me that he sometimes wakes up at night 
thinking, "Jab, jab. Hook, jab." This sequence Marty would have us practice 
over and over again. It was a place to go in the gym and do something that 
was pretty structured. And, again, all of us loved this coach. He was a big, like 
you would think of a heavyweight prizefighter would be. None of us ever 
made fun of the after effects of his being a boxer. We really just thought the 
world of him. So that was really fun. 

02-00:22:37 
 And then I was on the mascot committee that took care of this damn bulldog. I 

remember the bulldog was dying and we tried to mate him to have an heir. I 
don't understand how the species or the race lasted after the difficulties of that 
mating experience. That was, again, one of the nightmares I have. But I was 
also on the radio station and the film club. I don't know if I had ever seen a 
foreign film before I went to Georgetown. Just the cultural exposure was 
great. I remember going to lectures by Haile Selassie and Art Buchwald and 
Madame Nhu, who was married to Diệm and was the Catholic ruler in 
Vietnam.  
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02-00:23:22 
Intellectually it was absolutely the greatest place for me to be. The courses 
that I had were excellent and I think of them to this day. Not being sure what I 
wanted to do, I thought about pre-med, and took one or two science courses a 
year. I took kind of a general chemistry, a general biology, organic chemistry. 
I didn't have a lot of science background before that. And actually, I look at 
my career and the scientists that I deal with, they really are much better versed 
in science than I am. There's no question about it. And they can talk about 
anatomy or physiology or biochemistry, which I never took, or any subjects 
like that. So the basic biology background that a lot of people that go into 
scientific careers had, I never had. But I think I can talk in broader terms than 
most of my colleagues in terms of cultural history or philosophy. I had great 
courses in these areas. I remember a well-known Palestinian activist, Sharabi, 
taught a European intellectual history course that I took that was out of this 
world. I took philosophy courses in metaphysics and ethics and aesthetics. 
Symbolic logic. All of these wonderful, wonderful courses. I took a year of 
painting. All these broadening experiences that I had there still enhance my 
life. It was great. 

02-00:24:49 
Eardley-Pryor: How do you think that has served you later in life? 

02-00:24:51 
Resh: Well, positively and negatively. Negatively in that it led to me in my senior 

year to wonder what the hell I was going to do with my life because I had had 
all these courses and things that I'd been exposed to that were very interesting 
and that I was interested in but I really didn't know what I was going to do. I 
would mention that something happened in my junior year that was absolutely 
transformative to me. I decided to take a course in biology that was not one of 
the broad survey courses in physics, chemistry or biology but it was a course 
in invertebrate biology. And I'm not even sure why I took it. It was a very 
small class and somebody had told me they had taken it and they thought it 
was really interesting. And it was taught by a professor whose name was 
Sanford or Sandy Vernick. And he was a big influence on my career choices.  

02-00:25:51 
Eardley-Pryor: In what way? 

02-00:25:52 
Resh: Halfway through this course I decided I wanted to be like him. One of my 

many transformations of "wanting to be." But I thought this is just great, what 
he does is incredibly interesting. 

02-00:26:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Why? What was it about him? 

02-00:26:02 
Resh: Oh, God, it's almost embarrassing to tell you the story. He's lecturing. We 

have a lab where we're going to dissect an earthworm and he's got these giant 
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earthworms that we're going to look at. And he's talking about it and he's 
describing about how to dissect and I remember him saying, "You take your 
pin and you put it in the tippy, tippy top of the earthworm's head." And I 
remember thinking, "Anybody who can get away with saying tippy, tippy top 
and nobody laughs at him is really special." I finished that course. I loved all 
of it. He wanted us to do a course project and I did it, interestingly enough, on 
soft shell clams, which of course I knew from clamming. I was looking at the 
effect of some pollutants on them. Oh, and he took me and most of the class to 
Chesapeake Biological Station for a weekend and I met a scientist that worked 
on clams there. And that was wonderful.  

02-00:25:68 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, tell me more about that. Was that something where Dr. Vernick took 

you specifically, or was it a course trip? 

02-00:27:04 
Resh: He made it an optional field trip for the class and I remember being there and 

just devouring this library that was so specialized. And there was this 
specialist on clams whose name was Pfitzenmeyer. And I went to talk to him 
and he was wonderful to talk to. This was just a research lab, no real teaching. 
Now it's got a campus and everything. Actually, a friend of mine is the 
president of that part of the University of Maryland. I think it's called the 
Maryland Environmental College or something like that. But it has four 
different campuses. 

02-00:27:38 
Eardley-Pryor: Who's the buddy of yours? 

02-00:27:38 
Resh: Pardon me? 

02-00:27:41 
Eardley-Pryor: Who's the buddy? The friend. 

02-00:27:42 
Resh: Peter Goodwin, who is an engineer that worked with on the Delta Science 

Board. So then when this course is over, I just think Vernick and what he does 
is great. And so I ask him—again, I don't have a lot of science background—I 
say, "Can I do a senior thesis with you?" And he looks and he says, "Well, 
you know, you've got to—", telling me how much work will be involved, and 
then finally he relents and says, "Sure, you can do it." And so suddenly, as a 
senior, I had access to a lab, and I don't remember him having graduate 
students at the time. He may have had post-docs or visiting faculty members, 
something like that. But I had a key and I could go into this lab and his office 
any hour of the day or night. 

02-00:28:30 
Eardley-Pryor: Describe what Vernick's lab looked like in this period, this 1966-67 

timeframe. 
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02-00:28:36 
Resh: Well, it was in a fairly new building, probably maybe about ten or fifteen 

years old. It was basically one room with his office set aside by dividers and 
with three or four lab benches, aquaria, running water, and just equipment like 
that. I remember he had an easy-boy lounger in his office that sometimes I 
would go in and sit in and I think even fell asleep in. He was a wonderful 
mentor to me. There was another student that was doing a senior thesis on 
lobster blood. And he ended up going on to doing a PhD in this and was quite 
famous in this field.  

02-00:29:22 
Eardley-Pryor: Who was that?  

02-00:29:24 
Resh: His name was Richard Hering. He's a physiologist. But it was a very nice 

environment. The lab wasn't too crowded, it wasn't too high powered. I 
actually remember earlier when I was taking a general botany course as part 
of the General Biology course and I remember the professor saying, "If any of 
you want to do a little side project on plant growth, you can do it." And I think 
I was the only one that volunteered to do it. And that was when I was a 
sophomore and I really enjoyed that, too. Vernick was a really big part in my 
life. I remember he invited me to meet his family. At the end he took Hering 
and me out for dinner as a way of saying goodbye. He was a wonderful man. 

02-00:30:23 
Eardley-Pryor: What was Vernick like as a person? 

02-00:30:27 
Resh: I don't think he was super popular with the other faculty because I think they 

kind of viewed him as a "lightweight", in that he wasn't bringing in a lot of 
grant money. His PhD thesis was on pearl fish, which are these very long 
slender fish that live inside sea cucumbers. They live in the anus; they go out 
to feed. They are kind of semi-parasitic. And he worked on those, and then he 
was switching to doing work on invertebrates. So one of the issues—I'm 
jumping ahead a little—when I talked to Vernick about going to graduate 
school and doing what he was doing, he said, "Oh, no. That's old-fashioned 
stuff. I'm actually leaving Georgetown and going to NIH, the National 
Institute of Health, on a three-year fellowship to move into virology and 
molecular biology." He said, "That's where it's happening. It's not happening 
in this field. This field is old-fashioned." And I remember that as being kind 
of crushing to me because, first of all, I didn't even know what molecular 
biology was. I hadn't read— 

02-00:31:36 
Eardley-Pryor: How many people did in the 1960s? 

02-00:31:36 
Resh: Yes. I hadn't read The Double Helix at that time. So, I really didn't know what 

to do, and I didn't really think about it. I was still in his class as a junior. But 
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my senior year I really took a lot of environmental biology classes. I think I 
almost took exclusive these type of biology classes.  

02-00:31:59 
Eardley-Pryor: You mentioned Vernick, as a professor, was a powerful draw to you, the way 

he taught this course in invertebrate biology. But what was it about the science 
courses and that invertebrate topic in particular that seemed to light a fire in 
you that has remained ignited for your entire life? 

02-00:32:15 
Resh: Yes. I think because first of all it reminded me so much of when I was a kid 

along the seashore catching crabs and digging for clams, which I always loved 
doing. It was wonderful. And I think it just reminded me of that. And Vernick 
was so accessible as a person. When I think of it, he looked a little like Elliot 
Gould. I'm sure he's dead, so he can't hear me describe him like that. And like 
I said, he said, "tippy, tippy top." I remember his wife was from Curacao, and 
he told me once that on their wedding night she said to him, "If you ever cheat 
on me, don't worry. I won't get mad at you. I won't say anything. But some 
night, I'll slit your throat." He always had stories like that. Was always very 
open with me. And we sometimes had lunch together. He was just really 
important in my life as a junior. 

02-00:33:24 
 And then there was another person. He was actually a Jesuit priest whose 

name was Father Al Panuska. I took a couple of courses in environmental 
physiology with him. And he was great in that he had me do experiments 
where we would put hamsters in ice-cold conditions. He was interested in 
cryogenics and hypothermia biology. And we would bring hamsters, literally, 
to death from hypothermia, then bring them back with changing oxygen 
concentrations. And I really learned a lot from him. And, again, he was very 
supportive.  

02-00:34:08 
Eardley-Pryor: I love the vision of this Jesuit priest doing hamster resurrections. 

02-00:34:13 
Resh: Yes. But, again, he was great to me. He let me hang around his lab. He even 

asked me to help him fix equipment sometimes. He was just wonderful. I also 
had wonderful teachers in humanities, especially a course in aesthetics and 
painting with another Jesuit Terrence Netter. Professors that I remember 
taking rhetoric with and public speaking with were also great. But really in 
terms of the scientists, Vernick and Panuska really influenced me. I saw how 
they loved science. I saw how they loved doing research. It was just great 
having them in my life.  

02-00:34:53 
Eardley-Pryor: I noted, in preparing for this interview, that Father Panuska later became the 

Director of the Jesuits at Georgetown. But, before he joined Georgetown—
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just the year before you arrived—from '62 to '63, he also had an NIH 
fellowship, a post-doc in physiology down at Emory in Atlanta, Georgia. 

02-00:35:11 
Resh: Oh, I didn't know that.  

02-00:35:13 
Eardley-Pryor: I was going to ask about that— 

02-00:35:15 
Resh: Panuska became President of the University of Scranton, and he and I kept in 

touch for most of the time I've been at Berkeley until I think he died maybe 
about halfway through my time here. But I would write and tell him new 
things that we were doing in my lab and teaching. He'd always write a very 
nice note back. I'm sorry that I didn't keep up with Vernick. I lost touch with 
him. A number of times I tried to find him through literature searches and, 
recently, Google searches. I'm never sure what happened to his career 
afterwards. A lot of the scientists that went to NIH became administrators. 
They were program directors and did administrative things like that. 

02-00:35:58 
Eardley-Pryor: The NIH in Bethesda, at this time period particularly—the exact time that 

you're at Georgetown—they were winning Nobel Prize discoveries of how the 
genetic code is—what the code of life was. 

02-00:36:10 
Resh: Right. 

02-00:36:11 
Eardley-Pryor: I mean, the molecular biology at NIH was the sharpest in the world. There, 

and Paris, France, were the hotspots in the world for that groundbreaking 
research. So, I can understand the draw to the NIH then.  

02-00:36:23 
Resh: But I never took a biochemistry course. So, I didn't know anything about that 

or molecular biology or anything else.  

02-00:36:29 
Eardley-Pryor: Yes.  

02-00:36:31 
Resh: Oh, Cheryl just came in. 

02-00:36:33 
Eardley-Pryor: Let's pause for a sec? 

02-00:36:36 
Resh: Okay. 

[break in recording] 
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02-00:36:40 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, after all these diverse experiences, both in sciences and humanities, 

what were you thinking as to what you were going to do for your next steps as 
graduation approached? 

02-00:36:50 
Resh: Well, I have to bring up now how my mother had worked for a dentist all her 

life and she thought that dentists really lived wonderful lives. The girlfriend I 
had at the time that I eventually married, her father was a dentist. And so, I 
was getting a lot of pressure to be— 

02-00:37:10 
Eardley-Pryor: And who was—I mean, she became your wife, but just to—what was her 

name? 

02-00:37:14 
Resh: Her name was Linda Saracino. She was Italian, like my mother, but her family 

was from the Southern part of Italy. Her father really came from very modest 
roots. During World War II, he got into one of the programs to go to dental 
school and then served in the military. 

And she and my mother might have thought that I was considering becoming 
a dentist. Maybe when I was a little kid, I was telling my mother I wanted to 
be a fireman or a cowboy and then maybe I said a doctor or a dentist, and 
suddenly I got such positive approval that I went along with them. But it was 
clear in college, this was the furthest thing I wanted to do. By fall of '66, a 
semester before I graduated, I really had no idea what I was going to do. I was 
starting to think maybe I should be planning on something to do. So again, 
with this pressure about maybe becoming a dentist, I took the dental aptitude 
test. It was like the Medical College Admission Tests or MCATs, but it's for 
dentistry. One of the things they do is they give you a piece of chalk, and they 
tell you to carve a rhomboid shape in it or something like that. I remember the 
piece of chalk I got was broken. And I didn't know what to do with it, so I'm 
trying to carve that. And I went at the end, I said, "You know, my chalk was 
broken." He said, "Well, why didn't you bring it up in the beginning?" And I 
said, "oh." So, I'm sure I did terribly on that test. And then, in the spring, I was 
thinking, "Well, I'll apply to a couple of dental schools just to see what 
happens." One, I got on the waiting list, and the other one I was told, "Well, 
you didn't take quantitative chemical analysis, which we require, take it next 
year and we'll reconsider accepting you" which was like the last thing I 
wanted to do. And so I said, "I didn't really want to do this thing anyway." 
When my parents brought it up, I just would change the subject or say, "Oh, 
yeah, I'm looking into it" or something like that. Or with my future wife's 
family, the same thing. Ironically, this is the same phrase my son Jon uses 
when I suggest something to him! 

02-00:39:21 
Eardley-Pryor: The context for all this, too, is the Vietnam War is still raging and escalating. 
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02-00:39:24 
Resh: Yes, the draft. The draft is on all of our minds. I mean, constantly. My friends 

are all in ROTC, so they're talking about going in, and suddenly talking about 
what they think the Vietnam War is about. They're not questioning it at all. 
They're buying the whole story that it's— 

02-00:39:47 
Eardley-Pryor: Where were you at on the Vietnam War? I mean, your father is against it. 

Your uncle is for it. The school, you said, it doesn't seem to even be an issue 
so much, particularly because of the ROTC presence. Where were you at in 
your thinking about Vietnam? 

02-00:39:57 
Resh: Well, I was not as far along as my father because I wasn't as well informed 

about it as he was. I basically wanted to go through college enjoying myself 
and learning a lot and doing all that. There wasn't a watershed that I had to say 
I'm against it or for it. It just never came up. I could be sort of lukewarm and 
moving my opinion around a bit. But certainly, by the time I was a senior in 
college, it was clear that I was against it. But for the first three years I was just 
being kind of a stupid college kid and just trying to get that full experience.  

02-00:40:38 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah, there's enough to learn in college. 

02-00:40:40 
Resh: Georgetown was a great place to be. The courses and programs were really 

rigorous. This is in contrast to what I see at Stanford today, the hardest part is 
getting in. Or the same with the University of Tokyo. Once you're in, it's easy. 
But Georgetown was really quite rigorous. And I remember being told in the 
beginning of every course, "a C is an average but good grade," and they really 
meant it. And I saw later on, when people that had been out of school for a 
while, and tried to apply to grad school, they just were not competitive 
because of the grade inflation that had occurred. 

02-00:41:14 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow.  

02-00:41:16 
Resh: Georgetown was tough academically. But it was wonderful. It really was a 

wonderful experience. 

02-00:41:25 
Eardley-Pryor: So you took this dental aptitude test and, basically, it sounds to me like it was 

to satisfy your mother and your future mother-in-law and father-in-law's 
expectations. But it sounds to me like you were still wrestling with what your 
path was going to be. And here, tugging on your sleeve, were all these 
wonderful research experiences that you had just been introduced to. So what 
are you doing as you're wrestling through all of that? 
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02-00:41:51 
Resh: I though what am I going to do? I'm not dealing with the issues at hand at all. 

I'm certainly not making any decisions. I'm balancing a lot of things. I 
remember Georgetown had a career center, and I remember going for job 
interviews with companies.  

02-00:42:13 
Eardley-Pryor: What were you interested in? 

02-00:42:16 
Resh: Sort of anybody that would take me for an interview I went to talk to. So, I 

went to interviews with drug companies, and one with Western Electric, a 
company that I had worked for in the summers, and probably a bunch of 
others. I know it sounds like "what's this person doing with their life?" But I 
just didn't have any idea what I wanted to do. I liked research, but this 
conversation with Vernick when he said, "This is old hat. This is old-
fashioned research." was deterring me. 

02-00:42:47 
Eardley-Pryor: "Do not go into invertebrate biology." 

02-00:42:51 
Resh: That was the message. It's going nowhere. Look at something modern. Then, 

there was a teacher I had whose name was Rita Colwell who ended up 
becoming the head of National Science Foundation a number of years later. 
And I talked to her and she said, "Well, go into marine biology." She wanted 
me to go to Rhode Island, the University of Rhode Island. I thought about it. I 
said, "Marine biology? Well, I'm sort of interested in these animals." Because 
she was a microbiologist. She also thought this stuff was old hat, too, you 
know what I mean? She was talking about pre-genomic sequencing and stuff 
like that. She was using genetics to look at bacteria and things like that. And 
also, she was like the world's worst teacher. So, I didn't really—not— 

02-00:43:36 
Eardley-Pryor: Her advice didn't carry a lot of water. 

02-00:43:40 
Resh: She was nice to me and all that, and she was encouraging. She told me that 

she would write a letter for me if I wanted to go there. But, again, I just kept 
on putting decisions off. The second semester of my senior year was when I 
had done an application to dental school. I had done no applications to 
graduate school. And the draft was really looming—I was 1A.  

02-00:44:09 
Eardley-Pryor: What does that mean? 

02-00:44:10 
Resh: A designation of 1A means you're immediately eligible for induction. I was 

really wondering what to do. I'd gone on some job interviews. None of those 
panned out. I was seeing some of my classmates as seniors being drafted out 
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of school, right when they were still in school. As I mentioned to you, a friend 
from Arkansas was drafted out of Georgetown in his senior year. I remember 
him saying, well, his family had a fight with the head of the draft board. These 
draft boards were absolutely all-powerful. They could do whatever they 
wanted in terms of the draft. We had to go down to see if we could keep our 
student deferment. I remember going down to my local draft board in New 
York asking how I could extend my 2S deferment, and they just laughed at 
me, and they said, "We don't have graduate student deferments anymore 
except for medical or dental school."  

02-00:45:21 
So, all this comes to a head the second semester of my senior year. It's spring. 
It's sometime in spring because I remember the cherry blossoms are coming 
out and it's beautiful. I'm really depressed. I'm walking along the outside of 
the campus, along one of the walls to the campus, and I'm just wondering, 
"what the hell am I going to do?" And one of my roommates that I had, a 
fellow and now life-long friend named Eric Smith, who was going to Vietnam 
as an interpreter, but he also was undecided what he wanted to do in his life 
after that. And just to jump ahead, he ended up going to law school pretty 
much to satisfy his father and then never practiced law a day in his life. He 
became a newspaper cartoonist, a very successful cartoonist. So, I run into 
him, and he looks at me, he says, "What's wrong?" I said, "Jesus, right now? I 
don't know what I'm going to do." So, he says, "It's easy. Go over and talk to 
either a certain sergeant or a major that he knows in ROTC and ask him." I 
just remember the last name was Myers. And he said, "Ask him about going 
into the military." I said, "Well, I don't want to go in." He says, "But ask him 
about being an officer." He said, "That's a lot easier. You can go in." 

02-00:46:33 
So, I go over and the soldier I meet is very nice to me. Again, very 
understanding of my dilemma, he must have talked to many people that were 
in this stage. "What are you going to do," you know? And he said, "Why don't 
you look at Officer Candidate School?" So, I remember calling home and 
telling my parents I was thinking of doing this. My father said, "Well, if this is 
what you want, we'll support you. We're behind you. We're not going to try 
and stop you from doing this."  

02-00:47:04 
Eardley-Pryor: And your father had served and had a successful career in the military. 

02-00:47:08 
Resh: Right. 

02-00:47:09 
Eardley-Pryor: That he then leveraged into a great career afterwards. 

02-00:47:12 
Resh: But I remember him saying, "Don't look at the Army. Look at the Air Force or 

even the Navy. But the Air Force would be the best. You'll learn technical 
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skills, and it'll be much, much better." He was in the Army Air Corps, so he 
was familiar with that. Again, I don't remember doing this, but I must have 
gone to a recruiter and filled out an application. And I get called for a physical 
in Whitehall Street. Now, Whitehall Street in New York City was very 
famous, where they did the induction physicals. And whenever there were 
protests, they were at Whitehall Street. And whenever there were movies 
about that era, they feature this old armory, this decrepit building. That's 
Whitehall Street. And I passed the physical. That's critical to know, right in 
the beginning, I passed the physical, which is more rigorous for Officer 
Candidate School than it is for just being drafted. So, then I hear nothing. I 
hear nothing at all about going to Officer Candidate School, so I forget about 
it, figuring, "well, they didn't take me. That's fine." So, for several months, 
that doesn't even enter into my plans.  

02-00:48:19 
 And, again, I'm really now looking for all kinds of different things to do. It's a 

little later on, and now it's getting close to graduation. Out of the blue, I get a 
letter that offers me an assistantship to go to a university in upstate New York 
called Niagara University. 

02-00:48:36 
Eardley-Pryor: Had you ever heard of it? 

02-00:48:40 
Resh: Well, I had heard of it. But, of course, there was not really anything I could 

look up about it immediately. There was no Internet. So, I went to the library 
and saw that it was a mid-sized private university with a graduate school, 
located right on the Niagara River. I had known people that had applied to it 
as undergraduates. I don't think, at that time, I hadn't remembered anybody 
who went to it. But what I— 

02-00:49:01 
Eardley-Pryor: It's a private Catholic school, too. 

02-00:49:05 
Resh: Yes. 

02-00:49:05 
Eardley-Pryor: This is actually—I saw this, I looked it up. It's a Catholic school in the 

Vincentian tradition. And I can't help but think, Vincent and this Vincentian 
tradition.  

02-00:49:14 
Resh: Again, the Vincentian tradition was helping the poor. Named for St. Vincent 

de Paul, who now is well known in terms of the St. Vincent de Paul Society 
that gives thousands of meals a day in Oakland. So I thought, "Well, this is a 
stop gap. I'll see what happens."  

02-00:49:36 
Eardley-Pryor: How did this letter just show up for you? 
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02-00:49:37 
Resh: You know something? I have no memory of ever applying there. None. I 

didn't apply to any graduate schools. I don't know if one— 

02-00:49:48 
Eardley-Pryor: They offered you a teaching position, an assistantship? 

02-00:49:53 
Resh: No, it was a resident assistantship. 

02-00:49:54 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh. 

02-00:49:55 
Resh: Like in a dormitory. But it was free tuition and everything else. 

02-00:49:58 
Eardley-Pryor: Amazing. 

02-00:50:00 
Resh: They didn't have teaching assistants there because they didn't have a big 

graduate program. I asked people that were with me in college and they don't 
remember me ever saying that I applied. They remember me being surprised 
about how this happened. Maybe one of my professors had written to them or 
knew somebody there, I have no idea how this happened. But it was like a 
saving grace. It was something to do. And then, that summer after graduation, 
I knew I was going to work for my father's company in construction, which 
was a great experience, and I'd be in New York City working at one of the big 
television networks, WNEW. And that was a great experience, too.  

02-00:50:56 
Eardley-Pryor: You felt like it all came together. 

02-00:50:56 
Resh: It was like a reprieve. I didn't have to worry about it anymore. So, I told the 

dental school where I was on the waiting list that I didn't want to go. I just 
didn't want to deal with my family or girlfriend's family on that issue.  

02-00:51:07 
Eardley-Pryor: How did your mom react to your decision? 

02-00:51:11 
Resh: Fine. And actually, I have to tell here, years later, when she was living with 

us, she said— 

02-00:51:18 
Eardley-Pryor: With you and Cheryl? Like, after your father had passed away and she's 

ninety-something years old? 
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02-00:51:22 
Resh: Yes, ninety-eight. She said, "You're so much happier with your life having 

been the way it went, with what you've done than if you had been a dentist." 
So, I think by that time, she was projecting that I was the one that wanted to 
be a dentist as opposed to her wanting me to be one. But there was still a lot of 
pressure from my future in-laws. I remember when I was at Niagara, there 
were a couple of incidents that were just really horrible about pressuring me, 
still, to consider becoming a dentist. 

02-00:51:53 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, let me just get a little bit more context about Linda. How did you guys 

meet? And what were those years of college like together? 

02-00:52:04 
Resh: Well, we actually knew each other for a long time. We lived in the same 

neighborhood as each other. But she was a— 

02-00:52:11 
Eardley-Pryor: Wait—back home, in your parent's neighborhood? 

02-00:52:14 
Resh: In New York. But we never dated. She was a little kid in my early memory of 

her. And then I think when she was maybe a senior in high school, so I would 
have been maybe a sophomore in college. I was home and ran into her. We 
just had a date, nothing special. And then it just developed into more than that. 
We both had gone to the same grammar school, so we knew a lot of people in 
common. And you meet somebody, you're attracted to them. She was quite 
pretty. That's just how it happened. For college, she had gone to Marymount 
College. Now, Marymount was a Catholic school in Tarrytown, New York. 
This is going to sound negative saying this, but it was almost like a finishing 
school. It was a four-year degree school. It was all women. They were almost 
all from well-to-do families. The school went out of business sometime in the 
eighties. Girls' schools like that really had no unique identity and there were a 
lot of them. They were kind of an extension of the girls private high schools 
that most of them went to before going Marymount for college. And she 
graduated from there with, I think, an English degree. We dated— 

02-00:53:50 
Eardley-Pryor: Your college experience of dating was distance dating? 

02-00:53:54 
Resh: Yes, for most of my senior year. But, before that, there were a tremendous 

number of women's colleges and co-ed colleges in Washington. For some 
reason, when I think about this, I mainly dated girls that were in nursing 
school at Georgetown when I was a student, possibly because it was close by. 
And, again, it was a four-year degree for them. These were really sharp girls 
that were going there. It was very nice. And then, when I was a junior, I 
actually had a car, and that was great to be able to have dates and not have to 
take the bus. So, that was really special.  
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02-00:54:45 
Eardley-Pryor: This was the car that, I think, you had mentioned you and your cousin Gigi 

traveled back and forth? 

02-00:54:49 
Resh: Right. It was an old blue Dodge that I had. But Gigi was at a nearby women's 

college, and she and I did fix each other, and our friends, up with dates. And 
then sometimes we would get each other the worst possible dates. I learned 
when she said, "Oh, she has a wonderful personality," what that means. But, 
again, Gigi and I were very close. And, actually, when I was calling 
roommates recently, they all asked about Gigi. They all remembered her 
because she was such a presence. But one of the things I asked my former 
roommates and close college friends, one of whom was a woman that was a 
very good friend— 

02-00:55:38 
Eardley-Pryor: Who was that? 

02-00:55:40 
Resh: She wasn't a roommate, but she ended up marrying one of my friends who 

was my roommate. 

02-00:55:44 
Eardley-Pryor: Who are you talking about? 

02-00:55:46 
Resh: Her name was Julie. Now Julie Trocchio, she was Julie Knight when she was 

in the nursing school. Her memories of Georgetown were that it was really 
hard academically, that it was really challenging, but that all of us found great 
friendships in the social activities. For example, for Julie it was the Drama 
Club. I was kind of peripherally involved in that through her eventual husband 
John. For me, Georgetown was great because of all the things that I was 
doing. I was on dance committees and stuff like that and really did very many 
social things. There were incredibly interesting people there. My roommate 
my second year, John Trocchio is a lifelong friend, who became a very 
successful stockbroker. He and his wife were also the god parents of my son 
Jon and he handled much of our retirement savings until he retired a few years 
ago.  

Bill Clinton was at Georgetown and a year behind me. Roger Altman, who 
was the Secretary of the Treasury under Clinton, was in my class. There were 
really unbelievably talented people that went there. I remember Clinton was 
the president of the student body. And I— 

02-00:56:40 
Eardley-Pryor: You remember him then? 

02-00:56:41 
Resh: Oh, I remember being in a dorm room meeting him for the first time. He was 

so impressive. Everybody remembered Clinton when they first met him. And 
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then, even when I saw he was running for governor of Arkansas, somewhere I 
remember reading that, I immediately remembered him. Immediately. I 
remembered that instant because he was so unbelievably personable. He was 
kind of legendary in his charisma. There was a Jesuit that was very good at 
interacting with students. His name was Otto Hentz. And he, I think, identified 
Clinton as a leader early on. And once, he and Clinton were at lunch together. 
Otto Hentz was also very personable, really interested in all of us, and 
interested in us as people. So, he gets to know Clinton. They become very 
good friends. And at lunch one day, he says to Clinton, "Bill, have you ever 
thought of becoming a Jesuit?" All of us thought the Jesuits were great and 
really respected them. And Clinton had this classic remark. He thought a 
moment and he said, "Well, do I have to be Catholic?"  

02-00:57:51 
Eardley-Pryor: That's a great reply. 

02-00:57:54 
Resh: That was Clinton in a nutshell. But he was really impressive. And I remember 

Julie, who I talked about, had all of her college reunions, because she was in 
Clinton's class and the year behind me, held at the White House. And Clinton 
also had really great memories of Georgetown, as all of us did. So, one of the 
things I asked everybody that I talked to, "Are you sorry you went?" None of 
us were sorry we went. It was such a great experience. 

02-00:58:30 
Eardley-Pryor: And to have that senior year, at the end of it, to finally have some clarity as to 

where you're going, that's a nice way to finish. 

02-00:58:37 
Resh: Because without that, I think I would have just bounced around until I got 

drafted. I remember one of my roommates, John Trocchio, who I spoke to 
recently just went and declared himself eligible for the draft and was sent to 
Panama. 

02-00:58:56 
Eardley-Pryor: That's fascinating. The same pathway that Cheryl's first husband took? 

02-00:58:59 
Resh: Right. Exactly, it exactly went that way. So, I have to admit, when I think 

back on Georgetown, I think that there was a certain elitism there. But 
Georgetown has been very interesting in recent times. And, again, following 
up on the civil rights, Georgetown was the first university that admitted that 
money earned from the operation of slaves really was how they built that 
campus, how they survived, and was the first campus to do reparations in 
terms of scholarships for Black students. So, I still see social justice and civil 
rights as being very important there. It's part of the ethos that they instilled in 
all of us. 
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02-00:59:44 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. All of your Catholic education, throughout college, too, really had a 

profound effect on you and the choices you made later in your career. 

02-00:59:53 
Resh: Oh, I'm sure it did. I'm sure it did. I've been sorry that I never went back to 

any of my class reunions until the fiftieth, when Cheryl and I went back for 
that. And it was absolutely great. I had kept up with maybe eight or ten of my 
friends and roommates from that period, but it was just wonderful to actually 
be back there and realize how special my time there was. One of my students. 
Martha Weiss actually got a faculty position at Georgetown. A couple times 
when I'd go back with Cheryl when she was working in Washington, I'd go 
see her. She was very happy there. And she was Jewish, as were many of the 
faculty when I was there.  

02-01:00:56 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, let me ask you about that, Vince, because the Catholic ethos runs very 

deep in your childhood, in your family, and through your service work, both 
as an academic and in your personal life, still, today. I'm wondering about the 
faith aspect of Catholicism and being exposed to these different ways of 
practicing these world religions. For example, these students that were from 
all over the world that are also in school with you at Georgetown. And I'm 
wondering where your relationship with faith was going, and how that 
evolved during this time period. 

02-01:01:33 
Resh: Well, it certainly evolved in that it was becoming less and less important in 

my life in terms of the actual practice. I remember going to mass maybe my 
first year, maybe a little of my second. But then, I remember in my senior 
year, one night we had been up late at night coming back from a club. And we 
went to a mass held at 2 am. Every big city has this. They used to call them 
printer's masses that were run in the middle of the night on Sunday mornings. 
Because that's when the printers would get off printing the morning edition. 
And the one that we went to was held in really just a downtrodden, part of 
Washington. I remember, we would go there sometimes. Not just because it 
was the mass, but because it was this experience of being with the people that 
were there for the mass. And not as entertainment, but it was just a very 
moving experience in the middle of the night to be going to a mass like that. 

02-01:02:40 
Eardley-Pryor: Was there any kind of wrestling that you were going through with this 

burgeoning desire to explore the scientific world and with this religious aspect 
and the teachings or relationships with God? 

02-01:02:55 
Resh: I was so removed from wondering about a God, other than having academic 

discussions in my classes and with friends. Interestingly, I had one just 
yesterday in my course the discussion came up about science versus religion. 
Several of the students were really very strongly arguing one way or the other. 
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And I remember, for me, the discussion in the seventies and eighties was 
always an academic discussion. It wasn't the culture wars that we see now, 
that "either you're believing in my God or I'll hate you." And so, I remember 
being very removed from those issues and really not thinking about them. I 
remember thinking more about the ethics of being a Catholic, and what that 
meant. Not so much an issue of the rules, but as the ethics of being human in a 
moral context. And I remember we talked about that stuff a lot at Georgetown. 
We had a lot of fun, but it was also a very intellectual atmosphere. A lot of us 
had taken philosophy classes. None of my friends were science majors 
actually. Many of them eventually went on to law school. 

02-01:04:17 
Eardley-Pryor: It sounds to me like you had a really rich, interdisciplinary, academic 

experience at Georgetown in the midst of this cultural moment that you're also 
experiencing there. 

02-01:04:25 
Resh: Yes, very much so. Very much so. Again, I remember, early on, I took an 

English class, and we had it in the upper room of a bar in the Georgetown 
area. That's where the class met, in a very famous bar called the "1789." The 
Professor, Ayers, lived in Princeton, taught there and then came down to teach 
also at Georgetown. I remember he had eyebrows that went up like a 
handlebar mustache, but they were eyebrows! And what a fabulous teacher he 
was. What a fabulous course that was exploring various aspects of literature. I 
didn't remember the books that we discussed then. Intellectually, Georgetown 
was a wonderful place. The teacher that I took aesthetics from was a Jesuit 
who left soon afterwards and married. He was an artist, Terry Netter. His 
parents actually lived in townhouse in Georgetown just a couple of blocks 
from the campus, and we would go over to his parents' house for post-class 
gatherings. It was a very fluid arrangement. And I remember my final exam 
with him. There was a very famous restaurant in Georgetown called the 
"Georgetown Inn". And it was an oral exam, and so I either called him or I 
just showed up to the exam, and I said, "Let's go have the exam in this bar of 
this fancy restaurant." I can't remember the name of the bar now—it was 
something like "The Snuggery," clearly meant for romance. And the two of us 
went in there, and I remember people looking at this older man with me 
thinking "what's going on here?" And that was where I had my oral exam. 
There was a lot of wonderful experiences like that. I tried painting, and I 
wasn't very good. But I really enjoyed it. On and off, I've gone back to it, 
sketching and things like that. But it was an incredibly rich environment in 
Georgetown. Incredibly rich. 

02-01:06:29 
Eardley-Pryor: It sounds pretty wonderful. So take me back to the summer of 1967. You 

graduate from Georgetown. You mentioned that you worked with your father, 
in his business in New York City, for that summer before you take off to 
begin a Master of Science degree at University of Niagara, or Niagara 
University in New York. 
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02-01:06:48 
Resh: Right.  

02-01:06:51 
Eardley-Pryor: You had started telling me, before I steered us away, that your mother and 

parents were fine with your decision, but Linda's family seemed to have 
different expectations. 

02-01:07:00 
Resh: Yes. 

02-01:07:01 
Eardley-Pryor: What was going on with that? 

02-01:07:04 
Resh: What went on? Well, it came out over and over again that her family was very 

materialistic. Her mother had come from a lower- to-middle class family, but 
her father's family really from very poor roots. His father was a tailor. He 
spoke very limited English. And her parents saw firsthand that money was an 
extremely important way out of poverty and up the social and economic 
ladder. I think, in their defense, they saw their daughter, who had always gone 
to private schools, and went to kind of the ultimate private school for college. 
And that, for her benefit, her future husband needed a profession. And they 
described going into a career in science and especially being a college 
professor was a life of "genteel poverty", and that you never made any money. 
Whereas, as a dentist, you would. 

 Now, I have to also say here, Roger, I think I would have been a terrible 
dentist, on top of it. 

02-01:08:24 
Eardley-Pryor: Why? 

02-01:08:25 
Resh: As a kid, I never did whittle or carve or do very intricate stuff with my hands. 

I just wasn't interested in it. And looking back now, and at people that I've 
known that were dentists, all had this interest I had a good friend who was a 
periodontist, and he said that he knew early on he wanted to be a dentist 
because he always liked fiddling with small things and fixing small things. 
And I remember a roommate that I had, Pete Wisnewski, became an oral 
surgeon, he was always taking stuff apart and putting them back together. I 
never had any interest in doing this. I also remember, one of my parents' 
friends married a dentist after her husband died. And this person had to have 
been the worst dentist in the world. He was always getting sued for things, for 
botching up people's mouths and dentures. And I always thought afterwards 
that this is the kind of dentist I likely would have been. I would have spent my 
life being sued because I wasn't good at it. So, it wasn't just the case I didn't 
really want to do it. I also didn't think I'd be good at it or like it.  
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02-01:09:31 
Eardley-Pryor: Niagara University was the right choice then. 

02-01:09:36 
Resh: Oh, for sure it was, although there was still a lot of uncertainty about what I 

would do after that. I really loved the master's degree that I started, but when 
we get to that, I'll talk more about that. But going to Niagara was definitely 
the right choice at that time.  

02-01:09:54 
Eardley-Pryor: We started going down this road of Linda's family, and where they're coming 

from, and why they're concerned about you making this choice to pursue this 
master's degree in northern New York. How did that play out? 

02-01:10:09 
Resh: Well, her father would say, "Why don't you go and meet this dentist who's on 

the admissions board at Rutgers?" It also played out sometimes in bad ways. 
I'll mention that, in my second year at Niagara, I was hospitalized with 
hepatitis from a severe case of mononucleosis, and I remember her mother 
coming to visit me and starting to argue with me about the biggest source of 
divorces and marriages breaking up—because by that time it was clear we 
were moving in that direction—was money. And I remember telling my 
parents that, and they were just furious. I mean I was really sick, and she 
comes in and starts arguing with me about that while I'm in the hospital. 

02-01:10:55 
Eardley-Pryor: In the hospital? 

02-01:10:56 
Resh: While I was in the hospital, yes. That was the way she was. Her father was 

very involved with the American Legion. I remember him telling me that 
professional people typically didn't do that, but he felt comfortable with these 
people. His wife just thought this was terrible, this was a waste of time. 
There's no social status in this. So, I think that they, especially she, were very 
status conscious and, I also want to say, that it was understandably given the 
backgrounds they came from. They wanted the best for their daughter, and 
they just thought "he's going to have a better life as a dentist than he's going to 
have doing this." And she'll benefit. 

02-01:11:45 
Eardley-Pryor: I'm ready to move forward into hearing some stories about your experience in 

Niagara and what happens after graduation. Is there anything else about the 
Georgetown years, or that transition, that you want to talk about? 

02-01:11:56 
Resh: If it does, I can just refer back to it, but we've covered the big things. I think 

I've also given you an inkling that from the time that I was growing up the 
role that mentors played in my life, starting with my father but also teachers 
and especially Vernick and Panuska at Georgetown, were incredibly important 
to me. And even friends, contemporaries, ended up being able to offer 
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excellent advice as mentors as well. But when I did graduate from 
Georgetown, I was very happy. I had plans at Niagara that I looked forward 
to. I saw the potential for a really wonderful experience for two or so years. It 
was a good way to leave.  

02-01:12:42 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, when you begin graduate school for this master's degree at Niagara 

University, it's the fall of 1967. What did you think you were going to pursue 
there? I mean, a master's in science. But in what? 

02-01:12:56 
Resh: To tell you the truth, I didn't know. I didn't really know. And I don't really 

remember even thinking much about it other than anticipating maybe it would 
be a continuation of college, that I'd still be able to explore new things in a 
variety of fields and everything else I liked about college. Which probably, 
not knowing exactly what I wanted to do, it wasn't clear to others that I was 
going to give up the idea that people had for me to go into dentistry. "Kind of 
a stop gap, and then he'll come to the right conclusion" I suppose is how some 
were viewing this. But there were a lot of things that came up there that also 
were kind of a continuation of my uncertainty at Georgetown. 

02-01:13:43 
Eardley-Pryor: What do you have in mind? What do you mean? 

02-01:13:45 
Resh: Okay. Well, first of all, there was still the draft. The draft was always there.  

When you asked me what I wanted to work on, numerous opportunities came 
up while I was at Niagara and I thought, "Oh, this would be really interesting 
to try for one reason or another," and it led me down different and interesting 
pathways. Again, for me it's not so much regrets about the road not taken as 
much as the road taken was often made more fascinating in terms of what I 
didn't do. But I think maybe we'll start chronologically, and then we can take 
it from there. 

02-01:14:25 
Eardley-Pryor: Let's do that. So, you began courses. I have a note that, as you had told me, 

you took classes in human genetics and population ecology, which you found 
fascinating. And tell me a little bit about that. 

02-01:14:34 
Resh: Well, let me step back. That summer before, working in New York City was 

great. Because New York City, at that time, you had these wonderful 
entertainment venues. Upstairs at the Downstairs, where people that became 
famous, like Mike Nichols and Elaine May, performed. Madeline Kahn was 
there. We were seeing all these wonderful improvisation shows that were 
going on. Again, my college friends and I were now twenty-one, so we could 
go for drinks at the Rough Rider Room in Hotel Roosevelt or go to the 
Algonquin Room. So that was really exciting. 
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02-01:15:24 
Eardley-Pryor: Did you ever go visit any of your old stomping grounds from living in 

Greenwich Village? 

02-01:15:28 
Resh: Oh, sure. My parents' friends that owned a restaurant called Little Venice, 

they were the Venini's, and their sons actually ran a place on Eighth Street 
called the Jumble Shop, which was a Greenwich Village landmark as a 
restaurant. I used to take dates down there and friends down there. We went 
there quite a bit. Sometimes I'd even show up after hours when they're trying 
to close. Working in New York City was just wonderful. Again, I didn't really 
worry about things. I just was enjoying myself. But that fall, I started in 
Niagara. I had a resident assistantship, which meant that I just was living in a 
dorm, and if kids had problems they'd come and talk to you. But it paid a 
salary that was very nice. I don't think it was very much. Maybe a couple of 
thousand dollars a year or twenty-eight hundred dollars a year. But I got free 
tuition and free board and it was very interesting. They had, again, an 
interesting group of people there. The other residence assistants were mostly 
in history and the humanities. They had a big program in Russian Studies 
there and a lot of them were in that and that was always interesting hearing 
about. We had a lounge that we could all gather in and, socially, it was really 
great. I made a lot of friends during that period. 

02-01:17:03 
Eardley-Pryor: I would imagine after living in Washington, DC, and spending this summer in 

New York City, that Niagara was a change of pace. Yes? 

02-01:17:13 
Resh: Yes, it was. And it was incredibly beautiful up there. I mean if ever I 

appreciated being in the countryside it was there, because where I was living 
that first year was probably a hundred feet from the escarpment of the Niagara 
River, which was very beautiful. I never got tired of going to the Falls and 
seeing them. And, of course, there were great places in American history, Fort 
Ticonderoga and all of the historic areas in upstate New York. I'd go to them 
and the history grad students all wanted to do that stuff as well. We did a lot 
of that touring to historical places in the area and I really enjoyed it. But what 
I remember most was just the beautiful scenery that was around there.  

02-01:17:57 
 And I joined an outdoors club. When I was in college, I did a little hunting at 

private farms for pheasants with college friends whose family owned access to 
these. I started doing skeet shooting and trap and skeet. There was a local club 
that I joined in a town adjacent to Niagara Falls that again brought me in 
contact with different people that were up who were more hunters and 
fishermen. Again, even though I didn't do any hunting. It was kind of a 
different group of people. They were very outdoors oriented. It was really 
great.  
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02-01:18:42 
 And then the first semester I took two really interesting courses. One was a 

course in human genetics, a topic that I knew nothing about. And the 
professor was named Jack Reedy. He was a good scientist and interesting. He 
was very conservative about the Vietnam War, as I found out later. He taught 
a really interesting course on inherited diseases and, especially at that time, it 
mostly involved analysis of intergenerational pedigrees that you'd prepare. At 
that time, you really wouldn't do human genetics like you would do it today, 
looking at individual genes like with 23andMe or Ancestry.com. It was all 
done with pedigrees. I did a project where I went to a deaf school in Buffalo, 
and they allowed me to contact parents to look at pedigrees of hereditary 
deafness within their families. And this was really interesting. And I 
remember the next semester Jack Reedy was going on sabbatical or I probably 
would have just stayed with him, because I liked him. He was very 
personable. But the other course that I took was in population biology, and it 
was taught by someone that was sort of the opposite. He was kind of surly and 
not super friendly but very bright. 

02-01:20:06 
Eardley-Pryor: Who was it? Do you remember? 

02-01:20:08 
Resh: His name? Bryan Britten. And, again, he was a good teacher. We were doing a 

lot of what today would be simple mathematical modeling. And, again, for the 
project for that course I looked at a lake that a farmer had used a fish poison, 
maybe rotenone, to kill the existing predatory fish so he could plant bluegills 
but had put too much in and killed everything. So that was fun looking at what 
happened and the recovery of the animals. I remember calling the project "The 
Ecology of a Poisoned Lake." And I ended up meeting the daughter of this 
farmer, who ended up as a student in a class of mine years later. But that's 
another story. 

02-01:20:53 
Eardley-Pryor: Wait, what? What? Tell me that. I mean, that just seems like a wild 

connection. 

02-01:20:58 
Resh: Well, her name was Linda something-or-other. And she told me she was from 

this area called Lewiston. I said, "Oh, I knew that. I was in Niagara Falls." 
And she said, "My father had a farm, and he had this little pond." And I said, 
"Where was this little pond?" And then I had to tell her in a way that didn't 
sound like her father made a bad mistake in doing this. So, that first semester 
was really great. I really enjoyed it. 

02-01:21:33 
Eardley-Pryor: I was going to ask if that was some of your first field research, but you had 

also done your senior thesis doing some ecological work.  
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02-01:21:43 
Resh: That was lab work. That was all lab work. I was looking at the effect of a 

certain pesticide on the liver of fish. So, I was exposing them, dissecting them, 
sectioning the liver, and then looking at the changes that occurred. For a 
senior thesis, it was a nice project. I learned a lot. 

02-01:22:07 
Eardley-Pryor: And then this master's program course in population ecology is also looking at 

pesticide use, or at least some sort of chemical introduction to a system. 

02-01:22:19 
Resh: Yes. The first project I did.  

02-01:22:21 
Eardley-Pryor: I can't help but think about the 1960s and the burgeoning rise of 

environmental concern spurring from Silent Spring in '62. Was that something 
that was on your radar? 

02-01:22:30 
Resh: I had read Silent Spring at Georgetown, and actually in my public speaking 

class, I had used her last section of her book, maybe it was a page-and-a-half, 
as the basis for the convincing argument that I had to portray. 

02-01:22:54 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. So, definitely on your radar. And what about—I'm thinking about 

Vietnam and the draft being such a prominent part of your mind, and the use 
of herbicides sprayed on those jungles. Was that something that you— 

02-01:23:06 
Resh: Of course.  

02-01:23:10 
Eardley-Pryor: Did that effect any of your research choices? 

02-01:23:12 
Resh: No. No, it didn't. But this first semester, something major happens, too. 

Remember how I told you I'd gone to Whitehall Street for my physical for 
OCS [Officer Candidate School] and never heard anything? About three a 
month or so into my graduate school, I get a letter that I've been accepted into 
Air Force OCS.  

02-01:23:31 
Eardley-Pryor: Gosh. Just for my understanding of this, how long was the master's program 

going to take? 

02-01:23:38 
Resh: Two years.  

02-01:23:39 
Eardley-Pryor: So, you could have avoided the draft for that time? 
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02-01:23:40 
Resh: It could have taken longer than two years. People did them at varying lengths. 

But it was a two-year master's program. 

02-01:23:47 
Eardley-Pryor: And you would have been eligible for the draft at the end of that time? 

02-01:23:50 
Resh: No, I was eligible for the draft during it.  

02-01:23:51 
Eardley-Pryor: Ah.  

02-01:23:53 
Resh: Okay. I was eligible during it. So, again, I called home, and I said, "I've got 

this letter," and I'm saying, "I'm not sure what to do." And I don't know, I 
think my father said, "Well, just go down and talk to an Air Force recruiter. 
Show them the letter and see what they say." So, I go down to Niagara Falls 
and I go into an Air Force recruiter's office and tell him about this. And, 
again, he's got no reason to help me because he's not going to get points for 
advising someone about going to OCS. He's really trying to get people on the 
ground to enlist. So, I show it to him and he says, "Well, this is a good deal." 
And he said, "What you want to think of is what branch gets the most 
promotions and has the highest rate of advancement." And he says, "That's 
avionics." And he goes into what avionics is. I wouldn't have been a pilot. So, 
he goes into all of this stuff. The conversation ends when I ask him, "Well, 
what branch of the Air Force is the least military?" And asking him that made 
me realize, I don't want to go into the Air Force. It was like, "What am I doing 
here?" Because I hadn't thought about it for months. But then I realized what 
direction it would have taken me, and then I just turned it down right away. 
I'm still liable for the draft, but I don't want to go in like that because, first of 
all, it was a four-year commitment. That was the difference. If you enlisted in 
the Air Force and you went to Officer Candidate School, it was for four years. 

02-01:25:33 
Eardley-Pryor: I'm picking up that your thought process for working through decisions comes 

a lot through conversations. 

02-01:25:40 
Resh: Very much so. 

02-01:25:41 
Eardley-Pryor: You have realizations by just discussing topics together with others. 

02-01:25:45 
Resh: And I suppose, even indirectly, like getting advice from this recruiter. His 

advice is "Go for the promotions." My feeling—which I probably wouldn't 
have said if he didn't say, "Well, this is the fastest way you can get 
promotions"—was "Well, but what's the least military?" And the other thing is 
I was happy in graduate school. I was happy with what I was doing. There 
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wasn't really a reason to leave. And especially because the Air Force didn't 
seem like a much better an opportunity. And, again, I still kept on thinking, 
"Well, maybe they're going to switch to the lottery, and I'll win the lottery 
with a high number. And maybe they'll do this and maybe they'll…" This 
doesn't make for a very impressive story thus far about decisions and my life.  

02-01:26:42 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, to make that decision, to not accept the opportunity to go to the Officer 

Candidate School, that's a risk. 

02-01:26:51 
Resh: Big risk. 

02-01:26:52 
Eardley-Pryor: You could still be drafted. But it does reflect that you, as you said, were 

happy. You liked what you were doing, and you were going to pursue it. 

02-01:26:59 
Resh: Yes. 

02-01:27:01 
Eardley-Pryor: But you also mentioned that, early in that year, you said you were hospitalized 

with an illness. What happened? 

02-01:27:05 
Resh: No, that was later. That was the next semester. 

02-01:27:08 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, I see. 

02-01:28:10 
Resh: So, I'm fine this semester. I like Jack Reedy. I liked Britten, as much as he 

could be kind of unpleasant. But I liked the people I was in graduate school 
with. There was an Indian woman, Mary Thiruvathukal, that was also a 
graduate student with me. I was very close to her and she was really sharp. 
She was there because her brother taught at a college in Buffalo and her 
brother wanted her to be close by. It was, again, a very traditional Indian 
family. She was great. And she and I ended up living in the same apartment 
building. Actually, it was a four-plex. We stayed friends for really a long time. 
So that was my first semester. I go home for Christmas. I'm really happy with 
the way it's going. And I go back spring semester. I and early on I have 
mononucleosis. Now, mono, or "kissing disease" as it was called, was really 
common in dormitories. It still is. But I didn't take care of it. I figured, I'll just 
keep on doing what I was doing And I remember I called this friend of mine 
who was a nurse, Julie Trocchio. I said, "I have no appetite." She said, "Drink 
beer. That's good nutrition, it's good calories, good carbs." And suddenly, one 
day I wake up and my urine is brown and my skin has turned yellow. I go to a 
local doctor who says, "You've got hepatitis. You've got to get home." And he 
said, "Either you can go to a hospital here, or you can go home, but you've got 
to get into a hospital." So, I remember that night flying from Buffalo to New 
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York, my parents picking me up and then bringing me the next morning to our 
family doctor and him putting me right in the hospital. And I was in the 
hospital for at least a week-and-a-half. 

02-01:29:11 
Eardley-Pryor: My God, what were you thinking? 

02-01:29:14 
Resh: I was sick. I felt terrible. My liver was enlarged. I was jaundiced. I had no 

energy. I remember just walking into the hospital, I thought I was going to 
collapse. It was hepatitis A. It wasn't infectious hepatitis or hepatitis B or C 
but I was quite ill. And then when I was discharged the doctor, our family 
doctor said, "It's going to take you six months to recover so you're really 
going to have to take it easy." I stayed home for a while and then I went back 
to see what I could salvage from the courses I was taking. And I remember I 
was taking scientific photography, a radiation biology course, and maybe 
meteorology or something like that. The professors were all nice and said, 
"Look, we'll help you out so you don't lose the whole semester." But I go 
home at Easter, and I'm home—and this is very personal to talk about, but my 
girlfriend Linda thinks she may be pregnant, okay? 

02-01:30:39 
Eardley-Pryor: That's a gamechanger. That's a different path in life. 

02-01:30:44 
Resh: And, again, I've talked about this with other friends. In the late sixties, this 

was a regular hazard. Many of us were having this happen to our girlfriends. 
More often than not, they weren't pregnant. Abortion, none of us thought of 
that as an option. That really didn't come in until the seventies when people 
were thinking about that. At least, the people I knew weren't thinking of it. I 
decided, "I got to do something in case she is pregnant." I go back to Niagara 
Falls. And remember, I'm dealing with trying to finish all the stuff that I 
missed, in half a semester, at least.  

So, I go to the school district in Niagara Falls. I just show up in the school 
office, and find out that there's a head of the science program for all the high 
schools and junior high schools. I don't think they had science in the grammar 
schools. We meet and he was very nice. And I didn't tell him my dilemma, but 
I said, "I'm interested in teaching. Would you have a teaching job that you'd 
consider me for?" And he said, "Well, what do you have in terms of 
credentials?" And I said, "Well, I don't have anything, but I've had a broad 
array of biological and earth science courses." And I showed him those. And 
plus, I was in a Master of Science program. We hit it off right away. And he 
said, "If you take some education courses over the summer, we'll give you a 
position in the fall. We're short of science teachers." I said, "Well, what 
should I take?" He said, "Like, take a methods course, methods of teaching 
science. And then, maybe take an education course." So, when the semester is 
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over, and I'm still preparing things—she's not pregnant, by the way. But I said, 
"Gee, it might be interesting to be a teacher."  

02-01:33:09 
So, I move again toward something else, and I go to Iona College, which is 
very close to home, and I take an Educational Psychology course, which is 
very interesting. Everybody should take a basic course in Psychology because 
you learn something about yourself. I've learned from talking to students at 
Berkeley that the later courses are not so good, because they tell you 
everything that's interesting in the first course you take! So, I take that and it's 
really interesting. And I take a Methods of Teaching Science, and I remember 
the professor had a toupee that was falling apart. And that course was 
interesting as well. He would show us how to do demonstrations. So, it was a 
lot of fun. I don't know if you remember a company called Manpower that 
hired temporary workers? And then, I worked for them. I would restock 
shelves for Burpee seeds in grocery stores, or I'd carry cement bags for 
construction. Every day was a different and kind of an interesting job that I 
would do when I wasn't going to classes. I enjoyed it very much. And so, that 
summer I realized, well, I'm going to start teaching in the fall. Well, of 
course— 

02-01:34:19 
Eardley-Pryor: Can we pause just for a second? I want to hear more about these courses, 

because you become such a consummate teacher and this is your first 
introduction to having someone teach you about teaching. What was it that 
you took from these classes, especially this Methods of Teaching Science 
class? 

02-01:34:32 
Resh: Yes. Educational psychology was just an interesting course. I don't remember 

him talking about how to teach at all. It was just about adolescent psychology. 
Well, I suppose it was about the psychology of dealing with young people and 
things like that. But, again, I learned a lot about myself, about my parents. 
And I thought it was really kind of a lot of fun. And I think I had taken a 
course in college called Philosophy of Psychology or something like that. But 
it was a Philosophy course. It wasn't a Psychology course. But the Methods of 
Teaching was really interesting in that he obviously had taught forever and he 
mainly did demonstrations. I think he felt that you would have a curriculum 
that you could follow but demonstrations were what would interest the 
students. I don't remember covering anything about lecturing or how to teach. 
But his demonstrations were great, and they were fun to watch and do. Now, 
we all had to do demonstrations, and then critique each other. I think, maybe, 
it was like three hours, a couple times a week. But the classes were both a lot 
of fun. 

02-01:45:45 
Eardley-Pryor: Was there anything you took from that that you used later in your college and 

graduate school teaching career? 
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02-01:35:52 
Resh: Oh yes, and even at Berkeley. The value of demonstrations as opposed to just 

giving lectures was clear. And even if demonstrations don't work, they're 
really good for teaching. This is jumping way ahead, years ahead. But, when I 
taught at Berkeley, the person that I taught with for twenty-three years was 
great at doing demonstrations. I mean, he would use the power of suggestion 
so well that the students would see things that I don't think were even there. 
He was marvelous. 

02-01:36:23 
Eardley-Pryor: Who was the co-teacher that you did these demonstrations with? 

02-01:36:27 
Resh: Lou Feldman. Yes. Lou and I taught together for twenty-three years.  

02-01:36:34 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. And demonstration was a big part of it? 

02-01:36:36 
Resh: Yes, and he was so good at it. So, I learned a lot from the course, and I liked 

it. I don't ever remember thinking that this was a waste of time. That summer, 
I went back to Niagara Falls. I just rented a room in a house with a woman 
whose name was Mrs. Tinlin. Included in the room was a dish that she made 
every Sunday of scalloped potatoes with pieces of ham in it. I can't eat 
scalloped potatoes now without thinking of Mrs. Tinlin. And she was a nice 
old lady, and I had a nice room. 

02-01:37:21 
Eardley-Pryor: Where was Linda during this time? Was she still finishing college? 

02-01:37:24 
Resh: She was still finishing college. She was still finishing college at Marymount. 

And I liked teaching junior high school very much. This person that was the 
head of science and hired me was in my classroom quite often. At least a 
couple of times a week just to see how I was doing and watching me. And I 
remember once he said that I had to not be so impatient. If I said, "Okay, take 
out your books," ten seconds later, I would say, "Come on, take out your 
books, take out your books." He said, "Give them time. Don't be in such a 
hurry with young kids." This was a good lesson. I also realized how flirtatious 
junior high school girls are. It was just amazing how early—and I suppose I 
could even see it in my granddaughter Colette at eleven in photos, how she 
strikes these poses and things like that. But I was really kind of amazed by 
that. Although, as you'll find out, I only did this for a very short period of time 
but it was a great experience. And I really did learn a lot about teaching.  

02-01:38:30 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, if you enjoyed teaching at this junior high school doing science, why 

did you not continue? 
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02-01:38:38 
Resh: Another opportunity came along. I must have looked like I was kind of a 

jackrabbit to you, jumping from one thing to another.  

02-01:38:50 
Eardley-Pryor: Sounds like you were in your twenties, is what it sounds like. 

02-01:38:53 
Resh: Yeas Twenty-two or twenty-three actually. I was teaching in a middle school, 

it was named Gaskill Junior High School and it closed in 2008. It was a 
valuable experience. I liked my fellow teachers but I remember thinking the 
principal of this school was pretty "wishy-washy." I remember once going to 
an all-district teacher's meeting, and they were arguing about one thing or 
another, and somebody would come up and give pros, and then somebody 
very vehemently would give cons. They were very dedicated teachers. And 
then our principal would come up and say, "Well, I'm a little of this way, and 
a little of that way." He just personified most of the professional 
administrators I've known all my life. But the teachers, I thought, were very 
dedicated. They would say, "Are you with the union, or against the union?" 
There was always that kind of pressure. But I still took courses in graduate 
school during this time.  

02-01:39:56 
Eardley-Pryor: While you were teaching junior high science? 

02-01:39:58 
Resh: Like one night a week or two nights a week, I went to courses. I don't 

remember having spent much time on preparation for either my courses or 
teaching. Yet I don't think I was winging it as much as, maybe, I would just 
make an outline of what I would cover in class and take detailed notes in my 
courses. But the next stage was why I quit teaching middle school. 

02-01:40:26 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah, let's take a pause here. 

[break in recording] 

Okay. So Vince, you mentioned to me that, in the midst of teaching junior high school and 
enjoying it, that there was a new opportunity that you couldn't resist. What 
was that new opportunity for you in 1968? 

02-01:40:42 
Resh: So, it was in October, mid-October of my first semester of teaching in Niagara 

Falls. I got a call from the biology department at Niagara University, and they 
wanted to see me. I go in, and I see the chair, Thomas Morton, who was a 
lovely person. I'd taken a course with him in scientific photography that he 
taught as a workshop. He was a well-known photographer and most of the 
postcards of Niagara Falls on sale then were from photos taken by him. And 
he said that Roswell Park, which was a big cancer research center in Buffalo, 
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had public health service fellowships, and they contacted Niagara to see if one 
of their students would be qualified to go there and into the field of viral 
oncology. Roswell Park was affiliated with the University of Buffalo Medical 
School, afterwards called the State University of New York at Buffalo. But it 
was a big research center, and it was all about cancer. That was the entire 
focus of it. Dr. Morton said to me, "Would you be interested in doing this? It's 
a great opportunity. It's a very prestigious fellowship." It paid about the same 
amount as I was getting teaching, maybe a little less, but it was a very 
generous fellowship. I think it was close to $5,000 a year above tuition 
expenses, and I think I was maybe getting $6,000 teaching. So economically, 
it was not a big cut in salary and it was a great opportunity. 

02-01:42:22 
Eardley-Pryor: Let me ask you—so, my understanding is public health service fellowships 

were a form of military service. So, would that change the calculus with the 
draft? 

02-01:42:33 
Resh: I don't know. I don't know if it would have and I never looked into that. At 

Roswell Park, they had a whole office that was administering these public 
health service fellowships, and so I went down there and talked to them, and 
they said yes, they wanted me there. All the teaching was by seminars. None 
of it was by classroom there. And they said for me to just jump right into their 
seminars. And I took a seminar by Leslie Glick that was the true story of the 
discovery of DNA. The seminars were long but I enjoyed them very much. I 
took a genetics seminar, as well. And, gee, these professors were really good. 
They're really sharp. But one thing about Roswell Park, it was a cancer 
institute. The graduate students there were mostly MD/PhDs that were in that 
program. Every time you walked into Roswell Park; they had on the wall the 
"Smokers Hall of Fame." The Smokers Hall of Fame was actors like 
Humphrey Bogart, Robert Mitchum, and they had movie posters of actors 
who had lung cancer and died from smoking. So, this was depressing. And the 
point of it was to scare people that came into the hospital or institute into not 
smoking. 

02-01:44:00 
Eardley-Pryor: I'm thinking that just a few years earlier is when the US Surgeon General, the 

head of health services in the United States, comes out and says, finally, that 
smoking will kill you. It's news. It's still new then. 

02-01:44:15 
Resh: Yes. I'm supposed to work with a well-known scientist whose name is Moran. 

He was a very famous virologist. A whole cell line was named after him that 
was used in cancer research. He was kind of distant. He certainly was 
different from Panuska or Vernick or any of those people I had worked with 
before. He ran a big program. He had a lot of graduate students, a lot of post-
docs, a lot of research staff. So he didn't spend a lot of time with anybody. 
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Basically, I would work with people that were above me that had more 
experience.  

02-01:44:48 
Eardley-Pryor: Let me ask about that, too, Vince. Because you've come in, but you haven't 

yet completed your master's degree in science. You kind of did an 
interdisciplinary science-focused degree in undergrad. And here you are in 
seminars with PhD/MD students. What was your experience? 

02-01:45:01 
Resh: I had never had a course in molecular biology or biochemistry. I had never 

had genetics other than human genetics. And, of course, this is virology. This 
is microbiology, all microbiology. No organismal stuff at all. How did I feel? 
Well, I had a lot of catching up to do. I read a lot. I felt I held my own. I've 
never been a big speaker in seminars. I think my father once said to me, 
"Better to keep your mouth shut and they think you're a fool than open it up 
and then they know it." So even to this day, I don't say a lot in seminars. 
Because a lot of people will just dominate them, I mostly listen. So I don't 
know if they thought, maybe, I just didn't know much? But I certainly didn't 
know much. 

But more to the point, I didn't really like it there. I didn't like the atmosphere. I 
didn't like the Smoker's Hall of Fame. Cheryl once told me that she thought I 
left because I didn't like the blood, but actually I never saw any blood. All I 
saw were cultures of viruses and bacteria. And I found myself getting 
depressed when I was there. In contrast, when I was at Niagara taking courses 
and doing the poisoned lake study and doing the human genetics, I was very 
happy. 

So, I went to the fellowship office and I said, "I don't think I'm cut out for this. 
It's not what I thought it would be." And they were so wary of having 
somebody quit this public health service fellowship that they said, "What do 
you want to do?" I said, "Well, I liked what I was doing at Niagara. I liked 
those type projects." They said, "Well, we'll keep funding you. You can go 
back and do that."  

02-01:46:57 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. 

02-01:46:57 
Resh: "We'll keep you in the program." 

02-01:46:59 
Eardley-Pryor: Do you know why? Was there some sort of federal funding contingent on 

making sure people finished the schooling? 

02-01:47:05 
Resh: I don't know. I have no idea. But they bent over backwards just to keep me in 

the program. And they said, "And if you change your mind, you can come 
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back. We can enroll you full-time in the program." I have to admit, you're 
hearing a theme. I've been lucky. People have been very nice to me all along. 
They've been very forgiving. Even the head of the high school science 
program in Niagara Falls. I had a friend that was in Niagara Falls, and the 
head hired him in my place. I never felt I left with bad feelings they had 
towards me. Maybe that's foolish, but that was the impression that I got. So, I 
went back to live at Mrs. Tinlin's for a short time and then I got an apartment 
right across the street from the Niagara Falls aquarium, where my friend Mary 
Thiruvathukal lived, and started to think about a thesis topic. And Britton 
suggests, "There's this little fish that nobody knows much about." It was called 
the brook stickleback. Sticklebacks are really very famous because of Konrad 
Lorenz's behavioral studies for which he won the Nobel Prize were with three-
spined sticklebacks. And actually, they figure in my research later at Berkeley, 
too. They call them sticklebacks because they have spines on their back, 
which they raise when threatened. 

02-01:48:37 
Eardley-Pryor: They're just these little two-inch, tiny fish that live in freshwater streams, 

right? 

02-01:48:41 
Resh: Yes. I was looking in the literature and everything I'd find about is that they 

seemed to have one reproductive cycle a year. And I wondered, is that due to 
photoperiod, is it due to temperature, or is it due to something else? And so, I 
decided to see if I can make them go through two cycles a year?" In other 
words, I wanted to find out what the key was for their reproduction. And that 
would require making a lab refrigeration unit. And so, I looked in the yellow 
pages and there was a company called Expert Refrigeration. And I went there, 
and I meet the owner of the company. His name is Grant Thompson. We hit it 
off immediately, and I tell him about my project, and we become great 
friends. And he comes in and he designs a refrigeration system for free, and 
he's over there all the time tinkering with it. He takes me up in his airplane. 
We go flying, and we just become great friends. And I remember him telling 
me the reason he wanted to do this is that I said, "Nobody's ever done this 
before," and that was all he needed to hear. It was very successful. That was 
actually the first paper I ever published, about this technique for cooling. It's 
easy to heat stuff up. Cooling is quite difficult. At least it was at that time. So, 
we published a paper on that. 

02-01:50:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. This incredible friend who just gives you these services for free? 

02-01:50:04 
Resh: Yes.  

02-01:50:05 
Eardley-Pryor: That was your first— 
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02-01:50:04 
Resh: We become great friends on top of it, and his wife and his daughter as well.  

02-01:50:13 
Eardley-Pryor: And that becomes your first publication, is talking about the methods that he 

developed.  

02-01:50:17 
Resh: Exactly. Tin coating for copper cooling coils, because copper is so toxic, 

about how you could do this, and how the coolness transfer worked through 
the experiment. So, I ended up doing that. It worked out great. It was nice. 
And because everybody had given me latitude on coursework, I had enough 
credits that I could finish the degree in two years. 

Linda, by then my fiancée, is coming up to Niagara Falls, spending a lot of 
time. She actually gets a job up there for a semester as a proctor in a woman's 
dorm. So, we really are spending a lot of time together now and then make the 
decision sometime that spring to marry over the summer. 

02-01:51:07 
Eardley-Pryor: What was the proposal and that decision-making process like? 

02-01:51:12 
Resh: I don't remember. I'm sorry. 

02-01:51:17 
Eardley-Pryor: It was just something you knew was going to happen. 

02-01:51:20 
Resh: Life just sort of led into it. Again, an awful lot of students got married right at 

graduation. Getting married at twenty-one was not uncommon at all. Several 
of my roommates and friends did this. I spent the summer before getting 
married working at a very nice restaurant called Schrafft's. 

02-01:51:51 
Eardley-Pryor: You take this job at a restaurant, but what are your thoughts as next steps? 

You've just finished this great science degree. You knew, didn't you love it? 

02-01:51:59 
Resh: So, again, I'm looking at all these options. They had a career center at 

Niagara. I went there and the counselor is helping me apply for jobs. I told my 
parents that I was not sure what I wanted to do. I mean, getting married and 
this and that. And I remember my father sent me a notice about a job fair at 
Grumman Aircraft and they were looking for scientists in general. And I went 
to that and I somehow wind up meeting a scientist there whose name is Phil 
Lisa, who had a PhD in biology from Fordham. And he's saying, "Why don't 
you think of a bunch of different options?" He said, "Grumman will probably 
offer you a job." He said that he was in this situation in his own life. Think 
about more options. He gave me some good advice. So I'm doing that. I'm not 
thinking at all now about dental school. That to me is past.  
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02-01:53:03 
Eardley-Pryor: What about your dad? Your dad is working as an engineer. He had this 

training the Air Force had given him, but now, here you are interviewing for 
the engineering industry. Is that something that he was encouraging for you? 

02-01:53:16 
Resh: No. My father's attitude was to look at all the options. Like when Cheryl and I 

go to buy anything that's, say, over two hundred dollars, one piece of his 
advice is always to go to three places and get prices and opinions before you 
decide. Look at prices, look at sales, and ideas like that. And to this day, that's 
what I do. His big issue was to look at my options. Because he knew, at the 
end of this degree, I had no plans. And, again, I had the draft still looming. So, 
I was doing that, looking at options. 

And then, somehow, I think it was Britten, the researcher that I was working 
with on the fish, he said that there was a big interdisciplinary program that 
was set up at the University of Louisville in something called the Water 
Resources Laboratory. And he said, "I've heard great things about this. It's not 
going to be a straight PhD in biology or something you're going to get." But I 
remember Vernick saying to me, "molecular biology was the future." But of 
course, I followed Vernick's advice by going to Roswell Park two years later, 
and I didn't like it. And so, I think I remember applying that spring. I didn't 
apply to any other graduate schools. I just applied to that one, got accepted, 
and got a teaching assistantship, which was the way they started everybody 
off. 

02-01:54:38 
Eardley-Pryor: So you knew that by the time you finish your master's—or throughout the 

summer period of trying to make these decisions? 

02-01:54:44 
Resh: By the time I finished my master's, I knew about it.  

02-01:54:50 
Eardley-Pryor: You knew you were going to go move to Kentucky? 

02-01:54:52 
Resh: At least, I thought that unless maybe I got a great job with Grumman, and then 

would I take it. I decided I didn't want to take it. So, I by the time I graduated, 
spent the summer working at a restaurant's service bar, and I was going to 
Louisville. And I remember my parents came up for my graduation. Pat 
O'Brien, the actor, was one of the great storytellers and gave the 
commencement address. I don't know if you remember him, but Father 
Flannery in Boys Town. Just a great actor. So, he gave a wonderful talk. My 
parents enjoyed themselves, and then I went back home.  
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02-01:55:30 
 Now, the crazy thing, I was still getting checks from Roswell Park. They 

would have funded me forever. And I remember sending checks back twice to 
get them to stop sending me checks.  

02-01:55:57 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. Good ethics. But, so, wait—just so I understand how this works. The 

public health services fellowship would send money to you, and then you 
would then pay your tuition? 

02-01:56:08 
Resh: No, no. They would pay. Everything was covered.  

02-01:56:11 
Eardley-Pryor: This was just living expenses? They'd just mail money to you? 

02-01:56:13 
Resh: All living expenses. 

02-01:56:14 
Eardley-Pryor: "Mailbox money." 

02-01:56:15 
Resh: I could have stayed there forever and could have gotten the PhD option or 

maybe the MD/PhD option. That's what they were expecting me to do. Again, 
this would have been keeping with Vernick's advice, but honestly, I just didn't 
like it there. Everyone else had prepared their whole life to go to medical 
school. And I never expected the people at Roswell Park to be so generous 
and let me go work on brook sticklebacks. They probably never told the 
Public Health Service. They may have kept me on the books because they just 
didn't want anybody to drop out. 

02-01:56:57 
Eardley-Pryor: With that research, though, on the brook sticklebacks, did you ever figure out 

if you could get the double cycle to happen? 

02-01:57:03 
Resh: I got them into pre-mating behavior, but I never got them to actually produce 

eggs. 

02-01:57:08 
Eardley-Pryor: And it was the cooling that actually was what triggered that? 

02-01:57:11 
Resh: Right. By bringing the temperature down and then bringing it up again, I 

could get a behavioral response, so that was the key. It was not photoperiod. 
Because with fish it can be both, or it can be something else. But I think I 
published that maybe a year or so later. I think there were a couple of papers I 
wrote. But it was really a nice, nice project, and I enjoyed it very much. And I 
assumed that when I started graduate school at Louisville that I would be 
working on fish. But Louisville really wasn't really like that. They really 
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wanted you to have a range of experiences. Should we start when I go there? I 
get married, and we go right there from the wedding. 

02-01:57:55 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah, tell me about the marriage. What was your ceremony like? What do you 

remember of it? 

02-01:57:58 
Resh: Well, there were two priests. One was my family friend, Father Thomas 

Scanlon. And the other was a priest from Niagara, Father Joseph Trotta, who 
actually had offered me the initial assistantship. He was really nice and 
became a good friend while I was there. And both priests came to the wedding 
service, and I think they both went to the reception. I was very close to both 
priests. And both families were there, and a lot of guests, groomsmen and 
bridesmaids and the whole thing.  

02-01:58:34 
Eardley-Pryor: As to the tension that had existed with Linda's parents and your choices of 

career and pursuing your interests in science, especially water sciences, how 
were those playing out at this time? 

02-01:58:47 
Resh: Not so good. Not so good. Linda, even when we were in Louisville, would 

talk about, "Why don't you go back, and go to dental school?" Even then. My 
parents, this was not an issue for them. Although once, a couple of years later 
while I was at Louisville, my father brought up, "Have you ever thought of 
going back to Roswell Park for an MD/PhD?" I didn't react negatively. I just 
said, "No, I haven't." I just said, "No, no. I don't want to do that." He never 
brought it up again.  

02-01:59:30 
Eardley-Pryor: Did you go on a honeymoon, you and Linda, after the wedding? 

02-01:59:33 
Resh: We went to the Caribbean for a week, which was a very common destination 

then. 

02-01:59:49 
Eardley-Pryor: And then you packed up your life and moved to Louisville, Kentucky. 

02-01:59:53 
Resh: Right. My father and I drove a U-Haul-It down there to the apartment that I 

had rented. I think I flew down to pick out an apartment and then drove down 
with a U-Haul. And it was a nice apartment. We couldn't get into married 
student housing at the time, but we moved into it soon after. And that was 
really interesting living with other students in that situation. It was really 
another great experience. 
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02-02:00:20 
Eardley-Pryor: I cut you off before we dove into this, but you had mentioned you had this 

summer job at a restaurant. 

02-02:00:25 
Resh: When I was at Niagara Falls, I had a friend that had a catering business and he 

was always hiring people for Saturday night jobs, whether they were 
weddings or something like that. And I learned how to mix basic drinks doing 
that because I was twenty-one. A lot of the people weren't over twenty-one. 
And so I went to Schrafft's, which is a nice restaurant, and told them I could 
mix drinks. They had an open position for a service bartender. A service bar is 
where you don't actually deal with customers. You're dealing with waitresses, 
which is a very interesting experience in itself because they all want their 
orders pushed ahead of everyone else. 

02-02:01:08 
Eardley-Pryor: That can be high intensity with a lot of social pressures. 

02-02:01:12 
Resh: And I remember learning a lot. I remember sometimes I would drink like a 

glass of, say, orange juice while I was behind the bar. People could see the 
service bar. The manager said, "Don't ever do that. Don't drink anything when 
you can be seen by the public because they'll assume you're drinking alcohol." 
It was interesting and fun. I have to admit that I got my first doubts about 
getting married. There was a woman there that I liked very much that was a 
waitress. We never dated or anything, but I kept on thinking, "Is getting 
married the right thing for me to do at this point?" like I think most people, 
especially young people wondered. The pressure from Linda's parents was 
really getting to me. I was wondering, "Can I live with this?" That I took a 
second-place career relative to what they thought I should have done. So there 
were a lot of doubts that were coming up that summer. But it was so far along. 
My parents were happy that I was getting married. My parents were looking 
forward to grandchildren and everything else. And it just took on a life of its 
own. I remember at one point really thinking and even mentioning that maybe 
we shouldn't go through with this, and her talking me into, "No, no. Let's keep 
on this line." 

02-02:02:35 
Eardley-Pryor: That's what I wanted to ask. What were Linda's thoughts, both about the 

marriage and then also moving to Louisville for you to pursue this education? 

02-02:02:46 
Resh: Well, before we went, I never remember her saying anything other than it 

sounded great. I adapted much quicker to the Southern lifestyle than she did. 
The potluck suppers with five different kinds of baked beans and eight 
different kinds of fried chicken, each always tasting different and delicious 
were great. But she got into graduate school early on, and I think that changed 
her attitude somewhat. She found a group of people that she liked. 
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02-02:03:26 
Eardley-Pryor: So she pursued graduate school at Louisville at the same time you did? 

02-02:03:30 
Resh: Right.  

02-02:03:31 
Eardley-Pryor: What was she studying? 

02-02:03:32 
Resh: English. English literature.  

02-02:03:48 
Eardley-Pryor: How did you afford your PhD program at Louisville? You had the Roswell 

fellowship, but then you had said that that ended. 

02-02:04:00 
Resh: Well, I took a pay cut to about $4,500 a year for the fellowship, but everything 

else was covered. Living in married student housing was really very 
reasonable. I remember my parents sent me $125 month check to help us 
along and we never really needed it. We did fine. At Louisville, as with many 
places in my career, there was always extra income from consulting that came 
along. The students that wanted to do it would basically be identifying 
specimens for companies. It was environmental consulting. 

02-02:04:41 
Eardley-Pryor: I'm interested in this, and I don't really know anything about it. What would 

that kind of consulting be? What kind of businesses would come to Louisville 
for that work? 

02-02:04:48 
Resh: Oh, engineering firms. Engineering firms that were doing environmental 

impact assessments. Part of their evaluation may be an ecological evaluation 
of the effects of the development. They would take some pre-development 
samples. They would send them to the Water Resources Lab. Someone would 
say, "anybody want to earn a little extra money?" And maybe you got fifteen 
dollars an hour or something like that for identifying them, and then the 
professors that were there would actually write the report and they would get 
maybe fifty dollars or a hundred dollars an hour or something like that. Every 
place I've been, there's always been a lot of consulting. That's a big extra 
source of income, environmental consulting. And really for all my career, 
every place I was, that was an activity that I engaged in. Berkeley was 
probably the most circumscribed about what you could actually do in 
consulting. There, they said one day a week. You can consult one day a week 
but you couldn't use any university facilities. Whereas at Louisville, we were 
all using university facilities. At Ball State, where there's more consulting that 
went on than any place I've ever been in my life, they were running businesses 
out of their labs.  
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02-02:06:11 
Eardley-Pryor: Fascinating. Well, take me if you would, into the Water Resources 

Laboratory. This was the draw that brought you to Louisville. 

02-02:06:18 
Resh: Yes definitely. 

02-02:06:19 
Eardley-Pryor: What was this like? 

02-02:06:21 
Resh: It was very interesting. It wasn't a department. It was literally called the Water 

Resources Laboratory. It was an outgrowth of something that was quite well-
known, the Potamological Institute that was devoted to studies on the Ohio 
River. I'm not sure if the old institute was ever dissolved, but it morphed into 
the Water Resources Laboratory with a new director, Louis Krumholz. He 
used radioactive isotopes, like they at Oak Ridge [Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory near Knoxville, Tennessee] to follow the fate of nutrients into food 
webs, and things like that for his research. But he was a fisheries biologist. He 
worked with mosquito fish, which was what he became famous for. 

02-02:07:12 
Eardley-Pryor: Okay, I'm thinking of the context. This is the 1960s, the rise of using radio 

isotopes in ecology, and the birth of systems ecology. 

02-02:07:20 
Resh: Right. 

02-02:07:21 
Eardley-Pryor: So, Krumholz is knee deep in this work. 

02-02:07:24 
Resh: Right. And he's the director of the lab. There was also an endowed chair and 

that was held by Stuart Neff, who was one of the most wonderful people I've 
ever met in my life, and he was my major professor. There were also a lot of 
adjunct professors. There was a researcher from the medical school, Dave 
Hinton, that worked on toxicology of fish and human toxicology. There was 
another fisheries biologist, Bob Hoyt, that was there. There were people that 
worked on waterborne diseases, like Charlie Covell. It was really 
interdisciplinary in terms of biology and other scientific fields. There were 
water chemists that were affiliated with it. There was an archeologist that 
worked on middens, the fishbones in middens, in terms of reconstructing past 
histories. There were engineers that were affiliated. There was an economist 
that worked on how water developments affected property values. But when I 
went there, they had one huge project. It was a study of a dam that was going 
to be built in Kentucky and it was a pre-impoundment study that would 
continue through impoundment. In other words, there is a dam that's going to 
be built. What happens to the river before and after in terms of hydrology, 
chemistry, biology, all kinds of things.? What happens to the house prices of 
people that are going to now be on this lakefront? 
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02-02:08:50 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, interesting. 

02-02:08:52 
Resh: It was a really interesting project. 

02-02:08:53 
Eardley-Pryor: So, it's not just the biology, but the sociology. 

02-02:08:55 
Resh: It was a study of the whole process and maybe the first of its kind. And, again, 

that was the whole point of the Water Resources Lab. It was interdisciplinary. 
We learned how to talk to engineers, which has been a benefit all my life. 
Really, we learned a different language doing that. But when I first started 
there, I was a TA, which is what they typically did. They also encouraged you 
to work on different projects. I worked on a project with these encephalitis-
transmitting mosquitos that one of the professors there had been collecting 
data forever using catch basins on roads where the runoff goes into as habitats. 
He had data for twenty years of mosquitos that lived in these catch basins. 
And there were a couple of different species and he wanted me to look at how 
the population dynamics over time. And that was kind of a nice publication I 
got right away. 

02-02:09:57 
Eardley-Pryor: Let me pause you on that, because I've been talking to some of your graduate 

students in preparation for your interviews. One of the things that came up 
was that you always give your graduate students a big data set for them to get 
started with right away. 

02-02:10:11 
Resh: Right. 

02-02:10:11 
Eardley-Pryor: It sounds to me like that's exactly what he did. 

02-02:10:13 
Resh: His name was Charlie Covell. That's exactly what he did. He wasn't that 

interested in mosquitos. He was consulting for the Public Health Service and 
that's how he got all this data. And then there was a someone that was 
interested in parasites, Fred Whittaker, and he approached me about going to 
Puerto Rico with him to look at parasites of cattle egrets. Now, cattle egrets 
are birds that are really interesting because they're originally from Africa and 
they migrated probably with human help, to eventually get to Florida and into 
tropical and central America. And what he was interested in was, are the 
parasites they're carrying the ones from Africa? Are they picking up new 
parasites, or are there both? He'd gotten some research money to go to Puerto 
Rico, and he needed a field assistant to go with him and he asked me if I 
would go. And then I would be looking at the external parasites, and he would 
be dissecting them and looking at the internal parasites. It was a great project. 
And we stayed in San Juan in the old Normandy Hotel, named because it was 
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shaped like a battleship. And there were only prostitutes staying there by that 
time. It was just falling apart. But we had just great adventures.  

02-02:11:33 
Eardley-Pryor: Was that your first time doing an international field research? 

02-02:11:35 
Resh: Yes, it was.  

02-02:11:38 
Eardley-Pryor: Parasitic research. Pardon the pun, but it sounds like you caught the bug. 

02-02:11:42 
Resh: Yes, but Fred was unique. Every day he'd check his feces for parasites. He 

was just really kind of the classic nutty parasitologist. But for what we were 
doing, we had to collect lots of birds, cattle egrets. Locals would come along 
with us and shoot them with shotguns. They were pretty much coastal, where 
we were going in Puerto Rico. We'd go out in boats to the offshore rookeries. 
And one night we had a really terrible encounter where we were collecting the 
birds. They're just dropping into the boats; they're dropping on top of us 
because we had three locals shooting as many as we could because they knew 
they'd fly away. And we had a great Puerto Rican parasitologist with us. His 
name was Julio Garciá-Diáz. He actually had run for governor of Puerto Rico 
and he was an independista. I learned a lot about colonial behavior from him. 
He was an older man. The biology building at the University of Puerto Rico is 
now named after him.  

The locals are shooting these birds. They're dropping down on us. And we 
realize we've got to go to the other side of the island because they've all flown 
to the other side of the island to get away from us. So, we move there, and the 
locals start shooting birds again. The boat is filled with dead cattle egrets. But 
then we can't start the motor. So, it's night now and we're drifting out into the 
Atlantic Ocean with a bunch of dead birds in the boat. 

02-02:13:21 
Eardley-Pryor: And full of parasites. 

02-02:13:22 
Resh: And full of parasites. We thought that we were going to head for Cuba or even 

worse and, luckily, a fishing boat comes in and tows us back in at about 2:00 
in the morning. But who knows when we would have been found. I felt that 
we were like the sailors shooting the albatross in the Rhyme of the Ancient 
Mariner. But that was really a great project. I did the external parasites, and he 
did the internal ones. 

02-02:13:39 
Eardley-Pryor: Tell me about that experience. Where are you getting your experience and 

training to be able to identify these external parasites?  
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02-02:13:46 
Resh: Well, at that point I wasn't identifying them with a great deal of confidence. 

What I would do is take a comb and literally comb the feathers on a white 
piece of paper and then I'd see what would come off them. And then we 
would just put them in vials with alcohol. When I got back to Louisville, I 
identified some and then I would always have specialists check my 
identifications. There was a someone at University of Minnesota who looked 
at the mites and someone else at the University of Arizona who checked other 
identifications, and there were some others as well. And so that was a really 
nice project. And, again, it got me interested in these parasitic insects. I had a 
couple of other projects like this there too. When I retire, I always said that 
I'm going to look at these parasitic insects again. I still haven't done it. But I 
still have a lot of specimens I've collected over the years. And, Neff, my major 
professor, was very interested in those, as well. 

02-02:14:39 
 God, whenever I tell people this story that he and I, we'd go into one of the 

parking garages that had a lot of pigeons. We didn't have any permits for this 
either. And I don't know if it was Kentucky or being in the South where they 
didn't worry about this stuff like they do now. But Dr. Neff and I would go 
into the parking lot garage with his .22 pistol, and he would shoot pigeons, 
collect them, and we'd put them in plastic bags. Then we would put them in a 
freezer for about five minutes, so that these parasitic flies would come off 
them, and then we could collect them for experiments. These flies are related 
to tsetse that transmit African sleeping sickness and are the only non-
mosquitoes that can transmit malaria.  

But sometimes the bullets would ricochet around the garage. 

02-02:15:23 
Eardley-Pryor: In a garage? 

02-02:15:34 
Resh: It was a parking garage. There'd be cars there. I mean, I think you asked me 

about what it was like being in the South, and it was great. I met a whole new 
group of people. Because at that time, the people who were going into ecology 
and water resources, first of all they were all men, and they were mostly farm 
kids that were drawn to field ecology. There are two things I'd learned early 
on, one of which is when somebody says to you, "I'm just a kid from the farm, 
and I don't know too much about this, but—" to be ready for a significant 
thought after the "but" because they're going to lay you out with an argument. 
They were really bright. And the other one was—one day I asked someone, 
"Why is it whenever we want to talk something over you say, 'Let's go get a 
beer and talk about it.'" Every time I asked something, they would always say 
that. And you know what his answer was to me? "Let's go get a beer and talk 
about it." That was standard for all of them. The role that getting a beer and 
talking over issues in the South was absolutely fascinating. 
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02-02:16:33 
 And then the other thing, when we moved into married student housing, 

Louisville was a big sports center. It still is for football and basketball. They 
were national champions. And so, a lot of the students that were living there 
were married athletes, a lot of black athletes. So that was a great experience 
because we all had babysitting co-ops and socialized with each other. It really 
was very nice. Actually, the name of the apartments that we lived in was 
called Confederate Apartments. This current name changing movement, 
because we were at Confederate Place, hadn't arrived yet. It just was a very 
different time. And then we did a lot of work catching fish, as well. We had a 
lot of surveys that we were doing partly related to the pre-impoundment. And 
we used cyanide, where we would actually throw pellets in and collect fish 
that were coming up for oxygen. We'd collect them, identifying them back at 
the lab. We'd always be worried that downstream there'd be some dead cows 
or something. You choose the amount of cyanide based on the volume of 
water, but sometimes you can't be exactly right because of how fast the river 
is moving.  

02-02:17:54 
 And then, again, when I think of this—some of these fish, if there was a big 

bass, we would eat it later in a big fish fry in the lab with Professors and all 
the students enjoying it. When I look a couple of decades later, people's 
careers were ended for stuff like this. That was the way it was done in the 
sixties and early seventies before Earth Day really got these protocols 
established. 

02-02:18:22 
Eardley-Pryor: Wild. It's cowboy field work. 

02-02:18:27 
Resh: It really was. Which makes me think of when I was doing the river blindness 

program, that term had been applied to us, that we were a bunch of cowboys 
with pesticides, spraying them without any concern for the environment. And 
I was very sensitive about that, especially realizing all the stuff we had done 
when the program was starting out that literally was like that. There may have 
been regulation then in Kentucky. We just must not have been aware of them 
or being that it was the South and especially those raised on farms, they were 
used to, "You just solve the problem. You don't worry about regulations." 

 There's one story that I'd like to tell about these farm boys that were my fellow 
graduate students. Once we were crossing a pasture with a large bull in it. The 
bull first ignored us but then charged us and I started to run. Ed Bacon, a grad 
student raised in Arkansas, stood there waiting for the bull to attack and when 
it was just about at him, he took the wooden staffs used to hold the ends of the 
seine and hit the bull right on its snout. To me, it was a brave and perhaps 
risky thing to do but to these students raised on farms it's what you were used 
to doing in those situations.  
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02-02:19:07 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. 

02-02:19:05 
Resh: It was a fabulous place with great experiences and memories.  

02-02:19:10 
Eardley-Pryor: Let me ask you about something that came up in my conversation, my great 

conversation with David Rosenberg, who became a very dear friend of yours. 
He had mentioned that Louisville—I mean, as you had said, it's surprising you 
went to this program in Louisville. Who has heard of it? But then you find out 
that it's got this amazing water science program. David told me that there was 
some sort of connection to another incredible water science program at 
Cornell— 

02-02:19:34 
Resh: Yes. 

02-02:19:36 
Eardley-Pryor: —which connects, perhaps, some of the folks at Louisville and even to 

David's professors at University of Alberta. 

02-02:19:41 
Resh: Yes. 

02-02:19:42 
Eardley-Pryor: What's the deeper history behind the people who you studied with in 

Louisville to Cornell? 

02-02:19:50 
Resh: Okay. Louisville had several faculty from Cornell. It was one of the great 

centers of early entomology and ecology. There was James Needham, who 
was very famous for his work with dragonflies. He was there, and he built up 
this wonderful program with an entomologist named Comstock that was by 
far the most famous in the world. And really it was only probably until the 
sixties that Berkeley surpassed Cornell in reputation. It was very famous. 
Stuart Neff, my major professor, had studied and taught at Cornell, and then 
he left from there to go to Virginia Tech in an endowed chair, and then as 
chairman, and then he went to Louisville again in an endowed chair. So, he 
kept that link up with all of us. And Dave, at Alberta, had people on the 
faculty from there, as well. There was a very strong link with Cornell. It's also 
interesting because the water field was not that big when I started. The whole 
idea of what my dissertation was, on the use of biological indicators of water 
quality, was nascent. There probably were half-a-dozen papers on that at that 
time. And mainly they were people who were working for state governments. 
There wasn't really an academic interest in it at the time. It was the 
practitioners who were trying to figure out if you could do this. EPA really 
hadn't started looking at this in any big way, or at least in any systemic way as 
they did later on in the eighties.  
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02-02:21:35 
Eardley-Pryor: The EPA wasn't even invented until you were midway through your PhD 

program. 

02-02:21:37 
Resh: Exactly. It was mostly state biologists who were doing this. And early on, I 

did some research in fish taxonomy that was on this very common minnow 
that occurs throughout the South. The Water Resources Lab was just sort of 
this open-ended experience, try all the things you want, and then focus in on a 
dissertation. 

02-02:22:05 
Eardley-Pryor: And it's fascinating because the discipline of entomology itself, like many 

sciences, has these kinds of divisions between the basic or pure research—just 
the taxonomy and "What's the physiology of this?" sort of thing—and then the 
applied research—or "What happens whenever there is biomonitoring? What 
kind of pollution is happening? What is deforestation doing to these 
ecosystems?" 

02-02:22:23 
Resh: And agricultural pests. 

02-02:22:25 
Eardley-Pryor: And it sounds to me like Louisville was this perfect merger where you were 

exposed to both. 

02-02:22:30 
Resh: Yes, it really was. 

02-02:22:32 
Eardley-Pryor: And throughout your career, you did both.  

02-02:22:36 
Resh: And I have to say that Louisville was great because of Krumholz and Neff. 

And they were absolutely opposite personalities. Through graduate school and 
even far into my career, we were friends until they died. They were very 
formal in a lot of respects. I never called either of them anything but Dr. 
Krumholz or Dr. Neff. And Dr. Neff, I never remember him calling me 
anything but Mr. Resh. It was a very interesting arrangement. What I'd like to 
tell you, just a story of how interesting it was there. After working on all these 
different projects, I said, "Okay, it's the end of my first year I've got to really 
get started on a dissertation." I go in to see Dr. Krumholz and none of us, 
except behind his back would call him Louie, we never would do that in front 
of him. We were always very formal with him. He says to me, he says, 
"Resh,"—he actually said this, "Resh, you've already worked on fish. Why 
don't you work on insects? It would really broaden you. You already know 
fish." I remember, "You already know fish." And then another graduate 
student, Dave White, that started about the same time, he said, "White, you 
already know insects. You should work on fish." And it was absolutely the 
greatest idea, where you're taking people that already have some expertise—
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and I kept on publishing papers on fish, so it was not a problem—and get 
them to see life in the eyes of a different organism. I didn't lose anything. But 
to go into a totally different area was difficult. But Krumholz was right, 
especially with water pollution. Fish either die or they swim away. They're not 
good indicators. Insects, because there's so many of them and they have so 
many different tolerances involved, are the best. So it was really great advice 
that he had given to me. And then Neff, was the ideal major professor.  

02-02:24:50 
Eardley-Pryor: Before we dive in, because I want to hear these stories, but I'm cognizant of 

our time here. And what I'm wondering is maybe, before we dive into the 
details of your dissertation research and where the opportunities of that took 
you, I'd love to hear a little bit more of something you mentioned, which is 
important. You moved into family housing and became a father within your 
first year. 

02-02:25:12 
Resh: Yes. 

02-02:25:13 
Eardley-Pryor: If it's okay, Vince, I'd love to hear today, before we close out, about your 

experience of becoming a father, and I believe the draft is still looming and 
there's some sort of story in that. Then, maybe we can then pick up the story 
of the detailed dissertation discussion in our next session? 

02-02:25:32 
Resh: Yes, that would be great. 

02-02:25:33 
Eardley-Pryor: Okay, perfect. So, in your first year you and Linda realize, "My goodness, 

you're pregnant." 

02-02:25:39 
Resh: In 1969, birth control pills had a lot of side effects. I remember she was on 

them, and then she wouldn't feel right, so she'd go off them, and then go back 
on them. And several people we knew just getting pregnant even though they 
wanted to practice birth control. Carl Djerassi at Stanford, who developed the 
birth control pills, was still perfecting them. There were a lot of side effects 
when they started. So she was going on again, off again, got pregnant, and Jon 
was born in September of 1970. 

02-02:26:23 
Eardley-Pryor: What were you guys thinking? She's starting a graduate program, you're in the 

midst of a graduate program. You've just been married. I mean, you're really 
still newlyweds in a sense. 

02-02:26:32 
Resh: What were we thinking? Who the hell knows what we were thinking? We 

were twenty something—she had just turned twenty-one, I was twenty-four. 
Were we even thinking about this stuff? I remember finding out that Linda 
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was pregnant and breaking out in hives. This is not something that I had 
thought about. I think our parents were delighted. I certainly was delighted the 
next day or that evening when I realized that I would have a child. I never 
thought of dropping out of school or changing careers because of it. Not like 
before. Now I was committed to a career. This was clearly what I wanted to 
do. And I realized that I've got a great future ahead for me. And then we were 
living in married student housing where everybody was broke. As I said, my 
parents sent me a check. Most of the time I don't even think I needed it. 
Krumholz was complicated. Sometimes he could just be so manipulative. 
There's one story I want to tell you about. 

02-02:27:46 
Eardley-Pryor: Yes, please. 

02-02:27:47 
Resh: One thing he did to us. Again, all of them did a lot of consulting and expert 

testimony. And Krumholz was going down to testify on a case as an expert 
witness on the impoundments planned on the Tennessee River. I don't 
remember what side he was on or even what the case was about. But about 
noon on the day before he leaves, he said, "I've just got this fish collection 
that's been collected from the Tennessee River. I need to know all the fish that 
were in that collection." He gets Dave White my officemate and me, and he 
says, "Just look at this collection, identify all the fish and give me a list before 
I leave." We drop everything. We start identifying these minnows and darters, 
and we're having to key a lot of them out because we don't know the 
Tennessee River fauna. We're up all night doing this. 

02-02:28:33 
Eardley-Pryor: What's that process even like, Vince? How do you identify a fish in 1969? 

02-02:28:39 
Resh: Well, there's published keys, and the keys have things like how many scales 

are along the middle line, that's called the lateral line. How many rays are in 
the fin? What are the mouth parts like? We're going through just a taxonomic-
identification process. We're using an identification key. So, he and I are 
doing this. We're up all night. We still are working in the morning. Krumholz 
keeps on coming and saying, "Boys, you done yet? You done yet? I need to 
leave at noon." And at twelve o'clock, we finally have the list together. He's 
got his suit and bowtie on, ready to go. We give him the list. I can't tell you 
how exhausted we are because of eyestrain and everything else. So Krumholz 
reaches into his wallet, and we both get this smile on our face. He opens up 
his wallet and he gives us each a dollar, and says, "Boys, go get a hotdog." 
[laughter] But I remember when Jon was born, he gave me a check for $250 to 
just help with the costs. Next time, want to tell you more about both he and 
Neff because they were such an influence on my life. 
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02-02:29:59 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, yes. I'll make a note to make sure that we pick that up. But I do want to 

hear more about the experience of becoming a father. How was Linda's 
pregnancy? And what was the birth like for you? 

02-02:30:10 
Resh: Well, when Linda was first pregnant, she was taking courses but didn't have 

any funding, so she was substitute teaching. And she felt she had to stop early. 
She was home alone. I was still going back and forth to the lab every day. I 
don't remember her having terrible morning sickness. I do remember when 
Jon was born, he was early. He was a couple of weeks early. I was out in the 
field working on a project for Krumholz again and I had to go directly to the 
hospital. And, of course, at that time they didn't give me a choice about going 
into the delivery room. And then seeing she and Jon being wheeled out 
afterwards. That was a wonderful feeling, suddenly being a father. Really, I 
understood what love is for the first time. Sounds trite, but I mean I really, 
really did. And then that night—because, again, we didn't have anything setup 
because he was early. I remember because I was kind of a wreck, Dr. Neff 
coming over and the two of us putting the crib together.  

02-02:31:29 
 One of the things that happens in science is that the relationship between a 

student and a major professor can be incredibly complex. It's very close in 
many respects because the major professor and student are together every day, 
which isn't the case in the humanities. But the professor is also paying the 
student's salary. The professor may be telling the student what to do for a 
thesis. The professor is telling the student when they've got enough to finish. 
They are dealing with student's personal problems and everything else. It's a 
very complex relationship. I would see my students every day, just like I saw 
my professors every day. So it was a complicated relationship. Again, next 
time we can talk about that.  

I remember one of my sad things is that I wrote Jon a note that night that he 
was born, but I've not been able to find it again. I wanted to give it to him 
when he was eighteen. In all the moves and shifts around of files, it must have 
gotten lost.  

02-02:32:40 
Eardley-Pryor: Do you have any memories of what you wanted to share with him? 

02-02:32:45 
Resh: Oh, part of it was about the world he was entering into. We were very 

pessimistic about the environmental issues at that time, what was going to 
happen. Pessimistic about the Vietnam war, about distrust of the government. 
But I'm sure I tried to say optimistic things about it, as well. But 
unfortunately, I never found it. But it was fun being a father in graduate 
school because everybody had kids, and everybody was broke. Sometimes we 
went on camping trips. I would take Jon and we'd go with other graduate 
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students and look at sage grouse or ruffed grouse, just have fun trips camping 
out.  

Louisville was also great because they had a wonderful daycare center for 
students' kids that was right on the campus. It was run by a wonderful, older, 
gracious black woman who was just so kind. The little kids absolutely loved 
her. And that was so convenient. And I think everybody was in the same boat. 
I would talk to my graduate students here at Berkeley that lived in married 
student housing, and some of them went through graduate school with three 
kids. And they just all loved it because everybody was in the same boat, and 
everybody was helping each other. Everybody was stressed at the same time 
for exams. I really look back on it with fondness. And the fact that Linda was 
in graduate school really helped. I think initially, from what I remember now, 
she was just taking courses. She wasn't enrolled when we first got there. But 
then when she was enrolled, she had a life of her own and I think she was a 
TA or was a research assistant for a professor in linguistics.  

02-02:34:44 
Eardley-Pryor: So you both continued on your graduate programs after Jon was born? 

02-02:34:50 
Resh: Yes.  

02-02:34:51 
Eardley-Pryor: That's amazing. 

02-02:34:51 
Resh: But honestly, I think by that time I was up to $4,800 a year. And there was 

always a big concern about whether it was tax-free or not. And I think it 
started out tax-free, and then they started taxing it, but the tax wasn't that 
much. But all of us were in that boat, and we lived ok. I ended up leaving 
without any debt. I had a car that I bought on the money I had saved. Now, 
admittedly, my parents were sending me money, but it was just something that 
you could do with the stipends that we got. 

02-02:35:27 
Eardley-Pryor: That's amazing.  

02-02:35:28 
Resh: Were you married going through graduate school? 

02-02:35:30 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. We married right away, but we didn't have our daughter until long after, 

until a couple of years after I finished my PhD. And I took, God, eight or nine 
years to get it. 

02-02:35:41 
Resh: Yes. 
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02-02:35:43 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah, but that's me. I want to make sure that we also—I have a note here that 

within a year of Jon being born, there's another draft dragon rearing its head in 
your life. 

02-02:35:57 
Resh: And this is the one when I was drafted.  

02-02:36:00 
Eardley-Pryor: So what happened? 

02-02:36:00 
Resh: Okay. We're jumping ahead a little. When I'm graduate school, the 2S 

deferments, the student deferments, were gone. I just kept on going. I just 
pretended it wasn't going to happen to me. I never thought of going to Canada 
or something like that, that some people were considering. I did go down to 
get draft counseling once to find out what my options were. And it was clear 
that I was going to be drafted under the old system, the pre-lottery system. 
And I kept on hoping if I could just delay going in the lottery would take 
place. I changed my draft board from New York to Louisville, and I gained a 
couple of months doing that, waiting for the lottery. And then the lottery 
happened, and I was number one. September 14th was number one date for the 
draft. I realized at that point, there's nothing left. I'm done. I got drafted under 
the old system; I'll get drafted under the new system. So it's done. I packed up 
all my notes and books from my desk in graduate school, all my specimens, 
everything I was going to do my dissertation on. But in typical, lucky fashion, 
I had a friend who was a lieutenant at Fort Knox, and I talked to him about 
what to do. And literally, I went down to the induction center with six resumes 
describing the skills I had because I did not want to leave Fort Knox. I was 
hoping to stay there, end up in one of the labs, and be able to go back and 
forth because I knew people that had done that. And he said he would look for 
me and get my resume to the labs. If I had done that, I would only have to go 
through basic training, not go through advanced training. And after, I think it 
was ninety days, I probably could be living normally again and get hooked 
into a lab there because Fort Knox had big labs that they were doing research 
on amputated dogs and topics like that. So I was confident, at least as 
confident as I could be, that I might be able to stay at Fort Knox. 

02-02:38:33 
Eardley-Pryor: The draft is scary enough on its own. But to then be a father with a newborn 

baby, it raises the stakes. 

02-02:38:46 
Resh: It was just unbelievably stressful. So I finally get my draft notice. I have to 

report down in downtown Louisville. Because they never knew I applied to 
OCS—that was like the last thing I wanted anybody at the draft board to 
know. So I had to go down for a pre-induction physical there. I passed. I 
remember telling this doctor that interviewed me—he was I think probably a 
medical student. His name was Noel. I'll never forget this. I was showing him 
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documentation that I had had hepatitis and he said, "Doesn't matter, doesn't 
matter. 1A." I said, "But look. I've got all these things. I was hospitalized." 
And he said "Doesn't matter. Fuck you. 1A." It was just terrible. So I said, 
"Okay. I'm done." I go down there for the actual induction physical where all 
of us are going to Fort Knox by bus that morning. I go up to one of the 
corpsmen and he looks at my file and he said, "You had a pre-induction 
physical. You are fine to go. Is there anything that's happened since then?" 
And I said, "Well, to tell you the truth, I don't think I should have passed the 
pre-induction because I had hepatitis." And they said, "What do you mean 
you've had hepatitis?" And luckily, I had those papers with me, and he looks 
at them and he said, "You should never have been classified as 1A." And he 
talks to the doctor that's there, and he says, "Noel did it again." Apparently, 
Noel was just listing everybody as 1A, "fit for service." 

02-02:40:07 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. He had a reputation. 

02-02:40:10 
Resh: And so that was it. They said, "No, you're 4F. You don't have to go."  

02-02:40:19 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, my God. 

02-02:40:18 
Resh: All the unnecessary anxiety I'd gone through. So I go back home that night. I 

immediately call the people in the lab. Several of them were veterans. They 
had been in the army, but they showed no animosity about my having gotten 
out. And they said, "We've got a perfect plan for tonight." We went to an 
American Legion hall for a BBQ dinner and that was my retirement dinner 
from the military! But there was absolutely no resentment shown. They were 
all college graduates when they were drafted, and they said that their time in 
the army was such a waste of time. And they were very supportive of the fact 
that I got out. But it was a long-drawn-out affair, starting back at Georgetown. 
And, again, when I think of this Dr. Noel that just let me suffer because he 
was just being a hard ass. And the other doctors saying, "Noel, again. He does 
this."  

02-02:41:34 
Eardley-Pryor: There's a theme for this interview session. It is historical contingency. 

02-02:41:37 
Resh: Yes. 

02-02:41:39 
Eardley-Pryor: There's a million different ways your life could have gone, in a million 

different moments, throughout just these few short years. 

02-02:41:46 
Resh: The decision of not going to OCS. Perhaps could I have gotten a teaching 

deferment as a junior high school teacher? Maybe, maybe not. Who knows. I 
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mean, they were changing everything right and left at that time. But suddenly, 
where we're going to end today, I'm at Louisville, I'm really enjoying myself. 
We've got a baby. Everything is fine. We're busy. We're okay. I'm working 
with Neff and Krumholz. I've got a great program planned for me. And I 
figure I can still finish in four years from the day I start. 

So that, I think is kind of a good place to stop. But I really do want to continue talking about that 
Water Resources Lab, the unique personalities that were there. For the next 
twenty years, the best jobs in the country were filled by the graduates out of 
that program. 

02-02:42:40 
Eardley-Pryor: I think that's a great place to start our next interview. And also, you've 

mentioned this a few times, I really want to lean into the rise of the 
environmental movement, what was called the ecology movement, just as 
you're really getting your feet wet as a working scientist in this field. I think 
that's context for our next discussion. 

02-02:42:56 
Resh: Please bring that up, because I remember participating in the first Earth Day 

demonstrations, marching in downtown Louisville. 

02-02:43:02 
Eardley-Pryor: Perfect. I want to hear all about it. 

02-02:43:06 
Resh: All right. Well, Roger, thank you so much. We'll still have our call next 

Wednesday? 

02-02:43:08 
Eardley-Pryor: That sounds great. Thank you for today. 
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Interview 3: February 11, 2021 

03-00:00:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Today is February 11, 2021. My name is Roger Eardley-Pryor from the Oral 

History Center of The Bancroft Library at UC Berkeley. This is interview 
session number three with Vincent H. Resh. Vince, where are you today? 

03-00:00:17 
Resh: At home in El Cerrito trying to enjoy the lockdown. The campus is now 

completely locked down. Kids can't even leave their dorm room. 

03-00:00:26 
Eardley-Pryor: I saw something today that my brother in Ohio shared with me. He saw that 

Berkeley is not even allowing people to exercise individually outside. You 
can't exercise—by yourself—anymore! 

03-00:00:38 
Resh: No, it's gotten quite severe. There are a couple of hundred new cases. 

03-00:00:43 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, wow. I wonder if it's any of these new variants that are more 

communicable? 

03-00:00:47 
Resh: They haven't shown up yet but could. 

03-00:00:48 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh. 

03-00:00:49 
Resh: But for now, it's still the original strain. 

03-00:00:51 
Eardley-Pryor: That's the big concern. The British one that seems like it's more 

communicable and then the South African one, that some of the vaccines 
aren't even really— 

03-00:00:57 
Resh: Don't work as well. That's the presumption as of now. 

03-00:00:59 
Eardley-Pryor: Wild. Well, that is part of the reason why we are interviewing over Zoom. I 

am located in Santa Rosa, California today because of this COVID-19 
pandemic that is keeping us separate and locked down at home. So, I'm glad 
that you are doing well, and also still very glad that you got your first shot. 

03-00:01:16 
Resh: Me too. 

03-00:01:20 
Eardley-Pryor: Today's session we're going to pick up where we left off in interview two, and 

that is your experiences at the University of Louisville while working in your 
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PhD program. And just to dive right into that, I would love to hear more about 
your work at this super interdisciplinary Water Resources Laboratory that you 
were part of, and about your leading advisors, the director and then also your 
dissertation advisor. And as a way into that, you mentioned last week some 
river impoundment studies that you were doing, or that the Water Resources 
Lab was doing, and you were a part of. I saw in your notes for our interview 
that you wrote LBL. Is that Lawrence Berkeley Lab? 

03-00:01:53 
Resh: No, that refers to the Land Between the Lakes, which was a National 

Recreation Area between the Tennessee and the Kentucky Rivers, where I did 
a big fish survey and published an article on the fishes of the Land Between 
the Lakes from that study. One of the things that was so interesting about 
being at the Water Resources Laboratory was that we worked on so many 
different projects individually and together. When we were doing big fish 
surveys, all of us would go out and do the fish surveys no matter what our 
dissertations were on. We really got diverse training. I also worked on 
mosquitos, bird parasites, and insect parasites. I'd never seen such group 
dynamics where everybody worked on so many projects with so many other 
people than anyplace else that I've ever been. And actually, nobody ever 
complained about working on other people's projects. That was totally 
acceptable. We all knew what we were getting into. We all learned 
tremendously from doing it. 

03-00:02:46 
Eardley-Pryor: I love how that was something you experienced in grad school, because in 

speaking with some of your graduate students who have gone through your 
Resh lab, they each had their own projects, but the collaborative nature of the 
lab was essential. And that you laid that groundwork very early, saying "We 
are here to help each other." 

03-00:03:04 
Resh: Well, what I saw in the Water Resources Lab was that they really had a 

system down for both individual advancement, individual success, but also for 
group success and learning how to work together. That was a really big thing 
that they pushed. They had a lot of adjuncts and people like that who would 
come in and do big projects periodically. And again, we'd all just sort of meld 
in with them. It was a great experience. And later with my own lab I wanted 
the students to have the same sort of cooperative atmosphere. 

03-00:03:34 
Eardley-Pryor: I'm wondering where funding came from for the Water Resources Lab. 

Funding, of course, shapes many of the research directions, like the kinds of 
questions you can ask, and the kinds of answers you'll get. So, where was 
funding coming from to create this dynamic center? 
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03-00:03:51 
Resh: Well, the big funding source, which I ended up tapping into for about twenty 

years when I came to Berkeley, was a small agency within the Department of 
Interior called the Office of Water Resources Research. And I don't even think 
it exists anymore. But it was kind of a "Ma and Pa operation" in that it wasn't 
like the National Science Foundation or National Institutes of Health. And it 
had a very specific and applied directions. They had money allocated by state, 
and it was run through a center that was basically for each state. And the big 
thing about it was that they gave long-term funding. It wasn't like National 
Science Foundation that you had two or three years of funding, and then you 
could just be cut off. There they were really committed to long-term research. 
The lab also got money from industry. I remember the lab got money from 
Ford Motors. We got vehicles and equipment for helping them out with a 
study of a creek they were clearly polluting. Krumholz and Neff were just 
great at getting money from a lot of different sources. I think that was one of 
the things all of us learned there was how to organize funding. How do you 
organize a lab? How do you keep people going? One difference between then 
and now is that if you don't have money on one project then, you could move 
people from other projects and support them. This, of course, is a big 
difference from today. Now, at Berkeley and elsewhere, they really want us to 
keep the people working on the project they are being paid to do. They didn't 
want you mixing money pots together. It was just a very, different attitude 
back then.  

03-00:05:20 
Eardley-Pryor: Why do you think that was the case with Berkeley versus Louisville? 

03-00:05:24 
Resh: I think because Berkeley's approach is the legal way to do it. That was what 

you should be—you keep people on projects that they are funded on. Now, all 
of us did do a certain amount of mixing and it was more common when I 
came to Berkeley. I think in recent years is when it became more rigid.  

03-00:05:44 
Eardley-Pryor: Share with me about how Krumholz and Neff, as mentors for you, guided you 

on those fundraising and managing a lab processes. Because as a grad student, 
it's so easy just to fall into "here's what I'm told to do," while they're doing all 
that other work. How did they involve you in that, so that you could then 
leverage that for your own lab leadership? 

03-00:06:04 
Resh: A lot of it was their personalities. I think that Neff was really one of the most 

fascinating characters that I have ever met. He was drafted at the end of World 
War II, right when he was fresh out of high school. He was in the Navy and 
then stayed in for a bit after the war but then was called back for Korea. He 
was in his late twenties or maybe thirty when he finally finished a college 
degree. In the Navy, he had traveled all around the world. He had a lot of 
tattoos so that when he would wiggle his calf, a hula girl would dance. But he 
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was the most erudite person I'd ever met. He read voraciously when he was in 
the Navy. He could quote Strindberg and Kierkegaard by memory. And he 
was part of that famous group of students at Cornell. And as I always heard 
from his contemporaries, that he was the smartest of the bunch when he went 
through grad school there. When he was an undergraduate at Louisville, he 
was raised in Louisville, he was influenced by a professor named Jerry Cole, 
who I had actually met later, long after he retired. And Cole had convinced 
him to do some research as an undergraduate and then basically to go right on 
to Cornell for his PhD. He taught at Cornell for a while and then he went to 
VPI, Virginia Tech, as a professor. He was chair of the Department and had a 
lot of graduate students there and then he got the Tom Wallace Endowed 
Chair and went back to Louisville. Tom Wallace was a well-known 
conservation writer. Neff's wife Lois Chronholm went to Temple as the Dean 
of Arts and Science, and he left Louisville in the mid-1980s. Then she went to 
City University of New York as the provost, but he stayed at Temple and she 
commuted to New York during the week. 

When she went to Temple, the faculty in the biology department were as petty 
as only academics can be. "We don't want you coming in just because you're 
the Dean's spouse. We have to go through a full search for you." And I 
remember, he asked only his former graduate students to write letters about 
him. He could have had people at the top of every field do it for him, but he 
chose us.  

And he had, again, broad interests. He taught comparative anatomy at both 
VPI and Temple. In his twenties, he was diagnosed with Type I diabetes. By 
the time he was in his eighties, he's still teaching. He was almost functionally 
blind. And what he would do, he'd still teach anatomy, but he would recognize 
the muscles and their insertions to bones by touch.  

To repeat what I said above, he was one of the most remarkable and nicest 
people that I've ever met. He was always very open about sharing ideas. It was 
always wonderful because we stayed in contact until his death. I remember 
even contacting him when he was in a recuperation home. And we'd always 
start out the conversation the same way. He'd say to me, "Mr. Resh, I've run 
out of ideas. What should I be doing?" And the funny thing, of course, is I do 
that same thing when I talk to my former graduate students. One just called 
one or two nights ago, and we talked for two hours. I did that same thing, "I've 
run out of ideas. What should I do?"  

03-00:09:27 
And Krumholz was more formal but he involved all of us in the actual grant 
writing process and also how you deal with funding agencies and the 
inevitable problems that come up. I remember at one time we were late on 
getting an annual report in and there was a small leak in one of the secretary's 
offices. Krumholz called the agency, "We have had a major flood in the lab. 
We can't get this report in on time." This was clearly an exaggeration but we 
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learned a lot of just how to function when all doesn't go the way that you hope 
it will. That's what they were best at, teaching students how you function and 
sometimes how you have to do it in unusual circumstances.  

03-00:10:06 
And again, when I talk to a lot of my colleagues, it's clear that a lot of people 
leave grad school angry at their major professors. That's not an uncommon 
phenomenon. I had just the opposite with both of them. Krumholz and we 
actually did some consulting projects together even after I finished. We 
worked with the Civil Engineering Research Lab of the US Army, and they 
wanted some ideas of how we can reduce damage to rivers in their regular 
military training. And we suggested, "Well, make concrete pads as your cross-
river beds so you're not churning the bottom up." That was what a lot of the 
consulting was about, just bringing in fresh ideas and approaches. So 
Krumholz involved me in a lot of those projects, and that was great training. 
Consulting is an extra source of money, that's for sure, but it really helped my 
teaching because I learned how to deal with applied issues. I learned what are 
the current problems and how companies have to deal with them. And I think 
one of the reasons I liked consulting so much was that it was always very 
focused on solving problems and also very interesting because it was always 
different.  

03-00:11:23 
Eardley-Pryor: Yes, the applicable learning. I can see how that's such a draw, that this isn't 

just theory. We're not just learning this because it's interesting. It is, but it's 
also, you can use this. 

03-00:11:32 
Resh: Right. And you're always involved with new people in these projects, whether 

it be with an agency or a private company or a lawsuit. It was interesting and I 
enjoyed it, and it's continued even through this past year. 

03-00:11:45 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, wait. Pause with me there. This past year? What do you mean? 

03-00:11:48 
Resh: Well, I went to National University of Singapore, this is just before COVID 

started, to do a review of their program and advise them how they could 
basically deal better with their faculty. It was a very interesting situation. They 
had a someone from Stanford, one from Caltech, and me going as a group of 
senior researchers to review what was going on there, and to review their 
funding and their research priorities. And it was a really interesting 
experience. So I've always liked doing things like that. 

03-00:12:23 
Eardley-Pryor: Back to the work in the Water Resources Lab and selecting your dissertation 

advisor as Neff. How did you go about that process? Were there other 
options? Did you think about other advisors? 
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03-00:12:35 
Resh: No, there was never any question. As soon as I met him, I knew that he was 

the one I was going to be working with. And again, there was such flexibility. 
I did projects with people who had various affiliations with the lab or not even 
any affiliations. There was a fish biologist who I liked very much who was 
getting ready to retire. His name was Bill Clay. He was the epitome of a 
southern gentleman. He was handsome and extremely gracious. But he and 
Krumholz were bitter enemies because when Clay was department chair—you 
know these academic fights go—he tried to get rid of Krumholz or something 
like that happened. We were all in the same building off campus, and Clay 
was down on the second floor with the fish collection. We were two floors up 
and had the whole fourth floor of a big old industrial building. And Clay 
wanted me to come down and work on a particular paper with him. So, he 
would call another building and have them call me, because he didn't want to 
take a chance that he'd call up to me two flights above, and then have 
Krumholz answer the phone and they'd have to talk with each other. I also 
learned early about academic feuds, as crazy as they are, from the two of 
them. So, I'd go down to the second floor, and Clay and I would work, and all 
of a sudden, he'd say, "Ah, there's a train coming. Let's count how many cars 
are in this train." As a twenty-five-year-old, that would drive me crazy, but I 
came to really enjoy doing that with him. And he'd be very philosophical 
when we were counting cars as they were going by. It's a very Midwestern or 
Southern thing to do. 

03-00:14:01 
Eardley-Pryor: I remember doing it as a kid in Ohio. And that was back when there were 

cabooses.  

03-00:14:06 
Resh: Right. 

03-00:14:08 
Eardley-Pryor: I'm thinking about the layers of learning that you're going through in 

Louisville. How to run a lab, how to apply for money, how to work within an 
academic environment, the political machinations that happen there. But also 
thinking interdisciplinarily about the actual projects you're on. These are 
complex, really complex things that involve chemistry, that involve biology. 
In some ways you're consulting for industry, so there are economic factors 
that come into play. How are you going through the process of picking up all 
of this diversity and learning it? Are you taking courses in each of these, or is 
this really just kind of in-the-field learning on the job? 

03-00:14:50 
Resh: It was in-the-field learning. And, again, I mentioned this about being in the 

South, "Well, let's talk this over a beer." We spent a lot of time at the end of 
the day having a beer before we'd go home. Or even in the lab they would do 
that. It was really a unique learning environment. And, again, they always 
encouraged discussions. I never felt the whole time I was there that anything 
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was held back from us in terms of something they didn't really want us to 
know. Mainly, this may be because money was always available. That was 
one of the things that really made it function so well. There was never any 
question about funding or expenses. I remember when I would go on these 
very long excursions for my dissertation research, say from Louisville up to 
Toronto and the Great Lakes or down to Florida, I would take a lab vehicle. 
There would never be any question about using my own car. Just every 
opportunity was there for us. 

03-00:15:48 
Eardley-Pryor: I'm curious, too, in learning about your experience of field work. When you 

describe your master's degree program at Niagara, a lot of it sounded very 
much lab oriented.  

03-00:16:00 
Resh: Yes. 

03-00:16:01 
Eardley-Pryor: You were at the bench. And the work that you're talking about at Louisville 

often sounds very much in the field, from down to Puerto Rico and shooting 
birds, to being on these rivers in these national park areas. So, I'm wondering, 
where did you pick up the field research aspects of your training? 

03-00:16:16 
Resh: Again, we learned by doing. When I was in graduate school there was a very 

tragic accident. The lab had a residence where some students lived that was on 
the Ohio River. It was an old lock and dam facility, and there were some 
houses there. A lot of the students wanted to live down there. I never did 
because it was so far from the campus. It was maybe a forty-minute drive each 
way to go down there. One of the graduate student's husbands had gone out 
for a jog one day and had crossed a stream that was about fifteen inches deep. 
But he slipped and then reacted badly to falling into the cold water, and he 
drowned in about fifteen inches of water. So, they became very strict, and this 
is before the health and safety issues came out, about us going out in the field 
alone. We never did. We always went out with somebody else. And, again, 
that fostered a lot of cooperation because, "I'll go out with you tonight, and 
you go out with me tomorrow." And again, we were taking boats out, 
sometimes on the Ohio River. We had a lot of boats that we would do 
electrofishing with. We would have probes dangling in front of the boat and a 
generator that sent current through them. It would stun the fish so that we 
could catch them in nets. And we needed more than one person to do that. So 
yes. We learned by doing. I still think that's the only way you really learn 
these techniques. And, again, I tried to do this in my lab. We have staggered 
students, and the older ones helped the younger ones do this, and cooperation 
was really key. 
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03-00:17:49 
Eardley-Pryor: There's a note I have here about a particularly multidisciplinary project on the 

Salt River and Brashears Creek. What was that project? 

03-00:17:59 
Resh: That was related to this impoundment study the Lab was involved with. 

Starting with the Tennessee Valley Authority in the 1930s, they began to be 
aware of a lot of problems that these large dams were causing. They were 
filling in with sediment. So instead of having fifty years of life to produce 
hydropower electricity they had twenty years. And the whole idea behind the 
Salt River study was a long-term project where we would start at pre-
impoundment to look what would happen and follow it through to after the 
impoundment. In other words, a study going from before the dam is built, 
during the building the dam, the filling of it up, and then looking at the effects 
post-impoundment. And I think probably this was the first big one that was 
done in the country, at least that I was aware of, and certainly the first one that 
looked at so many features. So that was really a great thing to be part of. I 
learned a little about internal rates of return that economists look at to evaluate 
how successful projects are, used risk assessment, and cost-benefit analysis. 
The project had a lot of these components to look at and understand. I 
remember there were seminars on different aspects but it wasn't quite as 
formal as the ones that I've seen at other places. Which, again, reflected what I 
did with my own lab. In all the years that I have been at Berkeley, I never had 
formal lab meetings. We would have one meeting or get together each 
semester basically to go over what money we had or how many undergraduate 
students we were going to hire to help out. We'd have pizza brought in or 
sometimes we'd all go to a restaurant and have the discussion there. In almost 
all labs today, weekly lab meetings are normal. And I remember one of my 
students, Gary Lamberti, went up to Oregon State as a post doc. He was from 
Oakland originally and came back regularly. And he said, "Oh, this is great. 
We're meeting every week. We really get to know what everybody's doing." A 
month after that, he comes back and says, "These meetings drive me crazy. 
I'm going to spend all my time in meetings!" And he understood why 
everything with me was always one-on-one, which I was always more 
comfortable with anyway. Which is, again, how I was trained. This is the way 
we did it there and it worked very, very well. And I found myself, especially 
after coming to Berkeley, thinking, "Geez, how would Neff and Krumholz 
have handled this?" when sticky situations came up," which inevitably do. 
And then, of course, gradually I was able to just be confident in my own 
decisions. But Neff and Krumholz were really important in my life. And they 
both stayed in my life until they died. I was very close to both of them.  

03-00:20:19 
Eardley-Pryor: That's really lovely. And you have the same kind of relationship with your 

students. The ones who I spoke with, they all have said—out of forty-some 
students that you had—they all have this really great relationship with you, a 
friendship that developed, and mentorship at the same time. 
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03-00:20:33 
Resh: Well, earlier this week I got a call from an undergraduate that I had had, who, 

again, I kept friends with when he went for his Ph.D. at Davis. Just kind of 
checking in on how we were doing. That was always really, really nice. I just 
thought of one of the things that again personified the way that lab worked at 
Louisville. I was very involved in the McGovern, and then before that the 
McCarthy, campaigns for President. And one day I'm in the lab and one of the 
undergraduates comes up to me—we always had a lot of undergraduates 
around to just do the busywork and essentially just run errands if we needed. 
So Krumholz is standing there, and the student comes up to me and says, 
"What should I do? I'm free." I said, "Okay. Here's a bunch of flyers for 
McGovern. Go over to the student center and hand them out." I remember 
Krumholz looking at me just sort of about to say something, then just turning 
around and walking away. They were very, very tolerant of a lot of the stuff 
that went on but they never shortcut the science.  

03-00:21:44 
Eardley-Pryor: We're on the topic of general experiences at Louisville. Don't you have some 

story about x-raying fish at hospitals? 

03-00:21:52 
Resh: Again, Krumholz and Neff were both great at throwing out ideas. And one of 

them was the idea was the Ohio River is different from any other river in the 
United States in that normally mile zero is at the source. The Ohio River mile 
zero is south, at the juncture with the Mississippi and the numbers go up. And 
it started because there's a lot of different gradients of physical factors there 
that are opposite of most rivers. We were talking about this one day and 
Krumholz said, "I wonder what this would do with fish, if these gradients 
would affect them?" And there's a standard rule in biology that was called 
Jordan's Rule, that, for vertebrates say, the number of bones, vertebral spines, 
the number of scutes on a turtle, that as you go north, they increase.  

So, we were thinking, "Well, maybe the Ohio River doesn't work that way 
because of the physical gradients. I wonder how that would play out if we 
looked at, say, a vertebrate." Another student and I went through the fish 
collection on the second floor of our building and we took this very common 
fish throughout the Ohio River, the emerald shiner, and we took a hundred 
specimens from the collection from every fifty miles of river. But we didn't 
have a facility to get them x-rayed. And I had a friend whose girlfriend was an 
x-ray technician, and we went over there one Sunday afternoon. We're putting 
them on these plates, x-raying hundreds and hundreds of fish, and one of the 
plates had actually already foot exposed to a human foot to see if it was 
broken. So, we end up having this x-ray with fish superimposed on this human 
foot. And I remember we sent it to a scientific-humor journal. They published 
it as the cover photo saying, "Definitive proof of organic evolution," with 
these fish looking like they are moving into bones. And it was humorous, of 
course, and they put it on their cover. But the project itself proved our 
hypothesis and we were able to find a couple of other examples that we used 
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to justify our conclusions. There were a lot of different projects that we were 
encouraged to do. I don't want to say that anything was tolerated, but as long 
as we were conscientious about our research and safety—especially safety, 
that was a big thing—they just encouraged us to try anything that was 
scientifically interesting. I looked through and, after I left Louisville, besides 
my dissertation, there were about fifteen other papers that I published or was a 
co-author of based on stuff we did in Louisville. 

03-00:24:22 
Eardley-Pryor: That's a lot for a grad student. 

03-00:24:24 
Resh: And it was so cooperative. Of course, everybody had egos, but we really 

wanted to help each other out. And everybody did very well that came out of 
that program. They went on to Michigan, Michigan State, and Georgia. Just 
all over.  

03-00:24:41 
Eardley-Pryor: It just sounds like such a wonderful balance of sociality and also the 

experience of working and really learning, and also the success of people's 
careers, how they all go together. The social aspects of it and the enjoyment of 
it, and then also the enjoyment of the work and the interesting aspects of the 
work. 

03-00:24:59 
Resh: We all felt that they were looking out for us in terms of our future from day 

one. And Krumholz, first of all, he was an excellent editor and writer. But he 
was also a draftsman, a very good draftsman. And this is before we had 
computer graphics. Say I had a long table that needed to be hand stenciled or 
complicated figures, and he would do them, and he would do them in such a 
way that they would be absolutely beautiful. He really was involved in a lot of 
things. When I graduated, he was probably close to seventy and had kind of 
lost a lot of his memory about science issues per se, so he kind of bluffed it a 
lot. But he was great. And Neff is my hero to this day. 

03-00:26:01 
Eardley-Pryor: My notes mention your mother making a comment about these different 

mentors in your life. What was that? 

03-00:26:08 
Resh: Over the years, my mother and father had met everybody that I had worked 

with, multiple times. So, when I was at Georgetown, they had met Dr. 
Vernick. When I was at Louisville, they met Krumholz and Neff. And they 
met other people along the way that had less of an influence but were still 
important to me. My mother was not well-educated or anything, but she was 
very perceptive. She said, "Why is it that these three men, Vernick, Neff and 
Krumholz, that were so important in your life, were just like your father?" I 
said, "What do you mean they were just like my father? They're not like my 
father at all." She said, "Look. They're all German. They're all very strong 
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personalities. They're all very commanding in terms of their presence when 
they speak, and they're just like your father." I kind of denied it a couple of 
more times, and then I realized, probably, that I learned how to deal with my 
father, who was certainly like that, and that maybe I was even drawn to people 
like that because I knew they'd look out for me, and I knew what their 
personalities were like and I knew how to deal with them. I look back to this 
day, and I think she was right when she said that. Because my father was very 
supportive of me my entire life, as well. I always thought that observation was 
very, very perceptive of her. 

03-00:27:28 
Eardley-Pryor: Isn't that fascinating, how we're drawn to these people in our lives, these 

patterns that are put into us, and then we learn how to operate with them. 

03-00:25:35 
Resh: Yes.  

03-00:27:38 
Eardley-Pryor: You were in Louisville. What was the relationship like being so close to the 

Kentucky Derby? 

03-00:27:43 
Resh: Oh, we went every year. That was one of the big things that I noticed, say 

between Louisville and Indianapolis. Indianapolis had the 500 and people are 
walking around like it's out of Clockwork Orange with Doberman Pinschers. 
In Louisville, the Kentucky Derby was the big event of the year. We all would 
go into the infield. One of the graduate students' fathers was the head of the 
Churchill Downs police and would take in our coolers of beer in advance. Oh, 
it was just great. I got very interested then and still am interested in horse 
racing, as is Cheryl. We have a room with pictures of various jockeys that 
we've known over the years and trainers and stuff like that. Especially her 
competing in horse events. It's very much still a part of our lives. We actually 
haven't been able to go for a year. But typically, like if we'd be in Thailand, 
we'd go to the racetrack. Any chance we got; we would go. I remember once 
being in Singapore and going out to Malaysia by train to watch the races one 
night. I still enjoy watching horses.  

03-00:28:55 
Eardley-Pryor: I love it. The stories about the Kentucky Derby, especially down on the field, 

are always pretty wild. I have in my mind how, in 1970, Hunter S. Thompson 
writes this famous—it's kind of his launch of gonzo journalism. He writes a 
story about the Kentucky Derby titled "The Kentucky Derby Is Decadent and 
Depraved." He doesn't talk about the horse race at all. It's just all about the 
experience of being there, and it's wild.  

03-00:29:19 
Resh: It was great fun. I mean, there'd be a hundred thousand people in the infield, 

and it was kind of a Woodstock atmosphere. In five years of watching the 
Derby I saw a jockey's hat once. I never saw a horse. You just couldn't get 
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close. The Derby was always a really big thing that whole week. Actually, 
Louisville was a lovely city. It had wonderful cultural attractions. Actor's 
Theater was one of the best regional theaters in the country. But that week, it 
became a southern city with mint juleps and the whole thing. The rest of the 
time, it was sort of a midsized, Midwestern city. But that week, people had 
developed twangs that they never had the rest of the year. 

03-00:30:05 
Eardley-Pryor: On that note about the Actor's Theater in Louisville, I understand you also 

have an interest in acting, or at some point you took up acting just for fun. 
And I can't separate in my mind that kind of acting experience from your 
outstanding teaching. 

03-00:30:25 
Resh: I was always interested in acting, in amateur theater. And I actually remember 

when I first moved to Berkeley, I think it was Albany Community Theater, 
some little group—as basic a theater group as you can imagine. It called for 
auditions for a play, and I went down and I read my lines. As I was leaving, 
they said, "Could you leave your resumé and glossies?" I said, "Resumé and 
glossies? I thought this was community theater." And they said, "It is, but 
there are so many unemployed actors in the Bay Area that would rather work 
for free than not work at all to build up their resumés, that this is really quite 
competitive here." And years later, I was in a play here in San Francisco, 
Maltese Falcon, which was great. But I also realized, what I had forgotten, 
that when you're in the theater, how much time you spend rehearsing, and how 
much time you spend hanging around, which is why they all play cards. But 
yes, it really was great being in a play again. 

03-00:31:29 
 I actually had a funny story about Actor's Theater of Louisville, because I got 

to know the director, who was Jon Jory, and he was the son of Victor Jory, an 
old-time actor. And he was married to this really lovely, beautiful woman. Lee 
Anne Fahey was her name. In the summer encampments at the Bohemian 
Club, there were a lot of people who were theatrical producers and directors 
that I got to know. And I remember once asking about Jon Jory and Lee Anne 
Fahey and somebody said, "Oh, they're divorced now, but Lee Anne Fahey's 
current husband is in the Bohemian Club, and he's staying down the road. I go 
down there to meet him, and he's looking at me very suspiciously. "How did I 
know his wife and everything else?" And we're sitting, we're drinking 
probably too much. And then all of a sudden out of the blue, I just kind of get 
this very reminiscent look on my face, and I say, "Is she as beautiful as she 
used to be?" And her husband pauses and says, "Well, she's gained a little 
weight." And all I could think of was my image of this beautiful young 
woman, but what is this, fifty years later? "She's gained a little weight."  

And married student housing, I think they probably call it family housing, was 
just a great place to live, which is why I didn't want to live down in the locks 
on the Ohio River. And, again, really getting to know Southerners, getting to 
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know—Louisville was sort of sports crazy—football and basketball players 
was fun. A lot of the athletes were living in family housing, and just kind of 
seeing how abused they were by the coaches and taken advantage of, that 
winning was more important than having them get any kind of education. And 
I think, of course, Berkeley is probably just as bad I've realized. Not that I 
expect it to be any better, but I think college sports in general lead to that.  

03-00:33:28 
Eardley-Pryor: I think so, too. You had mentioned, with regard to the impoundment studies, 

that there was almost anticipation about what will happen with this damming 
project. And it makes me think about how in 1969 to 1970, that NEPA is 
passed—the National Environmental Policy Act—leading to the requirement 
of the federal government doing environmental impact statements.  

03-00:33:54 
Resh: Right.  

03-00:33:56 
Eardley-Pryor: I'm just wondering about this environmental moment, with Earth Day in April 

1970. How did all of that shape your experience at Louisville, either just being 
there culturally, or specifically with your research experience on these 
environmental topics? 

03-00:34:10 
Resh: It was very interesting. Because I was thinking about this because I knew, 

based on your background, you probably would bring this up. I remember 
marching on Earth Day, and I remember one of the speeches that someone 
gave on population growth, the Paul Ehrlich emphasis in The Population 
Bomb. He said, "I'm the third child, so it's hard for me to advocate to stop at 
two, but we're going to have to." And I think, of course, one of the big 
misconceptions of The Population Bomb was that you have to look at resource 
use in addition to numbers. So. if you look at the number of people in a 
country, you need to multiply that by the number of resources they use and the 
pollution that they cause getting those resources. So, somebody in Africa or 
Bangladesh has less of an effect than one two-hundredth of what we in 
developed countries have. And Ehrlich never really made that point. When the 
accusations of neocolonialism, racism, and imperialism were voiced against 
him, I think they were somewhat justified. Ehrlich was an entomologist and 
worked in evolution of butterflies. That was his training. And I remember one 
of my colleagues at Berkeley that was with him in graduate school telling me 
about Ehrlich and his modus operandi. He attacked the big guys, even as a 
graduate student. He wrote a paper then going after Ernst Mayr, one of the 
great evolutionary theorists. And that was Ehrlich's style. He would go for the 
jugular on an issue where he could get a lot of attention. And I think that was 
what it was with population growth, too. Because as just numbers alone, 
population growth is a meaningless figure.  
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03-00:35:47 
 The other thing that I thought about was there was a big backlash against 

things like the Apollo program, the moon landing. All of these problems we 
have on Earth, why are we going to the moon? And this was among scientists 
as well. Some scientists were criticizing other fields of science about money 
going towards space as opposed to going towards the environment. And that 
created really a lot of friction within the scientific community. I hadn't thought 
about it today, but thinking back, I remember there was a "Why don't they just 
abandon the space program? Why are we doing this?" And, of course, the 
moon landing was coming up. 

03-00:36:29 
Eardley-Pryor: What are your memories of that moon landing moment? 

03-00:36:30 
Resh: Well, I remember, of course, watching it on television. I think I was in New 

York watching it with my parents, I must have been [with] my girlfriend at the 
time, seeing that. And, of course, it was a wonderful moment. Neil Armstrong 
and everything else. Just great.  

03-00:36:49 
Eardley-Pryor: Back to the environmental theme. With you studying ecology and essentially 

training in ecology at the time where the nation is suddenly riled up by what 
many are calling the "ecology movement," I'm wondering how much that 
shaped your entrée into this career. Was the environmental movement a factor 
in opening up doors or creating opportunities in some way? 

03-00:37:13 
Resh: Well, one of the things, again, in the Water Resources Lab, was that there was 

a lot of discussion about the role of science versus the role of activism. And 
we had a lot of discussions about what we knew about the environment in 
terms of what we can do about it. Like the issue of dams filling in. We learned 
early on, well, you have to look at the sediment that the stream carries to 
know how soon that dam is going to fill in so when it no longer is going to 
have a flood control or a hydroelectric potential. So, we were separating the 
ecological movement as an admirable goal from what we were really trying to 
do, which was focusing on environmental science. I remember Neff and 
Krumholz didn't participate in Earth Day because they just saw it getting a life 
of its own and that really it was going to be about as effective as telling people 
to not brush their teeth when running the water in the sink, as if that's going to 
make a world of difference in providing water security. And also, when I was 
at Ball State, I saw that older students who had come back to school—either 
they had been in the military or they'd worked—took over the student 
government on an environmental platform. These guys personally didn't care 
anything about the environment. It was a way of really gathering power. So, 
while I was certainly very sympathetic and somewhat of a believer in the 
movement, I think I had a healthy dose of skepticism about what a lot of these 
things that were suggesting would do. Because they weren't based on really 
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any scientific information. Certainly not on science, with Ehrlich's being a 
great example. You mentioned Barry Commoner the other day. The idea of 
the "Lifeboat Ethics" and "Spaceship Earth" were a good way to be thinking. 
And then of course, the moon photos, the Earthrise photos on the lunar shoots, 
really emphasized that. So, I think in many respects, that Barry Commoner, 
although he was probably more radical, did more good. I don't know. That 
was just my sense. Because he really did try to keep the arguments, at first at 
least, somewhat science-based. 

03-00:39:37 
Eardley-Pryor: Yes. I remember how Commoner trained as a plant botanist, but he became 

interested in ecology by following atomic fallout through the ecosystems and 
learned about environmental flows that way. And I feel like there was some 
researcher who you had worked with who also did studies of how radioactive 
elements were moving through an ecosystem. 

03-00:40:03 
Resh: That was Krumholz as well, He was at Oak Ridge for a long time, then he 

taught at Indiana for a while. And actually, I think probably his death—he had 
numerous cancers over the course of his life—was due to all his work with 
radiation. One of the big projects that we had in the lab was a long-term study 
on a Kentucky stream called Doe Run, which is still a very, very famous 
stream for the research done there. Wilbur Minckley eventually went to 
Arizona State and was a very famous fish ecologist. He did his dissertation on 
that project. Krumholz did a lot of follow-up studies. And, again, some old-
time scientific superstitions were involved. On the Solstice and the Equinox, 
when day length was the shortest and longest of the year, we all would get out 
to Doe Run before dawn, and Krumholz would spike this stream with 
radioactivity. By choosing those days, the variable of day length was omitted 
in long-term studies. And I remember he would again do this kind of dance 
where he'd have a watering can that he had put radioactive isotopes in in. He'd 
add a little water in it, then he'd put it in at the headwaters of the stream. Then 
all of us for the next several days, had to go take samples downstream to look 
at how the radiation was being accumulated in the fish, the insects, the plants. 
So yes, we all were exposed to a lot of those type projects, too. 

03-00:41:41 
Eardley-Pryor: That's fascinating. That does also make me think, with Louisville being an 

access point for what's now, in tourist terms, coined as the Bourbon Trail, all 
of the bourbon distilleries that are around that area, from Makers Mark to 
Woodford Reserve and all these other ones. Did you have any kind of 
experience working with the bourbon industry while you were in Kentucky at 
the Water Resources Lab?  

03-00:42:06 
Resh: No, we didn't. That was a little too expensive for our taste. Mainly we were 

drinking beer. And I hate to say it, at Christmas parties we would take lab 
alcohol and mix it with sodas. To this day, I can't drink Orange Crush because 
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we would always mix lab alcohol with Orange Crush. I remember Neff telling 
me he ended up out of the mall on the way home from a lab party, and he had 
no idea how he got there. And we had these incredible headaches because it 
would dehydrate us because it was 200 proof alcohol that we were adding to 
the soda. And, again, it just was sort of the times. We were just doing that and 
there was a lot of camaraderie. Everybody does crazy stuff when they're 
graduate students anyway.  

03-00:42:41 
Eardley-Pryor: That's the truth.  

03-00:42:52 
Resh: I don't know if I ever tasted bourbon when I was in Kentucky. 

03-00:42:55 
Eardley-Pryor: I was wondering if the industry ever came to the Water Resources Lab for any 

kind of research partnerships. 

03-00:43:01 
Resh: They could have with some of the chemists that were involved, but not that I 

know. And it could have happened afterwards. Although, once Krumholz and 
Neff died, the lab fell apart. It didn't continue. One of my former grad 
students, who was at Oregon State then, was offered a position to take that 
over, and he went to Notre Dame instead.  

03-00:43:25 
Eardley-Pryor: Who was that? Was that Gary Lamberti?? 

03-00:43:26 
Resh: Gary, yes. 

03-00:43:29 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, great. I had a wonderful, wonderful time talking with him in preparation 

for your and my discussion here. 

03-00:43:34 
Resh: Yes. He has had a great career. 

03-00:43:36 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. He seemed like a really great guy. You can hear the passion in his voice 

about the work that he does, similar to you. And I can just picture him being a 
wonderful teacher, as well. 

03-00:43:47 
Resh: Yes. He was, actually, my first graduate student. A couple of them finished 

around the same time and both of Gary and Steve Balling claimed to be first. 
But yes, both were very good. 
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03-00:43:57 
Eardley-Pryor: Let's get into a discussion about your research, your specific dissertation 

research at Louisville, and how you came to take on what you did. What was 
it that you studied, and how did that become the focus of your dissertation? 

03-00:44:10 
Resh: Within the scope of the pre-impoundment survey that we were all engaged in 

at that time, there was a lot of flexibility of what to deal with as a dissertation 
topic. When I first started in the lab, Neff mentioned that there were four 
species in one genus of insects that were called caddisflies and they were 
living in Brashears Creek and the Salt River. And he said, "You know, Mr. 
Resh, you should go out and just take a look at them and see if you can see 
what's interesting about them." And sure enough, they were fascinating. One 
was feeding on freshwater sponge. Sponge has actually always been thought 
of as the one animal that's completely impervious to predation because they 
have these spicules in their bodies that are actually made of silica and would 
be like eating ground glass. They also have a twenty-four carbon-chain fatty 
acid, which are indigestible, and they would fold back on themselves, build 
up, and cause the equivalent of a heart attack in the predator. So, that was one 
of the species I studied.  

03-00:45:07 
 Another species was in such huge densities out there that I could do studies of 

its population dynamics, and then look at energy flow through that population. 
And then there were a couple of other species that were less abundant but 
common as well. The whole emphasis starting with these four species was on 
their response to water quality, and I was interested in developing water 
quality indicators. The problem with the Salt River at the time and Brashears 
Creek was that the water quality was pretty good. There were no real 
problems with it. So, I expanded my studies to look at the genus, which was 
Athripsodes, throughout eastern North America in terms of coming up with 
ways of identifying the larval stages and then looking at the habitats and the 
water quality that they were found in, looking at water chemistry and 
everything else. So, if you can identify them and know their tolerance, you 
could use them as indicators of water quality. 

03-00:45:52 
Eardley-Pryor: This idea of using the larvae for indicators of water quality, that becomes such 

a prominent part of your research for the next decades, right? 

03-00:46:01 
Resh: Forever, yes.  

03-00:46:02 
Eardley-Pryor: Right. And you take similar projects from Kentucky in this dissertation across 

parts of North America, and then you expand that research all around the 
world throughout your career. How did your sense that this was the way to go 
after water quality indicators, to look at these larval stages? 
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03-00:46:20 
Resh: Well, the philosophical origins and scientific basis of this idea was that if you 

look at water chemistry or physical measurements, which at that time was all 
that water quality criteria were based on, you are looking at an instantaneous 
measurement. So, you have a measurement of the amounts of mercury, lead, 
or the percent dissolved oxygen in the water. What that really means is that 
you have a snapshot, you've taking a photo, and your idea of the water quality 
is based on that photo. However, this photo only represents one point in time. 
If you could incorporate biological organisms in water quality assessments, 
then you're getting a reflection of past conditions as well, because all these 
organisms are living there for long periods of time. And so, for example, if 
you take a sample from the bottom of a river and everything is very small and 
with a short life cycle, you know that there's probably regular pollution 
incidents, because nothing that has, say, a two- or three-year life cycle can get 
through that type of pollution event. So, what you're doing is you're adding a 
videotape or a movie representing the past conditions, plus able to make 
projections into the future if the water quality changes. And this is actually the 
philosophical approach that I developed in Louisville talking with Neff, 
Krumholz, and people in the lab, and then started, eventually, to write about it. 
The idea before that, when people that wanted to look at biological monitoring 
was analogous to "the canary in the mineshaft." The canary would die and you 
know something was wrong. Whereas what we were trying to say was, "No, 
it's far more than that. You're limiting it if you just look at that. You can be 
better and even predictive about this." And so, this is really where that all 
started.  

03-00:48:03 
Eardley-Pryor: So taking the time perspective on that. I'm wondering—you also are involved 

in life histories research, both here and throughout your career. How does that 
fold into this broader approach you're talking about, a camera versus a 
videotape? 

03-00:48:20 
Resh: Well, we now refer to that more broadly as species traits or life-history traits. 

In other words, what are the characteristics of the species' life history? The 
length of a generation or generation-time is one species trait. In other words, 
how long it takes to go from egg to adult. As I said if only species that have 
these short generation times occur in a stream, it could indicate that that the 
stream doesn't have chronic pollution. But the species with a short generation 
time could probably be very successful in terms of withstanding periodic 
pollution. An animal that's generation time in the water is for two or three 
years would need a period free of pollution events. So that was one of the life 
history characteristics we were looking at. Another one was: what type of 
food source do they have? Is it a food source that's going to disappear? Some 
edible diatoms can be replaced by green or blue-green algae under polluted 
conditions, which can be far less nutritious or even inedible. Another is the 
ability to drift downstream or to move within the stream. Say there's a big spill 
of sediment. To be able to move to an area that's not affected is an advantage. 
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And even in response to pesticides, to be able to get out of there is an 
advantage. So, what these life history traits that we were looking at were 
basically what are the things in their biology that would hurt or help them in 
terms of dealing with pollution?  

03-00:49:36 
So that was really where I got that idea. And then the other thing I started to 
think about was that every meeting or conference that I went to they'd end up 
talks saying, "Well, if we knew more about the biology of the organisms, we'd 
be able to answer this question better." And that was when I started to think, 
"Well, let's look at the biology and relate it to potential influences on the 
insects' water quality tolerances." And then I took these Athripsodes 
caddisflies and really looked at them in detail. And I was very lucky at the 
time because at University of Georgia there was a graduate student whose 
name was John Morse who was also looking at Athripsodes, but from the 
adults in terms of their evolutionary relationships. And there was someone in 
England, Ian Wallace, who was looking at them in terms of their morphology 
and evolutionary relationships. So, we were all in communication. We were 
sharing a lot of information about their evolutionary relationships and it 
became clear that pollution tolerance could follow that direction as well, say 
in terms of feeding habits and evolution of the mouth parts to obtain food. 
Actually, when we all finished, we all wrote a paper together combining all of 
this, especially about sponge feeding, into a discussion on the evolution of 
sponge feeding. This was like the oddest thing imaginable, being able to not 
only feed on sponge, but it's their only food source. That's all they eat. So, if 
the sponge disappears because it's got very low pollution tolerance, the animal 
disappears. 

03-00:51:01 
Eardley-Pryor: How are you able to do research that is incorporating an evolutionary 

perspective? You mentioned the snapshot and that being just this one moment 
in time. You're trying to—you framed it as a videotape, so you can get a little 
bit of the past. But evolution is a different kind of timescale. 

03-00:51:20 
Resh: Sure. 

03-00:51:19 
Eardley-Pryor: How are you able to incorporate an evolutionary perspective in your research? 

03-00:51:24 
Resh: So, for example, if you think of what something is feeding on, the best way to 

tell what they evolved to feed on is to look at the morphology and shape of 
their mouth parts. For example, if they have mouth parts that have very sharp 
pincers, you know it evolved to be a predator. If its mouth parts look like they 
are like little shovels, that they can scrape diatoms off, you knew they evolved 
to be algal grazers or diatom feeders. If they looked at things that could like 
macerate tissue, they are probably evolved to shred coarse material. But 
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whether they have to exclusively feeding on something based on their mouth 
parts is probably not true. So, let's say that we have an animal that's feeding on 
algae and a nice little worm comes along. It's going to eat the worm because 
it's going to get protein from it. But in terms of the evolutionary background 
of how these animals started out, they are adapted to feed on algae and that 
really was the key to understanding how you use species traits.  

03-00:52:20 
Eardley-Pryor: Interesting. The mouth parts. And the genus that you're focusing on, the 

Athripsodes that you talked about, these are the caddisflies? 

03-00:52:27 
Resh: Yes. 

03-00:52:28 
Eardley-Pryor: And they all have these different species within that broader order or genus, 

which have these differently evolved mouth pieces? 

03-00:52:36 
Resh: Right, right. Well, it turns out there probably are more caddisflies in the world 

than species of birds. They're very, very diverse. Again, the key to developing 
this indicator organism concept that we always emphasize is there are tens of 
thousands of aquatic insects, maybe over 30,000 species in California alone. 
They have all these different tolerances to water pollution. They occur in all 
these different habitats. That if, somehow, we could work through on how the 
biology relates to the pollution tolerances, this really is going to be something 
that's a great tool for water quality assessments. And actually, all over the 
world they use this approach now. They're using this more widely than they 
were using just water chemistry. They're still using measurements of water 
chemistry because that works very well for regulatory purposes, such as the 
amount of nitrate or amount of nitrate in the water. But if you look at, 
especially developing countries, this is what they rely on entirely. 

03-00:53:29 
Eardley-Pryor: The biological indicators? 

03-00:53:31 
Resh: Yes. The biological indicators.  

03-00:53:33 
Eardley-Pryor: That makes me question: is there an opportunity for better or different kind of 

regulation in the industrialized world to incorporate these biological indicators 
rather than just keep it as chemical analysis? 

03-00:53:47 
Resh: Oh, there are. Every state has certain biological requirements or standards, 

whether it be a mathematical index of the diversity of organisms in the 
community or whether it be the percent of pollution-intolerant organisms 
present. There are scores of different metrics that have been developed and are 
incorporated in monitoring programs. 
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03-00:54:16 
Eardley-Pryor: I see. So they are being used in regulation. 

03-00:54:19 
Resh: And, again, they've gotten much more sophisticated. They now have very 

good statistical methods that they use in monitoring. The people that I worked 
with on the Fraser River in British Columbia were great in coming up with 
multivariate models that are now widely used over large geographic areas. 
After examining sometimes hundreds of different sites they use this analysis 
to form clusters of sites, based on the insects and the invertebrates they find 
that have pollution tolerant organisms, and they can distinguish these from 
clusters of sites that do not. It's not relying on single organisms; it's relying on 
groups of organisms now.  

We went past that single organism approach some time ago but it still is the 
underlying basis of the whole biological monitoring approach. For example, in 
the seventies we were looking at a genus like Athripsodes, which actually 
John Morse changed the name to Ceraclea. Taxonomists always love to do 
this. The genus that we studied was especially useful in the sense that the 
genus contained species that were both tolerant and intolerant of water 
pollution. And it turns out that this is true of many groups of aquatic insects. 
But that alone is not going to be useful if you are studying a very highly 
polluted system. So that's why we started expanding and looking really at 
pollution tolerances at broader levels than just within a genus like 
Athripsodes. And we actually, just a few years ago, we had a student in the lab 
visiting from Taiwan that really did an extensive mathematical analysis of 
how to do that. 

03-00:55:45 
Eardley-Pryor: It's cool to see how that was evolved over time. I'm curious about the work, 

again, that you did around evolution with John Morse and Ian Wallace—and 
more so, about how social relationships are formed in this period of the early 
1970s, where somebody in Georgia, somebody in Kentucky, and somebody in 
the United Kingdom are meeting one another and working on research 
together. How did that even happen? How did you meet? And then, how were 
you able to share materials pre-Internet? 

03-00:56:16 
Resh: Well, what we did is to write a lot of letters. I had heard about John Morse's 

research from another grad student that had heard about him at a conference. I 
just wrote him a letter and went down to see him. He was a grad student at the 
University of Georgia. And we did a couple of collecting trips together, and 
we just started corresponding regularly. And to this day, we're still very good 
friends. He was very interesting. He was raised in an orphanage. When he was 
about ten years old, he decided, unlike these other kids that he thought were 
going to end up in prison and have a rough life, he was going to be "a 
gentleman." He got a scholarship to Davison College, and then he married the 
daughter of an extremely wealthy owner of a big construction company in 
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Virginia. When I was at his house, I'd sleep on a couch that was more 
expensive than my car. He was and still is a good friend. Today he's still kind 
of a missionary about biological monitoring. He goes all around the world 
giving workshops on this topic. He's given well over a hundred workshops 
about how to do biomonitoring in developing countries. He works in 
Mongolia; he works in India and worldwide.  

03-00:57:44 
Eardley-Pryor: Did your work ever overlap again after this exchange during grad school? 

03-00:57:48 
Resh: We did a couple of papers together over the years, but he stayed concentrating 

on taxonomic and evolutionary relationship studies. What he does in these 
workshops is largely teach identifications. How do you identify them and then 
use the tools that other labs like mine developed to actually see how to 
analyze them in terms of water quality and use them for biological 
monitoring? So, he was teaching people how to identify them so that they'd 
learn how to use them in practical settings. 

03-00:58:12 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. What about Ian Wallace in the United Kingdom. How did you 

cross paths with him? 

03-00:58:18 
Resh: Again, through John Morse. I think we met a couple of times afterwards at 

meetings, but we never did anything together again. He went into museum 
management, I think at Newcastle, and got out of active research. He was in 
museum administration and setting up exhibits and things like that. People go 
all kinds of different ways after graduate school. 

03-00:58:44 
Eardley-Pryor: But during your work together, it was through letter writing? 

03-00:58:49 
Resh: All letter writing.  

03-00:58:52 
Eardley-Pryor: There's something to be said about that process, that you really have to 

formalize your explanation of ideas on paper, which then helps—you can 
leverage that later for actual academic writing. To be able to explain to 
somebody, not in person, but to explain it on paper in a way that they'll 
understand, and then to see where the ideas develop. It's a different kind of 
understanding of your own work, I feel like. 

03-00:59:15 
Resh: Yes, that's true. And also, remember, Roger, long-distance calls were 

expensive. If you're on a graduate student budget, and you're making a long-
distance call, you wanted to limit it to a few minutes. It wasn't like you'd could 
hold a two-hour conversation like you do now on Skype. 
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03-00:59:35 
Eardley-Pryor: Yes, I recall very well. My first girlfriend was a long-distance relationship. 

She went off to college and I was still in high school, and we couldn't call 
each other in the early-1990s because it was too damned expensive. This was 
pre-email for us, and so, we wrote letters. So, I can understand the importance 
of writing and the power that it has in forming your own thoughts and getting 
your own feelings out through your words differently than you would on the 
phone. 

03-01:00:01 
Resh: Yes. And the other thing at Louisville, they really pushed us to go to a lot of 

meetings. I remember they would load us in a car, and we'd go to Arkansas for 
a fisheries meeting or Michigan for a stream ecology meeting. So, several 
times a year they made sure we were hearing talks and getting new ideas. 
And, again, Krumholz was great in introducing us to everybody. I know I'm 
repeating myself, but he and Neff were really dedicated to making sure that 
grad students did well on the job market. Now, if Krumholz didn't like 
somebody, he could make their life miserable. And he would have feuds with 
people, but they tended to be feuds with people at his level or higher. He was 
usually very kind to people that he viewed as, how do I say, below him or 
with younger people. 

03-01:00:56 
Eardley-Pryor: There wasn't any punching down. 

03-01:00:59 
Resh: Right, exactly. I didn't know that expression but it's a good way of putting it. 

03-01:01:00 
Eardley-Pryor: They both sound like amazing people. I can understand how you maintained 

your connection with them for the rest of their lives. 

03-01:01:06 
Resh: Oh, I loved them both. I really did. 

03-01:01:08 
Eardley-Pryor: There's some story that came out of your dissertation research, or this time 

period, that involves studies of the Leptoceridae. 

03-01:01:16 
Resh: Yes. 

03-01:01:17 
Eardley-Pryor: What is Leptoceridae, and what was the story? 

03-01:01:18 
Resh: When I was doing all this work with Athripsodes, I was collecting all kinds of 

other things and looking at them, just trying to learn how to do accurate 
identifications. And I found this species that had never been described. It was 
unknown to science. It was absolutely beautiful. It was pure white, and I 
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thought, "Well, it'd be fun to describe this." So, I've pinned it like a butterfly. 
And I really had to learn how to pin insects. I never really knew how to do 
that. And I'm using a very good microscope in another professor's lab who 
was, again, a very nice to me. I'm in the lab and I'm drawing the venation of 
the wings. And somebody comes in and tells a joke, and I laugh. And I look 
down, and I've blown the wings off of this totally new species! So, I can't use 
it anymore. And I realize then that this type of work is not something that is in 
the future for me. I packed up my stuff, thanked him, and it was never 
described. I did end up describing a few species of caddisflies down the road, 
but that's another story. I did name one after Dr. Neff. Someone else named 
one after me. 

03-01:02:21 
Eardley-Pryor: That's a fantastic story. It does raise a question about knowing the difference 

between a new species and just some sort of new variant—I mean, an actual 
different speciation versus just finding a mutant. 

03-01:02:36 
Resh: See, now, that's one thing that was great about working with fish first and then 

with insects, because people that work with fish tend to understand 
morphological variation within a species much better than entomologists. 
They get an appreciation that a species is not fixed, is not necessarily 
morphologically rigid. People that work with insects tend to be more rigid. 
They don't expect a lot of variation, and if they see variation, they tend to 
think it's a new species. So, again, that exposure that I had in the lab, like 
talking about the all-nighter identifying Tennessee River fish was a great 
experience. We were seeing a lot of variation within a species, but you learn 
what those limits are. Remember the definition of a species is the ability to 
produce fertile offspring. A species can mate with members of their own 
species but not with other species. 

03-01:03:16 
Eardley-Pryor: How do you know what that is with applicability to an insect then? How did 

you know that this thing you had in front of you, that you blew the wings off 
of, was actually a different species and not just a variant? 

03-01:03:25 
Resh: Well, one of the keys is you look at the genitals. You look at the structure of 

the males especially. The females are more difficult because the structures are 
internal. So, in this population that I worked on in terms of population 
dynamics and energy flow, if you looked at its tail end, the male claspers that 
he uses to grab the female during mating looked like this [motions with hands 
narrowly separated]. Suddenly, I found a variant that looked like this 
[motions differently with hands widely separated]. 

03-01:03:52 
Eardley-Pryor: More wide-open. 
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03-01:03:53 
Resh: Which would mean that there would have to be totally different 

morphological contact between the male and the female. So that clearly must 
have been a different species. Another was when I found a species that was 
very similar to one that had morphologically similar genitals but one was able 
to feed on freshwater sponge, the other wasn't. And this biochemical ability to 
break down twenty-four carbon fatty acids is so unusual that it probably was 
new. One of my grad students, actually who I just talked to the other night, 
was doing a lot of genetic work. And what he found was that there were new 
species that turned out to be genetically different species, even though the 
adults looked the same. But when he looked at the adults in genetic 
groupings—say the genitals coupled with the genetics, he found minor but 
consistent differences. A lot of it is having a good eye and kind of thinking 
about how this would be meaningful biologically. To me, if you think about 
how the male and female genitals would go together, if the structure would 
still allow that, then let's say it's just a variant but not a new species. If it 
suddenly wouldn't allow it, and you're seeing not just one individual but 
several individuals, you begin to think that this is probably a new species.  

03-01:05:15 
Eardley-Pryor: Fascinating. Is that a common thing to have the sexual organs be the point 

where evolution is making its biggest changes? 

03-01:05:22 
Resh: Yes. With insects that's probably where it is. For most insects, that's really 

where you see differences. 

03-01:05:27 
Eardley-Pryor: Fascinating. 

03-01:05:30 
Resh: The lock and key. It's really the way it works. 

03-01:05:33 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. And as you had also said, too, the type of mouth, a part of the mouth 

that evolved. 

03-01:05:38 
Resh: For the larvae, yes, because some of these adults are non-feeding. Caddisfly 

adults don't feed at all. Their gut is dead ended. They can't even absorb 
anything except maybe a little sugar water or some plant nectar. 

03-01:05:54 
Eardley-Pryor: Is that because they have such a short adulthood, a short lifecycle? 

03-01:05:56 
Resh: It's more that they have a short adult life because they don't feed in that stage. 

But the idea is that for all these short-lived insects, they emerge, they find a 
mate, they disperse, they die. That's it. 
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03-01:06:09 
Eardley-Pryor: Okay, getting back to the dissertation itself. What was your experience like 

writing the dissertation and then defending it? 

03-01:06:16 
Resh: Well, I had to do a lot of illustrations for this key that I produced to identify 

the larvae of Athripsodes. And I remember I had to learn, first of all, how to 
do these illustrations. How to get a three-dimensional effect so it looked like 
the illustration was popping out of the paper. And I remember stippling and 
stippling for hours as I was doing this. I used an ink pen and put a dot on the 
drawing at a time. And so, near the margins, the dots are close together, and 
then as you get to the center of the drawing they get farther and farther apart. 
This provides a 3-D look to the drawing. And while doing this stippling, I 
would listen to the Watergate hearings while I was making the drawings, and I 
remember John Dean coming out saying that there were tapes. I remember 
saying, "Oh, my God," at this news, hitting my pen to the paper, and ink went 
all over my drawing. So that was quite a memory. 

03-01:07:01 
 I would get up very early, and I would do a lot of data entry early in the 

morning. Writing has, I think I mentioned, always come easy to me. I also 
would write an hour a day. Even to this day, I don't write more than an hour at 
a time. But I write every day. That still works well for me. And I prepare 
outlines. I learned at Georgetown the importance of outlining a paper. 
Compared with other people I've worked with; I tend to write a little more 
flowery than a lot of scientists do. So over the years, I've had editors wanting 
to pull some of this out, and me trying to argue to get a little of it back in to 
make it more readable. Sometimes I've been successful, sometimes not. But 
no, I've never had the writer's block that's common.  

03-01:07:55 
 What I would do is that I'd stop writing after an hour, or I'd stop writing after 

I've written four pages. And then I would do that with my students, too. Just 
write an hour a day or four pages. Whichever comes first, you stop. And it's 
better that you stop so that tomorrow you're anxious to come back and write 
again. It's worked for me, and I've seen it work for a lot of other people too. 

03-01:09:28 
Eardley-Pryor: When you talk about writing and the importance of outlining to support that, 

are those similar time periods? That hour that you're spending, does that 
include outlining? Or are you just talking about writing actual prose, creating 
prose? 

 

03-01:08:36 
Resh: No. I would be thinking about the outline all the time in the back of my mind. 

Sometimes, when I'm taking a shower, I get an idea about how to do it. The 
other thing is that I write very stylistically in that the first sentence of every 
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paragraph reflects what the rest of the paragraph would say. After I'd have a 
good opening sentence, I'd always say, "Can I follow it with 'for example?'" 
And if I couldn't follow it with "for example," it wasn't a good opening 
sentence. I had a lot of self-imposed rules, that I would use to make my 
writing easier. 

03-01:09:13 
Eardley-Pryor: Did you develop those yourself, or was that something from Georgetown or 

from Louisville that you took on? 

03-01:09:17 
Resh: I think I took it on from a lot of different people. Certainly, the idea of just 

writing small amounts at a time I got from Neff. That was his idea. Outlining, 
I probably got from Georgetown. 

03-01:09:34 
Eardley-Pryor: It's always fascinating to hear how such a prolific publisher like yourself, to 

hear what their writing process is. Because it really is a specialized thing. 
Unless you have that ability to be a good consistent writer, you won't survive 
in the research and academic world, where you've had such success. 

03-01:09:51 
Resh: Well, colleagues that I want to talk about in detail later, Dave Rosenberg and 

Bernhard Statzner, had very different ways of writing. They could concentrate 
on writing, editing, or checking page proofs for eight hours a day. I could only 
do this for an hour or two at most. So, when we worked together, they always 
accused me of spending a lot of time fooling around, that I'd go for swims or 
I'd go off to a movie. The thing is that if I forced myself to write under 
deadlines or too long at one sitting or when I wasn't in the right mood, I'd just 
get too stressed out. I wouldn't enjoy it. However, I have this routine that 
works for me and is efficient and not stressful. But it did look like I was 
fooling around. I think maybe even some of my early students, like Gary 
Lamberti, may have thought this too, because I remember he used to think he's 
working so hard and I'm just running around doing more fun stuff. But that, to 
me, is the way I work. I can be very focused and efficient but only if I do it for 
a short period of time and when I'm ready to do it. This was true for writing 
grants, articles, reports, or anything else. A consequence of this is that I tried 
to avoid writing when deadlines approached but doing it well in advance. 

03-01:10:57 
Eardley-Pryor: That routine that you mentioned in grad school, of waking up early in the 

morning, is that something you still do as your writing time? 

03-01:11:03 
Resh: Not now. No longer. When I was on the Delta Science Board, which was the 

last of the big writing projects that I had, to work on every day I would get up 
and start after breakfast and reading the paper. Say from 10:00 to 11:00, or 
10:00 to 11:30, I would write reports and reviews of programs. But as before, 
I would do it every day.  
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03-01:11:26 
Eardley-Pryor: I'm also cognizant that you had a young son early in your graduate school 

experience. So what was that like being a new father, having a wife, and also 
being involved in your academic work life? 

03-01:11:39 
Resh: Well, like when I was entering data on keypunch cards, I would take Jon over 

to the computer center with me and he would just play pushing the buttons. 
These were huge machines. I don't know if you'd ever seen one.  

03-01:11:51 
Eardley-Pryor: I've never seen them, no. So, describe them if you could. 

03-01:11:53 
Resh: It was like a typewriter in a big metal desk and you would push an entry 

button and a card would go in for me to enter data on the card, and then after 
finishing, I'd push another button and the card would come out. I would have 
like eighty fields that I'd be entering numbers in. Whatever Jon pressed 
buttons, cards would come in and out. But it kept him occupied for hours. I 
would always take him over to the lab with me when I did that in the 
evenings. We had a big computer center in the basement of our building.  

03-01:12:24 
 Our building was actually off-campus. It was about a block off the main 

campus and it was an old building. It's actually now luxury apartments or 
condos. It was an old Reynolds Aluminum factory and it had four large floors 
with big offices and big spaces for the fish collections, the bird collections, 
and material from different labs. The archeologists and geologists were over 
there so they needed a lot of storage space. It was great for anybody that 
needed a lot of space. It was marvelous.  

03-01:13:07 
Eardley-Pryor: You had mentioned that you expanded your dissertation research beyond the 

Kentucky and Tennessee River area to broader parts of the United States. I'm 
wondering, did Linda and Jon ever join you on these research trips. 

03-01:13:20 
Resh: No, never. For one thing, I was traveling long distances in a state vehicle. Jon 

was a toddler. And I was always staying either with friends that I'd sleep on 
the floor of someone that I knew as friends of friends. And plus, Linda was in 
graduate school. And she didn't want to go away. Her idea was staying in 
hotels and, of course, I couldn't do that. I don't think I ever stayed in a hotel on 
any of those trips. Sometimes I'd camp but usually I'd find a friend of a friend 
and I'd stay at their house. Again, it was always very social, very nice. 
Sometimes professors put me up in their houses, which was very nice.  

03-01:14:11 
Eardley-Pryor: What was your experience like of defending your dissertation? 
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03-01:14:15 
Resh: I don't remember much about it other than it was not unpleasant. I had decided 

to go to Ball State when I did that, so I already knew I had a job. Everybody 
who was on my committee was very supportive. I had a geologist on my 
committee because Pleistocene geology was also something I was interested 
in. So I had the geologist Kai Gaury, a couple of entomologists Stuart Neff 
and Charlie Covell, and Louis Krumholz, a fish biologist. And the defense 
was open to the public. It was kind of fun. I remember it was like giving a 
seminar. I certainly knew the topic better than anybody else in the room. And 
I'd had enough experience speaking by then that I was comfortable giving the 
presentation. We must have used dipositive slides then.  

03-01:15:09 
Eardley-Pryor: What does that mean? 

03-01:15:10 
Resh: Oh, the two-by-two slides. Just about the time that I was finishing, The 

Beachmont Garden Club gave a cash award to a graduate student each year, 
and I remember getting it, and I gave a bunch of slides of plants and flowers. I 
talked about my dissertation for about two minutes, and then I said, "But the 
nice part about doing this is you get to walk in the woods," and I'd show them 
pictures of trilliums and other plants.  

03-01:15:47 
Eardley-Pryor: I have a note, too, that you taught at Jefferson Community College. 

03-01:15:51 
Resh: I had actually forgotten I had done that. I don't remember if it was for two or 

three semesters. But when I was writing my dissertation, I thought it'd be great 
to earn a little extra money by teaching a general biology course. Several of us 
in the lab were doing that from what I remember as we were getting ready to 
finish. It was like two or three days a week for an hour. And it was close by 
and easy to park. I enjoyed it because it had a lot of adult students in it. And 
the kids just out of high school would ask goofy questions like can a human 
and a sheep mate and what's the offspring look like. They were not academic. 
They were there just to learn something and see if they wanted to go to 
college. But it was a lot of fun.  

03-01:17:03 
Eardley-Pryor: Was part of your interest in taking on that teaching role, was that something 

that you are just drawn to, to teach? Was it something conscious in thinking 
about preparing for an academic career perhaps? Or was it really just about 
having some extra money? 

03-01:17:16 
Resh: I think it was just to earn a little extra money and I liked doing it. When I was 

finishing at Louisville, like at numerous times in my life, I was thinking of 
different options. I was thinking of maybe going on a post-doc to the 
University of Toronto. I interviewed at Duke Power, which was a huge 
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hydropower and actually nuclear energy power company. They flew me to 
South Carolina. I thought about consulting firms, big engineering firms like 
Dames & Moore and some of the others. And then I went to a meeting, I'm 
trying to think where it was, somewhere in the Midwest and I met this 
professor whose name was Tom McComish. He was a fisheries biologist from 
Ball State in Muncie, Indiana. He went to a paper I had given at that meeting. 
He came up and talked to me, and he liked the paper. We started talking more 
and he said, "Well, would you be interested in taking a one-year appointment 
at Ball State?" And I said, "Do you have one?" He said, "No, but I think I can 
arrange one for you," because they always needed people to teach general 
biology and stuff like that. It was non-committal on both of our parts. He 
arranged a phone interview. They hired me. I mean the phone interview was 
pretty bizarre. They were looking at my undergraduate transcript and asking 
me, "Why did you get a C in this course?" But they hired me. I clearly didn't 
want to go work for Duke Power.  

03-01:18:43 
Eardley-Pryor: Why? 

03-01:18:44 
Resh: Well, I probably considered consulting when I was getting ready to graduate 

having watched the consulting that Krumholz was doing and Neff was doing 
to a lesser extent, and I thought these are the guys that really make a 
difference. They're being brought in as experts. And maybe that's the way 
change is going to come about, by being a consultant. The mistake that I made 
was that while they listened to Krumholz they may not have listened to a lot 
of other consultants. And very often by the time NEPA was fully 
implemented, and this would have been 1973, the letter of the law rather than 
the spirit of the law was taking over. So professional consultants were just 
kind of checking more and more boxes, especially these professional 
consultants that did it for a living. I thought this is not for me. At various 
times in my life I had gotten advice about the values of being in consulting but 
it was always clear to me that doing it part-time, where I had a certain amount 
of independence, I could say no to projects, worked better for me. Just 
yesterday I had someone from a consulting firm write to me and say, "I've got 
this data set that I don't understand. Would you be willing to help me with it?" 
And whenever anybody says that you know it means the data set is likely 
pretty weak. So, I gave him somebody else's name to contact. I realized that 
consulting is not really what I wanted to do as a living. 

03-01:20:20 
 The other thing about consulting that I've seen—and a lot of my students have 

done very, very well in consulting in terms of salaries and income—is that 
there can be a day-to-day change in what's important. What's important today 
may not be important tomorrow. You put all your effort into this and then 
suddenly there's an agreement, a settlement, a contract changes. "Okay, now 
let's go on to the next thing." I've gotten stuck in a couple of those projects 
over the years. I certainly wouldn't want to do that for my whole life. 
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03-01:20:52 
 So, I'm trying to decide what to do as a career. The post-doc looked great. It 

was following up on what I had done on my dissertations with Glenn Wiggins 
that I had known quite well because I had spent a lot of time in his lab in 
Toronto. And then when I got this one-year appointment at Ball State they 
said, "You know—" 

03-01:21:09 
Eardley-Pryor: Who's they? 

03-01:21:10 
Resh: Neff and Glenn Wiggins, who was the post-doc advisor. They said, "You may 

not get as good a job even after three years of post-doc as you've got with just 
the potential of a one-year that could lead to multiple years."  

03-01:21:23 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, okay. Well, I was going to ask why would that be the case at Ball State? 

Why would you take a one-year temporary position versus a three-year post-
doc of deeper research and affiliation with a pretty nice university? 

03-01:21:39 
Resh: That's a good question. I'm not sure why I made that choice. I don't know. 

Maybe I thought it was just worth trying. The post-doc would have just been 
more of the same. I wouldn't have learned anything new. And I would have 
been in a more formal environment compared to when I was at Louisville.  

03-01:22:03 
Eardley-Pryor: How common was it for a one-year position to turn into something more 

permanent at this time in 1973? 

03-01:22:09 
Resh: I don't know. I went there thinking, well, it's probably going to last longer than 

that. I think even Tom McComish said that it probably could last more than 
one year. And I know a lot of their temporary appointments did last for more 
than one year. What I didn't expect was to be made permanent that first year. 
That was a big change. 

03-01:22:34 
Eardley-Pryor: What was going on with your discussions with Linda? Where was she in her 

graduate program, and where were you at in your plans? 

03-01:22:41 
Resh: Well, she picked a potential thesis topic in linguistics and she was very 

interested in looking at the language of the environmental movement. She was 
working with a linguist. She was in the master's program at that time. And she 
just didn't want to leave.  

One of the things that was becoming more and more apparent to me is that 
what I was choosing to do with my life was really something that was in a 
way not what she would like me to do in terms of a career. I remember once 
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we were in New York visiting my parents and I had gone down to the 
American Museum of Natural History and I had talked to the head of the 
entomology department there named Jerry Rosen. And he was saying, "Gee, 
it'd be great if we went into aquatics. We don't have anybody that's doing 
aquatic work here. Tell me about what you're doing and going on." He said, 
"Well, maybe send me your resumé." And this is an opportunity to work with 
aquatic insects and everything that I was interested in. I go back home and I'm 
telling her this and she's, "Oh, isn't that nice? American Museum, living in 
New York." And later she's talking to a friend of hers from college, and 
remember she went to kind of an exclusive women's college, Marymount. 
And she was saying, "Oh, Vince just went down to the American Museum and 
somebody was talking to him about a job." And the friend said, "Well, what 
would be the job?" And she said, "Well, he'd be one of the curators of 
aquatic—" and she paused and said, "—fishes." Well, that wasn't the job at all. 
And I got this indication that she was embarrassed to say I studied insects. 
And I thought, "Wait a second. This is not good." And so that was sort of the 
first indication that our marriage was in trouble. And then when I went to Ball 
State she didn't go. I think she came up either Thanksgiving or Christmas. Or 
in-between I should say probably. And by Easter she left and never came back 
again. She wanted to live in Louisville. 

03-01:24:55 
Eardley-Pryor: I'm just picturing what that was like for both of you. You leave to go to 

Muncie, Indiana. She goes for a bit, but comes back to Louisville. And I 
assume she had Jon. 

03-01:25:06 
Resh: Yes. Although I went back at least every other weekend to see Jon. I was still 

staying with her but there were clearly problems between us by that time. And 
then I would bring Jon up to Muncie. I remember taking him to see the 
Shaggy Dog, which was a little kid's movie and giving him popcorn. Of 
course, he loved cheese. And I remember him being constipated for the entire 
week from all that binding food!  

03-01:25:46 
 So I go to Ball State where I teach several courses, ichthyology, which is the 

study of fishes, limnology, which is the studies of lakes, and a section of 
General Biology. The faculty was very nice. There were some people that 
were very good. Ball State at that time had about 15,000 students. It was a 
former teachers' college that the Ball Canning Company had set up as a 
college for their employees. But they were really looking to expand and 
become more of a research university. They weren't going to be Indiana 
University or Purdue, but maybe they could be like Indiana State. The chair, 
Jerry Nesbitt, was very supportive. 

03-01:26:53 
Eardley-Pryor: Who are some of these people that come to mind? 
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03-01:26:53 
Resh: Well, Tom McComish, of course, who was the one that helped hire me, and 

was really a good and supportive friend. I remember the first semester I got 
my evaluations back. And I'm reading them. And they're very good, that I'm 
enthusiastic, et cetera. It was mostly graduate students that were in the 
limnology and ichthyology classes or at least a good portion of them were 
graduate students. They really liked that we did field trips in the White River 
and everything else we did. In the evaluations of the general biology course, 
there was a freshman or sophomore comment that I remember to this day. I 
remember the wording, "I think these evaluations are just bullshit but, on 
October 12th, Resh taught the entire class with his zipper open." So, I read this 
and I'm just—Christ, what does this mean? So, again, Jerry Nesbitt always 
had an open office. He was a head, he wasn't a chair, so he had a lot of power. 
I go in and I said, "Jerry, please look at this." And I'm talking to him, and he's 
got his head buried in his hands. I'm wondering what is he thinking? Finally, 
he says, "Don't worry about it." They had a faculty lounge there. Maybe an 
hour later, I walk into the faculty lounge and everybody bursts out laughing. 
He had photocopied the comment and put a copy in everybody's mailbox. And 
that really broke the ice, and I never worried about it again. But every class 
after that, to this day. I check my zipper to make sure it's closed! And then 
actually, what was interesting, was that several male faculty members told me 
something like that had happened to them. It was a nice environment. But it 
was Indiana. The wacky, conservative religions were very powerful there. The 
faculty members would invite me to go with them to a park in the woods 
where they would drink beer. But they didn't want to invite the conservative 
people because they thought they would look bad having an outing like this. It 
was just really the exact opposite in terms of Louisville where we were even 
drinking lab alcohol at lab parties. But everybody was very helpful and 
friendly. 

03-01:29:24 
 While at Ball State I got this idea for a research proposal. I was trying to think 

where I got it from but it was for some work in, of all places, American 
Samoa. I saw a request for proposals. So, I went around and I said, "We can 
do this." And I got people from there, I got people I knew from other 
universities. I got a very famous turtle researcher from the University of 
Florida, Archie Carr, to go in on this proposal. We were finalists on a contract 
for a million dollars. So suddenly, my status is really high because, I mean, 
what would that be today—that's 1973. What would it be in today's dollars? A 
five or ten, million-dollar grant. So this looks pretty good. So they almost 
immediately made me permanent faculty after that, a tenure-track faculty 
member. 

03-01:30:10 
Eardley-Pryor: Bringing in a million-dollar grant. "We have to keep this guy around." 
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03-01:30:14 
Resh: Yes. My second year there they actually had part of my appointment to work 

other people about grants. It was maybe a third of my appointment or 
something like that. By that time, I was planning on leaving if I could. It 
wasn't really like an administrative position but I had some teaching relief to 
do this. It was just to be support if people had any questions about how to do 
it. I'm twenty-eight years old, and I'm telling these senior people how to write 
grants. 

03-01:30:44 
Eardley-Pryor: It speaks to your experience and training at Louisville, too. 

03-01:30:47 
Resh: Yes, that was great. I'm trying to think of anything else about Ball State— 

03-01:30:52 
Eardley-Pryor: You had told me, about Ball State, how that was the place where you really 

learned to teach. I'm wondering what that means to you. 

03-01:30:59 
Resh: Well, first of all, Ball State was the most supportive place I've ever been at. I 

remember being invited to present a paper at a meeting in Canada my first 
couple of months there. And after I got back, I got a letter from the chair 
congratulating me. Then I got a letter from the Dean. Then I got a letter from 
the Provost, then a letter from the President, all congratulating me on this 
invitation. And this was the exact opposite of Berkeley, where nobody cares 
what happens. It was really a very supportive environment. Because they had 
people that specialized in secondary education there were a lot of resources on 
how to teach and a lot of ideas on how to teach better. Like, across the hall 
from me was a young bright guy, Dan Ball, whose specialty was teaching 
biology and secondary education. He was always telling me the things he was 
doing about training teachers. I was in this milieu where teaching was really 
important. At Berkeley I never felt that I was in that milieu. It just wasn't 
really there to any great extent. There were people that were concerned about 
their teaching, but it was never that big a priority where people would give me 
ideas or talk about new approaches in teaching. But at Ball State, there were 
always people to talk to about how did you do this and how did you do that. 

And then also they had program in tropical biology that was just great. It was 
taught for a month in Belize and Guatemala, and they asked me if I was 
interested in teaching it. I taught the course with a plant physiologist from Ball 
State, Lee Hardman, a botanist from Eastern Michigan University, Dick 
Pippin, and a local ornithologist, Dora Weyer. All of us got along very well 
and we had a great time teaching the course. We ended up doing that for three 
summers, and the last summer was when I was already at Berkeley. The class 
was a mixture of Ball State students and those from other universities, with 
about 30 students in the class. It was taught though a consortium, The 
Associated Universities for International Education. Georgetown was part of it 
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and it was interesting seeing students from my alma mater as students less 
than a decade after I graduated.  

03-01:32:58 
Eardley-Pryor: Was that your first experience in doing tropical ecology and biology? 

03-01:33:01 
Resh: Well, other than Puerto Rico where we were doing parasites of birds.  

03-01:33:11 
Eardley-Pryor: It seems like, with the Puerto Rico experience, then especially teaching in 

Belize and Guatemala, this becomes a pattern that you continue for the rest of 
your career, going to international locations and teaching. 

03-01:33:19 
Resh: And I met a someone down there who had a master's degree in entomology. 

His name was Bill Hasse and he had a 1,000-acre farm. We became good 
friends and I think I may have mentioned that I bought a hundred acres of his 
farm. But it never amounted to anything. I'd go there to teach in the summer 
but then I'd make other trips on this research project that I had started down 
there. When I told my parents that I bought this farm, a hundred acres of this 
farm, I was already at Berkeley. So. my mother said, "What are you going to 
do with it?" As a wise-ass, I said, "Well, maybe I'll quit my job and I'll just go 
down there and grow coconuts." And at six o'clock the next morning my 
father calls and says, "Your mother has not slept all night. Would you tell her 
you were kidding?" I had a lot of fun with the farm down there. We had an 
idea of having an area set aside for conservation because there were tapirs that 
were on the property, which these large, long-nosed herbivores. But it never 
amounted to anything. He ended up selling it because it was going to be 
nationalized anyway. But it was a lot of fun having it. 

03-01:34:42 
Eardley-Pryor: Tell me, what was different about research in a tropical environment? Because 

it's something you continued later in your career, I'm thinking in particular in 
the South Pacific. But what's different about doing research on biological 
indicators or insect studies there, compared to your work in North America? 

03-01:35:01 
Resh: Well, the insects were much more diverse. So, if I picked a rock up in the 

stream and I look at—say there were twelve mayflies on it, which is another 
type of insect. If I looked at them closely, they could be as many as twelve 
different kinds. The biological diversity was really incredible down there. And 
that was really wonderful to see. The environmental regulations were non-
existent. People were running water through agricultural fields, like cotton, 
spraying it with pesticides and then just letting it go into rivers. So that was a 
big realization, that there was just virtually nothing that was going on there in 
terms of protecting the environment. A lot of the North Americans that had 
gone to farm down there were rugged individualist types. They wanted no 
intervention. They were, "It's my land, I do what the hell I want." So, there's a 
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lot of that I learned. And it was just a fabulous experience. We'd mist net for 
bats, and do bird and plant projects. We'd take students into caves to see 
vampire bats and the pools of digested blood beneath them, which had a 
horrible smell. But all of the different things that we would do were just 
wonderful and the students had a great experience. 

03-01:36:10 
Eardley-Pryor: Were there any kind of adventures? I'm picturing being down there. You're 

basically in your late twenties and going down there with these kids in their 
young twenties and teens even. Were there any kind of adventures that 
happened just for the sake of there being wild youth there, the college 
students? 

03-01:36:27 
Resh: Oh, sure. There were kids that may have been the first time in another 

country, who really went quite wild. We always had some problems. Because 
remember, Belize was British Honduras. It was a British colony until it gained 
full independence in 1981. There were still garrisons of British troops down 
there. And the co-eds, the young women in the class, would think these are 
like American soldiers. And these are like the furthest thing from it. These are 
rough and tumble guys that often went to the Army so they didn't have to go 
to prison. We had a lot of problems with them and the girls in the class. So 
that was one thing. We also had a lot of problems with the kids smoking 
marijuana. They couldn't do it anywhere near the class. There was a lot of 
interest in psychoactive mushrooms. Carlos Castaneda had just come out with 
his books on his experiences with them, so a lot of the students were trying to 
buy magic mushrooms. I think they were probably just giving them raisins or 
something like that, when they were selling them to the students. But it was 
really nice teaching there. And then I teamed up with a couple. He was at 
Northern Illinois University and then went to the University of Washington as 
a Dean and he was doing research on fish in Belize. And I would travel with 
them doing my insect work, and we all slept in their camper. 

03-01:38:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Who was that? 

03-01:38:02 
Resh: Dave Greenfield and his wife Terry, and they were a very nice couple. I still 

see them occasionally. I think he's retired to Pacific Grove. We're both 
Fellows of the California Academy of Sciences. When we'd have annual 
Fellows dinners, I'd see him there and we'd catch up and laugh about how 
young and foolish we were. I'll tell you though, that's where I really learned 
about biting insects. They had these insects called no-see-ums—tiny biting 
flies that actually transmit Chiclero's disease or leishmaniasis where your ear 
rots away from parasitic worms that are transmitted by these tiny flies. The 
Chiclero's would collect the sap, like for chiclets, for chewing gum. They go 
to the trees and they pierce them to get the gum out and these flies were in the 
leaf litter and would jump up a certain height so they tend to bite them on the 
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face. They spread a worm that would actually eat their ears away, so you'd see 
a lot of people with deformed ears down there. And actually, although they 
didn't spread disease, they were also a big problem in Tahiti, these no-see-
ums.  

03-01:39:10 
Eardley-Pryor: Fascinating. And, of course, then, disease-carrying parasites, or insects 

carrying these parasites, become a big part of your work.  

03-01:39:25 
Resh: And malaria was still a problem when I was there. Schistosomiasis was also 

still down there, so we had to make sure the kids would not go in water that 
was still, that they would only swim in water that was moving. We had to take 
anti-malarial drugs. In Guatemala, it was still a problem then. 

03-01:39:43 
Eardley-Pryor: I can see more and more how teaching at Ball State, especially these summer 

experiences, was a new type of teaching for you, a new experience, a new 
depth for you. 

03-01:39:54 
Resh: Yes. I have to admit, I went there ready to leave. I was not going to make my 

career there. They ended up starting a medical school there. The 
microbiologists moved into that, and they were among the better of the 
scientists. The geneticist there, Lee Engstrom, was very good. He was a close 
friend, and he also moved into the medical school. I saw that the university 
was going to change for the better while I was there. I was just thinking about 
this the other day. There was a wildlife biologist who lived on his family's 
farm maybe forty miles away and every day when he'd drive in, he would 
write down the road kills he saw, a muskrat or a possum or sometimes a deer, 
and then he would take the forty miles that he'd drive to work each day off of 
his income taxes as a business expense. I sort of learned a lot about how 
faculty members stretched their salaries because people at Berkeley would 
never have talked about that. They were so guarded on personal finances like 
that. But at Ball State, everybody did stuff like that, and it was really a fun 
group of people.  

03-01:41:10 
Eardley-Pryor: I have a note with regard to teaching that you took undergrads to some sort of 

trip down to Florida? 

03-01:41:15 
Resh: Right. To John Pennekamp Coral Reef State Park in the Florida Keys. And 

I'm trying to remember which key it was on. But it was basically a spring 
break diving trip that I took maybe ten or twelve students, all undergraduates, 
and it was fun. 
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03-01:41:38 
Eardley-Pryor: Your teaching life there sounds fascinating and very rich. What about your 

research that you did during this time period, these few years at Ball State 
from 1973 to 1975? Were you just building off of the work that you had done 
in Louisville? 

03-01:41:51 
Resh: Right. I was working on existing data. Not just from my dissertation, I was 

getting all of that published, but also getting to some of the other data that I 
had collected. I really learned how to do research between classes when I was 
there. That really was quite useful later on. If I had an hour, I learned what I 
could do in that hour as opposed to if I had a whole day. I noticed a lot of my 
colleagues who I've dealt with since then aren't good at that. They need a 
block of time or they don't get anything done. They need a half-a-day at least 
or a whole day, whereas I learned about what I could get done with an hour or 
hour-and-a-half available. So it was a very good experience. Had I stayed 
there, we had a plan for a big study of a stream nearby where we were going 
to look at everything from microbes through fish. And I had several master's 
students that finished on that project—Chuck Bell, Steve Newhouse, Gary 
Pettibone—all of whom went on to careers in water quality assessment. Cathy 
Vogelsong was also a graduate student, as was Bill Tozer, who did a great 
project on a caddisfly life history and came to Berkeley and did a Ph.D. with 
my colleague Dick Garcia on mosquitoes. Gary Breitenbach was a student in 
one of my classes and went on to teach at the University of Michigan. I 
recently heard from him almost fifty years since he was in my class.  

03-01:42:55 
Eardley-Pryor: What came out of that research grant, the million-dollar contract you had, 

based in America Samoa? 

03-01:43:01 
Resh: Well, when I left, I turned it over to other people. Again, when you have 

grants on environmental assessments, it is very applied. It was basically to 
do—very similar to what we did at Louisville—a pre-impact study. A lot of it 
went to consultants because people would drop out. It just happens. It's not the 
last time that I've had money that didn't produce anything.  

03-01:43:41 
Eardley-Pryor: Right. On the point of consulting and thinking about different career paths that 

were on your mind in Ball State, I have a note that you considered taking a 
position at the newly formed EPA.  

03-01:43:54 
Resh: In Cincinnati, they were putting together a really good group of young 

scientists.  

03-01:44:00 
Eardley-Pryor: And they focused on water research at Cincinnati.  
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03-01:44:02 
Resh: Exactly. They were right on the Ohio River. When they had contacted me, I 

filled out all the federal forms that went on for about eighteen pages. And then 
when I went down, I didn't think I'd like to be in a government lab. 
Government labs can be very good. Like in Canada, the government labs are 
great. They have the best scientists in their government labs. At this EPA lab 
in Cincinnati, they still had positions. A lot of them were filled with people 
that were old, state or federal fish and game or fish and wildlife scientists that 
they moved into EPA. There was going to be a mixture of really young 
dynamic people and kind of old-timers that were pretty set in their ways, that 
didn't want to rock the boat, but wanted to do applied, water quality research. 
And I was enjoying teaching by then, too. The lab there was not really a big 
draw for to leave Ball State. I was very happy with teaching, even though the 
teaching loads were really high there. But it was a great place for me to start.  

03-01:45:06 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. And I know where that research lab is, being from Cincinnati, so I can 

picture where it is. 

03-01:45:13 
Resh: It's a large facility. 

03-01:45:14 
Eardley-Pryor: But I can also understand the draw of spending your summers in Belize and 

Guatemala versus Cincinnati. 

03-01:45:19 
Resh: And the freedom. I was also realizing the freedom of being in an academic 

position. Jerry Nesbitt was replaced as Department Head by Norman Norton, 
who actually was quite involved in industry and consulting. He spent his 
summers in Houston looking at pollen indicators of oil reserves for the oil 
companies. And he was really a great chair. He was, again, very supportive of 
me. He strongly encouraged me to accept the offer of the Berkeley position. 
But there was still the idea among some of the older faculty that came when it 
was a teacher's college. I heard that when it was announced I was leaving one 
of them said in a faculty meeting, "Why are we hiring good people when all 
they do is leave for a better job." 

03-01:45:55 
Eardley-Pryor: Vince, do you mind if we take a pause for just a second? 

03-01:45:57 
Resh: No, no, good. I'm just going to get a drink of water, too. 

[break in recording] 

03-01:56:02 
Eardley-Pryor: All right. So we're still talking about life and career at Ball State from this 

relatively short period of time in your life, 1973 to '75, before you go off to 
the next opportunity here at Berkeley. Tell me what else came up for you at 
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Ball State that has since echoed, that you've taken from that experience or has 
really played a big part in the rest of your life. 

03-01:46:27 
Resh: Well, there were two people that I met at that time. Neither were at Ball State, 

but I met them in both cases at international scientific meetings. They have 
been the dominant force in my life in terms of the direction of my research, of 
friendship, of just about everything. And one of them recently died. The other 
is quite ill. So, they're very, very much on my mind now, so I really would 
like to talk about the two of them. 

03-01:46:54 
Eardley-Pryor: Please. Who are they? 

03-01:46:55 
Resh: The first is David Rosenberg. The first semester I was at Ball State, I got 

invited to a symposium held in Banff, which is near Lake Louise, an 
incredibly beautiful area. 

03-01:47:14 
Eardley-Pryor: In Alberta.  

03-01:47:15 
Resh: In Alberta, yes. 

03-01:47:17 
Eardley-Pryor: The prettiest mountains I've ever seen are in Banff.  

03-01:47:20 
Resh: There was a symposium at the meeting about developing this idea of indicator 

organisms for river health. And it was organized by an Englishman, Harold 
Mundie, who was quite well known for coming up with various sampling 
devices for difficult types of habitats in reservoirs and lakes. And so I was 
invited to attend. I meet my future friend and colleague the morning of the 
symposium. His name is Dave Rosenberg. He was at the Freshwater Institute, 
which is a think tank of the Canadian government. It's got the best scientists in 
the country working with water problems, and, of course, fisheries in Canada 
are a huge commercial interest. He's at the best place imaginable.  

03-01:48:04 
Eardley-Pryor: Where is that Freshwater Institute in Canada? 

03-01:48:05 
Resh: I'm sorry? 

03-01:48:08 
Eardley-Pryor: Where is that institute? 

03-01:48:08 
Resh: It's in Winnipeg. He was not from Winnipeg. He was from Edmonton in 

Alberta but was recruited when they went around the country to get the best 
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scientists. Actually, they went around the world recruiting the best people. 
They brought scientists in from Poland and elsewhere. A lot of US scientists 
went there as well. It was only setup, I think, in 1969 or 1970, and it was a 
really along the lines that the EPA was thinking of doing at the time. But it 
was headed up by Jack Valentine, who was a very famous scientist. Well, 
actually, he went a bit crazy during the Earth Movement period, where he 
would go around with a globe on his back with a speaker making whale 
sounds. But he was still a great scientist.  

03-01:48:54 
Eardley-Pryor: In 1972, the United Nations hosted their first intergovernmental conference 

focused specifically on the global environment in Stockholm, and Stewart 
Brand and Wavy Gravy from the Bay Area brought a busload of hippies there. 
They dressed up their bus and covered it in black trash bags to try and make it 
look like a whale, and they play whale sounds on the bus while driving it 
around Stockholm, until the tape breaks in the bus. So then, the rest of the 
hippies that are all walking around marching with signs, they all start moaning 
like whales in the streets of Stockholm during this UN conference. So, 
apparently, it was a thing. 

03-01:49:28 
Resh: I remember Jack Valentine's daughter was mortified when he wore this globe 

with whale sounds at her wedding. He never took it off.  

03-01:49:40 
Eardley-Pryor: A little wacky. 

03-01:49:41 
Resh: I think the story speaks for itself. 

03-01:49:43 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. Well, wait. Let me just ask, where is Dave Rosenberg at in his career 

compared to where you are when you guys meet? You're a brand-new 
assistant professor at Ball State in 1973. Where's he at? 

03-01:49:53 
Resh: He has just gone to the Freshwater Institute maybe a year or two before. He's 

two years older than me. His dissertation had been on pesticide effects, which 
was, again, really a big topic. Silent Spring has just come out. And he's 
looking at a variety of pesticide effects on ponds, lakes, and streams. Really, 
it's a great PhD topic, and they pick him up from the University of Alberta and 
he's quite good.  

So, we're in this symposium. And I don't remember which of us spoke first, 
but I'm sure we thought of each other, "Who is this smartass that thinks he 
knows what's going on better than anyone else?" And then, to Harold Mundy, 
who's organizing this symposium, I use the worst possible word trying to give 
him a compliment. I said, "I've always been so impressed with all these 
gadgets that you come up with to study lakes." And he says, "Gadgets? I don't 
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think of them as gadgets." That was it. So, he tells Dave Rosenberg at the 
beginning of the symposium, "This guy Resh, we have to watch him. He's 
going to be problems." Just because I used the word gadgets! So we both give 
papers. They're fine. We're cordial to each other. No real disagreements. And 
then the next morning, we go to Kananaskis which where a research station of 
the University of Calgary is located. And we ride and sit next to each other on 
the bus, and we really just hit it off wonderfully. We talked and we spent a lot 
of time during that symposium together. He was actually not very used to 
Americans. He said to me recently, he couldn't believe how open I was in 
talking about what was going on in my life. And he said, "Are all Americans 
like this? They sort of tell you everything about themselves?" But we really 
had a great time together and was the beginning of a beautiful friendship. 

03-01:51:55 
 So that was like the end of October, and then in January, he invited me up to 

the Freshwater Institute to give a seminar. And I remember coming back with 
fever sores on my lips. It was so cold in there. It must have been twenty or 
thirty below.  

03-01:52:10 
Eardley-Pryor: My god, Winnipeg in January. Whew!  

03-01:52:14 
Resh: Oh, God. But then we started working on a couple of projects. We did a book 

chapter, which was the first thing that we did together, and it was related to 
impact assessment, was looking at new approaches for sampling insects for 
this purpose. And then I was able to invite him to come down to Berkeley to 
teach for a semester. We got some money for that from the Entomology 
Department, and the Freshwater Institute gave him a five-month leave. So he 
came down to Berkeley, and we worked on a lot of projects together. That's 
really when we started our association. We later did two big field projects 
together in Canada. One was this— 

03-01:52:55 
Eardley-Pryor: When were these times? So, at Berkeley, and you take that job in 1975— 

03-01:52:57 
Resh: This was 1977 when he came down to Berkeley.  

03-01:53:04 
Eardley-Pryor: Great. 

03-01:53:03 
Resh: We had just written letters back and forth to each other, and then gradually 

when we started having budgets that we could pay for phone calls when we 
would call each other. And it got to the point that, say, by 1980 we have called 
each other every week since then. Even when I've been on sabbaticals or 
away. 
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03-01:53:29 
Eardley-Pryor: Your collaborations with Dave Rosenberg, they're so reflective of who you 

are, that you begin this thing that maybe is a shared interest, in your case this 
academic research, but you develop this deep friendship out of it. And 
somebody who has become so close to you over the next forty years of life 
together, and research together, and family together. It is beautiful, the kinds 
of relationships that you cultivate in your life. 

03-01:53:59 
Resh: I was very lucky for both of these. I'll mention the second one later. So, Dave 

and I did these big projects there. One of them was on a lake called Southern 
Indian Lake in Northern Manitoba where they had diverted a river through it, 
and they created a totally unknown type of habitat, a riverine lake, for 
hydropower production. It was a huge hydropower development. We were 
looking at the effects of what this diversion of a river into a lake was having, 
what this riverine lake was doing to the fauna living in it. And it didn't take a 
study to see some of the effects. We'd see the trees were falling down from the 
banks because of the eroded shorelines. I have never been on boats that were 
that rough in all my life. You literally would go off a foot and land every time 
we went over a wave. You just couldn't hold yourself down. It was really a 
very, very difficult project to work on. I should have known this because there 
were all these young kids that were twenty-one, twenty-two that they had 
working on it because it was so tough. And the mosquitos and the black flies 
were just unbelievable. We had to wear a mask over our faces. we'd just be 
eaten alive up there.  

But in many respects, it was a really nice project. Like I said, the results were 
going to be a foregone conclusion in terms of the shoreline effects, but one of 
the things this riverine lake did was to mobilize all the mercury out of the 
sediments and suddenly the aboriginal communities couldn't eat the fish 
anymore. They couldn't eat them; they couldn't sell them because Canada 
actually had stricter mercury laws than the US. I think it was a half-part per 
million or something that they were allowing. It really was devastating. But 
they kept the project going and they're still doing the hydro production there. 
But I think the government and the developer, Manitoba Hydro, saw it as a 
sacrifice of a lake for electricity.  

03-01:55:43 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow.  

03-01:55:44 
Resh: Yes. 

03-01:55:46 
Eardley-Pryor: Where was the funding for this research coming from? 

03-01:55:47 
Resh: Some Canadian agency. I was brought in just as an international researcher. 
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03-01:56:00 
Eardley-Pryor: And when were you doing this project in Northern Manitoba? 

03-01:56:01 
Resh: It could have been maybe Manitoba Hydro, the big hydroelectric 

development. It's one of the biggest in the world. It could have been them that 
were paying for part of it. 

03-01:56:09 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh. And when were you doing this research with Dave up there? 

03-01:56:12 
Resh: This would have been around 1979. But I also did a lot of the identifications 

of the material that had been collected after that. My involvement in the 
project went far beyond what I was doing in the field. I was involved with it at 
least, in part, for a couple of more years.  

03-01:56:38 
Eardley-Pryor: Share with me what it's like to do this kind of work. At that point you're 

coming from California traveling out to meet Dave in Canada and then going 
to these sites. How does the research evolve? Is it just really focused for the 
time that you're there? Or are you bringing huge samples back to California to 
continue your collaborations? 

03-01:56:57 
Resh: Yes. It involves huge numbers of samples that were going to California and 

other places. Basically, this was a very primitive camp. We were living in 
tents. Teepees actually. The mosquitos were so bad we had to burn these 
pesticide coils all night long, otherwise we'd just be eaten alive inside the 
teepees. We'd get up in the morning and talk like this [makes gravelly voice 
sounds] because our throats were so dry and irritated from the pyrethroids 
fumes. These were not benign compounds we were breathing in. But we 
couldn't sleep otherwise because the mosquitoes and black flies were just so 
annoying and were fierce biters.  

We had fun, too. We'd fish for pickerel and pike. They had a cook that would 
fix them at night. We couldn't be out on these boats for too long or we 
wouldn't be able to walk. The riverine lake was so rough. To this day, I've 
never seen any lake that was as treacherous as that one. And we used these 
twenty-five-foot boats with inboard motors. They had to be full throttle the 
whole time to keep them in the right direction because we'd have to be able to 
go faster than the speed of the lake flow to be able to steer. It was quite an 
interesting but strenuous project. 

03-01:58:11 
 And then the second project that Dave and I did was actually much later, and 

this was on the Fraser River. And this was a great project as well. This project 
involved Dave and me and a fellow named Trefor Reynoldson, who was from 
Wales and was working at the Canadian Centre for Inland Waters (CCIW) 
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near Toronto. And this was a wonderful friendship that all of us had together. 
Trefor had the nicest personality and disposition of anybody I've ever met. He 
never got mad, never got upset. Again, we were always playing tricks on each 
other to help pass the time. I remember I had this terrible smell in my duffel 
bag, and Trefor had stuffed some dead salmon in there. But this project was 
interesting because the Fraser was the most important salmon river in the 
world, with more races of salmon than anywhere else, and more species of 
salmon. 

03-01:58:55 
Eardley-Pryor: Help me geographically: the Fraser River runs through British Columbia? 

03-01:58:58 
Resh: Right. It starts at Mount Robson and then runs all the way down through 

Vancouver to the Pacific Ocean. And we actually started around Hope, British 
Columbia and moved north. It was an exciting project. We had two 
helicopters. We kept them and the pilots with us for the month of October for 
three years because we had so many sites that we'd go to and that was the only 
way they were accessible. In addition to the three of us, we had Dave's 
longtime research associate Al Wiens, a graduate student, three technicians 
from CCIW, and two helicopter pilots. We had a couple of people that were 
ground crew that basically would move equipment back and forth as we 
moved to different areas. And we'd be up at daylight, as soon as the 
helicopters could take off, and then we'd be back at nightfall. The graduate 
student with us just fit in perfectly.  

03-01:59:50 
Eardley-Pryor: Who was the grad student? Do you remember? 

03-01:59:51 
Resh: Stephanie Sylvestre. She was a great sport. As I said, Trefor had this 

wonderful personality. Because of grizzly bears, we always had to have 
somebody with a shotgun. And of the two times we had problems with bears, 
one he had forgotten to load it, and the other he fell asleep and didn't realize 
the bear was there! 

03-02:00:14 
Eardley-Pryor: What happened? Wait a minute, in the camp do you mean? 

03-02:00:17 
Resh: Yes, sometimes grizzlies would wander into the sampling sites. These weren't 

at the camp. We'd do, I think, five or six different sites a day, which is why we 
needed helicopters to get around. We did 270 or 280 sites, many multiple, 
times. So, it was a huge project over a three-year period. 

03-02:00:40 
Eardley-Pryor: I'm just picturing the course of that river. From Mount Robson, you said?  

03-02:00:44 
Resh: Yes. 
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03-02:00:46 
Eardley-Pryor: All the way to Vancouver? That's an enormous amount of territory. 

03-02:00:49 
Resh: And plus we were looking at the tributaries as well. We were also looking at 

sites in the Bowron forest, which had the largest clear cut in the world. So we 
were flying all through that area. It was incredibly beautiful and very 
interesting.  

03-02:01:02 
Eardley-Pryor: What was the impact of seeing that clear cut from a helicopter's perspective? 

03-02:01:05 
Resh: Well, the astronauts could see it from the moon, it was so big. "Meadow 

creation" is what the lumber companies used to call it. 

But it was a beautiful area. And we all got along very, very well. I was the 
only academic. Everybody else was government service in some respect, 
except the two helicopter pilots. And we had a great time. Every evening we'd 
eat together and we had just really very nice arrangements. We stayed in 
motels. We'd move around depending on where the helicopters could find an 
airfield. We had interesting results come out of that study. Actually, some of 
my graduate students, especially Rafi Mazor, used that data for their 
dissertations as well, because we had so much data that we never published. 

03-02:02:10 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, as part of that tradition you have of giving each of your grad students a 

huge data set as soon as they join your lab. 

03-02:02:15 
Resh: Right. The idea was that they start on research right away. Actually, some of 

these data sets we were floating around for thirty years because nobody could 
figure out the data or they got bored with them. This idea was very interesting 
because some students took that initial data set and expanded it into their 
entire dissertation or as spin-offs of it. Others didn't do much with it and just 
gave up on it. The one that went around for thirty years, it was one of the last 
students to start in the lab that finally figured it out and published it. We had a 
lot of fun with that. But this Fraser River study was absolutely a great project.  

03-02:02:55 
Eardley-Pryor: When was this trip? You said it was later than the Southern Indian Lake 

project. 

03-02:03:00 
Resh: It started in 1994 and lasted till 2000. 

03-02:03:08 
Eardley-Pryor: Okay. My memory is that it's sometime just before or around the time you're 

beginning your work in western Africa. 
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03-02:03:14 
Resh: Right, a few years before that. 

03-02:03:16 
Eardley-Pryor: Okay, great. So yeah. Early 1990s. 

03-02:03:18 
Resh: I think I had a sabbatical visitor coming from Israel, Avital Gasith, and 

suddenly I couldn't get back in time to meet him and so Cheryl did that. But 
this was not only a really nice science project. Just flying in a helicopter over 
this beautiful area was special. And, of course, we had just some near misses 
like getting caught in fog, going to land in a forest. Dave has written some of 
that up in terms of just the really scary aspects of it in his 2017 memoir "A 
Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Lab: Reminiscences of a Life in 
Biology." In the three years that we had this project, there were six helicopter 
pilots. Two of them died in heliskiing accidents the winter after our sampling 
season. 

03-02:04:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. 

03-02:04:01 
Resh: Helicopters are really quite dangerous, especially in that area because very 

often you're trying to go down in clearings among the trees and you just have 
a few feet on either side of the blades. 

03-02:04:14 
Eardley-Pryor: I had just an absolutely delightful conversation with Dave Rosenberg in 

anticipation of your oral history here. And one of the things he remembers 
from the Fraser River research was, well, a number of different things. But 
one of them was that you had expected the north to be just unbearably cold, so 
you had this giant duffle bag of clothes that you had to stuff into the back of 
the helicopter every time you went anywhere. 

03-02:04:36 
Resh: Because they had picked up flannel shirts and jackets for me but I didn't think 

I'd be warm enough. 

03-02:04:45 
Eardley-Pryor: Like a Pendleton kind of thing? 

03-02:04:46 
Resh: I had this big duffle bag of clothes of warm clothes, most of which I never 

wore.  

03-02:04:58 
Eardley-Pryor: One of the other things on that note is David told me that, maybe one of the 

first days you were all driving around together, I think you and Trefor and 
Dave were just exploring places. One of the things Dave says is, while 
working with you in the field, you really need to travel a good bit, you need to 
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explore the place, check out some cool stores, buy souvenirs, and stop and get 
good food. 

03-02:05:20 
Resh: Yes. 

03-02:05:21 
Eardley-Pryor: And that the local Environment Canada biologist said, "God, if you guys were 

my employees, I think I would have fired you." 

03-02:05:26 
Resh: "Would fire us." That's right. That really drove him crazy. Although to this 

day, when I've started a new project, I really spend a lot of time just being by 
that body of water. I don't want to sound too airy-fairy about this, but just 
getting a sense of it, getting a feel of it. Not just in terms of looking at maps, 
but what's the river going to tell you? What are the feelings that you get from 
being near it? 

03-02:06:01 
Eardley-Pryor: Why do you think that's important? What do you get out of that? 

03-02:06:05 
Resh: I'm not sure I can express it. Maybe the comfort of knowing that if I'm going 

to spend quite a bit of time working on this river, I want to know it 
experientially and aesthetically. And I think like artists do this, too, when 
they're trying to make a connection with a habitat or scene. But for me, it's 
always been very valuable to do that. 

I remember we had a project up on the Klamath River, and Cheryl and I just 
drove the entire length of it, stopping at different places. It was very 
interesting because this is when under the first President Bush, they had given 
the water to farmers instead of allocating some to the salmon to keep the 
salmon alive. There were tens of thousands of salmon killed along this river. 
And every time there was a government tourist office, I would go in and I'd 
say, "Could you tell me, is this where all the salmon died?" And in every case, 
they said, "Excuse me, let me get my supervisor." And, of course, it was 
always somewhere else. But I've done that type of reconnaissance a lot, and I 
especially did that in Africa.  

03-02:07:12 
 Many of my colleagues didn't understand why I did that and I think they 

probably thought I was just sightseeing. Maybe that was part of it, too. But I 
really would want to drive through and look at the area, or sit by the stream or 
river to get a feeling of it.  

03-02:07:27 
Eardley-Pryor: Do you feel you had any realizations that came from that connection with the 

place? 
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03-02:07:33 
Resh: Probably at a subconscious level but in some cases, it would be very 

pragmatic. In West Africa, I'd want to be looking at some of the villages along 
the rivers. Because the locals are defecating streamside, and it would give me 
an idea what kind of parasite loads the villagers had. Are their stools solid? 
Are they runny? Are there no good latrines? It was informative in multiple 
ways.  

03-02:08:10 
Eardley-Pryor: The point you made about artists having that sort of understanding of place in 

nature and having that connection with it, it brings to mind that Wallace 
Stegner wrote about a "sense of place."  

03-02:08:21 
Resh: Yes, of course. 

03-02:08:22 
Eardley-Pryor: How that "sense of place" is developed just by being in that place, having a 

sense of its history, to the point where you feel like you belong in that place, 
too. 

03-02:08:32 
Resh: That could be it. As I said, I want to get comfortable with a stream or river if 

I'm going to be spending a lot of time and energy studying it.  

Dave Rosenberg, me, and Bob Newbury, a hydrologist that we both worked 
with, talked about this a lot. Getting a sense of a river while walking along or 
sitting streamside can give ideas about flow patterns, substrate arrangements, 
bank stability, erosion, and a variety of other factors that can affect life in 
those waters. Unfortunately, Dave now has quite severe health problems 
influenced by his multiple myeloma, and he's losing much of his vision.  

Dave and I had a long, productive career and friendship together. We edited 
several books and maybe another twenty-five or thirty papers. A few of these 
involved data and analysis, but most were on the synthesis of existing 
information or trying to put current ideas into a broader context. And it was all 
on very applied topics.  

03-02:09:36 
Eardley-Pryor: Talk to me more about how you and Dave worked together, particularly the 

way you just spoke about doing a number of papers involving theory, but also 
saying that they're applied.  

03-02:09:44 
Resh: Yes. I'd like that. 

03-02:09:45 
Eardley-Pryor: What is it about you two, the way that you worked together, that comes out in 

this sort of theoretical-application accommodation? 
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03-02:09:52 
Resh: Dave had two excellent organizational characteristics in writing scientific 

papers. First, he was unbelievably aware of the literature about what other 
people were doing in terms of water quality assessments, and he was super 
organized in terms of keeping track of where he had copies of these papers. 
He had a knack for organizing tables that could be twelve rows across and 
twenty columns down, and put that material in a way that was very logical and 
easy to understand. He was very methodical. I think this is where he 
developed his eye problems, between editing and his ability to concentrate for 
hours on a manuscript. He could work for ten hours a day straight through 
writing and editing. And that's why I said earlier that sometimes he'd think 
that I was just fooling around, because I couldn't do that and I'd go off for a 
walk or a swim or sightseeing or do something else. But the final drafts we 
would always work through together, work through line by line. He was a 
wonderful concise writer, which was not what I am. We would always have to 
compromise about how we would write something in the end. And Dave was 
very volatile, too. "What the hell are you doing? What does this mean?" and 
go on with that. But we worked together very well. He was really a great 
editor. He was also very passionate about things being correct, not being 
sloppy in what we did, not having any mistakes. I learned a lot from him 
about checking things over. Some of the modeling people that we worked 
with would drive him crazy. We would record data on a spreadsheet, and then 
a technician would enter and manage the data. But some of the modelers never 
completely checked the original spreadsheets to see whether the data were 
recorded into the computer correctly. They'd spot check some numbers to see 
if the entries looked right. Once we even had to withdraw a paper just before 
publication because we realized a huge error had been entered into the 
spreadsheet—ones had been entered as 100s. Luckily, we could resubmit it 
quickly because the conclusions we originally reached were the same. Dave 
was just the opposite—very meticulous and methodical. And he was also 
extremely funny to be around and work with. He had a wonderful sense of 
humor and just was great to be with. So, I really enjoyed working with him. 
We had an incredibly close friendship. [Note added after the interview: Dave 
Rosenberg died from complications of multiple myeloma on June 25, 2021. In 
our last phone call together if asked me if I would write his obituary.]  

03-02:12:22 
Eardley-Pryor: One of the stories he also shared with me about working with you is your love 

for eclectic food and eclectic experiences. And particularly, this Fraser River 
trip came up where—or maybe there was some sort of break that people had, 
and everyone went to go get lunch at Subway, to just grab a quick sub. And he 
said, "Not for Vince. That just was not going to work for him." And so he told 
the story about you found some Quonset hut that had, barbeque maybe? 

03-02:12:53 
Resh: Yes.  
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03-02:12:55 
Eardley-Pryor: Or maybe this was at a conference somewhere? But it was like the best 

barbeque that he had ever eaten and would never have done it unless you said, 
"No, we're going to find someplace cool and unique. We're not going to go 
with the standard fast food here."  

03-02:13:08 
Resh: Well, the other thing is, I found out working with many government scientists 

is that they never wanted to exceed their per diems for food or lodging. If they 
had to spend a dollar more than their per diem—and even though they were 
getting very, very good salaries—they wouldn't do it. It may have just been a 
matter of principle with them. Once we found a restaurant in this little town 
on the Fraser. I'm suspect that the cook was in hiding in a witness protection 
program, and he made the most fabulous quail for us one night in this town of 
about fifteen hundred people. But the government scientists didn't want to 
spend the money to eat there! But we really did have a lot of fun on that 
project together and never let him forget about passing up the quail supper. He 
was very good to work with. 

03-02:13:41 
 There was another scientist that Trefor, Dave, and I worked with, Richard 

Norris. He died early, when he was sixty. He was from Australia and we were 
involved in many projects together. He was a very good friend. He did a 
couple of sabbaticals with me at Berkeley and Cheryl and I spent a lot of time 
with him and his wife Ursula in Australia. Cheryl was there with Dave and 
Trefor as well and they gave her the title of "Honorary Guy!" 

03-02:13:53 
Eardley-Pryor: I have a couple things that I want to hear more about with regard to Dave 

Rosenberg, and you can tell me the order that you want to talk about them. I 
want to hear more about your co-teaching semester at Berkeley and what that 
was like, what that experience was like for you together. And in particular 
there's a story he mentioned about a graduate student trying to figure out if 
pheromones were something that was attracting mates? 

03-02:14:15 
Resh: Oh, yes.  

03-02:14:16 
Eardley-Pryor: That's one story I'm interested in. The other one is really the work that came 

out of the North American Benthological Society and the JNABS journal, the 
journal for the society, which later turned into the Society for Freshwater 
Science, because that's something else that you and Dave share. 

03-02:14:31 
Resh: Yes. 

03-02:14:31 
Eardley-Pryor: Which of those, chronologically—or just, which come to mind first? 
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03-02:14:34 
Resh: Well, I think when Dave came to Berkeley, we wanted to co-teach a course 

evaluating how effectively the environmental impact assessment process was 
being done. We didn't want to look at small projects. We wanted to look at 
huge projects. So, I think there were probably about twenty students that were 
in the that seminar. And we divided them up and picked topics like logging 
impacts, pesticides, hydropower, gas and oil pipelines. But it was always 
related to aquatic systems, especially rivers. We produced a monograph at the 
end in a high-profile journal with all the students in the class co-authoring it.  

The mistake we made with this seminar was holding it in the evenings 
because we started at 7:30 and it would go to 9:30 or ten o'clock and we'd be 
exhausted but we'd be so revved up that we couldn't sleep. I never did an 
evening seminar after that again. And it worked out really well. We pre-
established a set of criteria for the ideal environmental impact assessment and 
then we went through each of these detailed multiple impact statements that 
we and the students chose. It was a great process. Several of us wanted Dave 
to take a position at Berkeley, and we tried to talk him into doing it. But his 
wife just didn't feel comfortable. Like him, she was Canadian. She liked living 
in Winnipeg and that was it. It never affected our working together afterwards 
but we would have loved to have had him here. It would have been a perfect 
position for him.  

03-02:16:21 
Eardley-Pryor: What was the story about the graduate student and pheromones research? 

03-02:16:24 
Resh: Pheromones are chemical ways of communicating, typically involving mating 

behavior. Many different types of animals, probably including humans, use 
them. With insects, females typically release them to attract males or maybe 
males will release them to bring males together in a swarm for mating. But it's 
almost always females releasing these volatile chemicals to attract males. The 
grad student who started working on this, John Wood, was in my second set of 
grad students. I had three students start with me my first year, then three more 
came in my second. He really got on to this idea early because no pheromones 
were known for this whole order of insects, the caddisflies. And what he did 
was a series of experiments. First, he extracted chemicals from the whole 
insect body by soaking females in methanol. He extracted a whole mixture of 
chemicals by doing this. John then put the clear liquid extraction on a ball of 
cotton and let the chemicals evaporate in the air near a stream where the 
females normally live. And then you see if you're attracting males in. And I 
remember Dave being so impressed because you had like a little cotton ball in 
a sticky trap and John would put it out in the field by a stream. It looks like 
nothing but the next morning there's males just stuck on this, being brought in 
by the chemicals evaporating from the cotton ball. But it's much more 
complicated in terms of proving that it is a pheromone. A lot of people would 
just put a female in a little container and if the males came in, a pheromone is 
involved. But she also could be just "winking" at them or doing a lot of other 
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behaviors to attract them. I remember Dave being very impressed with that 
experiment. And actually, the student went on to be a Dean in Alberta at one 
of the colleges there.  

03-02:18:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Who was that? Who's the student? 

03-02:18:02 
Resh: John Wood. That was a very nice project. And we ended up doing a lot with 

pheromones. The student that called me the other night, John Jackson, did an 
incredible dissertation where he was looking at two very closely related 
species in the same genus. And he proved that one released his pheromone 
just before dusk and the other one just after dusk. It was completely separated 
temporally, which is how they maintained themselves as different species.  

03-02:18:30 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, that's cool. That's how they were able to keep their populations apart? 

03-02:18:33 
Resh: Just on temporal release of pheromones, yes. 

03-02:18:36 
Eardley-Pryor: Who was that grad student that you just mentioned? 

03-02:18:37 
Resh: John Jackson. Out of the forty some graduate students that finished in the lab, 

of course you're closer to some more than to others over time, especially after 
they leave. But many of them became lifelong friends. We always saw each 
other at meetings. That was always great because all of us would catch up 
about what's been happening in our lives. We often went to art museums 
together and I visited him a couple of times in Pennsylvania where he worked 
in a freshwater ecology institute. 

03-02:19:05 
Eardley-Pryor: And speaking of connections with graduate students and advisors, I 

understand that with Dave Rosenberg, his graduate advisor was also part of 
this academic genealogy from Cornell. 

03-02:19:17 
Resh: Right. 

03-02:19:18 
Eardley-Pryor: So you two have the shared advisor connection back to Cornell. 

03-02:19:22 
Resh: Yes. I think his advisor, George Evans, was an American actually. Many 

Americans went to Canadian universities because the opportunities were so 
great and no one really knew much about the fauna there, and the Canadian 
dollar was quite strong at that time. It's not anymore. So, I think that was a big 
draw. And the facilities were great. Vancouver's lovely, and recently one of 
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the women in my department, who was a star, went to University of British 
Columbia. And the Dean of the Graduate School at Berkeley went there as 
Provost. There's still a draw to Canadian universities. 

03-02:20:04 
Eardley-Pryor: Vancouver is a special place on the continent.  

03-02:20:05 
Resh: It's very lovely. 

03-02:20:08 
Eardley-Pryor: You mentioned seeing graduate students of your own, and Dave's, and other 

colleagues at conferences, and what an important role that played for social 
relationships, and then also the research that can come out of those long-term 
collaborations and friendships. And I think that might be an entrée point to 
talk about the North American Benthological Society that you and David were 
both a part of. 

03-02:20:27 
Resh: Right. 

03-02:20:29 
Eardley-Pryor: What's your connection to that? What's your connection together with Dave to 

that? 

03-02:20:32 
Resh: Well, when I was a graduate student there was one scientific society that was 

really central to the development of the idea of indicator organisms. And it 
was founded, it must have been about seventy years ago or so, by a group of 
state biologists, fifteen or twenty of them, who decided to get together 
annually and discuss their projects. And they were all based in the Midwest—
Ohio, Michigan, Illinois—and they wanted just to have a regular forum to talk 
about what they were doing with indicators and really try to develop the field. 
Well, as that field grew in the sixties and seventies, that meeting became 
larger and larger. Originally, the twenty of them called themselves the 
Midwest Benthological Society. Then, it became the North American 
Benthological Society. But the presentations were so much more than just 
benthological. By the way, benthological refers to animals on the bottom of 
lakes, streams, and oceans. It really was a much broader society. That's why 
they eventually changed the name to the Society for Freshwater Science. 

03-02:21:42 
I was president of it one year, and Dave was to follow me. He was the 
president-elect. And we thought the time was right to have a journal that 
would really be a focus of research. Because there were few journals dealing 
with the topics of interest to the society's members. There had been a fairly 
new journal called Freshwater Biology that was published in England by 
Blackwell. There were the typical lake journals, like Limnology and 
Oceanography, but there really wasn't a journal that would be a good outlet 
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for finding applied research like this society was covering. So, over three 
years, we actually got the journal started. I got the vote to approve the journal. 
Dave got the vote to actually do the implementation, and a third friend, that 
actually was instrumental in my coming to Berkeley, was the one who got the 
final vote to pass. And his name was Rich Merritt. 

03-02:22:40 
Eardley-Pryor: Who now? 

03-02:22:40 
Resh: Rich Merritt. But I'll talk about him more about my coming to Berkeley, 

because he was very instrumental in that. And today it's a leading journal in 
the field. Dave was the editor for a long time, followed by a Canadian woman, 
originally British, named Rosemary Mackay, and Pam Silver was the next 
editor. Chuck Hawkins, with whom I've had a more than forty-year friendship 
is the current editor. It's a really good journal. That was one of the joint efforts 
that we were both very pleased with. Rosemary Mackay wrote a history of the 
society and talked about our role in creating the journal. She was very 
complementary to us in her article.  

03-02:23:14 
Eardley-Pryor: Yes, a full book-length history. 

03-02:23:16 
Resh: I'm not sure where my copy is. You had asked about that. It's probably 

somewhere in my office on campus. 

03-02:23:24 
Eardley-Pryor: When was it that you started this journal? When was it that you had the 

presidency of what was then called the North American Benthological 
Society? 

03-02:23:31 
Resh: I'd have to check, but it was in the 1980s. Starting in 1978, I was one of three 

editors of the Annual Review of Entomology, which was the leading journal in 
entomology. So, I was going to scientific meetings several times a year. If 
there was an international conference, especially in a place I wanted to go to, I 
would do that as well. And in some, I'd go to the oceanography meetings. 
We're jumping way ahead, but attending these meetings was always a good 
way to see my son, too. If it was anywhere nearby, that was a great excuse to 
go or take him with me sometimes.  

03-02:24:22 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. Tell me more about your involvement in what became the Society of 

Freshwater Science and starting a journal, while also being the editor of the 
flagship journal in your field. What kind of challenges are there in having to 
do all this: your journal work, your ongoing research of your own, your 
graduate students, and then also launching a journal in this other field? 
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03-02:24:45 
Resh: Well, in editing the Annual Review of Entomology, I always carried articles to 

edit with me because we were doing editing directly on the paper manuscripts. 
We weren't doing online editing at that time. So, I would always carry a 
manuscript with me everywhere I went. If I'd stand in line at the bank, I'd 
hand edit a couple of pages. It was just something that I always did. I'd like to 
talk about that later because that was a great privilege. In my second year at 
Berkeley, a very senior person, Tom Mittler, who became a great friend, 
contacted me about replacing Ray Smith, who at that time, was probably the 
most famous entomologist in the world. 

03-02:25:25 
Eardley-Pryor: Who was that? 

03-02:25:26 
Resh: Ray Smith was the originator of the idea of integrated pest management in 

agriculture, along with several other entomologists at Berkeley and Riverside, 
and he was the founding editor of the journal. And he had two associate 
editors, Tom Mittler and Carroll Smith. Ray wanted to step down and Tom 
asked if I would join as the associate editor and take Ray Smith's place. That 
turned out to be a great honor and experience. I was going to a lot of meetings 
in that position. When I was editing the Annual Review of Entomology, I knew 
what was going on in entomology worldwide. I knew everybody that was 
really doing anything significant because at every editorial board meeting, we 
would discuss three hundred topics and authors to possibly invite twenty-five 
authors to write for us or to consider publishing their submitted manuscripts. 
And I did that for twenty-two years. That was a wonderful, learning 
experience.  

03-02:26:23 
Eardley-Pryor: That places you at the center, at the hub of entomology. You're in the middle 

of that world, worldwide.  

03-02:26:30 
Resh: It was fabulous. And then when I stepped back from being editor, I was 

approached by Academic Press about being the editor of a book that they 
planned to do called the Encyclopedia of Insects. This was to be the standard 
reference in entomology, and is still the standard reference. And I think, had I 
not had that experience with the Annual Review of Entomology, I couldn't 
have done it. We had 250 authors worldwide to help put that together. And I 
was the editor, and I realized I had to get another editor. I asked Ring Cardé, 
who had been a member of the Annual Review Editorial Board when I was 
editor to join me as co-editor.  

03-02:27:04 
 But getting back to JNABS. It became a leading journal in the field to the 

point that I was afraid of having trouble getting papers published in it! It had 
gotten so good. But it was a really nice accomplishment that we did together.  
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03-02:27:33 
Eardley-Pryor: It's wonderful to have that kind of legacy of your and Dave's collaboration 

over the years, and of your friendship, through that society and that journal 
now. 

03-02:27:41 
Resh: And, of course, the meetings now they have them online because of the 

pandemic. Before COVID, there was going to be a meeting somewhere in the 
Great Lakes region, and I was going to go to that. I hadn't been in a couple of 
years. When I was working in Africa, I skipped a lot of those meetings 
because I was traveling so much and was often quite sick with a variety of 
health problems from working there. I just minimized a lot of travel outside of 
Africa for several years. And like giving seminars, even sometimes at Ball 
State, if anybody would ask me to give a seminar, I'd fly there to give one. 
And then, in later years, I'd ask somebody else from my lab to see if they 
wanted to go instead. It was good exposure for the grad students to do that and 
they enjoyed the chance to present their studies. 

03-02:28:24 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, when talking with Gary Lamberti about the fact that you were editor of 

Annual Review of Entomology, he said that it took a good bit of your time—as 
you said, waiting in the bank line doing that kind of work, because it was a 
constant flow. But he said that it really gave a lot of visibility to your graduate 
students, that you had that prominent position. 

03-02:28:44 
Resh: Sure. A lot of them eventually wrote for us, too. And not out of nepotism but 

just because they were very good scientists.  

03-02:28:50 
Eardley-Pryor: Yes. It's a great opportunity for the graduate students to gain that kind of 

understanding of how that publishing world works, and then to also have 
access into it. Well, the other person you said you want to talk about—these 
two key figures in your life, one being Dave Rosenberg—the other one you 
mentioned is somebody also you met in the early 1970s while at Ball State. 
Who was that person? 

03-02:29:12 
Resh: In 1974, I met Bernhard Statzner. And it, like with Dave, was a friendship that 

was very special to me. But unlike Dave, it was someone that I spent a lot of 
time with because I did sabbaticals and field research with him. We saw each 
other every year, often multiple times, for over forty years. We worked on big 
projects together and it was a great friendship. He was also a great friend for 
my son Jon. Bernhard was very important in his life.  

Bernhard was from Germany. He was raised in Kiel in a working-class family. 
We met in Austria in 1974 at a meeting devoted to caddisfly research 
worldwide. It was the first symposium just about caddisflies, and I was talking 
about developing pollution tolerance ideas with the group attending. And 
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Bernhard was working in Zaire then, the old Belgian Congo. He was working 
for the Volkswagen Foundation, which was trying to start stream studies 
there. Mobutu Seko was running the country then, and Bernhard was trying to 
understand how development was affecting the streams there, and training 
Africans. And then, after that, he worked on the beginning of the river 
blindness program in the Ivory Coast. And this was very early in the program. 
This was in 1974, 1975, right in the beginning of it. 

03-02:30:32 
Eardley-Pryor: About twenty years before you get involved.  

03-02:30:43 
Resh: Right. He was there when they were spraying DDT and having all kinds of big 

issues with it. But he did a lot of experimental work that he and I followed up 
on later, because I brought him back into the program when I was high 
enough in it, when I was the director of the Ecological Group and in charge of 
all of the monitoring. And so, we spent years in Africa together going back 
and forth to our homes several times a year. But before that and just after I 
first met him, he goes back to Kiel and does his PhD and gets a job at the 
University of Karlsruhe, near the Black Forest in Germany. It's a great city, 
just lovely. And he gets funding through the German Science Foundation to 
bring me and another colleague, Jim Gore, who was a bright researcher from 
the University of Tulsa in Oklahoma, to Germany for a month where we are to 
do a project on three different German rivers.  

We each had written papers on how you can predict densities in streams using 
various hydraulic or substrate characteristics. He gets funding for us to come 
over, and we're going to try three different methods on data that we collect 
together. We're going to work together, at the same sites, looking at the same 
specimens, and independently making our predictions. We are going to see 
which prediction method works best and be the most accurate. 

03-02:31:59 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, fascinating. So all of you will go to these three different river locations, 

but you'll use— 

03-02:32:04 
Resh: Right. We stayed together for a month in Germany. 

03-02:32:05 
Eardley-Pryor: But you're each using your own individual methodology? 

03-02:32:07 
Resh: Yes, each of us were using our own techniques for analysis and predictions. 

Right. And he got so much money for our travel and per diems so that we 
traveled and ate like kings. We ate foie gras in Strasbourg, lamb in the Linden 
Heath, and drank wine in the Alsace. It was just great. And, in fact, this 
extravagance was so typical of my life with Bernhard. He said, "Rather than 
pick whose method is best to choose the senior author, why don't we have a 
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competition." He was always coming up with competitions. And the 
competition was—because we had all this money and could live lavishly—
who in the course of the month would gain the most weight. So, we had a 
scale with us— 

03-02:32:51 
Eardley-Pryor: That's who would become lead author? 

03-02:32:52 
Resh: Yes. We carried a scale with us, and every day we would weigh ourselves. 

And actually, we published a paper on this approach in a well-respected 
French journal, and the editor wrote a little preface to the publication saying, 
"Although this is humorous, we think there's a lot to consider here about 
making science more fun by doing approaches [like] this." And we published 
the graph of all of our weight changes. God, I mean, it got to the point we 
were just being gluttonous and drinking loads of beer and wine. But really, we 
had a great experience doing this.  

03-02:33:30 
Eardley-Pryor: That sounds like a delightful trip through Europe. 

03-02:33:33 
Resh: We studied a Black Forest stream, and then the Fulda River, which was in the 

Fulda Gap that was considered to be the spot where the East Germans were 
going to invade West Germany. And then we did a small river up north in 
Schleswig Holstein that was beautiful. We ate smoked eel and delicacies of 
the region—aye, yay, yay—it was just fabulous. We finished that project and 
it was the first big one that we did together. 

03-02:34:06 
Eardley-Pryor: When was that? You said you met in 1974. Was it shortly thereafter that he 

brought you to Europe? 

03-02:34:11 
Resh: This was 1982 when he was at University of Karlsruhe. And in Germany, they 

had a very interesting system that, rather than getting tenure at the university 
you are working at, you do a habilitation, which is like a second PhD, and 
then they had to leave their university job and take a position somewhere else. 
So he had to go to a different university. He left Karlsruhe, and he went to 
Hesse for a while, in the engineering school. Then he went to Essen to work 
with the Emscher Water Authority and be in charge of their massive stream 
restoration projects. He had a major impact there, but he just hated it because 
these rivers were so polluted. I remember visiting him there. He traveled 
around in a Mercedes with a driver who would take him to these different 
stream sites. But he really didn't like it there.  

And then, two friends of ours, Louis Roux and Christian Lévêque, who were 
in France said to him that, "We'll create a position or get a position created for 
the director in the French CNRS. That's the National Center for Research 
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system. They created a position for him as a Research Director, and he left 
Essen and went to Lyon. That was about twenty-five years ago. At this point, 
Cheryl and I were starting to see each other. We would eventually go see he 
and his wife Monika for every big event in our life, such as anniversaries or 
other events. And then, I did a sabbatical with him in 1991. I had a Poste-
Rouge Fellowship from the CNRS. Under this fellowship we had to lead this 
big project involving thirty-five French scientists on the Rhône and the Saône 
Rivers. We involved to other colleagues to set up the theoretical templet for 
the study, Alan Hildrew at Queen Mary College in London and Colin 
Townsend at the University of Otago in New Zealand. That project ended up 
being an entire special issue of the journal Freshwater Biology. Another 
French colleague, Sylvain Dolédec, joined us as the third editor of the special 
issue. And then, I did another sabbatical with him in 1999 where we did a 
really interesting project. What we did was, to look at what the origins of all 
of these ideas about species traits and different biological characteristics 
originated. We wanted to see if we could trace them back to a couple of key 
papers and individuals.  

03-02:36:30 
Eardley-Pryor: Wait. So wait, time out. This is building on your life histories, or species traits 

work? 

03-02:36:34 
Resh: Exactly.  

03-02:36:36 
Eardley-Pryor: So you were trying to do the history of life histories. 

03-02:36:38 
Resh: Yes. Where did these ideas originate? Who developed the foundation for these 

ideas? Can we trace everything back to their origins? It was a wonderful 
project. We could trace almost all the population ideas back to Malthus and 
we really couldn't see much before Malthus that had any kind of order. But the 
difficult one was the physiologically based traits, the ones that deal with 
feeding and growth and like that. We're looking, and we go further back, we're 
checking out references, sources of references. And in the process of doing 
this, we realize how many key theories in ecology and key theories in 
physiology were giving credit to the person writing the article, when in fact, 
that author took the idea from somebody else. We'd see this in modern times 
as well. There was a very good idea called the Intermediate Disturbance 
Hypothesis that's attributed to someone at UC Santa Barbara. The 
development of this hypotheses was of major importance to us because it 
explains so much about pollution response. 

03-02:37:38 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, Frederic Clements, right? 
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03-02:37:41 
Resh: Well, Clements was part of the development but what we saw was that when 

we looked at the sequence of papers, a new author would mention, say, 
Clements in the first paper he wrote but then Clement's name wouldn't appear 
in subsequent papers, implying that it was the new author's own work. So, the 
attribution of the origin of many landmarks in ecology was not correctly 
attributed. So, we finish, and we decide these physiological ideas go back to 
Justus von Liebig. von Liebig was a great German physiologist who 
developed the idea of the Law of the Minimum in terms of physiological 
tolerances and distributions. But then we plan to go to the von Liebig Museum 
in Giessen, formerly in East Germany. After we're finished and it's published 
in Annual Review of Ecology and Systematics, also one of the leading journals 
in ecology. We send the article to the Curator of this museum, and he said, 
"I— [break in audio]" 

03-02:38:28 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, Vince, you're muted on me. 

03-02:38:33 
Resh: Okay. 

03-02:38:37 
Eardley-Pryor: So, you go to the museum. 

03-02:38:38 
Resh: Yes. And the curator said to us, "But didn't you know von Liebig took his 

ideas from so and so?" And so, it was a fascinating experience. That trip also 
led to one of the great projects that took us twenty years to finally finish and 
write a paper about it. After the visit to the museum, we were driving along 
the German side of the Rhine, and we noticed that the rivers were all straight. 
They had been channelized to get the water off the fields rapidly. But the 
roads were all crooked. We crossed to the French side and it was just the 
opposite. There the roads were straight and the rivers were crooked. So, we 
spent two decades working on a paper where we looked at old maps, where 
we compared England, Germany, France, and the United States in terms of 
how mountains, valleys, and plateaus influenced the meandering of rivers and 
roads. 

Most of the maps we used were not digitized so we did measurements of river 
and road meanders using a handheld planimeter. Do you know what a 
planimeter is?  

03-02:39:36 
Eardley-Pryor: No. 

03-02:39:38 
Resh: Well, it's like a ruler on a wheel that you roll to measure distances. So, we 

were measuring distances of rivers and roads with planimeters. And I 
remember the editor when we submitted it said, "Why didn't you use a 
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computer to do this?" The Editor, Pam Silver, couldn't believe that we did this 
by hand.  

It was such a great project. And the answer to our original question was that in 
Germany, they wanted to get the water off their fields very, very quickly so 
the rivers were straightened by channelization. And they didn't have a law 
where the land went to the oldest child, usually the first son. The land was 
divided among all the children, and these small plots of land remained, so the 
roads had to go like this [makes curving movement with hands] to get around 
them. That's why they were crooked. 

03-02:40:13 
Eardley-Pryor: There had to be curvy roads to get around the multiple plots. 

03-02:40:15 
Resh: Right. But France was just the opposite. Napoleon wanted the roads to be 

straight so he could move his troops through quickly, and they were all small 
farmers so they never bothered worrying about getting the water off their 
fields quickly. So that's what happened and what resulted in the original 
patterns we observed. But we applied this analysis to rivers and roads in other 
countries and continents to see how cultural phenomena affected this pattern. 
It was a monograph that we ended up shortening and shortening because 
journals don't really want to publish articles that are scores of pages in length. 
Finally, Freshwater Science published it. The editor said she read it in her 
bathtub and just loved it. So, we had a lot of projects like that. We did maybe, 
I don't know, twenty-five or thirty papers together. Almost all were data-
driven papers, except for a couple of things like the species traits review.  

When I was able to bring Bernhard back into the river blindness control 
program, it was really great because we could do a lot of the experiments that 
he conducted or thought of back when the program started. He was great at 
designing field experiments. We had all this African help, and a lot of what 
we were doing was training Africans about how to do these experiments and 
the subsequent analysis. And even one of the Africans who worked with him 
more than twenty years before, was still there when he got involved again.  

03-02:41:28 
Eardley-Pryor: I was going to ask, to have that kind of perspective, in Bernhard's experience, 

how had Africa changed? How had West Africa changed from his time there 
in the early seventies to the time that you were there in the nineties? 

03-02:41:42 
Resh: Not much. The villages were still villages. The biggest change was there 

wasn't as much blindness as there was when he was there, because that had 
decreased through the application of pesticides and the distribution of 
ivermectin. The way river blindness control works is that you don't cure 
somebody who's already blind. Once they're blind, they're blind. You're 
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preventing others from getting blind. The blind people that we saw tended to 
be the older ones, and there was nothing that could be done for them.  

But we had so many different projects over the years. On the second 
sabbatical I went to Lyon I was funded on a stagiaire fellowship. Do you 
know what that is? 

03-02:42:32 
Eardley-Pryor: No. 

03-02:42:32 
Resh: A stagiaire is like a training chef in a restaurant or an intern in a company. 

And it was just to get some extra money to help pay for my expenses. Every 
month, I had to go down to a government office in another part of Lyon to 
pick up my check and the woman in charge would always say the exact same 
joke. She would say, "You are the oldest stagiaire we have ever had here." 
Because usually, it's for twenty-year-olds, and I was in my fifties going down 
and picking up my stipend.  

But we had so many wonderful projects. Again, like Dave, Bernhard had very 
strong opinions. He could be very critical. In many respects he could be his 
own worst enemy because he'd get into feuds with people over their 
publishing bad science, and he'd tell them their science was not good. He was 
generally right about their science but this resulted in a lot of conflicts for 
him. If there was a point of conflict between us, he always said that I was too 
polite, that I really wouldn't express things the way he felt that they should 
have been expressed. He thought that I would soft pedal criticism. He used to 
say, "I'd go like this." [moves hands in waving, wobbling motion] 

03-02:43:40 
Eardley-Pryor: Wait, what are you—like waving back and forth, like a fish in water? 

03-02:43:44 
Resh: Well, he felt that I'd beat around the bush a lot when I was trying to tell 

somebody that they were doing something wrong. But it was our personality 
differences as much as anything. And, again, with all of our projects, like 
Dave, he would joke that, "I do all the work, and you go swimming." But it 
was a great friendship and working relationship for over 40 years. I miss him 
so much. 

03-02:44:08 
Eardley-Pryor: Tell me about that. I know he recently passed away. 

03-02:44:11 
Resh: Well, in November of 2019 Cheryl and I spent a month in Paris. We didn't 

want to stay Lyon because he'd want us to stay with he and his wife Monika 
because we knew that he was too sick. He'd be exhausted having us there 
because he would insist that we stay with them. We made trips from Paris 
down to Lyon. We took the fast train down for two or three days at a time. 
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That made it easier for us to have time together and we could still see him. 
And so, we saw a lot of him then. I was going to go back to Lyon right after 
we got back from Africa in March of 2020. But then, of course, COVID hit, 
and I couldn't travel there. Cheryl and I still talk to his wife every week. We 
were all very close friends. 

03-02:44:50 
Eardley-Pryor: How did he pass away, if he was sick in 2019? 

03-02:44:53 
Resh: Cancer. First, it started with esophageal cancer. Then it went to his bones and 

just spread throughout his body. He also had terrible side effects from 
chemotherapy, too. It was really a very difficult for him and all of us. And 
remember, our son Jeff had just died in May of 2020. 

03-02:45:18 
Eardley-Pryor: What was that experience like of not being able to go through the funeral rite 

process, by not being able to go to France during COVID? 

03-02:45:26 
Resh: It was just terrible. We talked to him as much as we could at the end, even 

when he was bedridden, we still could talk. It was very hard. I had lived in 
their house for well over a year. He actually made a bedroom for us in their 
basement, a chambre d'amis, for us to stay in. 

03-02:46:08 
Eardley-Pryor: You mentioned that Bernhard also became an important person in your son 

Jon's life. How did that proceed? How did that develop? 

03-02:46:16 
Resh: When Jon was fourteen, Bernhard, Jim Gore, and me, who had worked on the 

project in the three German rivers, were going to a meeting in France to 
present a series of papers on this project. I brought Jon with me. We started in 
Karlsruhe, and we stayed there for maybe a week. And then, we all drove to 
France together and stayed in Paris. The meeting was in Lyon, and then we 
drove down to there. We were traveling for about a month together. Jon and 
he became very, very close. Actually, Jon visited him without me several 
times as he got older. Bernhard didn't have children. So that was really 
wonderful for both of them. Jon's mother married an engineer that worked in 
corporations and business. Like you would expect in most remarriages, there 
were conflicts between the new husband and Jon. Bernhard's idea was that he 
wanted Jon to see that you don't have to live a corporate life. You don't have 
to live always worrying about the corporation, always worrying about money. 
That you can really enjoy life. And he did a great job in showing him that. 
And then, actually, Jon would confide in Bernhard a lot, even when he was in 
college. And Jon went to visit him regularly. And he went to visit him with 
different girlfriends, and Bernhard was incredibly generous and good to all of 
us.  
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03-02:48:07 
Eardley-Pryor: Bernhard sounds like a really special guy. 

03-02:48:10 
Resh: He was special. Like I said, in some respects he was his own worst enemy 

because he would just get into these unbelievably feuds, sometimes kind of 
ridiculous feuds. 

We have another friend from the London who we did a lot of projects with, 
too. 

03-02:48:29 
Eardley-Pryor: Who was that? 

03-02:48:30 
Resh: Alan Hildrew. He was the editor of Freshwater Biology during this period. 

When I stayed for six months on the Rhône-Saône project, he came for a 
month to help us set up the theoretical basis for the project. And Colin 
Townsend from New Zealand came as well. But Bernhard and Alan, they 
would fight with each other over all kinds of issues. I remember later 
arguments between Bernhard, Alan, and Pam Hildrew about the Falkland 
Wars, which almost ended their friendship. I mean, the Falkland Wars, one of 
the minor events in history! And it almost broke their friendship up because 
Bernhard was so adamant that the UK was wrong and Alan was defending 
Margaret Thatcher's actions. And just so many things like this caused 
breeches in friendships and working relationships with Bernhard. His life 
could have been so much easier if he didn't always have to take arguments 
through to the end point, or even the point of no return, like this one. I don't 
know. I never understood it, which maybe was why he said I was "too polite." 

Do you know this game pétanque? It's like— 

03-02:49:23 
Eardley-Pryor: No, what is it? 

03-02:49:24 
Resh: It's the French version of a lawn bowling game. The French play it all the 

time. Bernhard and I got addicted to it. We would play pétanque every day. 
Basically, it's like bocce. There's a small ball called the piccolino in bocce and 
it's the cochonnet in boule or pétanque. Boule is played on smooth ground, 
pétanque on rougher ground. And you score by seeing how many boules or 
metal balls you can get closer to the cochonnet than your opponent's ball. 
There's a lot of strategy. And we would go off to watch people in 
tournaments, and Cheryl and his wife Monika thought, "I can't even 
understand how they can play pétanque all day long, much less go to watch 
other people play." But that was a great part of our life in France. We'd drink 
pastis, and then whenever there'd be a gathering of people from other 
countries, we'd have these pétanque tournaments. And the finals we'd do like 
the Olympics, hum the national anthems of the country, whether France, 
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Germany, the US, Catalonia, etc. Who knew the Catalonian national anthem? 
We had a great time socially with all of the international visitors that Bernhard 
would have at his home. It was a great friendship among all of us, and he was 
a great scientist. 

03-02:50:32 
Eardley-Pryor: You'd said to me before, too, that he worked harder and longer than anyone 

you knew. 

03-02:50:38 
Resh: Yes. It was unbelievable how he could concentrate. I couldn't concentrate like 

he did. My style of working was totally different. I'd be thinking about it a lot, 
and then, when I'd sit down to do it, I would do it up to a certain point, and 
then I'd stop. Whereas he would just go through and through. He could read 
proofs for ten hours. It was just amazing to me how he could do that. But I 
think we complimented each other, actually, in our different ways of working. 
Obviously, we did or we wouldn't have worked together for so long. And the 
same with Dave. We had different ways of doing things. But we had a great, 
great time together. Both Dave and Bernhard were wonderful friends. 

03-02:51:25 
Eardley-Pryor: You shared the obituary that you helped write for Bernhard, and there was a 

wonderful photo of him in the field with his table set up doing research and a 
really lovely European beer on the table right next to him. And I thought, 
"Gosh, that seems like the kind of research environment where I can see how 
much you would enjoy being together." Like, "We're going to enjoy our time 
here. We're in the field, we're working hard, but life is good. We're going to 
make this a good experience." 

03-02:51:50 
Resh: That was actually the project we did in Germany. There was also a picture of 

four of us in France when we did the Rhône project. 

03-02:52:11 
Eardley-Pryor: Tell me more about the Saône and Rhône project. What came out of that 

research? 

03-02:52:17 
Resh:  It had a very interesting origin. When Bernhard first went to France, he was 

the Director of a very large group of scientists. A paper had come out that was 
very critical of large river research, saying that there was so little of it that was 
done worldwide. Small streams had been studied, but large rivers had been 
almost neglected. Well, so Bernhard reads this and he is the head of the largest 
group of freshwater scientists in the world in Lyon. They've published a 
couple hundred papers on the Rhône and the Saône alone, but all were in 
French, which, of course, don't often get cited by English-speaking scientists. 
And so, Bernhard says, "Let's get together and look at this issue of species 
traits and look if we can come up a way of putting them in a theoretical 
construct in terms of habitat stability versus habitat disturbance. Let's look at 
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everything from bacteria to birds and see if we can come up with a construct 
of understanding how species traits can be used in describing big 
environmental features, pollution, diversity, productivity, all these big 
concepts." I was there with him and the two of us were there the whole time. 
As I said, Alan Hildrew and Colin Townsend came in to set the theoretical 
framework for us. Louis Roux was involved as well but he was away at UN or 
EU meetings most of the time. He was a very big administrator there. But he 
was mainly brought in by Bernhard as a thank you for arranging the position 
for him in France. 

03-02:53:56 
Eardley-Pryor: Louis? Again, who was Louis?  

03-02:53:58 
Resh: Louis Roux. He was the one that brought Bernhard into the Lyon group. It 

was a wonderful project. We had thirty-five different scientists analyzing data 
the exact same way for different groups, whether it be plants or fish. It really 
revolutionized the approach of how to quantitatively use species traits because 
we had a mathematician, Daniel Chessel, who helped us come up with 
mathematical approaches that you could look at tendencies towards certain 
traits, not just yes or no. Sylvain Dolédec worked closely with Chessel to turn 
the mathematics into biologically relevant approaches. Because the only 
people that were looking at this question about the same time as us were doing 
binary categories, either yes or no. But we were able to look at mathematical 
profiles of the characteristics of the traits. I have to admit, I never really 
understood the mathematics that we were doing. We left it to Chessel and 
Dolédec to do that. But it was a great project.  

When Bernhard died, I wrote his obituary. I wanted to pick three others co-
authors who would represent the many people in Bernhard's scientific life. I 
asked Sylvain Dolédec, who was a young professor when he worked on the 
Rhône-Saône project with us and who stayed very close to Bernhard 
throughout his career at Lyon. I asked Núria Bonada who was a Spanish or 
Catalonian graduate student with me and who did her post-doc with Bernhard. 
And I asked Alan Hildrew to join the authorship. I wrote it and just sent it to 
them. "If you've got any questions, feel free make any adjustments." But I 
wanted the authorship to reflect the range of people in his life. So American, 
French, English colleagues, and a former student reflected some of that 
diversity. We also arranged for the journal Freshwater Biology to prepare a 
special issue containing all the papers Bernhard had published in that journal 
as a special tribute to him. Sylvain, Alan, a former student and eventual 
colleague Nicolas Lamouroux and I wrote a long summary of Bernhard's 
career accomplishments as an introduction. 

03-02:55:56 
Eardley-Pryor: That's lovely.  
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03-02:55:57 
Resh: It was wonderful to do that. Several other obituaries were written as well by 

French, German, and Spanish colleagues. 

03-02:56:13 
Eardley-Pryor: The Saône and Rhône River approach, it's just a huge project in thinking in 

such a holistic way, but also very categorically. I'm just wondering how you 
took that research experience on a very large river in a big area and used that 
in other times in your career. What did you take from that experience that you 
could leverage later in your other research? 

03-02:56:39 
Resh: Well, remember in West Africa, we're working on the Volta and the Niger 

Rivers. These are extremely large rivers. In Southeast Asia I worked on the 
Mekong River. In California, as a member of the state science advisory board, 
I'm working on the Sacramento River. These are all really big rivers that we 
were working on.  

But on the Rhône-Saône project, we had a lot of funny experiences. A few of 
the French scientists really did not like having a German be the head for their 
lab. Some of the French scientists I dealt with could be extremely provincial. 
Actually, one of the things that was very sad was that after this project was 
finished the administration of the CNRS decided to let Bernhard keep the title 
of CNRS Director but not have him be in charge of the lab. And the reason 
they used was that his French wasn't good enough. They could be just such 
shits sometimes. In general, I liked the people in the lab very much and I had 
many friends but, God, some of them could do things that were so petty. Like 
one time, Bernhard and I were going on a rubber raft out on the Rhône to 
collect some data. They put a rubber raft in the truck that we were taking out 
to launch, and we get out on the river, the damn boat is leaking. They gave us 
a leaky boat. There were some things like that that they would do. I never 
thought that it was out of meanness, and certainly not to physically hurt him. 
Most realized that what he was doing was saving the lab and giving it an 
international reputation. They couldn't have done the Rhône-Saône project 
without him. He brought that lab international fame. I remember the language 
incident when he was replaced. His feelings were so hurt by that. Of all the 
reasons to give, that his French wasn't good enough. 

But he still had a great career there. When he retired from the lab, people from 
all over the world came in for a week of parties. We went on a long kayaking 
trip down the Ain River for twenty-some kilometers. He was just really loved 
for what he did for others. He was the most generous person I think I've ever 
known. 

03-02:58:54 
Eardley-Pryor: That's a beautiful friendship that you had. And, again, these connections you 

had, both with Dave Rosenberg and Bernhard, just the relationships that you 
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forged over time that merge your research world with your friendship world. 
It speaks to a lot of your character, as well.  

03-02:59:10 
Resh: Well, I was very lucky. What if I hadn't gone to those meetings in 1974, 

would I have ever met them? Would those friendships have ever formed? And 
Bernhard always offered good advice. When I was running the Moorea station 
[the Richard B. Gump South Pacific Biological Research Station in Moorea, 
French Polynesia], I had some difficulties with another researcher who was 
there. Bernhard always had the right advice in these situations. His first advice 
was, "To hell with them, they don't know anything." But he said other things. 
"Look at what stuff they're doing, look what they're publishing. More often 
than not, it's junk. And they're building their empires on words, not what 
they're actually doing." He was right and great like that. He was really a 
mentor to me in a lot of respects, too. He was a special friend. 

03-03:00:03 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. Do you mind if we take a pause here, Vince? 

03-03:00:05 
Resh: No, no. Not at all.  

03-03:00:07 
Eardley-Pryor: All right, Vince. So, I think, for our discussions, we're going to take our pause 

for this interview session here. And next week, we'll pick up chronologically 
with what's happening from Ball State and your transition across the continent 
to begin your career at Berkeley.  

03-03:00:22 
Resh: Sounds great. 

03-03:00:24 
Eardley-Pryor: I look forward to our continued discussions together. Thank you very much 

for today. 

03-03:00:28 
Resh: Thanks very much, and I'll talk to you next week. 

03-03:00:30 
Eardley-Pryor: Sounds good. 
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Interview 4: February 18, 2021 

04-00:00:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Today is February 18, 2021. My name is Roger Eardley-Pryor from the Oral 

History Center of The Bancroft Library at the University of California, 
Berkeley. This is interview session number four with Vince Resh. Vince, it's 
great to see you again. Where are you located today? 

04-00:00:19 
Resh: In El Cerrito, just about five miles from the Berkeley campus.  

04-00:00:26 
Eardley-Pryor: Great. And I am about sixty miles north of Berkeley's campus up in Santa 

Rosa, California. We are continuing our recordings over Zoom amidst the 
ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. To dive back in to where we left off in our last 
discussion, Vince, I wanted to reflect on the end of your time at Ball State and 
how you were looking—while teaching very actively there and researching 
there—you were looking elsewhere for the next steps in your career. What 
were your thoughts about where you thought you wanted to go in terms of 
direction? 

04-00:01:03 
Resh: Well, I actually liked Ball State very much. It was an R2 university. In other 

words, research was expected and encouraged, but it was not like Berkeley or 
Louisville, which were R1s. I'm trying to think of how many R1s there are in 
the United States. But it's really where emphasis is on research and grant 
getting. I actually did not like that part of Indiana as a place to live. The 
terrain was very flat. It was riddled with railroad tracks. Anytime you went 
anywhere you spent half your time waiting for a train to go by. The people 
were really very politically conservative outside of the university. I was really 
looking to leave. Well, remember, initially it was a temporary position. I had 
to eventually look for something else if they hadn't made it permanent. And I 
looked at a bunch of places. At that time, we would look in the back of 
Science magazine and they'd have all these job ads listed. I remember looking 
at a position at University of Arkansas. I made the short list, and then I just 
withdrew. The other realization was, after a year at Ball State, if I went to 
Arkansas for a year and didn't like it, I couldn't leave again. I had to establish 
some type of at least medium-length stay at a place, so I decided that that 
Arkansas was not it. 

04-00:02:41 
 I was looking around. In the mid-seventies, there weren't a lot of academic 

jobs available. I remember interviewing with somebody at Texas Tech for a 
position at a national meeting. And he said, "Well, we go out on Saturdays, 
and we spray the legislators' peach trees for peach tree aphid." And I thought, 
"Jesus, that's like the last thing I want to do." There were some positions that 
just weren't that appealing. And I also remember that interviewer asked me 
what I could teach. I said, "Well, I could teach ecology, evolution, freshwater 
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courses." He said, "Well, evolution, I'm not sort of a great believer in it, so I'm 
just sort of hedging my bets by going to church." And I thought, "Oh, God, 
this is pretty crazy, too." 

04-00:03:33 
Eardley-Pryor: No way! Well, having grown up in that northeast/mid-Atlantic area, and that 

being so prominent as part of your family life as well as your outdoor 
engagement and experience as a young boy, did you think you wanted to 
return East? 

04-00:03:52 
Resh: That's an interesting question. One of the places that I considered was 

Dartmouth, and I actually did apply. Again, I was in the final stages of 
interviewing. But that's New Hampshire. That really is quite different. It's a 
pretty isolated area. It's a beautiful area, but it's really cold. It would be more 
like being in Buffalo where I was always bundled up in about five layers. No, 
I hadn't thought about it until later on when I thought about Cornell very 
seriously, after I was at Berkeley for three or four years. I was just sort of 
looking what was available, what positions I was qualified for. I remember 
there was a position at University of Washington that I looked at, but going 
through the application process, it was something I didn't think I was going to 
get. They wanted really more of a modeler than what I was doing. And also, in 
a position that tightly described, you begin to think it's already wired for 
somebody and it's not going to be really an open search.  

04-00:04:57 
Eardley-Pryor: I recall you saying that your wife at the time, Linda, was still back in 

Louisville.  

04-00:05:02 
Resh: Right. 

04-00:05:04 
Eardley-Pryor: And I believe there was some sort of situation to explore an opportunity for 

you back at Louisville where you had done your PhD. What's the story behind 
that? 

04-00:05:13 
Resh: Well, this was actually quite further on. I had already gotten the job offer at 

Berkeley. But Krumholz and Neff, who were running the Water Resources 
Lab, told me of a position that opened up in the biology department and they 
really were encouraging me, saying, "We think you can get this." It was 
actually a fisheries position. They said, "You know enough about fisheries and 
you can do all this other stuff, so why don't you consider applying for this and 
we'll really push your case." A couple of things happened, one of which was 
the realization that I would always be viewed as Neff and Krumholz's "boy." 
Really being independent from them would be quite difficult. That alone 
didn't bother me. I liked working with them. But I had been at a party in 
Louisville once and was mentioning this to somebody who was in the English 
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department, who actually I thought of as a friend and certainly was a friend of 
my wife's. And he just went completely negative on it. He said, "The English 
department will never let something like that happen. We will never let our 
own graduates be hired." Actually, that was not unusual at most places. Even 
at Berkeley, they didn't hire their own graduates until they had left and 
established themselves somewhere else. So that really convinced me. Why go 
through a battle? Because knowing how these academic wars can go on, it 
could just last forever and I could be in a limbo somewhere. He was so 
adamant about it, even with whatever friendship we had. I thought, "This is 
not going to happen." But, again, at that time, I had the choice—I could have 
stayed at Ball State or I could have gone to Berkeley, but I had ruled 
Louisville out at that time. Although that would have solved an awful lot of 
issues, but it also would have brought its own set of problems along. 

04-00:07:12 
Eardley-Pryor: To have the Berkeley opportunity in your pocket, it seems like that would be a 

real difficult thing not to try to see what would happen with it, too. 

04-00:07:20 
Resh: Right. And even Neff and Krumholz said that was a much better possibility 

for the long-term. 

04-00:07:28 
Eardley-Pryor: How did the opportunity at Berkeley arise for you? How did you learn about 

the position, and what was the application process like for you? 

04-00:07:34 
Resh: I went to an annual meeting of the Entomological Society that was held in 

New Orleans. A fellow that I met, Rich Merritt, was a Berkeley graduate. He 
actually did very different work than I was doing. For his dissertation, he 
looked at insects in manure pats and unusual stuff like that, but he was really 
good and knew a lot about aquatic insects. And he had taken a position at 
Michigan State, and Berkeley had approached him about applying for this 
position in aquatic entomology and to come back. And I think, like me with 
Louisville, he knew the problems that that would entail. And he liked being at 
Michigan State. And so basically, he talked to me about the position, and then 
recommended to the Chair of the Department, Dean Furman, that I was the 
one that they should look at. And at that meeting, I also met the chair of the 
search committee, John Anderson, who I hadn't known, and we spoke quite a 
bit. After the meeting I went off to Belize for some research but when I went 
back to Ball State, I put in my application. 

04-00:08:35 
 I had several papers that were either in press or pretty far along, and I had just 

written a paper with another one of my mentors, Jack Unzicker, who was at 
the Illinois Natural History Survey and the University of Illinois. What we did 
was we looked at how water quality monitoring was being done, and 
especially the organisms that were being proposed as indicators, and what we 
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found was sort of by serendipity. I remembered looking at an EPA chart that 
had dozens and dozens of taxa that were to be used in water quality 
assessments. And then I started looking at the different species within those 
genera and looking at their water quality tolerances. And basically, what our 
paper pointed out was that you can't use water quality tolerance values the 
way that they were doing it, at the generic level, because there's such 
variability of tolerances within a genus. And then Jack and I proposed a way 
of doing this that could be done at the individual species level where you'd 
reduce that variability. We made a whole bunch of recommendations of some 
things that could be done. And it was a cover article for a very unusual place 
to put a biological article, the Journal of the Water Pollution Control 
Federation. It was read by engineers and municipal directors of utilities and 
places like that. But we were trying to reach an audience who, first of all, was 
skeptical about this approach because they're all essentially chemists and 
engineers, but we were showing how this could work. They let us have the 
cover and we had kind of a dramatic photo of a caddisfly feeding on sponge, 
which had almost nothing to do with the article, but it was such a dramatic 
photo that it brought people's attention to the article. That really, I think, 
showed up as being unique in my job application to Berkeley because I 
already had papers in typical journals like Freshwater Biology and ecological 
journals. But I think this showed them a different, broader approach to aquatic 
entomology. And Berkeley at that time wanted to go into different areas.  

04-00:10:40 
 When I was hired, the Entomology Department had a physicist on the faculty 

that had really no experience with biology but was doing mathematical 
modeling of biological processes. They were trying different things. They 
really wanted to expand. And it was such a big department that they had the 
luxury of doing this. When I went to Berkeley, there were forty faculty 
members in the entomology department. 

04-00:11:01 
Eardley-Pryor: Just in entomology? 

04-00:11:02 
Resh: Yes, in entomology alone. 

04-00:11:05 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. 

04-00:11:06 
Resh: I put the application in and was contacted to set up an interview.  

04-00:11:10 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, I was going to ask you, just with regard to that article which seemed to 

ring a bell for folks at Berkeley. They seemed interested in applied aspects, 
which you were able to show by reaching out to this diverse audience beyond 
the entomologists and academic community. It just strikes me, that time 
period is just a few years after the creation of the EPA. The fact that the 
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federal government is working its own way through regulation science and 
how to conduct these kinds of research topics to protect public health and 
water, there seems to be a really interesting opportunity at that time period for 
the work that you were already doing. 

04-00:11:50 
Resh: Yes, it was an opportune time, especially if you're willing to cross into other 

research areas. That was the big thing. That worked out very well for me. Jack 
Unzicker, who died quite young, was really another one who was a great 
mentor in my life.  

04-00:12:08 
Eardley-Pryor: And do you know if EPA or any of these other water regulators took up the 

call that you and Jack put forward in that paper? 

04-00:12:16 
Resh: They didn't like it at first, actually. They thought this was sort of undermining 

the principles that they had been operating under. Yet within five years they 
were all doing everything we suggested. The initial response was, "What's this 
guy doing?" But we tried to do it in a very constructive way. The way we did 
the paper was that we showed, with pretty much irrefutable logic, that the 
current approach was not going to work. But then, we showed that it would 
work if they did this with some modifications. It wasn't a paper where we said 
see my research, it's got all the answers. It was really a thought piece. And I 
remember the chair of the division when I actually showed him at Berkeley, 
Evert Schlinger, talked about that paper as a thought piece, and that he really 
liked that. He said, "When we're looking, say, at tenure, we try to find if there 
is one thought piece that really goes beyond just data, but really is moving the 
field in a new direction?" So, I think that paper had a really nice impact. 

04-00:13:29 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. Well, tell me more about the interview experience. I recall that 

you had told me how, before this interview, you had never been to California 
before. 

04-00:13:38 
Resh: Based on my first hour of being in Berkeley how I ever got hired was a 

miracle. What ended up happening was I had to take a plane from Muncie to 
Chicago, and the plane left about four o'clock in the morning California time. 
It was, say, at least a six o'clock flight out of Muncie to finally reach Oakland. 
And I get to Chicago, quickly change planes, go there and I think they had 
maybe something light to eat on the plane. I arrive in Oakland and the chair of 
the search committee is there waiting for me, picks me up, and instead of 
saying, "Let's go grab some lunch," he said, "Let's go look at Lawrence Hall 
of Science." Now, I have no idea why he suggested that. We go to the top of 
the hill above the Berkeley campus. Of course, the view is spectacular, which 
maybe is what he wanted to show me.  
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04-00:14:23 
But on the way from the airport—remember, like you said, I've never been to 
California, we're driving along I-80. And on the other side of the Bay, I see all 
these buildings, and I said, "What city is that over there?" I had no idea this 
was San Francisco. And I remember him looking at me strangely. He said, 
"Oh, that's San Francisco." My response was something like, "Oh, is that 
right?" or I said something like, "Oh, I didn't realize it was so close." But then 
the other thing I said trying to change the conversations was, "So, does 
Berkeley have a football team?" and he goes like this (gestures of waving his 
arms) and he says, "Yes, and I'm a big fan," and he's going on about the 
football time all the while. I'm sure that he's thinking that I don't even know 
there's a football team there. And then I realize that whenever they reported 
football scores, they never called it Berkeley. It was always California as 
opposed to UCLA. And so, it starts off badly and I'm sure he thinks I'm an 
idiot at this point. 

04-00:15:19 
 We go to the Lawrence Hall of Science, and then the interview process starts 

on campus. And when Rich Merritt had interviewed from Berkeley at 
Michigan State, he came back and told the chair just how exhausting it was. 
They had three days of constant meetings and interviews. And so that's 
basically what they did. They said, "Oh, let's try that too." So they did with 
my interview. They set up meetings every hour. And I'm staying at the old 
Hotel Durant, which at that time was a step above a transient hotel. It was 
really kind of a wreck. But they put me up there. At five o'clock, he drops me 
off at the Hotel Durant, and he said, "I'll pick you up at 5:30 and we're going 
to go for wine and cheese and then dinner." So, I haven't had anything to eat 
now in ten or eleven hours. I run down the street, and I see something that 
says Top Dog. So, I run into Top Dog, and I probably cut in front of all these 
people. "I need two hot dogs right away." Well, I don't know if you've ever 
been to Top Dog, but it's so typical Berkeley in that the people who are there 
are really philosophizers. They're cooking this hot dog so slowly, just taking 
their time. When they were done, I just wolfed them down absolutely as fast 
as I could, just to get something in my stomach. Well, it turns out, we don't eat 
dinner until about ten o'clock that night. I'm sure I would have passed out 
from "Let's try these different types of wines." I've often gone to Top Dog 
regularly since then. And, of course, when I tell the cooks that work there the 
story, they look at me like I'm crazy, too. And I'd say, "Top Dog got me the 
job." And I start telling the story. Their eyes sort of roll to the back of their 
head. But really those two Top Dogs did save me. 

04-00:17:16 
Eardley-Pryor: I love it. And having talked to a number of your grad students, Top Dog has a 

major role to play anytime somebody finishes their degree in your lab. 

04-00:17:25 
Resh: Exactly. 
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04-00:17:27 
Eardley-Pryor: What's that process? 

04-00:17:28 
Resh: The first student that finished was Steve Balling, and he had done on really 

very interesting work on mosquito control, using physical control of salt-
marsh mosquitos by tidal flushing, and with no pesticides. And as a group we 
had gone out to lunches maybe once or twice a semester to nicer places and I 
said, "Steve, you're the first one. Where do you want to go?" And he said, 
"Top Dog." So everybody got together to celebrate at Top Dog! And later 
finishing students would sometimes bring spouses and even their parents 
along. And for forty-two times after that we went out to Top Dog every time 
someone finished their PhD. And even the vegetarians went. They finally had 
a vegetarian dog on the sign board. But they cooked it in the same grease as 
the regular hot dogs. Yeah, it was really a tradition that we had, going out for 
a Top Dog and they called it "the Ph.D. wienie." 

04-00:18:25 
Eardley-Pryor: I didn't realize that Steve had a role in helping create this legacy, which has 

happened now for almost fifty years, of your students going to Top Dog when 
they finish their degree. 

04-00:18:35 
Resh: Right. And my last one finished, she brought her husband. It was always just a 

nice thing. And everybody would go along, even the vegetarians. 

04-00:18:48 
Eardley-Pryor: That's what I thought. I thought it was such a lovely thing, too, that the whole 

lab would join you. 

04-00:18:54 
Resh: Yes. 

04-00:18:57 
Eardley-Pryor: And I remember, yeah, the whole lab going and I can't remember who it was 

specifically that told me, but that you would walk the student in regally, 
whomever had just finished their degree, and say, "Of the four items on the 
menu, pick anything you like." [laughter] 

04-00:19:18 
Resh: And we'd always tell the story to the cooks working at Top Dog, who could 

have cared less about this. The one exception was at the North Side Top Dog 
where the cook was a life-long employee there. He had worked there for over 
twenty years. He would advise all the engineering students about what courses 
they should take and what the professors were like because he heard about 
them for twenty years. And he was kind of a funny guy. I remember the year I 
won the campus teaching award; he starts talking about how Top Dog is very 
proud of being a member of the community, and he's going on and on like this 
about all Top Dog does. And he says, "Therefore, in honor of your award, 
here is a free hot dog." It was just such a crazy place to go.  
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04-00:20:05 
Eardley-Pryor: That's a very beautiful Berkeley story.  

04-00:20:09 
Resh: Yes. It's a very typical Berkeley story, too. 

04-00:20:11 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. Well, okay, so the interview process itself seems like it was difficult. 

Well, not difficult but interesting, and a challenge of getting through it 
physically. What were your impressions of the campus, and what did you 
think of the department? 

04-00:20:28 
Resh: Well, I thought the campus was beautiful. It just really was lovely. During the 

interview, I would walk over from the Durant Hotel in the morning to meet 
the search committee. It was pretty intense. There were a lot of issues that 
were brought up. I remember in one meeting I had with three or four faculty, 
somebody said, "Are you too applied? Can you do basic research, as well?" 
And luckily, I had prepared an identification key to the caddisfly genus 
Athripsodes so I grabbed the drawings and showed them. I said, "Oh, look, I 
can do this stuff, too, and I am doing it because it's a key of bringing the two 
the basic and applied parts together." And so that went well.  

We had a dinner again the second night. When I came back from that dinner 
to the Durant Hotel, there was a huge party going on in the hall of my room. 
This was about nine o'clock at night. I go out and start talking to people, and 
we're all having a great time. Everybody's smoking pot. And all of a sudden it 
hits me that the only person I know if I get arrested is the Chair of the Search 
Committee, and this is not going to look good if that happens during my 
interview. So I say goodnight to everybody and go back in and just kind of 
skip the party. But it was a really nice interview. I was the only one they 
interviewed, which surprised me. But they didn't bring other people out. I 
remember talking with one of the later department chairs, we had just been 
reminiscing, and he said, "If we hadn't liked you, we were going to just scrap 
the position," because it was such a different position for the previous one that 
Bob Usinger held. He was probably, of all the people who work with aquatic 
insects, the most famous in the world. 

04-00:22:38 
Eardley-Pryor: And Bob was who had, I believe, passed away or retired in '68? 

04-00:22:41 
Resh: Right. 

04-00:22:43 
Eardley-Pryor: The idea was that this job opening that you ended up taking was to replace 

Bob as a part of the faculty? 
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04-00:22:49 
Resh: Exactly. I had never met him, but I met his wife many times after I came to 

Berkeley, and she was really quite lovely. She always talked about him as if 
he was still alive. She talked about him in the present tense. And he was a 
remarkable man. He wrote an autobiography, which I actually had read before 
I came to Berkeley, about his life and he was really pretty remarkable. At any 
rate, I never heard anybody say a bad word against him. And I remember the 
first faculty meeting I attended I cracked a joke. I remember people looking at 
me and I see them thinking—or I'm thinking that they're thinking, "Bob 
Usinger wouldn't have said that." And actually, I kept a picture of him in my 
office that I passed on to my replacement Albert Ruhi this year when I did 
retire to emphasize this excellent teaching and research tradition that Bob 
Usinger had established.  

04-00:23:48 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. And I understand, too, that Bob Usinger had created a pretty 

large collection that Berkeley has in its museum. 

04-00:23:56 
Resh: Oh, yes. 

04-00:23:58 
Eardley-Pryor: Which you have since gone in and done a lot of work with and used. 

04-00:24:01 
Resh: Right. Now, as I said before, Usinger was remarkable. He wrote a very classic 

book called The Aquatic Insects of California that was the first one of its kind. 
It was used all over the world. I remember hearing of somebody going to a lab 
in Africa and they had a copy of that book on the lab bench. That's what they 
were using halfway around the world. And I ended up writing an article about 
that book and all of the people he involved in writing chapters in the book. 
And the authors ranged from a pesticide salesman for ChemAgro, Don 
Denning, to a very famous advertising executive, Clarence or Bill Day, who 
directed advertising for Levi Strauss. He came up with the idea of the little red 
emblem on the back of the jeans to identify them as Levi's. When Bill Day 
had a heart attack, his physician said, "You got to have a hobby. You can't just 
do this." And he was a great angler. So, he started raising mayflies in a spare 
bathroom in his house and ended up being the California expert on mayflies 
and he wrote the chapter on them for Usinger's book. I put together all the 
stories I had heard from people over the years. Especially, I tried to verify 
them with some type of reference. The father of Bob Haas [former CEO and 
Chairman Emeritus of Levi Strauss & Co.], Walter Haas was a very good 
friend of Clarence Day. Bob once told me that Clarence Day was the only one 
whose picture was in his father's office that wasn't a family member. So it was 
a great opportunity to move into Usinger's position and all the tradition that 
went along with it. Bill Day's father-in-law was on one of the trips that we 
lead for the California Alumni Association. One day, he came into my office 
with a portrait of Day that's now in the Essig Insect Museum at Berkeley. 
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04-00:25:47 
Eardley-Pryor: That article that you're talking about, that you wrote about Bob Usinger, was 

that something you wrote for Encyclopedia of Insects? 

04-00:25:53 
Resh: No, that was a journal article. I was thinking about all these stories, and I 

thought, "Gee, well, this will be kind of a nice historical note," and I got a lot 
of photographs of the people who were involved in it. Some of the chapter 
authors were still alive and I spoke with them. There was an older 
entomologist in the department, Jerry Powell, who had been there as a 
graduate student, and he told me a lot of stories. Even more importantly, he 
told me about places to look where there were old files. The Department had 
all these old personnel files. I'm going through these personnel files looking 
for information about the contributors, which, of course, you couldn't do now. 
And I'm reading about, in some cases, the chair wrote down that a faculty 
members wife came in to see him about her husband having a drinking 
problem, and all these very personal things that of course I didn't put in. But 
no, it was really a fun and interesting paper to write. As an historian, you 
know how looking at original documents is just so much fun. 

04-00:26:52 
Eardley-Pryor: Yes. The stories, that's what it's all about. That's the most fun part of it. Well, I 

asked if it was for the Encyclopedia of Insects because what I have heard, in 
talking with other people from your field—both colleagues in the department 
and graduate students—is that Bob Usinger's shoes were big shoes to fill, but 
that you, in your career at Berkeley, the people I have spoken with have said 
you have more than taken on that mantle and even surpassed Bob's work, 
particularly through the book The Encyclopedia of Insects. The same stature 
that you ascribed to Usinger's California insects' book is similar and even 
beyond—that you have gone beyond with your own work and your own 
career. So, I think that's especially cool that you have such regard for him in a 
way, while also moving the position that he once held, that you then held, 
forward and beyond. 

04-00:27:50 
Resh: Well, the other thing, is that a lot of his friends really were very kind to me 

when I arrived. There was a very famous wildlife biologist, Starker Leopold, 
who was the son of Aldo Leopold. Starker was the most famous wildlife 
biologist in the world. And he had been a very good friend of Bob Usinger. 
And when I first came, he asked me to come over and he actually had a copy 
of Bob's book that he wanted to give to me. I ended up getting several copies 
from many different people. But Starker was also very good to my students. 
He had a foundation that he was administering funds for, and he opened it up 
for my students to apply. I was just really lucky with these older colleagues in 
the department treated me very nicely and were supportive when I arrived. 
Because Leopold could be very volatile, many people were just terrified of 
him. But he was just always great to me. And, again, maybe it was because of 
the link with Bob Usinger and the good fortune of me having his position. 
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04-00:28:50 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, you are such an incredibly humble person. Part of it might be some sort 

of connection there, but a big part of it, Vince, is you and your ability to bond 
with people, and people seeing what good work you're doing and wanting to 
support that. So, just so that that's not forgotten in all this. 

04-00:29:04 
Resh: Thanks. There's a lot of luck involved, too, Roger, really. 

04-00:29:10 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah, I am familiar. The academic world is a lot of luck, but it's also that 

"luck favors the prepared mind." I have a note, too, that in the context of 
making your decision—are you going to leave Ball State and take this 
opportunity across the continent, far away from anywhere you had been near 
before, and at a research-one university, in a very prominent department? It's a 
great opportunity, but it is a major transition. And in the context of that is 
family life, that you have a son and a wife. What's going on back in the 
Midwest with them in Kentucky, with regard to your thoughts about whether 
you would go to Berkeley? Can you share a bit of the context of what's going 
on in your life? 

04-00:29:53 
Resh: Well, when I had taken the position at Ball State, my wife and son Jon moved 

up around Christmas that first year. But by Easter, they had moved back to 
Louisville. She was a graduate student there, and there was a lot of issues that 
were going on in our lives. Every other weekend, I'd go back to Louisville, 
mainly to see my son or to try and work things out with our marriage. And 
then, when Jon had school breaks, I would bring him up to Muncie. I didn't 
work or anything when he was there. We just did things together. Right 
around the time I was going to Berkeley for an interview, or maybe it was 
even after I got back, I got a letter from a lawyer that my wife wanted a 
divorce. I called and tried to talk to her, but she said, "No, I want to do this." 
And actually, I went back to Louisville when I had the job offer from 
Berkeley and suggested, "Why don't we just call this off or cool it down?" 
And she said, "No, I want to go through with the divorce. But after we're 
divorced, maybe Jon and I will come out to California, and we can try again." 
Which didn't make a lot of sense, but that was the way it would be. And, of 
course, she never came out here.  

04-00:31:30 
But I also knew that my parents were going to play a big role in helping me 
raise Jon. I knew I was going to still have good contact with him. I don't know 
if you remember me talking about my cousin Gigi who was very important in 
my life when I was growing up through college. But when she and her 
husband split up, the husband claimed that their child Andrew, who was the 
spitting image of him, was not his. He said that he was not the father and 
never saw the child again. So, I was really aware of the effect that had on 
Andrew, and there was no way that was going to happen to Jon and me. And I 
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knew that I'd be traveling a lot and that I could go back to Louisville 
regularly, we had summers, and we would do that. Jon has wonderful 
memories of our times together doing these trips. We'd go to hotels that had a 
swimming pool, and we'd go to movies, and we'd do all kinds of things like 
that. It was never going back for work or anything. So, we'd do that regularly. 
My parents would bring him out to California. I would spend summers using 
New York as a base, going in and out of there.  

But I knew right from the beginning that that separation was going to be 
difficult. I thought it would be easier when he could travel alone to California, 
but his mother never let that happen until he was almost out of high school. 
So, it was basically flying back to Louisville, or Florida where they eventually 
moved after she remarried, picking him up, and then flying back with him at 
the end of the visit.  

04-00:33:37 
 My parents had a big role in helping out, and it was very interesting, because 

in many respects the influence on me by my parents, and the influence on Jon 
by my parents, made us much more similar in personality. Of course, I was 
not his brother, I was his father. But we had a lot of the same influences, 
which was very positive in terms of our future relationship. I taught in 
Montana at the research station on Flathead Lake for two or three summers. 
He always came there. I'd go back east and we'd go to Cape Cod. I was doing 
some stuff at Woods Hole one summer, and we spent a lot of time there and, 
of course in New York, he and I were taking all kinds of trips. We made the 
best of the situation as we could. I don't want to say it turned out better than if 
I had stayed in Louisville, because there we would have had far more contact. 
But every time we got together, it was special because we wanted to make the 
most of the moment, both of us.  

04-00:34:44 
Eardley-Pryor: Absolutely. Absence makes the heart grow fonder, in this case.  

04-00:34:47 
Resh: Yes. It really worked out ok for the most part. Jon and I have talked about it a 

lot. 

04-00:34:50 
Eardley-Pryor: You have such a proclivity for travel. You spent the past almost-fifty years of 

traveling for research and for presentations and for teaching opportunities. 
Was some of that impetus for travel for you related to Jon being away? 

04-00:35:11 
Resh: Of course. It provided more chances to see him. My feeling has always been 

that academics have such a hard-financial times in graduate school that, no 
matter how much money they're eventually making, they still are looking for 
free ways to travel and add in fun trips as well. But travelling was really 
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important to me. And especially having Jon spend the summers out here or 
with me in New York was really great. That was really great. 

04-00:35:48 
Eardley-Pryor: I love hearing, too, the role that your parents played as grandparents to Jon, 

and how they created that bond with him, but also enabled a deeper bond 
between you and Jon through their loving relationship with him. 

04-00:36:02 
Resh: Yes. To this day Jon always talks about the role that my parents played in 

influencing his personality and his ideals. They were very, very important to 
him and I knew that was going to happen.  

04-00:36:19 
Eardley-Pryor: And you had told me, too, that when you finally did accept the position at 

Berkeley, after you decided you were going to go out there, you still had to 
get across the country. So, in July of 1975, you move from Indiana to 
California. Can you share what that cross-country journey was like for you? 

04-00:36:36 
Resh: Well, one thing, happened just a little before that. When I got the phone call 

from the chair of the Entomology Department saying that I was going to be 
offered the job I didn't realize that the decision still had to move up the 
administrative chain for approval. I know this sounds very unrealistic of me, 
but there was something called the Budget Committee that had to approve it. I 
told Ball State right after I received the call that I was going to resign. They 
immediately set up a search committee for my replacement. They arranged a 
nice going away party for me and everything. They seemed pleased about me 
getting the appointment, and they were really quite nice about it. But what I 
didn't realize was, the position at Berkeley may not have been assured. I have 
seen since then, over the forty-six years I've been here, that people have gone 
up to the Administration as new appointees and they've been turned down. 
Now, luckily that didn't happen to me but every once in a while, I've thought 
what would I have done if that happened? Because I went off to teach in 
Belize and Guatemala that summer and then gave up my apartment, just was 
kind of a gypsy, staying in people's houses that were on vacation.  

04-00:37:47 
 But then when we did go to California, my father and I drove out together. He 

flew from New York to Indianapolis, and I picked him up at the airport and 
we took really a slow, scenic route. I think we took over a week to get there. 
We went south to the Grand Tetons and Jackson Hole, and then up to Reno, 
and then we came to Berkeley. I remember the sign on I-80 directing us to 
University Avenue and the University of California, Berkeley. I had an 
apartment that the department had found for me, so the two of us stayed there. 
And I think he was there for maybe four or five days more and then went back 
to New York. He had had very fond memories of San Francisco from being 
there during the second World War, of the St. Francis Hotel and the Carnation 
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Room or Camellia Room, or whatever they called the bar. He enjoyed our trip 
very much. They came out all the time, actually. 

 The department found an apartment on Hearst Avenue, which was about 150 
yards from my building. And I remember people would call me when they'd 
get locked out of my building, Wellman Hall, and ask, "Would I come over 
and let them in?" So, it was not a very private place to live. It was interesting 
though because it was filled with people from the Graduate Theological Union 
in Berkeley, so there were a lot of priests and nuns living in the building. I 
liked them very much. So, it was a nice, beginning place to live. 

04-00:38:38 
Eardley-Pryor: We will get into more discussion about teaching as we continue our interviews 

together. But the new role of having a PhD-level graduate students, and then 
also a large group of undergraduates who are taking classes with forty faculty 
members in the Entomology Department at Berkeley, that seems like a big 
shift from the teaching environment you had come from at Ball State. Can you 
talk about what that transition was like and your first impressions? 

04-00:39:08 
Resh: Well, one of the things that Neff told me before I left for Berkeley, he said, 

"Mr. Resh," he always called me Mr. Resh, "you better plan on four papers a 
year and a book every four years. That's really what is going to be expected in 
the UC system." And well, I think that although it was an approximation, it 
really did let me know right from the beginning that publishing was really 
very, important. And I remember when I first came out and met with the 
department chair who was overseeing teaching. The Chair was Bud 
Messenger, who was a biocontrol specialist. He said, "Vince, the students can 
carry you on their shoulders through Sproul Plaza as the greatest teacher 
they've ever had, but unless you do research, unless you're publishing, you're 
not going to get tenure." He laid it out very, very clearly. What I always 
remember from that conversation was, one thing he said was, "If you can 
publish and do research without grant money, that's fine. The grant money's 
not going to matter at all in getting you tenure." And I don't know if he was 
warning me, because grant money was one of the things I had used as one of 
the strengths I was bringing. But he emphasized that it was the publishing that 
was important. And, actually, I saw that over and over again. People who 
brought in huge amounts of grant money but didn't publish very much or in 
good journals, basically didn't get tenure. The grant money was not the 
important thing. And that was, I think, a big difference about Berkeley, or at 
least Berkeley then. That the grant money wasn't as important. It was the 
publications and the research that was important, and that teaching wasn't that 
important. 

04-00:40:50 
Eardley-Pryor: Have any of those factors—grant money, teaching, or publications—changed 

over the forty-six years since you've been there? 
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04-00:40:55 
Resh: Well, certainly grant money has. As less and less money came from the state, 

grants became important. And also, grants became a symbol of acceptance by 
your peers. For example, getting a National Science Foundation grant pre-
tenure shows that in fact, you're viewed very well by your colleagues. But 
Berkeley, in many respects, was very different than I expected. For example, 
collaboration among labs was not really encouraged. They really wanted each 
lab to be established as a separate entity, and if you needed a collaborator, like 
a good statistician, you hire one. Basically, we were all running separate little 
businesses. It was quite different than what I expected. 

04-00:41:52 
 The other thing was that there were different Divisions in the Department of 

Entomology and the campus that I never expected when I came here. For 
example, I was in the College of Natural Resources, which was a blending of 
the Agriculture and Forestry Colleges. And the mission of my new college 
was really applied research, which was of course, fine with me. I thought that 
sounded great. But we also had a lot more money because we had access to 
government funds, like Agricultural Experiment Station funds that were 
geared towards our college. And this created a lot of problems with Letters 
and Science, which was not an applied college and it was the biggest college 
on the campus. So, there was a fundamental difference and I never realized 
how major this was. All of us in Natural Resources had eleven-month 
appointments, where everybody in L&S had nine-month appointments. So, 
when you retire, our pensions are about 18 percent higher than somebody at 
the same level and salary on a nine-month appointment. And we were viewed 
as not having as heavy teaching loads as they did. So, there was a lot of 
resentment that we had an easier situation in our college.  

04-00:43:04 
Eardley-Pryor: Do you know the story behind why that eleven versus nine-month division 

exists? 

04-00:43:09 
Resh: Sure. Because we had been an agriculture school or a forestry school, we were 

expected to spend the summers in the fields doing agricultural or forestry 
research, and that was just part of the appointment. Now, my predecessor, Bob 
Usinger, didn't do agricultural work. I didn't do agricultural work. But it was 
just a carryover from the days of the Hatch Act that set up the Land Grant and 
agricultural colleges in each state. Well, in the last twenty years they've gotten 
rid of that difference. The Deans have basically taken all that money away for 
development offices and activities like that. We got to keep our eleven-month 
appointments but the new faculty-hires only got nine-month appointments. I 
remember the first seminar I ever gave in the Zoology Department. The 
faculty member that introduced me, Ralph Smith, said, "Well, you know, he's 
in the Entomology Department, but he's really a biologist. He's like one of us." 
And I remember thinking, "What the hell is that about?" But there was this 
real and very strong perception about us. I'm in a lunch group that's been 
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meeting for seventy years. And every once in a while, somebody will bring up 
that story about how they thought we in the College of Natural Resources got 
away with a lot and that we had access to more grant money. Well, it was true. 
Some people even had technicians that were covered under this Agricultural 
Experiment Station funding. I'm not sure that we didn't teach as much as other 
colleges. But that our salaries were higher? It was true. 

04-00:44:36 
Eardley-Pryor: And this was specific to College of Natural Resources? It didn't apply to 

College of Chemistry, for example, or in Physics and Biology that are in the 
College of Letters and Science? 

04-00:44:42 
Resh: No one else. It went back to the Hatch Act of 1860-something, which created 

the Agricultural Experiment Stations. So, Berkeley, Davis, and Riverside were 
considered to be Agriculture Experiment Stations, so we had this extra money. 
And really, for the first twenty-five years I was at Berkeley, I could always 
count on maybe twenty-five thousand or thirty thousand dollars in research 
support, that I would get from the Agriculture Experiment Station that no one 
else in other colleges would get. And some people, if they were doing 
agricultural-pest control, they could count on maybe a couple of full-time 
positions that they'd have assigned to them and a vehicle, like a pick-up truck. 
One faculty member had a plane that the state bought for him. So, there was 
this imbalance. But actually, even within the Entomology Department, there 
were Divisions. There was the one I was brought into, which was called 
Entomology and Parasitology, and the other one was called Biological 
Control. And the Biological Control were the anti-pesticide group. Everything 
was based on biological control with natural enemies. Well, in fact, the people 
who were doing agriculture in both divisions were doing something called 
integrated pest management. They're controlling pest based on the biology of 
the organisms. It was an artificial division, but it really created a lot of strife. 
The head of Biocontrol was Robert van den Bosch, who really thrived on 
conflict and created an "us against them" environment. He died of a heart 
attack, and some in the Biocontrol Division were convinced that the pesticide 
companies killed him. Some were like zealots about biocontrol. 

04-00:46:47 
Eardley-Pryor: How did those divisions play out within the Department of Entomology 

before it got absorbed in the later reorganizations that happened on campus? 

04-00:46:55 
Resh: Well, there was a lot of conflict in terms of new positions. For example, if 

somebody who was really good that had been at Berkeley and then went to 
Davis and now wants to come back to Berkeley, if he had had a major 
professor that was in Entomology and Parasitology, that would taint him in 
terms of going to the Biocontrol Control Division. But it was really a 
philosophical or ideological difference. But luckily, what I did for teaching 
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and research didn't fit me in as a biocontrol person or a pesticide person so 
there was never a problem for me. 

04-00:47:30 
Eardley-Pryor: You didn't fit in either of the camps. 

04-00:47:31 
Resh: I was acceptable to both. Let's put it that way. 

04-00:47:38 
Eardley-Pryor: But these divisions didn't reflect some sort of disciplinary difference? It was 

really more internal to the organizational structure of Berkeley? 

04-00:47:46 
Resh: Well, it was in the sense that the Biocontrol people were really anti-pesticide 

use. They want control of pests basically by natural enemies. But, as I said, 
everybody that was doing agriculture in both sides was really doing what was 
called integrated pest management, which really was an idea that originated at 
Berkeley. 

I just thought of one story when I was interviewing. There was a graduate 
student who was on the search committee, and he was a New Yorker. He had 
gone to Bronx High School of Science and Queens College, and really very 
much a New Yorker. So, he had taken me out to lunch and was one of the 
many people who was interviewing me. And I said, "Can I pay for lunch?" I 
didn't want him to have to pay. And he said, "Nah, I got a chit," which is a 
very New York expression, meaning somebody else is going to pay for it. And 
actually, he's been a very close friend of mine for forty-six years. 

04-00:48:43 
Eardley-Pryor: Who is that? 

04-00:48:44 
Resh: Alan Kaplan. He was a great park ranger and naturalist. He was probably one 

of the most famous in the state in terms of what he did. He remained a close 
friend. But I immediately took to him when he said, "I'll get a chit."  

04-00:48:59 
Eardley-Pryor: I love it. When I go on my backpacking trips with my brother and a group of 

friends, we all have the chit. Somebody buys something, like, "Oh, put it in 
the chit. We're going to chit that one." So we throw the receipt in the 
envelope." 

04-00:49:12 
Resh: Yes.  

04-00:49:12 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, you had mentioned Bud Messenger as somebody giving you some 

advice early on in Berkeley. Who were some of the other mentors that you 
looked to guide your early years there? 
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04-00:49:25 
Resh: Yes. I was very lucky in that I almost immediately met an entomologist whose 

name was Howell Daly. He had been on the search committee as well. He 
worked on bees and was a well-known bee biologist. But he was also 
interested in aquatic insects because he was a fly fisherman. And he took me 
under his wing and really was good in that he didn't tell me what I wanted to 
hear, he told me what I needed to hear, especially about balancing teaching, 
about balancing research, and about balancing committee service. And he 
really was a great friend my entire career at Berkeley. And I certainly had 
people who were role models. There were a couple of forest entomologists. 
Dave Wood at ninety is still doing freshmen seminars and coming to campus. 
The other was Don Dahlsten, who was a biocontrol, forest entomologist. He 
and I taught insect ecology together. Both were wonderful to me right from 
the beginning of the time I started.  

04-00:50:34 
 The other thing that happened, and I don't want to mention names on this. I 

also came up with the idea of people who I didn't want to be like, who were 
kind of anti-role models for me. And there was one in particular. I saw how he 
treated the people in his laboratory and was always being manipulative of 
them. And if there was a position to hire and it was going to impinge on him 
in any way, he'd kill that position. He became a very important anti-role 
model to me, just by watching how he dealt with people. And one of the 
things that was interesting is that, when he died—he died in his eighties in his 
lab—the chair said to me, "I can't get anybody to write an obituary for him. 
Would you write one?" And so I did. And I couldn't even get one of his 
former grad students who was now on the faculty to co-sign it with me. So, he 
really left a lot of dead bodies in his path. That anti-role model he played for 
me was as important as having colleagues as positive influences. I just didn't 
want to be like that guy. 

04-00:51:47 
Eardley-Pryor: With regard to those positive influences, people like Dave Woods and Don 

Dahlsten and Howell Daly, how specifically were they helping guide you? 
You're coming to this huge university, a lot of bureaucracy. As you say, even 
within the department, there are these divisions, and balancing this new much-
higher requirement for research than you had had previously. What kind of 
advice were they giving you that you can think of that really stood out? 

04-00:52:12 
Resh: They were just supportive. And I know that's kind of a vague word. But if 

ever I had a question about the internal politics, they would help me work 
through it. There was another faculty member whose name was Andy 
Gutierrez, who was a really bright mathematician. He had a lot of problems in 
his interactions with many colleagues and administrators. And I remember 
once, maybe it was my first semester there, I was trying to work on something 
that was not even complicated mathematics but I couldn't understand it. And I 
remember calling him up and saying, "Would you mind if I just come down?" 
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He was down in the Biocontrol Division at the Gill Tract, which is a research 
facility on San Pablo Avenue. I said, "You mind if I come down and just ask 
you something?" And I remember he said, "Come down around six o'clock. 
Why don't you just come down here." And I brought all my notes and my 
questions like "How do you do the statistics for this, and what do they mean?" 
and fairly basic questions like that. He was great, he was wonderful to me. 
And I remember thinking, years later, that no new professor would ever do 
that to a senior professor. They would never want them to know that they 
didn't know something. It was a very different environment then. But maybe it 
worked for me because I was so much younger than all of them. Or naive, 
maybe, that I asked him in the first place. But I've never forgotten those 
hundreds of little kindnesses that he and so many others did in my early days.  

04-00:53:33 
 I remember when Don Dahlsten and I were teaching an ecology class, and we 

were on a field trip together. I get cold very easily. And I remember just 
freezing and then Don getting up and bringing me blankets. These little acts of 
kindness were special, as opposed to saying, "Ah, shut up and go to sleep." 
And there were so many people like that when I came that I just have nothing 
but wonderful memories about them. And this is, again, a department where 
there was a lot of strife, where there's a lot of infighting. But there was always 
an element of kindness.  

04-00:54:17 
 The secretaries were important, too. At that time we had a lot of secretaries 

and bookkeeping staff. They often would say that they loved our department 
because there were no prima donnas. Everybody was pretty much down to 
earth. And I always thought that was because entomology was largely based 
on doing field work, and because we had to deal with farmers and ranchers. 
We can't put on pretensions. That really was kind of the way all the 
entomologists were. There was one staff person that was very special to all of 
us, Marian Merrill. She ran the department and was just one of the kindest 
people I've known. She not only made the department run smoothly, but she 
also provided "tea and sympathy" for all of us. Ethel Nakamura served in that 
role after Marian retired. 

 In those early years I was close to many faculty members. Sandy Purcell of 
course was a good friend as was Loy Volkman and Bob Lane. Tom Mittler 
and I worked closely together on the Annual Review of Entomology until he 
retired. Of course, I was much closer in age to the graduate students than the 
faculty so I played on several intramural teams with them for many years. 

We had a very interesting woman who was a Franciscan nun and had a 
research position. She was adjunct faculty. And she was really one of the most 
remarkable women I've ever met. 

04-00:55:06 
Eardley-Pryor: Who was this? 
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04-00:55:06 
Resh: Pardon me? 

04-00:55:07 
Eardley-Pryor: Who was this? 

04-00:55:08 
Resh: Sister Monica Asman. When she retired, she set up a storefront to feed the 

homeless in Redwood City. I remember going to her memorial service after 
she died. I could tell you so many stories about her. She and I used to compete 
for funds together. And I would always wonder how she would be so 
successful in getting funding because it was such a rough and tumble way 
they had for us to get funds. The agency had a committee that would ask you 
questions, then the researchers competing with you for funds would ask 
questions trying to nail each other. Once I asked her how she was so 
successful in dealing with this crowd. She told me, "Listen, I was a grammar 
school principal. I know how to deal with these guys." She was just great and 
I told that story at her memorial service. 

04-00:55:53 
So, Sister Monica lived in a convent and my first year there, and she invites 
the department to have a retreat down at her convent. I'll tell you though, there 
was an unbelievable amount of hard drinking that went on among the faculty 
in those early years. We all go down there on Friday night and they have 
dinner for us, and then everybody is drinking, and Saturday morning they 
kicked us out for our bad behavior. And the Christmas parties were so wild. 
Somehow, a toilet one year got knocked off the wall and the bathroom 
flooded. Everybody was really drinking a tremendous amount. But, again, this 
field-based approach dealing with farmers and everything was not that 
inconsistent with this hard-drinking behavior.  

04-00:56:35 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, I'm wondering, too, you had talked about Cornell having this incredible 

role in educating a number of people who came out of World War II with the 
GI Bill, and trained a lot of the entomologists across the country and North 
American even. I'm wondering how much of Berkeley's department—you said 
it was mostly an older department when you joined in 1975. How many of 
these were war veterans who had come back from service? 

04-00:57:01 
Resh: Not too many at that time. There were some. There was one other colleague 

who was about five years older than me, Sandy Purcell—who I think you 
talked to. He went to the Air Force Academy and then decided to become an 
entomologist. He's still a close friend. All the rest of them were really a good 
ten or fifteen years older than me. But several of them had been out of that 
Cornell program. Cornell and Berkeley had the two best entomology 
programs in the world, with the two best groups of entomologists.  
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 I do want to add a story that happened in my early years at Berkeley that took 
place around 1978. I got a telephone call from Ollie Flint, who was a 
colleague at the Smithsonian Institution that I had visited when I was a 
graduate student and knew quite well from conferences. He told me that the 
United States National Academy of Sciences was giving an honorary 
membership to Elena Ceauȿescu, the wife of the Romanian President. She was 
the head of their Academy of Sciences. When she was to receive the honor, 
they were going to pass her a list with the names of ten Romanian scientists 
that were to be allowed to leave the country. There was a Romanian 
entomologist named Lasare Botosaneanu, and Ollie was hoping to get his 
name on that list. The choice of who made the list was up to a physicist at the 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories named Erwin Friedlander and Ollie wanted 
me to call him and push to get Botosaneanu's name on the list. 

 I didn't know Friedlander and was quite worried about how to do this. But I 
finally called and told him who I was and that I had been called by a 
Smithsonian scientist, etc. When I mentioned Botosaneanu, he paused and 
then said, "I know him. When we were students, we stood in line together to 
buy classical records whenever they came into the shops." 

 So, Botosaneanu got on the list and was allowed to emigrate from Romania. 
We all assumed that he'd come to the United States but one entomologist, who 
was quite well known, lobbied that he wouldn't fit in with North American 
science and he ended up taking a job in Amsterdam. I remember meeting 
Botosaneanu and his family at a meeting a couple of years later and I 
especially remember how excited his teenage daughter was about all her new 
opportunities. I never told him how Berkeley was involved but I was delighted 
to have been a minor participant in this story.  

04-00:57:27 
Eardley-Pryor: Great story. Well, on that point, I have a note that in 1979, you considered 

actually leaving Berkeley for an opportunity at Cornell. Can you tell me a 
little bit about that experience? 

04-00:57:38 
Resh: There were a lot of reasons that I thought of doing it. But first of all, please 

remember that I was happy at Berkeley. Cornell had an equally good 
department even though Berkeley was number one and Cornell was number 
two in the country. My major professor, Stuart Neff, had gone to Cornell and 
this was his major professor's position. Along with Usinger's, this was the 
most famous position in the field worldwide. So, I applied for it. Another 
reason was to go back and be closer to my parents if something happened to 
them. They were getting older. And, I'd be closer to Louisville, although not 
that much closer. And so, I went there to interview and it went well. I 
remember dealing with the agricultural entomologists and the extension 
people there. They wanted me to tell them jokes. It was a fine interview. I got 
the job offer. It was clear that in the offer I may be getting my next ten-years 
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of salary raises all at once because the salary was much higher than I was 
getting at Berkeley. And also, rather than having a chair like we had at 
Berkeley where there was a rotation, they had a head, which had an awful lot 
of power over salaries, space, and likely local funding. And the department 
was split, not on offering me the position, but split in that some felt I was too 
applied. There was a group of theoretical ecologists there who felt the work I 
was doing was just too applied. So there was a split vote. It was still largely in 
favor of hiring me, but the vote on hiring me with tenure was unanimous. So, 
there were people who didn't want me but still thought I should have tenure, 
which I always thought was kind of interesting. And then Ed Smith, the chair 
of the department at that time said, "I'm going to recommend you to come 
without tenure. You have to go up for tenure after you spend some time here." 
And I said, "Eh, okay." So, I decided to think about it for the weekend, and I 
called my parents and told them about this offer. One of my father's early jobs 
after the war was building dorms up at Cornell, so I thought that would be 
interesting to him. And then Neff, of course, called me over the weekend 
trying to get me to take it. And I remember that Sunday afternoon, because I 
was going to call Cornell on Monday, my father calls me and says, "You 
know, if you're coming back here to be closer to us, you could take a plane 
from San Francisco and get home faster than if you drove down from Ithaca." 
And I always thought what he was doing is saying, "It's okay. Stay at 
Berkeley." And that was when I decided to stay here. Based on my 
conversations with the department head at Cornell, it was clear I was going 
into a situation that wasn't as comfortable as I had here. Also, I remember 
Neff telling me that, "If you're doing international work, getting out of Ithaca 
is impossible because the airport is almost always closed down. And it's an 
eleven-hour drive to get to Kennedy, which was the big international airport 
that I would have to fly out of. While I think Neff was disappointed that I 
didn't take it, but it never had any repercussions on our friendship or future 
interactions. I think Neff's major professor, Cliff Berg, was sorrier that I didn't 
take it. There were a couple of people in the department, for thirty years 
afterwards, that always brought up their disappointment that I didn't take that 
position. But it turned out, they hired a woman, Roberta Peckarsky, that was 
really good. Also, Cornell had gotten the Snail Award from a women-in-
academia organization at that time, so it was good that they hired a woman, 
who turned out to be very good as well. 

04-01:01:40 
Eardley-Pryor: What's the Snail Award? 

04-01:01:41 
Resh: It was for having the slowest progress in affirmative action towards hiring 

women.  

04-01:01:51 
Eardley-Pryor: Were you able to leverage the job offer that came from Cornell here at 

Berkeley for any kind of other opportunities here? 
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04-01:02:00 
Resh: That's such an interesting question. I decided not to. 

04-01:02:02 
Eardley-Pryor: Why? 

04-01:02:03 
Resh: I wanted my decision to be based on the merits of my staying at Berkeley 

versus the merits of my leaving for Cornell. And I remember that people were 
always using leverage for salary or for this or that. I did get tenure right away, 
almost as soon as I came back. And I remember not wanting to do 
negotiations. I don't want to make it look like I was considering this move just 
to make a better deal for myself. And I remember the chair got me a big raise 
even though I never asked for it. And I think he used that, "Look, he's not 
asking" as a way of getting it for me. Maybe I could have gotten more or 
something else at the time. But in the long run, it never mattered. But no, I 
wanted to decide based on the merits of staying versus leaving. 

04-01:02:55 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. Well, in thinking about making this big move potentially back to 

New York, up to Ithaca, there was also a big transition in your life that was 
happening here in California. Can you share what was going on in your 
personal life in this period, the late seventies and early 1980s, when you're 
thinking about in 1979 moving to Cornell. What did you have going on here, 
outside of your academic world? 

04-01:03:21 
Resh: Well, when I first came to Berkeley, I was single. I dated a couple of people 

but certainly nothing very serious. I actually had a funny experience. Almost 
maybe the second week I was here, I was living in this apartment on Hearst 
Avenue. So, I would go spend a lot of time in the lab in the evenings. And I'd 
often go to a late movie. I was going to go over to see an Ingmar Bergman 
film, Cries and Whispers, which is probably the most depressing movie to 
watch if you've had marital problems. And one of the graduate students had 
come in. I had not really known her. I knew who she was by name. And she 
started to talk to me, asked how I was doing, how I was settling in. I said, 
"You know, fine." I said, "I'm just heading over for a movie." And she said, 
"Oh, can I go with you?" And I said, "Oh, sure, of course." So, we go and we 
watched Cries and Whispers, and then we go and have a couple of beers 
afterwards. And she goes home, I go home.  

04-01:04:20 
At that time, we had a new chair of our division who had just started. And I 
get a note to come down and see him the next morning. And I go into his 
office. We have a of small chat and he says, "I heard you were out with and he 
names the student last night." And I said, "I was going to a movie, and she 
came along." And over the course of the conversation I realized that they were 
having an affair and that the student was using me to "rope him back in." He 
later divorced his wife and married the student. As typically happens with 
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faculty/student relationships, and as I found out later for myself, it was a 
disaster. He was from a very wealthy family. She took him for millions of 
dollars. So, I stayed away from her like the plague from that moment on. But I 
remember feeling manipulated by that. It happens, you know. 

04-01:05:19 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah, like your guard should be up. 

04-01:05:25 
Resh: Yes. But I didn't know they were a couple. Everybody else knew except me.  

In early 1976, a student that I had known as an undergraduate at Ball State had 
been writing to me and wanted to come out to California for graduate school. I 
had liked her very much, and we had seen each other periodically over that 
summer. I said, "Sure, that sounds great." And she stayed with me. And I said, 
"I'll help you all I can with graduate school and where you want to go, or a 
job." And, of course, if somebody is staying with you, sooner or later, you get 
involved. We ended up doing that. We ended up traveling together a lot. She 
came on field trips and got to know the students in the lab. She hadn't started 
graduate school right away because she had to apply and get California 
residency for the reduced tuition. She applied, got accepted, and went to San 
Francisco State. And then, we did a lot of traveling. We had a really romantic 
trip to Italy together and a variety of other trips. At one point, she started 
suggesting that we get married?  

04-01:06:51 
Eardley-Pryor: Who was this friend from Ball State who came out to California? 

04-01:06:55 
Resh: Her name was Kay Sorg. She was seven or eight years younger than me. She 

was very lively, very funny. I remember my mother pointing out when she 
had met her out here that she was glad I was with somebody. She said, "You 
seemed to have forgotten to laugh, and she made you laugh again." We were 
together and had many good experiences. But what was a real problem, not 
before we got married but after we got married, was her relationship with my 
son Jon. And actually, he's periodically brought her up over time saying, 
"How could somebody be so mean to a ten-year-old kid?" She really was 
awful to him and it got worse over time. Eventually, she would just disappear 
when he came out. Over time it just got worse and worse. 

04-01:08:01 
Eardley-Pryor: Why do you think that was the case? 

04-01:08:03 
Resh: I have no idea really. She remarried but was never able to have children. But I 

don't know. Her parents certainly never showed any kind of that resentment to 
me or Jon. But our friends noticed it right from the beginning, because 
whenever Jon was there, she was off camping or doing something with 
another group. It got to the point that one night she gave me an ultimatum: 
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that it was either going to be Jon or her. It made me think of my cousin Gigi 
and watching how devasting it was for her son Andrew, when his Dad stopped 
seeing him. It wasn't an option for me. And to be honest with you, I don't 
think my parents would have ever forgiven me or I would have forgiven 
myself if I did that. The regrets I would have had would have been devastating 
to me my whole life. 

04-01:07:57 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah, that's not really a choice.  

04-01:09:00 
Resh: It wasn't a choice. So, we separated. I have to admit, I did keep on trying to 

ask, "Can't we reconcile? Can't we try again?" I was trying to come up with 
various alternatives, except not the alternative of choosing between them. It 
was kind of an easy divorce logistically. It was just money. But emotionally, it 
was devastating to have had this happen a second time. I constantly 
questioned my judgment about any kind of relationship after this. But several 
friends helped me through this, especially Gary Lamberti, and Steve and 
Carolyn Balling. And my grad students Josh Collins and Mark Barnby kept 
me out in the field quite a lot with their research projects, which also helped 
me a great deal.  

04-01:09:31 
Eardley-Pryor: Where were you living by that point? I assume, no longer in the Hearst 

apartment. 

04-01:09:36 
Resh: No. I had bought a house in Berkeley, down off Solano Avenue, which was 

really a great neighborhood. It was $48,000. I remember telling my parents 
that I bought this house. And my father, again, a very bright man with a long 
career in construction, said, "Well, how many square feet is it?" I said, "A 
thousand square feet." And he goes quiet, and he said, "How much did you 
put down?" And I said, "Eight thousand dollars." He said, "Eight thousand 
dollars. Well, the most you're going to lose is eight thousand dollars." He 
never could conceive of a thousand square foot house for $48,000. It was 
beyond his comprehension that anyone would pay that. And, of course, I'm 
sure the house is well over a million dollars now. 

04-01:10:22 
Eardley-Pryor: My goodness, yes. 

04-01:10:24 
Resh: Yes. But I sold it and bought a house that Cheryl and I still live in, in El 

Cerrito. And we like that house very much. The long-term damage wasn't 
financial but, boy, was it emotional. First of all, I didn't trust my judgment 
anymore about what I was doing. I didn't really trust other people like that to 
get involved with me. So I think that for years after that, all the women I 
would go out with would have some type of a fatal flaw that could never lead 
us to get involved. It was really a long-term psychological trauma for me. 
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04-01:11:10 
Eardley-Pryor: You were subconsciously picking these people that you knew you couldn't 

end up with? 

04-01:11:14 
Resh: Exactly. 

04-01:11:14 
Eardley-Pryor: But not consciously doing it. 

04-01:11:15 
Resh: Well, I'm not so sure. Maybe I was consciously doing it, too. But it was a 

devasting period in my life. I intended not to marry again. I had a son. I had 
friendships, which I always maintained. But I didn't think I would ever marry 
again. 

04-01:11:44 
Eardley-Pryor: In what ways did the separation with Kay change or perhaps even reinvigorate 

your relationship with Jon, your son? 

04-01:11:53 
Resh: Well, it made it much easier. There was never that conflict anymore. And then 

we just did everything we could to be together as much as possible. And by 
that time, once that marriage was over, I was really traveling a lot. Any 
chance I got to give a seminar anyplace in the Midwest, I'd take it so I could 
see Jon. I was working on a big project in the southeast and that was actually 
in the Carolinas, but I could fly to Dallas, then Louisville. I could do trips like 
that, and I would pay the other leg if I had to. But I was getting invited 
everywhere for seminars. I could have gone at least once or twice a month if I 
wanted to. I even did some teaching in Cincinnati for EPA at that big facility 
there.  

04-01:13:00 
Eardley-Pryor: And you'd thought, at one point, of even joining that facility. 

04-01:13:04 
Resh: Right. That was, again, when I was at Ball State, I thought about doing that. 

No, once I turned down the Cornell job, although I had a good offer from 
Massachusetts, I never really intended to go anywhere else. I was going to 
stay at Berkeley. I liked it here. I was established. I enjoyed the teaching I was 
doing. I enjoyed the research. The other thing about Cornell was that living in 
California I was aware that water was like gold here. It was really something 
that I would never have problems getting research money for. New York, with 
the floods and everything, water was often viewed as a problem unless there 
was a drought. I did not have a sense that what I would be doing there was as 
important as here at Berkeley. Of course, the mosquito research would have 
been important. But the other thing was that I don't think Cornell would have 
let me do the international work that Berkeley did.  
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It was a bit like Stanford. I used to think that Stanford pays such great salaries 
and would be a better place to work. But, again, Berkeley has, and I hope they 
continue to have, this idea of the public good. Projects like river blindness 
control are really what I think a university should be doing. I think that was 
the wonderful thing about Berkeley that made me really wanted to stay.  

Plus, I liked my house, the house that we're still in now. Initially, I made it a 
two-family house. I bought the house unfinished. It was from the divorce of a 
couple, and they put all their money into this. I got it at really at a bargain. It 
cost way less than it was assessed for because nobody would buy it, because it 
was unfinished. The whole downstairs' floor was unfinished, just bare wood, 
no insulation or sheetrock. I realized that if I could get a renter in there I could 
do ok financially because I really couldn't afford the house payments. And so 
I turned what they had planned to be a darkroom for photography into a 
kitchen. There was already a bathroom down there, and then I had a kitchen, 
bedroom, and a living room to rent out. I separated the two floors, closing the 
stairwell and turned it into an office. And I rented it for years and had a lot of 
very interesting renters. It also kept the house occupied when I travelled. 

04-01:15:38 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. Social, and helping pay the mortgage.  

04-01:15:41 
Resh: Yes. 

04-01:15:43 
Eardley-Pryor: Do you mind me asking, just for the context of history, when you bought the 

house, and how much you remember paying for it? 

04-01:15:47 
Resh: Yes, 1983 and it was $182,000. 

04-01:15:56 
Eardley-Pryor: My goodness. 

04-01:15:57 
Resh: Yes. And what I did was put almost every bit of cash I had into the down 

payment because the interest rates were about 12 percent or 12.5 percent, and 
I wanted to keep the payments as low as possible. I was kind of broke. I 
remember, I was buying and selling cars on the side. I was doing all kinds of 
extra work just to keep my head above water. I remember having a visitor 
from Germany, and he was amazed that I'm getting all these calls on my 
answering machine about buying cars from me. But I was really broke and I 
just needed to do something to help financially. 

04-01:16:31 
Eardley-Pryor: That entrepreneurial streak that has helped fuel the research that you've done 

and keep your lab so successful, I can see playing out in other ways now, too, 
that I don't think I recognized before.  
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04-01:16:41 
Resh: Yeah, but I was just broke. Because, like I said, the divorce just involved 

money, but the psychological implications were still with me. And then, I 
want to bring up another friend that came into my life and was in it for years. 
He was an Israeli that came regularly to Berkeley as a post-doc and then 
sabbatical visitor. He, his wife Yael, and their three children all became good 
friends. In 1984, he and I headed off to Peru together to go to a conference 
and traveled to Lima, Iquitos, and Machu Picchu. We had a great adventure. 
He was the one who actually brought me to Israel on a Lady Davis fellowship, 
and he was a friend until his death a few years ago. 

04-01:17:13 
Eardley-Pryor: That was around 1990 when you went to Israel? 

04-01:17:16 
Resh: Right, the year of the first Gulf War 

04-01:17:21 
Eardley-Pryor: Who was the friend, the Israeli friend? 

04-01:17:23 
Resh: His name was Ephraim Cohen. He was an insect physiologist and chemist. He 

only did lab work. And I remember, one time taking him on a field trip with 
my class and his comment was, "What you do is interesting and it's a lot of 
fun, but this isn't really science." And I remember that comment. Because to 
him, this was just playing around, which he admitted he enjoyed. This is an 
attitude that many lab scientists have about those of us who mainly do 
research in the field. It's fun and interesting but to them not really the science 
that they consider to be important. 

04-01:17:52 
Eardley-Pryor: But they weren't controlled lab experiments the way he would want it done. 

04-01:17:55 
Resh: Exactly. The time I spent with him on the Lady Davis Fellowship was just 

fabulous. We did stuff together every day. We just had a great time. And then 
Cheryl came for a long visit. That's just jumping ahead, but we had a great 
time there as well. 

04-01:18:13 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, to jump right in on that, you've talked about the psychological scars and 

the decision you had made in the wake of your partnership with Kay that you 
weren't going to remarry again— 

04-01:18:24 
Resh: Right.  

04-01:18:25 
Eardley-Pryor: — and that you were not really looking for the right fit in the right ways, 

perhaps. And yet, in 1986, you meet this incredible woman named Cheryl, 
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who you've been with since and are celebrating your thirty-fifth year of 
partnership together, this year, here on Valentine's Day. So, with that context 
of saying to yourself that you had these psychological scars and you weren't 
going to remarry, share with me about meeting Cheryl and what it was that 
made you change your mind and move past that hurt.  

04-01:19:02 
Resh: Well, I'll start off by saying it took a long time. So, I was the campus chair of 

the Committee on Teaching, and they were holding an undergraduate retreat at 
Meadowood, which is this very fancy resort up in the Napa Valley. And it 
hadn't officially opened, so I think they got a good deal to bring everybody up 
there. And I didn't particularly want to go for three days. But a mutual friend 
of ours, Barbara Davis, who was in charge of educational improvement on the 
campus, said, "I'll drive you up just so you can make your speech and then go 
home." So, I went up, and Cheryl and I met at this retreat. We did not have 
necessarily a good meeting at first. There was kind of conflicts of personality. 
I remember, she sat next to me at one of the talks, and I had said something 
about one of the speakers and she said, "Will you be quiet? I want to listen to 
this." But at the end of the three days, I wanted to see her again. But as typical 
of my life, the next day I was leaving for a month to teach at Brigham Young 
University in Provo, Utah. They had an endowed chair that they split up to 
bring three or four people in to do some lectures and advise their graduate 
students. I was going to make more in a month at Brigham Young than I 
would make in four months at Berkeley just by giving a short course and some 
lectures. So I left immediately after I met her, which was an inkling of what 
was going to happen for the rest of our lives. 

04-01:20:46 
Eardley-Pryor: Those first impressions were not, you said, a perfect match. But by the end of 

the three days together at Meadow Wood for this academic meeting, for this 
university meeting, you realized you did want to spend more time together. 
Share with me about that transition for you. What was it, the more time you 
spent together? 

04-01:21:04 
Resh: What they did the first night was to have kind of an icebreaker, because there 

were about maybe sixty people up there for this meeting. They had a costume 
party. That was the last thing I wanted to go to, and figure out what costume 
would I wear. Remember the group Sha Na Na? One of the singers was 
Bowzer, who would have the cigarettes rolled up in his t-shirt. I did that and 
that was it what I went as. I met Cheryl there, and I talked to her. I think we 
danced a couple of times. And then she said, "Well, I'm going to have to go. 
I'm going to go back to my room." And like an hour later, she's still sitting 
over there laughing with friends. And I thought, "Oh, why didn't you just tell 
me you didn't want to talk to me?" So then, the next morning she comes over 
when I'm eating breakfast. I don't know if she apologizes or what. But she's 
telling me about having lived in Panama, and I thought, "Oh, Christ, another 
back-to-the-Earther." Why is it that half the women I meet want to go live in 
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the middle of a forest? And then we had the incident of sitting near each other 
and she tells me to be quiet. So, I'm thinking this woman is a piece of work. 
But then, they had some kind of a wine tasting, and I remember we started 
talking again, and then we talked for a long time. And actually, somebody 
took a picture of us sitting together talking, which was very interesting and we 
still have that. And then I just asked, "You want to go out some time?" I knew 
she lived in Walnut Creek, and so I met her on campus. To me, Walnut Creek 
was like Dogpatch, the town in Al Kapp's comic strip Li'l Abner. I thought 
that it was in the middle of nowhere. And I had actually made a reservation 
for dinner, but I said, "Would you like to go to a restaurant that maybe you 
don't have in Walnut Creek, like a Chinese restaurant?" I mean, I thought that 
was the end of the earth. And I knew she had a horse. That's why she was out 
there. Yeah. But then, we started seeing each other.  

04-01:23:07 
 Jon at that time was about fourteen, and her son was almost the same age, 

about four months younger. First of all, we had seen what blended families 
did to people in terms of the couple and their respective kids. We would have 
them meet and have dinner together, but not push them together, which was 
good because they ended up being very good friends on their own. They were 
never forced on each other. And then we started seeing each other regularly, 
and then we took a couple of trips together. I remember we took a trip to 
Mendocino and then to the Grand Canyon. At the Grand Canyon, she was on 
crutches because she had fallen off her horse. And then, we went to New 
Zealand. I was going to a meeting. We went there and had a great time.  

04-01:24:15 
And really, I think the big event was when we went to Israel in 1990. I think is 
when we started to be a real couple. She showed up there at Thanksgiving and 
was going to write her dissertation. Ephraim meets us and he says, "This is a 
very conservative society. They are not going to understand that you're his 
girlfriend at forty-five years old. They're just not going to understand that. Do 
me a favor, tell them you're married. Just tell them you're married and don't 
make a big deal of it." So, we both said, "Okay, fine."  

It was a really great experience being in Rehovot at the time. There were two 
reasons, one of which was that the living arrangement that they had for us was 
absolutely ideal. They had this big, beautiful apartment very close to the 
campus with multiple bedrooms. And what I did was to rent a bedroom in the 
apartment. We had this shared living space and kitchen with people from 
around the world. So, we always had people to do things with, and it was very 
interesting. There was a German woman who was doing plant breeding. Every 
night she'd bring home these crosses of different fruits. They were delicious 
but just weren't economical to cultivate. So, we had all this great stuff that we 
were doing with interesting people.  
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04-01:25:52 
Rehovot was where the Weizmann Institute and the agriculture and 
environment campus of the Hebrew University of Jerusalem is located. And 
then, I was working with the Nature Reserve Authority advising on their, at 
that time, 105 nature reserves. Ninety-five of them were with freshwater 
habitats, and they were located all over the country. I taught on Wednesdays 
and the rest of the week we'd be traveling around, sometimes as day trips, 
sometimes as two- or three-day trips. And Cheryl came with us on many of 
those. Certainly, on the non-day trips she came with us. And it was really 
great travelling all over the country, seeing these interesting sites.  

So, I taught a workshop on the scientific publication process, because I had 
taught this as a course at Berkeley and had edited the Annual Review of 
Entomology for a number of years by that time. The workshop had about 75 
people in it. There were students, faculty and others from research labs in the 
area. Their perspectives were very interesting and the workshop was a lot of 
fun to teach. And we went around the country and just had great experiences. 
It was during the Intifada, so there were no tourists there. And I remember one 
of the incredible moments. This German roommate who worked on fruit 
breeding, and Cheryl and I had gone into the old city for the day. We went to 
the Church of the Holy Sepulcher, which is built over—at least Catholics 
believe, where Jesus was crucified and buried. Protestants have him buried 
somewhere else. But we were in there, the three of us. And a fourth person is 
there—it's empty. There's nobody there. The fourth person comes over to us 
and is a reporter asking what are we doing there, because there's nobody in the 
old city. So, we had a place that normally would have thousands of people in 
it just completely to ourselves. It was like that almost the whole time. And the 
people who I taught with and worked with at the Nature Reserve Authority 
were great. They were interesting, they were great hosts. We were invited to 
kibbutzim for weekends and just all kinds of interesting trips and events. We 
went down to one of the big research stations in the desert at Sde Boker. We 
had a really great time there and it was just wonderful. And we made lifelong 
friends with Leon Blaustein, who I knew from Berkeley and had emigrated to 
Israel, and Reuven Ortal, who was my companion on our Nature Reserve 
adventures. We saw Leon in Berkeley almost every year and Reuven and I 
actually had a grant funded for research in the Hula Valley. 

04-01:27:46 
 We didn't actually make a point of ever saying we were married; we just didn't 

make a point of saying that we weren't married. It was really to keep Ephraim 
happy. I think by the end of my four months stay, several people knew we 
weren't married. 

04-01:28:01 
Eardley-Pryor: But it sounds to me like that was some sort of mental turning point for you, 

perhaps. 
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04-01:28:06 
Resh: It was in some respects. But I still didn't want to get married. I was still too 

untrusting. That was the other thing. I remember Cheryl at one point saying to 
me, she said, "You have no intention of marrying me. You have no intention 
at all."  

04-01:28:22 
Eardley-Pryor: Did she have an intention? Did she want that? 

04-01:29:23 
Resh: Oh, I think she did. She never brought it up. Except there was an argument—I 

must have said something stupid and then this was her response. I think I 
probably said, "Isn't it great that you're living in Walnut Creek and I'm living 
here, and we get together on weekends?" It was probably something idiotic 
like that. So soon after that, I get a French National Research Council "Poste 
Rouge" fellowship to go to University of Lyon for six months. 

04-01:29:07 
Eardley-Pryor: To work with Bernhard? 

04-01:29:09 
Resh: With Bernhard to run this big program with him involving all these French 

scientists on the Rhône and the Saône. And Cheryl comes for about six weeks. 
We all have a nice time, and we're enjoying ourselves. She goes home to 
California, and I remember I had bought a bicycle and I used to ride up and 
down the banks of the Saône. After she left, I'm thinking, "This is really not 
fair to her. I'm not going to get married again. Why am I doing this to her? I'm 
ruining other opportunities for her future." I decided I'm going to tell her that 
we're never going to get married and that, really, we shouldn't continue to be 
together. So, I'm riding along the Saône on my bike, and I'm thinking, "You 
have this attitude about not getting married. You've had it now for nine or ten 
years. What would it take if you were going to get married?" And I started 
thinking. I said, "Well, first of all, I'd want somebody I could trust." And I go 
through all these characteristics or really what were requirements. And I'm 
riding my bike along the Saône, and all of a sudden, I realize that Cheryl has 
all these characteristics. Everything I'm talking about is what I've seen in her 
for nine years. And that was the point that I decided, when I got back, I would 
say, "How do we do this? How do we get married? How's it going to work 
with the two boys?" And we decided, until they were in college, that we 
would do nothing, until they were out of the house and on their way to being 
adults.  

04-01:30:46 
I met all of her family at a reunion in the Rocky Mountain National Park. I 
remember that her niece Erin, who was about ten at the time, made. I don't 
know where she got this. She probably heard somebody say this. But she 
came up to me and just kind of stared at me with these piercing Hageman eyes 
said, "What is your intentions with my aunt?" [laughter]. I thought, "What? A 
ten-year-old asking me this." And that's when we decided to get married. And 
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then, it was just a case of logistics. Her father was a minister, so he married 
us. Jon was my best man. Jeff walked her down the aisle. It was the nicest 
wedding I've ever been to. 

04-01:31:33 
Eardley-Pryor: That's beautiful. I had heard from Cheryl that the proposal at this Hageman 

family reunion that happened in Colorado, that the place where you proposed 
formally at this reunion was a place where two rivers met. 

04-01:31:47 
Resh: Yes, two rivers were coming together. And we are sitting there and I'm talking 

about these two rivers coming together. She's looking at me like, "What is he 
talking about?" I was trying to be symbolic about this. But yes, that's true. It 
was just a beautiful spot in Estes Park. When she realized that I was asking 
her to marry me, she started to cry and answered yes. 

04-01:32:01 
Eardley-Pryor: The wedding itself was in 1994. And we'll, of course, get to this part later, but 

in 1995 you win the teaching award at UC Berkeley, and it opens up these 
opportunities for you two to travel together by leading a number of Cal 
Discovery Trips, too. 

04-01:32:17 
Resh: Right. And remember, I was gone five or six months a year. I was in Africa 

for three months or Southeast Asia for three months every year for many 
years. And then I was on aid projects in Africa, Russia, Indonesia, and 
throughout the world. Cheryl made the point of taking leave without pay and 
arranged with her bosses that it was a priority to be with me on those times 
when we could travel together, either on the next sabbatical I did in France or 
wherever we were going. And so that was really important for us. Of course, 
when I was travelling, she spent a lot of time alone. I was in Africa for several 
months. Even though the rest of the time I could work from home, from my 
office and lab, I'm sure that it was difficult for her. 

04-01:33:16 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. It's special that she carved that time to be with you and that you could 

share those travel experiences together. I'm sure that was—I know it was 
important for you to continue traveling. And I imagine it was important for the 
depth of your relationship. 

04-01:33:33 
Resh: Right. We had to have that time together. 

04-01:33:38 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, this to me seems like a nice place for us to pause before we transition 

back to talking about more academic work. 

04-01:33:42 
Resh: Sure. 
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04-01:33:42 
Eardley-Pryor: Do you mind if we take a break here? 

04-01:33:46 
Resh: No, no. That sounds great. 

[break in recording] 

04-01:33:48 
Eardley-Pryor: Thanks. All right, Vince. Let's continue our conversations but shift to be a bit 

more thematic, to move away from the chronological approach we've been 
doing, and toward a broader discussion about your experiences teaching, 
particularly after you had joined the faculty at Berkeley. 

One of the things that you've already hinted at—where you traveled a good bit 
to do some of your teaching, whether you're talking about Montana and Jon 
being able to come and join you, or traveling to Lyon in France—is something 
related to your experience as an editor of the leading journal in entomology 
research, and knowing how science communication happens and how the 
publication process happens. I have a note that in 1978, you began teaching a 
course, whether at Berkeley or elsewhere, that was on "Effective Science 
Communication," or on presenting and publishing research. Share with me 
about where that teaching process began for you, where that course emerged, 
and then the journeys it took you on. 

04-01:34:53 
Resh: Thanks, Roger. Well, the actual genesis of this was really when I was a 

graduate student in that although we didn't have a formal course that 
Krumholz and Neff put together, an awful lot of emphasis was placed on the 
publication process, and understanding how that worked. Krumholz was the 
editor of Wildlife Monographs, a very prestigious journal and spent a lot of 
time talking about how the publication process worked, how to deal with 
editors, how to deal with reviewers, etc. Well, in 1978 I decided to put a 
graduate course together on this topic on the Berkeley campus. It was so 
successful. I'd be at capacity every semester that I would do it. And we did a 
lot of different things. It was fifteen weeks, and we went through the whole 
process. We didn't talk about conducting research. The assumption was that 
the research was finished, but we talked about, so, what do you do then? How 
do you decide what journal you want to be thinking about submitting the 
paper to? How do you organize what goes into the different parts of the paper? 
We used four basic questions to organize writing a paper: What was the 
problem I studied, which becomes the Introduction? How did I study it, which 
becomes the Methods? What did I find, which becomes the Results? What did 
I find, which becomes the discussion? And What does it mean, which 
becomes the Conclusion? So, writing a scientific paper was all about 
organization. The premise that I make is that scientific writing is 90 percent 
organization and only about 10 percent literary skill. If you can organize the 
material, the paper writes itself. And we had a whole bunch of rules that we 
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would talk about. The first sentence of a paragraph should convey the 
meaning of the whole paragraph, so you should try to stick "for example" in, 
and if you can't, it's not a good topic sentence. So, we talked a lot about that 
and about turning an outline into actual paragraphs.  

And then we also did a lot of videotaping of student presentations. I brought 
some guest speakers to talk about working in industry or working in 
consulting. It really was a great course. I remember the graduates, maybe 
sometime in the mid-eighties, were polled as to what was the most valuable 
course they took when they were at Berkeley, and this course was 
overwhelmingly the most valuable. And it was funny because it was not a 
discipline-oriented course. It was just, how do you function as a professional? 
How do you organize teaching? And then, I ended up teaching for several 
years a course required for TAs to take about how to teach, and that was a lot 
of fun, too.  

04-01:37:27 
But the big thing about teaching this presentation course is I had all these 
spin-offs where I'd be invited elsewhere to teach. The first time I did it, I 
think, was at Brigham Young. And then, the next time was when I went to 
Rehovot. But in Rehovot, I basically taught the same course that I did at 
Berkeley. It wasn't condensed into a workshop.  

04-01:37:57 
But I was at a meeting in Thailand, Cheryl and I were both there, and I had a 
friend who I only knew previously from meetings. I shouldn't even say that at 
that time he was a friend. He was an acquaintance. Ian Campbell taught at 
Monash University but, actually, was living in Thailand running a big 
Australian aid program on improving science in universities in Thailand. 
Cheryl and I then flew down to Bangkok, and we met him there. I can't 
describe Ian as anything but just wild in terms of his quest for great and 
unique experiences. He knew everybody, and always all the interesting places 
to go. So, we meet him for lunch, and then he says, "Let's get together tonight. 
I'll take you around Bangkok." Well, his idea of taking Cheryl around 
Bangkok was to all the go-go bars and all the kind of wild places. And she had 
a great time, but she didn't want to drink beer, so she was drinking Coke with 
ice in a glass and ended up being wrapped around a toilet bowl for three days. 
We were staying at the Shangri-La Hotel, which is gorgeous and very pricey, 
and she's deathly ill from the coke with ice. These places didn't have the 
greatest hygiene. But Ian knew that I was teaching this scientific writing 
workshop, and he said, "We don't have that on our program as a course, would 
you consider doing it?" And I said, "Sure." He said, "It's an Australia aid 
program. I don't know if I can bring an American in. But send me your vitae 
and stuff like that." And they choose me to do it. And I'm there for a month in 
Bangkok on this program and for twelve of those thirty days—because I only 
had a visa for thirty days—I'd be at different universities all over the country. 
The rest of the time I was free.  
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04-01:39:49 
And so, I would travel to different universities, sometimes in Bangkok, other 
times to Chang Mai, Phitsanulok, Hat Yai, all around giving the country 
giving this workshop. And then, sometimes, Ian would come with me. We 
absolutely had a great time. He got me involved in the Siam Society and going 
to shadow puppet shows. It was absolutely wonderful. We each had an 
apartment in this very nice hotel, the Pathumwan Princess, and it had a great 
swimming pool. It was fabulous, and everybody that was in this program had 
a great time. I remember when I first got there, there was kind of a big 
problem because one of the instructors had broken their leg and the question 
was whether they should evacuate her to Australia. But they were afraid to do 
so because she had broken her leg taking dancing lessons at our hotel. She had 
fallen off the dance floor. 

Ian was just great and my entire life spent with him on various projects has 
been fascinating. He always had fabulous ideas of things to do. He knew this 
wide range of people, from transvestites in Bangkok to Deans of the 
universities. He absolutely covered this wide range of people. And everything 
for him was, "Let's have an adventure. Let's do this." So that month, we really 
just had a fabulous time. We traveled all over. We had wonderful experiences. 
Some of the workshops, we did together. It was interesting because, for the 
Thais, he was harder to understand with his Australian accent than I was with 
my American English. For years afterwards, I was getting emails with 
questions from the Thai academics that were in those workshops. So, I think I 
did six different workshops. But in our time off Ian and I went to national 
parks, got land leeches all over us, and saw beautiful areas. We had great 
experiences. 

04-01:41:55 
 The reason I'm bringing that up now is because is that through Ian, I got 

involved in other fascinating projects. He returned to Monash University in 
Melbourne after his Thailand project was up, but he then went to the Mekong 
River Commission as the senior environmental specialist. Ian was trying to get 
the environmental scientists in the countries that were in the Mekong 
Region—Thailand, Cambodia, Lao, Vietnam, Burma—to work together and 
they needed somebody who had experience in bringing monitoring programs 
to local scientists. I was the one who had led the Africanization of the 
monitoring and surveillance programs in the control of river blindness. So, 
that and my monitoring experience was really what got me into that program 
in the Mekong. But the presentation courses were just great and I continued to 
do them until just before the pandemic. I did them in Japan, China, Korea, 
Taiwan, Kuwait, Laos, Spain, Chile, Burkina Faso, and other places.  

04-01:42:49 
Eardley-Pryor: You traveled the world teaching this course. 

04-01:42:50 
Resh: Yes, and also in Africa and Southeast Asia for UN agencies. 
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04-01:42:55 
Eardley-Pryor: Would your teaching change depending on the cultural environment? Or is 

science communication and science publication universally the same? 

04-01:43:04 
Resh: Well, the process of publishing, as I would teach it, was basically the same. 

How do you write if you want to communicate? The issue of verbal 
communication is very different if you're speaking in your native language 
versus speaking in English in terms of how much material you're putting on 
slides. Tricks of how a non-native English speaker can read a manuscript but 
not make it sound like they are reading can be done by coding the manuscript 
using boldface or different fonts to reflect pauses and emphasis. These are all 
kinds of tricks I still use myself to this day. 

04-01:44:11 
Eardley-Pryor: There's a historian of science who has written about English as the global 

language of science, how it certainly became so through the twentieth century. 
[Michael D. Gordon, Scientific Babel: How Science Was Done Before and 
After Global English (Chicago University Press, 2015).] 

04-01:44:21 
Resh: Right. 

04-01:44:21 
Eardley-Pryor: That, even to have recognition in China for scientific research, you needed to 

publish in English-language journals. 

04-01:44:27 
Resh: Yes. 

04-01:44:28 
Eardley-Pryor: So, I can understand the differences between the publishing process versus the 

public presentation having a different cultural context. With the English 
written language, if you're going to publish this way, I can see how that's 
semi-universal. But with different cultures, all those cultures are so widely 
diverse in their social norms. So, I guess that's kind of where the question 
comes from: is scientific presentation different in those very diverse cultural 
settings, from Spain and France to Korea and Thailand? 

04-01:45:00 
Resh: Sure. Certainly, Asians are much more subdued in making their presentations. 

They also tend to undervalue their research whereas Americans are at the 
other extreme. They often imply that their research is the greatest thing ever! 
In Japan, I had to get them basically to pull out of their talks and articles what 
was important and emphasize that. So, that was one big difference. In Spain 
and Chile, there was no difficulty with that at all. They were more like 
Americans. Kuwait was very different. Giving this course in Kuwait was 
especially interesting. They didn't let me give it to students. I had to give it to 
a hundred faculty, and they had fifty men and fifty women, and the women 
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ranged from being completely without veils to the full facial covering. So 
culturally it was always very interesting. 

When I'd do this workshop, I would have class maybe two or three hours a 
day, and then especially when Cheryl would come with me, I'd stretch it into a 
couple of weeks, so we could do some sightseeing. And, of course, everybody 
was always wonderful hosts, whether they were the graduate students in the 
class or faculty members. They would just take us everywhere. It was 
wonderful. I did it in Nanjing, which was really the prettiest city I've ever 
been in in China, and that was just a fabulous experience. 

04-01:46:29 
Eardley-Pryor: Who so? Why was Nanjing, in particular for you, so beautiful and a good 

experience? 

04-01:46:34 
Resh: Well, this is where both the Ming tombs are and Sun Yat-sen started the 

Republic there. And so, in the city itself, there were forests and streams and 
lakes. The campus we were at was right at the edge of the city and we could 
walk to the Ming tombs. It was just a wonderful experience. The people we 
would meet in parks were very friendly and always wanted our picture taken 
with them, especially with Cheryl.  

I spent a lot of time in Taiwan doing this workshop or doing program reviews 
for them. The Asians are really great on respecting older people. When I 
worked on the Mekong, one of the younger people would always want to 
carry my bag or the equipment that I was carrying. They would never let me 
carry equipment and heavy stuff like that. There was always a kind of always 
a gentle fight over this. So that course really got me around to a lot of places 
and, again, started this great friendship with Ian Campbell. 

04-01:47:32 
Eardley-Pryor: Ian sounds like he's a real character. 

04-01:47:34 
Resh: Oh, boy, is he.  

04-01:47:36 
Eardley-Pryor: Vivacious Australian. 

04-01:47:37 
Resh: This is just one story. When we started on the Mekong together, we had a 

quite special conference, where we brought people from all over the world 
who could talk about different approached about how we could organize a 
coordinated, international monitoring program on the Mekong. And 
afterwards, we all went up to Angkor Wat. The Khmer Rouge was still active 
in this area. And Ian reads about a tomb or a temple, that's recently been 
discovered. We're looking for it and all these road barriers—"Stop! 
Dangerous! Do not drive through!" and he's just driving right through. And we 
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get on this path to the temple where it's just a meter wide, and you can't go off 
of it because there are all mines around it. And we find this temple that's like 
out of Indiana Jones. I mean, Ian was always doing interesting stuff like that. 
Cheryl always thought he was a little reckless, which probably is true. But 
after his two children were born, he became far less so. But he's such a delight 
to be with. And nothing ever really bad happened. He was just fascinating and 
still is.  

04-01:48:42 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. I can picture the two of you together going on some fun adventures. 

04-01:48:47 
Resh: We had a great time. 

04-01:48:51 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, this course on teaching Effective Science Communication, or publishing 

and communicating in science, brought you around the world. But one of the 
things that I think Berkeley was probably most interested in having you teach 
was on topics of Aquatic Entomology.  

04-01:49:05 
Resh: Yes. 

04-01:49:06 
Eardley-Pryor: And that was one of the first courses you began teaching in 1976. 

04-01:49:10 
Resh: Remember, when I started, we had very light teaching loads if we were in the 

Agricultural Experiment Station. Our appointments were split and I think that 
70% of my salary came from the Agricultural Experiment Station and 30% 
from the university. I was brought in specifically to teach that course. I came 
in August of 1975 and I was getting ready to teach it, although I had taught it 
at Ball State already. And the first semester I taught it, there were about 
fifteen students in the class. We had weekend field trips, and I had them do a 
project, and we had lectures and labs and everything. I ended up actually 
either taking everybody who was in that class either to work in my lab or 
become my graduate students. To this day, I always point out that the course 
teaches itself, because the insects are so interesting. And then I taught it a 
couple of summers in Montana, at the University of Montana's biological 
station at Flathead Lake, which was just beautiful and close to Glacier 
National Park. But the course on aquatic insects was what I was expected to 
teach at Berkeley and it was always fun. I taught it for 40 years. And then, 
gradually, one of my former graduate students, who became a lecturer in my 
Department, and I taught it together. 

04-01:50:19 
Eardley-Pryor: Who's that? 
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04-01:50:20 
Resh: Tina Mendez and I'd like to talk about her. She is incredibly important in my 

later career. Just like Cheryl, she does everything that I can't do, like fixing 
computers and telling me how to turn in grades. So, she's unbelievably 
important to me and a wonderful teacher. She recently won a Leadership 
Award from the Society of Freshwater Sciences for all her contributions for 
bringing under-represented students in science. 

04-01:50:43 
Eardley-Pryor: I had a wonderful chat with Tina in preparation for our interviews together, 

and she was just lovely to talk to, and interesting with some of the things she 
shared, too. Somebody else who I spoke to, another graduate student of yours, 
Gary Lamberti, spoke about this entomology course that you taught, Aquatic 
Entomology, when he came to Berkeley. And he became one of your graduate 
students in that mid-seventies period, among the first generation of your 
graduate students. 

04-01:51:10 
Resh: Right. He was an undergraduate at UC Davis. He was, I think, the only one 

I've ever had that was actually was an entomology major as an undergraduate. 

04-01:51:20 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, interesting. 

04-01:51:21 
Resh: Yes. All the other graduate students I had majored in everything from 

engineering to biology to chemistry. But he's the only one who was ever an 
entomology major. 

04-01:51:32 
Eardley-Pryor: It's fascinating that this course, in particular, stood out for Gary and stood out 

for a number of these other students who took it from you—it became so 
influential for them—because, in your story, I remember you talking about 
taking a similar course at Georgetown that really lit a fire for your eventual 
career.  

04-01:51:49 
Resh: Yes, invertebrate biology with Sanford Vernick. 

04-01:51:50 
Eardley-Pryor: One of the things Gary shared with me was that, from his perspective, this was 

a three-unit course, but they were all looking at each other saying, "God, are 
you sure this isn't a nine-unit course?" 

04-01:52:01 
Resh: Oh, he was being such a weenie. I taught the same course at Ball State, and I 

never got a single complaint like that. Gary came, as I said, from Davis and 
wasn't sure what he wanted to do. Maybe it was the next year, I got him 
involved in a project up at Clear Lake, which is the biggest lake totally within 
California. But yeah. Actually, he really didn't agree to be a grad student of 
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mine until like the end of that semester or that summer, something like that. 
He was still weighing his options. But he's right, I did have them do a project. 
But that was typical of an awful lot of graduate classes at Berkeley, where you 
did a project in addition to the labs and the coursework. I think Gary was just 
trying to make a good story. 

04-01:52:50 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah, he was just teasing you. Well, share with me about the role that 

fieldwork plays in your teaching. That's something, it sounds like, you were 
including in this course that you were brought in to teach at Berkeley. And it 
became something you did with a number of your graduate students for many, 
many years. 

04-01:53:04 
Resh: Right. To give Gary credit, I did do a lot of field trips in that class that would 

take the class away for a weekend. I have to admit, there probably was more 
of a time requirement than they had in other classes. But in terms of the lab 
work or the lectures, it was normal. But yes, I did take people on a lot of field 
trips. 

04-01:53:28 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, share with me the importance of why you think fieldwork is so effective 

as a means of pedagogy for you. 

04-01:53:35 
Resh: Well, let me just go and say one of the reasons that I taught those three 

summers at University of Montana's biological station was because it was a 
very interesting teaching arrangement. You'd teach for two-and-a-half days, 
then I had the rest of the week off to do research or fish or whatever I wanted 
to do. While teaching about aquatic insects there, I could talk about 
something, take them right out to a little stream that was by the lab or take 
them out on the lake, and see in person what I was talking about. We had field 
trips up to Glacier National Park where, I remember, I had a friend, Ernie 
Schuyler who was teaching a botany course, aquatic botany there. And we'd 
put a botany and an aquatic entomology student in a canoe, and they'd have to 
explain to each other what they were finding as they were going around. I 
really do think that's how you learn, by being in the field, not just by being in 
lectures. That actually is why I taught there those summers. I just thought it 
was a wonderful way to teach. And it was the same thing with other field 
courses that I eventually taught like insect ecology, the ecology of the Sierra 
Nevada, and the tropical island biology class. 

04-01:54:32 
 Everybody liked doing fieldwork. We were always very careful about making 

sure that the students didn't go out alone. There were always at least two of 
them. Safety procedures were very important. I think I mentioned to you that 
the husband of one of the grad students I was in grad school with died in a 
drowning accident. So, I really emphasized that very much. 
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04-01:55:10 
Eardley-Pryor: Something that comes to my mind with thinking about the importance of 

fieldwork for teaching with you, is the time you spent in Niagara doing some 
junior high teaching and taking early courses in education to emphasize the 
importance of demonstrations in science. 

04-01:55:26 
Resh: Yes. That really was true. To this day, I find that when I'm out with a class in 

the field, I'll pick something up and just start talking about it. Not lecturing, 
but just look at how fascinating this insect is and look what it's doing. A stone 
fly in my hand in a small amount of water will do pushups to aerate its gills. 
Literally, it looks like it's doing push-ups to get oxygen over its gills. Things 
like that are so easy to demonstrate in the field, where to do it in the lab it's a 
hassle and it never works as well as just watching that occur in nature. And, 
again, the serendipity of finding unique insects or behavior in the field that I 
wouldn't even think of including in a lecture.  

04-01:56:18 
 Plus, I always liked doing fieldwork myself. I always had this philosophy of 

education that had graduate students pick their own dissertation projects. I 
didn't assign thesis topics. The way our lab worked was that we had group 
projects that we all did together because they were tied to funding. But people 
could go and do a totally different dissertation as long as we could somehow 
tie it in timewise with funding reports, and usually just the publications were 
enough. They had their projects, but I also had my projects. So, the 
intersection would be with me going out to the field with them, some more 
than others. With Gary, maybe I went out every couple of months with him. 
Whereas others, where we'd go out in boats, I'd go out every week with them. 
So, it varied quite a bit. But these were generally their projects. They were not 
mine. 

04-01:57:35 
Whenever a student would interview, I had two things I'd always say to them. 
One was, look, "You're not working for me. You're working for yourself. I 
may benefit a little from you being here, but you're going to benefit a whole 
lot. So, just remember that. You're not working for me; you are working for 
yourself." And I think that's the difference between a lot of professors that 
have lab-based programs. In these programs, everybody is working for the 
person that's the head of the lab, whereas when you're doing fieldwork it's 
largely independent. You get your best ideas out in the field anyway.  

04-01:58:12 
Eardley-Pryor: I was going to ask, it does seem to me like the extensive fieldwork you're 

doing all around the world, that it was not something graduate students joined 
you on. That you didn't bring grad students along to do your field work, in the 
same way that you're encouraging them to go out and do their own. 
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04-01:58:30 
Resh: Right. For example, river blindness was an incredibly low benefit per time in 

terms of research output, which is critical for graduate students. I can count, I 
think, on one hand the number of river blindness papers we had in fifteen 
years. You couldn't do a dissertation like that. I did have students from 
African universities that I involved, but again they were having a separate 
thesis that was related to something we were doing not just the overall project. 
When someone arrives in graduate school, they are thinking about getting a 
job. That really is the way they should be doing it. And that was one of the 
reasons everybody in our lab started on research the first week they arrived. It 
was usually on a data set we already had or an offshoot of a project. It was just 
to get them thinking about their research. But these were their projects. These 
weren't mine. I would help them with it, I would advise them on it, I'd meet 
always one-on-one on it. I mentioned that we rarely did regular group lab-
meetings, unless it was something about the budget that we needed to talk 
about.  

04-01:59:45 
Eardley-Pryor: Share with me what that experience was like with you, in that graduate 

students are usually at the cutting edge of the field because they're the ones 
who are learning it and helping push the field in different directions with their 
dissertation work. What's that like for you, as their advisor, as they take on 
these projects that might be sort of far afield of where your comfort area is? 

04-02:00:05 
Resh: Well, again, my idea of a role as an advisor was to keep them focused. It was 

to help them decide at one point, "Gary, this is not going to work. Abandon it. 
This isn't the one that's going to have the payoff." So, it was constantly trying 
to keep them on that track. It was helping them develop designs for field 
work, especially field experiments. That's what they did mostly, field 
experiments. They needed designs that would work, that would produce 
results that were not due to an uncontrolled variable that we weren't taking 
into account. Gary did two field experiments that actually were classics, one 
of which was at The Geysers. We wanted to separate the effects of heat from 
chemicals as potential impacts. He took hot water that was chemically rich 
and cooled it, and took chemically poor water and heated it, and then ran it 
through these chambers to see the response of insects to this manipulation. A 
lot of it was getting the plumbing to work. He would be up there for a month 
just trying to keep the experiment going. Another experiment he did, was one 
of the most cited papers in all of the studies on animal-plant interactions. He 
was looking at grazing of insects on algae and the effects on each other.  

04-02:01:27 
 We had a grad student in the lab who came during my second year at Berkeley 

and was there for several years and then we worked together on consulting 
projects for another twenty years. He was a wonderful guy. He ended up 
taking a long time for PhD because he was always helping everybody else in 
the lab, and also members of the immigrant Vietnamese community. His name 
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was Eric McElravy and he could build and design anything. And he loved 
doing this. I remember we needed to get a small boat, a dingy, and he wanted 
to take two car hoods and weld them together instead of buying a boat. He 
was absolutely brilliant at building things. He was older than the typical 
graduate student in that he had been a high school science-teacher for ten 
years in Ohio. He went to Kent State in Youngstown, Ohio. A city of steel 
mills and heavy industries like that.  

04-02:02:22 
Tina Mendez and Faith Kearns were other students that would often help 
others instead of concentrating on their own projects. I had several students 
for which that was always the case. I'd remind them that, "You have to do 
your own stuff, too." But Eric was the most wonderful and interesting person. 
He worked with Vietnamese immigrants on helping with their small fishing 
boats, doing their income taxes, fixing the equipment in their businesses. He 
played keyboard in a Vietnamese band, sometimes to crowds of several 
thousand people at the Oakland Convention Center. He was really a 
remarkable person. He and I kept a research relationship up because he 
became a consultant and we worked on projects up until when he died 
prematurely about six years ago from prostate cancer that had metastasized. 
He was a wonderful, fascinating person. I remember that there were seven 
Vietnamese priests on the altar at his funeral. They said the mass in 
Vietnamese to honor him and what he had done to help the Vietnamese 
community. 

04-02:03:10 
Eardley-Pryor: Your connection with your graduate students is one of the loveliest things. 

That you have such a rich bond with the people you helped guide through 
their graduate career, which you maintain, and that they still look to you for 
guidance and camaraderie. It's just a really lovely thing that you have created, 
the culture and the connections you've created with the students in your lab. 

04-02:03:35 
Resh: Yes. But Roger, Neff and Krumholz did that with us, too. I learned from them 

that it was not a four- or five-year commitment. You were in this for the long 
haul. It must be obvious that I thought the world of both of them and that they 
were great role models.  

04-02:03:51 
Eardley-Pryor: Share with me, as we're talking about your lab and graduate students and that 

role as a mentor/teacher, how your lab evolved over time. I mean, initially it 
sounds like it was a lot of men who were coming in. You mentioned Gary 
Lamberti, Steve Balling, Tom Flynn. But there seems to be a transition where 
your lab includes more and more women in the field. 

04-02:04:15 
Resh: Yes. 
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04-02:04:17 
Eardley-Pryor: And this came up for me in a really lovely conversation I had with Marilyn 

Myers, another one of your graduate students who, again, like other graduate 
students that you've had, came back to graduate school late. She began her 
PhD work around age forty in the early 1990s. She seemed to suggest the 
gender dynamics in your lab shifted around that time, during her period of 
joining your lab in the early nineties. So, could you share about how you've 
seen the changes evolve in your lab? 

04-02:04:51 
Resh: Yes. It's a very interesting question because when I started, we were all the 

same age or at most five years apart in age. And we played on intramural 
sports teams together, everything from innertube water polo to touch football. 
In the latter, we regularly got mauled by fraternity teams. There were a lot of 
things like that we did together and— 

04-02:05:15 
Eardley-Pryor: I think Steve Balling brought up how you, similar to your time in 

Georgetown, that you were the faculty mentor for the boxing team. 

04-02:05:22 
Resh: Right. And then for the men's swimming team as well. But one afternoon we 

were having the presentation and publication course, and one of the students 
who wasn't in my lab brought up, "Can a lab be run as a collective? Could a 
lab actually be run as a collective?" In other words, a lab where everybody has 
input and equal benefit. And you know, initially our lab was run kind of like 
just a loose assembly of people getting together and talking about things. My 
responsibility was bringing in the money. Their responsibility was making 
sure their research at least satisfied enough of the grant and they could do 
other things, so that we'd get money the next time. And so we actually tried 
this, and it actually worked very, very well. And that's when I think I started 
that "you're not working for me, you're working for yourself." Everybody 
knew how much money we had. I'd give them extra salary to pay for them to 
go to meetings because it was often hard to budget for that. I did a lot of stuff 
like that that probably today would not quite be the way it should have been 
done. But it worked out okay. And everybody benefited. For example, if 
you're helping somebody in the lab on a project, you should get listed as a co-
author. Not to the point that there are fifteen co-authors on a paper, but to 
trade back and forth as to which one should be the first author, which one you 
want to be the second author. And I was never involved in these negotiations. 
So, I think that created a really wonderful spirit in the lab. Everybody was 
benefiting from something they did to help the other students in the lab. Plus, 
they had their projects, and I had my projects. So the things I did with Dave 
Rosenberg involved no students. Everything I did with Bernhard involved no 
students. So, I think that worked really well and it actually kind of continued 
throughout, even if we didn't use the word collective. "Look, this is the money 
we've got. We can't get any more." Or "We got plenty." We sometimes had to 
have lab meetings when the fiscal year was ending. We'd have $20,000 that 
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we'd have to spend, so we'd buy $10,000 worth of plexiglass and things that 
we'd likely use for future experiments.  

04-02:08:03 
 But the shift to women in my lab was very interesting because that was a big 

shift in entomology, too. When I started at Berkeley, there were maybe a half-
dozen women entomology grad students, and maybe seventy or more male 
entomology students. And over time— 

04-02:08:18 
Eardley-Pryor: You mean nationally? 

04-02:08:19 
Resh: No, in our department. 

04-02:08:22 
Eardley-Pryor: Okay. 

04-02:08:23 
Resh: Basically, there were very few women.  

04-02:08:24 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, in terms of graduate students, not faculty. 

04-02:08:26 
Resh: Graduate students, yes, but women faculty were even rarer. And the first 

woman who I took as a graduate student was incredibly sharp. Her name was 
Liz Bergey. Her father had been a professor of engineering, I think 
aeronautical engineering, at the University of Oklahoma. And she had gone to 
vet school for a couple of years and decided she didn't want to be a vet. When 
I first met her, I was teaching up at Montana's field station at Flathead Lake. 
She approached me about coming to graduate school. And I said, "Sure, go 
ahead and apply." We would always have twenty or thirty times the number of 
applicants than students we could take in my lab and I could compare her with 
other applicants. Well she was excellent and got in near the top of the list. 

Oh, one other thing about this collective. When anybody would come and 
interview, everybody in the lab at the time could veto that person. If anyone 
didn't like them, no questions asked, the decision of whether to take them 
ended right there. The good outcome of that—this was not planned—was that 
everybody was responsible for every new person that came in. If somebody is 
taking their forceps, they're not going to come and complain to me. They just 
tell them directly. More importantly, the older students would make sure that 
they were part of the success of the newer students, which is why I think 
they've all stayed not only good friends, but they helped each other get jobs. 
So that really worked out very well. It's so many little things like that that 
weren't planned, that just came out when people realized they're not getting 
taken advantage of. Everybody's getting their fair share. 
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We had a faculty member in our department, and I was very close with one of 
her graduate students. The graduate student came up with a huge discovery, I 
mean, really huge. And the major professor wanted to be the senior author, 
which would suggest to readers that it was the professor's discovery not the 
student's. And I remember, they had a huge row over it. It could have ended 
up even worse. But they ended up splitting it into two papers with each being 
the first on one of them. I can honestly say I never considered doing that to 
anybody. That type of behavior that takes credit for someone else's work 
didn't appeal to me at all.  

04-02:10:22 
 Also, early on in the publication course I sent a survey to faculty in the 

biological sciences at Berkeley that were chairing or on search committees. I 
asked that when they were reviewing papers of job candidates whether it 
mattered if one was the first and sole author of a paper, the first author of two 
authors on a paper, or the second author of two authors on a paper. The 
response was that there was little or no difference in terms of hiring people 
fresh out of grad school. So that was an easy thing to talk about, say, "Look, 
it's not going to affect you or them." So that was a good point to be able to 
make because authorship is a very contentious issue that can lead to breakups 
of otherwise excellent relationships. But the situation I described above, of a 
major breakthrough, goes beyond just getting considered about being hired for 
a job. 

04-02:10:49 
Eardley-Pryor: You could speak on that with authority because you had this role as this 

editor, as the main editor in saying, "I can tell you that this won't matter." 

04-02:10:57 
Resh: Exactly. And they all trusted me. So, Liz comes in and— 

04-02:11:04 
Eardley-Pryor: When did Liz join your lab? Around what time? 

04-02:11:06 
Resh: So, this must have been about the late seventies. She was the first one and 

maybe came in 1980. The lab is all males, and they're all playing in sports 
teams and they're all doing this together. And she and I become very good 
friends because we both swam. So, we'd go over to the pool together, and we'd 
talk. One day, out of the blue she said to me, "All these males in the lab are 
not going to do anything that can affect me. I had four older brothers. I had 
every male trick done to me that these guys could do. But when I look around, 
and I only see women as technicians or secretaries, I'm wondering what this 
means. Do I really belong here?" I remember that just shook me to my roots, 
because here's this incredibly bright, talented person questioning whether she 
belonged there. And then, we started to get more and more women students. 
But, again, we always interviewed them. Everybody had the right for denial or 
acceptance of admission to the lab. And they even ranked them as to who they 
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wanted. And I can't remember if we ever broke from their ranks, because if 
they were ranked number one and I wanted somebody else that was acceptable 
to all the students, we'd just take the two of them and worry about the money 
later.  

04-02:12:21 
Eardley-Pryor: On average how many— 

04-02:12:22 
Resh: But Marilyn Myers was incredible. She had been an athlete; she had been a 

trumpet player in orchestras. She was great at giving me advice about dealing 
with women graduate students. 

04-02:12:31 
Eardley-Pryor: Who was this again? 

04-02:12:31 
Resh: Marilyn Myers. 

04-02:12:33 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh. And Marilyn joined your lab in 1992. 

04-02:12:36 
Resh: Yes. 

04-02:12:37 
Eardley-Pryor: So that's a big time for a transition, from accepting your first female student in 

1980 until the lab really starting to shift more fifty/fifty and beyond for 
women. 

04-02:12:48 
Resh: Right, right. It went beyond fifty/fifty. I think I tallied it through. It was very 

skewed toward males until about 1984-85, and then it became more and more 
women to the point that it was always the majority of women who were in the 
lab from then on.  

04-02:13:03 
Eardley-Pryor: Why do you think that was the case? 

04-02:13:05 
Resh: Well, I think more women were applying to graduate school in field sciences. 

04-02:13:08 
Eardley-Pryor: The field was changing and more women were just taking the opportunity? 

04-02:13:12 
Resh: Yes. And the other thing is that I found with interviewing both men and 

women was that when I was making my choices, I did consider whether they 
had the personality, ambition, and outlook that they were going to need to 
finish their degree and get a job. And I know that there is a personal bias in 
evaluating those traits. Neff always said, "look for the student with the twinkle 
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in their eye." But, to spend as much time with them that I was planning on 
doing, and as much money, they had to have the something that would enable 
them to succeed. There were so many applicants that I thought that this should 
be a consideration. 

Sometimes students developed some of the talents that they were lacking 
when they started. There was a graduate student who I had that is now at a 
major university. He's very good, and very successful. But when he started 
graduate school, he had a terrible time with his writing. The amounts of time 
that we spent going over manuscripts was enormous and of course he spent 
huge amounts of time on his own. We'd go over fifteen or twenty drafts to get 
a final version, and I'd get frustrated, he'd get frustrated. But he ends up being 
a great writer now and a great editor. So, it's not like it was cut and dry, that 
they all had to have all these skills when they started. 

 I also want to add that interactions I had with students weren't always perfect 
or ideal for me or for them. Getting a PhD has so many stresses internal to the 
lab and the major professor, and external ones related to finances, family, 
wanting to finish, etc. When students finished their exams and were writing I 
always had a talk with them suggesting that we both needed to be gentle with 
each other because this was a stressful time. I saw marriages broke up; people 
might think of leaving without finishing. It is a very stressful time. 

04-02:14:22 
Eardley-Pryor: And who was that student that initially had difficulties writing? 

04-02:14:22 
Resh: Darold Batzer, who is now at the University of Georgia, and a very good 

scientist. 

04-02:14:28 
Eardley-Pryor: A number of the graduate students, or your former grad students whom I 

spoke to, Marilyn included, spoke about your editing, that your editing was 
always very useful, very detailed, and incredibly fast. That they would hand 
you a paper, and they'd be working on it for months and say, "God, I'm so 
glad to just have a break from this damn paper." But you would turn around 
your edits with tons of red lines, underlines and comments everywhere, within 
two days and say, "All right, now back to it." 

04-02:14:56 
Resh: Yes. Well, what would happen is that when I was in graduate school, Neff 

was a good editor, but he would hold on to manuscripts for months, and I 
swore that I would never do that. I remember one of the other graduate 
students would go into the pile of things and take it from the bottom and put it 
on the top. Needless to say, that didn't have him get to the paper more quickly. 
And I learned to edit fast from editing Annual Reviews. But getting a student's 
paper back to them was always a priority. And the editing process with them 
almost always came back to the need for a good topic sentence or simple 
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grammatical rules like when do you use which and when do you use that? I 
would not wait until they had a whole manuscript finished. I'd say, "Give me 
your methods and let's go over that section," and we'd do that a couple of 
times. Then, "Give me your results, and let's go over that. What do your 
results mean? Let's outline the Discussion." To the point that like, say 
somebody like Gary, maybe the first paper he wrote, we're going through ten 
drafts. By the time he gets to his fifth paper, we're going through two of them 
or three of them. Now, either they got to write in my style so that I liked it, or 
we had reached a mutually acceptable style. But all these people have been 
really prolific authors since then. They are not just doing good research, but 
good explanations of their research and its significance. 

04-02:16:20 
Eardley-Pryor: Another graduate student who came up, which I thought was just a lovely 

story, was a professor now named Alison O'Dowd. But was Alison Purcell. 

04-02:16:32 
Resh: Oh, yeah. 

04-02:16:33 
Eardley-Pryor: Sandy and Rita Purcell's daughter. 

04-02:16:35 
Resh: Yes. 

04-02:16:36 
Eardley-Pryor: Who you knew as a baby. 

04-02:16:38 
Resh: I used to change her diapers when I babysat for her parents, which she never 

liked me to remember. I remember visiting her and her mother in the hospital 
when she was born. Actually, I just talked to her the other day about—I've 
been asked to put together a list of big-ticket projects for a foundation, and I 
called to ask if she had any ideas of what she would do with, say, five million 
dollars. Because she's in stream restoration, which is a big field right now, she 
can spend five million dollars very easily. 

04-02:17:16 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. As a mentor and seeing these waves of graduate students come 

and go, can you talk about how you've seen the field itself change over time? 
With the kind of topics that the students are interested in, how was the 
discipline evolving as you are also mentoring the students through their entry 
into that discipline? 

04-02:17:40 
Resh: Yes, you just mentioned Alison. She did a fabulous dissertation. She did a 

project looking at data sets from Cleveland, San Jose, and Baltimore in terms 
of trying to come up with universal ways of indicating environmental health in 
streams, and it was great. Plus, she worked on this project on a predator of 
caddisfly eggs. Now, I have to admit, I never could see this predator with my 
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eyes—it was so small. She would show it to me on a rock, and I couldn't see 
it. But she did a great kind natural history study of it in addition to quantitative 
analysis. And she was my TA and came to Moorea with the class. She was 
wonderful. She was just wonderful.  

04-02:18:31 
So, for the question about how things shifted. The big shift over time was that 
the statistician became the gatekeeper of good research. The use of statistics 
became, over and over again, the test of whether a paper was going to be 
accepted. And I think we did about a hundred papers in my lab where we had 
a reviewer that didn't accept the paper because of the statistics involved. And 
whatever they suggested we do as tests, we did. But in every one of those 
hundred papers, the result or conclusion didn't change one bit. It was really the 
power of the reviewer in terms of what statistics the reviewer thinks are 
appropriate mattered. That was the biggest change that I saw. 

04-02:19:24 
Eardley-Pryor: What I'm hearing is there was a quantification of the discipline itself that 

became primary, even though the conclusions weren't necessarily different. 

04-02:19:34 
Resh: Right. And more and more sophisticated statistics were used. There's a 

package out now called R, which is the most unintuitive approach imaginable 
in terms of statistics, but it has become the Bible of what statistical tests 
should be used. Now, I think one of the reasons that this happened was that as 
soon as you started getting packages, like a statistical package called SPSS, 
you could run a hundred different statistics tests on the same data. And so 
what people were doing, they were throwing their data into these packages 
and looking for any probability values that were significant. So, they never 
really understood what they were doing and a lot of the statistical significance 
that was showing up was just biologically or scientifically meaningless. When 
you run that many tests, you often find something significant even if when 
you draw a graph it makes no sense. So, I think that was part of the initial 
response to why statistics became so powerful. 

04-02:20:27 
 But also, it served as a gatekeeper. It was a way of deciding what was an 

acceptable piece of research that should be published. What I would always 
have students do was not do statistics first, but graph their data out so they 
could look and see what it looks like and if there are obvious trends. And then, 
the statistics will tell you the strength of the relationship. But the tendency has 
always been to just go right to looking at the statistics. However, if you don't 
have good experimental design to begin with, no matter what statistics you 
use, it's not going to tell you anything that's accurate.  

04-02:21:19 
 The other big change is in terms of funding. Foundations are much more 

important now than before for research funding. The money that's coming 
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from private foundations is very significant right now. The main government 
agency for non-medical research, the National Science Foundation is going to 
get a little increase under Biden, or is likely to get a bump. But the number of 
researchers has increased so much that there are many people competing for 
funding in the same programs. The National Science Foundation has a funding 
rate of about seven or eight percent. So, only seven out of a hundred proposals 
get funded. Researchers are often use the approach that I took—where they 
are depending on smaller, "Ma and Pa" agencies that aren't as prestigious but 
fill their niche. And foundations fill this role well. 

04-02:22:09 
Eardley-Pryor: Share with me what you mean by that, because funding is such an essential 

part of being a good graduate mentor. As you said, your job was to keep the 
money flowing in, so they could do their work. 

04-02:22:19 
Resh: Right. 

04-02:22:20 
Eardley-Pryor: What do you mean by the Ma and Pop funders? 

04-02:22:23 
Resh: There was an agency in the Department of Interior that I got money from for 

decades called the Office of Water Resources Research. It's a very applied 
agency. You had to be able to show outcomes. But they would fund typically I 
think on a three-year cycle. But then you could resubmit the project with a 
modification if the precious approach worked and this was a good idea. They 
were small. I'm trying to think how many million dollars were in their budget. 
When I started, it was maybe fifty million or something like that a year. So 
they couldn't fund a lot of projects. But they were very supportive of the 
people that they did fund and they operated within each state.  

04-02:23:02 
Eardley-Pryor: I think you said that that's how the Louisville Water Resources Lab was 

funded. 

04-02:23:08 
Resh: Yes. That's where I really learned about that agency because nobody ever tells 

you about these things. And even if people got money from them, they never 
talked much about it. And then there was a public health fund for vector 
control research in California, largely because of mosquito-transmitted 
Western Equine Encephalitis that they were worried about. Every year, they'd 
find a horse that was dead from encephalitis and money would continue to 
come from the California State Legislature to continue this research! And I 
got funding from them for about fifteen years. And there were other agencies. 
I had National Science Foundation money but it would take three months to 
write a proposal that had a likelihood of being funded, where I could do a 
proposal to the Water Resources agency or a non-government foundation in a 
week, even for a new project.  
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04-02:23:46 
Eardley-Pryor: You had mentioned when talking about funding, which perked my interest, is 

that foundations have a much greater role than some of these buckets of 
government funding. But what I'm hearing you tell me is these pockets of 
funding you're finding; they still sound like they're government-oriented 
agencies.  

04-02:24:05 
Resh: Yes, but these are all gone now, swallowed up by bigger programs or just 

eliminated. When I was hooked into these agencies, they really looked out for 
you. Like the Office of Water Resources Research once contacted me in my 
second year at Berkeley saying, "It'd be good if you went to an international 
meeting in Europe, and we'll pay for you to go." I mean, they volunteered to 
do this for my professional development. Another time, I was in a hurry and I 
wrote kind of a mediocre proposal and they said, "We can't fund you based on 
this." And I said, "Oh, look at our track record. We're always giving you the 
results and output that we promised. Okay, I'll rewrite it, I'll rewrite it." They 
said, "All right, but just this time." And they gave me the money. They could 
never do that today with all the transparency and accountability issues that 
agencies face. 

04-02:25:04 
 Another one was Office of Naval Research that funded a lot of projects like 

that. Once you got in with them, they really looked out for you. They were 
very good and very helpful. And then this public health agency, this one was 
the one that Sister Monica Asman and I used to compete for funds. They were 
basically looking at how do you deal with vectors, mosquitos largely, in 
California, because you always had the potential for malaria, encephalitis, and 
now West Nile, Zika, and all these diseases that could potentially be 
outbreaks. And, again, once you got it, it was fairly consistent funding. 

04-02:25:42 
Eardley-Pryor: Once those funding agencies sunset or changed somehow, or the 

accountability came back in, where conservatives are running through the 
grants and seeing where money's going, that sort of a thing, you mentioned the 
role that foundations play. So, private money became a factor in the growth of 
science and enabling science to happen. Share with me your perspective of 
how funding from a private foundation is different from government funding. 
Has it changed the kind of science that can be done? Does it change your 
research questions or your results?  

04-02:26:18 
Resh: With foundations, typically you can look at their mission statement and see 

what they're interested in. They usually have a manager that basically looks at 
all the proposals and rejects them saying that "This doesn't fit our mission." 
and if it does fit, they'll evaluate them. Foundations initially started where you 
could send them a one-page proposal, and they would let you know if they're 
interested in the project and, if they wanted more information, what we should 
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do. And they would fund sometimes hundreds of thousands of dollars based 
on an expansion of that single page. Gordon Moore, who founded Intel, has 
two foundations that I've gotten money from. But over time, they have 
become much more like government agencies with a variety of proposal and 
reporting requirements. And then I got money from the last project I did in the 
Philippines. It was a foundation set up by an entrepreneur in Silicon Valley, 
who was Filipino. He set up a foundation that involved work by California 
scientist that benefited the Philippines.  

A lot of time is spent on the constant search for money. And I think I may 
have mentioned to you, I never wanted to be on one of these grant panels, 
which is really where you learn where the money is and the agencies 
priorities. But I'd have to review forty or fifty proposals a year and making 
decisions on them. Like giving them grades. I never liked the research 
evaluation part of science. I didn't particularly like reviewing papers submitted 
to journals. Even assigning grades in my classes, I struggled over. I always 
looked for kind of an objective way to do it and then would change a lot of 
them on subjective grounds. I've been more sorry for the lower grades I've 
given than ever for the higher grades I've given. And, again, not wanting to 
spend a lot of time evaluating grants, I never really got into the inner circle.  

04-02:28:50 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. I want to steer back to this difference between public funding versus 

private funding in science, and if you think there's a difference in the type of 
science that can be done. 

04-02:29:01 
Resh: Oh, sure. I think a big issue is flexibility. The Gates Foundation is a classic 

example of this. When the Gates Foundation started their disease programs, 
their main goal was to develop a vaccine to protect against malaria. One of the 
huge benefits that came out of the river blindness program that will discuss in 
more detail later was when the Gates Foundation was willing to switch from a 
high-tech solution to a low-tech one, from developing a malaria vaccine to the 
distribution of bed nets. A government-based research agency would never be 
that flexible so that a shift like that could occur.  

04-02:29:50 
 Foundations that fund research are more and more are headed by a scientist. 

As a result, they're having a lot of the characteristics of agencies. But these 
family foundations still are flexible although they can be idiosyncratic. What's 
important one day may not be important the next day. They can change their 
priorities often but they really do play a very big role now.  

04-02:30:20 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. Vince, could we take a break here for just a moment? 

04-02:30:23 
Resh: Sure. 
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[break in audio] 

04-02:30:26 
Eardley-Pryor: Thanks, Vince. So let's get back to this transition that your lab goes through 

from men to women that Marilyn Myers talked about as something that she 
experienced in this early to mid-1990s period. Tell me more about how that 
change happened, and what it meant for the research that was done in your 
lab. 

04-02:30:49 
Resh: Again, this is an interesting topic because until Liz Bergey, I'm not even sure I 

remember a woman even applying to my lab. I don't ever remember anybody 
wanting to come and interview before Liz Bergey did. Women were getting in 
because they had better credentials. They had better recommendations. I think 
of some of the women who I had like Liz Bergey. I remember how she picked 
her dissertation topic. She had dropped a caddisfly and its case into a vial of 
alcohol and noticed that the alcohol turned green, which would indicate there 
was algae on it and she said, "Gee, maybe this is a source of food, this micro-
grazing," and did a great dissertation on it and ended up getting a job at the 
University of Oklahoma, which she wanted to go to because her father had 
been a professor there and she grew up in Norman. And her two kids are as 
brilliant as she is. She married an entomology grad student from Berkeley.  

04-02:31:45 
And students like Marilyn Myers came along, With a lot of field experience. 
She would be comfortable going out into the desert on her own. We would 
make a trip together every year in the spring, down to Death Valley and up 
into the White Mountains. She was an unbelievably competent person in the 
field. I remember she told me once that she was in an isolated area and she 
was by herself, and she saw a Jeep coming in. She hid in some cottonwoods 
until the person left, just not wanting to take a chance or endanger herself.  

04-02:32:23 
I mean a whole bunch of other students came along. There was a woman, 
Rosalie del Rosario, whose family was from the Philippines. She did this 
incredible project on a different approach to looking at the effect of manure on 
streams, because most scientists always think of the problem with streams is 
cattle, the tromping they do. So, what she did was she got permits to add 
manure to streams out at Point Reyes every week, forty pounds of manure, 
and then also up in the Sierras. And up in the Sierras it was like gold. Snakes, 
fish, insects, and birds, everything ate it. At Point Reyes, nothing ate it and it 
built up dams in the stream. But she did part of that research in a way no male 
would have been clever enough to do. She goes to the Safeway storage facility 
in Richmond and gets them store the manure she collects from four cows from 
her contacts at Davis who fed them nothing but corn. This enabled her to 
follow their isotopic signal from the manure to the food web. And I go there 
with her once. These storeroom clerks all know her, and they're laughing with 
her, and they're bringing out boxes of frozen cow manure. They knew it was 
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manure. I never bought meat from Safeway after that again, knowing that she 
could do that! But women just brought a totally different perspective on this. 
And I learned a lot from all of them about how you deal with women as 
graduate students or how you don't, how sometimes it's just better to walk 
away until each of us calm down. But I found that worked well with men as 
well. 

04-02:33:54 
Eardley-Pryor: There was a story that Marilyn Myers told about somebody in the lab, it was 

another female student, who had made some sort of error. And there was a 
discussion with her about the error she had made that you really wanted to 
hammer home for her, that this is something you can't do. And Marilyn then 
said that you and she discussed that mentoring women is different than men, 
and there's a different kind of rapport that you need to have as their mentor. 
Can you share a little bit more about what that's like? 

04-02:34:26 
Resh: Yes, I remember that well. Again, I told you that Marilyn was incredibly 

talented. She was an excellent athlete. She was a musician and played the 
trumpet in orchestras. She had a lot of work experience. I found myself going 
to her a lot for advice. Not just about issues with students but with colleagues 
as well, because we were now getting a transition from more males to 
females. The fact that we spent so much time together in the field together—a 
week doesn't sound like that much—but day and night we were camping and 
visiting sites together. We had two tents and we're staying outside. She was 
very important to me. Just her ideas about her own research interests—she 
came to her interview saying, "I want to do this," and if I had said, "No, we 
don't have money for that," she said she would have gone somewhere else or 
just not gone back to graduate school. It was very important for her to do that 
project. And my experience is, if I would tell somebody to do something, the 
chance of getting it done were minimal compared to if they chose to do it 
themselves. And I think that was really a key, that people made this decision 
that this is what they were going to do for their dissertations, and they were 
going to do it well. And, again, the fact that everybody in the lab was helping 
each other. There were no prima donnas. And I'm not being naïve about that. I 
look back on all of them. We had forty-two people finish in the lab over forty-
five years. They all finished. Everybody's that started finished and they are 
still talking to me. I love getting calls from them. I also love getting calls from 
undergraduates that I had. And they're just not asking for a letter of 
recommendation. They just want to tell me how they are doing. I feel very 
lucky with that. And a lot of it was luck. The role of luck in science has 
always been underestimated, both in terms of group dynamics and everything 
else.  

04-02:36:31 
Eardley-Pryor: Share with me—because you've mentioned that Tina Mendez was also a 

memorable graduate student for you. And she was much later. She came 
through your lab in 2001 to 2006, then went off to do a post-doc, and is now 
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back teaching in the department at Berkeley. How had the lab changed by that 
point into the new millennium? You had been there for twenty-five years. 
How were things different then? 

04-02:37:54 
Resh: By that time, it was predominantly women who were in the lab. Well, I 

remember when Tina came to interview, she had been worked for SEGA, 
which is a computer games company, as a project manager. And I thought, 
"Geez, what a great skill she's bringing in," and yet she was very interested in 
natural history, which is something I've always been interested in, and relating 
it to real world problems. She was Hispanic, and I thought, "Gee, this is great. 
What could be better? We want underrepresented people in the field. She's 
smart and is going to do a great job, and is very caring." And she has done a 
great job in bringing more minority students into freshwater science through 
her mentoring. And another female came in at about the same time, Faith 
Kearns. She also works for the university at the UC Office of the President 
Water Resources Center. Those two students were willing to help others more 
than themselves, and, of course, that can be a way of not dealing with your 
own issues and research problems by helping others. But they were both 
wonderful to have as colleagues. Faith has just done incredibly well. She 
actually was on a fellowship with the US State Department and then went to 
work for I think the Pew Foundation, one of the ones that fund a lot of marine 
research. And then decided she wanted to go back to work at the university. 
Working for foundations has got to be the best job in the world. Everybody 
thinks you're good looking and funny and they treat you very well. But she 
wanted to come back to UC and took a pay cut to do it. She recently wrote an 
excellent book on effective scientific communication. 

04-02:38:37 
Eardley-Pryor: Since you began teaching at Berkeley in '75 and up through your retirement in 

the mid-twenty-teens, have what careers graduate students want to do 
changed? Or has what they're able to do changed, whether it's industry, or 
consulting, government work, or academia? 

04-02:38:58 
Resh: Well, yes, it has. I think when I started, everybody thought about wanting to 

go into academia, certainly all of that first round of graduate students. Then 
the possibility of NGOs, non-governmental organizations, became popular, 
until they realized that most of what you do is write grants when you work for 
them. That's the main thing you do. And then government jobs were popular. 
A lot of the graduate students went into government service. The last two 
students that I had, one went into different fields entirely. Natalie Stauffer is 
working with Trout Unlimited, which is an NGO that's looking at improving 
trout habitat. The other, Mike Peterson, went on a state fellowship and he's 
now the assistant director of insurance for California looking at climate 
change effects in terms of insurance related to wildfires, floods, droughts, et 
cetera. So, he's having an incredible impact. And they've done very well. And 
all of a sudden, I see they're having babies. A lot of times that was something 
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that several of the female students mentioned that they weren't sure that they'd 
be able to do both, have babies and careers. If you looked at women faculty 
members at Berkeley, less than a fifth of them have children but over 80% of 
the male faculty do. But that doesn't seem to be an issue with the younger 
women faculty I know. They seem to enjoy their work and have a good 
balance in their life. I think academia's probably the hardest career to balance 
this. It's easier with a government or NGO job. I remember that Rosalie del 
Rosario was interviewing for academic jobs but got pregnant and took a job 
with NOAA instead of continuing to interview for academic positions. And 
she has been very successful there.  

One of my students, Jack Feminella, went through grad school with three kids. 
I don't know how he and his wife did it financially, but they did. He just 
retired as a Dean at Auburn University. And I look back on the years at 
Berkeley, and I liked the undergrads, I liked my colleagues, but probably the 
graduate students have been the most wonderful aspect of my career here, 
especially, the personal interactions with them. Of course, I wasn't always 
great at it. Oftentimes, I was probably bad at it. But the relationships all 
smoothed out over time, and I think that they understood, especially after they 
left, that it wasn't always easy being a major professor. 

04-02:41:17 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, that's great. 

04-02:41:18 
Resh: It was good, it was really good. 

04-02:41:19 
Eardley-Pryor: I wonder if this is, maybe, a nice point for us to pause, and we can continue 

discussions about teaching in our next session. 

04-02:41:23 
Resh: That would be great, Roger. Thank you so much. 

04-02:41:26 
Eardley-Pryor: Thank you, Vince. It's always a pleasure. 

04-02:41:28 
Resh: Really. I know I get off on tangents with my stories but— 

04-02:41:21 
Eardley-Pryor: Your stories are fabulous and that's the whole point, so thank you for sharing 

them. 

04-02:41:35 
Resh: Thank you, and I'll talk to you next week. Thank you. 
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Interview 5: February 25, 2021 

05-00:00:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Today is February 25 in the year 2021. My name is Roger Eardley-Pryor from 

the Oral History Center of The Bancroft Library at the University of 
California, Berkeley. Today is interview session number five with Vincent 
Resh. Vince, it's great to see you again. Remind me if you can, where are you 
located today? 

05-00:00:22 
Resh: In my office at home in El Cerrito. 

05-00:00:25 
Eardley-Pryor: Wonderful. 

05-00:00:25 
Resh: This is the pandemic place to be. 

05-00:00:30 
Eardley-Pryor: Yes, it is. By requirement, at least initially, with that first shelter-in-place 

order almost a year ago now. Okay, and I am here in Santa Rosa, California. 
[This recording is conducted remotely over Zoom.] Today, we are continuing 
with our discussion, picking up the conversation we had in our last session 
about teaching. As a reminder, we covered your journey from Ball State to 
Berkeley, some of your initial experiences there, some of your early mentors. 
We dove into your experience of teaching, especially the Aquatic Biology 
[Aquatic Insects] course, and also the Science Communication course on 
publishing and presentation, which brought you all around the world over 
several decades. And then we ended our discussion last time with your 
experiences as a graduate mentor, some of the graduate projects that you 
advised, some of your graduate students, changing gender dynamics, and 
funding lab research. I would like to pick up that conversation on teaching to 
hear more about the courses that you taught at Berkeley, especially undergrad 
courses and how you expanded beyond what you were brought in initially to 
teach, which was the Aquatic Biology course. What were some of the other 
courses that stand out in your mind that you taught over time? 

05-00:01:41 
Resh: Well, as you just said, it was really a course on aquatic insects that I was 

brought in to teach, but of course it became almost an aquatic biology course. 
But beyond that I taught several courses that were related to insect ecology, 
including one with that title. But I co-taught Biology of Herbivores and a 
freshman seminar for many years called Science in the Movies, which actually 
I'm teaching again right now. These freshman seminars are really a great idea. 
Then, I taught summers in the Beahrs Environmental Leadership Program, 
which was a very successful program where they brought in forty to fifty mid-
level, usually government employees, from developing countries. These 
participants would be, maybe, a sub-minister or some position like that and 
they would attend this very intensive course in environmental leadership. 
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Everything from economics to entrepreneurial considerations to conflict 
resolution was covered, which were great topics for them to learn about. That 
was a wonderful part of the program. And then I taught water issues, which 
almost everybody in the class dealt with. We would have maybe thirty 
different countries that were represented. A lot of African countries sent 
participants. It was a great experience and I really enjoyed it very much. 

05-00:03:00 
Eardley-Pryor: That sounds like a fascinating program to be a part of. Where was it taught? 

05-00:03:04 
Resh: It really was fascinating. I was actually in the first program taught in 2000 I 

believe, and I taught it through 2020. I looked forward to it every year. 

05-00:03:14 
Eardley-Pryor: And you were part of the original group of this interdisciplinary seminar? 

05-00:03:18 
Resh: Well, yes but it's not fair to call it a seminar. If students thought that my 

Aquatic Insect course was demanding, this course was from 8:00 in the 
morning until 5:30 at night. They'd take a break for dinner, and then they'd 
often have evening activities. It was absolutely intensive, and it was funded by 
Dick Beahrs, who was a Berkeley graduate that funded this incredible 
program with a million-dollar gift, which produced unbelievably successful 
outcome.  

05-00:03:50 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. And where was that taught? Was that a field course? Was that on 

Berkeley's campus? 

05-00:03:57 
Resh: We taught it initially on the Berkeley campus, then we moved to International 

House, to the Clark-Kerr campus, and then to the Blum Poverty Center. But it 
involved a lot of field trips. Like for my aquatic field trip we took them up to 
the Botanical Garden in Strawberry Canyon, and we actually used the stream 
there to do exercises. They enjoyed it very much. Actually, through the people 
that were in that class, I did at least a half-a-dozen different aid projects 
related to their government's concerns and almost always around water 
pollution assessment.  

05-00:04:43 
Eardley-Pryor: We'll talk in later sessions about your international aid work. But, since we're 

on it now, were the contacts that you made with the attendees for this 
intensive training, was that what opened doors for your eventual work in some 
of these international aid efforts? 

05-00:05:00 
Resh: In many of the classes, yes. And, again, many of them just have stayed friends 

that entire time. But I did special programs for the participants and their 
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agencies in Russia, Uganda, Indonesia, the old Soviet Georgia, Mongolia, 
among others. And they were all really interesting experiences.  

05-00:05:20 
Eardley-Pryor: That's cool. And it must be cool to be able to reconnect with people who you 

helped teach when they attended the trainings.  

05-00:05:28 
Resh: Actually, one group that I've kept quite a bit in touch with involved class 

participants that were involved in an aid project I did in Mongolia about 
mercury pollution. But there were many others in these classes that I kept up 
with. It was a wonderful, very intensive experience for me and them. They all 
ate meals together at I-House, and we would go up and have meals with them 
once in a while. We would take them to grocery stores to see products and 
prices. One of the things I always remember was they were amazed at how 
cheap food was in the United States compared to their countries where so 
much of their income went to buy food. They couldn't believe that in some 
cases it was much cheaper here than it was in their own countries, and they're 
making a fraction of a fraction of the salaries that we do.  

05-00:06:14 
Eardley-Pryor: That's fascinating, on the agricultural economics.  

05-00:06:18 
Resh: And actually, we always had a funny experience that happened every year, 

and it was so predictable. Alice Waters would invite us to lunch at Chez 
Panisse. Now, Chez Panisse, the downstairs, is typically not open for lunch, 
but she would invite us there. She gave us a real deal. I think we paid $25 a 
person or something like that. And it was a very nice lunch. But every year 
she would make a speech, and it was the same speech every year, about how 
she had revolutionized food and eating in the United States. That, for 
example, in her restaurant they only serve food that's in season. They don't 
serve food that's out of season. And they only serve locally produced food. 
And now the people in this class are starting to look at each other and ask, 
"What other choice do you have? That's all we've done. We have no other 
choice to do this." And then she would go on and on about this, about this 
revolution that she started. And for them, they had no choice. They just did 
this every day. So their response to her message was always kind of 
interesting, and perhaps reflect how oblivious the Berkeley food scene is to 
what goes on in the rest of the world.  

05-00:07:25 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great.  

05-00:07:26 
Resh: That was kind of funny because she would be kind of oblivious to why they 

were giggling. It's Alice Waters. But teaching in the Environmental 
Leadership Program was a really great experience.  
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Another course that I taught was also quite unusual. So much of the teaching 
at Berkeley is done by teaching assistants, which are called graduate student 
instructors here. And the university finally mandated—this must be going 
back now over ten years ago now—that a course had to be taught on how to 
teach, how to be an effective teaching assistant. And as soon as this 
requirement came in, they asked if I would do this. But because our 
department had social scientists along with physical and biological scientists, 
they wanted me to co-teach with a social scientist. Also, we drew a lot of 
people from other departments as well, because a lot of departments didn't 
have anybody that wanted to teach this, or they didn't want to teach it 
themselves. So, they loaded our department up with their students. I taught it 
with a social scientist who was a good friend, Sally Fairfax. And we had just 
great discussions. Like at one point, I was talking about grading and the most 
efficient way that you do it, and I was saying to create a rubric that you would 
compare with what the students wrote on their exams. And then I said, "and 
use this rubric for the right answers." And all of a sudden Sally said, "What do 
you mean right answers?" I said, "Right answers." She said, "You think that 
there are correct answers and incorrect answers?" I said, "Of course there are." 
And we never resolved this. We were completely at odds about whether there 
were correct or incorrect answers. And to me, there were, and to her there 
weren't. So, we had a lot of fun with this, and she had a great sense of humor 
and was really kind of over the top with the things that she would do in the 
class. But it really did make it a lot of fun for both of us and for the class. 

05-00:09:29 
Eardley-Pryor: What do you mean by "over the top?" What can you think of an example? 

05-00:09:32 
Resh: Well, we were doing icebreakers that the GSIs could use in their sections. I've 

never had an icebreaker in a class that worked. I've tried them. I've never had 
one that worked and now avoid them. So, Sally said, "Oh, I've got one that 
always works." She has everybody in the class, maybe there are about forty 
people, stand in a straight line. And then she says, "Okay, everybody that's 
ever gone camping, make one step forward." And almost everybody does. 
Then she said, "Now, everybody that's gone camping for a month, take 
another step forward." And again, she's winnowing the group down. And then 
she'd say, "Anybody that's been involved in a same sex relation should take 
one step forward." And at this point, I'm wondering where she is going with it. 
But the kids, they all enjoyed when she would do this stuff. She was a really 
good teacher. She had actually been one of the leading critics or evaluators of 
the National Environmental Protection Act. That was really her specialty. And 
so, I had gotten to know her early on when she came to Berkeley and gave a 
guest lecture in the Environmental Impact Assessment class that Dave 
Rosenberg and I taught. It was really great teaching that pedagogy course with 
her. And they've kept that pattern in our department, having a social scientist 
co-teach it with a natural scientist, because these fields involve totally 
different ways of teaching. But I did that for many, many years and I really 
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enjoyed and even came back and gave guest lectures after I retired. And it was 
a lot of fun.  

05-00:10:57 
Eardley-Pryor: Around what time period were you involved in helping start that GSI training? 

05-00:11:01 
Resh: Maybe around 1993.  

05-00:11:07 
Eardley-Pryor: Early nineties. 

05-00:11:09 
Resh: It was a great idea that the campus had and I think that it really made a big 

difference.  

05-00:11:15 
Eardley-Pryor: Share with me your experience in moving beyond the Aquatic Insects 

teaching to broadly teaching Insect Ecology. I mean, that's a big jump. 

05-00:11:25 
Resh: Yes. Because remember, I was not trained as an entomologist in the classic 

sense that all my colleagues were. I had never even taken a general 
entomology course, the first course that everybody takes. So, I would do a lot 
of the things that really had broader application, like what are called life 
tables. This is where you look at survivorship and patterns from birth to death 
and simply apply them to insects. So, I approached it from the point of view 
of looking at ecological issues and then applying it to insects as opposed to an 
insect issue and then trying to apply ecology to it. But I taught with a great 
guy. His name was Don Dahlsten and he also believed in field trips, so we 
took a lot of field trips to Blodgett Forest, one of our research stations, that we 
would go to for weekends. And sometimes it would be snowing up there. And 
it was just delightful. 

05-00:12:22 
Eardley-Pryor: Vince, share with me an example of what you mean by taking an ecological 

issue as opposed to taking an insect issue. 

05-00:12:29 
Resh: Well, like survivorship or demography. Taking demographic principles and 

then applying them to insect populations, as opposed to having an insect 
population of an agricultural pest and then you try to look at that independent 
of demographic issues. So that's what I would try to do. In other words, I'd go 
from the big principle to the specific example, rather than what entomologists 
often did, which was to start off with a specific example, the boll weevil or the 
peach tree aphid or something like that. Don Dahlsten and I had taught 
courses together for years. When I first came to Berkeley, we had to have 
these freshmen seminars for the Conservation and Resource Science majors. 
We always referred to them as being selected as the "departmental sacrifice." 
"You" had to do it this semester. And Don and I did it several times. I have to 
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tell you about teaching with Don. Remember, I was teaching in Indiana before 
I came to Berkeley, which was very conservative, very reserved.  

05-00:13:38 
The first night we're all together, we're sitting around, and we had the class at 
people's houses. We're sitting around the table, and Don asked everybody to 
talk about what they thought was really special in their lives and what gave 
them happiness. One girl would hold up a feather that she found hiking and 
would talk about how this was a symbol for her to go into the natural 
resources major. And they went on like this. And then it comes to Don and he 
says, "Well, I like jogging, I get a lot of benefit out of jogging." That's fine, 
I'm nodding. Then he says, "And wine. I have a book where I write every 
bottle of wine I ever tasted, I write in it and I make notes on the wine." And 
then he says, "And you know what else? I really like making love." And I just 
about fall off my chair. But he got away with it. He was funny and the 
students loved him. We had a TA in that class, Nancy Skinner, who is now a 
senator in the state legislature. She was really against authority. And I 
remember we had invited the Dean of our college, a fellow named Bill 
Waters. He had been out of the US Forest Service. She just raked him over the 
coals. She was really kind of a piece of work.  

05-00:15:01 
 And then the students would bring food for potluck suppers. And I would get 

to the point I just couldn't eat dinner with them. Because what they would do 
is they would go to the Berkeley food giveaway, and take whatever they were 
giving away and make into a stew for dinner that night. I had so much miso 
soup at these events that I'd eat before I'd go. It was fun, but it was so 
Berkeley. This is before I really acclimated to being at Berkeley. 

05-00:15:29 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, I want to ask a question, back to that Insect Ecology course, that came 

up for me. One of the things that helped cement your role in the field around 
the world is the Encyclopedia of Insects book that you edited. 

05-00:15:44 
Resh: Oh, yes. That's probably true. 

05-00:15:45 
Eardley-Pryor: And then hearing you say, "I wasn't really trained as an insect person, 

specifically in insect studies and entomology," and yet later in your career, 
after you teach this course and years and years of continued work, you write 
one of the most foundational texts in the field. I mean, it's on every 
entomologist's bookshelf. 

05-00:16:05 
Resh: I think that was because of my experience with the Annual Review of 

Entomology. I really learned to be an entomologist from the hundreds of 
articles that I edited for that, and even more, the thousands of articles and 
topics that we considered for each issue. And actually, when I stepped down 
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as editor in 2003, I was approached by the acquisitions editor at Academic 
Press to put together the Encyclopedia of Insects specifically because of that 
experience with Annual Reviews. And I approached a colleague who also was 
on the editorial board that I had worked with quite a bit, a fellow at Riverside 
named Ring Cardé. And he was a physiologist, and he really understood the 
biochemistry, the molecular biology, physiology, topics that I wasn't so strong 
in. So, we did that together. 

05-00:17:02 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, that book is remarkable. Just to take it back to its emergence from your 

role as an editor, I don't think I quite understood or heard the story of how you 
became the editor of this leading entomology review journal in 1976, right 
after you came to Berkeley. What's the story behind that? 

05-00:17:24 
Resh: Well, as I mentioned earlier. I had a colleague whose name was Tom Mittler 

and he had been one of the editors for many years. The Annual Review series 
essentially started at Stanford, and the Annual Review of Entomology, had a 
very strong Berkeley connection. The publisher was based in Palo Alto. And 
one day Tom Mittler, who I actually had spent a lot of time with when I was 
interviewing for the faculty position at Berkeley, came down and talked to me. 
He said that Ray Smith, who was the original editor, and was now a co-editor, 
wanted to step down. Ray was traveling internationally. He was probably the 
most famous entomologist in the world at that time. He was heading huge 
programs to implement the idea of integrated pest management or IPM. He 
was running projects in India and literally all over the world. He had three 
secretaries who just planned his travels. And as he wanted to step down as 
Editor, Tom said, "Would I like to join as his co-editor?" I was pretty 
flabbergasted with this offer. There were three of us who would serve as 
editors. Carroll Smith was at University of Florida then, and he was stepping 
down as co-editor soon as well. So, I joined Tom, and Carroll. And after 
Carroll stepped down, Frank Radovsky, who was the head of the Bishop 
Museum in Hawaii, joined us as the third editor. And then, the three of us 
stayed until 2003 when they brought in a woman from University of Illinois, 
who was also a member of the National Academy of Science, as the editor. 
She asked me to stay on with her as a co-editor for the transition but I decided 
not to. 

05-00:19:06 
Eardley-Pryor: And who was that? 

05-00:19:07 
Resh: May Berenbaum. I mentioned about interviewing at Cornell. May Berenbaum 

was a graduate student at Cornell then. That was our first association. She 
really had a marvelous career at Illinois, and several Berkeley graduates have 
ended up joining her department there. 
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05-00:19:30 
Eardley-Pryor: Those are cool connections. 

05-00:19:32 
Resh: Yeah. Very much so.  

05-00:19:36 
Eardley-Pryor: You mentioned, too, that you began teaching Science and the Movies as a 

course. You began teaching that, according to my notes, in 2004. As you say, 
you're still teaching that, just this term, right now. 

05-00:19:48 
Resh: Yes. 

05-00:19:50 
Eardley-Pryor: Share with me about what the impetus was for creating this course and your 

experience of teaching it. 

05-00:19:55 
Resh: Well, the whole idea of freshman seminars was having professors be in 

contact with new students. I think the figure was that in their first two years, 
60 percent of student's teaching contact is with graduate students. Now, some 
of the graduate students are great. I had maybe a thousand TAs or GSIs in my 
time at Berkeley. There's a bell-shaped curve. Some of them are absolutely 
wonderful and do a better job than the professor, and others leave something 
to be desired. So, they set this seminar program up for new students to have 
more contact with professors. And the idea was you could teach anything you 
want, and it didn't have to be in your field. But when I started teaching this 
course, I remember somebody from the film department saying, "What the 
hell is this guy doing teaching a course that really should be in our bailiwick?" 
But the campus went ahead with approving all of these courses, and it was 
really great fun for faculty and students. One student who was in that class 
ended up taking several classes of mine, including doing her senior thesis with 
me. She may become my personal physician. Her mother is now our personal 
physician and her daughter might come and join that practice. She is actually 
running a clinic in San Francisco right now. With all of our contact in classes 
and research, she and I became good friends. 

05-00:21:15 
Eardley-Pryor: Who is this? 

05-00:21:16 
Resh: Her name is Siu-Wei Huang and her mother is Rong Huang, who is a good 

friend of ours and both Cheryl and my physician. It was kind of funny how 
these things work out. But there were many students from the Science and the 
Movies class that I found very interesting and their majors were all over the 
place. There was no requirement that you had to be a science major to take the 
class. Several of them became friends and I've kept in touch with them. Every 
time I taught it, it was a lot of fun. I would lecture, we'd assign movies for 
them to watch, and students would do projects on movie topics. And the 
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projects were great. I remember one student did what was probably my 
favorite class project. He wanted to do an analysis of movies that deal with 
what happens when scientists meet aliens. And I remember when he said this, 
I tried not to roll my eyes to the back of my head. But what he did was to 
compare The Day the Earth Stood Still where Sam Jaffee is looking up to 
Michael Rennie as the alien; Splash, where scientists wanted to dissect her; 
and E.T., where they wanted to capture and use him for information. By the 
way, E.T. was a movie I learned to hate. If your child is as attracted to it as 
mine was, you'll have to watch it fifty times. It doesn't wear well to me, 
anyway.  

But the Science and the Movies course is fun. I still enjoyed doing it both 
semesters this past year, even on Zoom. I'm doing it this semester as an OLLI 
course, the Osher Lifelong Learning Institute, which is an adult education 
program through which Berkeley offers classes. I've written about the topic as 
well. I wrote an article in the entertainment section of the LA Times, and I've 
written for magazines and have been on radio shows like the one that the 
National Science Foundation sponsors. Every once in a while, they talk about 
movies, and I've been on that as a commentator. 

05-00:23:14 
Eardley-Pryor: What's your general takeaway of the way that Hollywood has treated science? 

05-00:23:19 
Resh: Well, it's all over the place. I think they've done a great job with space. For 

2001 and Apollo 13, they've done a wonderful job. With Contact they've done 
a wonderful job. Some topics like the environmental crisis are not so good. 
The Day After Tomorrow, which is about climate change, is just terrible in 
terms of accuracy. But NOAA—the National Oceanographic and 
Atmospheric Administration—actually pushed it because it was such a 
popular movie and it made people aware of climate change. They sort of 
ignored the fact that the science was terrible in it. But in the course, I do not 
talk a lot about how accurate the films are. What it's more about is the 
sociology of science. I talk about movies from Frankenstein to the 
development of the atomic bomb in Fat Man and Little Boy, the Oppenheimer 
story, and about pandemics and viruses. The course is more about how the 
interaction among scientists, scientists and the government, scientists and 
funding of risky research affects scientific outcomes. So, I tend to emphasize 
that. Occasionally I'll point out something that's really, really bad and 
inaccurate.  

After I had written the article in the LA Times, I had gotten a call from a 
producer in Hollywood that was doing a movie about a team of scientists 
burrowing down to the core of the Earth to prevent a disaster and he asked if I 
was interested in being a science advisor. And I realized, this is a crazy idea. 
So, I said, "No, no, no. Thank you, but it's not my field." That's the standard 
answer all of us give when we don't want to do something. Well, they made 
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the movie and it has been hailed repeatedly as the worst example of the 
science ever in a movie. I've not mentioned the name of the movie, but it's 
always brought out as, "the most unrealistic." So, that was my close touch 
with infamy in movies, had I agreed. 

05-00:25:14  
Eardley-Pryor: The right choice there. Share with me, too, about your teaching of field 

courses. Not just the ones that are in the classroom, but your bringing students 
out into the field and accompanying them. 

05-00:25:25 
Resh: As I told you, in all the ecology courses, we did a lot of field trips. In the 

aquatic entomology class, we were out for the whole weekend looking at 
different streams and different lakes.  

Well, I taught several field courses. I should start with ones that I did for a couple of times, and 
one was a course called Angers Entomology, which was an aquatic insects' 
course for the interests of anglers, for men and women who liked to fish and 
typically fly fish. Now, although I don't do that any longer, it was kind of 
interesting to meet these enthusiasts. But I always felt like a shepherd among a 
bunch of coyotes in terms of the attitude, "we're only really interested in the 
aquatic insects because trout eat them or for us to catch trout." This is 
typically the information that they were after. But that was still kind of fun to 
teach. I did it for a couple of years with Howell Daly, who was really a mentor 
of mine. He didn't study aquatic insects but was an angler. And the reason I 
stopped doing it is that these anglers in the class would start showing up in my 
lab Monday, Tuesday, and then suddenly all week to use the microscope and 
to ask for help with identifications. It was overwhelming. So, after a couple of 
years, I decided not to do it again because I was teaching more and more other 
courses. But, again, it was fun. I remember they gave me a beautiful fly rod 
that I've never used. But teaching with Howell Daly, who was, again, very 
important mentor in my years at Berkeley was memorable. 

05-00:26:54 
 But the two big field courses that I taught were, first of all, what we called 

"Forestry Camp." The official name of the course was the Ecology of the 
Sierra Nevada, and I started doing that maybe after about twenty years at 
Berkeley, because the fellow that had been doing it before, Don Erman, who 
was a fisheries biologist, decided to move from Berkeley to Davis. He took an 
administrative position there. And then, I taught that course every year, and it 
was wonderful. The whole idea is that as a forester, you're always cutting trees 
down, which can increase stream erosion and damage. But how do you restore 
the forest and the streams that you are affecting? How do you evaluate how 
successful that restoration is? How do you, in fact, do environmental 
assessments? So, that was the part of the course that I always taught. And, 
again, we had three streams right by forestry camp. I would talk for an hour, 
then we'd go out and do something in the streams. We'd come back, I'd talk 
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some more, then they would do more collections and analysis in the streams. 
Then we'd come back and talk about it again. It was a wonderful experience.  

05-00:27:59 
Eardley-Pryor: Where was that course taught? 

05-00:28:01 
Resh: It was taught in Meadow Valley, which is about ten miles from Quincy. So, 

it's in Northern California, in the lower Sierras. There are wonderful 
opportunities for teaching there. Cheryl and I would typically go up for five or 
six days and do it. Mainly, we went together. Sometimes, due to work 
commitments, she couldn't go. And then I'd always take a graduate student up 
with me to see how they could learn to do a compressed field course. A lot of 
the graduate students I had served as TAs for me, in fact just about all of them 
did in one course or another. This was also a wonderful example where you've 
got just a whole day in the field to teach. We'd start at 8:00 and end at 5:00. 
When we stopped at the end of the day, the students had a finished product 
that they could see their progress. It was wonderful. I actually taught it 
through several years of my retirement and then, of course, last year they 
couldn't offer it because of COVID so they canceled it. And, actually, I am 
planning to offer to come up and help this year if they needed me.  

05-00:29:11 
Eardley-Pryor: Having the experience in northern California, you've talked about some of 

your experience teaching a field course up in Montana, at a Biological 
Research Station somewhere in Montana? 

05-00:29:19 
Resh: Yes. 

05-00:29:21 
Eardley-Pryor: How would that differ among the different kinds of ecological situations 

you're teaching in? 

05-00:29:27 
Resh: Well, first of all, the Biological Station at Montana was located on Flathead 

Lake, and it was maybe twenty-five miles or thirty miles from Glacier 
National Park. So there, the emphasis was—like the research at the field 
station—was on the lake. I literally, while I was lecturing, could see the lake 
right out there. And there were very small streams, almost like springs, on the 
station's property. But what we would do is we'd take the students up to 
Glacier National Park for overnight field trips, and that was a great 
experience. I think that I mentioned that I had a friend who taught Aquatic 
Botany up there, so we would put an entomologist and a botanist together in a 
canoe and have them teach each other what they were seeing as they'd paddle 
around the lake. It was a lot of fun. I did that for several years. But then my 
responsibilities at Berkeley got greater. The director of that research station 
was a very good friend of mine, Jack Stanford, and he arranged for me to 
teach there. And it was fun because we had a little cabin up on a hillside. I 
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think there were four cabins. The faculty who taught were living in these. The 
bathrooms were down the hill, of course. But we ate cafeteria-style with the 
students. By the time you're there for a month, the biggest discussion is what's 
there going to be for dinner and taking bets as to what would be served. But it 
was a beautiful place, especially Glacier National Park. And I remember my 
son going up there with me, and Cheryl went up there as well.  

05-00:30:55 
 I had a funny experience there. I was giving a lecture about how rare 

parasitism is in aquatic insects even though it's extremely common for 
terrestrial insects. And the next day we went gone on a field trip. This was 
away from the station in the Swan Lake area, which, again, is a very beautiful 
part of that region. And we were bringing the specimens we collected back to 
the lab and one student is looking at a moth pupa, an aquatic moth in a pupal 
cocoon, and calls me over to look at it. And there's a little wasp in it. I said, 
"Very, very funny. You found a yellow jacket and you stuffed it in." He said, 
"No, no. Honest to God. This was there." And he opens another one and, my 
God, there's a wasp in there too. So, the next day the whole class goes there 
again. And actually, I spent several years working out this unusual life history 
of a wasp that parasitizes this aquatic moth. It was kind of like 1850s biology. 
It was not modern stuff. But a local high-school teacher that taught in the 
schools there, Wanda Jameson, helped me with it. She would then give a 
lecture about how a scientist does research, telling the class about her 
involvement in this study. Yeah, it was a lot of fun. We really enjoyed it. We 
did one paper on it, and then another paper correcting what was wrong in the 
first paper because it was such an odd thing to be finding and we made 
mistakes in projecting beyond what our data showed. It was a great experience 
studying this unusual phenomenon.  

05-00:32:27 
Eardley-Pryor: What are the benefits of a field course, or maybe the challenges of a field 

course, compared to traditional lecturing in a classroom? 

05-00:32:36 
Resh: Well, for the students, there's no comparison in terms of what they learn 

because they're getting the experiential and visual, plus all the auditory inputs. 
There's a style of teaching that comes out when you see people in the field that 
is just extemporaneous. It's so loaded with images that I just think, for the 
students, it's the best type of learning that you can do. Jack Stanford was a 
very long-time friend. This guy was really rough and tumble. When he was a 
kid, he would break horses on his family's ranch in Colorado, and every year 
he would start off in the beginning of my stay at the field station, "Okay, this 
year we have to get together. We're going to go into the wilderness, we're 
going to get a couple of horses, we're going to break them ourselves. We're 
going to do this, and then we're going to go into the wilderness, we're going to 
hike, we're going to look at bears and mountain lions and everything." I'd say, 
"Oh, Jack, that sounds great. Jack, I would love to do that." And then for the 
next month I'd avoid him so we actually wouldn't do this because this seemed 
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to me like the last thing in the world I wanted to do—break horses and then 
take them into the wilderness. But he was a great friend. He is still a great 
friend. 

05-00:33:53 
Eardley-Pryor: Those are wild experiences. We will get into, in just a bit, another intensive 

field course that you taught for many, many years that was on Biology and the 
Geomorphology of Tropical Islands that was done in Moorea, I think on a 
research station there. But before we dive into that, in 1990, you began your 
long run teaching Berkeley's General Biology course, the introductory biology 
course required of pretty much anybody that's interested in doing pre-
medicine as well as biology and some other science courses. In 1990, bring 
me back to that moment. How did you take on this course that became such a 
feather in your cap for so many years? 

05-00:34:36 
Resh: Yes. It really was a sad situation. The course was typically run entirely by the 

College of Letters and Science faculty. It's a very difficult course to teach. Just 
the numbers alone. There were as many as eleven or twelve hundred students 
in the class at one time. And what they would do is typically give it to a young 
professor just coming in, often a woman. Let's face it, women faculty tend to 
be more conscientious about teaching and things like that. And three women 
in a row who were assigned to this course didn't get tenure. Now, one of the 
reasons that L&S did not want to bring people from other colleges into this 
course is that this is a cash cow. You have four credits times 1100 students. 
You have scores of TAs, which you can use to bring in and support graduate 
students, and you don't have to use research funds for that. So, it really was 
only at the last minute, when things were really going bad, that their Dean 
approached the Dean of the College of Natural Resources, at that time Will 
Gardner, and he called me in and asked if I would take over the ecology and 
evolution section of that course. It's always been team taught, two a quarter or 
three a semester. A lot of people were involved over the years but typically 
faculty got out of teaching that course as soon as they could. Even great 
teachers tried to avoid it. They'll do it for one, two, or three years, and then 
that's it. They'd just walk away.  

05-00:36:01 
 I really was very nervous about taking this course on because you need such a 

broad knowledge in biology, mainly because the questions the students ask in 
class, or what they'll ask you in office hours. And the field is so huge. What 
do you actually decide to lecture on? So, there was a lot of trepidation that I 
had about teaching this course. I had spoken to crowds that big in research 
meetings, but never really actually lecturing in a course to these numbers of 
students. And what we did was we filmed the lectures. Sometimes we taught 
in Wheeler Auditorium that held seven hundred. Sometimes we taught in a 
classroom that held about five or six hundred, and then we would film and 
later videotape the lectures and then show the tapes multiple times or later put 
them on the web later. We'd put them on the Internet so they could watch 
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them over and over again. But the students could not all get in one class at the 
same time. Sometimes only half the class could show up in person and have 
seats. 

 Plus, almost everyone in the General Biology class was a pre-med. Few other 
majors required the course. Anthropology had its own version of general 
biology and there were non-majors, general-biology classes taught as well. 
The students were almost all pre-meds, and they are very grade conscious. 

05-00:37:02 
Eardley-Pryor: Would some of the students be able to be in person at different times, or 

would you always—if you were in like, let's say, the third bell or the third 
section, always have to watch a video tape or stream it? 

05-00:37:13 
Resh: No, what they did was teach at 8:00 in the morning. And so, you rarely would 

get more than the numbers that would fill the seat in the class. And even then, 
sometimes you wouldn't even reach that number. Students would say, "Well, I 
can watch it on videotape, and it's just as good." But there were only a couple 
of showings outside the original presentation. I think when it went on the 
Internet, it was far better. And also, the idea with the Internet for us was that 
the students could go to the lecture and then, if they missed something, they 
could watch it on the Internet. It was never meant to be a substitute. But what 
we found in some studies we did was that the issue of consistency was 
important. If you always went to lecture or you always watched the broadcasts 
on the Internet, you did better than if you went back and forth. But one of the 
things I would always do in the first lecture, I'd point out how much their 
parents or they were paying per lecture, and to skip it just because they 
wanted to sleep in really was not very economically sound.  

05-00:38:25 
Eardley-Pryor: With all this trepidation about how you narrow something down like this, how 

did you take this on for the first time? How did you decide what to teach, what 
to include? 

05-00:38:33 
Resh: My son Jon was in college at the time. He was just starting at the University 

of Florida as a journalism major. And I decided that I would make my 
decisions about what to teach as if he was in that class, and as if I was paying 
his tuition for that class. So, with this scenario, I wanted to impart the most 
important information and in the best way possible. So, what I would present 
and how I would present it was, basically, to do it as I would if I imagined 
him being in the class. And I would do it in the way that I wanted the 
information to be delivered to him. So, that basically is how I made that 
decision. Now, I have to make an acknowledgement. My co-teacher that 
whole time was a botanist whose name is Lew Feldman. He was really the 
best teacher I had ever seen. The old adage, he made me want to be a better 
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teacher, was true. He was a great friend, and he was a great co-teacher, 
companion, everything, for the 24 years that we did this together. 

05-00:39:47 
Eardley-Pryor: What was it about Lew's style of teaching, Lew Feldman's style of teaching, 

that you took on as a model for yourself? 

05-00:39:52 
Resh: Well, first of all, he was very enthusiastic and he was funny. And when we 

would teach, we'd always make jokes about each other. We're the same age, 
but he was very young looking. I would always refer to him as, "Well, you 
know, that young Dr. Feldman that you just had for botany…." And he would 
make jokes about me and different things. And we'd go to each other's lectures 
so we really knew what each other was doing, because we wanted to sync it as 
one course. He did great demonstrations. He had a great stage presence. He 
would do things like have a petri dish on the table in front of him. Now, this is 
a class where there's hundreds of people in the audience, and he'd say, "There 
are fungal spores here. These fungi, the way they reproduce, is to make these 
spores pop in the air out of this petri dish." And he would have these kids 
convinced that they could see them. "Okay, watch out in the front row. There's 
one coming there!" And he was just great at this. The other thing, he would do 
is a lot of demonstrations of physiological properties of plants. I remember 
him doing a demonstration on water relationships, about how plant roots 
uptake water. And he had a piece of equipment that had to be put under 
pressure, and a piece broke and hit him in the top of the head. And, of course, 
there's a lot of vascular areas there. So, he starts bleeding, and he keeps on 
lecturing. The blood is coming down his face. It's in his collar. It's on his shirt. 
The students are dumbfounded, and he just keeps on going like there's nothing 
wrong. He was just a great lecturer. He was a great showman and the students 
loved him.  

05-00:41:30 
And he would always tease me because I had a terrible time making objective 
tests. When I would make up a question, everybody would either get it right or 
everybody would get it wrong. It was so difficult for me to think in terms of 
these types of tests. He loved doing them. It was like a hobby for him. And so, 
he'd start three months before the exam. "Have you started working on your 
test yet?" We'd go out for lunch, and by the end of lunch, I'd be a nervous 
wreck over this. I tried a lot of things to do this. I'd lock myself up for a 
weekend, I'd write questions after each class, and it still was very, very 
difficult for me. Finally, what I did was I exchanged tests with people at other 
universities, because it turns out a lot of people have trouble making tests. 
One time, I even paid out of my own pocket for a guy that specialized in 
making puzzles to help me make tests up, that I would tell him the statement I 
wanted to do, and then how would I then modify it to give one choice out of 
four or five that was clearly right. Beside the right answer I'd want one choice 
that maybe was close, and the rest were varying distance. And he would help 
me word the question.  
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05-00:42:42 
Eardley-Pryor: How useful was the puzzler's advice? 

05-00:42:46 
Resh: It was okay. It was a nice thing to try and I learned a lot about puzzles from 

doing that. The best way was getting a lot of tests from other people, because 
everybody was doing multiple choice for their final exams. In our case, the 
teaching assistants were unionized, so they had very strict limits on how much 
time they'd spend on the class. They were with the United Auto Workers. 
Admittedly, it was needed, because a lot of the students were really exploited 
in terms of the time spent doing their teaching. It was supposed to be twenty 
hours per week on average. But it also created a lot of bookkeeping issues 
among them and us, especially like in a field course when they're with 
spending seven days a week with students. How do you make sure they don't 
work more than twenty hours a week? And that was a problem in the Moorea 
course. We had to spend a lot of time monitoring this and the end we'd tell 
them that their responsibility was two 10-hour days a week. If they chose to 
spend more time with the students than that it was "off the books." But their 
choice, not a requirement. 

05-00:43:46 
 That first year, Cheryl went to every eight o'clock class and would tell me if it 

was good or, "I should have tried this, or I would have tried that." That first 
year, she went to every class just to see how it was doing, knowing I was very 
nervous. She would always sit in the same place. And then, if something had 
come up that I had to make a correction or there was some controversial issue, 
sometimes she would come and listen to how I was doing the next time. And 
oftentimes, she'd say I didn't handle it well. But one time, and you always 
have to be so careful about this, I made a joke that didn't go over well. At 
Berkeley, there was an animal rights demonstration while they were building 
this facility for holding taking care of animals for research. They had a crane 
to build the facility. And animal protestors had climbed to the top of the crane 
and had set up like a platform and were living there, and they wouldn't leave 
the crane until they agreed to stop building this facility. And at the end of 
class one day, one of the students raised her hand and said what did I think the 
campus should do about these animal rights activists that were sitting on the 
crane. I should have given a bland answer like, "Well, they're trying hard to 
reach a compromise. Both have the right to their own perspective." The thing 
is I made a joke. And the joke was, I said, "Well, it'd be really very easy to get 
protesters down. If they took a box of kittens and held a kitten up in the air 
and said, 'We're going to shoot one kitten an hour until you come down.'" 
Now, I thought everybody in the class knew I was kidding and laughed. This 
was obvious meant "tongue in cheek." Except the one that went to the Dean. 
And I remember the Dean at the time was really a rough and tumble guy 
named Gordon Rausser. He says, "Resh, what the fuck are you telling these 
kids?" That was so typical of the way he dealt with everybody. And I said, 
"What do you mean?" He said, "What's this about shooting kittens?" "Oh, I 
just mentioned a joke at the end." So, he said, "You got to apologize." That 
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night Cheryl and I worked out something that I would say, and Cheryl comes 
to the class that morning to listen and gauge their reaction. And at the end of 
the class, I mention that this comment was meant in humor and stuff like that. 
As the students leave, Cheryl comes running down the aisle. I can see she's 
got steam coming out of her ears. And she says, "You didn't apologize. You 
said that person who complained had no sense of humor." I don't think I said 
that but it all died down very quickly. But you really learn, when you do 
something like that once you never do that again. But I still think, to this day, 
that it was a funny image of holding a kitten up with a gun to its head. This 
was the year of the hostage. You know, we're going to shoot one hostage an 
hour until you come out. Not smart. But… Several year later, the Chancellor 
at the time of the "kitten incident," Mike Heyman, was in my Friday lunch 
group and he told me that he had heard the story. He didn't say whether he 
thought the joke was funny…. 

05-00:46:25 
Eardley-Pryor: Only at Berkeley.  

05-00:46:26 
Resh: It's Berkeley. 

05-00:46:29 
Eardley-Pryor: There was a story that Cheryl told me, how she worked at Sproul Hall and saw 

wild events on Sproul Hall steps almost every day. And one of the stories that 
Cheryl said was that, not only was she burned in effigy because of union 
concerns, but that there were protests about you teaching evolution. 

05-00:46:50 
Resh: Well, yeah. I was teaching Ecology and Evolution. And some years, I would 

have very strong fundamental Christians who would ask me for equal time in 
the classroom to talk about what they believed, which was the biblical story of 
the seven days of creation. I would never do this. I would say, "No. I'm going 
to do it. You are talking about faith and this isn't a course about faith." 
Actually, when I evaluated textbooks, I always looked at how they dealt with 
creationism. If they made fun of the creationists or just dismissed them, I 
wouldn't choose that textbook for the class. And then sometimes— 

05-00:47:30 
Eardley-Pryor: Wait, tell me more about that, Vince. As a trained scientist and teaching this 

General Biology course, what are your thoughts about having some sort of 
equal time or even mentioning the Christian's Biblical idea of creationism? 

05-00:47:46 
Resh: Well, to me, what I would always point out when I'd start is that faith and 

science really operate in two different realms. They're not contradictory of 
each other. You can have both but they are two different things. Science is 
dealing with the scientific method, with hypothesis testing. Faith, you can't 
test it. It's what it is. So, I'm going to give the consensus of the science behind 
what we call evolution or descent with modification. And I did it in two ways 
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that usually worked very well—and then I'll come back to the religion issue. I 
used human diseases as examples of evolution. For example, river blindness, 
which I'll talk about later, was one of the diseases. Drug resistance, malaria. 
schistosomiasis--How these diseases evolved in conjunction with humans. For 
example, there's four different forms of malaria based on the protozoan that 
causes it, and the blood cells erupt every twenty-four, forty-eight or seventy-
two hours. And the reason the blood cells erupt and your fever raises and you 
sweat, is because it draws the mosquitos in. So, when she is attracted to the 
malaria victim and drawing blood, she's picking up the parasite at the time it's 
in the blood stream. So, I would use a lot of these examples. And first of all, 
they're all pre-meds, so they all wanted to hear stories about medicine.  

And then whenever anyone asked a question about something that related to 
Biblical stories, I would typically point out "Well, there's multiple stories of 
origin besides the Christian story. All around the world you have these. All 
religions have a story about Noah's Ark and the flood."  

05-00:49:29 
There was a guy in the law school that I in a discussion group with. His name 
was Phil Johnson, who taught criminal law and was a brilliant guy. But he 
favored a form of creationism. He loved to argue, and he loved to get into 
debates with evolutionary biologists. I went to several of them because I 
admired his intellect and debating skills very much. And what he did was, he 
would attack the premises underlying evolution but he never would propose 
an alternative to explain the points that he was debating. He would just attack 
the inconsistencies that he saw in evolutionary theory. He attacked it like he 
would a criminal case. Before this conversion, he had gone through a terrible 
divorce, and then went to England on a sabbatical and hooked up with a group 
of evangelicals, and they sort of convinced him that evolution was wrong. 
Now, to tell you the truth, I'm not sure he ever believed the stuff that he said 
against evolution himself, as much as he just loved arguing and he found an 
incredible platform to use that gained him attention and notoriety. He flew all 
over the country in these debates, often with the same people, like Will 
Provine who was a historian of science at Cornell. I remember Phil once 
telling me that the key in having an ongoing debate is that if you want to go 
back and talk tomorrow, you've got to leave the opponent with something. 
You can't go for the complete kill. You have to always give them a little 
something at the end. And so yeah. I liked him very much even if we 
disagreed.  

We were both in a discussion group at Newman Hall, which is the Catholic 
center on the Berkeley campus and that's how I got to know him. Creationism 
was sometimes a big issue in teaching evolution. I remember some years, I'd 
have these very charismatic and extremely strong evangelicals that believed in 
the literal interpretation of the bible in my classes. I don't want to get into 
arguments with them saying, "Well, do you believe in seven literal days?" I 
just didn't think that was the best way to handle it, as much as I just kept on 
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saying faith in the Bible and science are two separate issues. And then, I 
would point out that you have men of faith like Francis Collins who headed 
the Human Genome Project, and Charlie Townes who developed the laser. 
These were men of faith, but they believed in science, as well. You look at 
college students nationwide and maybe thirty, thirty-five percent of them 
believed in creationism in some form.  

05-00:51:54 
Eardley-Pryor: That high? 

05-00:51:55 
Resh: Yes. It really is pretty amazing. I'm not sure it's that high at Berkeley, but 

Berkeley you have a lot of these small Christian churches that you don't have 
an affiliation with a long-term tradition. Catholics, Presbyterians, Methodists, 
Baptists have a long history of theological interpretation. Whereas these, little 
churches around the corner, four people meet and they read the Bible and they 
interpret it any way they want. And there's a lot of that that goes on in 
Berkeley. This is especially true of many Korean students and some Chinese 
students, but really applies to all of the ethnic groups to a certain extent that I 
had in class. I had a girl that worked in my lab. Actually, she worked for 
Cheryl initially and then because she was a science major Cheryl suggested 
that she come to work for me. She was involved with Christian groups on the 
campus. She was dealing with issues around homeless shelters and other 
social action issues. And I remember at one point when I was dealing with this 
anti-evolution issue, I asked her to "Please, go to students that you know are 
doing a lot of proselytizing and ask them about what they are doing to help 
when they talk to the homeless or people that are clearly having problems." 
Because I really want to understand this better in dealing with the class. 
"What do they feel about the outcomes of what they are doing?" She did this 
and she came back really frustrated, and she said, "Well, I asked my friends 
these questions, they kept on saying, "We're bringing Jesus to them. What else 
do we need to do?" And I found her reaction to those responses very 
interesting. This is something that I was confronted with the whole time in this 
class because I knew it could and often would come up. And if I wasn't going 
to come up in lectures, I was going to get it in office hours.  

05-00:53:49 
Eardley-Pryor: Who was that student who you had go around to ask the experiences of other 

Christians on campus? 

05-00:53:53 
Resh: Well, her name was Janni Xin and she worked for me, helping me put together 

PowerPoint lectures and graphic work like that. And she was a great help and 
a really delightful person to have in the lab. She worked for me for two or 
three years. 
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05-00:54:15 
Eardley-Pryor: I didn't mean to take you too much off course. You were going to talk about 

your experience of having office hours and having thousands of students take 
part in them. 

05-00:54:23 
Resh: Yes. Typically, what people who teach very large classes would do is they'd 

have office hours immediately after class. So, Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 
say class was 8:00 to 9:00, then from 9:00 to 10:00 they'd have office hours. I 
did that and I thought this class is so large, I should have office hours every 
day. And I did. On days I didn't teach, I'd have them 4:00 to 5:00 or 12:00 to 
1:00, all different times. And I realized it was also because I loved talking to 
them. I loved hearing their stories. And that was part of why I did it. And 
typically, unless there was an exam coming up, I'd have maybe ten to fifteen 
people show up. And I actually held office hours not in my main campus 
office but in a public office space where there were other people coming 
through and a connecting office next door with someone in it. In a large class 
like that I think the professors and probably the campus administration were 
worried about an accusation of sexual harassment if contact was done one-on-
one in a private place or in a cafe or something. So, I never did that. I always 
did it in that more public office space. Or we went outside as a group. In nice 
weather we'd sit out on the lawn. And typically, they'd have questions about 
my lectures for the first five or ten minutes and then I'd ask them about 
themselves and about their families. The class was well over 90 percent Asian 
and a lot of them had very interesting immigration stories and food stories. 
There were two brothers that were Afghani that were in the class. I remember 
in a lecture once mentioning about there's a trick that you can use to cross 
plants for breeding. And I was talking about how if you would cross a 
cabbage with a radish, the problem was that you don't get the roots like you 
want from the radish, you just get large radish leaves in this hybrid cross. And 
I said nobody eats radish leaves. These two brothers come up and say, "We're 
Afghanis and we eat radish leaves all the time." I say, "No, it's too hard to 
digest them, they've got too many alkaloids in them." So, the next day they 
come and to office hours and they bring food from home. And so, we're all in 
office hours eating radish leaves. And then students started bringing the fruits 
from their countries and I remember durian was one they would bring in. Do 
you know what durian is? 

05-00:56:46 
Eardley-Pryor: No. 

05-00:56:46 
Resh: It's a very, very smelly fruit. In Asian hotels they have signs. "No durian." 

Literally, a picture of a durian fruit with a line through it, like no smoking 
signs. So, we found that if they brought it but they froze it first, we could all 
eat it without the smell. And we did so many fun things like that. And, of 
course, you had the regulars that would come every day. But around exams, 
I'd have two hundred people showing up.  
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I remember there was a book that came out called The Asian Tiger Mom, 
about how Asian mothers can be so strict on their children pushing them to be 
successful. And sometimes I would just ask if they heard about this book. And 
they would all say, "Now, my mother's not like this but my friend's mother," 
and then they'd tell stories about, "I have a friend yeah—" Yeah, I have to 
admit, I always enjoyed the office hours.  

05-00:57:36 
 We didn't have too many fights over grades or what they thought were unfair 

questions. If they didn't like a question that they got wrong, they had to write a 
justification as to why the answer they put down would be correct. And I 
remember in one case I was talking about foraging, using ant foraging as an 
example. I'd always use a lot of examples and then try to draw the principle 
out of it or give them the principle and have them try to come up with an 
example. And the student had written this justification for an extra two points 
on a quiz started off with, "Well, assuming you have a five-hundred-pound 
ant." Those were the type things that were sometimes exasperating. They 
would go to such extremes for an extra, eighth of a point. But pre-meds are 
hard to deal with in terms of their grades. I can see why so many of my 
colleagues, especially ones that were really good teachers, just didn't want to 
deal with them. 

05-00:58:42 
Eardley-Pryor: What do you mean by that? Just because of the desire to have the best grade 

possible for medical school? 

05-00:58:46 
Resh: Yes. I think that some of them just didn't care what they learned. It was just to 

get the grade. Not all of them, of course, but certainly some of them.  

Over the more than two decades that I taught general biology, I came up with 
different strategies to make the course better and easier for me to teach. I 
would write out my lectures word for word because I'd find if I didn't, and if I 
would wing a statement, I'd get five hundred emails asking for a correction. 
So, I would write the lectures out word for word. Then I'd memorize them and 
I'd practice them in front of a mirror. So, for an eight o'clock class I'd get up at 
five in the morning and I'd be going over how I was going to present it, 
looking in a mirror. And then I would lecture not from a podium but from the 
center of the classroom and walk around the room and then run up to the stage 
if I was going to use the blackboard. Slides I could do from the audience. And 
I'd pace. Sometimes I'd use an overhead projector because I could have a big 
table that would show up large and I could move around to cover other parts 
that wouldn't show up well on a slide. I used the blackboard to pace myself, to 
slow myself down if I was going too fast. And I'd always wear really bright, 
loud shirts that I had made in Africa by the wife of a friend of mine who had a 
tailoring shop. It's hard to imagine but students would comment on the shirts 
in the course evaluations and I had a woman that worked in my lab who 
actually told me that she refused to go to class because she couldn't stand my 
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shirts. And always there'd be four or five students in their written evaluations 
that would comment on the shirts that I wore. Some thought that "They were 
too loud" But more commented that "They were great." It was just always 
kind of fun to try things like that. I enjoyed teaching the huge class very 
much.  

Every year I'd worry before the first class, "Why am I doing this? I have 
tenure, I shouldn't have to do this and get so stressed out" but by the time I'd 
be in the second or third class, I'd really be on a roll and I'd love it.  

05-01:00:33 
Eardley-Pryor: You shared with me you how had tried various stunts, like teaching with these 

bright shirts and different demonstrations you did in developing different labs. 
Can you talk about some of the demonstrations or the labs that you developed 
for this course? 

05-01:00:45 
Resh: Well, yeah. Well, the demonstrations were fun. I would bring in giant elk 

horns and talk about why an elk would have horns so long, like the Irish elk 
did and went extinct because of them growing so large. And I would bring in a 
lot of props. I can even show you. [Displays a toy animal as a prop.]  

05-01:01:14 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, okay. Toy animals, but like giant— 

05-01:01:16 
Resh: When I'd talk about malaria, I would use this hand puppet of a mosquito to 

demonstrate disease transmission from an infected to an uninfected person. 
And in almost every lecture I'd have some kind of a demonstration with a 
snake or some prop. But it would always draw their attention.  

But we really concentrated on having good labs. A lot of the labs we did 
outside, where the students in the class would be predators and we'd have 
beads or marbles that would be prey. We used these to have them understand 
how mathematical models worked. The students would do various types of 
modifications. The predator could be handicapped, for example, by using 
chopsticks to pick up the prey or having one hand tied behind their back or the 
other students would spin them around. And they saw how with fewer 
predators their population would grow. It wasn't just meant to be fun for them, 
which it was and they loved it, but then they would actually model the data 
that they got. Say if you limit the time a predator can go after prey, the prey is 
going to increase and we'd actually get the population sizes to cycle between 
the predator and the prey. We did a lot of that. We also did a lab in Strawberry 
Creek about assessing pollution. The labs that we developed were really fun to 
do and were fool proof in that the message that we wanted to convey got 
through. 
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05-01:02:56 
Eardley-Pryor: Share with me more about the using Strawberry Creek on campus as a 

teaching device. 

05-01:03:01 
Resh: All these labs that we developed for the general biology class have continued 

to be used. They've not changed them. Although at one point, I suspect to save 
money, they wanted to go entirely to computer labs and they did this a lot with 
some of the course but they never did it with the evolutionary biology or the 
ecology labs that I developed. I'm sorry, what was the question, Roger? I 
just— 

05-01:03:29 
Eardley-Pryor: Strawberry Creek. 

05-01:03:30 
Resh: Yes, Strawberry Creek So, what we put together a tutorial that the TAs would 

use for a walk around Strawberry Creek. Strawberry Creek is one of the great 
examples of stream restoration in the United States. It was written up in the 
New Yorker and a variety of other places because the restoration that was done 
there was really done to be very aesthetically pleasing. The Strawberry Creek 
restoration is an incredible story. Strawberry Creek was actually open not only 
on the campus but through the city of Berkeley until the 1940s when they 
started to have cholera outbreaks and then they decided to basically put the 
whole creek in culverts with a couple of openings until it goes into the Bay 
down at the base of University Avenue on the way to the Berkeley pier. But 
the campus was worried about getting sued and actually put together a 
Strawberry Creek committee to look at what was going on. A grad student that 
worked with me, Bob Charbonneau, who still is a very good friend, worked on 
this project as his thesis in the School of Environmental Design. Actually, he 
just retired from the university. He was in charge of environmental issues at 
the Office of the UC President.  

05-01:04:49 
 We started to look at what some of the problems were with Strawberry Creek. 

And one of the first things that we looked at was the number of coliforms. 
Now, coliforms are fecal bacteria that are not harmful in themselves but are 
easy to measure and indicate that more pathogenic viruses or bacteria may be 
present in the sewage inputs. This was a prime concern because what we 
would see is that sometimes the coliform counts would be four hundred 
thousand when in fact, they should be around a hundred to a thousand at most, 
and even that's higher than it should be. And one of the things we realized 
when we started to look at this was that any time Memorial Stadium, the 
football stadium, was used, the coliform counts just spiked very high. I mean 
they were enormous. And what happened was under Memorial Stadium there 
were two pipes. One carried stormwater, which is rainwater or the water that 
comes from the drains. The other carried wastewater, the water from the 
toilets that would go to the sewage treatment plants. But Memorial Stadium is 
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built right over the Hayward Fault, and over time, these two pipes cracked. 
And during the football games or whenever Memorial Stadium was being 
used, toilets were flushed at halftime and the sewage would go out of its pipe 
and go into the storm water pipe. So, the water in the stormwater and sewer 
lines got mixed, which would then go into Strawberry Creek. And so, you'd 
get these incredible high levels of bacteria, and potentially harmful bacteria 
and viruses. 

05-01:06:03 
Eardley-Pryor: When was this realization made, when you were a part of studying this? 

05-01:06:06 
Resh: This is maybe around 1982 that we started doing this. And, again, the campus 

was at first very reluctant to look into this. They had someone who was a 
high-level administrator who oversaw the physical plant on the campus and 
his response was, "This problem of high fecal matter in the streams is due to 
the dogs on campus," and so what he did was to ban unleashed dogs from the 
campus and instituted a leash law! His response was so stupid that the reaction 
to it was far more than normal than expected from some faculty. And, of 
course, if these faculty are vocal and especially if they have access to a large 
number of students, it's easy to get students worked up about these issues as 
well. So, we ended up getting this whole thing worked out and that what was 
needed to be done was to actually repair these lines under Strawberry Creek 
and then start restoration of the stream. Some staff from the Office of 
Environmental Health and Safety, like Karl Hans, and the campus engineering 
staff, like Sonja Bjorn-Hansen played a major role. And faculty members like 
Joe McBride offered invaluable advice.  

And so, led by Bob Charbonneau, we did a lot of experimental approaches to 
restoration. They're called biotechnical solutions. For example, a bridge over 
Strawberry Creek was collapsing, so instead of just putting concrete back up 
we used redwood logs to build a crib-wall that would provide bank 
stabilization. And we planted trees and bushes among these logs. We added 
logs that would function as natural weirs to allow sediment to build up and 
create new habitat and refuge for animals during floods. And actually, when I 
was teaching general biology, we were doing this, and if we caught a student 
plagiarizing, they would have to water the plants for a month. That was kind 
of a better punishment than being suspended from school. So, we did a lot of 
different projects and it really became a big success story. We were 
concentrating on doing demonstration projects that looked good and did the 
intended job. If you look at how a lot of these projects that we developed were 
copied are used now, they'll use eucalyptus logs and big boulders instead of 
redwood logs to fortify banks and stabilize them. They're not as attractive as 
our redwood logs but they function the same and just as well. In one of the 
parking lots we built a marsh where the plants would filter out the oil and the 
impurities from the oil and soap from the cars in the parking lots. Throughout 
the campus we did projects like that.  
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05-01:08:17 
 The best part of the restoration was when we decided we were going to 

introduce fish. Fish had been in Strawberry Creek and salmon actually had run 
all the way up Strawberry Creek until the culverts were put in in the 1940s, 
and maybe even in the fifties you may have gotten an occasional salmon 
swimming upstream. And so, we decided that we're going to introduce fish. 
And, again, we were very lucky in that environmental health and safety really 
was very supportive of what we were doing and the administration just didn't 
really care except when they had a goofy objection. And so, when we were 
deciding to put fish in, my suggestion right from the beginning was let's 
choose trout. First of all, if the trout die, it's going to create a big stink and so 
let's stock it with trout. And again, the administration came back and I 
remember the same guy that started the leash law said to me, "What the hell 
are you doing? Do you want the homeless fishing on campus?" It was so 
bizarre. But we didn't do that. We had what turned out to be a better idea. We 
started off introducing a fish called the three-spined stickleback and this was a 
good choice because they're really hearty. They're a couple of inches long.  

05-01:09:24 
Eardley-Pryor: A couple of inches. 

05-01:09:25 
Resh: Yeah, up to about three inches or somewhere around that. They have this very 

interesting behavior where the male builds the nest, coaxes the female in, then 
taps her abdomen, she releases her eggs, he fertilizes them, then he drives the 
female out and he raises the young. Well, what would have been better for 
Berkeley? A male fish raising the young! This was absolutely great publicity! 
And that year, the freshmen orientation t-shirts had sticklebacks on them. And 
then we put in Sacramento suckers and roach, and other native species of fish. 
George Barlow was a professor who was a great help with this. And it was 
always somewhat of a research project in that we were consistent in using the 
same streams that we brought the fish in from to make sure we knew that the 
genetics would be consistent. So yeah, it worked out really well. It was a great 
project.  

05-01:10:13 
Eardley-Pryor: So, having been involved in this throughout the eighties, this restoration 

project, and really having a scientific approach to it as well as an aesthetic 
approach, how did you then take that experience and translate it into this 
General Biology course where the students are then doing more experiments 
on it? 

05-01:10:29 
Resh: So, what we did was we ended up producing a video about the project along 

with a couple of scientific publications. We ended up preparing a booklet that 
was a tour guide to Strawberry Creek. And tens of thousands of this booklet 
have been published or downloaded over the years. A woman from the UC 
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Botanical Garden, Bob Charbonneau and I put this together and we did a 
couple different versions of it. 

05-01:10:56 
Eardley-Pryor: Who was the person at the Botanical Garden? 

05-01:10:57 
Resh: Stephanie Kaza. She ended up leaving Berkeley and went to University of 

Vermont and has just retired from there. Because we couldn't have 800 
students in the creek taking samples as part of the general biology class, we 
made these little bottles up that would represent "samples" of what we found 
in Strawberry Creek and then under a microscope the students would identify 
them using a taxonomic key and look up the pollution tolerance of each 
species they found. We designed it in such a way that there would be 
sampling in two reaches. The North Fork was always polluted because the 
sewage could come in from the northside neighborhood above the campus and 
the North Fork was out of the campus jurisdiction. By the way, we always 
used Strawberry Creek as an example of an international river where part of it 
is run by the campus or one country, and part of it is in the city and the 
campus, like a river that runs through multiple countries. And so, the students 
would use these "samples" and actually come up with a pollution assessment 
of Strawberry Creek based on this lab exercise that they would do. And, again, 
they're still using it in that class and other environmental science classes. 

 One of the long-lasting innovations that we came up with in the Strawberry 
Creek restoration was this idea of adding stenciling by the storm drains that 
flow into the creek with statements like, "Don't dump, drains to the creek" or 
"Drains to the Bay." We did these in English and Spanish, and eventually 
switched to plastic signs with a stickleback on them that could be cemented to 
the sidewalk. Now you see these types of signs commonly throughout the 
world. 

05-01:12:00 
Eardley-Pryor: I'm picturing the timing of all this. You're teaching this General Biology 

course in the nineties. By 1994, you've become deeply enmeshed in the 
African River Blindness work where you're talking about international control 
of rivers and trying to do pollution assessments on thousands of miles of 
jungle river in West Africa. It's just a wonderful balance of taking your past 
experience, using it in teaching, and then it's also going at the same time as 
some of the work that you're doing in Africa.  

05-01:12:30 
Resh: Yes. But not all of our ideas for improving teaching worked out like we had 

hoped. We had an idea for a lab that was going to run through the whole 
General Biology class that all of us thought was absolutely great. We had 
gotten money from some foundation to come up with new innovative labs. 
And what we wanted to do was to have every student sample their own DNA 
using a swab inside of their mouths, extract their DNA, amplify it, sequence 
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it, and then look and see how their DNA would match with large databases so 
students could look at their ancestors' historical origins. We were using the 
National Geographic-IBM database. . And I'm telling you, we thought this 
was the greatest idea we had ever had. We all worked on it and decided to try 
it one summer. In summer school they have labs several days a week. So, in a 
two-week period we could really see how this worked out. And they all did 
the cheek swabs. Then they would do the extraction and the amplification. 
And when the two weeks are over, we're all there and we're wiggling we're so 
excited to see these results. And a student comes up to us and says, "We have 
just spent two weeks in lab doing all of these things and to find out that my 
background is Chinese." And we look around. Almost everybody in the class 
was Chinese. And we thought that the students would find out they had Celtic 
or Ashkenazi backgrounds. But the makeup of the class just did not make this 
work well. It was a big disappointment that all of us had because we thought 
this was going to be the best experience for all of them, to find out their ethnic 
origins. This is before 23andMe became very popular. 

05-01:14:37 
Eardley-Pryor: I was going to say, this is a million-dollar idea here that you have. 

05-01:14:41 
Resh: Yeah, Ancestry.com and all those companies. And we thought it was so great 

but it just didn't work because of the demographic composition of the students 
that took the class. 

05-01:14:54 
Eardley-Pryor: Could you do something like that now but be able to tap into a broader 

database like 23andMe and have more of a comparative framework? 

05-01:15:02 
Resh: From where in China they were from? Probably this could happen eventually. 

I've got a student in my lab that both of her parents are from Yunnan but 
they're from different lineages. You probably could separate that, one being 
from the Yangtze and the other being from the Mekong. You probably could 
separate that because there wasn't much movement between those two 
historically. But it was expensive to do, too. We could do it because we had 
this money from a foundation. But everything on the campus in the last ten 
years has been about saving money, not spending more. I mentioned the desire 
to go more to computer labs where you could save on TA and supply costs. 

05-01:15:40 
Eardley-Pryor: What was the work that you did in this class that involved dyads? 

05-01:15:45 
Resh: I would propose a question and then I would say, "Okay, talk to the person 

next to you and discuss this between yourselves for thirty seconds," and then I 
would kind of randomly call on people to say, "Well, what did you think? 
What did you two come up with?" I did that two or three times each class and 
that was really quite good. I think it made them feel more involved and pay 
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more attention. Sometimes I did things to try to get them to come to class 
because I thought that was such a better experience for them. When they were 
videotaping the lecture, I would have something on the blackboard or a slide 
and I'd say, "Now, okay, this for sure is going to be one of the questions that's 
going to be on the test. And even more important, when you take the MCATS 
they always ask something about this." And then I would have the cameraman 
blur the lens so they couldn't actually see it or move it up down, and in the 
next class I'd have five times as many people showing up. 

05-01:16:46 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great.  

05-01:16:49 
Resh: But it was fun.  

05-01:16:50 
Eardley-Pryor: As I was preparing for the interview, I found a really cool video of you 

lecturing in General Biology about African River Blindness. 

05-01:17:00 
Resh: Oh. Wow. 

05-01:17:00  
Eardley-Pryor: It's a neat clip. I don't know exactly what time period it was from when you 

were teaching this. Clearly after you had been engaged in the River Blindness 
work, as you had mentioned Merck and pharmaceuticals, and evolutionary 
perspectives on how parasites evolve over time, and co-evolution.  

05-01:17:17 
Resh: Yeah. Did I talk about skin color? The evolution of skin color in that lecture 

as well?  

05-01:17:20 
Eardley-Pryor: I'm not sure it was in the clip I saw. 

05-01:17:22 
Resh: Because that's what I typically would do. I'd combine them together. I'd talk 

about River Blindness and then I'd say, "What do you notice about the people 
that we were looking at in West Africa." And somebody would say, "Oh, they 
were poor," and somebody would say, "They live in villages," and there'd be a 
couple of other things that came up. And finally, one or two African American 
kids in the class would yell out, "They're black. They're dark skinned." And 
all the others would get a look on their face like, "Oh, really? I hadn't noticed 
that." Typical Berkeley. And then I'd talk about the evolution of skin color, 
which is something that's been kind of a standard in all of the Cal Alumni 
talks that I give. I bring that in almost every lecture I can, why we're different 
skin colors. 

05-01:18:00 
Eardley-Pryor: What would you say about it? 
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05-01:18:03 
Resh: Well, I would take an evolutionary perspective about why we have melanin to 

protect our skin and to keep folates from breaking down, but that we also need 
vitamin D, which requires less melanin. So, humans are on a razor's edge with 
regard to skin color, which needs to match the environment that we live in. 
And then I talked about sickle cell anemia and a whole bunch of other 
diseases, Tay Sachs, cystic fibrosis et etc., that also had that same influences. 
Like I said, I use diseases a lot. And one colleagues once said, "Ah, you're just 
catering to the crowd." Maybe, but the pre-meds did pay more attention. 

05-01:18:42 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. That's being a good teacher. And on that note, it's important to mention 

that in 1995, you won Berkeley's teaching award. 

05-01:18:51 
Resh: Oh, that was a great experience. I remember my parents came out. Actually, 

all of our involvement with the Cal Discoveries program, at that time was it 
was called Bear Treks, started at that award ceremony. Carolyn Sheaff, who 
was the head of that program, came to the ceremony. There were, I think, five 
of us that received the award, and each gave a little speech. And Carolyn said 
afterwards, "Would you be interested in doing a Bear Treks trip with alumni 
travelers?" And that's been an incredible part of our life.  

05-01:19:24 
Eardley-Pryor: And it came from her attending your award ceremony? 

05-01:19:25 
Resh: Right, yeah. It was very nice. I remember we had a big dinner afterwards at 

the Faculty Club and then we had a big party at our house. It was very nice 
getting that award.  

05-01:19:41 
Eardley-Pryor: Yes. Well earned. And I have a note, too, that Lew Feldman also won an 

award in a similar timeframe. 

05-01:19:46 
Resh: Yes. It was a few years later. And it was great because what they did then, 

they had a reception in the Alumni House and Lew's mother had come out 
from New York. And she was a very nice, and a very typical Jewish mother. 
At one point I'm talking to Lew with a bunch of other people, and he runs over 
and he says, "Mom, you don't have to clean up." She's cleaning up all the 
plates from the event. He's been a great friend for a really long, long time. 
He's now the director of the UC Botanical Garden, so that's his retirement 
position. 

05-01:20:29 
Eardley-Pryor: That's a pretty good gig. 
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05-01:20:32 
Resh: Although you have a lot of personnel problems up there and a lot of fund 

raising because of money problems. It's pretty stressful. He actually had been 
an Associate Dean for personnel matters so he was quite good at dealing with 
those issues. He was very trusted by the faculty as a Dean. He still is a great 
friend. 

05-01:20:55 
Eardley-Pryor: I have a note also that you won another teaching award from the 

Entomological Society? 

05-01:21:01 
Resh: Yes. That was a surprise because typically that goes to people that teach 

general entomology or non-majors' courses, and are very influential in turning 
people into entomologists. I was very pleased with that. They also gave me a 
recognition award for my research activities. It was probably for the 
Encyclopedia of Insects. But that was very nice, too. It's always nice to get 
that recognition. You can't take the awards too seriously but it's always nice to 
get them. 

05-01:21:34 
Eardley-Pryor: It sounds like there's a nice party along with it, too, or at least a reason to 

celebrate.  

05-01:21:38 
Resh: Oh, we've given parties for everything! There was an international meeting 

that was held in Sacramento at the convention center there and one of the 
sessions, it was an all-day session, was devoted to the contributions that our 
lab had made to ecology. And we had all the former students and some 
colleagues speaking at it. It was really nice. And we had a really big party 
afterwards at one of the trendy restaurants in Sacramento. And friends came in 
literally from all over the world, from Israel, Iceland, Australia, Britain, 
Canada, Spain, Germany. It was really very, very nice.  

05-01:22:23 
Eardley-Pryor: That's a great celebration. Well, I have another note here. Of course, you 

retired in 2015, but you taught this General Biology course for a huge expanse 
of time, from 1990 all the way up through 2012. What was it in 2012 where 
you decided you were done teaching this course? 

05-01:22:38 
Resh: I was on sabbatical and I got a call from the department that runs it—now it's 

called Integrative Biology. A friend of mine was Chair of that department. 
And he said, "We have a lot of people here that are struggling with tenure, and 
I'd like to put them in General Biology to try to see if they could bolster their 
record." And he said, "You've done it for a long time, would you step down?" 
I said, "Sure. That's fine." 

05-01:23:12 
Eardley-Pryor: Fascinating. 
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05-01:23:12 
Resh: I knew I had other things I was going to teach. 

05-01:23:15 
Eardley-Pryor: Who was the friend that called? 

05-01:23:16 
Resh: Wayne Sousa. He's a marine biologist and was chair at the time. That was 

fine. And actually, at the same time, they were doing it each semester because 
enrollments were even higher. A former student of mine, I was on his thesis 
committee, he wasn't in my lab but I worked quite closely with him and he 
ended up teaching that course, as well. His name was George Roderick. He 
replaced me in a lot of different things. He replaced me in General Biology, 
replaced me as chair of the division, replaced me as head of the Gump Station. 
And as he once said, it was always great to replace a jerk, then people really 
give you a lot of leeway because of their low expectations! He's done a very 
good job there.  

05-01:24:19 
Eardley-Pryor: He'll follow you into retirement then. 

05-01:24:20 
Resh: Yes.  

05-01:24:22 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, with having taught that course, particularly, and having the exposure to 

twenty-some thousand students over that time, just through that class alone, 
what reflections do you have about how the student population or teaching 
itself at Berkeley changed over that over twenty-year period? 

05-01:24:39 
Resh: Yeah. Well, first of all, I think there's two big changes. I think that students 

are treated much, much better now than they were earlier. I think certainly in 
the seventies and early eighties the attitude was, "We're going to toughen you 
up for the outside world. If you can make it here, you can make it anywhere." 
I remember when I was first here, I had gotten a call to come over to the 
Dean's office, and at that time the Dean's office was just a secretary and the 
Dean. It's not like now where there's a multitude of minions that work in the 
Dean's office. And I get called over and I go in, and I said to his secretary, 
"Dean Schlegel called me." And she said, "Do you have an appointment?" 
And I said, "No." And she said, "Well, he's a busy man. You can't just walk 
into his office." And the Dean heard my voice and came out and brought me 
in. But as I was leaving, I heard her say to the Dean, "Oh, I just thought it was 
a student." And that it was okay to treat students like that. So, I think that's a 
big change that I've seen. 

The other big change is that I think teaching is considered more important, 
just like getting grants is considered more important than when I first started. 
They don't just do lip service like I think they did years ago, that it is clearly 
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considered to be more important. Also, the shift in student majors has been 
enormous. Students that weren't sure of a major became English majors but 
now they become psychology majors. Asian students are the majority but we 
have a very small proportion of the faculty that's Asian. A lot of these things 
have changed. It's not better, it's not worse. It's just different. Moreover, there 
is a big increase in interest over diversity, equity, and inclusion. Every college 
and many departments have positions like this. Faculty that are applying for 
jobs have to write statements about what they have done and will do to 
support these concepts.  

I think the big administrative change I've seen is the big role that development 
plays in all aspects of the campus. It's the tail that wags the dog. The Deans 
previously were expected to continue some teaching or research. Now they're 
expected to raise an awful lot of money, which in this climate is very tough. I 
know because when I was the director of the Gump Station, that was mainly 
what I was doing because of financial problems we had there. That's, I think, 
unfortunate because no matter how much they raise, they need more. It really 
comes down to the fact that when I started, I think about 80 percent of the 
budget came from the state. Now it's ten, twelve depending on how you look 
at it. It's really quite a challenge. 

05-01:27:31 
Eardley-Pryor: That's a substantial change. 

05-01:27:32 
Resh: Yeah. And so it all depends on raising money. I think some places like 

Stanford that have had a longer tradition at it are much, much better than 
Berkeley. Berkeley has hundreds of people in development. I hate to sound 
cynical but it seems that most of them are just taking each other out to lunch if 
you look at some of the stories about how dissatisfied people are with the way 
donors are treated. But it's Berkeley. It's a state institution and we're just not 
good at some things like that.  

05-01:28:04 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, you had mentioned fundraising as a part of your role—your 

longstanding role—at the Gump Research Station. Before we transition into 
talking about its history and your engagement there, are there any other 
reflections that you have to share with regard to teaching General Biology for 
so long? Any other stories that come up? 

05-01:28:22 
Resh: Well, when I was teaching General Biology, I was also chair of a couple of 

committees that dealt with teaching, one of which was the Committee on 
International Education, which is the education abroad programs. And that 
was very interesting, but I also saw how difficult it was to get courses that you 
took on your EAP experience to be—I think they used the term "articulated" 
for science students. In other words, to get the courses that you took to count 
at Berkeley towards a degree. And the other one was on the Committee on 
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Teaching, and I think the biggest accomplishment that we accomplished when 
I was chair, we wrote out strict guidelines about how teaching was to be 
evaluated in promotion and tenure cases. Surprisingly, that had never been 
done. 

05-01:29:06 
Eardley-Pryor: With regards to tenure evaluations? 

05-01:29:09 
Resh: For tenure evaluation. That these guidelines had to be addressed by the 

departments in their evaluations of candidates for tenure.  

05-01:29:13 
Eardley-Pryor: Can you talk a little bit about how you developed those evaluations and what 

they are? 

05-01:29:17 
Resh: Well, at that time, there was an Office of Educational Development on the 

campus and the head of it was a woman named Barbara Davis. She was super 
competent and super interested in improving teaching on the campus. She and 
her staff really were great and they worked very hard. And sometimes I felt 
like I was a little puppet on a string being directed by them to get these 
changes through our committee and to the Academic Senate. They had 
wonderful ideas and wonderful intentions. In many respects they really 
developed the guidelines, and I was the messenger of them. And, of course, 
through that committee was how I met Cheryl, because I went to a campus 
retreat up in Meadowood in Napa. 

05-01:30:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Right, in 1986. Was that around the time that you were developing those 

frameworks for evaluating teaching? 

05-01:30:05 
Resh: Right. Exactly. They really have lasted and become part of what's expected in 

terms of teaching performance. The Committee on Teaching still exists but 
Barbara Davis has retired from the campus and she was really the big activist 
on getting them through. I think now, in terms of teaching, especially with it 
being more and more online, more and more emphasis is now on improving 
your teaching either technically or with actual approaches. And of course the 
budget problems are going to require teaching innovation and improvements 
but with less and less campus funds. 

05-01:30:34 
Eardley-Pryor: Vince, is this a good time to take a break before we dive into the Gump 

Research Station? 

05-01:30:37 
Resh: Sure. Good. 
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05-01:30:39 
Eardley-Pryor: Thanks. 

05-01:30:40 
Resh: Yes. 

[Break in audio.] 

05-01:30:43 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, Vince, another course that you began teaching for the first time, and 

continued teaching up until just a few years ago even, is a course that was 
called the Biology of Tropical Islands. 

05-01:30:53 
Resh: Yes. 

05-01:30:57 
Eardley-Pryor: And this was taught, in part, down at the Biological Research Station, the field 

station on Moorea in the South Pacific. 

05-01:31:05 
Resh: Right. At the Richard B. Gump South Pacific Research Station in Moorea, 

French Polynesia. 

05-01:31:08 
Eardley-Pryor: Share with me, if you could, how this site even became available for you to 

teach there, with you beginning teaching this course in 1991. 

05-01:31:15 
Resh: Well, I've always thought that this course, along with the forestry camp, are 

the absolutely transformational experiences that students can have at 
Berkeley. This and other courses like this are where they can really decide and 
make life decisions about, "I like doing this," or they decide, "I don't like 
doing this." And I think that Carol Christ, the current chancellor talked about 
this, that she wanted more courses like these two. They're really unbelievable 
powerful experiences for the students.  

05-01:31:49 
I should start talking about the Gump Station initially, because this is what 
made it all possible. Richard Gump was a kind of a "Mr. San Francisco." He 
acquired land in 1955 that consisted of thirty-five acres in Moorea, which like 
Bora Bora, is considered to be the most beautiful island in the world. It's a 
toss-up between them. But clearly, the thirty-five acres that he owned on 
Moorea were the most beautiful thirty-five acres on that island, and perhaps of 
any island in the South Pacific. He was a remarkable man. He attended 
Stanford but never graduated. His family was initially in the dry goods 
business, kind of what became the modern department stores. But then his 
store became a specialty in very high-end art products, especially of Asian 
origin. And Gump's Department Store was really kind of the place to go in 
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San Francisco for exotic shopping. It was started by his grandfather and then 
really made very successful by him when he was the owner/manager.  

05-01:33:10 
 Although he never finished college he wrote two bestselling books, one of 

which was called Good Taste Costs No More. And I remember, as a kid 
seeing this title when my parents would get Reader's Digest Condensed Books 
and one of them was an abridged version of Mr. Gump's book. And the other 
one was Jade: Stone of Heaven, about jade in art, and the religious and 
cultural significance of jade. Because really, his store was mainly about 
jewelry and art and Asian oriented products. It really was quite a place.  

05-01:33:54 
Eardley-Pryor: For my background, this Gump's Department Store was something that was 

created in the late 1800s maybe, in San Francisco? 

05-01:34:00 
Resh: Right, as a dry goods place, basically selling just cloth and sheets and 

anything else you'd need for the home. And then Mr. Gump turned it into an 
Asian arts emporium. It was like going to a museum. 

05-01:34:20 
Eardley-Pryor: When was his time as executive director of Gump's Department Store? Was 

that the 1930s, or during the forties, during the war? 

05-01:34:26 
Resh: It was probably from the late thirties until when he died in 1989. I knew him 

best when I was the station director. He was mainly living in Paris then. He 
didn't spend a lot of time in his home in Moorea. But what he did was, he 
stayed in this beautiful house overlooking Cook's Bay and had a retinue of 
assistants and staff that were there.  

05-01:35:01 
Eardley-Pryor: This is down in Moorea? 

05-01:35:02 
Resh: On Moorea. 

05-01:35:05 
Eardley-Pryor: At Cook's Bay. 

05-01:35:05 
Resh: Overlooking Cook's Bay. He had the most beautiful site and view imaginable. 

And he called it Atitia. Atitia, it's a Tahitian word and it sort of means the 
place where people meet or a gathering point. But he wrote symphonies. He 
was a great contributor to the San Francisco Opera. He was a philanthropist. 
He had been a boxer. I remember him telling me once that there's two types of 
people. One when they get hit and taste blood get scared or the other are those 
that get stronger. He was a great one for statements like that. He once said he 
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won the property in a card game, but actually his sister had owned it before. 
He was a great storyteller and maybe some were even true.  

05-01:36:03 
 He sells his beautiful apartment building in San Francisco and he's got huge 

tax liability associated with it. We had always heard it was when he sold his 
store, but both probably were contributing to the tax issues that he had. So, he 
was looking for a big donation to give to offset his taxes. In other words, he 
wanted to give away these thirty-five acres to help offset some of that liability. 
But he also wanted to still live in it at least part of the year. So, it was not a 
completely altruistic gift. He approaches Stanford, where he had been a 
student for a while, and Stanford administrators go down. And Gump always 
told the story that because he was an insomniac, he was walking around at 
night. The Stanford people were staying at a little guest house that was right 
next to his main house. And as he was walking by, he heard them talking, and 
he eavesdropped. And he said that they said, "Let's take the property. When 
the old man dies, we'll sell it." And at that point, he stopped negotiations with 
Stanford. Now, Mr. Gump, I have to tell you, was not an easy guy to deal 
with. So, there may have been other things involved, but that was certainly the 
story he always gave.  

05-01:37:25 
 He then starts to approach Berkeley. Michael Heyman was the chancellor at 

that time. And Heyman's first reaction was, "Let's take it and sell it, as well. 
What is a California state university doing with a research station in the 
middle of the Pacific Ocean?" And that always was one of the issues that was 
there from the beginning. Mainly because anything that happened there would 
be under Berkeley's restrictions, US laws, and French laws because of the fact 
you have all three applying there.  

05-01:38:17 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. Let alone talking about how you get faculty or students there in the 

1980s. 

05-01:38:23 
Resh: Well, there were flights to Tahiti. There were charter flights that were sort of 

"fly-by-night airlines" out of Oakland. UTA was one of them, which was the 
overseas equivalent of Air France but flying to their former colonies. 
Originally, flights would be by the Pan Am clippers that took off from 
Alameda, and they would land, I think, in Hawaii and then they would go 
down to Tahiti. Hawaii is kind of a halfway point if you go west and then go 
south. But Tahiti is about halfway between here and Australia, if you want to 
think of it that way. But also, most people probably went by ship until the 
1970s. Matson Lines went regularly from San Francisco to Tahiti. 

05-01:39:08 
 So finally, a few faculty convince Heyman that this property is really worth 

getting and keeping, and to really look into the possibility of acquiring it. And 
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that was about as far as it went. Gump had a lot of very strong ideas about the 
research station that would be founded and located there. A major intention of 
his was that the research done there should benefit the Polynesian people. 
Gump had a lot of personal problems. He was a severe alcoholic, but he really 
did love the Polynesian people. Maybe more as a group than as individuals, 
but he really wanted the station to do good for them and to improve their lives.  

05-01:39:46 
Eardley-Pryor: What were his visions of what would be helpful, in his mind, to the 

Polynesian people? 

05-01:39:51 
Resh: Well, he thought a lot about how to preserve Polynesian culture. From the 

mid-1800s, much of Polynesian culture and native religions had been 
compromised by the English and French missionaries, Protestant and 
Catholic, that tried to convert the people. This of course was true throughout 
the South Pacific. And it turned out, this plan to help the Polynesian people 
ended up being one of the greatest contributions of the station. But I'll come to 
that a little later.  

But the French authorities had very strong feelings about the station and what 
its research should be. They wanted economic issues to be emphasized. They 
wanted alternative energy sources. They wanted the vanilla crop restored. This 
was the big agricultural product and was suddenly being destroyed by a 
fungus. Shrimp farming was a topic that they were interested in. They wanted 
economic issues addressed if there was to be a station there. So, Werner Loher 
takes over as Director in 1980 but, there's no station there yet. It's just to do 
the negotiations if they are going to create a station there. 

05-01:40:38 
Eardley-Pryor: And who is Werner Loher? 

05-01:40:42 
Resh: Werner Loher was a professor at Berkeley that worked on insect behavior, 

especially with crickets. He was from Germany. One of the big advantages 
that he had over the others that were considered for the position was that he 
could speak and write in French, which none of the other faculty that were 
interested in going down there could do. And he always said he used the 
"sleeping dictionary" to learn French. That is, he learned French from 
girlfriends, which he said was the best way of doing it. So, he really works 
closely with Mr. Gump. He always would tell me that Mr. Gump reminded 
him a lot of his father, who was also an alcoholic, and he knew how to deal 
with him. But Gump would push anybody's patience in that he was going to 
give money, then he wasn't going to give money, that he wanted nothing to do 
with the station, but then he wanted publicity for what he was considering 
doing. He was a very, very difficult man to deal with. Even in my dealings, I 
saw that. And I was probably less confrontational to him than Werner Loher 
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was. I would let him talk, let him say what he wants, and then we'd try to do 
what we could in terms of working with his plans and our needs.  

05-01:41:51 
 One of the things Werner does is to start looking at some problems that the 

Tahitians have, like the vanilla-fungus problem, and he contacts a professor 
from Riverside, Peter Tsao. He brings him to Moorea. But there's no station to 
stay at or lab to work. But back at Riverside he finds a cure for the vanilla 
blight. Now, this has not been as big an economic advantage to Tahiti as they 
had hoped because Mexico produces vanilla. And vanilla is very labor 
intensive, so Mexico can produce it cheaper. And you can find artificial 
vanilla that tastes an awful lot like it, at least to me. So, it didn't really help 
economically that much, but it really did show that this was something that a 
US research station could do to help the Tahitians. Since then, and over and 
over again, scientists from Berkeley, Davis, or Riverside have gone down 
there and helped the government deal with some of their agricultural 
problems. Probably the most famous is when the glassy-winged sharpshooter 
came to Tahiti. 

05-01:42:49 
Eardley-Pryor: What is that? 

05-01:42:52 
Resh: That was in the early nineties. And this pest also came to the Napa Valley, and 

they actually quarantined root stocks going in and out. Because if you think of 
where Tahiti is, flights are going to New Zealand, Australia, Chile, California, 
and France every day. So if this had spread to all these other wine producing 
areas, the effects could have been devastating.  

05-01:43:33 
Eardley-Pryor: What is a glassy-winged sharpshooter? And how is it effecting the grapes? 

05-01:43:37 
Resh: Well, it's an insect. And what it does is feeds on the leaves. It's like a leaf 

hopper. It feeds on the leaves and it takes the sap out of the leaves or out of 
the stem. It injects bacteria called Xylella, and that's what causes Pierce's 
Disease. And it's a big economic problem with grapes. An entomologist from 
Davis, Mark Huddle, goes down and actually comes up with a way of 
controlling it there and in Hawaii. So, again, a big economic advantage is 
achieved. But I'm jumping ahead 

05-01:44:19 
 The negotiations continue. Gump finally agrees he's going to keep his main 

house but he's going to give some money to build a dormitory, but only if he 
has a say in designing the dormitory. And the dormitory design is crazy. It 
holds fifteen or so people. The communal bathroom is right next to the 
kitchen. The shower stalls are about five feet tall, so you can watch everybody 
else taking a shower. I thought that it was his fantasy. He said, "This is the 
way the Polynesians live." Well, I've been going there for over thirty-some 
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years, I never saw Polynesians living like that. But, again, this was one of his 
issues. So, we build a dorm. He still has the property in that whole area up 
above, but we have this dormitory.  

05-01:45:13 
And we hire a manager, Rick Steger who is a recent Ph.D. graduate from 
Integrative Biology at Berkeley and who works on behavior of marine 
invertebrates. His wife Bonnie accompanies him to Moorea. And Werner 
starts talking and dealing with the French bureaucracy. A big issue was there 
was a French research station about three kilometers away from ours that is 
really going strong because they're doing all of the monitoring of the nuclear 
testing that's going on in the Tuamotus atolls in French Polynesia. Remember, 
the French were really still doing a lot of testing in the Pacific. Once they lost 
Algeria, they couldn't test in the desert so they moved testing to their territory 
in the Pacific.  

05-01:45:45 
Eardley-Pryor: And the French never signed on to the Partial Nuclear Test Ban Treaty. Where 

most other nations buried their nuclear explosions, the French continued doing 
open-air explosions, I think into the nineties.  

05-01:45:55 
Resh: Exactly. And the French station really was very, very powerful. The director 

of the French station was a scientist named Bernard Salvat. He was from 
University of Perpignan, which is near Biarritz in southwestern France. And 
Salvat realized that this American lab would be a very important link for the 
French in the future, because he knew the nuclear testing was eventually 
going to stop. He knew that the entrepreneurial activities of Americans and 
their grant-getting abilities would be good for his research station. So, he 
allowed the permits for Berkley's research station to be approved. Without his 
approval, it would have been a dead issue. 

05-01:46:33 
 Now, there were problems with the French station, and there still are 

problems, because they always said that we don't cooperate with them enough. 
But Salvat never really understood that the Berkeley station didn't have a 
fixed research program, especially in the beginning. The research program 
was that of the scientists who came to the station. There was no overall single 
plan of research. At his station, Salvat was the boss and he told everybody 
what they were going to do. He never could understand that we didn't have a 
single direction for our lab. Now, it turned out this was good, because had 
Berkeley made this just a marine biology station, it would have had huge 
problems.  

05-01:47:07 
Eardley-Pryor: Why? 
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05-01:47:07 
Resh: Because there are very few marine biologists at Berkeley. There was just a 

couple of them. And one's retiring now or just retired. It's Davis that has been 
the big marine biology in Northern California and Scripps has been the big 
marine biology in San Diego. The idea was that the research station in Moorea 
was to be a tropical biology station with emphasis on topical island biology. 
And although there's a lot of marine projects going there and a lot of marine 
research funding, it's always open to everybody. Very, very few marine labs in 
the world do that. So that really was an important decision. 

05-01:47:44 
 Now, the other thing is once research started to become established there, you 

started to have a big program from UC Santa Barbara being based there. Then 
the French realized that with them down there, they could benefit and that the 
American researchers would share grants with them. When the Gump Station 
became designated as the long-term center for coral reef research by the 
National Science Foundation, this opened all types of grant money, and 
French scientists were involved in many projects with Gump researchers. 
Now, the French scientists didn't necessarily help writing the grants, but they 
showed international collaboration and cooperation. So, that was a big deal. 

05-01:48:27 
Eardley-Pryor: And that was focused around coral reef research, you said? 

05-01:48:29 
Resh: Right. It was designated as the Long-Term Center for Coral Reef Research by 

the National Science Foundation. And that always irked the University of 
Hawaii because the Hawaiian research station thought they should be that 
because of their location. But again, with the involvement of some of the 
California State Universities, Scripps, and UCLA this really was a huge 
advance. 

05-01:48:54 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. You said Santa Barbara. One of my friends from grad school, Sammy 

Davis, she did her dissertation research on coral reefs and did all of her field 
research at Moorea, as a grad student at UC Santa Barbara. 

05-01:49:03 
Resh: Yes, that really was a great opportunity for both faculty and students. The 

other thing that Werner did that was very important, he kept good 
relationships with all the French agencies. They were all run by the French, 
not run by Polynesians. And Werner kept good relations with them because 
almost at any point when it was beginning, this whole thing could have been 
"kyboshed."  

05-01:49:32 
Eardley-Pryor: Why were those international relations and that massaging of the French 

government so important for Berkeley to establish a research station there? 
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05-01:49:41 
Resh: It's French territory. It's French Polynesia. There was a famous story about 

when they were doing the nuclear testing. The population on these islands is 
extremely religious. There are Catholics, Protestants, Seventh Day Adventists, 
Jehovah's Witnesses, and Mormons. When France resumed nuclear testing—
Chirac was the president at that time—they sent a delegation of ministers to 
Paris to ask him to stop doing the testing. And the next explosion went off the 
following Sunday. They sent telegrams, "Why would you do this on Sunday 
of all days?" And Chirac's response was, "In Paris, it was Monday." He was 
letting them know that this is a French possession and a Parisian decision. 
And so, this brought about huge riots. The airport was destroyed. Sometimes, 
when we would go down during these times, the plane would be filled with 
gendarmes and no one else because of the disturbances that were going on 
down there. The protests against the nuclear testing were really incredible 
there. 

05-01:50:49 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. I'm recalling the Rainbow Warrior ship that was pulling into French 

territory and then was rammed by the French government. 

05-01:50:59 
Resh: Right. And the photographer was killed. 

05-01:51:01 
Eardley-Pryor: That's right. 

05-01:51:02 
Resh: Yes. That's always been kind of a disgrace to the French, in that the murderers 

never served time in prison. They had agreed that after they were found guilty, 
they could go back to France to serve their prison sentences, and instead they 
were really treated like heroes. To the environmentalists, that's always been a 
black eye.  

05-01:51:25 
Eardley-Pryor: Was the nuclear testing or any of these other protests associated with it, was 

that something that you experienced through your time teaching there after 
1991? 

05-01:51:34 
Resh: Well, I certainly would talk about French Polynesian culture and the role that 

nuclear testing played there. One of the things that we could never allow 
visiting researchers to do were studies on topics like, say, the attitudes of the 
population towards nuclear testing or the cancer rate increases that were the 
result of nuclear testing. 

05-01:51:58 
Eardley-Pryor: Why not allow research on that? 
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05-01:52:00 
Resh: Because the French would never have approved the permits. All of our 

research permits had to be approved by the French. 

05-01:52:06 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, wow. 

05-01:52:07 
Resh: Yeah. We were under the thumb of the French during that time. When France 

started to put less money into French Polynesia—because it was viewed as 
neocolonialism by many of the French people. That's when suddenly we really 
became more important to the French research agencies that were down there, 
because we were bringing in new people and new ideas, and money of course. 

05-01:52:34 
Eardley-Pryor: Fascinating. So at this point in the story line, just to be caught up again, Gump 

is still living there above the research station, above this dorm that he's 
created? 

05-01:52:47 
Resh: Yes, but not continuously. He had an apartment in Paris and, of course, his 

place in San Francisco. And he traveled quite a bit with a younger, beautiful 
companion.  

05-01:53:03 
Eardley-Pryor: Wild.  

05-01:53:04 
Resh: Like Wilkes Bashford or Herb Caen, these were the men about town in San 

Francisco. But he was pretty remarkable. 

05-01:53:19 
Eardley-Pryor: When did your own engagement with the Gump Station begin? Was this on 

your radar at any time earlier before you taught there? 

05-01:53:27 
Resh: Well, I knew Werner, the previous director, well. He used to tell me about 

what was going on there. But Cheryl and I were going to a meeting in New 
Zealand in January of 1986. We decided we could get a flight, I think it was 
Continental Airlines, to Tahiti and then go on to this meeting. And we went 
there for a week. The dormitory was the only building that we could use and 
we stayed in that. And I looked at streams and came up with some ideas about 
movements of animals among islands. They had to go from streams to the 
ocean where they would transform to complete their embryological 
development and then they migrate back to streams. And so that was a project 
that we did on and off for thirty years. The biology of the snails and shrimps is 
complicated. They're called amphidromous, meaning they require both 
freshwater and marine environments for part of their life cycle. And that was 
really a lot of fun to study this topic. 
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05-01:54:39 
Eardley-Pryor: Like salmon, but for insects?  

05-01:54:42 
Resh: Well, not insects, they emerge and return to the same or nearby freshwater 

habitats. But snails, shrimp, many native fish on Pacific Islands do have this 
amphidromous behavior, which is a type of diadromy like salmon have. But 
it's the reverse of the salmon cycle, though. Salmon go to freshwater to breed. 
These organisms in Tahitian streams actually breed in freshwater and then go 
into the ocean for their embryological development and then they return to 
freshwater to grow. But what streams they go back to was unknown. Do they 
return to their natal streams, like most salmon migrating back from the ocean? 
What we found was that there's a giant soup of transformed larvae of shrimp 
and snails in the Southern Pacific Ocean and they almost never return to the 
streams that they had lived in previously.  

05-01:54:58 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. And when you and Cheryl went on this trip, sort of as a side visit 

on your way to New Zealand, you were going there explicitly to think about 
"Can I do research here?" 

05-01:55:08 
Resh: Yeah. And maybe it was just to look at it. I had heard that it's beautiful, and 

it's famous for being beautiful. We flew into Tahiti, into Papeete, and I think 
at the end of it we spent a day driving around the island of Tahiti. But it turned 
out that I was there at least once every year for the next thirty-five years or 
more. To us, it's a wonderful place and it has been very important in our lives. 

05-01:55:36 
Eardley-Pryor: So, when you came back from this trip in '86 or '87, after seeing the place, 

where did you go from there? 

05-01:55:45 
Resh: Well, I was going there a couple of times a year doing research on streams and 

really finding out what was in the streams, where they occurred, and it was 
just basic reconnaissance. Cheryl went with me on almost every one of those 
early trips. We got to know more and more Tahitians. The Cal Alumni Club of 
Tahiti is actually the most active of any alumni club in the world. They have 
dinner one night a week every week of the year. It's mostly Chinese families 
that had children go to Berkeley or gone to Berkeley themselves. And they're 
very powerful on the island. They are part of a very wealthy family, the Siu 
family, and they were very involved in the station.  

05-01:56:43 
Eardley-Pryor: I think that Cal alumni group that's based in Tahiti were also involved in 

helping raise funding, or at least raising attention, for the station. 

05-01:56:51 
Resh: More raising attention, more giving advice, then actual money. They were not 

super generous with money to us. Philanthropy among the Chinese Tahitians 
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is within the community and within the family. But they were very helpful in 
making things work more smoothly, arranging things for us. One of the 
architects did design the dormitory, but it was not what I would call a great 
design. But he did that, I think, for free or at least for a reduced wage.  

05-01:57:33 
Eardley-Pryor: Based on Gump's original vision? 

05-01:57:35 
Resh: Yes. Gump had a veto over everything. That was a really big problem.  

05-01:57:42 
Eardley-Pryor: Is that dorm the same one that's still there, with the bathroom next to the 

kitchen? 

05-01:57:45 
Resh: Yes. The bathroom is still next to the kitchen. But when we started bringing 

alumni groups, one thing we did was we put higher dividers between the 
showers, so you're not watching each other taking showers. But it never 
bothered the students. It was always interesting. The fact that the toilets were 
shared, the showers were shared, was ok. I remember when I was director, 
asking if it bothered them. No, it really didn't. I think so many of the dorms 
are co-ed now. 

05-01:58:16 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. So, you mentioned becoming director. When did your engagement in a 

director's role begin? 

05-01:58:21 
Resh: Well, Werner had gone on sabbatical to Germany and asked if I would take 

over as director for that year. We were already doing alumni trips. We had 
done one on the Rhine and one on the Danube. And then I had asked Carolyn 
Sheaff, who was the director of the travel program then, if she would think 
about doing one for alumni and we would go to Huahine, Bora Bora, and 
maybe Raiatea. We'd go to the different islands, and then end up at the Gump 
Station, and stay in the dorms and facilities at the station. And it was very 
popular. We actually did two back-to-back trips the first time we did it. So, we 
were there five weeks traveling around with alumni. 

05-01:59:13 
Eardley-Pryor: These Cal Discovery trips or what became Cal Discovery tours that you were 

leading, you began doing those in the nineties, I thought, after you had won 
the award, the teaching award. 

05-01:59:24 
Resh: Right. Yes, this must have been 1998. I'm sorry. Okay, so these trips actually 

occurred when I was director. I'm sorry. I was getting the dates wrong. But 
those were extremely important because we had two alums on that trip who 
were incredibly enthusiastic about the station. Gerry McClaine, who had just 
sold a fleet of gas stations, and Don Raymond, who was in the oil business. 
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They later involved a friend of theirs, Dwight Barker, who was in finance, and 
very involved with the campus. I think he was with Salomon Brothers and ran 
their office in Tokyo before he retired. They all got together and really just 
thought, "Let's do something for the Gump Station." 

05-02:00:11 
Eardley-Pryor: And these were all Berkeley alums? 

05-02:00:14 
Resh: All are Berkeley alums. I think that Don and Dwight were fraternity brothers. 

They started by giving money to build cement tracks for the dirt road going up 
to Mr. Gump's house because by that time Mr. Gump had died and we had the 
Gump House and the extra bungalow up there to use for housing. With the 
new tracks, we could take vehicles up there without fear of breaking an axel 
and damages like that. These three alumni were incredibly important to the 
future of the station. Most importantly, they came up with an idea that we 
needed to have a big fundraiser. I think of this story often and they are all still 
very good friends. So Dwight Barker says, "Let's do a fundraiser, and let's do 
a fishing tournament." I said, "That sounds great" But I had no idea about how 
to do this. And these men each put up $50,000, to organize it. And Dwight 
said, "Let's have Gordon Moore, the head of Intel, be the chairman of the 
fishing tournament." Gordon Moore had already been involved with the 
station and had given money to build the first wet lab there. 

05-02:01:16 
Eardley-Pryor: Another Berkeley grad. 

05-02:01:20 
Resh: Yes. So, I said, "Sure, let's go." So somehow, Dwight calls him up and we go 

over to his house in Woodside. We go there, and we're talking to him. He's a 
delightful guy. His wife's delightful. And we bring up this idea of the fishing 
tournament, and he says, "Sure, I'll be the chair." And so, we're now really 
excited about this and we arranged— 

05-02:01:49 
Eardley-Pryor: Maybe just to get some context. What was it like meeting Gordon Moore, and 

visiting his house, and doing this travel around with Dwight Barker? 

05-02:01:56 
Resh: Well, these men were so self-confident that this was going to work. I'm much 

younger than them. I was just sort of going along. It sounded good. They were 
like mentors, again, that I've had throughout my life. They think this is a good 
idea, it sounds fine to me. I'll just go along with them and let's see what 
happens. So afterwards, we drive back to the campus and again we walk right 
up to the chancellor's office, no appointment, and Dwight asks to see the 
chancellor. At this point, it's Bob Berdahl. We get shown in his office and 
Dwight says, "Guess what? We're going to have a fishing tournament in 
Moorea and Gordon Moore, who the campus was always trying to get to be a 
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donor, is going to be chair. And would you like to be co-chair?" I'm just 
sitting there listening to this. It sounds wonderful. They're just talking. 

Well, soon after Berdahl agrees, the Vice Chancellor for development, Don 
McQuade, walks in. And Berdahl, the chancellor, says, "Guess what? We're 
going to have a fishing tournament and it's going to raise money for the Gump 
Station." And McQuade's eyes just pop out of his head. None of this has been 
cleared with him. He thinks we're kind of a bunch of amateurs, not knowing 
what we're doing, which was probably true. But he was angry that we didn't 
go through channels and even worse that we contacted Gordon Moore 
directly.  

We decide we're going to have this fishing tournament. We're going to charge 
$25,000 a couple and we're going to try and see who we can get to help us. 
Ken Behring, who was the developer of Blackhawk and the former owner of 
the Seattle Seahawks, had a private DC-10. One of us talked to him about 
using his plane to take some of the participants in the tournament to Tahiti. 
And he said he'd give us the DC-10 to fly he, his wife, and some of our guests 
down there. Actually, many of the biggest donors to the campus all signed on 
to go on this fishing tournament and suddenly development is getting excited 
because they see their chance even though they're annoyed that we're doing it. 
Because one of the things we did, we hired our own development people to do 
this. Don Raymond put money up to hire a consulting firm. So, we're not only 
not doing this with the university development, but we've also hired a 
consulting firm to do it. Now, I didn't know anything about development. But 
the three of them thought that the campus development office wasn't 
professional enough to do this well. This all seems fine to me. But the 
development office is getting madder and madder at us. 

05-02:04:23 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, what was your role in all of this? Are you going and making calls? 

What's your level of engagement with these donors who are asking for 
$25,000 per couple to go fishing? 

05-02:04:33 
Resh: We're all dealing through people we know. I must have asked fifty people that 

didn't come. Not everybody we asked came. But I think we had about twenty-
five. This was a perfect number for the number of boats we had and 
everything else we wanted to do. The campus is really getting annoyed until 
they see who we've got coming, and then suddenly all the development people 
want to come. And honestly, this is when I started to really question the 
motives and value of some development people. Because it got to the point 
that some of the guests who were on the trip started to get annoyed with them. 
I remember that one of the development people that they brought along asked 
the Behrings if they could sit with him for breakfast and they said no. And I 
remember one particularly awful incident where one of the development 
people spent the afternoon talking to Gordon Moore's wife. And I said 
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something to her like, "Oh, it looked like you were having a good time." She 
said, "Hey, I was working." And I thought, "What a sleazebag." At the end of 
the tournament Don McQuade who was the vice chancellor for development 
kept on saying, "Tell Gordon Moore we want five million dollars for a lab." 
And I said, "We don't need five million dollars. We can get by with a lot less. 
We need a modern lab and we need bungalows. We don't need five million 
dollars for that." He said, "Well, then, take it and put the rest in the 
endowment." I said, "Gordon Moore doesn't give to endowments. We know 
that already." He said, "Well, he won't know." And, again, another realization 
with some of these development people. They think they're smarter than these 
rich people, and I think part of the rush they get is feeling they're outsmarting 
these rich people.  

05-02:06:24 
I have to back up a little. Now I'm director. The best thing that I do is I to hire 
a guy from UCLA, who's head of their marine biology program. His name is 
Steve Strand. Now, this guy was really good. He's a marine biologist. He was 
incredibly competent. He could do just about anything. But he was very, very 
strong willed. Now, the way I got him to take the position was that we raised 
his salary very high so that his pension would continue, but then he paid rent 
for living down there. That was the only way we could get him. He couldn't 
lose money on his pension because he was a few years away from retiring. We 
got him to do this and he was fabulous. 

05-02:07:19 
Eardley-Pryor: Now, he would stay down on the campus? 

05-02:07:20 
Resh: He lived in Moorea. He didn't speak French. He picked up a pidgin French by 

the end of it. But he was great. For one thing, he could deal with the research 
group from Santa Barbara or "The Santa Barbarians," as we used to call them. 
They wanted everything for themselves. They wanted the station to be theirs, 
they wanted to pay less. Steve fought tooth and nail with them. It got to the 
point they hated each other, but he kind of kept them in line and that was a 
really important thing that he did. Otherwise they would have just dominated 
the whole station and kept other researchers away. They were awful. They 
would bring graduate students down to take care of their little girl and to cook 
for them. It was just the worst exploitation I'd ever seen of graduate students 
that these researchers did. But Steve really was good in dealing with them. 

And then, when we had the tournament, he really was there making sure 
everything worked all right. We had fishing boats coming over from Tahiti. 
And we had beautiful carved statues by a local artist for the winners. The 
three biggest fish that were caught, they were all marlins, were by who 
became the three biggest donors. Behring, Moore, and Chua, who was a 
graduate of the engineering school. 
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05-02:08:41 
Eardley-Pryor: Perfect. 

05-02:08:42 
Resh: Really it was fabulous. 

05-02:08:45 
Eardley-Pryor: When was the fishing tournament that you hosted there, Vince? Around what 

decade was that? 

05-02:08:50 
Resh: It was 1996. And it was really successful. Steve and I met with Gordon Moore 

the next morning about what we needed. We took him around to show him 
what we wanted to do, and he knew exactly how much this was going to cost. 
We broke it down. He looked at the figures, and he said, "Yeah, I'll do it." 
Now, could we have squeezed maybe another $100,000? But he ended up 
giving us eight million dollars more over the next few years. 

05-02:09:21 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. 

05-02:09:22 
Resh: If we nickeled and dimed him, it could have soured the whole thing. If we had 

done what the development people wanted, I'm convinced to this day that he 
would have turned us down. He had given us money earlier for a small lab. He 
saw what we did with that money. I think he gave us $250,000 or something 
like that. So, he saw that we really were spending the money carefully. And 
so, what we ended up with was a modern laboratory with DNA facilities. And 
soon after he gave us funds to build six bungalows for long-term occupancy, 
that people could stay in comfortably, so that we could have whole research 
groups staying together. Easily four or five people could stay at each one of 
these. But even more important, we could have sabbatical visitors going and 
staying there for months or a year. So that was really essential. And all those 
$25,000 donations paid for the deficit that the station had had. We had 
absolutely zero deficit and money for all these facilities, and at that point I 
thought, I'm going to step down.  

When we organized the event, the Dean of Engineering, Rich Newton, and the 
Dean of Public Health, Ed Penhoet, wanted to go along and applied a lot of 
pressure to have me agree to this. The way I saw it, we did all the work and 
they were going to do all they could to use our event to get Gordon Moore to 
give them money. I wanted to discourage them so I said, "Sure, you can come 
along but it's $25,000 a couple. You can't come for free. You got to pay." I 
heard that they were looking for my blood by the time this was over. And a 
few other faculty wanted to come down, but I was afraid that there would be 
too many so I didn't invite them to come along. Plus, every other person we 
included for free was more airfare and other costs that we'd have to pay. So 
yeah, it was time for me to step down after the event. Plus, I'd had it with 
development by that time. I had done everything that was important to me and 
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wanted to go on to other things. I was also getting sicker and sicker from the 
African work. I had picked up parasites in my lungs and I was having more 
and more health problems. 

05-02:11:17 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah, raising that money and having all those experiences, plus continuing the 

research and continuing teaching this whole time. 

05-02:11:23 
Resh: Yes. What was best when I was no longer the director. people would say, 

"The toilets aren't working." I could respond, "I'm so sorry. But there's 
nothing I can do about it." Because really, the director of a field station has so 
many different jobs. You're running a small hotel. Occupancy rate is really 
important. You're trying to bring funding in to match the deficits. You're 
dealing with researchers that want everything for nothing, and justifiably so 
because many of them didn't have any money. I did it for six years, and that 
was fine. I was really pleased with what we accomplished. I remember that 
several years later I agreed to be Interim Director when my replacement 
George Roderick went on sabbatical. However, it was much easier because I 
had hired Neil Davies as the station manager and he had taken over a lot of the 
responsibilities of the Faculty Director. 

And I knew I could stay on teaching there. I should mention, three of us 
started this course on Biology of Tropical Islands in 1991 and eventually it 
grew to at least 23 students plus three TAs. Some years we had gone up to 
twenty-five. It was a 13-unit course. Students took it as their whole load. 

05-02:12:28 
Eardley-Pryor: A thirteen-unit course? 

05-02:12:29 
Resh: Thirteen units, yes.  

05-02:12:30 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. 

05-02:12:31 
Resh: Students spent five weeks on campus with lectures and activities all day long, 

nine weeks in Moorea, and then we had a week where we would have a 
symposium. And I remember, Chancellor Tien would sometimes come to the 
symposium. He was one of the later chancellors. I had gotten both Tien and 
Berdahl to go down and visit the station, and they both loved it.  

05-02:12:52 
Eardley-Pryor: Probably not a totally hard sell to say, "Come, and just check this place out in 

the South Pacific. You'll love it."  

05-02:12:58 
Resh: Although we never got Heyman to go down. We never got Birgeneau to go 

down. Carol Christ has never gone down, although it's great having her 
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because she's such a supporter of things like that, even with this terrible 
budget crisis. 

05-02:13:17 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, you had mentioned that Carol Christ really wanted to encourage more of 

these kind of courses like yours in Moorea, which were transformational for 
the students in saying is this really what you want to do or this is not. What 
was it about the course and the way you designed it, aside from it being 
intense, a very intense several weeks of full-time work on this? How did the 
course work? What made it so transformational? 

05-02:13:40 
Resh: The five weeks on campus were really very straightforward, where they had 

hours of lectures, visits to museums, and field exercises that they would have 
to do there. Field exercises included, how do you sample aquatic habitats? and 
how do you sample terrestrial habitats? Some years we took them up to 
Bodega Bay marine lab to do things up there. That was a very intense period. 
Then, when they go down for the nine weeks, the first two weeks are field 
trips, which are all day long. We take them to coral reefs, to streams, and 
some years into the cloud forest in Tahiti. We do all kinds of things like this. 
So, they're getting a complete idea about the biology on these islands. And 
then, for the next seven weeks they're to come up with a topic and work on 
their research projects.  

05-02:14:29 
Now, almost from the beginning, there was disagreement among the faculty 
about how much emphasis should be put on this research project. I really 
always wanted to push more of the cultural aspects of being in French 
Polynesia because I think getting to know the French Polynesians, their food, 
their culture was one of the important aspects of this class. One of the things 
that I always would do was to take any of them that wanted to go to one of the 
Polynesian churches. The services were all in Tahitian, so there was no 
proselytizing or anything. But the music, the a capella singing was absolutely 
beautiful. And we did that every year down there, and I took them around 
Tahiti to look at all these different types of habitats, religious sites, the 
museum there. I always thought that was really a very interesting part of the 
course for them. But others viewed it differently. No, this is a research 
methods course. Well, if it's a research methods course, we could do it in 
Berkeley just as easily as we could do it there. So, there was always a little bit 
of tension among the faculty. When I did the course, it was always included 
and I think the students really like it. However, when I stopped being 
involved, they dropped all of this completely and the research component was 
the main emphasis. 

05-02:15:41 
Eardley-Pryor: I love hearing that, as a part of that research component, you really pushed the 

cultural perspectives. And it echoes, for me, how whenever you do field 
research anywhere, anyone that I've spoken to, your colleagues, your grad— 
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05-02:15:54 
Resh: You're frozen. Roger, you're— 

05-02:16:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Can you hear me?  

05-02:16:01 
Resh: Oh, you just froze. 

05-02:16:02 
Eardley-Pryor: Can you hear me now? 

05-02:16:02 
Resh: Yes, I can hear you now. 

05-02:16:03 
Eardley-Pryor: Okay, great. Well, I'm just thinking about how when you do research trips, 

you really throw yourself into that place. That you sample the food, you want 
to see the different cultural experiences there, the museums, talk to different 
people. That it's not just about going to the research site for you, it's about the 
place itself and getting the whole picture. 

05-02:16:24 
Resh: Thank you. And both Cheryl and I really ended up loving Tahiti. Make sure I 

talk about this cultural center that Berkeley started there. But the course was 
very, very successful. Many of the students didn't go into graduate school in 
biology. They went to medical school or vet school. But many of them did. 
Some of them changed fields completely. It was not like we were trying to 
change their mind but many did choose to go to graduate school related to the 
research topic they studied. And some of them left the idea of a research 
career entirely.  

I remember that we actually had to apply affirmative action to bring more 
males into the class, because if we were going by grades, interest, the 
interview, we could fill the whole class with women. So, we ended up having 
to make sure that we had slots for males. The ratio was never equal. It was 
always maybe fifteen, sixteen, or seventeen women, and five, six, seven, or 
eight men. It was always because the women that applied just had such higher 
qualifications. The other thing we did, and Cheryl was very involved in this, is 
we made sure financial aid was possible for every needy student that wanted 
to go. That we didn't want it to be a bunch of stereotypical Malibu kids that 
had surfed and done this all their life. We wanted to make sure that financial 
aid would be available. And Cheryl treated this class like an Education 
Abroad class and increase the student budget to cover the additional costs. But 
we really succeeded in this. We always had a diversity of students in the class. 

05-02:18:16 
Eardley-Pryor: That's a benefit of having a wife who's the Director of Financial Aid at 

Berkeley. 
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05-02:18:22 
Resh: Yes, but she had to be very careful, too, because she couldn't look like she 

was doing favoritism for my course. She did that for everybody in these types 
of courses. The packages that they would make for students who were 
economically needy really made it possible for any student who wanted to 
take this class to be able to do so if they were selected. 

05-02:18:42 
Eardley-Pryor: What were some of the projects that the students did that stand out in your 

mind? 

05-02:18:49 
Resh: Well, they did all kinds of things. They did marine projects freshwater 

projects, terrestrial studies, botany, insects, and even lizards. Over 600 
students have taken the class and they did every imaginable project. One 
looked at the succession of insects on decomposing chickens. They did all 
kinds of different things because the diversity of project ideas that you can 
have there. Tahiti is at the end of this chain of diversity where you start with 
the Malaysian peninsula and it gets less and less biologically diverse as you 
proceed east. You have a much simpler system when you get to Tahiti that 
you really can manipulate very well. I had two favorite projects I'll describe. 
First, there was a woman who I later worked with her father quite a bit when I 
was working for the state on the state science board. He was a fish and 
wildlife employee and this was— 

05-02:19:41 
Eardley-Pryor: Who's the student and who's the father? 

05-02:19:43 
Resh: The student is the one that I'm going to describe her project. Her father I 

worked with when I worked on water issues for the state. 

05-02:19:52 
Eardley-Pryor: And what are their names? 

05-02:19:53 
Resh: Rebecca Wilcox was her name, and Carl was her father. There was a big 

program in French Polynesia to control the harriers, which are predatory birds 
that had been brought in by the French I think for rodent control in the 
agricultural fields. They wanted to control them because they thought they 
were killing and eating the sea birds, because the sea bird populations were 
declining. So the number of terns and other sea birds, were going way down. 
Her project was to look at the role that harriers played in being predators of 
sea birds. And so, she would climb way up into the mountains, several miles 
every day, and catch scat, the poop from these harriers. She would bring them 
back to the station and analyze them for sea bird bones. At one point, she's 
looking at the poop and somebody comes over and says, "Where'd you get the 
cat poop?" She said, "What do you mean cat poop? This is harrier poop." 
They said, "No, no. These are from cats." And she goes back and she looks, 
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and realizes that they're not from harriers, they're from cats. But she finds all 
these sea bird bones, and she realizes that it's not the harriers that are killing 
the sea birds, it's these feral cats that are going after the birds when they're 
roosting. And this changed the whole strategy of controlling these harriers. It 
was absolutely great. She went on and got a PhD studying bird ecology. 

05-02:21:22 
Eardley-Pryor: Becky Wilcox. 

05-02:21:23 
Resh: Becky Wilcox, and her father is Carl Wilcox. 

05-02:21:26 
Eardley-Pryor: That's a great story of her research.  

05-02:21:28 
Resh: Yeah. And the other one was equally as good. A student who was kind of 

laissez-faire, but very interested in mosquitos wanted to do a project with 
them. The World Health Organization had a plan to release a species of 
predatory mosquito larvae and circulate them throughout French Polynesia to 
attack the mosquitos that caused dengue. The mosquitoes that cause this 
disease are the notorious yellow fever mosquito Aedes aegypti and the local 
Aedes polynesiensis. More recently, it was found that they also transmit other 
debilitating viruses there. So, they had this predatory mosquito that they were 
going to release, and the plan was this predator was going to kill the disease 
vectors. Well, it turns out the student demonstrated that the habitat that the 
predatory mosquito goes in is totally different from where the other two are, 
which is largely water that collects in coconut shells. And they stopped the 
project. I like applied research. I admit that this may be why I mentioned these 
two projects and that these had major impact. Now, there were a couple of 
good theoretical projects, too. But in general, all of the research projects they 
carried out just enhanced these students lives. No matter what they did 
afterwards, they'll never forget these projects.  

05-02:22:40 
Eardley-Pryor: I imagine that teaching a thirteen-unit course over the course of these weeks 

and these multiple locations, spending this intensive time on the island as an 
instructor is incredibly intensive for you, too. 

05-02:22:53 
Resh: Yes. That's why Cheryl didn't come initially. She didn't want me to have to 

take time away from the students to entertain her. But when she was close to 
retiring, she did come down one year with the class and found that she could 
be a big help to them, driving them to their field sites and picking them up 
later in the day. Sometimes she also helped them collect data or at least record 
it for them in the field. 
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05-02:22:54 
Eardley-Pryor: Let alone the breadth of these topics. If students could take anything they want 

to study from marine to lizard life to insect life in streams and freshwater and 
ocean water and all of this, the diversity of projects, the potential for diversity 
is enormous. Teaching in that environment I imagine being both challenging 
but also just incredibly exciting. 

05-02:23:17 
Resh: Well, what we did, we had four instructors. Two went down for the first two 

or two-and-a-half weeks. They would take the students all around the island 
on field trips and would help them come up with ideas for their projects. Then 
one instructor would come down for the next three or four weeks and help 
them get started on projects. And then I would come down always at the end 
for weeks five to nine, kind of as the "finisher," to help the students whose 
projects were going nowhere, try to salvage their original projects, or come up 
with a last-minute project that they could do instead. And I really enjoyed that 
part of it very much. One time I went as the second instructor and I didn't 
enjoy that quite as much.  

05-02:24:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Share with me some of the experiences of what it's like to be on a tropical 

island with a bunch of twenty-year-old kids who are running around. What's it 
like? Any student antics? In some ways, I imagine you have to be not just a 
professor, but maybe perhaps a parental role at times. 

05-02:24:16 
Resh: Oh, sure. Well, we had a whole variety of things happen. I think one story 

illustrates what some of the issues were there. One year we had a break-in in 
one of the bungalows that we had but it wasn't one of our students that was in 
it. It was one of the researchers from Vietnam who was staying there. We 
always had a lot of researchers there in addition to our students. And the 
professor that was there at the time, Brent Mishler, wanted a fence put up to 
prevent break-ins and actually hired a woman to be a night watchman. And 
one night, one of the students had gone out with a Tahitian, came back late 
and then wanted to leave again. But the night watchman was a woman, a very 
big Tahitian woman, said, "No, you can't go out with him. You've got to stay 
in now." And typical of Berkeley students, she goes wild and is complaining. 
"Nobody tells me what to do," et cetera. And the Tahitian woman says, 
"Listen, if you were at home, your mother would not let you go out with this 
guy." And I thought that was really very interesting about the cultural 
differences—the Berkeley students had one idea of what it was their limits, 
whereas the Tahitians often had a totally different attitude And, again, with a 
lot of women in the class, you always had Tahitian men hanging around.  

05-02:25:40 
The Tahitians added a lot of great fun to the class. They played guitars and 
drums and it was always lively. But less pleasant things also happened. Some 
students would adopt stray dogs, and we'd tell them they couldn't keep the 
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dogs at the station because we had a huge problem with them fighting with the 
station dogs that were critical as watchdogs. But locals were always dropping 
dogs off. On any island, there's always a lot of dogs. There was no vet there at 
that time. And we had station dogs that we viewed as employees. One 
problem we had when I was director was that we had an audit and they were 
looking at our expenses and they saw we were buying cases of mackerel, 
canned mackerel. This mackerel was about dollar a can, incredibly cheap, but 
awful smelly stuff. And we would mix that with rice to feed the dogs. And the 
auditors said, "You can't use station money to do this." And I said, "These are 
like employees. If we don't have these dogs around, we'll be robbed blind and 
the rats will overtake us. And we give them just enough so that they'll still eat 
the rats. Same with the cats that we have." And so, they said, "No, no, you 
can't do this." To this day we have a fund for when people leave the station, 
asking for left over Polynesian franks to help feed the dogs. Those were the 
type of problems that Berkeley gave us. They just didn't know what to do with 
a field station thousands of miles away.  

05-02:26:51 
Flowers was another issue. Whenever we had an event, we'd have to have 
flowers all over. We'd pay to buy them and the staff would put them up 
because it's very Tahitian to do this and it's expected at social events. The 
Tahitian staff would weave them and make the reception very beautiful. And 
then the auditors said, "No, no, you can't do that." So cultural differences like 
this were a problem. I think that it also could have been related to Stanford 
administrators getting into a big scandal about buying flowers for events. 

But getting back to dogs. The students would adopt dogs and we'd say, "You 
can't keep the dog. This dog is fighting with the station dogs." And they'd say, 
"Okay, I'm leaving. I'm not going to stay at the station unless I can stay with 
my dog," or they would bring these incredibly awful-looking dogs home at the 
end of the course. There's random mixing among the dogs there and some of 
them, are just ugly. But they'd spend a fortune to bring the dogs home at the 
end of the course. 

05-02:27:39 
 And some students were very immature, and they'd get homesick. And 

sometimes they'd do things so that maybe we'd send them home. We never 
actually did. There was a problem with marijuana because the Tahitians 
smoke marijuana all the time, but the police would never allow westerners to 
do it. We had some issues with exposure by Tahitians. There was a mentally 
ill Tahitian that sometimes would expose himself to some of our female 
students. Then they'd get upset because the gendarmes would bring the guy 
over to be identified and rough him up in front of the students. It was just such 
a different culture. Domestic violence was everywhere, which is rampant in 
Polynesian culture. Tahitian guys were beating up their girlfriends when they 
were drinking. It was all part of what the students were experiencing, and 
some of it was beautiful and some of it was very ugly.  
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05-02:28:27 
Eardley-Pryor: You asked me to remind you about a cultural center, as you're speaking about 

cultural differences.  

05-02:28:32 
Resh: Yeah. 

05-02:28:33 
Eardley-Pryor: A celebratory cultural center. What was the cultural center that you wanted to 

talk about? 

05-02:28:38 
Resh: Remember, that Berkeley had thirty-five acres of property. We weren't using 

all of it. And we had a lot of Tahitian employees at the station. One of them 
was a teacher in the French schools, named Hinano Murphy—she had married 
on of our students who stayed on the island—and she said, "When I was a kid, 
if I was caught speaking Tahitian, I would have to go out on a Saturday in the 
hot sun and pick razor grass all day." The French really still were colonialists. 
But in recent years, they were starting to accept the need for teaching a bit 
about the Tahitian culture. She said, "Why don't we create a cultural center? 
We'll build bungalows where kids can come in from all the outer islands, and 
they can stay overnight. We'll teach Tahitian dancing, language, culture. We'll 
build a voyaging boat." I have to admit, I thought this idea was "pie in the 
sky." I had seen so many crazy ideas tried in Tahiti that never went anywhere. 
But this ended up being one of the great things that we did, the creation of the 
Atitia Cultural Center. They named it in part after Mr. Gump's original house, 
Atitia, but the word has a meaning of a "gathering place." And it was 
absolutely a great success. The Tahitians created a separate organization, like 
an NGO, and they got the local Tahitian or the French government to build an 
energy efficient house right at the center where a lot of the people that worked 
at the Atitia Center could live. And it was really what Mr. Gump wanted, to 
do something for the Polynesian people. That was really, really great.  

05-02:30:08 
 We had some other problems. We had a professor that came down who was 

an alcoholic and did a lot of really inappropriate behavior with students, and 
endangered some of the students in taking them out on boats when he was 
drunk. The campus reacted very well in supporting my banning him from 
teaching there, although he kept on threatening to sue me when I said he 
couldn't come back there anymore. The campus bought him off to get rid of 
him. They gave him three years of salary to do nothing if he'd just retire. They 
didn't let him teach during those three years.  

05-02:30:47 
 There were a lot of student romances that, like always, worked out or didn't 

work out, but there were no real problems with sexual harassment among the 
students. There were funny things that happened as well. A lot of the students 
got tattoos when they were down there. They almost always had the organism 
that they studied tattooed on them. And a very popular place for them to go 
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was in Tahiti because it was cheaper than in Moorea. Most of the tattooists on 
Moorea did traditional tattoos. They didn't use machines, and I think the 
students were afraid they'd get infections. 

05-02:31:24 
Eardley-Pryor: You mean traditional like with a needle or a bone kind of a thing? 

05-02:31:27 
Resh: Yeah. One. Dot. At. A. Time. And so they would go over to Tahiti where 

there were places that used tattooing machines. 

05-02:31:33 
Eardley-Pryor: Real quick, Vince. How do students even get back and forth between the 

islands? 

05-02:31:38 
Resh: Oh, there's a ferry that goes back and forth a few times a day. But the tattoos 

would typically be done when they would leave at the end of the course. And 
one of the students worked on sea cucumbers. The French word is bêche-de-
mer, or the shovel of the sea, but she didn't know the French word for the 
organism that she worked on. The tattooist is at the market. So, she goes out 
and she points to a cucumber and says, "Ocean. Cucumber, the cucumber in 
ocean." The tattooist, "Oh, okay." And on her arm, she has the vegetable 
cucumber tattooed. So, there were just so many goofy things that these kids 
did.  

05-02:32:15 
And the other thing, when I was down there, Cheryl actually got very 
involved in students' dance lessons. We would pay for dance lessons for the 
students, males and females. Part of the idea was to tire them out so they 
wouldn't be running around at night. But from 5:30 to 6:30 several nights a 
week we had dance lessons taught by a local Tahitian. And then we also had 
canoeing, the dragon boat style canoeing. And then some of them took ukulele 
lessons. I thought this was great, and I actually would arrange to pay for this 
through the class. And then when Cheryl started going down there, she would 
take the lessons with the students and then we'd have a big dance the last night 
where we'd have the Tahitians and the students dance together in very 
choreographed numbers. They'd usually do maybe three dances together and 
then the males would do with the haka, which is well know because the New 
Zealand football team, the All Blacks, do the haka before matches. It was 
great. Really, it was wonderful.  

05-02:33:12 
 After I retired, I still taught there three more years. In part, because it was hard 

getting faculty to teach down there, mainly because you're taking a big chunk 
of time to teach there. For me, it was an enjoyable month, but for others it was 
taking a big chunk out of their research time. If they have young kids, they are 
taking time away from their family. I think a lot of wives were always 
suspicious of their husbands being around all these young girls, and I think 
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that's understandable. But it's hard getting faculty, which is why I could teach 
there for over three decades. 

05-02:33:47 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, when the students would come down, it sounds to me like this was an 

undergraduate course. What about graduate students of yours or others who 
would have an interest in studying down there? 

05-02:33:57 
Resh: Yeah. Well, we would always take three Teaching Assistants. And the way we 

would work the union problems about number of working hours with the TAs 
is they would be on two days a week and the rest of the time they were not 
required to help students at all. Now, of course, many of them did, but we kept 
on emphasizing, "We're not asking you to do this. This is on your own time. 
You have a two-day responsibility." Many of my students actually wrote 
chapters of their dissertation over those nine weeks, just working the two days 
a week. Some of them did research projects. I had one student, Morgan 
Hannaford, who was a TA for the course and after it he traveled around 
islands collecting snails so that we could look at the genetics to try to 
understand movements of larvae among the islands. He took a freighter all the 
way around Polynesia, which we paid for, and he really enjoyed that 
experience.  

05-02:34:45 
Eardley-Pryor: I had a great chat with Marilyn Myers in preparation for your oral history. 

And she shared some of her memories of being in a Jeep and doing this 
research trip where she was working her way down the mountain, checking 
streams at different locations of different elevations. And by the time they got 
to the bottom of the mountain, the stream was so deep that their Jeep got 
stuck, and it was flooding in and cockroaches are running up their legs. 

05-02:35:12 
Resh: Yeah. 

05-02:35:12 
Eardley-Pryor: Just wild stories like that. I'm picturing your role as a mentor with these kinds 

of adventures happening all around.  

05-02:35:18 
Resh: Again, I want to mention safety. We made sure to keep that in mind from the 

beginning. They had to be working as buddies, even though Marilyn didn't 
always follow that rule. But she was so competent in the field that we trusted 
her to be alone more than many of the others.  

One morning, two students in the Moorea class went out and crossed a river, 
but it was before a storm came up and the river was so high that they had to 
spend the night outside. Of course, they were eaten alive by mosquitos. But 
that was a good lesson that the students listened to in terms of being prepared 
for a variety of conditions. I think that in the Moorea class we really were 
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emphasizing safety, and emphasizing having a good time while on this unique 
island. Not that they had to be told this. It's beautiful, they're swimming every 
day. Watching these twenty-year-olds in the class, I wished I had that 
experience when I was their age. 

05-02:35:54 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah, me too.  

05-02:35:56 
Resh: It was wonderful being there in my forties, fifties, sixties and seventies as 

well! 

05-02:35:57 
Eardley-Pryor: One of the other stories that I heard, especially whenever Cheryl joined you 

with these, that there was always a big dinner that you and Cheryl would put 
together for the students, and it was spaghetti. 

05-02:36:05 
Resh: Right. Usually spaghetti and meatballs. 

05-02:36:06 
Eardley-Pryor: Spaghetti and meatball dinner.  

05-02:36:10 
Resh: Yeah. We did that every year and the TAs would help. We would serve the 

students a sit-down dinner that night. I was mentioning the issues that were 
troublesome. One that still bothers me was when one of the campus 
administrators came down to the station, his wife had just died and he asked if 
he could go. He admitted it would be a vacation. I said, "Sure, okay." And 
then he went down. We told him from the beginning that he had to pay for his 
accommodations as if he were a researcher. It was like a hundred dollars a 
day. He refused to pay, but even worse, he said that because he was in charge 
of licensing the Cal logo and that we were selling t-shirts with the Gump 
Station on the shirts, he was going to confiscate the small amount of the 
money we had made on these shirts. He used that threat so we wouldn't make 
him pay the bill that he had refused to pay. He was the worst example, I think, 
of somebody taking advantages of us using their position of authority. I 
thought about pursuing this and then realized I was dealing with a sleaze bag 
and just to let it go. 

05-02:37:10 
Eardley-Pryor: Gosh. I'm picturing your role as director of this. You're director at the same 

time you're still engaged in doing international research, in Africa at that 
point. 

05-02:37:19 
Resh: Yeah. 
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05-02:37:21 
Eardley-Pryor: It overlapped. How were you managing your time as director of a field station 

in the South Pacific, running a huge multinational project in Africa, teaching 
still General Biology regularly, and this wave of grad students that keep 
coming in your lab through many years? 

05-02:37:37 
Resh: It was very difficult. First of all, I was gone from home quite a bit. With these 

different projects, maybe five months of the year, maybe six some years. 
Steve Strand really ran the station. Each of the directors had a different view 
of their roles. Werner Loher wanted to be a diplomat and make sure that 
things worked well with the French government and the station. My idea was 
to make sure that we had money coming in and that we got the campus behind 
us. And George Roderick, who was my successor, basically wanted to 
encourage grants and build up the research program. So, we each had different 
things we wanted to accomplish. But when I turned the station over to George, 
there was no deficit and we had money to build all these lab and dormitory 
buildings. I was really, really pleased with what we accomplished by the time 
I had left as Director. 

But Steve Strand and these three alums, Dwight Barker, Don Raymond and 
Gerry McClaine, were the ones who saved the station. They continued to give 
money afterwards, and some of them left money in their estates. I did bring 
them down regularly. They came down maybe about five years ago for a trip 
to see it. We had a huge party with all the students and dancers, and we had 
really a great time. And then, of course, we invited all the French over, and 
the French were making speeches about how we still wouldn't cooperate with 
them. Any chance to ruin a party! But the other thing, it isn't just the Berkeley 
class that goes down there now. Santa Cruz sends a class, UCLA sends a 
class, and now Berkeley offers two versions of the Island Biology class, the 
second dealing with sustainability, which is a big topic now. And sometimes 
our station was so crowded that we actually sent students to live at the French 
station. So, in many ways we kept that French station alive after the 
monitoring of the nuclear testing was over. They could have closed it down. 
And then, of course, putting them on all the grants and things like that helped 
financially and to raise the prestige of their station.  

05-02:39:33 
Eardley-Pryor: I'm not sure you've mentioned on the record here, in the oral history yet, but 

you've told me personally about becoming very sick, after some research in 
Africa, for several years.  

05-02:39:43 
Resh: Yeah. 

05-02:39:44 
Eardley-Pryor: And that was happening, of course, while you were still also going down to 

the South Pacific, and while trying to teach General Biology. Share with me a 
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little bit of the story after this huge trip, the Paradise Fishing Trip, where 
you're also still trying to deal with these African illnesses, but also trying to 
host Gordon Moore on more international travel. What's that experience? 

05-02:40:04 
Resh: What we did for the trip with the Moore family was that an archeologist who 

was a New Zealander but was working at the station on a variety of projects 
and I took Gordon Moore's family to Easter Island. Easter Island is halfway 
between Tahiti and Chile. Really you have to go from Santiago or from 
Papeete to get there. And at that time, there were very few amenities on the 
island. We were staying in a place that wasn't even as nice as a Motel Six with 
this very, very wealthy family. They were all very nice. But Easter Island 
became almost abandoned because of the soil erosion from cutting down the 
trees to move the giant statues. It was so dusty. I was really sick that whole 
time I was there. When I came back, I was probably the worst I had ever been.  

05-02:41:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Just from inhaling the soil on Easter Island? 

05-02:41:04 
Resh: Yes, constantly inhaling dust. But I still enjoyed my time there. The 

archeologist Mark Eddowes and I had a great time together. He was very 
funny and I remember that we laughed all the time. The Moore family was 
very nice and several other people came along, friends of theirs and others. 
And we had a great time but that was when I began to really worry about, 
whether I was ever going to get better. What I had was lung parasites that 
were not identified for a couple more years. So that was a rough time for me. 

But all in all, I think of Moorea, and all the alumni trips that we took people 
there and the interactions with almost everybody from the campus, almost all 
the students, was just a wonderful part of my life. And Cheryl's, too. She 
really shared this. I don't know if she mentioned this story. Everybody at the 
station was covered with these Marquesan tattoos. They had tried to get her to 
have one early on and she made the statement, which I'm sure she regretted 
later, was, "Look, if I'm here for thirty years, then I'll get a tattoo." And they 
remembered. And the thirtieth year she was there came and they started on her 
about getting a tattoo. She got a traditional tattoo on her shoulder. Actually, 
knowing that this tattoo was coming, she kept on asking people where on her 
body she could a tattoo that would hurt the least. And it turns out it's on your 
shoulder blade. And so, she finally agreed. We had a lot of friends there that 
we saw for over thirty years and one was a nurse. Cheryl felt better if she 
came with us to make sure things looked reasonably sterile and that was— 

05-02:43:04 
Eardley-Pryor: And so she got the traditional tattoo? 
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05-02:43:05 
Resh: Traditional tattoo, yes. An hour-and-a-half doing it, one mark at a time. It is a 

beautiful tattoo. It was of the southern cross, which is only seen in the 
southern hemisphere. The tattooist was the best on the island, maybe in all 
French Polynesia, and he had designed it for her. She had known him because 
he was the drummer for all of the dance performances we had at the station. It 
was a very special tattoo just for her.  

05-02:43:27 
Eardley-Pryor: Did you ever get a tattoo? 

05-02:43:31 
Resh: Well, I wasn't going to get one, but just before Cheryl was to have one, she 

said, "Could you get one first?" And I said, "Okay. If you want me to get one, 
I'll get one." I went there not planning on getting a tattoo. So yeah, we both 
have matching tattoos. They're very pretty. We're not sorry we did it. The guy 
was very skillful. We had no signs of infection at all. And, actually, the 
traditional tattoo approach is safer than the machine tattoos anyway, because 
the machine tattoos are deeper, where in the traditional one, the ink is just 
above the mesoderm, so it's safer.  

05-02:44:12 
Eardley-Pryor: I have a note here about Marlon Brando having some sort of connection to the 

island. What is that? 

05-02:44:15 
Resh: That's right! Marlon Brando made the movie Mutiny on the Bounty and fell in 

love with Tahiti. He married a Tahitian woman who was his co-star, a very 
beautiful local woman, and bought the island of Tetiaroa, which is about thirty 
miles off of Tahiti. And we would take the students there every year to see it. 
We'd take fishing boats out there. And sometimes, Cheryl and I and some 
friends would just take a sailboat out there for the day and we always had a 
wonderful time there.  

 I do have to add that we did have a bad experience on one of those sailing 
trips that we took to Tetiaroa. The skipper had warned us to stay away from a 
break in the reef where waves were rushing in and out. Of course, Frank 
Murphy, who worked at the station, suggested that that he, his girlfriend, and I 
go look at it. We realized that if we waited at the edge of the reef until after 
the incoming wave broke, we could ride the outgoing wave over the reef to 
the ocean. It was like being pushed through a chute very fast. We all did this a 
couple of times and it was a great rush, and then went back to get Cheryl to do 
it with us as well. She was very reluctant because the skipper had said not to 
go near there but we talked her into doing it with us. So, the three of us went 
through the reef break first and had no problems. But when Cheryl went 
through a large incoming wave crashed down on her sending her about 30-feet 
down. She didn't come up at first but when she finally surfaced, she was very 
discombobulated, frightened, and choking on water that she had swallowed. 
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We got her back to the sailboat and we all felt awful. Luckily, it all worked 
out ok in the end.  

 Although that was a very scary afternoon, the journey back to Moorea was 
lovely. The wind died down as we started sailing back and it took nine hours 
to get back. The night sky was the most beautiful that we had ever seen. None 
of us wanted the extra-long journey back to the station to end. 

05-02:44:46 
 Now, there's a Tetiaroa Society affiliated with the Gump Station and Berkeley 

that has a satellite research station there, the French word is antennae, for 
research on coral reefs. But dealing with Marlon Brando was special, he was a 
genius, but he was just wacky. I remember one time; he wanted me to come 
down to talk to him over the weekend. He said, "Fly down on Sunday." And I 
said, "I can't. My parents are coming." And he said, "Well, fly down anyway." 
And I said, "I can't. My parents are coming." He just kept on repeating the 
question, and I kept on repeating that I'm not going. And I remember once he 
called and Cheryl answered. Cheryl was in the car with my mother. My 
mother lived with us for eight years. In her late nineties, she sometimes would 
just kind of talk incessantly. I remember Cheryl's trying to talk to Marlon 
Brando about something he wanted. I remember her telling me, she turned to 
my mother and said, "Ann, you've got to be quiet. I'm talking to Marlon 
Brando." So yes, she became quiet. We had a lot of associations with him. He 
was really a genius. He never gave us any money, but he made that clear from 
the beginning. He really didn't have any money to give. Again, he was one of 
the interesting aspects of Tahitian life that we were involved in down there.  

05-02:46:07 
Eardley-Pryor: What was his relationship with the Gump Station and Berkeley then? 

05-02:46:11 
Resh: Well, he wanted research done on Tetiaroa. That was one thing. There is a 

terrible problem with sand flies, these awful biting flies that were there. And I 
know, in the sixties, he had brought an entomologist who I knew that was in 
public health at UCLA, Ralph Barr. Brando had brought him down there to try 
to control the biting flies. He couldn't ever eliminate them, but he tried to 
control them and reduce their numbers. The station was also part of a big 
study to control mosquitos on some of the islands and then the control of rats. 
Brando was very interested in all those types of projects. 

05-02:47:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Did I hear you say you were doing a gene drive with mosquitos? 

05-02:47:02 
Resh: No, no, no, we never did gene drives. We were looking at bacteria 

modifications that made mosquitoes sterile. No, we weren't doing gene drives. 
Actually, I think that all of us there are opposed to gene drives. They're just 
too dangerous at this point. Now, the molecular biologists at Berkeley are very 
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much in favor of that approach. Many of them even think we should be 
growing pork chops on apple trees. They don't tend to look at a lot of the 
consequences. At least, not the same way that ecologists tend to do. Many of 
them seem to think that if you can do it, it's ok to do it and don't really ask the 
question about whether they should do it. Sometimes it seems that their 
training seems really quite narrow on the ethics of these big issues. 

05-02:47:31 
Eardley-Pryor: Just on this topic, what is it that you're concerned about with gene drives, and 

your idea that it's too soon? 

05-02:47:36 
Resh: Well, two things. One, I worry about these genes escaping into the wild, and 

the other is that it can be irreversible. The US government now has regulated 
that no gene drives can even be attempted unless they're reversible. I think 
these are all potentially great tools. We talk about all this stuff in my Science 
and the Movies class, about just because you can do it doesn't mean you 
should do it. And that's, I think, where some molecular biologists and a lot of 
ecologists, and certainly environmentalists, part ways. 

05-02:48:11 
Eardley-Pryor: This is around the time, I think, in paying attention to time, to wrap up our 

discussion for today. Any other reflections about the Gump Station and what 
you think maybe its future might be? 

05-02:48:22 
Resh: Well, I think the future's very good. I think what we may find is Berkeley may 

not, given the financial problems, keep it as a facility of the Berkeley campus 
alone. It may become more of a UC facility. Already UCLA, UC Santa Cruz, 
UC Santa Barbara, Cal State Northridge, and Scripps are putting money into 
it. I think it's going to be a broader facility. When I took over as director, it 
wasn't clear whether it was going to last or be closed down. The deficit was 
over twice its budget. No money was coming in but I didn't want to be the one 
who closed it down. And I was very pleased when I left. And the deficit is 
back, of course. You can't run a field station without a deficit. It's just too 
difficult and costly. But I was really pleased with my time at the Gump 
Station. I loved my teaching down there. The friendships that I made with 
people were wonderful. Seeing how Steve Strand and these alumni just threw 
themselves into making the station a success was a wonderful experience. 
There were disappointing moments—the administrator who threatened us so 
he didn't have to pay a bill of a few hundred dollars. And there was the faculty 
member who had a drinking problem and endangered students that I had to 
not allow to come to the station anymore. Those were hard. But, again, Cheryl 
was as involved in this, as with anything else in my life. We'd go for walks 
every night, and I'd talk about the problems that had come up that day and 
what we could possibly do about them. So, we really did it together.  
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05-02:50:04 
Eardley-Pryor: It's a beautiful story of thirty years of engagement, from right at the beginning 

of when you and Cheryl met. Taking trips there, and seeing change over time, 
and seeing your efforts over time grow. 

05-02:50:09 
Resh: Yeah. It was a wonderful, wonderful experience, just like General Biology, 

and almost everything we've talked about, when I look back. I really felt so 
lucky and, as an evangelical would say, blessed to have had these experiences.  

05-02:50:33 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, this I think is a great place for us to wrap up this interview. In our next 

session, I look forward to hearing more, generally talking, a little bit more 
about your research, digging into some of those themes. And then really 
starting to dig into your experiences in West Africa and the transformative 
research and oversight of a project you did there.  

05-02:50:52 
Resh: Thanks. I'll look forward to it, and talk to you next week. 

05-02:50:54 
Eardley-Pryor: Thanks, Vince. 
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Interview 6: March 4, 2021 

06-00:00:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Today is March 4, 2021. My name's Roger Eardley-Pryor: from the Oral 

History Center of The Bancroft Library at the University of California 
Berkeley. Today is interview session number six with Vincent Resh. Vince, 
it's great to see you again. Where are you located today? 

06-00:00:19 
Resh: Still in El Cerrito, California, in my office. 

06-00:00:22 
Eardley-Pryor: All right. And I am still up in Santa Rosa, California. We're recording over 

Zoom amidst the ongoing pandemic. I have my second Pfizer vaccine shot 
tomorrow, which I'm very privileged and excited about. And I understand you 
are vaccinated, as well. 

06-00:00:39 
Resh: Yes. And Cheryl gets hers next week. 

06-00:00:40 
Eardley-Pryor: Woohoo! 

06-00:00:41 
Resh: Her second. 

06-00:00:41 
Eardley-Pryor: I love it. Yeah, times they are a changing. It's been almost a year. It's been a 

year, this month, since things really hit the fan in California. What a year it's 
been. 

06-00:00:51 
Resh: What a year. 

06-00:00:52 
Eardley-Pryor: Today, for your oral history interview, we're going to dive into your research 

and get into some specific projects, international projects in particular. But to 
get us back into your research, I want to think about you joining the Berkeley 
faculty in the mid-1970s, coming in 1975, and within a year, being put up for 
tenure. What was that experience was like for you at Berkeley, and why so 
quickly from just arriving on campus? 

06-00:01:23 
Resh: The department I went into originally was Entomological Sciences, and I was 

in the Division of Entomology and Parasitology, which was really all of the 
non-biocontrol people, and a lot of the non-agricultural people. Berkeley was 
a very supportive place to me right from the beginning. I think I remember 
telling you about my meeting with the chair right in the beginning and him 
emphasizing the importance of research. I had come with quite a bit of 
research background in terms of data and ideas for articles. So basically, over 
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the first couple of years, I was putting several papers out. And they were on a 
range of subjects. Some of them were about fish, some of them involved 
insects. and just a whole bunch of other topics in aquatic ecology. Well, one 
of the things that I found out, much to my surprise, was that in my second year 
here, actually at the beginning of my second year, the department had voted 
unanimously for me for tenure. And I didn't even know about this or that they 
were even voting. I have to admit, I just assumed I would have six years and 
then the seventh would be the decision year. Suddenly, I was put up quite 
early. Well, it turns out I didn't get it. I did get a very, very nice supportive 
letter back from the campus basically saying it was too early. But they gave 
me at least as much as I would have gotten salary-wise if I was getting tenure, 
and perhaps even an acceleration. But actually, for the first time, I was a little 
concerned then about tenure because of getting turned down. 

06-00:03:01 Kind of an aside to that, one of the things I found out from someone who was 
on the budget committee, which is the committee that actually makes all these 
tenure decisions, is that the Entomology Department was notorious for liking 
everybody. Every recommendation that went up to them received a 
unanimous vote for tenure, and they contrasted that with the Sociology 
Department that didn't like anybody. Nobody in that department ever got the 
full support!  

 What the department did was that two years later they put me up again and it 
went through just immediately. When I went up after a year, my research 
program was just getting started, and I was just having grants coming in. So 
yes, it really was premature. I'm sure they felt they were doing me a favor. It 
was just so typical of a lot of my interactions with my department. They were 
so positive during those early years. 

06-00:04:06 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. I mean the salary bump was wonderful. But with the nerves that 

came with the university decision to say, "Give it some more time," did that 
change anything in the next few years for you? 

06-00:04:19 
Resh: Sure. 

06-00:04:20 
Eardley-Pryor: Like how? 

06-00:04:21 
Resh: It did make me more nervous over the next two years. As I said, I was never 

really worried about tenure because I figured I have six years to build my case 
for it. And then suddenly the realization that they put me up, and then the 
budget committee came back and said, "Put him up again next time." So that 
made it a little more stressful. I have to say, I don't know an assistant 
professor who comes to Berkeley that's not stressed out about tenure. It just is 
the way it was. 
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 I think I was prepared for life at Berkeley between my experiences at 
Louisville and Ball State. I mentioned last time that Dr. Neff, who had been 
my major professor, said, "Just expect you're going to have a book every four 
years and four papers a year." So, I wasn't surprised at what expectations 
would be, but I think I was surprised when suddenly it seemed like the whole 
tenure calendar was being shrunk. Typically now, if you have a baby, they 
stretch the calendar. They expand it rather than contract it. But I still would 
have had the six years, but had I been turned down a second time, I think I 
would have been even more nervous and maybe even considered leaving. 

06-00:05:34 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah, yeah. Lighting a fire under you that was already there. 

06-00:05:37 
Resh: Yeah, exactly. I didn't need it.  

06-00:05:41 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, with the furthering discussion today about your research, I'm thinking 

we'll move broadly, and then we'll zoom in on some specifics. But to begin 
broadly, thinking back about major decisions about what you would study, 
what field you would go into, what are some of your thoughts on that? 

06-00:05:57 
Resh: Yeah. Well, Roger, when I think back on these interviews, one of the things 

that— [phone ringing]—we'd better stop for a minute. 

06-00:06:04 
Eardley-Pryor: Okay. We'll pause it. 

[Break in audio.] 

06-00:06:10 
Resh: One of the things, in looking back over the interviews that we've had, I have 

to tell you, they've been a wonderful experience kind of reflecting on my life 
and Cheryl's life. We both have found this process not just rewarding, but also 
helpful in terms of dealing with some of the things that had come up that we 
probably had just either not thought of or not fully resolved. And one of them 
was these decision points that I had at various times as to what I was going to 
do. Going back to my undergraduate years with Dr. Vernick, who was a very 
big influence in my undergraduate life, suggested that I do one thing, but Rita 
Caldwell suggested that I do another thing. And I've mentioned the Vietnam 
draft several times. Thinking, do I want to get a job? Do I want to go into 
industry? Teaching high school or junior high school, do I want to do that? 
And if I look back at our sons' lives and an awful lot of the students that I've 
had, it's a lot to expect that a life decision is going to be made at twenty years 
old. So, I've been more forgiving of my indecision as we've gone through a lot 
of these discussions.  
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But clearly, when I look back now, I made two great career decisions. One of 
which was to make the decision to do research with water, to study water, to 
study the problems associated with water. And the second was a story that I 
told you about Dr. Krumholz, when I started graduate school, saying, "Resh, 
you already know about fish. Work on insects." And whenever I've told my 
graduate students that story, they're sort of amazed at the fact that I did it, that 
there would be so much influence from a professor. But again, when I think 
back, the Water Resources Lab was doing so many different things. 
Everybody was involved in every project, from putting radioactive isotypes in 
streams to fish surveys, I realized that I'd benefit from being exposed to 
completely new directions. And it really was fun starting to learn something 
completely new. Plus, the lab was more like an institute where the director 
really decided a lot of what was going on. It was not like in a traditional 
academic department. And again, Krumholz was the boss. If he would be 
described as a dictator, he was an extremely benign dictator. He was really a 
good man. And Neff was, to me, still the ideal of any major professor I've 
seen or could imagine. The decision to do research in water and aquatic 
insects was a very positive experience with absolutely no regrets. That also 
explains the title of this oral history. 

06-00:08:49 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. And to have taken water, such a broad subject, and insects, 

insanely equally broad, but be able to bring them together in all these diverse 
projects where you were able to bounce around, between, and evolve with the 
field over time, and to continue to have these generations of graduate students 
and be able to work with them as these field evolve. It takes a lot of 
interdisciplinary and broad thinking. 

06-00:09:14 
Resh: And, again, I think that the training and education I received was excellent. As 

an undergraduate at Georgetown I received this broad approach to philosophy 
and liberal arts. And then at Louisville I learned about different approaches to 
not just science but the sociology of how science works. For that, I will 
always thank Krumholz and Neff. I was really quite fortunate. I think it 
prepared me well for Berkeley, as did being at Ball State for two years. Had I 
gone right to Berkeley, I think I could have been eaten alive. I saw that 
happen to many people that started as new assistant professors here. But at 
Ball State—again, a very supportive environment—I really had great chairs 
who showed me how to deal with other chairs. They were very supportive. I 
think they all knew that I wasn't going to stay there for my whole career 
anyway, so they didn't have to make the investment but they certainly did. 

06-00:10:11 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. Well, when you did arrive at Berkeley, in thinking about 

investments and funding for research that you're, now, especially with a tenure 
track clicking—what were your first thoughts as to how to capture them? I 
mean, you had talked about you already had these huge data sets, all the way 
from your master's through your PhD program that you could continue 
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cranking out articles with. But what about bringing in your own streams of 
funding to support graduate work?  

06-00:10:34 
Resh: When I think back on this, it was such a different expectation that I had 

expected. I arrived in August and immediately looked around for projects. I 
remember going to talk to scientists in local consulting firms because they 
always have a good idea of what the problems are because I was interested in 
applied research. And I remember going out to PG&E's center out in the San 
Ramon and talking to a bunch of the biologists and engineers there. I went to 
talk to people at the East Bay Municipal Utility District. And really, it was 
clear that one of the big projects that was going to affect California at least in 
the short time was the development of geothermal energy at The Geysers. At 
that time, about 10 percent of all of northern California's electrical needs were 
coming out of The Geysers geothermal plants and it looked like it could be 
even more. But there were a lot of environmental concerns. The discharge of 
water coming from thousands of feet below the surface contained a lot of 
chemicals that were known to be toxic—mercury, arsenic, boron—and there 
was worry about what the effects would be from the discharge of these waters. 

There was a fisheries biologist on the campus named Don Erman that had 
arrived five or six years before I did. And so, I thought what I should do is—
he had been on the search committee that hired me—if nothing else out of 
courtesy, was to approach him and say, "Are you interested in collaborating 
on this? I'll write the grant and we'll collaborate on the project." But he was 
very negative about it right from the beginning, and he said— 

06-00:12:03 
Eardley-Pryor: Why? 

06-00:12:04 
Resh: Well, I think he said, "You don't succeed being a collaborator at Berkeley. 

You succeed running your own program. If you need a collaborator that's got 
a certain skill that you don't have, hire a post-doc or bring the money in to hire 
someone. That really, the research programs work best here if done alone."  

06-00:12:25 
Eardley-Pryor: That's fascinating, too. In hindsight, just thinking about your career, so much 

of the success of your career is about collaboration, international 
collaborations in particular, but not per se at Berkeley. 

06-00:12:37 
Resh: No, not with colleagues at Berkeley. And Don's idea that came next hit me as 

being even more bizarre. He was the director of a research station in the 
Sierras called Sagehen Creek. And he said, "In fact, let's do this. Let's split the 
state in half, where I'll do all the research that's up in the Sierras and in the 
Foothills, and you concentrate on coastal river streams." And I remember 
looking at him in disbelief. What the hell are you talking about? What sense 
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does this make? But, again, deferring to him, feeling a little obligation 
because he had been on the search committee, I nodded. And years later I 
realized that he liked working alone. His wife did projects with him and they 
were really kind of a twosome. I also learned in that period that a lot of the 
research stations at Berkeley were individual fiefdoms. They were not easily 
open to other researchers beside the station directors. This is one of the 
reasons that the now very successful Bodega Marine lab went from Berkeley 
to Davis and one of the White Mountain field stations went to UCLA. 

06-00:13:59 
Eardley-Pryor: That just makes me think, too, again about your own experience directing the 

Moorea Research Station, which you made so wide open to not just Berkeley 
researchers but across the UC system, including collaborations with 
international researchers from France. It seems that your approach seems so 
different from what you initially were being told at Berkeley. 

06-00:14:20 
Resh: It was clear that the younger faculty never forgot what happened at Bodega 

Bay and that the same problem would not happen in Moorea. Now, I have to 
say that in terms of Don Erman's idea of splitting up the state, I think I got the 
far better of the deal. There were so many environmental issues, starting with 
geothermal energy, that I got to work on that were occurring in the coastal 
areas. But also, there was such a range of habitats I could study—freshwater 
wetlands, saltwater wetlands, seasonal wetlands, hot springs, streams that 
were impacted by a variety of activities. Plus, it was closer. We could do 
things on day trips where we didn't have to go away for a weekend or longer 
at a time. And I never dealt well with cold weather. The fact that we would be 
working here in marshes, where it was ninety-five or a hundred degrees, never 
bothered me, whereas being in the snow probably would have. So, I honestly 
thought very soon afterwards that I really had gotten the better part of the 
deal. But it was kind of a bucket of cold water that I would work alone here. 
And there weren't many other freshwater scientists here. There were two 
researchers in engineering and I worked with on one or two projects, Alex 
Horne on Clear Lake and David Jenkins on biological problems in the 
operation of sewage treatment plants.  

More recently I found that a similar thing happened at Davis among two 
colleagues of mine there around the same time Erman and I had this 
discussion. Charles Goldman had established an excellent research program 
on lakes, especially Lake Tahoe. Peter Moyle, a fisheries biologist, was newly 
hired and a lot of his previous research had been on lakes. Charles tells Peter, 
"I'll work on lakes and you work on streams." Like me, Peter acquiesced. Of 
course, there has always been a certain amount or maybe a lot of territoriality 
in research. There's the old joke about people locking their file cabinets when 
they left their office to go to the bathroom. But there is a lot of paranoia in 
academia as well. Some of it stems from the personality of people drawn to 
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research. And if they are not paranoid when they start graduate school, by the 
time that they finish they often lean more in that direction! 

06-00:15:21 Now, Tom Mittler, who had brought me on to edit the Annual Review of 
Entomology once told me that his career was stymied at Berkeley because he 
worked very closely with another physiologist, and whenever he was up for 
promotions they'd always say, "Well, whose work was it? Was it Rex 
Dadd's"—his office was next to mine—"or was it Tom Mittler's?" There was 
this tension about collaborating. I found that other faculty could be extremely 
helpful, especially about borrowing equipment. 

 One of the issues that often came up when grad students and especially post-
docs would come into my lab was that I was borrowing a lot of field 
equipment and using so much of other people's lab equipment instead of 
buying it myself. One of our post-docs, Mary Power, used to just complain 
about this all the time. She felt that every graduate student should have their 
own set of equipment for their research. It would have been a huge amount of 
money to do this. Ironically, when she was later hired at Berkeley as a faculty 
member in Integrated Biology, one of the things she did was she bought all 
this equipment. And the next day I was over borrowing it from her! It made a 
lot of sense to me to not make big investments in equipment if I could arrange 
a trade of some kind. For example, I would make arrangements with the 
chemistry department. I would give them ten or fifteen dollars an hour to let 
us be on their machines that would cost a half a million dollars to buy and 
they would train my students on how to use it to make sure we wouldn't break 
them. The students liked it because they learned techniques from experts, the 
chemists liked it because they got money that was flexible. They could do 
whatever they wanted with it. And that was really my philosophy about 
buying equipment during my entire time at Berkeley. We always had limited 
equipment costs and basically made arrangements, through budget or barter— 
for a lot of what we needed that was available elsewhere on campus. 

06-00:17:02 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. And finding the money to do the work, not necessarily for the tech.— 

06-00:17:06 
Resh: Exactly. And maintaining equipment, can be especially expensive. That's the 

other thing that's a super cost. In our building, we had a very famous 
biochemist that had just tremendous investments in equipment. His lab 
manager Judy Engel never hesitated for a minute to let my students use the 
equipment and even the chemicals. We'd always talk about and I'd say, "Okay, 
we'll replace the chemicals." And she'd say, "Yeah. "Don't worry about it. 
Don't worry about it." I think that every student in my lab mentioned her in 
their acknowledgments. 

06-00:17:34 
Eardley-Pryor: Who was that? 
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06-00:17:34 
Resh: His name was John Casida but it was his lab manager that really ran the show 

in terms of equipment and chemicals. He was a loner. He really didn't 
collaborate with anybody outside of his lab.  

06-00:17:50 
Eardley-Pryor: That's just part of the culture of science at Berkeley? 

06-00:17:52 
Resh: It's unfortunate but it's part of the culture here. If you look at other campuses, 

like Davis, it's just the opposite. At Davis, there's really a lot of collaboration 
the goes on. The atmosphere there is much more relaxed and informal. I do 
see that some of the new professors are doing some collaborations, or at least 
holding joint lab meetings. They are also co-supervising grad students but I 
think that's because the number of grad students allowed per professor is 
reduced. Currently if you divide the number of students in my department 
each year by the number of faculty, it's about one graduate student admitted 
per professor every two or three years. This is also why many labs have more 
post-doctoral researchers than graduate students. Actually, it's cheaper to hire 
a post-doc than a graduate student because of the cost of both tuition and the 
stipend needed to support graduate students. 

Now, Berkeley faculty are wonderful one-on-one, but there can be a lot of 
tension here. The tension begins when you arrive and start worrying about 
tenure and what people are going to think about you. And some of the lab-
oriented departments can be just cutthroat. For example—if you don't 
continue to get grant funding, you're really become an outsider. And there's 
tension when you retire because nobody seems to care that you left. There are 
no retirement parties thrown. Not even a coffee. It's just like you're here one 
day and you're gone the next, which leaves a lot of people bitter. And to me, 
that's always been a mistake that Berkeley made because, for one thing, 
retirees are a big source of potential donations. The thoughtfulness seemed to 
have changed when we started losing staff that actually ran the departments. 
Today, one staff member may be responsible for a couple of different 
departments. 

06-00:18:39 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. And with retirees there is continued investment with emeritus teaching 

or advising. 

06-00:18:43 
Resh: It's never made a lot of sense to me, but that's kind of something that we all 

live with. 

06-00:18:48 
Eardley-Pryor: That's something that would be simple enough for a department to do an oral 

history with whoever's retiring as a way to celebrate their career, to have a 
record of it, something you could learn from. 
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06-00:18:57 
Resh: It just makes no sense, but it's just the way it is. I was lucky because Cheryl 

was aware of this and she threw a retirement party for me at a friend's 
restaurant, La Strada in San Pablo. He had planned a buffet dinner but the 
room had a limit of 85 and almost 120 people were coming so he packed the 
place with tables and he cooked a fabulous Italian dinner for all. 

06-00:19:01 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, take me to the work that you did on these geothermal developments at 

The Geysers. What was it specifically that you were looking at? What was the 
idea behind this? 

06-00:19:12 
Resh: The way geothermal energy works is that you put a pipe deep into the ground 

and use that to turn the electricity-producing turbines. The Geysers was a hot 
steam reservoir, which was very useful because all you had to do was bring 
the steam up, have it turn the turbines, and then produce electricity. There was 
even a bigger geothermal resource down in the Imperial Valley, but that was a 
warm brine and the engineering problems with that were greater because the 
brine would erode the equipment and they had to flash heat the hot brine to 
get steam. The electricity being produced at The Geysers was about the same 
cost as electricity from nuclear energy or hydropower.  

06-00:19:57 
Eardley-Pryor: What was the research that you were doing there with regard to either water 

quality or biomonitoring or looking at invertebrates? 

06-00:20:03 
Resh: What we were doing was looking at what were the impacts of geothermal 

energy development on the streams and we did a variety of really interesting 
projects. I mentioned Gary Lamberti's experiment, where he had this very 
elaborate plumbing arrangements and chambers for separating the thermal and 
the chemical components of the fluids coming out of geothermal discharges. 
He did this by heating a normal stream of water and then cooling geothermal 
water to compare the effects of thermal compared to chemical inputs. It was 
just a fabulously elaborate and very convincing study. But a lot of it was 
monitoring and experimental manipulations. And the other thing is that, again, 
the funding agencies were very willing for us to try different things as long as 
we could produce one really, let's say, blockbuster paper related to the grant 
every year or two They didn't look too carefully at what else we did within the 
overall project. It was ok if we were doing some more basic research or some 
spinoff research. Like, for example, our work on caddisfly pheromones. That's 
where we started the work with pheromones, up at The Geysers. That had no 
relationship to geothermal energy. But, again, the fact that we were producing 
research that they wanted, well, this research was acceptable to do as well.  

06-00:21:18 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. 
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06-00:21:19 
Resh: Yeas it worked out great. 

06-00:21:21 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, I have a note that, related to these geysers, there were also inquiries into 

the mosquitos at salt marshes and that sort of work. What's the relationship 
between The Geysers and its geothermal development, and mosquitos? 

06-00:21:31 
Resh:  Oh, absolutely nothing. What happened was when I came here, there was an 

entomologist who had done a lot of overseas work, in Malaysia and in Iran, 
who told me about— 

06-00:21:45 
Eardley-Pryor: Who was that? 

06-00:21:47 
Resh: His name was Dick Garcia and he just recently died. He was in his nineties, 

and a great guy. One of his grad students a former technician of his, and I just 
wrote his obituary. He told me that they were looking for someone to look at 
ecological effects of mosquito control through habitat manipulation. And they 
were using a very basic technique to do this. It involved physical control of 
ponds that would form in marshes and where mosquitos would breed. To do 
this control, they would mechanically dig a ditch from main channels in the 
marsh to these ponds so that the ponds would either drain with an outgoing 
tide or fill in with the incoming tide. In other words, they were subjecting 
them to tidal circulation. But they weren't sure what effects this activity had 
on the ecology of the salt marshes, which were becoming of increased concern 
as wildlife habitats. One of the things, of course, that we realized early on was 
that depending on where you put in these ditches, how deep you made them, 
how much water you drained would affect mosquitos but could also have 
deleterious effects on invertebrates, fish, plants, and birds because there were 
some endangered species in the marshes. Now, the clapper rail was the 
endangered species, but we were looking at the salt marsh song sparrow as a 
surrogate. The range of research that we could do was enormous and it turned 
out to be almost a decade-long project and was really very interesting. And we 
found unexpected things, like that the spoils of the ditching could create more 
habitats for birds. And depending on how they ditched you could either have 
drastic effects on the ecology of the marsh, which of course is a very sensitive 
habitat to begin with, or you could expand the amount of habitat. Steve 
Balling, who was a graduate student that did his dissertation on this, did great 
work and actually came up even with models to look at how you should 
decide where you should ditch, how you should ditch, and other 
considerations to make it more ecologically sound and valuable. And he 
stayed on as a post-doc before becoming an entomologist with the Navy at 
that time. That was his first job. He then went on to Del Monte as a research 
scientist, eventually in charge of all their environmental projects around the 
world. He and his wife are still great friends of ours. 
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06-00:23:38 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, that's great. Tell me a little bit more about how you make the ditch 

effecting the ecology. 

06-00:23:46 
Resh: There's actually a device that they use for creating the ditches. It's a sprite 

pulled by a tractor and it links the mosquito-producing ponds to the 
recirculation canal. And depending on if you follow the contours of the marsh 
instead of just barreling straight ahead, you have less of an effect. If you have 
it shallow as opposed to deep so that you're letting water go in and out but 
perhaps even leaving a little bit of water so that it can fill up again, you're 
creating more habitat for fish and invertebrates. Because the mosquitos in 
marshes are very sensitive to any kind of turbulence, the tidal flushing alone 
would get rid of them in these pond habitats. The mosquitos in the salt 
marshes—this is up around Petaluma, not far from where you live—were 
absolutely vicious biters. And, again, you had two endangered species, the 
clapper rail and the salt marsh harvest mouse, there. It was a very sensitive 
area in terms of ecological damage. And we worked on that project for many, 
many years. And then we went from salt marshes to permanent, freshwater 
marshes where we looked at mosquito-vegetation relationships in terms of 
factors that affect predation on mosquitoes. And then we even went to study 
seasonal marshes—again, up by you—at Suisun Marsh. So, we ended up 
having kind of a whole cadre of students, each building on each other working 
on mosquito research, and it was very, very effective.  

06-00:25:11 We were able to keep funding for those projects for a long because we kept on 
emphasizing how mosquito control methods can also be used to enhance 
wildlife habitats. When we were working in seasonal marshes at Suisun, and 
we interacted a lot with duck-hunting clubs. One of the students was Darold 
Batzer, who's now at the University of Georgia, and he entitled one of his 
papers, "Efforts to Control Mosquitos Can Enhance Wildlife." Wow. A title 
like that, when backed up with data, makes everybody happy. And he was 
right. He actually took some of his ideas to Minnesota and tried them out there 
and was very successful. I think that combination of basic research to answer 
applied questions was really what made our lab successful. A couple of well-
designed experiments that provided obvious results to scientists and non-
scientists, like duck hunters, really went a long way with the funding agencies. 

06-00:26:17 
Eardley-Pryor: This is great. Share with me a little bit of where the different funding is 

coming from. The Geysers project, is that funded by the utility companies that 
were harnessing the energy? 

06-00:26:23 
Resh: No. We never took money from the utilities. Again, we were looking at 

transparency in our research. When you take money from a utility, usually it's 
as a contract and they typically specify you were going to do this, this, and 
this. And we really didn't want that. Moreover, the data is sometime 
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proprietary and owned by the utility. This is fine for consulting projects but 
you cannot have student research funded like this. They have to be able to 
have the freedom to publish their results. We had funding from an agency 
called the Office of Water Resources Research. 

06-00:26:48 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, you've talked about this. 

06-00:26:49 
Resh: Which was really a great agency to deal with. 

06-00:26:54 
Eardley-Pryor: And that was the Department of the Interior money, right? 

06-00:26:55 
Resh: Right, Department of Interior. For years we got money from them. We got 

funding until the agency basically disappeared, assumed into a larger 
bureaucracy. I think I told you later in my career I'd sometimes send in 
proposals that really weren't as good as they should have been because of time 
shortages but we'd always bring up our track record and tried to assure them 
that we won't let them down when we were doing the research. And the other 
thing I have to admit, I did a couple of things for that agency. I remember that 
I was "a human sacrifice" once where they needed someone to talk to the 
executives of the California Farm Bureau about the value of ecological 
research. This was in the late 1970s and they just crucified me. "What good is 
this research on geothermal energy doing for California agriculture?" To 
them, I think that the ecological research they wanted to hear was how to give 
them more water, cheaper, and without many hassles! And that was the 
attitude of agriculture toward research in the 1970s.But the agency always 
appreciated that I would do stuff like that for them. I also got better over time 
at making my water research have a more relevant spin—like reducing their 
pumping costs because of geothermal energy. 

06-00:27:52 
Eardley-Pryor: That seems like fair back scratching between funding a lot of research and 

being bit of a sacrificial lamb in front of the farm bureau. 

06-00:28:00 
Resh: The marsh work was funded by a state public health program that was very 

interested in mosquitos because of their disease capabilities. There was an 
epidemiologist in the School of Public Health at Berkeley named Bill Reeves, 
who would always seem to find horses that were dead from encephalitis, and 
this would get the state to make sure they kept on putting money into 
mosquito control. Malaria has always been a potential problem in California. 
Twice flare-ups occurred, once when the soldiers came back from Vietnam, 
the other when this large group of Sikhs moved into Yuba City and were 
infected with malaria when they arrived. And so, you had to have these 
vector-control agencies to have up-to-date tools to control mosquitos. There 
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was always very big public health and sociological concerns about keeping 
mosquito populations controlled in California. 

06-00:28:48 
Eardley-Pryor: That's fascinating. When did the immigrant population move into Yuba City? 

Around when? 

06-00:28:52 
Resh: That must have come in the early eighties. 

06-00:28:55 
Eardley-Pryor: Fascinating. 

06-00:28:56 
Resh: If you look at the names of a lot of the farms, you'll see that Singh is a very 

common name there. 

 The mosquito abatement districts did support a lot of my research, and they 
did something that was really great. For years, they would give money to the 
university to my research account but not specify what they wanted done. The 
abatement districts would trust that I would do work that was applicable to 
their needs on our handshake. There was never anything in writing about 
expectations of how I would use the money. And they would make 
contributions, maybe in the order of five, ten, fifteen, or twenty thousand 
dollars from each of the ten mosquito abatement districts in the Bay Area, 
depending on their size and budgets. They would contribute to something 
called a various donor fund. Now, a various donor fund is the best money to 
have on campus because you can do whatever you want with it. So, I could 
send students to meetings through it, or buy equipment or supplies that didn't 
necessarily fit on one of the existing grants. And so, they always provided that 
money and that was a nice supplement to have. I think the campus took two 
percent of the money for administration. But it was very strict. The gift could 
never specify that it had any obligations in return. They always had to say 
something like, "This is for the general support of Dr. Resh's research." I 
never let them down on that. And I ended up doing that with several industries 
and agencies over the years on different projects. But always, I insisted that 
there were no restrictions on publications, or inclusion in student theses or 
dissertations. 

06-00:30:31 
Eardley-Pryor: Creating a fund that they could donate piecemeal into that you had flexible 

use of? 

06-00:30:36 
Resh: Right. But again, there never could be a contract. It was all on good faith. And 

it worked out great. They were never disappointed as far as I know and it gave 
us money for activities that we couldn't easily do through grants, like sending 
students to a meeting or paying extra for a student to do something like take 
an extended research trip. 
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06-00:30:56 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. That's great that it was only two percent that Berkeley took as overhead. 

I mean right now we're applying for an NIH grant, that unless we had a 
special waiver from the head librarian of the entire UC library system, 
Berkeley would have taken 40 percent and just made the grant unfeasible for 
us. 

06-00:31:13 
Resh: Yeah, that always happened to us, too.  

06-00:31:17 
Eardley-Pryor: So, Vince, I'm sorry. Go ahead, please. 

06-00:31:21 
Resh: Besides those two agencies, I had money from National Institutes of Health, 

National Science Foundation, and a lot of private foundations, like the Moore 
Foundation, smaller family foundations, and others. I never had one big 
enough grant that I could run the whole lab on. I always had to have a mixture 
of large and small grants, donations, kind of whatever funding I could bring 
in. One of the problems that I had was that I was never really effective in the 
making sure that the bookkeeping was always right. I'd have to mix money 
from different funds around to different projects. I never could do it any other 
way because the grants would have different starting dates, different ending 
dates and whenever we took these mandatory grant-management courses 
they'd always emphasize that we should not spend money from one project 
fund on another project. But it was impossible. I can't imagine how anybody 
could ever do it. I recently heard a story of government agencies agreeing to 
let this happen for different grants in the same agency but while the agency 
would allow it, Berkeley wouldn't! 

06-00:32:18 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, on this point, I want to ask about the administration of a lab. You have 

all these multiple grants coming in, you're constantly searching for new 
money, and managing existing projects. How did that happen, how did that 
operate? Or how did it change from '75 until you retired in the early 2010s? 

06-00:32:36 
Resh: Okay. And it's funny, because I was just thinking about this the other day. I've 

mentioned that we always talked about whether a lab could function like a 
collective where everybody benefits and shares decision making, where 
everything in the lab was transparent as a lab. I thought we were successful. 
Everybody left happy, so I presumed it worked. But what we did was that 
everybody in the lab had a set of responsibilities from the day they arrived. I 
had overall responsibility but that involved many committee meetings, dealing 
with budgets, and new ideas for projects. But the first-year students had 
responsibilities as well. They were in charge of the chemical inventory, 
dealing with environmental health and safety record keeping, and training the 
undergraduate students in safety procedures. But nobody wanted to do this 
after their first year. New students did it for a year and then hoped for a new 
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student to come in to take it over. It wasn't onerous and the new students got a 
taste of what was going on in the lab. But it also wasn't very interesting. Then, 
the second year, that student would takeover making sure that the computers 
worked and that they were up to date. Then the third year that student was in 
charge of doing all the ordering. So, if anybody wanted anything, this student 
would put the order together, they would sign my name, and it would just go 
in.  

And then the last year, the senior student or students, sometimes we split it up 
among them, they could sign my name. Part of the reason for this was I was 
gone so much of the time and none of these jobs were my strong points. There 
were inventories and reports that had to be signed but he most unusual 
example of this final position was when one of the male graduate students, 
Justin Lawrence, was in that role. He had been involved with a female student 
in another lab. I was on her thesis committee and had gone through the 
various chapters and was ready to sign it. But one of the other committee 
members waited until the last minute to approve it. I was out of the country 
when she had a short time frame to have her thesis signed or she'd have to pay 
another semester's tuition. I wrote, "Look, either you can try to mail the title 
page to me to me, or send it by DHL. I hope it arrives, then I'll sign it and try 
to get it back to you in time. Or you go into the lab and Justin can sign my 
name." She chose the easy option and that was the first dissertation Justin 
approved. He's now a Program Manager at the National Science Foundation 
and very successful. 

06-00:35:06 So everything was done by everyone in the lab. Whenever we had to put 
grants in, everybody worked on them. Everybody had a piece that they wrote. 
I would outline the whole grant. Maybe we'd have a meeting about it but 
typically I met with them individually. I think maybe every three to five years 
we had to put a big grant in to the UC Agricultural Experiment Station to get 
general funds for the lab. And so, everybody worked on their particular aspect 
and everybody made sure their research had an important role in it. In 
addition, the people that were on existing grants would write the annual 
reports and help write the renewals. Everybody really worked on these things 
together and this is, I think, one of the reasons that I could be gone and also, I 
could do my own research. The other thing is that the senior students are 
helping the younger ones and I think this was related to the fact that they all 
interviewed them and that they all could have a veto about whether a new 
student was accepted. In other words, they were part of the reason that the 
younger students were there. And then the people that already graduated were 
also a source of information and often jobs. Actually, when a student finished 
their PhD, they went on post-docs with earlier graduates of the lab. There was 
a continuum of responsibilities, help, and even employment that went on.  
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06-00:36:30 
Eardley-Pryor: It's not just pragmatic. Yes, it is very pragmatic in the sense that it helps 

distribute the labor, and you don't have to be in charge of all of that. But 
there's a real pedagogical approach to this, too.  

06-00:36:40 
Resh: Of course. That's why they all did so well on the job market. I think that's part 

of why they all did so well with their own labs when they graduated. I had 
done something similar under Neff and Krumholz. They had us do the same 
types of things, and maybe it was because they had so many different projects 
going on. We didn't work on the reports on all of them but we certainly 
worked on reports on the ones we were involved with. I think I told you the 
story of having a leak in the lab and Krumholz saying it was this major flood. 
Being with him was a great learning experience!  

06-00:37:16 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, now that we are talking about the lab and how it's changed over time, 

I'm thinking about how you made a comment to me about the lab sort of 
reinvented itself every ten years or so. 

06-00:37:27 
Resh: Yes. 

06-00:37:27 
Eardley-Pryor: What do you mean by that, and in what ways? How would you characterize 

those different stages of your lab? 

06-00:37:33 
Resh: Well, one of the major changes was when the National Science Foundation 

money got so competitive, so hard to get, we really looked around in a variety 
of different sources of funding. We looked at a lot of different foundations. 
We looked at the US Forest Service, for example, that we had never gotten 
money from previously.  

06-00:37:53 
Eardley-Pryor: When would you characterize that time when NSF money became so much 

more competitive and timely? 

06-00:37:58 
Resh: Well, certainly under the Reagan Administration but it started before that. 

Every year it got more competitive. And it got to the point that if you 
realistically looked at their budgets for different programs, NSF was funding 
about seven percent of the proposals submitted. And, actually, to write a good 
NSF proposal you're working a couple months, pretty much full time, on it. 
We got some big contracts, like a study on the Klamath River with the Forest 
Service, that were very useful. We got funding from the Water Management 
Foundation or something like that, which basically was a consortium of all the 
wastewater distributors. And they funded a big study in the five or six hundred 
thousand dollars range that we worked with environmental consultants on. We 
compared San Jose with Baltimore and Cleveland in terms of looking for 
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potential global indicators of water quality. But our collaborators were all 
either government or industry. No one else at Berkeley was really doing that 
approach to any extent but we could do it because these were very applied 
projects. 

06-00:39:03 And then the other thing, issues would come up that would be ripe for 
funding. Like suddenly, the Klamath River got extremely important. So, we 
got about a half-a-million dollars from the Forest Service to look at the 
historical landslides that had occurred in that area, how they were transformed 
into the resulting ecological habitats, how they are now functioning, and how 
did they recover? We were always lucky because we had this range of 
students. Some of the grad students I took were engineers, even licensed 
professional engineers with masters' degrees in engineering. No biology 
training. Some were hydrologists. Some had more liberal arts background and 
then maybe done a master's in environmental studies but not sciences. There 
was a whole range of people. I picked up students from other labs because 
their major professors had left or died. Justin Lawrence was a fabulous, 
addition to the lab. He was a hydrologist by training. And the hydrologist that 
he came to Berkeley to work with left; he came in August, and in October she 
said she's leaving to go to Penn State and wanted him to go with her. He went 
around to talk to different people to see if anybody was willing to pick him up 
and take him into their lab. And I remember him coming to my office and I 
didn't realize that he's more of a physical scientist. He had not much biology at 
all. But he told me he had been a Peace Corps worker in Mauritania. I had 
been to Mauritania, and it was the absolute end of the world. And I felt that if 
he can survive in Mauritania for two years, this guy could probably do 
anything. And it turned out I was right. He was great. He really learned about 
aquatic ecology incredibly fast. He learned enough about aquatic insects so 
that he could do a good dissertation, and he finished in three years.  

06-00:40:55 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. 

06-00:40:55 
Resh: Justin was wonderful. And now he's a program director at NSF. He did the 

usual things in the lab. He went to Moorea and was one of the TAs in the class 
and wrote most of his dissertation there. And then, another one was a very 
interesting student named Chris Solek. His major professor died, and he was 
working on birds. But he had a lot of experience. He had been in the Serengeti 
for a year working at the institute there, and he had been in Samoa working 
for a year with the one of the agencies, maybe EPA or the Corps of Engineers. 
And he came and talked to me. I realize that he's going to do fine. It's just we 
had to kind of think of a project that's going to work for him, and he did great. 
He is now a scientist with the Corps of Engineers and before that he worked at 
a think tank for a while and then an environmental NGO. People that we 
picked up like that were fabulous.  
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06-00:42:06 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, that's great. Since we're talking about it, who were some of the other—I 

mean, you had forty-two different grad students come through who all 
finished, and that's a remarkable accomplishment.  

06-00:42:15 
Resh: Yeah. And they're all still talking to me, which is even a nicer feeling! Chris 

Solek had just called me last weekend just to catch up with news. I hear from 
many of them quite regularly. I bet that over the years, on average, we would 
have more than ten applicants who were qualified for every graduate student 
that we took. The fact that the students already in the lab helped chose the new 
students in the sense that they didn't invoke a veto implied that they were 
responsible for them. And again, never, never did I override one of their 
vetoes. If anybody didn't want them, that's fine, and we stopped considering 
them right there. Don't even tell us why you don't want them. So that worked 
out really well. And then again, I think the fact that you had this cadre of 
people who were at different stages of graduate school, all of which were 
helping each other, and that the graduates were helping each other finding 
jobs for the students that were finishing in the lab fostered camaraderie. And I 
have to say that my colleagues all across campus, any time a student from my 
lab went to them, spent a lot of time helping them. The lack of collaboration 
between faculty never showed up in terms of them helping students and even 
faculty in other departments helped when they had an issue or problem with 
their research. Even when I was teaching General Biology, I never had a 
student that I sent to talk to somebody on campus that they were given a brush 
off. Never. I think that was a nice and special thing about Berkeley. 

 I would add though, that Berkeley faculty do not pull students in from the 
hallway and ask how they can be of help. Student initiative or the 
recommendation of a professor about who to talk to is very important and in 
my experience turned out to be successful for students. 

 The other thing that I think worked well when I interviewed them, was I'd 
always ask them an unusual question and what I thought was important for 
them to know and also would give them an idea of what to expect here. 

06-00:43:59 
Eardley-Pryor: Like what? 

06-00:44:02 
Resh: My favorite, and to me the most telling, was, "Have you ever had any 

experience selling something? Like have you ever been a salesman or a 
saleswoman?" And they'd look at me kind of crazy and they'd say, "Well, I 
did this," or "I did that," or "No, I don't like sales," or "I wouldn't do it." That 
was a real important question to me because one thing about selling is you 
learn about rejection. You learn that people can lie to you and they can lead 
you on, and they can take advantage of you, but you learn how to deal with it. 
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And in science, unless you can deal with rejection, whether it be papers or 
grants or experiments, you're done. You don't have a chance.  

I would also point out that, "if you decide come here, you have to remember 
that you are not working for me, you are working for yourself. Your 
dissertation isn't my project. It's your project. I'm going to benefit maybe a 
little, but you're going to benefit a lot." And I also add that when they are 
going for interviews for graduate program, if there isn't a workable chemistry 
between themselves and their potential major professor, don't assume that it's 
going to develop and get better. Don't choose someone that you think that you 
think that you won't get along with. They are not going to change. And most 
importantly, talk to the graduate students there and the ones that recently 
graduated. 

06-00:45:24 
Eardley-Pryor: And the diversity, that range speaks to the fact that you had, out of your lab, 

over four hundred some publications. 

06-00:45:30 
Resh: Yeah. And there were even more because several of the publications were by 

students alone or done in collaboration with other people or labs, which was 
fine. But I have to add I never had a student in the lab telling me, "I don't want 
you to be an author of my paper," and I know that's really common in some 
other labs and programs. In those cases, they might say, "I did most of this 
work. Why should you be an author?" And I think one of the reasons why this 
never came up with me was that we spent so much time writing the papers 
together, that even if I wasn't out in the field with them for every one of their 
studies, I was really helping with the design and analysis, and writing the 
papers with them. I think that one of the reasons that I didn't like group lab 
meetings and preferred one on one with students was that we really could 
concentrate on what the purpose of the study was and how best to achieve that 
goal. And actually, preparing the paper was really a major time commitment. I 
think I made mentioned that we'd often through ten or twelve drafts of a 
paper, but by the time they'd be finishing their last paper, it may be three or 
even two.  

06-00:46:27 
Eardley-Pryor: Every single one of the graduate students who I spoke with that have worked 

with you, all spoke about the role that you played in helping them edit, to 
learn how to do the scientific writing, whether they needed to have—there's 
one time you told them to use a "comma sprinkler" throughout their writing. 
And how rapid your edits were to come back to them. That your involvement 
in their writing really helped shape their experience. And other colleagues of 
yours who I spoke with, like Sandy Purcell, really spoke highly of the fact that 
you are so successful in your graduate students getting publications, which 
helped launch them into whatever their career choice would be. 
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06-00:47:05 
Resh: Yes. Well, when I first started at Berkeley, I remember policies that were the 

exact opposite of what happened in my graduate school experience. In the old 
Zoology Department, there was a rule that you couldn't publish any of your 
dissertation before you graduated. And I remember thinking, "How crazy is 
this?" So there were just so many things that just seemed antithetical when we 
I saw what was going on in the College of Letters and Sciences, compared to 
what we did in College of Natural Resources, which was a combination of the 
old College of Agriculture and the School of Forestry. These were 
professional schools, with the idea that you're training people to go out and do 
projects immediately. I have heard people say, "Well, it's like a trade school." 
No, we weren't like that. We were doing as much basic research as the other 
Colleges. We certainly had as many accolades as anybody in L&S did, but 
there was this long-term bitterness about the eleven-month appointments that 
we all had, the fact that we had more access to funds, and because we did 
applied research  

06-00:48:23 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, share with me a little bit about—we were talking about your lab. Share 

with me about some of the visitors that you would have, whether they're post-
docs or people on sabbatical, the same way that you would go off on 
sabbatical and visit other people, projects. Who came to your lab during their 
sabbaticals that you remember working with? 

06-00:48:36 
Resh: Well, the one thing that was different then than now is that now labs typically 

have a lot of post-docs. That there are more post-docs than graduate students 
is mainly because the funding of a post-doc is cheaper than a graduate student 
because with a graduate student you have to pay tuition. And so that's a 
fundamental shift that's gone on. I actually didn't have that many post-docs. I 
never had more than one at a time and some periods I didn't have any at all.  

06-00:49:08 
Eardley-Pryor: Why? A conscious choice? 

06-00:49:09 
Resh: Yes. There were two reasons. One of which was that I never knew what to do 

with post-docs. From the day they're arriving, they're looking for a job. Some 
people said, "I'm going to insist that you stay for two or even a three-year 
period before you look," and I just couldn't do that. And a lot of the post-docs 
I had were people that stayed on. I remember one of the first ones I had was 
Gary Lamberti, who I've mentioned several times. Then he had had a position 
at Oregon State as a post-doc that eventually turned into a research 
professorship. I was going through a rough time in my personal life and he 
ended up staying six months longer on a post-doc, just to kind of help me out 
and see that things didn't fall apart. So that kind of dedication was really very 
important to me. Steve Balling, another of my first graduate students stayed 
on to finish an important logical study to his dissertation research. Some of the 
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students, when they were finishing or while they were looking for jobs, we'd 
put them on as post-docs. I remember one student as a post-doc helped 
another student finish his dissertation, because he had taken a demanding job 
and it looked like he wasn't going to finish wrapping things up. Igor Lacan 
was the post-doc who did this. He was from Croatia originally. He was very 
helpful to others in that regard, and he now works as a scientist for UC 
Extension now, so he's back on campus. Really, the help that people gave 
each other was one of the things that I think largely kept the morale of the lab 
up. Because in those last days of graduate school when you're writing your 
dissertation, a lot happens and that's when marriages fall apart. People get 
mad at their major professors over little things or want to just quit. That's 
where everybody held each other together.  

06-00:50:50 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. The culture of the lab, unity. Share with me who you had. It's not a lot 

of post-docs on sabbatical, obviously.  

06-00:50:57 
Resh: I want to mention just a couple of post-docs that were absolutely outstanding, 

one of which who is one of the most famous aquatic ecologists in the world 
right now and a professor at Berkeley, Mary Power. She's actually going to 
retire this year. But she came as a post-doc on an NSF grant that we got and 
she became a wonderful friend and has been this whole time. She worked on 
an herbivory project that actually we had started before she got there. I think it 
was really important in her development because she had done her PhD on 
predation, fish predation. Now she's working on herbivory, which is from the 
bottom up instead of the top down in a food web. And what she became 
famous for was her work on food webs, where she combined all these 
processes together and really pioneered this type of research in freshwater 
systems. 

06-00:52:05 We had a post-doc from Germany, Andreas Hoffman, that again could do 
these detailed observations of natural history. He could observe female 
caddisflies laying eggs in streams and he could just spend hours watching 
what these animals were doing. He was wonderful. He went back to Germany 
and took a position in the former East Germany at a university and is still 
there. He periodically comes back. 

 Asian students often use an adopted English name. Jacky came from Taiwan 
but Ming-Chih Chiu is his name. And he was great as well. Actually, I'm still 
doing work with him. He's kind of bouncing around between institutes in 
Taiwan, China, and Japan. He's in Japan for a while now on a one-year 
professorship and then will hopefully get a permanent position in Taiwan. 
Universities there are not hiring because of the low birth rates in Taiwan and 
the anticipated decline in student enrollments. But he could certainly go to a 
think tank or university in China. He's very quantitative and does excellent 
studies in ecological modeling. 
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06-00:53:16 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, let me pause you on that, Vince. Because you've talked to me about the 

quantitative stuff not being something you feel is a strength of yours. How do 
you then guide a student where that is their strength? How do you mentally— 

06-00:53:27 
Resh: Well, actually, when I started at Berkeley it was something that I could do 

adequately. I remember going once to Israel as part of a statistical ecology 
group where I was okay on the kind of basic statistics that were being used, 
such as analysis of variance and multiple regressions, and things like that. And 
then some of the developments that came off from those, like the concept of 
mean crowding provides ways of looking at spatial distributions of individuals 
in populations. What really started to move me away from this involvement 
was when we moved into far more complicated statistics, like there's a recent 
statistical package called R that I just not been able to master. It's so 
unintuitive. And then, where the modeling comes in, it's even more 
complicated. So, what I can do is to help formulate the questions and then 
look at the results from the models and interpret them, but how the models 
themselves work, I'm lost. Jacky and I have published six or seven papers on 
modeling recently, but when I look at the methods and there's nothing but 
three pages of formulae, I don't even try to understand that. Again, we're 
bringing in different skills. I'm helping him look at the realism of the 
questions he's asking and put the papers together in an understandable way. 
All these papers have several co-authors because everybody's bringing in 
different skills when you do these big data sets and projects.  

06-00:54:49 
Eardley-Pryor: And speaking of skills, I have a note that you also had a student who even 

came in from the College of Environmental Design to work with you? 

06-00:54:55 
Resh: Oh, we had several students. Matt Kondolf is a very good friend of mine, and 

a colleague that I worked with on different projects with students for decades, 
He is a hydrologist in the College of Environmental Design. And he didn't 
have a lab. So almost all of his students that were doing lab work set 
themselves up in my lab, and some of his students or post-docs published 
papers with me and the students in the lab. Yeah, that worked out really great. 
Actually, the last social event we had before the pandemic was at his house, 
on 13th of March of 2020. And he just contacted me this week about a couple 
of big projects he's doing in China and would I be a co-PI and help out with 
them. I'm willing to do this but I don't want to take on a big program anymore 
as the PI, the Principal Investigator.  

06-00:55:54 And then, I have to tell you a couple of sabbatical visitors we had that were 
absolutely great. One of them that turned out to be wonderful friend was 
Richard Norris who was an Australian that Cheryl and I had met at a meeting 
in New Zealand. And he became a long-time friend and a great collaborator. 
He and his family came to Berkeley for a sabbatical. And he was very strong 
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statistically. I learned a lot from him about risk and how you factor the risk 
and consequences of being right or being wrong into the design of 
environmental studies. For example, the risk of being wrong in a study of 
nuclear safety has high societal and financial costs so you want to minimize 
risk. An Israeli, Avital Gasith, was with us for a year. We worked on a big 
review on understanding how Mediterranean-climate streams work and he 
became and still is a wonderful friend. K G Sivaramakrishnan was from 
southern India. We had met in India and worked on a big river project 
together, on the River Kaveri, which flows out of the Western Ghats and is a 
very important river that's about six hundred miles long. It has both industrial 
pollution and sacred sites where people bathe. While here, he was trying to 
save money from his fellowship so he could have a dowry for his daughter to 
marry well. He lived very, very frugally. And I remember one Christmas Eve 
he came over for dinner. I remember my parents were here, and we had people 
from the lab and friends over. KGS was a Brahmin and he sang Vedic chants 
that were absolutely beautiful. It was not really the Christmas music that you 
would think of but we had a wonderful evening! 

06-00:57:42 And then Ephraim Cohen came from Israel and did sabbaticals. He was 
sometimes just goofing around doing folk dancing and seeing friends instead 
of research. He just was looking for a place to hang his hat. I don't think we 
ever did a project together but we traveled a lot together and enjoyed each 
other's company immensely.  

06-00:57:55 
Eardley-Pryor: I was going to say, Ephraim is who you and Cheryl went to visit in 1990, in 

Israel? 

06-00:57:59 
Resh: Exactly. He was really a character and great fun to be with. We had an 

adventure in Peru, near Iquitos, where we got lost in the Upper Amazon 
jungle. And we had a lot of other visitors that we don't have time or space to 
describe here but the ones that I mentioned resulted in long-term relationships 
that we developed over their visits. Berkeley is not a super easy place to bring 
sabbatical people because the rents are expensive and housing is always rare. 
Sometimes they stayed in our house for a month or longer, especially if we 
were traveling. Richard Norris, for example, and his wife and two daughters 
stayed in our house when we were in Israel. It was before Cheryl and I were 
married. Their third daughter was conceived in our bedroom. We've had all 
these long and wonderful associations. Tragically, Richard died of cancer 
when he was about sixty and I was going back and forth to see him quite a bit 
then. Actually, one of our other close friends that I did work on the Fraser 
River with, Trefor Reynoldson, went to Australia for a year to make sure that 
the program Richard had started didn't fall apart.  

06-00:59:16 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, wow. The Australian program. 
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06-00:59:18 
Resh: Yes. We were all very, very close and we really tried to help each other. Dave 

Rosenberg, Trefor Reynoldson and I had this big Fraser River project for 
several years. It was really a remarkable project and we formed lifelong 
friendships.  

 One other great memory is when Trefor, Richard, and Bob Bailey came to our 
home to finalize work on a book they were writing. Richard was in Australia 
and Trefor and Bob were in Eastern Canada so our house was a convenient 
meeting spot for their travels. They were here for a week. I was away but 
Cheryl hosted them. They all talked about how productive that week was and 
that they accomplished everything that they wanted to do. They even 
mentioned Cheryl in their acknowledgments. 

06-00:59:31 
Eardley-Pryor: Some of the things that I love hearing come up as you and I continue these 

hours of discussion are these names that reoccur. It just speaks to the long-
term relationships in your collaborations, and then how your collaborations 
are almost always deep friendships when it comes to the project's end. 

06-00:59:45 
Resh: I don't mean that these didn't occur. Matt Kondolf at Berkeley has been a 

wonderful friend. We went to Korea once together on a restoration project. 
And although my colleagues Howell Daly, Don Dahlsten, and Dave Wood 
never worked together with me, we still had wonderful friendships. So, the 
lack of collaboration didn't mean lack of friendships.  

06-01:00:16 
Eardley-Pryor: Let me ask you about that, Vince, because so much of your life in Berkeley 

does have this social component that mixes with your academic world. You're 
friends with a number of these professors, you're talking about hanging out at 
Matt Kondolf's house as the last place you went before the pandemic shut 
everything down. So share with me, if you would, your perspective on 
whether that is something that continues still today. Do you think new 
professors coming in and living and teaching at Berkeley have that same kind 
of social relationship with their academic life on campus and their 
friendships? Does a social life revolve around Berkeley that way? 

06-01:00:52 
Resh: I don't think so. When I came to Berkeley, the first year I was invited to 

everybody's house for dinner. Typically, it was dry roast beef! And everybody 
drank too much. I don't think that's the case with personal invitations 
anymore, and I don't think it was even maybe ten or fifteen years after I came. 
Because Bob Lane, again a very good friend, told me that he never had that 
experience with dinner invitations that I had. I think this is also true for the 
new people that joined the faculty, like the person that took my position when 
I retired, Albert Ruhi from Catalonia. I don't think he has had that much social 
interaction or did Stephanie Carlson, one of the fish biologists who I worked 
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quite a lot with and is a wonderful friend, as well. But each has developed a 
circle of close friends among newer colleagues. 

06-01:01:44 
Eardley-Pryor: Do you think that's as much because the culture has changed, or do you think 

that's just because you are a unique individual who had these kinds of social 
relationships with people you work with? 

06-01:01:55 
Resh: Maybe it's a little of each. Actually, when Cheryl and I got together, we went 

out of our way to have non-university friendships, those not associated with 
work. We were very involved in a shelter at the old Oakland Cathedral that 
was destroyed during the 1989 earthquake for 13 years and a lot of our 
friendships were from those interactions. Actually, I went to a funeral this 
morning via Zoom for one of the women who we got to know through that 
experience. And then, again, Cheryl through working as a volunteer at the de 
Young Museum, the Asian Art Museum, and the Legion of Honor has made 
friendships through that. Plus, she's very active with friends from her bridge 
group, none of whom have links to the university.  

06-01:02:41 
Eardley-Pryor: That maybe speaks to the breadth of social connection that you and Cheryl 

both cultivate.  

06-01:02:47 
Resh: Maybe, but I also think when you first come to Berkeley, especially now, 

there's much more pressure put on you to perform. You're expected to bring in 
a lot of grant money in addition to publishing and teaching. Albert Ruhi who 
was hired in my position, has brought in large amounts of grant money and 
will clearly be very successful in his teaching and research still feels the 
pressure to do more. 

06-01:03:36 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. Well, I'm thinking a couple things here. I want to steer the conversation 

into major aspects of your research, and how we might categorize those. But 
since we're already on the topic of sabbatical visitors coming to you, I'm 
wondering if I can mention some of your sabbatical experiences, the years you 
had them, and you can talk a little bit about them, just to kind of keep that all 
together.  

06-01:03:59 
Resh: Sure. I thought that all the sabbaticals I had were great. They were a 

wonderful part of our life. One of the things that I learned from one of my 
mentors at Berkeley, Howell Daly, was, "Don't go on sabbatical to start 
something new. Go on sabbaticals to finish up a project and to recharge your 
batteries." And I always thought that was some of the best advice that I'd ever 
gotten. The first sabbatical I took was to Italy, which is where my mother's 
family was from, to Bellagio on Lake Como. I had a fellowship to be at the 
Rockefeller Study Center. 
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06-01:04:42 
Eardley-Pryor: Not a bad place to be. 

06-01:04:45 
Resh: It was really wonderful. It was very interesting because you'd meet for drinks 

every night with all of the other Fellows there that were scholars in residence 
and they were all doing different projects and they all were very interesting 
people. Some were writing music compositions, others were working on 
books. I was the only scientist there and the others were doing a variety of 
projects and so that was great. And then there was fabulous food for the 15 of 
us. And I remember the major duomo there said, "You're here. You've earned 
this. Don't work too hard." A very typical Italian attitude!  

06-01:05:17 
Eardley-Pryor: And that first sabbatical you had must have been just shortly after you 

received tenure, because that was around 1981 that you went to the Bellagio 
Center in Italy? 

06-01:05:24 
Resh: Right.  

06-01:05:30 
Eardley-Pryor: What did you do while you were there if you were trying to wrap things up? 

You had just gotten tenure. How did you spend that time? 

06-01:05:35 
Resh: Well, Dave Rosenberg and I edited a book called The Ecology of Aquatic 

Insects. My project was to wrap up the final editing. That actually won a 
publishing award. I did writing and editing and I would mail packages back 
and forth to Dave in Canada. Then I went to Lago Maggiore. A scientist who 
later became a close friend of ours was there at the Italian Institute of 
Hydrobiology located on the lakeshore.  

06-01:06:12 
Eardley-Pryor: Who was that? 

06-01:06:14 
Resh: Giuliano Bonomi. He's quite ill now. But we went back to Italy to see him at 

Lago Maggiore a few years ago. He and his wife Carla Bonacina are still close 
friends. And then I went to Germany to one of the Max Planck labs in Schlitz, 
where Schlitz Beer originally came from. 

06-01:06:37 
Eardley-Pryor: My dad's family is from Milwaukee, so I'm familiar with the American 

version of Schlitz beer. 

06-01:06:40 
Resh: And that was great, too. And then I went and visited Bernhard Statzner in 

Karlsruhe. This was similar to all the sabbaticals I took. There was a lot of 
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traveling. A lot of emphasis on recharging batteries as opposed to just going 
into a lab every day and working. 

06-01:07:04 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. Well, the next major sabbatical you have was 1990-1991, which we've 

spoken about, where you went to Israel and got to work or spend some time 
with Ephraim, as well. 

06-01:07:14 
Resh: Yeah, and that was great. I had been given a Lady Davis Fellowship that came 

out of England and I taught the publication course that I mentioned to you 
before and I worked with the Nature Reserve Authority. That involved going 
all around the country and looking at different nature reserves involving 
freshwater and I think that there were over ninety of those in Israel. And we 
did some work in the Hula Valley on mosquito production and control there. 
The area was famous because the early settlers drained the marshes for 
agriculture—to make the desert green was their slogan. Well, now they're 
trying to restore the marshes for ecological habitats. Our visit to Israel was 
somewhat tense because it was the time just before the first Gulf War when 
the intifada was going on. No tourists were there and nobody was going into 
Jerusalem. I remember two distinct experiences reflecting our time there. One 
was when we're in the Church of the Holy Sepulcher in the old part of 
Jerusalem, which normally has thousands of people inside it and there are 
only four of us: Cheryl, me, one of our roommates that we shared an 
apartment with, and a reporter who was asking us what the hell we were doing 
there because there was nobody going in the old city. The second experience 
was getting a note in my mailbox in Hebrew, and I don't read Hebrew. I 
waited for a few days to get it translated and it was telling us come and get our 
gas masks immediately. It was a great experience and our hosts were 
wonderful. The graduate students that I taught and my colleagues would invite 
us every Friday night to somebody's house for dinner. We were invited away 
for weekends to Kibbutzim. We had a great time and it was a really wonderful 
experience that we talk about to this day. 

06-01:08:58 
Eardley-Pryor: And Cheryl was able to write the majority of her dissertation there? 

06-01:09:00 
Resh: She did write her dissertation. And I think I did a couple of book chapters 

there that I was working on at the time and Reuven Ortal from the Nature 
Reserve Authority and I put a grant together on the Hula Valley where we 
repeated a project that we had done in Berkeley as a comparison of two 
Mediterranean-climate wetlands. 

06-01:09:20 
Eardley-Pryor: I have a note, too, that there is some sort of sabbatical-like experience in 

Lyon, which I assume would be with Bernhard Statzner and beginning the 
Rhône and Saône River project in 1992. Was that a sabbatical? Did you have 
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like a multi-year sabbatical or was there funding involved in that just let you 
buy your time out? 

06-01:09:38 
Resh: Actually, that was a sabbatical as well. Our four months in Israel was an 

agreement that I made with my Dean that I would be gone but would take 
some vacation time, because being on an eleven-month appointment, I had 
accrued vacation time. I think maybe I had agreed to do something that he had 
asked me to do in the future or maybe it was a thank you for taking over the 
General Biology class. I can't remember the timing. But I do remember that he 
said, "Okay, you can go." Again, our college was very flexible. I remember at 
one point when my son was a senior in high school and having some 
difficulties with his new step-father. I was thinking, "Let me just go to 
Florida, spend time with him to help him out." And I remember going to our 
administrative assistant about taking a leave and how I would do this. And she 
looked at me, and she said, "Just go. Nobody's going to know you're gone." 
Again, I think it may be different than today. But really, the emphasis on, "Do 
what you need to do. You've earned it" 

06-01:10:35 
Eardley-Pryor: That's a pretty great culture to be a part of. 

06-01:10:37 
Resh: That was wonderful and I think that in some respect it still is.  

06-01:10:41 
Eardley-Pryor: And then another visit to Lyon, which I again assume was with Bernhard 

Statzner but I'm not sure, in 1999. What was that trip? 

06-01:10:49 
Resh: Okay. Those were two official sabbaticals. The first one was supervising this 

project on the Rhône River with Bernhard. Where we were looking at the 
Rhône and the Saône Rivers, basically looking across the biological spectrum 
in terms of how the biological traits of different species related to the habitats 
that were in the Rhône. It was a great project. It ended up being about five 
hundred pages of a journal issue where all of the papers were published 
together. We used a very innovative theoretical construct that's been used over 
and over again in other studies throughout the world. 

06-01:11:31 
Eardley-Pryor: Share with me about that theoretical construct, because to me it seems like—

was that the first project you were involved that involved a major river system 
and analyzing some of these broad sweeps across it through these different 
ecological regions? 

06-01:11:47 
Resh: I had worked on big rivers before. I had worked on the Kaveri in India back in 

1989. Earlier, when Bernhard and I were working on this project with Jim 
Gore about how we would predict invertebrate densities in German streams, 
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the Fulda was a good-sized river but it wasn't the size of the Rhône. We had 
two theoretical ecologists that we involved and brought into the project 
specifically to work out the underlying construct. Both were Brits. Alan 
Hildrew was at Queen Mary College in London and Colin Townsend, who 
had gone to New Zealand in an endowed chair and was at the University of 
Otago. And they came up with a way of analyzing the earlier idea that there is 
a habitat template that determines the characteristic of species that can live 
there. In other words, habitat variability and the predictability of this 
variability is crucial in terms of the life that can live in this habitat along 
spatial and temporal scales. And we kind of went on the road with this idea. 
The four of us presented talks at symposia on this topic in different places. 
Louis Roux, who was one of the ones who brought Bernhard to France, was 
involved in this project as well although mainly we all went out with him and 
ate frog's legs while we talked over ideas. He was gone most of the time 
involved in United Nation commissions. But he was a great guy and we all 
enjoyed being with him when he was available to meet. 

06-01:13:15 
Eardley-Pryor: How did you guys mobilize it? How did you, specifically in your career, 

mobilize some of those theoretical constructs for later projects that you 
worked in? 

06-01:13:22 
Resh: Well, the next sabbatical I went back to Lyon again. Bernhard and I, along 

with Alan Hildrew who was involved in the first project, traced the history of 
these species' traits and environmental constraints back to where they 
originated. I mentioned earlier in these interviews that this is when we trace 
ideas back to the works of von Liebig. And then we go to the museum about 
him in eastern Germany and the curator says, "Well, von Liebig took this from 
somebody else." So yes, it was a topic of ongoing interest to us. Alan but 
especially Colin really took this idea much further. A student that Bernhard 
and I shared, Núria Bonada, is now at the University of Barcelona and the 
head of many European river projects and Sylvain Dolédec the third person in 
the Rhône project have worked very closely furthering Colin Townsend's 
ideas. Sylvain and Núria. Both were very close to Bernhard and me. When I 
wrote the obituary for Bernhard, I asked Núria, Alan Hildrew and Sylvain to 
be the three co-authors representing this international community that 
Bernhard had influenced. They all continue to be wonderful friends.  

06-01:14:59 
Eardley-Pryor: Did any of the work on the Rhône River Project in particular shape what you 

did in West Africa on the river analysis and implementations you were doing 
as a part of the River Blindness control? 

06-01:15:12 
Resh: No, it didn't. And the reason was that the knowledge of the fauna was so 

sparse. We couldn't use species characteristics because we didn't even know 
what species were in the rivers. In what was probably the major River 
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Blindness paper that we produced we chose the first part of the title to be 
"Biomonitoring of the Unknown" because so little was known about these 
rivers other than the fact that they were in a monsoonal climate, so the river 
went up and went down. Almost nothing was known about the rivers 
themselves. So, we were taking a lot of ideas and theories from other places 
but we were having to develop simplified constructs.  

 Now, one of my graduate students, Leah Bêche, stayed in France after she 
married a French guy that she met at Berkeley from the Lawrence Berkeley 
Lab. She works with EDF, the national electrical company, doing projects all 
over the world. She just did one in Africa, in Cameroon. Her dissertation was 
entirely based on this idea of species traits. And she wrote a very important 
paper with Bernhard later when she was on a post-doc with him on how you 
use species traits in looking at impact. It's still the seminal paper on that topic. 
Leah could have moved to a research position in France but the older of her 
two children developed a very serious childhood cancer and went through 
treatments for years. When she was offered this job, which was a pure 
research position—she said it was her dream job—she felt such an obligation 
to EDF because they were so good when her daughter was sick. She told me 
that she thought it would be—I think she said unethical—if she left them after 
what they did for her family. She's still with them, and has probably moved 
more into management. 

06-01:17:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. 

06-01:17:03 
Resh: Yeah. A very moving story. 

06-01:17:05 
Eardley-Pryor: Let me steer us back to the most recent last sabbatical that I have on my list, in 

2011. And that one seemed to involve a lot of travel. 

06-01:17:13 
Resh: What we wanted to do when Cheryl retired was to get just away from the 

campus for a while because she had recalled scores of recently retired people 
to come back to work. You could be recalled at 43 percent salary, but, of 
course, you end up working 110 percent like you did before. One of my 
friends, Charles Faulhaber, is the Acting Director of the Bancroft Library and 
he is now on recall 10 years after he retired the first time! And Cheryl knew 
how guilt could play into it and that she really didn't want to be recalled. She 
had accomplished what she wanted and it was the time for her protégés to get 
a chance. She really wanted a break. But we couldn't think of what we really 
wanted to do or go on a sabbatical, so we thought of different options. We 
thought about going to England to spend time with Alan Hildrew. "Okay, 
we'll start there. We'll go to England." And then we decided to do a trip to 
West Africa. It was a Cal Discovery alumni trip that brought us to Senegal, 
Guinea-Bissau, and the Gambia and we spent time there. And then we decided 
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to go to Paris. I had a lot of friends who I worked with in Africa on River 
Blindness, so we went and saw a lot of them. And then we went to Barcelona 
where Núria was, and we had a great time there. I taught the publication 
workshop and one of our grandkids came over.  

06-01:18:28 And then, we rented a farmhouse that Matt Kondolf owned in Provence. I can 
tell this story now even though I know it sounds like an exaggeration. Matt 
was visiting me on an earlier sabbatical in France and he was a friend of 
Bernhard's as well. Matt had bought all these cases of wine at the Lyon Wine 
Fair, which is one of the most famous wine fairs in the world. It's second only 
to Paris. And he didn't know what to do with all these cases of wine, so he put 
them in Bernhard's wine cellar and then he goes back to Berkeley. Over time, 
Bernhard's writing him and then calling him. "You got to do something, you 
got to pick up this wine. I have no room. I can't even get in the wine cellar." 
Matt has to move the wine somewhere else, and he buys this sixteenth or 
seventeenth century house in Provence and moves the wine there. Now I 
admit, he was thinking of this before he had to move the wine. The house was 
falling apart when he bought it. His stories about fixing it are like the tales 
from a Year in Provence, the Peter Mayle book. But he fixes it up. So, Cheryl 
and I stay there for a month, and family and friends come and stay. Some of 
her brothers and sisters, Núria Bonada, and Bernhard and Monica Statzner all 
arrived at different times and stayed with us. It was quite comfortable because 
the farmhouse had five or six bedrooms. We had a marvelous time there in 
this wonderful little village and we made friends with people in the village. 
Many English live in that part of Provence, like our next-door neighbors did. 
There was even a nearby English library that was there for us to take library 
books out that were all in English. And so, we had a fabulous time with all 
those activities and visitors. 

06-01:20:03 And then we went on to Japan but first, we came back for our grandson 
Philip's graduation. I asked my host when I had taught in Osaka, "Where do 
you recommend that we stay when we're in Tokyo?" And he said, "Oh, I've 
got the perfect place for you." And he said, "I'll arrange it for you. Don't 
worry." I didn't have to pay a deposit or anything. And we get there and it's a 
Japanese hotel. Nobody speaks English but we had a great time there. They 
had baths for soaking and it was right next to the Imperial Gardens. It was 
wonderful. We than went on to see other colleagues in Matsumura and it was 
a really nice way to end the sabbatical. 

 I did have some sabbatical credits that I didn't take. When my mother was 
with us, the last thing I wanted to do was to leave her alone for a sabbatical.  

06-01:20:56 
Eardley-Pryor: That last one in particular, traveling around, visiting friends across different 

cities. That just sounds pretty dreamy. 
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06-01:21:01 
Resh: It was. And because we were only in each city for a month, our local hosts 

didn't get tired of us. I know when somebody comes for a year, hosts 
inevitably put off showing them around or doing activities with them because 
they're busy and think that there's time later to do this. But when you're only 
there for a month, people made this a priority and we were lucky. All the 
places that we rented and stayed in were recommended by someone who had 
stayed there before and they were all wonderful. We went back on subsequent 
trips to London and Paris and stayed in the same apartments again. 

06-01:21:40 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. I think this might be a nice place for us to take a pause for a 

moment before we switch into major research topics throughout your career. 

06-01:21:46 
Resh: Okay.  

[Break in audio.] 

06-01:21:51 
Eardley-Pryor: Vince, before we dive into the general themes of your research, let's talk a 

little bit more about some of these big projects that you were involved in and, 
particularly, your work internationally. I have a note that we haven't spoken 
about this at all, that in 1986 you did a program with the State Department. 
What was the work you were doing? 

06-01:22:08 
Resh: This was a very interesting program but I think it was short lived. It was called 

the Scholar Diplomat Program. I think that it was an outgrowth of what had 
happened during the Vietnam War, where campuses and universities were 
alienated from what was going on in Washington in terms of diplomacy. The 
foreign service school at Georgetown was very integrated with the activities 
of the State Department. The Scholar Diplomat Program brought several 
academics in for a stay at the state department where we had briefings and 
worked on specific projects. I applied for this program and was accepted. 
They brought us in from different parts of the country. Some were from small 
schools; some were from large universities but all were well-known schools. 
They basically had us meet together for a week. We had a lot of social events, 
as well as more academic sessions. 

06-01:22:57 
Eardley-Pryor: And this is in DC, I assume? 

06-01:22:58 
Resh: Yes, the idea was for us to get an idea about how the State Department 

worked in terms of international relationships in various areas. We had a lot of 
general briefings often with Assistant Secretaries, some of whom were quite 
active in later administrations. But then we concentrated on one area that we 
chose in advance to concentrate our efforts. I chose the Office of Endangered 
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Species, which dealt with the transportation of ivory tusks and other animal 
parts, and the international agreements that were in place and those that were 
being modified or updated. It was absolutely fascinating.  

06-01:23:41 
Eardley-Pryor: Why elephants? Why choose that? Why was that the focus that you chose? 

06-01:23:47 
Resh: Well if I was going there now, climate change would be the top issue. But 

then biodiversity was starting to be a big issue in terms of the extinction of 
species. It was also something that I thought I could understand in a week of 
briefings and then with the follow-up activities that we had to do. It was a 
well-defined topic for me to concentrate on. 

06-01:24:06 
Eardley-Pryor: And share with me what was going on when, in 1986, you applied for this? I 

mean, you said you had to apply. What was the instigation? I'm thinking 
contextually how the second Cold War is kind of raging, and there's this 
approaching détente with Gorbachev. The Iran Contra affair is going to start 
emerging at that point. 

06-01:24:26 
Resh: First of all, I don't remember how I heard about the program. I had a colleague 

whose name was Ray Smith who I mentioned already and that I took his place 
as an editor of Annual Review of Entomology. He was the most internationally 
active of all the entomologists and really among all of the scientists that I 
knew, and he may have brought it to my attention or he may have nominated 
me for it. I don't remember. But he played a major role later in that he set up 
an interview with me with the Ford Foundation in terms of any possible 
interest I might have in being a program officer with them. But that's neither 
here nor there in terms of this program. So, I go to Washington and it's a 
fabulous experience. I had a lunch with Thomas Pickering one day, and he 
was one of the leading diplomats in terms of settling everything from the 
Middle East to the ocean treaties. It was an absolutely fabulous conversation. 
And I think the idea that the State Department had was for them to see if there 
was somebody that was worth trying to recruit for a position there. Because 
remember, in the Kennedy Administration, just about everybody came out of 
academia.  

And the program was also public relations for the State Department, 
especially on the controversial campuses. I remember that somebody from 
Antioch College was there, which is a very liberal campus. And I think that 
the goal was to get the participants to be aware of US diplomacy approaches. 
Ironically it just seemed to be a prelude to so much of what I was going to do 
later on, especially in Africa on River Blindness control and all the aid 
programs I worked on. I went on maybe eight or nine aid programs to 
different countries. I think that this program was absolutely an essential 
foundation for me, just that week of dealing with the diplomats and the 
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diplomatic corps. It certainly helped me in understanding how decisions were 
made by groups like the World Bank. I think that it was professionally 
important even though I've never gotten any further involvement on the 
project that I worked on with elephant tusks. But it did help me expand my 
teaching repertoire. 

I did have an involvement with the State Department a few years later when I 
was asked to go to Russia after the USSR had dissolved. There were secret 
science cities that were being converted to research centers. The one I went to 
was about 100 km from Moscow and was being converted into a center 
dealing with environmental issues.  

06-01:27:03 The Ford Foundation was very interesting, as well, in that I remember that the 
program office was a senior person in his sixties that really seemed to take an 
interest in my career. Rather than just talking about recruiting me for the Ford 
Foundation—he clearly started out that way—but then suddenly said, "You've 
got a lot of time. You've got a lot of other things to do. Let's wait and talk 
about what you are doing now and in the near future in your career." Now, I 
don't know if maybe he decided that I really wasn't somebody they wanted 
and he was just being very generous. But it was certainly a very nice 
experience, even just learning how these big foundations worked. And I 
certainly enjoyed his insights on career advice for me. 

06-01:27:47 
Eardley-Pryor: Were you interested at the time? 

06-01:27:50 
Resh: I wasn't interested enough to pursue it. It also may still be part of my interest 

in seeing what options were out there for me to possibly consider, which went 
back to my college and later experiences. I remember he said, "We're both 
going to be around a long time. Let's see what happens in the future." And I 
thought that was good. And then, of course, I got involved with so many other 
things and every time something from the Ford Foundation came in, I just 
never acted on it. I knew a lot of the program officers, especially in Africa, 
from the Ford Foundation, and I'd always bring this up and they knew the guy 
that I dealt with from that. The Rockefeller Foundation was another 
organization that kept me involved after my sabbatical at their study center in 
Bellagio. I kept up with Ken Warren, who was in charge of their 
schistosomiasis control program, for many years. I'd run into these people 
from Foundations all of the time, especially in Africa. 

 I'm jumping ahead but all of these international projects and efforts that I was 
involved in brought me in contact with so many interesting people that were 
working in these isolated regions or just passing through doing reviews. All of 
them are looking for somebody to talk to in the evening over drinks or dinner. 
I was always running to people that I had some type of connection through 
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somebody else with. But the State Department and the Ford and Rockefeller 
Foundations were always a good entry via a friend-of-a-friend connection. 

06-01:29:06 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. 

06-01:29:06 
Resh: The other thing I wanted to mention, of course, with regard to international 

projects is the Fraser River. This project brought Dave Rosenberg, Trefor 
Reynoldson, and me together. Richard Norris from Australia was also 
involved in the planning of it when he was on sabbatical with me, but because 
of health reasons and other commitments he wasn't able to be involved. 

06-01:29:21 
Eardley-Pryor: And that Fraser River project was almost a decade later. That was 1994 to 

1996 when you and Dave really dove into that Fraser River research. 

06-01:29:30 
Resh: It was a three-year project. The Fraser River actually dips into the US. The 

Fraser is the most important salmon river in the world in terms of the number 
of species of salmon, number of races of salmon, the amount of salmon that's 
produced. There was a huge program called the Fraser River Action Plan that 
looked at the effects of paper pulp discharges, development, the effects of 
clear cutting for lumber, and other impairments. The biggest clear cut in the 
world, the Bowron cut, is up there. How do you reconcile all of this together? 
I want to mention that was one of the most wonderful projects to be involved 
with because we kept two helicopters for a month each year, and the pilots 
and whole research crew lived together. We saw the incredibly beautiful 
scenery of western North America.  

06-01:30:31 
Eardley-Pryor: The British Columbia mountains, just to have helicopter tours of that would 

be incredible, let alone to go and do research in different parts of the river 
throughout. 

06-01:30:40 
Resh: I think I mentioned that sometimes it wasn't very much fun because we had a 

couple of very near misses. The pilots we had, two of them ended up dying in 
the winter between our sessions from taking "heli-skiers" up to mountain tops 
and then was caught in a blizzard. But it was a wonderful experience. So that's 
kind of what I wanted to just do to wrap up the international topics. 

06-01:31:03 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, that's great. And we'll revisit other international work as we go. We'll 

have a huge discussion forthcoming around your work in West Africa on 
River Blindness, but also on the Mekong River in Southeast Asia. These 
themes will continue to reappear for us. 
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But speaking of thematics, let's talk a little bit more generally about the broad 
themes, the broad strokes that your research over time, over the decades, has 
explored, and some of the people and the projects that were involved in those 
themes. The first major theme that I'd like to hear you share your ideas on is 
around the basic biology of organisms that live in or near the water. Share 
with me a little bit about what that work was for you. What are some of the 
projects that really stand out in your mind that emphasize that theme? 

06-01:31:55 
Resh: This topic went back to my dissertation in that although I was doing 

quantitative estimates of population size, biomass production, the effects of 
pollution, and possible indicator organisms, natural history was something 
that I was always interested in. Every scientific meeting I've ever been to in 
my life, almost every paper ends with the statement, "Well, if we knew more 
about the basic biology of these organisms, we could understand our results a 
lot better." We're hearing that now with the coronavirus. So, this has been a 
long-term interest of mine. And it was not just related to repeating nineteenth 
century biology. We were always working and trying to quantify measures, 
not just doing descriptive accounts or aspects that would be considered natural 
history. Actually, almost every student that was in the lab ended up having a 
study of an individual organism as part of their dissertations. The inclusion of 
some natural history aspects was especially valuable for people that were 
doing detailed mathematical and computer analysis, and looking at large 
amounts of data management for their research. I remember Leah Bêche, for 
example, who looked at quantification of species traits from large data sets, 
saying that her study of a caddisfly that was in a spring coming out of the 
coastal range overlooking Highway 1, " saved my life because once every 
week or once every two weeks I'd spend an afternoon basically studying this 
insect, describing its biology, quantifying it as much as I could. It absolutely 
was wonderful." And, again, I think probably more than any other lab in the 
world—and I'm not taking personal credit for this because this was done by all 
of the students—this was a research priority. I think that the students did more 
to advance our understanding of just how these stream animals worked and 
what they do. They were not describing the functioning of communities or the 
ecosystem, but rather the lives of individual animals in terms of how they live. 
You mentioned that we published over four hundred papers in the lab. Some 
of these things have been cited a couple thousand times and many more over a 
thousand times by other researchers. 

06-01:34:07 
Eardley-Pryor: Give me an example, Vince. When you were talking about basic biology and 

you're trying to incorporate not just the natural science approach but actually 
to quantify things, give me an example of what you would mean by taking a 
quantitative approach to natural history. 

06-01:34:24 
Resh: It's basically applying numbers to characteristics that can be measured, like 

the number of molts a species has, the timing of their emergence from the 
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aquatic to the terrestrial stage. We can then apply numbers that we can then 
test in terms of developing hypothesis. I think that the best example to me is 
the work that was done with pheromones. John Wood was the first one in the 
lab to do this. I think that he just retired as Dean of a university in Alberta. He 
basically identified how these pheromones were working in caddisflies. It was 
completely unknown how mate attraction to females worked in this group. 
There is a rule of thumb that if you have big eyes, finding mates is based on 
visual attraction. If you have the ability to make sounds, maybe it's acoustic 
signaling. But nobody had ever suggested that caddisflies were actually using 
pheromones, these scents that females emit to attract males. He basically 
identified the phenomenon, and then a student named John Jackson, who's 
now at a big research facility near Philadelphia, the Stroud Lab, started 
quantifying it. When do the females emit pheromones? When does the male 
response? If we put pheromones out all day long, is the male going to 
respond? So actually, they get numbers to quantify the response. John was an 
amazing graduate student in that he would go for a whole day, stay out all 
night, go for the whole day without any sleep, and then he'd say, "But I have 
to come home now. I can't do two days and two nights in a row without 
sleep." He is absolutely a marvelous guy that's had an incredibly successful 
career. 

06-01:36:05 Another example is Marilyn Meyers, who was working in springs in Death 
Valley and the White Mountains, she was looking at their genetics to examine 
which springs should be protected from destruction by wild burros because of 
the low chance of recolonization from members of the same species that are 
flying. She was looking at components of their DNA for conservation 
purposes. Does their DNA suggest that recolonization is possible or are the 
springs too isolated for a chance dispersal event? Marilyn's research was very 
practical in that it's not just concluding that, "Well, we have to protect all of 
them because the burros are destroying them." But she actually came up with 
numbers about how to make decisions, which springs have a chance to be 
recolonized and that those that do not should be protected.  

06-01:37:01 
Eardley-Pryor: Part of the quantitative draw in this research is that it can have applications. 

Once you have those numbers, you can really make decisions about risk and 
develop management options and policies. 

06-01:37:10 
Resh: Exactly. There's a rule of thumb in ecology. If you can't measure it, you can't 

use it. If you can't come up with numbers then it's not a good variable to be 
looking at. But some life cycles were more descriptive than others. I've 
already mentioned Andreas Hoffman looking at oviposition or egg-laying 
behavior. Tina Mendez was absolutely incredible at how she could make 
detailed observations, look at quantitative data from these studies, and then 
figure out what the patterns from that data. That really was something that she 
loved to do. She's a lecturer at Berkeley with security of employment. She has 
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a dozen undergraduates she calls Team Caddis that are all working on this 
detailed biology of caddisflies doing research with her. And many, others did 
these quantitative approaches to describe life history aspects. They did them in 
small and large streams, rivers, cold and hot springs, lakes, and wetlands. 

 The unfortunate part for me was that when I was working in Africa, I found 
incredible numbers of insects to do life history studies on but never really had 
time to do it. There were always just too many more pressing things to do. 
Although I think we did a very good job in filling the natural history gap in 
California, I just didn't have the time to do this in West Africa. 

06-01:39:03 
Eardley-Pryor: So that's the focus on basic biology of, for example, a specific organism. But 

then stepping back, another thematic, a second one we might talk about, is 
understanding, broadly, ecosystem processes. 

06-01:39:14 
Resh: Right. 

06-01:39:15 
Eardley-Pryor: Share with me a little bit about your approach and some examples of that kind 

of work on ecosystem processes.  

06-01:39:22 
Resh: Well, you think of what processes are important. First of all, there's the 

underlying non-living or abiotic component of an ecosystem, such as the 
hydrology and consequent floods, the droughts, the inputs of silt from erosion, 
cow manure, things like that. I think probably the first of these ecosystem-
level processes that we looked at was herbivory. I talked about Gary 
Lamberti's geothermal work and he did a landmark study on herbivory there. 
Eric McElravy, who was a graduate student in the lab, built this exclusion 
device that demonstrated when you eliminate herbivory, not only does stream 
algae grow much faster, but actually the productivity of the algae is not as 
high as when grazing occurs. So, he demonstrated that this incredibly 
important process of productivity, the rate of production of living algae, was 
being accelerated by grazing. And this was a major study. This was one of the 
ten most cited papers in plant/animal interactions, which is everything from 
elephants and trees to cattle husbandry. And that was a really important paper 
that he did and that was followed up with work by Jack Feminella.  

06-01:40:46 One thing Gary did, and this was not to fault him, was that he had only one 
experiment and one control treatment in only one part of one stream. This was 
a problem of pseudoreplication, so there were possible uncontrolled variables 
that could have also explained the patterns he observed. Jack Feminella and he 
and Mary Power fixed this problem in a study they did that looked across 
three streams and nine sites for each stream, to see if they could verify this 
pattern. They did find the same result. The three of them did a fabulous job on 
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herbivory. And as I said, Mary Power went on to her fabulous career based on 
following this up by adding predation to study food webs.  

06-01:41:47 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, that's great, that's great. What I'll— 

06-01:41:50 
Resh: Yeah, I just— 

06-01:41:51 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah, please. 

06-01:41:53 
Resh: Allison Purcell opened new areas on her study of egg predation of caddisflies. 

It was hard to imagine that a predator could survive on the hope of finding 
these eggs. I mentioned to you, I never could actually see the fly predators 
without a microscope. Kevin Lunde, who works for the state now running a 
big program here, looked at a unique aquatic parasite life cycle that involved 
many, many undergraduates. The life cycle is fascinating. A bird feeds on 
frogs. Now, the frogs are on gunk on the bottom of ponds, and doing so pick 
up the infectious stages of a parasite that comes out of snails. And the snail 
picks them up from the bird droppings. So the bird is releasing droppings that 
are picked up by snails and a parasite that's in the snails is released, goes into 
the frogs that eats them, and the birds eat the frogs. Amazingly, the parasite 
from the snails causes deformities in the frogs so the bird catches them easier 
and then the bird then gets the parasite. So, it is an incredible life cycle and a 
friend of his at University of Colorado, Peter Johnson, worked on this project 
with him. They are producing incredible research on this parasite, just 
showing how these cycles can absolutely affect everything.  

06-01:43:42 Several undergrads also worked on the introduction of the Chinese mitten crab 
that was probably brought in purposefully because the roe was sold for quite a 
bit of money in the Asian markets in San Francisco. A sharp graduate student, 
Deb Rudnick, starts on this project almost the day the first crab is found! She's 
suddenly following the distribution of this crab throughout San Francisco Bay, 
its effect on levies and looking at this introduced species from when it starts to 
when it crashes. It was an incredible study and the best documentation of the 
rise and fall of an introduced population. 

06-01:44:16 
Eardley-Pryor: What's the context on this, that you think it was possibly purposefully 

introduced and why? 

06-01:44:22 
Resh: Well, the roe of this crab sells for quite a bit of money in Asian markets. I 

don't particularly eat crab roe. But for people that do, it's considered very 
tasty. And the crab roe was appearing in markets about three years before any 
mitten crabs were found in the Bay. We think what happened was that people 
were bringing the crabs in from China, raising them in small rubber 
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swimming pools in their backyard, collecting the roe, selling it, and then some 
of them escaped. They damaged the fishing nets. They burrowed into levees. 
They were very harmful to native species. Deb would hear stories of Asian 
fishermen being harassed because of the Chinese mitten crab. That wasn't the 
name that was just applied in the US. That was what it was called all over the 
world.  

06-01:45:24 
Eardley-Pryor: Around when were these studies that Rudnick was doing on the Chinese 

mitten crab? 

06-01:45:28 
Resh: They were probably in the early nineties.  

06-01:45:34 
Eardley-Pryor: Huh. That's interesting. 

06-01:45:34 
Resh: Yeah. But from the day the first crab was in the Bay, she's monitoring and 

looking at the population increase and then the crash it has, as it did in many 
other places. So that was an absolutely great project. Matt Cover, now at Cal 
State Stanislaus, and Justin Lawrence now a director at NSF, was looking at 
culvert removal for conservation and the effect this had. They also 
demonstrated how to build roads to not affect the stream fauna. So, there were 
all kinds of these basic ecological studies that were going on but most with an 
applied purpose. 

06-01:46:11 
Eardley-Pryor: Share with me a bit. Because an ecological approach requires such broad 

knowledge. What was your role in being a part of these studies that maybe 
somebody—a grad student comes in and is really curious about something, 
like the Chinese mitten crab, that you might not have a lot of your own 
specialized knowledge on. How do you work with a student to guide them 
through it? And then, what was your learning process like? 

06-01:46:34 
Resh: Well, to me, the main role any major professor has is basically keeping the 

student focused on what experiments or approaches are the most likely to 
succeed. I have to admit, I always was lucky in having bright students. They 
always had, like my major professor Neff said to look for, a twinkle in their 
eye. They were always interested in new things. They'd have new ideas almost 
every day about new things to do. And my role, at least my perception of my 
role, was to keep them focused, to help them decide whether the approach that 
they were using is going nowhere. And if not, don't go this direction. This 
direction is much more probable to be successful for you to be on. And, again, 
the fact that from the moment anybody arrived in the lab we gave them a data 
set to use or a project to work on helped. They were doing research and asking 
these questions from day one. Oftentimes people don't start in the research 
until their exams are over, which maybe is even their third year. In contrast, 
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our lab was putting people on projects right away. But my main role was 
basically just to try to give them advice of what was likely going to work and 
what wasn't going to work. If they're getting so much variability or are not 
sure of their ability to identify the species of interest, or they're not sure of the 
impact response to look for, then drop this direction. Just go on to what's 
looks like it will be much more profitable. 

06-01:47:54 
Eardley-Pryor: Because I've heard other professors, too, when a grad student comes in and it's 

on a topic that that professor, the major professor might not have as much 
experience in, a lot of times they'll say, "Okay, cool. Your assignment now as 
a graduate student is to write a literature review on that topic," and then the 
professor uses that work as a way for them to learn, "What does the field say 
about this so that I can better advise my student?" And I'm thinking about all 
the diversity of projects that you have mentored over the years, your own 
learning curve, and your ability to take on an understanding of those projects 
to help guide them, and also publish with them. It takes a particular skill set 
with how your mind operates. I'm just wondering what some of the processes 
were for you on that. 

06-01:48:36 
Resh: I think one of the things that worked for the lab, Roger, is that I de-

emphasized big lab meetings and always emphasized one-on-one meetings 
where we have talked things through. I never would ask anybody to write a 
literature review. I think that just doesn't go anywhere. It's better to look at the 
seminal papers and emphasize those as the basis for your hypotheses. But it 
was a learning curve. I think the only project that I ever was involved with a 
student that I couldn't see going anywhere was one of the later ones in the lab. 
I just didn't understand where the project would go. But she was so 
enthusiastic about it, more than I ever saw her on any other project so I told 
her to try it and see where it would go. Her name was Joanie Ball and she was 
a very bright student. She had gone to Emory as an undergraduate. And her 
first project was looking at how various substrate mixes would reflect 
sediment effects on stream insects. It was an impact study. And she shows up 
in my office one day and she says, "This is fine. My father came out with me, 
and we collected all this data. But I really want to do historical ecology." I 
look at her and I said, "What's historical ecology?" Her response was that "I 
want to look at long-term data sets going way, way back, not just ones we've 
collected in the lab, but going way back." I said, "Yeah. I don't know anything 
about this but tell me what you can find out." So maybe a month later, she 
comes back in and she said, "I found a dissertation at Stanford that looks at 
dragonflies in California and Nevada collected over a100 years ago." I said, 
"Really?" Her response was, "I'm going to go out, and I'm going to resample 
all those sites." The original study was actually by a scientist named Kennedy. 
He was not famous as a scientist but for mobilizing the transport equipment 
during World War II. He was part of Roosevelt's administration.  
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06-01:50:29 So she does this. And then she starts looking at various mathematical models 
about the chances of capturing a specimen if you go back multiple times. 
What kind of certainty can you say that, if you don't find it, it's not there? And 
it gets into very sophisticated modeling and analysis techniques. She's coming 
in and again with reports on her work. I don't know anything about this, but 
I'm learning every time. And then Peter Oboyski, who's now the curator of the 
UC Berkeley's Essig Museum of Entomology, gets involved because he's very 
interested in looking at how do you know if a moth has disappeared, that it's 
really extinct for example. This turned into a great dissertation. Her results 
were not unexpected in that what did she found was that the ecological-
generalist species persisted over time. These were species that could use a lot 
of different habitats. They lasted over the century since the first studies were 
done by Kennedy. In contrast, the species that were habitat specific sometimes 
disappeared from habitats that they occupied a century ago. But the methods 
that she developed to do this were outstanding and became major papers. So, 
she took that species trait idea and expanded on that and it was a great 
dissertation on a topic that I originally knew nothing about and wasn't sure if 
it would work out as a dissertation. She's working up at Lawrence Berkeley 
Labs, on something very similar.  

But, again, that's an example of a student coming in with an idea that was so 
far removed from what was going on in my awareness of science and it turned 
into a great study. because normally that never happened. It always was within 
my range of understanding. Now, of course, I knew dragonflies. I knew a lot 
about their biology. But in terms of historical ecology, I just sort of looked at 
her blankly and yet it turned into a great dissertation. 

06-01:51:57 
Eardley-Pryor: That's fascinating. Well, you had mentioned, too, a study that was just wild, 

this huge ecological cycle with the parasite starting within snails. And another 
major theme, a third major theme we could talk about for your research is 
things we've hinted at, but the control of vectors of human diseases, mosquitos 
in particular.  

06-01:52:16 
Resh: Yes. 

06-01:52:16 
Eardley-Pryor: Is there anything else you want to say about some of the work that people did 

in your lab that you were a part of that were on that theme of controlling these 
vectors of human disease? 

06-01:52:26 
Resh: Well, I want to mention Josh Collins, who actually just retired as the senior 

scientist at the San Francisco Estuary Institute, which is the big think tank to 
the San Francisco Bay and the marshlands. He and another one of my students 
Eric McElravy really did an incredible job of resurrecting this idea of the 
intersection line, where water, plant, and the mosquito come together in terms 
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of why mosquitos are not controlled by predators. If you think about how this 
works, a plant is in the water, a meniscus forms along the plant stem, and 
these mosquitos can be drawn into this meniscus. And if you're, say, a 
predatory fish, all you see is a dot. You don't see the mosquito. So, it's sort of 
a wonderful explanation of how vegetation and mosquitos work together. And 
Bruce Orr, now the head of a big consulting firm in the Bay Area worked on a 
similar project in wetlands on the Stanford campus. He got mosquitos from 
Letterman Army Hospital that they were using these as disease models, and he 
would bring them down to Stanford, put mosquitos in cages with different 
types of vegetation and see how predation affected them.  

 Darold Batzer and Ferenc de Szalay worked on a series of twelve 
experimental ponds that we built at Suisun Marsh. They were about, I don't 
know, maybe nine meters by twelve meters in size. They were replicates and 
we varied the amount of vegetation in them, varied the treatment in each 
pond. We cut half the vegetation out. Certain plants we'd leave, certain ones 
we'd take out. And they did great projects. And Darold did this project I 
mentioned about how wildlife enhancement and mosquito control were 
compatible. They were great studies.  

 Students were always moving us to study new habitats. I mentioned Marilyn 
Myers work in desert springs but equally interesting was Mark Barnby's 
research in hot springs with endangered species that live under extremely 
harsh conditions. Matt Deitch brought us to the Napa Valley with his work on 
water withdrawals for vineyard irrigation. Lisa Hunt worked in Argentina, 
Brazil, and Paraguay looking at the effects of pesticides in soy production on 
streams. She organized numerous collaborations with both locals and 
internationals to produce a fabulous study under very difficult conditions. She 
even brought students from these countries to our lab. Faith Kearns and 
Christine May looked at how do you use landscape level features in predicting 
how to evaluate impacts by looking at what unimpacted conditions should be. 
Matt Cover looks at sedimentation up at the Klamath and did a wonderful 
project on the long-term recovery of debris flows as habitats for aquatic 
insects. 

 Some studies had totally unexpected results. Dave Jenson looked at selenium 
toxicity in the area around Los Banos in the Kesterson Marsh. He found that 
these little shore bugs were concentrating selenium two thousand times above 
ambient conditions. Mark Barnby looked at the physiology of why some 
animals can live in hot springs, but others can't. One amazing story was that a 
species avoided toxicity because they never drank the water. Instead they 
pierced the guts of other prey species that did drink the water but would 
process it to get the poisons out and they would just survive on getting water 
from them.  

 My last two students Mike Peterson and Natalie Stauffer moved into new 
areas with their studies in population genetics along with their other research 
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interests. Both were really helped by a close colleague on the faculty, Patrick 
O'Grady. Mike has become an Assistant Insurance Commissioner dealing 
with wildfire issues and Natalie works as a biologist with an NGO, Trout 
Unlimited. Patrick was a good friend and I was sorry when he left Berkeley 
for a position at Cornell. 

 I could talk about other graduate student projects for hours but from the first 
student that was in the lab, Tom Flynn, who showed up in my office on nearly 
my first day, to the last, Natalie Stauffer, all were a pleasure to deal with and I 
have wonderful memories of each of them! 

06-01:54:37 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. And then, of course, that particular thematic about controlling 

human diseases leads into what we'll talk about in our next session with the 
African River Blindness work. 

06-01:54:47 
Resh: Right. That was, of course, the big emphasis for me. 

06-01:54:51 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, another fourth major thematic in your work throughout your career 

includes approaches to assessing water quality, particularly streams and rivers, 
and using aquatic organisms, the biomonitoring approach that you have 
refined and worked on throughout your career. What would you like to share 
about that? When you were developing this idea in graduate school and really 
learning it, you talked about biological indicators and you gave this analogy 
between a camera and a video. I think it's worth repeating. Would you mind 
sharing a little bit about that? 

06-01:55:27 
Resh: Yes, I like talking about it because this topic has been on my mind for over 

fifty years, since I started graduate school. I think the explanation of why it's 
important is really critical. Say you have a pollution event that's occurring and 
you go out to study it. Let's say it's an intermittent pollution event. It's a 
periodic release from a plant. If you take water chemistry or you take some 
physical measurement, like turbidity, or water chemistry, like ammonia, what 
you're getting is a snapshot of the conditions that exist when you take that 
sample. And this is true throughout the world of chemical sampling, physical 
sampling, any measure. Not only that, but it's also only a surrogate of what's 
going on in the river. It's not telling you the effect it has on the fish or the 
effect it has on the overall life of the river. It's a surrogate, and you need some 
type of translation like toxicity in parts per million, a threshold that may not 
be known. More importantly, it may not be a biologically meaningful 
threshold. One of the things about using biological organisms, it doesn't 
matter if you catch the pollution event or not. Those are subjected to the entire 
range of conditions that occur. They have to exist throughout the range of 
these conditions. Knowledge about the invertebrates, their tolerances, and how 
to analyze their tolerances in terms of the whole biological community gives 
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you a detailed picture of what's going on in current and past conditions. And I 
think to me that image of a camera versus a motion picture is really very 
effective. It has always worked with us trying to sell the idea to agencies. 
Early on, regulatory agencies we're only relying on chemical measurements. 
I'd say, "So, what does 2 or 3 parts per million of nitrates mean to the 
organism you're interested in preserving?" They'd say, "Well, the higher 
nitrate, more likely they'll get algae," and blah, blah, blah. Well, I could point 
out, "Look, if you use these organisms to look at this issue, look at what 
you're finding out." I'd always have examples that I would point out. This 
approach is used all over the world now. They still do chemistry, especially in 
terms of looking at what we call chemicals of emerging concern or toxins. But 
in terms of looking at the overall environmental health, biological monitoring 
is done everywhere. This approach is used throughout the world now. 

06-01:57:56 
Eardley-Pryor: Where did you develop that analogy you have with a moving camera versus a 

snapshot? The moving video versus the snapshot of the camera? Where did 
you develop that analogy? 

06-01:58:05 
Resh: I'm not sure, but I think I came up with the idea from a well-known water 

pollution story. A very well-known industrial company was clearly releasing 
toxics that were affecting a river in the Eastern US. But the water quality 
people could never really figure out how and when they were releasing the 
toxics. They knew there was damage below them from their discharge and the 
high nitrate levels, but they could never figure out what was causing it. And it 
turned out the waste operators at the plant were releasing it when the 
regulatory people that were taking the samples were out for lunch. And so that 
really hit me as to, well, how would you express that some other way? And I 
think that's probably where I came up with the analogy. 

06-01:59:16 
Eardley-Pryor: It's a great way to describe time, the environmental change over time, and 

using the biological organisms as a reference point for the whole experience 
of its life cycle. 

06-01:59:30 
Resh: Exactly. 

06-01:59:31 
Eardley-Pryor: But that also relates to space. You need to be able to do that in different 

spaces across a river or across a river system. Where are some of those spaces 
that you remember doing this work, this biological-indicator work in 
California, the ones that really stood out to you across your career? 

06-01:59:43 
Resh: First of all, let's look at the spatial aspects of insect distributions within a river 

or within a stream. We did a study up in the McCloud River early on that led 
to this study that I did with Bernhard Statzner and Jim Gore in Germany. Gary 
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Lamberti was involved with this project as well. There, we looked at how 
substrate would form in size-specific ribbons simply based on the hydrologic 
flow and then how it affected densities. Flow, especially high flows, would 
sort the particles so that you would see ribbons of similar substrate size. We 
looked within those ribbons and found that there was less variability in 
numbers of organisms per sample within ribbons with similar sized particles 
than between ribbons of different substrate size.  

Over the decades, we studied insects from river headwaters to the mouths of 
large rivers. There was always interesting observations and patterns that we 
would talk about. Why in small streams do you have big insects but in big 
rivers you have small one? It's just the opposite of what you'd think 
intuitively. So, we would do a lot of observations in terms of thinking about 
spatial distributions.  

06-02:00:48 Then, of course, we were working in small springs, a lot which were in the 
UC field stations within California. We had a project at Clear Lake, the largest 
lake totally within California. We were looking at wetlands and marshes and 
all types of habitats, always with the idea of indicator organism. The three 
criteria that we always applied were, "can you measure a response? Do you 
know how consistent the response is? And are you sure of its taxonomy? 
You're sure you're not mixing a bunch of things up?" And the aquatic insects 
and other invertebrates have different responses with different types of 
pollution. But those three points were always a guide that we used in every 
study. Can we meet those three criteria? And if we couldn't meet it with the 
first organism we tried to study, we keep on going on looking at multiple 
organisms until we found ones that we could use based on these criteria. 

06-02:01:38 
Eardley-Pryor: What were some of the UC Reserve sites that you had research going on in? 

06-02:01:43 
Resh: Well, the big one was at Hopland. Hopland is up near Cloverdale, and it was 

funny because my colleague George Poinar took me there when I first came to 
Berkeley. In October 1975, we went to look at his field site at the Hopland 
Reserve. And I remember thinking I'm not going to make any decisions about 
where I'm going to have field sites until I go to look at as many as possible. 
Well, I was up in Hopland, started then, and I worked there for twenty more 
years! We did a lot of long-term studies up there and it was where Kevin 
Lunde did his snail-frog-bird parasite research. It's actually a field station 
devoted to sheep, so you had a lot of issues with manure. They used a lot of 
toxic substances because they would use copper sulfate to control tapeworms 
and liver flukes that were parasitizing sheep. It was a perfect place to work in 
terms of the variety of habitats and conditions available. And, again, we could 
get up there and back in a day. 
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 And in teaching, I used Blodgett Field Station. Sometimes I used Sagehen 
Creek. The UC Reserve system is really wonderful. When we were in Death 
Valley, we used some of the facilities at the White Mountain stations in 
Bishop. So, they were incredibly valuable for the lab and our field research. 

06-02:02:57 
Eardley-Pryor: And the concept of using biological indicators, you also mentioned a lot of 

work around geothermal energy.  

06-02:03:05 
Resh: Yes. We started with that. 

06-02:03:08 
Eardley-Pryor: How have you seen geothermal energy and your research around it change 

over time? 

06-02:03:14 
Resh: Well, it was very interesting because the City of Santa Rosa was dumping its 

treated sewage into the Russian River. I was on a taskforce, and this is going 
back to maybe around 1987, or 1988, looking at sites that could be used as 
reservoirs for storing this sewage while they organized treatment facilities. 
And I remember there was one site that I recommended that I thought was 
perfect for it. And I remember an environmental group said, "No, no. They 
have the largest pack-rat mounds that we've seen in California. We can't use 
that." There was always an objection to wherever site anybody wanted. What 
they decided to do, and this was a very political decision, was to pump the 
sewage to The Geysers to reinject in into the underground reservoir sources. 
Now, what they really wanted was to get water for irrigating the vineyards. 
That was the unspoken reason behind the decision. They did reinject some at 
The Geysers, and what do you think happened? The whole reservoir became 
colder and geothermal production plummeted. 

06-02:04:29 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. 

06-02:04:30 
Resh: Now, they were worried that the reserve wouldn't last. That was the reason for 

reinjecting in the first place. The reservoir was not going to last that long 
anyway because the reservoir was fossilized ocean water. The water chemistry 
there and in some of the nearby springs was like nowhere else in the world. It 
was really amazing. They thought that reservoir was going to be kaput, so 
they reinjected. Maybe in a hundred years, it'll come back again. But a lot of it 
went to the wineries. A few of the wineries were pretty unscrupulous in terms 
of environmental concerns. They would cut out riparian vegetation along 
streams if leaf hoppers were infecting their crops but actually this could make 
the disease transmission higher. Some were worse than others in that they'd do 
the damage and just pay the small fine or fight it out in court to discourage 
that state from prosecuting them on these environmental offences. But they 
are carefully watched now. And, actually, one of the things we looked at was 
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the effect of taking water out of streams for frost protection for the vineyards. 
Vineyards usually are pretty safe in terms of frost protection during the winter 
with traditional management. But in spring, when they're not sure if they're 
going to get a frost or not, they pump water out of the streams and spray the 
vineyard so that they don't get ice damage. And we found that, depending on 
when in the spring they did it, the size of the stream that they pumped from, 
and how much water that they took, they could be doing a lot of damage to the 
stream fauna.  

06-02:06:00 I was on a taskforce on this issue and I was quite impressed with the Russian 
River Vineyards because what they were saying was, "We don't care what you 
tell us. Just tell us what to do." They were willing to change but they didn't 
want the uncertainty of facing large fines if a trout died. It was very 
interesting seeing the evolution of those Russian River wineries and their 
concern for the stream environment over time. 

06-02:06:27 
Eardley-Pryor: I've never heard that connection between the wineries and the geothermal, too.  

06-02:06:30 
Resh: Well, it was a way of getting water. I have to admit, none of us knew that was 

the real reason. We thought they really wanted to treat the sewage and were 
looking for a place to store it. It's better now. They're not dumping raw 
sewage. The Russian River really was not safe to swim in. 

06-02:06:55 
Eardley-Pryor: I should have brought this up earlier, but I remember now a story that Sandy 

Purcell told with regard to the geothermal energy research that you were 
doing. He was the director of the flying club at UC Berkeley. 

06-02:07:07 
Resh: Yes. He would take us up in a small plane and we would take aerial photos. 

Well, this is a perfect time to mention one of my favorite and most memorable 
students, Eric McElravy, who was typically the photographer on these trips. 
His dissertation was largely done in Panama. We hooked up with the 
Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute in Panama to do a study of the effects 
of seasonal compared to non-seasonal tropical climates on the timing of insect 
emergence from the stream to start their adult terrestrial life, the period of 
mating and dispersal. They were going to build a dam in the Chiriquí region 
of Panama. This is an area that it rains every day of the year. It's just 
continuous rain. Some parts of the year there's more rain, but it rains every 
day. We could compare it to a seasonal area in Barro Colorado, which is 
located in Lake Gatun, in the Canal Zone. We could compare the emergence 
patterns. What kind of cues are these insects using to leave the river 
environment and become adults? It was very basic research, but it was in the 
tropics and almost nothing was known about this topic. And that was Eric's 
dissertation. But Eric was in many ways like Tina Mendez. He would be 
willing to help other people and put off work on his own project. All of Gary 
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Lamberti's experimental devices that I've talked about, the geothermal 
manipulation, the exclusion platform for his grazing study, Eric built all those 
things for him and other students in the lab. He loved doing it. The 
intersection line that Josh Collins worked on, Eric built that apparatus for him 
to use. But even beyond the lab, he helped more people than anybody I knew. 
He had an incredible life story.  

06-02:08:37 He was from Youngstown, Ohio, in the Midwest Rust Belt. He came here to 
work on his PhD with me. And he's standing in line at the old Coop grocery 
store in Berkeley and he meets two Vietnamese men. They hit it off and they 
become great friends. He ends up playing in an all-Vietnamese band. I 
remember my son Jon and I going to the Kaiser Convention Center to watch 
him one night, and there's three thousand Vietnamese watching his band, the 
Starlights. And they have these huge bouncers in the front of the stage, and the 
Vietnamese that are dancing are half their size. Everybody's just enjoying 
themselves and the bouncers are laughing with everybody.  

As I mentioned, he was incredibly talented in his mechanical abilities. He 
helped the Vietnamese fishermen with their boats. He helped them getting 
established in businesses. It took him eight or nine years to turn in his 
dissertation because he was always helping other people. He was a marvelous 
guy. And the nicest part of the story is that he married one of their cousins, a 
Vietnamese woman, and they were very happy. 

06-02:09:41 He went into consulting, and he and I did a variety of projects together from 
1985 to when he died about five years ago. We did some big projects that 
produced long-term data sets that students like Rafi Mazor and Leah Bêche 
used for their dissertations, and we worked on evaluating restoration projects. 
He had been sick for about a month with lung infections that kept on coming 
back. And I talked to him on Friday and he said, "It doesn't look good." And I 
said, "Okay, when can we get together?" He said, "Well, come Wednesday," 
and Tuesday, he died. From the diagnosis to his death was four days. The 
cause was pancreatic cancer. He was a wonderful friend and as I'm saying 
this, I have tears in my eyes. After his death, I couldn't continue those projects 
that we had together. I just stopped because I associated them with the good 
times that we had doing these together.  

Our thirty years of consulting together enabled us to collect the best long-term 
data set on annual variability of stream because the same person, me, did all 
the collections and the same person, Eric, did all the identifications. We were 
constantly quality controlling the data set. But once he died, I just emotionally 
couldn't continue. I was so close to him. I still talk to his widow. They never 
had children. Like I said earlier, he did more to help other people than 
anybody I know. In the lab, he was responsible for taking a lot of the long-
term data sets that we had, twenty years of two streams in Napa and Lake 
County, and ten years of data on a stream in Sonoma County that was really 
just such clean data. After he died, we posted it all on the web and have let 
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anybody use it. I have already seen more than a score of published papers that 
have been based on analyzing this data in different ways and for different 
purposes. 

06-02:11:33 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. 

06-02:11:34 
Resh: So that's really his scientific legacy.  

06-02:11:43 
Eardley-Pryor: It's amazing to have that kind of long-term over your career and over his 

career, to have those sort of long-term data sets to then share. 

06-02:11:50 
Resh: Our idea was just to keep on expanding the data set until we both died or 

couldn't do it any longer. I'm a few years older than him. I thought it would be 
me that stopped first. That was really kind of incredible what he did and what 
we did together.  

06-02:14:02 
Eardley-Pryor: One of the projects you mentioned was this comparative project with 

Cleveland, Baltimore, and San Jose that Allison Purcell O'Dowd was a part of, 
as well. I'm just curious about that project itself, in part because it seems like 
it's a great example of what might be correlation ecology, and that's a thing 
that you have spent a lot of time doing, the sort of comparative work. But 
even a little bit of a disturbance in one example, less disturbance in another, 
and being able to compare them. Share with me about the role of correlation 
ecology in your work, and maybe use that project as an example of it? 

06-02:14:39 
Resh: I think the name of the agency that funded this was the Water Environment 

Federation. I don't know if I said that incorrectly before. But they were very 
interested in coming up with the idea of universal indicators. EPA loved the 
idea of having one size fits all. Is there a way we could do that? There was a 
consulting firm called Tetra Tech, a big environmental consulting firm that 
was working in the Baltimore area, that had data sets from there. Mike 
Barbour was a long-term friend and colleague who was high up in Tetra Tech. 
There was also a group with Ohio EPA that had a huge data set from there. 
There was a fellow with USGS that actually had been a graduate student of 
mine, Jim Carter, that had a huge data set from San Jose.  

06-02:15:22 
Eardley-Pryor: Was it the availability of these data sets that led to the selection of these 

cities? 

06-02:15:27 
Resh: Yes. And the fact that we had data from Baltimore, a city with a very long 

history of settlement and pollution. Cleveland was more recent but had a lot of 
heavy industry, and San Jose had a very recent history of pollution relative to 
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the other two cities. So, we chose them because these data sets were available 
and we could get people from all of these sites to help working on them with 
us. And then Allison Purcell basically put the whole thing together. She did 
her dissertation on the mathematics involved in coming up with the different 
approaches used in these areas and our final conclusions. And we decided in 
the end that we could not recommend a universal indicator, that there had to 
be area-specific features. But we actually came up with new landscape 
variables that made analysis more accurate. Faith Kearns did this in San Jose 
and Christine May did this in another study on the Klamath River. We could 
use these to predict which of these approaches would work better in the 
different regions. And then, of course, we did a lot of fun sociological stuff 
while this project was on. 

06-02:16:49 
Eardley-Pryor: Like what? 

06-02:16:50 
Resh: There was a student who was doing a master's in library science, David 

Yamamoto, that I got to know through a friend of mine that was a teaching in 
the School of Library Science, Norma Kobzina. He and I started looking at 
patterns of international cooperation in research—what countries collaborate 
together more than they do with other countries? We looked at entomology 
and then we looked at it in freshwater biology. We published two or three 
papers on this. Then from that, we went on to examining what makes 
collaboration successful? Dave Rosenberg, Richard Norris, me, and a group of 
Australians collaborated on the topic of what makes collaborations effective. 
And we concluded that a bottom-up approach where collaborators decide on 
doing a project is what works best. It's not as effective when a bunch of 
administrators say, "We're going to form this collaboration and this is going to 
work great." That's like the World Bank approach. What makes it work? 
Trust. It really was a great experience doing this together because we all had 
had an example of a successful collaboration working together. 

 Bernhard Statzner and I then became interested in the sociology of publishing 
research. We worked with the librarian Norma Kobzina to look at what are 
called Impact Factors, which is a measure of how often papers in a journal are 
cited by other authors. Impact Factors are used in hiring, promotions, and 
evaluating research programs for funding. We looked at how other factors 
could manipulate these impact factor scores. For example, an unscrupulous 
editor may say, "I'm not going to accept your paper until you cite six more 
papers from my journal," and all types of things like that. We had really a lot 
of fun doing those things. They were interesting and they always were 
popular. Bernhard and I followed this up with an analysis of current trends in 
scientific publishing. This was a very controversial article and when we 
submitted it for publication, we had seven different reviewers voicing 
opinions—some agreeing, some disagreeing, and some contradicting each 
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other. But it became a widely cited and discussed article about sociological 
issues that influence trends in scientific publishing. 

06-02:18:25 
Eardley-Pryor: In addition to the work you've talked about—the deep ecological work, the 

specific biological work, the theoretical work, the sociological work—you 
also, as you hinted with your work at the Russian River, got involved in policy 
reports and discussions. 

06-02:18:40 
Resh: Yes. 

06-02:18:41 
Eardley-Pryor: What was your introduction to working in the policy realm? And how was 

that different from the academic world that you were a part of? 

06-02:18:48 
Resh: Well, I think my early foray into policy was when I was on an advisory 

council for the state Water Resources Center. They wanted to bring in 
somebody from Berkeley. I learned early on about how policy really was 
different than science and especially how research, unless it considered 
sociological components, was never going to get implemented. When you 
looked at policies that should have worked, the reason they didn't work was 
almost always because of people, of the sociological aspects of it. I also think 
that this is why I got interested in the projects that I did on international 
collaboration, Impact Factors, and scientific publication trends. 

06-02:19:29 
Eardley-Pryor: Wait. Just so I'm hearing you properly. Any kind of work that's done that's 

trying to have some sort of policy implication, unless you include the 
sociological aspects, it will not work out? 

06-02:19:38 
Resh: Right. And even for great ideas that had every reason to work, there was 

something that was wrong that prevented it from being implemented. Either 
the research underlying the policy was explained too poorly or that political 
considerations may have overridden it. But almost always it was something 
that wasn't about the science. This is why you now find so often that 
sociologists are being brought in to help work out how to explain things to 
either politicians or the public. To go further into this, the big exposure I had 
to this was through the Delta Independent Science Board that I was on for ten 
years. I was actually under contract with the state for ten years. And we 
worked on huge policy issues there.  

06-02:20:18 
Eardley-Pryor: So around what time period did you begin your work, that ten-year period? 

06-02:20:20 
Resh: 2010 to 2020. I was still teaching and doing research at Berkeley. Well, I was 

winding down some teaching from 2010 to 2015 but it really was from 2015 
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to 2020 when I really threw myself into this question of how research 
influenced policy. And this Board worked on reviewing what was going on in 
the Delta in terms of water quality, restoration, adaptive management, and a 
variety of other issues from endangered species to newly introduced ones. The 
last overview that I did was the big one, environmental monitoring and I 
headed this review up. Twenty-seven million dollars a year is spent on 
monitoring in the Delta. The review I was heading up was looking at gaps, 
redundancies, efficiencies, and all types of monitoring issues. 

06-02:20:56 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, take a step back for me and talk to me generally about, what is the Delta 

Independent Science Board? What was their mandate, what were they 
concerned about? And what was your involvement in those? 

06-02:21:07 
Resh: Okay. I'm sorry, I just jumped ahead. The Delta Reform Act of 2009 was a 

major accomplishment by Schwarzenegger for water management in 
California. Over twenty-eight million people depend on water coming out of 
the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta for the water throughout the state. And 
actually, it starts getting used when you get to Fremont. The old adage, "Ah, 
Southern California is using our water" Isn't true. Delta water starts getting 
used at Fremont. It's used in San Jose. It's used all the way down south.  

 The Delta Reform Act stipulated that the environment and water reliability 
had to be considered as co-equal goals. Now, of course, co-equal doesn't make 
sense grammatically because equal would have been enough. This legislation 
led to the idea of the twin tunnels that Jerry Brown pushed, where water was 
going to be drawn from further up in the Sacramento River and diverted to 
canals going south through these two huge tunnels, thirty-five feet in 
diameter, 150-feet deep, and thirty miles long that were under the Delta. 

06-02:22:16 
Eardley-Pryor: And this is Governor Jerry Brown, under his second round as governor. 

06-02:22:20 
Resh: Yes. This was a major issue that we were all involved in. I think I mentioned 

we did an evaluation of the environmental impact report for the project. We 
were the chief reviewers of this for the Delta Stewardship Council, which is 
an incredibly powerful group that makes decisions about water throughout the 
state. The 2009 legislation actually created this ten-member independent 
science committee that was not answering to any state agency and was 
advisory to the Delta Stewardship Council, which covered all actions that 
would deal with water in the Delta. This involved water going in, going out, 
and everything in between. It is an incredibly powerful agency. Ironically, it's 
one of the most powerful agencies in the state, which nobody's ever heard of, 
because they really have the control of water. The Lead Scientist for the 
Stewardship Council, Cliff Dahm, contacted me and asked if I would be 
interested in applying for membership of this Board. And I did. It sounded 
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very interesting. I think they told me they had seventy-five applications and 
they took ten of us. Now, almost everybody was either a former administrator 
at NOAA or the Great Lakes Research Labs, and almost all of them came out 
of government agencies. One engineer, Jay Lund, came out of Davis. A retired 
economist, Dick Norgaard, came from Berkeley. A risk assessment and 
management specialist for fisheries, Mike Healy, came from the University of 
British Columbia. The ten of us would meet for two days, sometimes three 
days every other month in person but then we'd have phone calls in between 
and a lot of assignments that we would do for our evaluations. For the last five 
years of my term after I officially retired but was still teaching and doing 
research, the Board activities were the main thing I did. It was a great 
experience. 

06-02:24:25 
Eardley-Pryor: What kind of things came up that you learned that you were surprised by, or 

you felt like you had a role to play in, that you could really contribute? 

06-02:24:34 
Resh: Well, certainly in the reviews of science that we did were very informative 

and conducting those was one of our mandates. We reviewed whether the 
science that was being done in the Delta was supporting the decisions that 
management had to make. We were always looking at issues through that lens. 
And, of course, while we're not commenting specifically on policy, our 
comments on the science had an incredible influence on policy. Take 
restoration for example. Millions and millions of dollars were being spent on 
restoration in the Delta. Does it making sense in terms of how it's being done? 
Adaptive management, where you plan, evaluate, and change if necessary was 
a big part of our mandate. In this approach, rather than setting up a project and 
just doing it without regular reviews to see if it's working, the agencies should 
be evaluating and reviewing whether the initial objectives are being met 
throughout the project. We were constantly evaluating how that was being 
used by the agencies because that was mandated to the Board by the 
legislation. In terms of the monitoring we asked, "How is the twenty-seven 
million dollars a year being spent? Are there duplications or topics missing?" 
The overarching agency, the Interagency Ecological Program, was reviewed 
by us. Were they doing programs that made ecological sense or would it be 
better to overhaul how they're doing things? Our reviews were very interesting 
but also very controversial. 

06-02:25:58 Some of these former administrators on the Board weren't used to doing the 
work themselves. They were more used to having a hundred scientists 
underneath them that they would say, "You do this, or you do that." They 
sometimes expected somebody else to do it for them because they had always 
been administrators. I'm not faulting them. This is what they were used to. So 
in that Board, a lot of the work fell on some of the members. Now, it's not that 
these administrators didn't play important roles. They were really good at 
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dealing with bureaucracies and making presentations to the state officials, 
which was important.  

06-02:27:05 
Eardley-Pryor: I'm hearing hints from you that some of the work, maybe, wasn't as hard-

hitting as you had hoped it would be, as far as results or impacts.  

06-02:27:16 
Resh: As a result, the ones that worked on the reports knew the topic better than 

those that had less involvement. The latter's input into the recommendations 
tended to be more conservative. So what we ended up doing to get the ten 
members to reach a consensus, was to turn to the least common denominator 
in developing our recommendations for action. That was the big problem for 
me. Now, in our outreach after our reports to the agencies were done, we 
could be more open and hard hitting because it wasn't in writing. When we 
meet with the agencies we could be saying, "Look, it's really a problem that 
you're not doing this." 

06-02:28:15 Dick Norgaard, who was the economist from Berkeley, made a major 
contribution in that he created a third "co-equal goal" that is now considered 
as important as water reliability and the environment, and that's "Delta as 
place." In other words, the unique, historical and cultural aspects of the Delta 
had to be considered. Now, when I say cultural, I'm not talking about high 
culture. The Delta has always been a place for fishermen to drink beer and 
people to sail or waterski. But also, you have a lot of legacy farms that go 
back three and four generations, even though the families that own them aren't 
farming themselves now. They're bankers or lawyers or doctors. But the farms 
are still there. And there are towns like Walnut Grove and Elk Grove, which 
are historic Chinese communities that are very important to consider in 
planning changes in the Delta. And Dick Norgaard really brought that idea out 
to the agencies and the public. And there's also a present-day culture 
represented by Joan Didion who wrote about in growing up in Sacramento and 
on the Delta. All in all, it was an interesting learning experience I wish I had 
done that Board service before I had been involved with River Blindness in 
Africa. I would have understood the culture of these government agencies 
better than I did when I started. I went in fairly naïve both to that program and 
to my membership in the Delta Science Board. We'll talk about my experience 
with the World Health Organization and the World Bank next time.  

06-02:29:49 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah, yeah. 

06-02:29:49 
Resh: Looking back on all the topics that we were talking about today; they were all 

wonderful experiences. When we were talking about the research, thank you, 
Dr. Krumholz for saying, "Work on insects." And thank God I didn't just 
succumb and become a dentist or to a hundred other things that could have 
changed the direction of my life when I was in my twenties. I said this to you 
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one day before, that this oral history has reminded me is that I really owe a lot 
to the mentors in my life. My parents, Vernick and Panuska at Georgetown, 
Neff and Krumholz at Louisville, and Howell Daly, Dave Wood, Don 
Dahlsten, and Sandy Purcell at Berkeley. Even though Sandy and I were 
contemporaries, he always had a much more level head than I did about 
campus issues. Cheryl has often remarked that when we are at a cocktail 
party, I'm drawn to two types of people. One is the woman who's got a drink 
in her hand and a cigarette in the other, and looks like she could be making an 
outlandish remark, because that person reminds me of my Aunt Gemma. And 
the other one type is the older men who remind me in some way about these 
mentors that have been so important in my life. 

06-02:31:08 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great.  

06-02:31:09 
Resh: I'm lucky. 

06-02:31:10 
Eardley-Pryor: And for you to have become that mentor for so many graduate students 

throughout your career, that seems like it's fitting. It's fulfilling. 

06-02:31:16 
Resh: Well, if so, I learned from the best. 

06-02:31:20 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. This might be a great place for us to pause our conversation 

today and pickup, particularly on River Blindness, in our next session. 

06-02:31:29 
Resh: Yes, because my involvement in the control of River Blindness is the defining 

point in my life. So, I'm glad that we're going to have some time to talk about 
that. 

06-02:31:40 
Eardley-Pryor: Me, too. I really look forward to it. Thank you so much, Vince. 

06-02:31:44 
Resh: And thank you. 
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Interview 7: March 11, 2021 

07-00:00:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Today is March 11, 2021. My name is Roger Eardley-Pryor from the Oral 

History Center of The Bancroft Library at the University of California 
Berkeley. Today is interview session number seven with Vincent Resh. Vince, 
it's great to see you again. Can you remind me where you are? 

07-00:00:19 
Resh: Still in El Cerrito. 

07-00:00:19 
Eardley-Pryor: All right. I'm still up in Santa Rosa. The pandemic continues, but things are 

getting better. 

07-00:00:26 
Resh: One hopes. 

07-00:00:27 
Eardley-Pryor: One hopes indeed. In today's interview session, we're going to cover a wide 

range of things. But I want to make sure, before we dive into a lot of the 
international engagements you were in, I want to make sure that what's going 
on in your home life and your personal life is also something that we talk 
about. Can you share what was going on in your life since you came to 
Berkeley with regard to parenting your son Jon, and what's going on in his life 
and your relationship together? 

07-00:00:53 
Resh: Sure. Well, in previous interviews I've mentioned about him being born and 

raised mostly in Louisville but for a short time he was living in Muncie, 
Indiana, when I was teaching at Ball State. But to pick it up when I move here 
in 1975, in August, Jon is just starting grammar school. And luckily, he ends 
up at a really interesting school. It was the J. Graham Brown School. It was a 
magnet school that he went to from the time he was really in third grade and 
it's still an excellent school in Louisville. And that was really a wonderful 
experience for him. Jon's mother is very reluctant to have him travel out here 
alone so what we end up doing is that I just make regular trips to Louisville. 
Fortunately, I'm traveling a lot so it's very easy to get there many times during 
the year. We established a wonderful routine. We'd stay in hotels that had 
indoor swimming pools. We'd go to a lot of movies. We'd just pack events and 
activities during the entire time that we're together. 

07-00:02:12 
Eardley-Pryor: Let me ask you about that, Vince. What was that experience like for you? Was 

this something like, "Oh, gosh, this is a little strange being in a hotel." Or 
"God, this is just so great, I get to be with Jon." Where were you at during this 
whole process? 
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07-00:02:23 
Resh: I remember one Thanksgiving being in a hotel, arriving at seven o'clock and 

he's going to come over right after and then we start our holiday together. It 
was always difficult. I would have rather stayed in a house and I would have 
rather had him out here. Of course. But I think one thing, and I've talked to 
him about this, is that he feels we kind of did the best we could. And actually, 
for him with his daughter, the idea of a fun break is for them to go to a hotel 
with an indoor swimming pool like we did.  

Jon was also having some difficulties at this time. His mother had gotten 
involved with a guy and he was living with she and Jon. He treated Jon badly 
on some occasions and Jon still holds resentment about some of the things he 
did to him to this day. In the end he also treated Jon's mother pretty badly. But 
when Jon was about 13, his mother remarried Dennis Withey, a nice guy that 
treated Jon much better. By the time Jon was in college they had divorced but 
I don't think that Jon carries much resentment about Dennis. Dennis was a 
very "corporate" type of personality and earlier I mentioned how Bernhard 
tried to offer him a different perspective about how Jon could live his life.  

07-00:03:02 
 One of the things we did early on, which was really a great idea, and I'm not 

sure where it came from, but we'd always mix fun events with what we would 
call cultural events, or we ended up calling them just CEs. And these were 
going to museums or going to historic houses. Movies have always been kind 
of important in our lives together. So, a CE would often be a foreign film. My 
favorite memory of doing this, he must have been about six or seven years 
old, was when we went to see this Czech movie My Dinner with Adele, which 
was absolutely terrible. And it was dubbed. It wasn't with subtitles. And I 
remember at the end of the movie I said, "Well, Jon, what do you think of it?" 
And he said, "This was the worst thing I've ever seen." But he said it in a loud 
voice and the six other people that were in the theater all broke out in laughter 
with him. Watching movies together were a big part of our life. We modified 
the CE criteria as we went along. If something turned out to be too much fun 
it wasn't a CE, it didn't count. We'd have to do another one!  

 But Jon's real interest in movies began when Star Wars came out. We went to 
see the first episode released in 1978 and he was transfixed by it. We went to 
see the subsequent versions together over the next few years and it was a big 
part of his interest when he was 8-10 years, like with many kids. His daughter 
Colette has the same fascination with it. I do remember him being 
disappointed because in the second installment we watched he thought all of 
the unanswered parts of the first film would be answered. I remember him 
being quite frustrated that they weren't. He learned that both originals and 
sequels can keep an audience coming back for more!  

07-00:04:07 
Eardley-Pryor: Had to make sure you get the CE in. 
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07-00:04:08 
Resh: It really worked well. At museums he could always buy a picture of one of his 

favorite paintings.  

07-00:04:19 
Eardley-Pryor: Let me ask you about that, too, Vince. Why was that important for you to 

make sure that those cultural events, the CEs, were a part of your time 
together? 

07-00:04:26 
Resh: Because certainly they were a part of my growing up. The school I went to 

would make trips to places like the Cloisters, a very famous medieval museum 
in New York. The American Museum of Natural History was very important 
in my life when I was growing up. So, I just thought this idea of CEs would be 
great. Plus, to be honest with you, these were things that I was interested in as 
well and I loved to be able to share them with him. As we'll talk about a little 
later, music then became very important in his life. But movies have always 
been part of our life, even to this day. 

07-00:05:01 
 The other thing I have to say is that my parents played an incredibly important 

role because in addition to Christmas and the other holidays, they would have 
him at their house for the entire summer. His mother liked this because it gave 
her a lot more freedom. But it was great because then I would then go to New 
York. We would make trips up to Cape Cod, we'd go out to Long Island, we 
would visit friends, and we'd visit my cousins and sometimes stay in their 
houses when they were away. And we had just a really great time. We both 
like being by the seashore 

07-00:05:40 
Eardley-Pryor: That sounds to me like Jon's experience of the summers was reminiscent of 

some of your own childhood experiences.  

07-00:05:46 
Resh: Completely, and I think that was very important in making us closer, too, in 

that we had a lot of shared experiences in terms of him growing up. And 
again, the role my parents played was essential. When they would drive him 
back to Louisville at the end of the summer, they would always take him like 
to King's Island, which is a very famous amusement park near Cincinnati. 

07-00:06:11 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah, I had a season pass while growing up in Cincinnati. We would go, too. 

That's how I spent my childhood summers. 

07-00:06:14 
Resh: He loved it. He went to that amusement park over and over again. And there 

was also an amusement park. near where my parents lived called Playland. 
And we would go there a lot. We'd take boats out, and swim and fish. Of 
course, we went also on rides and watched the shows that they had. It was 
probably like Californians going to Disneyland, only a lot smaller. Again, I 
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really have to give credit my parents, who were really incredibly important in 
his life. And he admits that to this day because he's always talking about one 
thing or another that he learned from his grandmother or from his grandfather. 
They had a special relationship all their lives.  

07-00:06:49 
I mentioned music. When he was eleven, I took him to a concert to see a very 
famous folk group at the time called the Weavers. The Weavers had Pete 
Seeger and Ronnie Gilbert and singers like that. Of course, it was at an anti-
nuke rally that we were going to. But he really loved that. And going to 
concerts ended up being something that we did often and regularly. When he 
was out here, I once took him to see The Tubes, a legendary band that put on 
incredible shows with a lot of theatrics. We once went into New York City to 
the Ritz, a famous music club, to see The Cramps, which was a famous all-girl 
band at the time. We saw The Dead Milkmen in Florida and Billy Bragg when 
he was at Berkeley. We just did a lot of things that became an important part 
of our life together. 

07-00:07:41 
Eardley-Pryor: That is an eclectic selection of musical acts. Share with me about those 

choices. Were you looking to expose him to a diversity, or were these things 
that you loved and so you wanted to share your love with him? How did you 
choose? 

07-00:07:55 
Resh: Well, I think it was what type of music that he showed interest in. I was more 

interested in having the experience of us together doing this together. And 
sometimes funny incidents happened that he remembers to this day. We'd 
gone out to Concord Pavilion to see the Tubes; I was talking to him. I said, 
"You always have to be careful. You always have to watch out in these 
crowds," and "fatherly" advice like that. And he was being a typical thirteen-
year-old and he said, "Ah, yeah, yeah. I know what I'm doing." So, I did 
something that to this day that I'm a little embarrassed about. I said, "Jon, 
you've got to watch what's happening. For example, just notice what's 
happening here." So, we go up in line and where security would make you 
stand in single file and they search you to make sure you don't have any 
weapons or things like this. We were going up to the security gate and when 
there I said to the guard, "This kid behind me is really smoked out. You really 
better watch him." And they just leap on him and are checking him all over. 
He always remembers this; I don't think with bad memories but with 
nostalgia. He often repeats that story to his friends to this day, almost 40 years 
later! And then, I'd show him things like how you sneak a beer into a concert 
and goofy stuff like that. We really had a lot of fun with it and especially 
because music became, and still is, an incredibly important part of his life. 

07-00:09:19 
Eardley-Pryor: So that really planted a seed for him? 
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07-00:09:23 
Resh: Yes, I think that it really did although he showed a lot of interest in music on 

his own. I think it worked out great. I remember once taking him to one of 
these punk rock clubs with him in New York City when he was about 16. I 
didn't want him to go alone. I had on a pastel yellow sweater and everybody 
there is dressed like they're out of one of the "Road Warrior" movies. I 
remember a woman is looking around for her boyfriend and saying, "How 
hard is it to find somebody with a green mohawk." And I'm looking around, 
there are about thirty people with green mohawks! Doing this together was 
always a lot of fun. I was very careful. I remember, I'd call and say, "Look, is 
this going to be kind of a rough crowd?" He wanted to go see the Beastie 
Boys, and I called and they said, "No, don't take him to that. You draw a 
different kind of crowd." We were always somewhat selective in our choices, 
not necessarily to his liking, but in terms of I didn't want him to see something 
that was too freaky. 

07-00:10:24 
Eardley-Pryor: What was the relationship like with Jon's mom? Was there a check-in? Was it 

like, "Hey, can I take him to the Beastie Boys?" or was it you just kind of had 
free will to do what you wanted to do with him? 

07-00:10:37 
Resh: Well, I think with most divorced kids, they really don't talk too much about 

what they do with the other parent. I'm not sure he ever mentioned all of the 
things that we did together, at least not at that time. There were never what I 
would call cordial relations between us and she always made seeing Jon 
difficult or at least didn't make it easier for me. It was always a hassle. Again, 
the fact that she wouldn't let him come out by himself until, I think, he was 
graduating from high school.  

07-00:11:15 
Eardley-Pryor: Why? Where was she coming from on that? Was that just about power, being 

in control? 

07-00:11:18 
Resh: I think that was part of it. Also, I don't think her life turned out as well as she 

had hoped it would after she decided to not try again after the divorce. She 
never finished graduate school. She had a variety of different jobs. I remember 
her telling me that being a single parent was more difficult than being married. 
She remarried in 1983 when Jon was starting his freshman year of high 
school. And they moved to Florida when he was in high school. So there was 
more stability for him. But that marriage ended by the time he was a senior in 
high school. 

07-00:12:17 
Eardley-Pryor: What was that like for you, for Jon to have moved to Florida? How did that 

change things in your relationship? 
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07-00:12:23 
Resh: Not at all. It was just as easy to get to Florida as Louisville and plus there 

were all new things to do. We'd always rent a car and we'd go different places 
like Daytona Beach or odd stops like The Tragedy in U.S. History Museum 
that had the car Jayne Mansfield died in. Florida is loaded with weird 
attractions and it's a great place to visit with a child. We'd also go to 
Disneyland and Universal Studios.  

07-00:13:01 
 But the other thing that happened during that time was that he had come out 

for the summer just before starting his freshman year of high school and that 
where everything really exploded with Kay. And this was very hard on him 
because when we were living together, she had been very nice to him and he 
really liked her. She was a lot of fun and everything. And then when he came 
out and he felt she had changed. The politest thing I can say is she was 
unwelcoming to him. But actually, she was quite rude and sometimes even 
cruel. How can a woman, who was a teacher, be so mean to a 10-year-old? 
That was also when she gave me the ultimatum of choosing between she and 
Jon. We had a long separation. We tried to work some things out but there 
was always that ultimatum. I couldn't do that. There was no way I could have 
done that. I think I mentioned my cousin Gigi and how her first husband 
claimed that the son wasn't his, although they were the spitting image of each 
other and that he never saw his son again. 

07-00:14:11 
Eardley-Pryor: How did this relationship between you and Kay in that moment in the early 

1980s, how did that play out with Jon? Where was he on this? 

07-00:14:24 
Resh: Well, as I said, she was very nice to him before we married. She helped teach 

him to swim. But then, when he came out that time, from the beginning of the 
visit it was, really terrible. Actually, she went off with some friends on a long 
camping trip and really just kind of stayed away from home quite a bit during 
that time. But, again, it gave Jon and I a chance to work these things out 
together. But it was clear by the time he left that things were really bad, 
especially that ultimatum. So I'd be with her but I don't see Jon. In fact, the 
more I thought about it, would she even have respected me if I made that 
choice? I couldn't have respected myself, for example. So it worked out. It 
was just money. I had to be thrifty for a while but I did some extra consulting. 
But emotionally it really was devastating. 

07-00:15:32 
Eardley-Pryor: What was Jon's experience like in high school in Florida? How did things pan 

out for him there? 

07-00:15:35 
Resh: Well, actually, they were quite good. I think he had a very good time there. He 

had two friends Scott Huegel and Chuck Horne that are friends of his to this 
day, thirty-five years later. They actually were all played soccer and 
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skateboarded together, and were interested in music. In high school they 
formed a band together. The band never took off until they were in college 
and then it did quite well. Scott ended up being his best man when Jon 
married. But in high school, Jon played soccer and he was the president of the 
arts club. Like most kids in high school I think he felt he was different than 
the average kid living in suburbia. But all in all, I think he had a good 
experience then. I think when his mother and her husband were having 
difficulties Jon started going to counseling, which I also think helped him 
during that period. But I think his issues were a mixture of teenage angst and 
rebellion, and that his mother was going through a hard time. 

07-00:17:12 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. The picture you paint of Jon is as a really cool guy. 

07-00:17:18 
Resh: He really is and he was then too. A big event in his life, and ours, was the 

summer of 1986 when he's between his sophomore and junior year. I'm 
invited to go to a meeting in France and what we do is he and I fly to 
Germany together. Bernhard Statzner was teaching at Karlsruhe there. We 
stay there, we travel around Germany together, and then we drive through 
northern France to get to Paris. The meeting is actually not in Paris. It's in 
Lyon. And we pick a place to stay in Paris where we could find a parking 
spot. We find a parking spot and then we start walking around looking for a 
hotel. I think for him this was a totally different experience from having 
everything planned out in advance. And he and Bernhard were really close 
from that time on. Jon continued to see him alone or with his girlfriends for 
many years. After he married and had a baby, he stopped traveling. But he and 
Bernhard were very close for a long time. 

07-00:18:32 
Eardley-Pryor: You had mentioned this relationship between Bernhard and Jon before. What 

was it about Bernhard that Jon clicked with so well? 

07-00:18:43 
Resh: Well, I think it was a couple of things. First of all, Bernhard didn't have 

children. And Bernhard was very iconoclastic, which Jon liked. I remember 
when we met up with him in Germany. He said, "You know what we're going 
to do?" I had told him about his mother remarrying. "We're going to show him 
that you can have a great time as an adult, you don't have to be corporate, you 
just can still do great things and have a wonderful time." And so we really did 
on that trip. We did everything from going to the Louvre in Paris to the 
famous racetrack at Ivry. And I remember Jon's great comment, as we're 
placing our bets. And he looks around, he says, "Boy, you see a different 
crowd of people here than at the Louvre." And so, it was really a wonderful 
trip.  
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07-00:19:31 
And there was a third person with us, a guy named Jim Gore. He, Bernhard, 
and I had worked together on a project a couple of years earlier. And Jim was 
wonderful with him in that if there were things that Jon didn't want to do with 
Bernhard or me. Jim would say, "That's fine. Instead of going to eat the head 
of a calf in aspic, if you want to go to McDonald's I'll take you to 
McDonald's." So, both of them were really great to Jon, and he had a very 
nice friendship with both of them that lasted quite a long time.  

07-00:20:03 
 Well, when he is in his senior year of high school, we go look at colleges. 

Again, we're looking at a lot of different campuses and we're picking visits to 
some of them based on if there are concerts nearby and places or events that 
he wanted to see. But his grades were reasonable in high school and he 
decided to go to University of Florida to study journalism, not English. He 
didn't want to be an English major, as much as he loved to read and write. He 
thought that he'd always read but in journalism he'd learn the discipline about 
writing and he ended up pursuing that major. He spends the next two summers 
in Berkeley. The first summer he's taking courses and working at CALPIRG, 
which was a public interest group, which was a great experience where he'd 
go door to door and try to get donations for environmental causes. And then 
the next summer he works at Copymat, which is a photocopying place that 
always seems to attract unusual people to work there. I think it's the smell of 
the inks that make them dizzy or something. But he always had great stories 
about working there. And he worked the night shift so he'd take the last BART 
train back, which was probably at midnight. Sometimes he'd miss that because 
he'd go do something else with some of his friends. And so, we'd get a call 
like at 12:30 or one o'clock and we'd answer the phone and he'd say, "Hi, Dad, 
what are you doing?" "We're sleeping, of course." "I missed BART. Could 
you come and pick me up?" We had a lot of that. But really, I think these 
summers were absolutely delightful. He gets very close with Cheryl. He also 
meets and gets to know her son Jeff. It was wonderful. 

07-00:21:40 
Eardley-Pryor: Let me ask you, Vince, about Jon's pursuit of journalism. You yourself are 

such a writer. You're a prolific writer and writing every day about science. 
Was there any interest in Jon's behalf towards science, or any push that you 
were trying to open him up into the world of science? 

07-00:22:00 
Resh: Well, it's interesting because although it didn't happen to him while he was in 

journalism school, he stayed in Gainesville for a year on an internship in 
health science writing. He was writing articles about why you shouldn't get 
sunburned and there's no such thing as a healthy tan through the Shand's 
Medical Center at the University of Florida. He thought about looking for a 
job, writing for some of the health science journals but he decided not to. But 
he's always been very interested in science.  
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07-00:22:46 
 What I wanted to mention, we're in sabbatical in France in 1992 and Jon and 

Scott Huegel, who is his best friend, come to Bernhard and Monika's house in 
Parcieux to stay for a while. Scott actually lives in California now, very close 
to us. 

07-00:23:08 
Eardley-Pryor: Now, this sabbatical was during the Rhône and Saône River project that you 

and Bernhard were doing, correct? 

07-00:23:13 
Resh: Correct. And Cheryl is there at this time as well. We had a very good time 

together. I had this old car, an Opel, that I had bought and we traveled around 
a lot. I remember once all of us going to somebody's house for dinner. Jon had 
never had duck confit, and of course we were eating all of it. We were leaving 
for Provence the next morning. When we left, we all thought we were dying, 
we had eaten and drank so much the night before. We have a lot of great 
memories from that trip. 

07-00:23:44 
 I do want to talk about when he's at University of Florida because a couple of 

very interesting things happen to him there. He gets involved with the campus 
newspaper and he writes a weekly column called "No Free Refills." And he 
writes and rants about everything that college journalists do. But he writes an 
article that's very controversial and actually the whole campus was worried 
about getting sued. It was called "The Confessions of a Pizza Delivery Man." 
He had a statement in it that he said he interviewed all these pizza delivery 
men and 86 percent of them said they had never spit on a pizza. The 
implication was that 14% did. He swore that his survey showed this result. 
But somehow this statistic got picked up and reported elsewhere. He was 
hoping to be the editor of the newspaper the next year, but he became the 
associate editor or assistant editor after that incident. He learned a really 
important lesson that something may sound funny, but it can have 
consequences.  

07-00:24:52 
Eardley-Pryor: Was it just something he made up, just to get more readers? 

07-00:24:55 
Resh: I don't know. He said he interviewed a lot of people about this. Certainly, 

anybody that has a job making food deliveries gets annoyed if somebody 
doesn't give him a tip and the next time they come back they might do 
something to get even. When I was in high school, I worked two summers as a 
cook at a state-park refreshment stands. When, people were rude and insisted 
that their hamburger buns be warmed, we'd go into the back room and put 
them under our arm. We did all kinds of silly stuff like that. That's very 
common in restaurants that hire teenagers or young people. There was actually 
one summer at the Bohemian Club where I met the owner of a very fancy 
chain of restaurants and we started talking about this behavior. I remember 
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him prefacing what he said with, "I have to say, none of this has ever 
happened in my restaurants but—" and then he kept telling stories of what 
waiters and waitresses did to people's food when they sent it back with rude 
comments. One thing I taught Jon is never to send food back. Ever. You're 
asking for problems if you do that. So maybe this influenced this story about 
the pizza delivery but maybe it was true, too. 

07-00:25:53 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. I don't understand why it was such a big deal. Like why did he catch 

flack for it? 

07-00:25:58 
Resh: Well, it blew up because in a lot of the pizza places that were in Gainesville, 

where the University of Florida is, fired the guys that were delivery pizza that 
they thought had talked to Jon. And somehow it got picked up nationally, this 
statistic. I don't remember the details. Like he said, he thought all of them 
were going to get sued over this by the pizza companies.  

07-00:26:23 
 I also remember that Walt Disney brought he and a bunch of college reporters 

to Disneyworld to meet actors and actresses. I remember him being very taken 
with Julianne Moore, a young, then unknown actress, who was very nice to 
him at that visit. He wrote a critical article called Disney Confidential that was 
a clear indication that he was never going to get a job with Disney after the 
article appeared. But I think all were good lessons and occurred at an age that 
was not all that harmful career wise. 

07-00:27:05 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. You learn the power of your words, too. 

07-00:27:08 
Resh: Yes, and he learned the power that you have as a journalist could really be 

devastating in terms of affecting other people. I had a TA at Berkeley, 
Virginia Maziack, who wrote a popular column in the Berkeley campus 
newspaper when she had been an undergraduate and she told me that she 
learned the same lesson. 

07-00:27:19 
Eardley-Pryor: You had mentioned his band he started in high school but it kind of took off in 

college? 

07-00:27:22 
Resh: Right. That was the next thing I was going to talk about. The band was named 

Spoke.  

07-00:27:29 
Eardley-Pryor: Speaking of the power of words, but spelled like a bike. 
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07-00:27:31 
Resh: Yes. They did two CDs that they put out. They were also on a whole bunch of 

compilation albums. I went to hear them play and I'd always have to put ear 
plugs in because they were just so loud. But I was so proud of the poise that 
he'd show on stage. He'd to things like, "My father's here so nobody should 
curse!" and of course everybody would start cursing. It was really a lot of fun 
watching he, Scott, and Chuck perform. And they actually toured quite a bit, 
not out here but along the East Coast at various clubs. I don't know if I've 
mentioned it, but he wrote a book called Amped: Notes from a Go-Nowhere 
Punk Band that was about their experience touring. The book was very 
successful. I'd be so pleased when I'd look on Amazon for the comments 
about it and people would write notes like, "My son hates to read but he read 
this whole book and loved it." All of our nieces and nephews read it. I think it 
was one of the ten best small press books of 2003. It was very popular. It's out 
of print now but I see used copies on Amazon for as much as $150. 

07-00:28:44 
Eardley-Pryor: That's so cool. So, he wrote a book about this experience being in the band? 

07-00:28:46 
Resh: Right, Amped: Notes from a Go-Nowhere Punk Band.  

07-00:28:51 
Eardley-Pryor: And I'm thinking about that period in that early to mid-nineties being the rise 

of grunge music. Pearl Jam and Nirvana are huge across the nation, so there's 
a market for raucous music. 

07-00:28:59 
Resh: Yes. Whenever I'd pass a record store I'd go in and say, "Do you have any 

music by Spoke?" and they'd look it up and they'd say, "No." I'd then say 
something like, "That's a hot band. I can't believe you're not carrying it." And 
I made the mistake of going into Amoeba Records in Berkeley twice and 
doing this. I didn't remember it was the same guy I had talked to before and all 
of a sudden, he said, "Spoke? What, are you a member of the band's family or 
something? You come in here before and asked for this?" So that kind of 
"unfurled my sails" for doing this a bit. Music is still a big part of his life. He 
was always very talented. He could play piano, flute, and guitar. So much of it 
now is with electronic drum pads and stuff like that.  

07-00:29:55 
Eardley-Pryor: What did Jon play when he was in Spoke? 

07-00:29:57 
Resh: Rhythm Guitar. He was quite good. After his sophomore year at Gainesville 

he decided to take the year off. He was out here that summer. We traveled to 
Japan together. I remember that a really awful event happened in Gainesville 
when we were in Hiroshima. They would deliver the Japanese Times to our 
hotel, which is an English language paper. And he's still asleep and I'm 
reading it, and it tells these horrific stories of four girls being murdered in 
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Gainesville. That was such a traumatic event to hear under those 
circumstances and, of course, in that city.  

07-00:30:51 
Eardley-Pryor: Good to be near the Peace Park, I suppose, that park for world peace.  

07-00:30:54 
Resh: It was just devastating for him. He didn't know the names of who was killed 

and was quite worried whether it could have been his friends. 

07-00:30:57 
Eardley-Pryor: Why was Jon taking that time off of school? Was it for the band? Were there 

some other reasons? 

07-00:31:02 
Resh: I think he wanted to work on the book. Cheryl and I went to Israel that fall. He 

didn't want to go and I don't think his mother would have let him because that 
was just before the first Gulf War. He goes to live with my parents for the rest 
of the semester and they get him a job with UPS delivering packages for 
Christmas. He's going up five flights in walk-up buildings to deliver these 
heavy Christmas packages. That experience got him to go back to school in 
January.  

07-00:31:37 
Eardley-Pryor: That'll do the trick. 

07-00:31:39 
Resh: It was a really good thing for him to do. Again, my parents just had a lot of 

commonsense about things like that. UPS offered him a job the next year 
delivering packages as well, which he didn't take.  

07-00:32:36 
Eardley-Pryor: And let me ask, what was your communication like with Jon in this period? I 

mean, it's this sort of proto-email era, this early nineties, mid-nineties period. 
How did you guys stay in touch when you weren't together? 

07-00:32:50 
Resh: Well, we'd do telephone calls. I paid for his whole college and whenever I'd 

send a check I'd write, "S-H-H-F-E-R." Study hard, have fun, eat roughage. 
That was my typical closing line to him. But again, I was traveling so much 
that it really wasn't hard getting there, adding a few days on to a trip. There 
were always periods I didn't travel, like when I was teaching the General 
Biology class. But we just communicated by phone and had big phone bills.  

07-00:33:38 
I do want to mention one last thing. When Cheryl and I married in 1994, we 
choose him as our best man. That was very special for him because he knew 
that I had a lot of close friends that I could have asked. And Cheryl's son Jeff 
walked her down the aisle. Her father's the minister that married us. It was a 
wonderful wedding actually. 
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07-00:34:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Beautiful. Sounds just like a beautiful ceremony and so thoughtful and 

inclusive of your families coming together. 

07-00:34:06 
Resh: About that time, I'm starting to work in Africa. Would I have made this 

commitment, say five years earlier when he was quite young? I don't know if I 
would have made the commitment that I did. But he was out of college. He's 
certainly employable.  

07-00:34:33 
Eardley-Pryor: Just briefly, what was Jon's trajectory for the post-college world? Getting that 

question during your senior year of college was always difficult. "So, what's 
next?" 

07-00:34:44 
Resh: I think he didn't want to write for newspapers. He wanted to write for 

magazines. He moves to Chicago because a lot of his friends had moved there 
already and he writes a spec article for a magazine called Billiards Digest, a 
sports magazine, about the art of pool cues. He gets hired as a writer and 
eventually becomes the editor of the magazine.  

07-00:35:33 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. What were you thinking and feeling with regard to Jon's graduation? 

07-00:35:39 
Resh: Well, I was so pleased that he had found so many things that he was interested 

in during college.  

07-00:36:10 
Eardley-Pryor: Was there ever any consideration that he might move out to California to 

stake it out in the West? 

07-00:36:16 
Resh: No. There wasn't initially. He always talked about planning to move to 

California but I think the move to Chicago was the big city he wanted to go to 
because so many of his friends were there. And also, I think that he wanted to 
distance himself from all familial oversight. There was nobody in Chicago 
that he was related to. He had a former girlfriend that he shared a nice 
apartment with initially. He just had a lot of friends there. He was very 
involved in the arts scene there. He was a writer and knew a lot of writers and 
knew a lot of young people. We'll come back to that because that's kind of an 
interesting time in his life, too. 

07-00:36:59 
Eardley-Pryor: Right. Well, let's take a pause here for just a minute before we dive into what's 

going on in your life in the mid-nineties. 

07-00:37:04 
Resh: That sounds great.  
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[break in audio] 

07-00:37:09 
Eardley-Pryor: Vince, I'm really, really excited to talk with you about your work on 

controlling river blindness I've been looking forward to this throughout entire 
interview and here we are. So just to help frame some of the work on this, I'd 
like to talk broadly about the river blindness control program, which was in 
West Africa on the huge river basins of a couple major African rivers, the 
Volta and the Niger River. But for the program itself, I just want to frame a 
little bit with a little back and forth with you about some of the stakes that 
were involved in this. When the program to control river blindness began in 
1974, there were nearly two-and-a-half million people infected with the 
disease in this area, this huge area that included eleven West African nations 
and well over a hundred thousand people who were blind as a result. That's 
just to help frame why this program began in 1974. But the control effort was 
first going after controlling the vector that caused it. What was that vector 
again? 

07-00:38:19 
Resh: It was a black fly, a biting black fly called Simulium damnosum, and the name 

damnosum came from the fact that the bite was so painful. The people living 
in this area were getting over ten thousand bites a year. And, at least whenever 
I got a bite, it took a couple of weeks to heal and often got infected. The 
female black flies, through their bite, transmitted larvae of worms, 
Onchocerca volvulus, that cause the disease. Like mosquitoes, the males don't 
bite. 

07-00:38:37 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, wow. 

07-00:38:40 
Resh: The misery that the people in this area were experiencing from these bites was 

just incredible.  

07-00:38:45 
Eardley-Pryor: These "damn" flies. 

07-00:38:47 
Resh: Yes. 

07-00:38:49 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, to control that black fly, particularly the larvae of the black fly, a 

spraying program evolved. And, again, the scale on this is just mind-boggling. 
The pesticide-spraying covered over thirty thousand to thirty-five thousand 
miles of rivers in a geographic area that was at least 1.2 million square 
kilometers, or upwards of 475,000 square miles over these eleven nations in 
West Africa. That scale is enormous.  
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07-00:39:19 
Resh: If you put it in context, if you take the Nile, the Amazon, the Mississippi, and 

the Congo, the biggest rivers in the world, the mileages of the rivers that we 
were spraying was twice the mileage of all of them combined. It was really an 
unbelievably large scale of control that we had undertaken. 

07-00:39:38 
Eardley-Pryor: The scale of the spraying is mind-boggling. And then, the frequency that had 

to happen in order for this to be a successful program, that that spraying over 
that enormous area happened almost every week, for ten to twelve months of a 
year, for over twenty years. 

07-00:39:58 
Resh: Yes. It was amazing. Nothing like that was ever before or since.  

07-00:40:04 
Eardley-Pryor: What we'll get in to is the medical treatments that become available in the 

midst of the program, sort of deep into the program. But the scale of that is 
also amazing. The medicine that was given, Ivermectin, was donated and was 
given to nearly seven million people, with the help of twenty-two thousand 
volunteers across these West African nations for fifteen years.  

07-00:40:31 
Resh: Yes. 

07-00:40:31 
Eardley-Pryor: I mean, you were involved in something that's just enormous. And the impacts 

on people's lives is almost unfathomable, the millions of people whose lives 
were at stake here and are now protected.  

07-00:40:44 
Resh: Yes. And probably now, in the expansion to twenty other countries, there's 

probably ten times as many people that receive these drugs.  

07-00:40:52 
Eardley-Pryor: Incredible. 

07-00:40:54 
Resh: Again, we'll talk about that because that's an amazing accomplishment with 

far-reaching implications.  

07-00:41:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. Well, just to round off the introduction for this. The stakes are 

enormous, the scale is enormous, and the success is actually incredibly 
enormous, as well. The protection that the program created for some forty 
million people from river blindness in just the West African part—before it 
even expands to the rest of Africa and parts of South America. That's forty 
million people protected from river blindness, including twenty-two million 
children that were born since the beginning of the program that no longer have 
to worry about the scourge of this disease. And there are some estimates of 
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600,000 people being prevented from going blind across these nations. The 
human toll of it, the protections that were created for that, is incredible. And 
then, an additional one-and-a-half million people who had the disease no 
longer have symptoms, in part because of the work that's being done with the 
World Bank. 

07-00:41:56 
Resh: Yes, controlling the worm larvae in their bodies was a major advance.  

07-00:42:01 
Eardley-Pryor: Because the World Bank, you'll get into this, but the World Bank's 

involvement in this. There's an economic aspect that they are concerned about, 
and also incredible rates of success. It's such an enormous and longstanding 
program that there are some twenty-five million hectares of arable land 
opened up and now available for growing food to feed an additional seventeen 
million people a year in this area. So, the health and the food consequences, 
and then the economic aspects. An enormous program like this, over a long 
period of time, required massive contributions across a huge spectrum of 
nations and NGOs and foundations. And over the twenty-eight some years the 
program was involved, over half-a-billion dollars was invested in this 
program. But the cost of it ended up being, in terms of the per person rate, less 
than a dollar spent per person to help solve this huge problem. That alone is 
amazing. But the return on investment, I think economists would be impressed 
with that. The World Bank calculates a nearly 20 percent of return on 
investment, mostly from increased agricultural outlook and labor possibilities. 

07-00:43:13 
Resh: Yes. And increased productivity.  

07-00:43:17 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. Almost four billion dollars was generated out of that increased 

productivity. Just the scale of your involvement, of this thing that you were 
involved in, that you spent so much of your life and dedicated and sacrificed 
much of your life to is—I just want to make sure that that's at the very front of 
this conversation. It's just amazing to me. 

07-00:43:38 
Resh: It's a wonderful story, and I'm really grateful to be able to tell some aspects of 

it.  

07-00:43:47 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, let's get into those aspects. How would you like to begin a discussion 

about your involvement in the program, or about what the program was 
concerned with or combating? 

07-00:43:57 
Resh: Let me tell you a little about the disease first, because I think you were very 

accurate in what you said. But to put it more in a human context, I think, 
would be very important. 
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07-00:44:07 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah, let's do that.  

07-00:44:07 
Resh: Well, ironically, this was the last of the African diseases that was even 

discovered. It wasn't until the late 1800s that they even identified this parasite 
and they had no idea what the parasite did. They knew it was a parasite of 
humans called Onchocerca volvulus, the name onchocerciasis comes from the 
generic name of the worm Onchocerca. The parasite is a roundworm or 
filarial worm. It's called a filarial worm because it's thread-like in shape. It 
really isn't until the twentieth century, the first quarter of the twentieth 
century, that they made the link between a biting fly, the worm, and blindness. 
And that wasn't even in Africa. That was in Guatemala where they did 
research on African slaves that had brought the disease to South America. 
And I think one of the reasons for the long neglect is that this disease hits the 
poorest of the poor in the world. It's not like malaria that occurred in cities and 
Europeans got it. It's not like yellow fever or schistosomiasis. This is a disease 
that's really limited to the poorest people in the world. We always used the 
term that these were the people that were "living at the end of the road" and 
we weren't trying to be dramatic but that's really what we felt. That these are 
people that were just kind of lost to society. They're dying of a lot of different 
diseases. The malaria incidence is extremely high. They all have 
schistosomiasis and river blindness is just another disease on top of all the 
others but it's an incredibly debilitating disease. The early stages basically 
involve this incredible itching on the skin. People are getting ten thousand 
bites a year that itch unbelievably. But with more bites, the itching increases 
from the worms that are within the skin. The next stage is that the skin 
becomes discolored. Now, this discoloration is really severe, and in all 
likelihood a woman with this terrible discoloration will not get married. And 
being an older single woman in these West African societies results in a very 
hard life. And it results in these people with discolored skin becoming 
ostracized from their societies. Then, of course, the third is the gradual loss of 
vision and then total blindness, which is often accompanied by epilepsy.  

Because of the high prevalence of this disease, people thought that blindness 
was part of their life cycle, that going blind was expected because thirty to 
forty percent of people living in villages along rivers, the most fertile area to 
grow crops in area, were blind. And the abandonment of villages in these 
disease-affected areas was the result of superstitions that developed. If you 
stay here, you're going to go blind. If you leave, if you can leave, maybe you'll 
have a chance for some recovery and blindness will not be part of your life. 

07-00:46:45 
Eardley-Pryor: When you talk about the lifecycle of the disease like this, what do you mean 

in terms of the timeframe that it would take for somebody to be infected as a 
child until blindness? 
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07-00:46:56 
Resh: We saw teenagers, seventeen, eighteen years old, being totally blind. But 

typically, the average age that blindness would occur is their late thirties. But 
the impaired vision is occurring gradually and the impaired vision is from the 
gradual build-up of the worms. For a long time, they thought the worms were 
actually causing the blindness by damaging the eye. But actually, it's not. The 
worms are simply creating an immune response and it's the scar tissue that 
results and develops into blindness. 

07-00:47:34 
Eardley-Pryor: Ah. And that's part of the reason why, once blindness occurs, it can't be fixed?  

07-00:47:39 
Resh: Right. We had five areas of specialization in our program and one of them 

was ophthalmology. But it was largely looking at the pre-blindness conditions. 
Once you're blind from the build-up of scar tissue, you're blind. The program 
wasn't meant to help the blind person. It was meant to help the children who 
had to spend their lives taking care of the blind person, literally leading them 
by a stick and taking them to the village or taking them to an agricultural field 
or to try to take them fishing. The purpose of the program was to free that 
child and enabling them to have other possibilities. That was what our efforts 
were devoted to, not for the people that were already blind. It was to prevent 
the blindness from occurring by breaking the transmission of these filarial 
worms to humans.  

07-00:48:21 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. And just mentioning of that image of a child holding a stick that a blind 

adult is holding, and the child leading the blind adult. That's become such an 
iconic image with regard to the onchocerciasis control program.  

07-00:48:37 
Resh: Yeah. And for hundreds of years that image is depicted with dolls and in 

statues created using the lost-wax technique, a West African tradition. They 
are very dramatic and over the years we have collected a lot of these old 
statues that we found, made mainly in the 1930s and 1940s but they're still 
making them now. 

07-00:49:00 
 What I would like to talk about are two things. First, how the vector works 

because this was important in the initial control attempts. Because at first, the 
only thing we had to break the cycle of transmission was approaches to 
control the vector. There are two ways we could have broken the cycle of 
transmission. We could control the vector, which in this case is the black fly 
Simulium damnosum or we could control the parasite, Onchocerca volvulus. 
But when the program started there was no way of controlling the parasite. So, 
everything had to be done to try and control the vector. And the black fly is an 
aquatic insect. The egg, larvae, the pupal stages are all spent underwater, often 
attached to trailing vegetation in the water. The adult stage is terrestrial. The 
adult emerges from the pupal skin underwater, swims to the surface, and is 
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soon able to fly. Actually, the adult is able to fly quite a great distance but 
typically does so along the river corridor. It doesn't typically move too far 
inland. But it can move great distances, especially with strong downstream 
winds that can carrying it farther away. It can move a hundred kilometers, 
even longer sometimes.  

07-00:50:11 
Eardley-Pryor: That helps explain why the spraying had to go over such an enormous area. 

07-00:50:15 
Resh: Yes. We were always worried about recolonization of black flies in an area 

where they had been eliminated by new adults flying in and laying eggs. And 
in the current program that's going on today, the issue of recolonization and 
reinfection of these countries is of critical concern. 

If you looked at where this disease was occurring in the world, over thirty 
countries in Africa and South America, plus Yemen, have it. But 99% of the 
blinding cases were in West Africa. It was primarily a West African disease in 
terms of its severity. In twenty other countries that are in part of the current 
control program complete blinding caused by the disease was not that 
common. But it's the issue of reintroduction into areas where the disease was 
eliminated that's a concern of the current control efforts but we'll talk more 
about those later.  

The way the transmission of river blindness works, Roger, is straightforward. 
Assume that you're an infected person, and a black fly female comes along 
and bites you. This fly has sharp structures in their mouths called stylets. She 
pierces the skin and injects an anticoagulant into you so that your blood keeps 
flowing as she feeds. Because you are already an infected person, the female 
black fly will likely take in some larval worms with the blood that she ingests. 
We call them microfilaria. She'll bring them along with the blood that she 
ingests into her gut. Then these larval worms migrate across her gut barrier to 
her salivary glands. The salivary glands produce the anticoagulants so that 
when that when fly that bites another person, she'll put the anticoagulant to be 
able to draw blood to her, and larval worms will enter the new person. So 
that's how the disease gets transmitted. It's very similar to how malaria and a 
lot of other mosquito-borne diseases get transmitted. These are flies, after all. 

07-00:51:42 
Eardley-Pryor: So from the blood that's in a human body that has these worms in it, the larva 

of the tiny worms is taken up by the fly, and it then works its way through the 
fly into its anticoagulant, into its salivary glands, and then that's how it gets 
into a new person? 

07-00:52:01 
Resh: Exactly. 

07-00:52:01 
Eardley-Pryor: Then the fly bites somebody new who does not have the worms. 
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07-00:52:04 
Resh: The fly can bite someone with or without the worms. In the former, it just 

increases the number of worms that person has. But the latter becomes a 
newly infected person. One of the things that's fascinating about this worm 
evolutionarily is that if you scrape an infected person's skin during the night 
and you look at it under a microscope you don't see many worms or maybe 
even no worms at all. But if you do the skin scrapes during the day, you see 
lots of worms. The slide is loaded with worms. What the worms are doing is 
that they're migrating into the muscle to feed during the night and during the 
day they come to the surface of the skin. And the reason is that the females are 
daytime biters. This rhythm of migrating back and forth enables them to get 
more nourishment but at the same time increase the possibility of transmission 
when the black fly females are feeding during the day and the worms have 
migrated to the surface. 

07-00:53:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Fascinating. 

07-00:53:01 
Resh: It really is fascinating and a wonderful example of natural selection. A 

mutation that resulted in a worm having this migratory rhythm increases its 
chance of leaving more offspring, which is the definition of natural selection. I 
used a lot of human disease examples when I was teaching pre-meds and they 
always understood it better than if I tried to use an example that didn't relate to 
their interests. 

07-00:53:03 
Eardley-Pryor: The female flies are daytime feeders, biters? 

07-00:53:05 
Resh: Yes. 

07-00:53:08 
Eardley-Pryor: And I guess it makes sense, too, that the muscles in the human host are going 

to be more active during the daytime and could maybe not be as much—a 
little too dynamic of an environment for the worm to be feeding? 

07-00:53:19 
Resh: Possibly. Another fascinating story about this disease is that before the 

Europeans showed up as colonists or missionaries in West Africa, the villages 
were not located close to riverbanks. They tended to be maybe a kilometer or 
more away from the rivers. And when they would go to get water for the 
village, they would go early in the morning or late at night. And the 
missionaries and colonists showed up and said, "This is crazy. Look at all the 
energy you're expending. You're increasing the chance of getting attacked by 
a predator like a lion or even worse a hippo." Hippos kill far more people than 
any other animal in West Africa. "So, you're going at the worst possible time 
because hippos are night and early morning active. Why are you doing this? 
Move your village right next to the rivers. Take water all day long. You're 
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going to be a lot safer." But what it did, it resulted in river blindness becoming 
a major disease along these rivers. River blindness was not a problem until the 
Africans re-located their villages near the riverbank. Now, how they knew this 
through traditional knowledge is always the question. How did these taboos 
develop? It may have developed from something entirely different than the 
biting black flies. But in any event, it kept them from having blindness as part 
of their life cycle.  

07-00:54:50 
Eardley-Pryor: That's fascinating. And it was European colonization that helped spread the 

disease. 

07-00:54:56 
Resh: Exactly. They moved their villages close to the riverbank based on the 

influence of the colonists and missionaries, disease transmission resulted, and 
the river blindness disease became a major problem along these West African 
rivers. 

07-00:54:57 
Eardley-Pryor: By forcing the local people to live by these rivers where the flies were, where 

the larvae were, and the worms were? 

07-00:55:02 
Resh: Exactly, Now, the transmission of larval worms or microfilaria, is always by 

female black flies. But these microfilariae eventually develop into adult 
worms, and the adult worm is about fifteen inches long. It's quite an 
impressive beast.  

07-00:55:21 
Eardley-Pryor: A two-foot worm living inside your body? 

07-00:55:21 
Resh: More like a foot long but you're right. The mature adult forms nodules along 

the pelvis in infected people in West Africa. But for some reason in Central 
and South America it forms these nodules on the peoples' skulls. These large 
worms will live and they'll produce millions and millions of microfilariae. 
These larval worms are what end up causing the immune response and the 
scar tissue that results in blindness. And the worm lives for a long time. It 
lives eleven, twelve, up to fourteen or even fifteen years constantly producing 
millions and millions of worms. 

07-00:55:57 
Eardley-Pryor: Wait a minute. This is just horrifying. There's a foot-long worm that lives in 

your body for like fifteen years, ten to fifteen years, that produces millions of 
these larvae? 

07-00:56:08 
Resh: Yes. You see the swelling along the hips of the Africans that have these, these 

nodules, and they're just a mass of these very large worms.  
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07-00:56:18 
Eardley-Pryor: That's horrifying. 

07-00:56:18 
Resh: Yes. It is. You always see the worms entangled in a group together. It is very, 

very horrifying, especially the fact that even today there's no way of killing 
these adult worms with drugs. The drugs we have kills the larval worms and 
the search for a drug that kills the adults has been a "holy grail" of 
onchocerciasis research. The problem is that worms and humans are along the 
same evolutionary line so what kills the worms, especially the adults, is what 
can be very lethal or at least serious to human health. So even today we're 
largely dealing with killing the larval worms to prevent the transmission. 

07-00:56:54 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. And that's part of the reason why—because it lasts so long in the 

human body, that the program needed to last so long? 

07-00:57:00 
Resh: That's why we had to spray pesticides to kill black flies for as long as twenty 

years to break the cycle of transmission. I mentioned earlier that the disease 
was actually worked out not in Africa but in Guatemala, because when the 
West African slaves were brought over there some had the larval worms in 
their bodies. There just happened to be a black fly in Central and South 
America that could transmit the larval worms to humans. River blindness was 
never as common a problem there as it was in West Africa but the idea was 
that once we were coming up with control strategies, applying them in both 
places made a lot of sense, and that's really what was done.  

07-00:57:46 
Eardley-Pryor: Why do you think it didn't spread nearly to the extent it did in West Africa in 

Central America? 

07-00:57:51 
Resh: Well, there could have been several reasons. The vector may not have been as 

capable in transmitting the disease as was Simulium damnosum in West 
Africa. There, we had more than twenty serotypes or varieties of the worm, 
some of which would cause blindness more commonly than other. It probably 
depended on a lot of factors. It's like with the variants we're seeing with 
COVID, some transmit it more effectively than others. For example, what 
selection is this worm having to undergo based on the local environmental 
conditions? While river blindness was never that huge a problem in Central 
and South America like it was in West Africa, it was a problem for the people 
that were infected with it. They had the itchiness and skin discoloration and 
everything else, and ended up blind. It is a horrible disease. You mentioned 
this image of a child leading an adult with a stick. I remember seeing twenty 
adults being led by a child, like a train going along. This was a common and 
tragic sight to see in West Africa. 
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07-00:58:54 
Eardley-Pryor: I'm picturing even just seeing somebody who has these large nodules on their 

pelvis and the scratch marks and seeing them so deeply uncomfortable, let 
alone the blindness. What kind of an effect did that have on you as you saw 
this? 

07-00:59:07 
Resh: Well, it was probably what kept me involved. I remember having a very good 

friend that I've mentioned him before, Richard Norris, who was an Australian, 
constantly saying, "Why are you putting yourself in these circumstances?" 
Knowing what diseases or illnesses that I'd be exposed to, he said, "The 
chances of shortening your life are extremely high. Even if you don't get river 
blindness. Why do this?" But I think it was those images that you mentioned 
that kept me involved. And, again, my family's background and Cheryl's. 
Cheryl was unbelievably important in influencing me into continuing with this 
project because I think if she had said, "I really don't want you to do it, it's 
affecting us," I probably would have scaled back or maybe just done part of it 
and not make the full commitment that I did. No, she was very supportive of 
my involvement. Again, think of her background. Her father was a minister. 
She was familiar with people that had been missionaries, and medical 
missionaries, for example. Most missionaries working in Africa today are not 
the missionaries you see in the movie African Queen. They are mostly 
involved in medical missions and improving social conditions. 

07-01:00:31 
 I'd like to talk about river blindness. It's kind of interesting how the name 

came about. And actually, even more, how the attention about river blindness 
came about. There was an amazing blind activist, John Wilson. He ended up 
becoming Sir John Wilson. When he was in high school, a laboratory accident 
left him blind. In 1950, he does an around the world trip to try to assess levels 
of blindness, especially in developing countries. When he was in West Africa 
with his wife Jean, who's actually still alive, points out, "I can't even 
pronounce onchocerciasis and I can't spell it. Let's come up with another name 
for the disease. Let's just call it river blindness." And that's the name that 
stuck. The Africans called it "lions stare" because the eyes of the blind 
person's look very much like the bluish, cloudy stare that a lion's eye has. If 
you ever get close enough up to see a lion, there's kind of an almost blue, 
opaque eye. Craw-craw was another name they used for it. But the name river 
blindness was really from Jean Wilson. They were a very famous couple. 
They were the founders of Sight Savers, which now is called Sight Savers 
International, which is one of the leading anti-blindness campaigns and NGOs 
around the world. She's a pretty remarkable person. 

07-01:02:02 
Eardley-Pryor: When John and Jean Wilson were drawing attention to diseases that caused 

blindness, including what Jean called river blindness, around when was this 
attention given? When was it they were raising the profile of the disease? 
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07-01:02:20 
Resh: It was in the late 1950s They had started doing this in 1950, but they were 

getting more and more attention and interest later in that decade. And actually, 
one of the things that happened, which brought this disease to the fore, was 
when the African independence movement was starting. Guinea Conakry was 
the first country that becomes independent of France. Ghana becomes 
independent and the Portuguese and Spanish are letting their colonies go. And 
at the same time there was the Cold War. And remember that both Russia and 
the US were trying to get the non-aligned nations, especially these African 
countries, to side with them. Our history in Africa was pretty awful if you 
think of the Congo, where we agreed to let the Belgians kill Patrice 
Lumumba, who was a fairly-elected person to his post. We did an awful lot 
more because of the fear of socialism or communism, and the fear of this 
spreading. The US was looking for a whole bunch of ways that they could do 
what we call "soft power" now. And river blindness was a logical issue to use. 

07-01:03:34 
 In the 1960s, USAID, the Agency for International Development, started 

looking at controlling river blindness. Again, they were influenced by the 
activism of John Wilson and his wife quite a bit. And they tried to see if they 
could get the World Bank to lead a broad approach to controlling river 
blindness. They met in Tunis at a now very famous meeting in 1968 but the 
World Bank said, "No, we have no interest in this. Public health is not in our 
domain." And so, the whole thing ended up just falling apart. 

07-01:04:12 
Eardley-Pryor: That's fascinating because within the United Nations, as you're talking about 

the Cold War and the role that development played in Africa in particular, it 
became such a battleground, Africa did, as to whose side, the capitalist side or 
the socialist side, will Africa tilt toward. But in the UN, with the 
decolonization, the 1960s was named the development decade. You suddenly 
have this cadre of new nations joining the UN, having a vote, having a say as 
to what the General Council was about. And across the board, these nations 
are saying we want economic development.  

07-01:04:50 
Resh: Yes. 

07-01:04:54 
Eardley-Pryor: So I can see the UN Development Program wanting to be very much involved 

in this. It's surprising that, initially, the World Bank said no in 1968. 

07-01:05:00 
Resh: Yes. Well, there's another thing to remember. The decolonizing countries—I 

mentioned Guinea, the first one—were evaluating their role with their former 
colonists. France wanted Guinea to join the economic union that they were 
trying to establish to maintain a quasi-form of colonization and Guinea said, 
"No, we don't want to do it. We are an independent country." And de Gaulle 
ordered all of the phones to be pulled out and all of the records in the country 
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to be destroyed. He left the country in absolute chaos. And you see this over 
and over again. When people say, "Africa, look at all the problems they have." 
Well, look what we did when we left Africa. We left it in a mess. And the 
control of river blindness is a good example where we could have done 
something but we didn't. I'm going to jump ahead, but one of the reasons that 
the river blindness control program was so successful when it started and the 
donors became involved was that the donors couldn't pick and choose which 
nations would get the money. It had to be a regional approach. And that was a 
big issue because you always have these "donor favorites" that everybody 
wants to put money into. This was especially true of the US in that they only 
wanted to fund countries that were viewed as being anti-socialist or would be 
a benefit to the US. So that was one thing. We'll talk about this more a little 
later. But that regional approach was brilliant because that really was one of 
the keys to the program's success in controlling the disease.  

07-01:06:26 
Eardley-Pryor: That's fascinating. Because the regional approach—we'll get to, of course, the 

ecological necessity of the broad regional approach. You have to have a 
program that can cross borders because nature doesn't really care about 
political boundaries. But to have the investment program, that this 
socioeconomic aspect of it also had to be regional, and that's what allowed the 
program to be financially successful. 

07-01:06:48 
Resh: Exactly. That was really one of the keys to success. Well, then I've got to tell 

you how the control program actually all started. The World Bank said, "No, 
we don't have any interest in it." Most of the countries are looking to how it's 
going to benefit them individually in terms of, like I said, soft power. Let's 
just use that term. But the turning point revolves around Robert McNamara. 
He was a Berkeley graduate and his son actually is part of UC Extension, 
which is the cooperative unit advising on agriculture. He's Secretary of 
Defense during the Vietnam War. Whenever I've told young people about 
him, I'd say, "Well, he was the Donald Rumsfeld of Vietnam," and then they 
know that he was very powerful. He was brilliant. He had been the head of 
Ford Motors. He was a "numbers guy." He was the one that came up with the 
idea of enemy death counts. We lost so many, but they lost a lot more. And 
finally, he has an ongoing feud with Lyndon B. Johnson, and then with the 
administration. He finally resigns in '67 as the Secretary of Defense. As not 
uncommonly happens, Paul Wolfowitz, did the same thing. He goes from a 
role in the Defense Department to becoming the president of the World Bank.  

07-01:08:10 
In 1972, there's a huge drought in West Africa. West Africa has always been 
subject to droughts. McNamara goes to Burkina Faso, which at that time was 
called Upper Volta, to look at the effects of the severe drought, especially the 
limitations on food production. And he realizes that there's all these 
abandoned river valleys. Nobody's farming there. And that they're vast, vast 
areas and this is where the land is most fertile. And while he's there, he goes 
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to a city that I spent a lot of time, Bobo-Dioulasso in Burkina Faso, and he 
meets a French entomologist whose name is Rene Le Berre. Now, Rene Le 
Berre at that time was about forty years old. He doesn't speak much English. 
But he convinces McNamara that if you can control river blindness, you could 
resettle these abandoned villages in the river valleys. You could increase 
agricultural production and you would bring—and this was an important 
point—you would bring the GDP of West African countries, which was then 
about $250 a household a year, up to the rest of Africa, which was roughly 
$450. Le Berre pushed the idea of controlling river blindness strictly in terms 
of what you could do in terms of economic development. By the way, Le 
Berre was a great entomologist in terms of his understanding how river 
blindness worked, about its transmission, how far the flies could move, and 
many other aspects of their life history. 

07-01:09:44 
Eardley-Pryor: That's just fascinating that an entomologist who is there, I assume, studying 

and doing his entomology work, studying perhaps black fly larvae, would 
frame this in the way that McNamara needed to hear it so well. To start with 
the economic standpoint and not that this is good for science and public 
health. 

07-01:10:06 
Resh: Yes. And he's not expressing himself like Macron does or some of the other 

extremely suave French diplomats. He can barely speak any English at all. But 
he convinces McNamara of this, and this is really an important thing. 
McNamara goes back to the Bank and remember that he's a very broad 
thinker. He says, "Let's have specific goals. We'll develop the area. We'll 
resettle the abandoned valleys. We'll increase agricultural production. That'll 
increase GDP, and the way of doing this will be to eliminate river blindness." 
It was not to eliminate river blindness to keep people from going blind. It was 
purely along economic and development lines.  

07-01:10:53 
Eardley-Pryor: Which is fascinating, too. In '72 the United Nations hosts what, at the time, 

was the world's first intergovernmental conference on the global environment, 
which was held in Stockholm. McNamara goes to Stockholm and delivers a 
whole speech around the context of "Limits to Growth." There's real 
reconsideration of what's happening in the global economy, and here he is in 
front of the entire UN and the majority of nations there, including a lot of 
African nations, newly created African nations, to talk about environmental 
concerns with regard to development. So, it's fascinating that all this kind of 
comes together in that 1972 period. 

07-01:11:31 
Resh: It really is very interesting. There's an Errol Morris movie The Fog of War 

that's about McNamara, mostly about Vietnam, and especially about the 
escalation of the war and McNamara's thoughts about this retrospectively. 
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07-01:11:47 
Eardley-Pryor: Is this The Fog of War? 

07-01:11:49 
Resh: The Fog of War. Yes. Thank you. And if you look at the supplementary 

interviews with him at the end of the movie, he talks about the river blindness 
control program and how he was influenced to do this and how this became an 
incredible contribution of the Bank. Now, a lot of us—and this is sort of 
armchair psychology—always figured that McNamara did this to atone for the 
sins of Vietnam and the complicit role that he played in it. It did not make up 
for what happened in Vietnam, but certainly could assuage some of his guilt. 
He actually lost contact with his son over the war. But that's my armchair 
psychology.  

07-01:12:34 
Eardley-Pryor: The other part that's really fascinating that came out for me when watching 

The Fog of War about McNamara was his fascination with operations research 
and his application of operations research during World War II, during the 
American bombing of Japan and the firebombing of cities like Tokyo. 

07-01:12:52 
Resh: Oh yes, The firebombing of Tokyo. I remember McNamara saying that if the 

war had been lost, he would be a war criminal.  

07-01:12:51 
Eardley-Pryor: The ratios of what's the safest number and the best number of troops to bring, 

when using operations research for a global war perspective. What struck me 
about the operations research thing with McNamara, with regard to the 
Onchocerciasis Control Programme in West Africa (OCP), is there's this great 
write-up of case studies on controlling onchocerciasis. And one of the people 
that wrote this up was Bruce Benton, who was the manager of the OCP unit in 
the World Bank from 1985 to 2005, the entire period you're there. Benton 
wrote this whole piece up and one of the things he said on why OCP was so 
successful had to do with operations research. I mean, it's just such a World 
Bank perspective to say, "No, this is all about system dynamics and figuring 
out the economic factors that are playing into one another here." The systems 
perspective in all of this seems to really have played a role, and I think in 
McNamara's mind too. 

07-01:13:51 
Resh: Right. Well when I was the Chair of the Ecological Group, we played on that 

theme because what we did was, we —we referred to our unit's activities as 
"operations research." And sometimes we'd kind of slur it a little to sound like 
operational research when we talked about it because this was very appealing 
to the people at the Bank. But what we were really talking about was how to 
do our monitoring, how to do our spraying, and how to do it effectively. So, 
we were talking about operations, but we had a different definition of doing 
that. But we can talk more about that later.  
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07-01:14:24 
Eardley-Pryor: That sounds almost like you taking on Rene Le Berre's strategy of, "I need to 

speak to my audience to get this done properly."  

07-01:14:31 
Resh: Right. And Le Berre actually had done this effectively. He was with a French 

overseas research organization called ORSTOM. And all those scientists 
retired very young and were full pensioned at fifty-five. So really by the time 
in the eighties, he's out of the program. But he was still there for consultations. 
I remember he was a great beetle collector, and we used to collect beetles for 
him at night when we had nothing to do. We found out that he was selling 
them to collectors. But that was all right. Those African scarab beetles are so 
beautiful. It was one of the things we would do in the evening when we were 
out in the field. Le Berre was a pretty amazing guy and had an incredible role 
in bringing this program about. And he was an excellent researcher, too. 

07-01:15:21 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, once Le Berre convinces McNamara that this is not only an important 

program but also could be successful in terms of economic development, 
where do things go from there? 

07-01:15:34 
Resh: Well, the basic thing was then, how do you organize this? And so, the World 

Bank had to get involved. They were the implementing agency. I knew Bruce 
Benton, and actually was just at a remote a conference with him last month. 
Benton was in Peace Corps training in West Africa with my good friend Bob 
Haas.  

So how do you get a disease program that's in multiple countries organized? 
The World Health Organization was providing technical expertise. And then 
the key was the donors, especially in getting the donors to commit funding for 
a long time. The donors ended up being the usual cast of characters— the 
United States, Canada, England, Switzerland, the Netherlands. But we also 
had unusual ones like the Gulbenkian Foundation in Portugal, which is most 
famous for the museum that they run, one of the great museums in the world. 
But Mozambique was an old Portuguese colony. And we had Kuwait as a 
donor. For some reason, Kuwait took an interest in this program. I always 
enjoyed these annual donor conferences that we would go to very much 
because you'd meet the usual State Department-type diplomats, but you'd also 
meet people that were very interesting. I remember going to Kuwait to do 
some teaching later on and it just brought back all of these memories of the 
people that I had dealt with there. The donors were really key. They were the 
ones that enabled the project to be done. 

07-01:17:01 
Eardley-Pryor: And the World Bank is who organized that donation program? Is that correct? 
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07-01:17:04 
Resh: Right. Bruce Benton didn't have a permanent position at the Bank when this 

program started. He had been in the Peace Corps in Africa, and then he had 
done contract work with the Bank, and was really looking for a way to get a 
permanent job there. And he used onchocerciasis to create his position for the 
next twenty-some years. 

07-01:17:27 
Eardley-Pryor: The Bank had to have known, I assume with Le Berre's knowledge of the 

disease and how it was caused, that this was going to be an enormous 
investment of time and of money. It had to be that long of a program from the 
start. 

07-01:17:43 
Resh: Yes. It had to be for at least twenty years. They started off in seven countries. 

They thought that if you could apply pesticides in these seven countries, you'd 
need twenty years of operations. That they knew from the beginning. The first 
thing they did was they created the position of Director in 1974. And at that 
time there were no Africans involved in any of the managerial positions. It 
was all Europeans that were doing this, and that really continued through the 
eighties. I was the last of the Europeans in any administrative capacity in the 
program and we had done complete Africanization of the organization. 

And so, at the beginning of the program, they almost immediately decided 
they were going to spray pesticides to control the larval black flies. In fact, 
they were spraying various pesticides starting in '75 before there were any 
background information on what fish were there, what invertebrates were 
there. This became a problem later on in terms of monitoring and evaluating 
the long-term effects of the control activities because a lot of these rivers 
ended up being contaminated from the beginning because of the insecticides 
they were using. They actually used one that was originally called Abate, 
which was very environmentally friendly in that it didn't have a long 
persistence in the environment. But that was also its downfall, because it 
wouldn't to kill the black flies that would constantly be recolonizing the areas 
that had been sprayed. And then they went to use one that was really very 
damaging, permethrin, which is a type of pyrethroid, which they originally 
derive from chrysanthemums. But just the fact that it was originally derived 
from chrysanthemums doesn't mean it's not going to do a lot of damage. That 
ended up being a problem because resistance started to developed and higher 
concentrations of pesticides had to be applied.  

07-01:19:22 
 But the biggest thing that happened with pesticides in our program and 

worldwide goes back to a discovery that was made in Israel. An Israeli 
entomologist, Joel Margalit, was in the Negev Desert and sees a pool of water 
with all these dead mosquito larvae in it. And he has the foresight to pick them 
up and find out what's killed them. He identifies a bacterium that's now called 
Bacillus thuringiensis israelensis. He names the subspecies after Israel, but he 
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doesn't take a patent out on it. He puts it out to the world to use and, of course, 
some of companies start taking patents out. They modify it to qualify for a 
new patent. They find what the component is in it that's actually killing not 
just mosquitoes but also other biting flies, like black flies. And so, the 
incorporation of this bacterial insecticide into our pesticide program was an 
absolutely major benefit because this has no or very little effects on what we 
call non-target organisms, the fish and invertebrates that you're worried about 
being killed inadvertently. 

07-01:20:31 
Eardley-Pryor: And so the real contribution for this was that finding this strain of Bacillus 

thuringiensis in Israel that you can apply, that it kills the larvae but does not 
impact humans or other larger animals?  

07-01:20:47 
Resh: Right. The species Bacillus thuringiensis has many subspecies that are used in 

agriculture that kill— 

07-01:20:58 
Eardley-Pryor: Moths and butterflies mostly. 

07-01:20:59 
Resh: Moths, yes. The caterpillars that cause damage in corn and other crops. Bti 

was a big addition to our program. It kills black flies but has little or minor 
effects on the rest of the stream fauna. And when I'm involved with the 
program later, these bacteria are something that we spend a lot of time 
working with. How can we modify a formulation of them or their toxins so 
that we can have maximum effectiveness and maximum efficiency so we can 
use it as sparingly as possible for cost and environmental considerations? And 
actually, at one point which was the best we ever did, we had a formulation of 
Bti, Bacillus thuringiensis israelensis, that once it was sprayed, it would kill 
black flies for 118 miles downstream. 

07-01:21:58 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, wow. 

07-01:21:58 
Resh: It was an absolutely incredible advance. Now, the big worry is whether 

resistance to a pesticide will result if you use it all the time, especially over a 
long period. This was the problem of using DDT when it switched from being 
a tool to control mosquitoes to being used more widely and often in 
agriculture. If there was resistance to Bti that ever developed, this would be a 
worldwide calamity. Because look at San Francisco Bay marshlands, these 
little pellets that the Mosquito Abatement Districts use environmentally 
sensitive habitats or even that people throw into their backyard ponds. This is 
all Bti. So, with resistance we would lose the most effective pesticide that is 
available. It's very benign, no major environmental impacts, but with 
resistance it's suddenly no longer being effective. It's a natural selection 
process, the same as the development of bacterial resistance to antibiotics. 
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07-01:22:35 
Eardley-Pryor: Having no effect if there's resistance that develops. Part of this discussion 

about pesticides, I can't help but think about this in the context of DDT and 
Silent Spring ringing the bell on DDT. It takes a good ten years, until 1972, 
before the US bans domestic use of DDT. But it's still being used today in 
India, North Korea.  

07-01:23:04 
Resh: Yes, and in Africa for indoor use in huts.  

07-01:23:05 
Eardley-Pryor: I'm just thinking about DDT in the context of beginning spraying rivers in 

1975, with Abate and all these other things, without any consideration of the 
ecological impacts.  

07-01:23:15 
Resh: Well, when DDT was first used, it was used to delouse soldiers and civilians 

with lice because of a fear of typhus. It was used for medical purposes. And, 
in fact, the way it was applied was generally at a small scale. If you were 
delousing, you had a reverse vacuum cleaner that you were put in people's 
clothing and just sprayed the pesticide all over somebody's body. But you 
would not have gotten resistance that fast and had to increase the dosage if 
you were using it only for medical purposes. It was actually when they used it 
for agricultural, where they were spraying every week that it became a 
problem. Today, most of the DDT being applied in Africa is being put on like 
a whitewash on the inside of huts. And I think anyone that worked in Africa is 
against banning DDT for that purpose, because it has extremely low 
mammalian toxicity. There was an entomologist at San Jose State, Gordon 
Edwards, that was famous for advocating DDT. In his class he would eat a 
spoon full of DDT to show that there was no effect on it.  

07-01:24:25 
Eardley-Pryor: This was at San Jose State? 

07-01:24:26 
Resh: Yes, at San Jose State. He would do that every year. But of course, none of us 

were advocating that. But the issue was that the combination of low 
mammalian toxicity and long persistence resulted in high effectiveness against 
mosquitoes and consequently malaria. Now, they put it on the walls of their 
huts once a year. So we'd hate to see that banned entirely. None of us want to 
see it used for agriculture or regular spraying, but painted on walls inside of 
houses, it's really effective and safe.  

07-01:24:58 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, that's fascinating, because the argument that always seems to come up 

against DDT is the issue of bioaccumulation. Is there any kind of connection 
between bioaccumulation over time and the spraying the inside of these walls 
where people are living? If not used for agriculture but used domestically? 
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07-01:25:17 
Resh: No. Because the way it works is that the mosquitos would land on these walls 

and come in contact with the pesticide. It wasn't an aerosol so that people 
were breathing it in. The mosquitoes would land on these walls, get it on their 
legs, and because they're always grooming themselves, they ingest it, and they 
die. That's really how effective it is. It was widespread in humans. I think 
there were twelve parts per million in human breastmilk. It was pervasive. It 
was found on every continent. But the peregrine falcon eggs that were 
thinning and all of those problems was what raised people's awareness and 
actually brought about the demise of widespread DDT use. I think all of us 
agree that they should not be using it for agriculture in developed countries. 
But the idea of using it in these extremely poor countries for extremely 
specific, limited uses— should continue. I would argue that probably 98 
percent of us are in favor of maintaining that use because they can't afford 
anything else that cheap and effective.  

07-01:26:15 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. Particularly in these malaria-impacted areas.  

07-01:26:20 
Resh: Yes. 

07-01:26:21 
Eardley-Pryor: But was there any consideration of DDT in the early onchocerciasis program? 

07-01:26:26 
Resh: Very early there were DDT applications. But actually, in some of these areas 

where they were building dams, which actually made the black fly problems 
worse because they were creating more larval habitat. Also, they were 
applying DDT before the OCP program began. It was used for a relatively 
short time in OCP.  

07-01:26:50 
Eardley-Pryor: Share with me how, in 1975 when the program begins, the spraying happens. 

It seems like there's a "spray first, ask questions later" thought. But that, 
clearly by the time you get involved, has changed.  

07-01:27:03 
Resh: Right. Well, not to be overly critical of the World Bank and the World Health 

Organization, but what the program had in the early stages was a group of 
administrators and scientists that just wanted to kill black flies. The World 
Bank's role was led by economists with little or no training in science. 
Concerns about environmental protection was not an important interest to 
them. The same was true with many of the WHO people for much of the 
beginning of the program. What WHO was interested in was controlling the 
disease and the World Bank was interested in economic development. There 
was virtually no consideration by them about environmental issues until they 
realized that the success of the program depended on this issue. 
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What's interesting is that in 1979, I got a call from a colleague about 
organizing a monitoring program in West Africa to look at the effects of 
spraying on the West African fauna. Now, it was being organized by 
environmental NGOs that were really interested in just stopping all the 
spraying, even if it meant that the disease continued. They asked if I want to 
get involved in helping with their efforts. But fortunately, the year before I 
was in a meeting and one of the really great river ecologists of all time was 
invited to speak at that meeting I attended and no one else seemed to know 
him. I spent the whole meeting talking to him and he had just come back from 
West Africa. 

07-01:28:12 
Eardley-Pryor: Who was it? 

07-01:28:12 
Resh: His name was Noel Hynes. He had just come back from West Africa where he 

was evaluating the OCP program. This is 1978, so it's right in the beginning of 
the spraying. He told me the scope of what this project was going to be. It was 
enormous and the potential of what it could be was enormous. During World 
War II, Hynes had been in the Camel Corps of the British Army as a medical 
entomologist and traveled all throughout a lot of West Africa and realized 
how bad river blindness was. 

07-01:28:40 
Eardley-Pryor: I've never heard of the Camel Corps. 

07-01:28:52 
Resh: They literally would travel by camels and go to oases throughout the Sahel 

and look for mosquito problems and control them. An awful lot of 
entomologists in World War II worked on mosquito-related problems, 
especially malaria vectors, of course. Also I had known that Bernhard Statzner 
had been involved in the OCP in 1977, when he was in the Ivory Coast 
working for WHO doing experiments on pesticides and their effects on black 
flies and on the other fauna, the non-targets. But it really was those 
conversations I had with Noel Hynes that convinced me that something great 
was happening in Africa. And when these NGOs approached me about 
helping to put together a program to stop the pesticide spraying, I didn't want 
to get involved. 

07-01:29:45 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. It seems like, from the way you're framing it, theirs was more of a 

political angle involved than a scientific research question. 

07-01:29:50 
Resh: Right. In almost all of my experience and it was with a lot of the NGOs, I 

sometimes question the value of what they do. Oftentimes, they're focused on 
a single issue. Let me give an example with river blindness. One of the 
problems that I had a lot of issues with was that church-related NGOs would 
go and they'd hire a drilling rig, and they would go from village to village 
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drilling bore holes so people could get clean water. And there's no rhyme or 
reason where they would drill. They didn't have any hydrologists with them. 
They would just drill bore holes. And the churches would do this because they 
thought that they were giving people clean water. Well, they were but what 
they also were doing is that they were lowering the water table so that the fish, 
which was 95 percent of the protein that the villagers were getting, were dying 
because they were lowering the water level of the streams. And I would try to 
talk to them when we'd have these site visits, and they'd keep on saying, "But 
isn't clean water important?" I'd say, "Yes, but so is protein, and what you're 
doing is you're lowering the fish and they amount of protein that the people 
will get." And we finally got local governments to stop them from doing it and 
have them go farther away from the streams so they weren't lowering the 
water table. 

07-01:31:08 
Eardley-Pryor: That's crazy. 

07-01:31:10 
Resh: I dealt with a lot of NGOs that were single issue. And others like Sight Savers 

International or World Vision, which is a religious based NGO, were single 
issue but far better informed about what needed to be done. But a lot of them, 
they only thought of simplified western solutions. And the attitude that, 
"We're doing good. We're doing God's work," ended up creating really a lot 
more problems. 

07-01:31:41 
Eardley-Pryor: I want to get back to this question about spraying the black flies and letting 

that be the goal, and not really thinking about the broader implications. It just 
strikes me that they have this operation's research approach to taking in all of 
these different dynamics with a systems approach to it, to ignore the 
ecological considerations, when— 

07-01:32:05 
Resh: Yes. But the World Bank was never concerned about that. That was never one 

of their issues. It wasn't in their mandate. 

07-01:32:21 
Eardley-Pryor: When did those kinds of environmental concerns come to play a role in the 

onchocerciasis control program? 

07-01:32:30 
Resh: I'm so glad that you asked that and I can tell you exactly when. It was when 

suddenly the green countries like The Netherlands and Switzerland started 
saying, "We're going to pull our money out unless you can demonstrate what 
are the environmental effects of what we're doing," which is when I was 
approached about getting part of the program. So that was the exact moment. 
As soon as they said, "Look, the program's going to end if you're controlling a 
disease but killing the fish and the fish food so that the people can't eat or 
they're not getting enough protein." And some of the Greens activists in these 
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countries said, "We'll wait for other effective solutions, like biological control, 
to come along instead of using pesticides." But unfortunately, there were 
really no other solutions at the beginning of the program than pesticides.  

07-01:33:23 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. So, give me again the time from here. You're introduced to the 

program, or learning about it from speaking with, you said, Noel Hynes. 
You're learning even that Bernhard Statzner was involved in this in the late 
seventies. But you don't get involved in the program until the early to mid-
1990s.  

07-01:33:41 
Resh: Right. 

07-01:33:41 
Eardley-Pryor: From that time period, from the start of the program in the mid-seventies up 

through the early nineties, there's just spraying happening without real 
considerations of environmental impacts? 

07-01:33:52 
Resh: Yes, the emphasis was on killing black flies to control the disease. There were 

a couple of people that were really concerned about the environmental issues. 
Bernhard lasted for only a year or two, and realized that they didn't really care 
about this. Sometimes he'd be running an experiment and just before he set the 
experiment up, a helicopter would fly over and they'd drop a whole load of 
pesticides in the stream that he was going to work in. There was no 
coordination between the control people and the ones doing the ecological 
experiments. That's why he left. And the other one is a very good friend to this 
day, Christian Lévêque. He was involved in West African research for his 
whole career. He was in Chad in the 1950s, working on Lake Chad trying to 
do conservation work to maintain fisheries there. He was with ORSTOM. And 
he was one of the ones who was always raising these objections, that we 
should be looking at environmental issues and he was constantly bringing up 
the idea that we needed monitoring and experimentation. That's the way we 
would understand these potential effects. You have a monitoring program 
that's supplemented with experiments to understand the mechanisms behind 
any impacts. 

07-01:34:59 
Eardley-Pryor: So, when people like Christian Lévêque and—I don't know if Bernhard stayed 

engaged throughout this period in the eighties—how were those voices heard, 
how were they received up until the point you were involved? 

07-01:35:09 
Resh: Well, Bernhard didn't get his ideas through and he left the program. He was 

too outspoken about what they were doing with the pesticide applications. I 
think that Christian was on loan from ORSTOM to OCP. 
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07-01:35:31 
Eardley-Pryor: I see. And the Overseas Research Organization, that was through the French 

government? 

07-01:35:34 
Resh: Right. Actually, they call it IRD now, International Research and 

Development. To a lot of French people, ORSTOM was viewed as a form of 
neocolonialism because the research that they do is either in the French 
overseas territories like Tahiti or in the former French colonies.  

07-01:35:55 
Eardley-Pryor: That's interesting. Take me to how you get involved. Set the context for it. 

There's suddenly a new concern for ecological issues because the donating 
nations say there needs to be some concern. And then, how do you get pulled 
in to help alleviate those concerns? 

07-01:36:11 
Resh: It's very, very simple and I remember every detail of the day it happened. It's 

1994. I'm invited to something that they do in France that's a wonderful thing. 
It's called the Ecole d'Été or "summer school," that everybody from the 
President on down does after the August break. They go to a two- or three-day 
conference on some issue. And they had one in Arles, which I was invited to 
speak at, on assessing environmental impact. I spent a lot of time working on 
the talk, and the talk was about how do you develop biological monitoring 
programs. I was taking French lessons at the time in Lyon, and I used the 
lessons to work on this talk. As somebody said to me many times, I never 
spoke French as well as I did when I gave that talk. It was about an hour long. 

07-01:37:07 
Eardley-Pryor: What was the context of this meeting? You said there's these annual three-day 

meetings. What was that meeting about? Was it specifically on 
biomonitoring? 

07-01:37:15 
Resh: Well, no. I think it was about rivers. But it was directed towards French rivers. 

07-01:37:31 
Eardley-Pryor: All right. But you had just done these programs, as part of your sabbatical 

with Bernhard in the early nineties, on the Rhône and Saône.  

07-01:37:36 
Resh: Exactly. So, I was there for the sabbatical, and I'm invited to give this 

presentation. I had a big audience attending and it went very well. And at the 
end of it, an African from Burkina Faso, Laurent Yaméogo, comes up to speak 
with me. He ends up being my closest confidante and friend in West Africa. 
He also visits us in Berkeley. At the meeting, he says to me, "We have 
problems in the river blindness control program. We are getting resettlement 
in the abandoned river valleys. And we're worried, are we getting confounding 
effects from the resettlements and the pesticides? We'd like you to look at this 
problem." So that is how I was approached. Christian Lévêque was at that 
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meeting. He talks to me about joining OCP, as well. This was at the height of 
the donor countries being concerned about pesticide use. What was the cause 
of the environmental degradation that they were seeing in the streams? What 
was it due to? I think that the donors wanted to believe it was from the 
pesticides. The OCP wanted to believe, although they had no evidence, that it 
was due to the resettlement where they weren't practicing land or soil or water 
conservation at all. 

07-01:39:01 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, fascinating. So the question, at least at this point when you're introduced 

to it, is it the pesticides, or is it just people's practices? Is it just the fact that 
people use agricultural— 

07-01:39:10 
Resh: Right, exactly. What ended up happening is that the area wasn't being 

resettled with people that had lived there previously. Instead, resettlement was 
from people from war-torn areas throughout West Africa. Refugees coming in 
that had no concept of traditional land-tenure that the original ethnic groups 
would have had. There was no idea about soil or water conservation. The 
incoming refugees were trying to acquire as much land as possible for them to 
start a new life. So, there were Sierra Leones with Guineans with Liberian 
with Malians. There were all these ethnic groups, and oftentimes they had 
severe and violent conflicts over land. I'm using the term countries, but each 
country has dozens of ethnic groups. But none of the new inhabitants had the 
traditional land tenure understanding of the original inhabitants because it 
wasn't their traditional tribal lands that they were resettling on.  

07-01:40:09 
Eardley-Pryor: Fascinating. The social dynamics that are happening there are so complex. 

07-01:40:13 
Resh: It was very complex. You asked about the World Bank and WHO. Up to that 

point, both organizations were considering ecological considerations as kind 
of a pain in the neck. They would do as little as they could just to keep people 
off their backs. And then suddenly, the donor countries are saying, "We're 
going to stop funding the program unless you can show that you aren't 
damaging the environment to the point that it becomes unsustainable on terms 
of the people's needs." This is a critical time in the program. None of the 
rivers have been completely treated yet, people were resettling. So, if they 
stopped the program the resurgence would come back as bad as before. We 
didn't have a way of treating the parasites in the people's body. So what would 
happen is that, if you started having the black flies coming back in huge 
numbers, suddenly you'd get the disease starting all over again. 

07-01:41:08 
Eardley-Pryor: Because they'll be biting and infecting the people again.  

07-01:41:10 
Resh: Exactly. It was a very critical time. 
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07-01:41:16 
Eardley-Pryor: I'm thinking about this critical time as to why those donor countries suddenly 

have this ecological consciousness. I can't help but think that it's twenty years 
after the 1972 UN Stockholm Conference that I mentioned, that first global 
environment conference. And in 1992 is the Rio Conference [Earth Summit] 
that popularizes the concept of sustainable development. I'm wondering if that 
is playing a role in some of these UN dialogues? 

07-01:41:40 
Resh: Sure. And what political party is rising throughout Europe? The Greens.  

07-01:41:43 
Eardley-Pryor: The Greens. 

07-01:41:44 
Resh: They're the ones that are pushing the environmental issues both domestically 

and in international aid programs. Let me make a real diversion, but African 
sleeping sickness is a wonderful example of this shift. There was only one 
drug that was available to treat sleeping sickness, a mercury-based compound. 
It was produced in Germany, and the mercury from the manufacturing of it 
was ending up in German rivers. And so, the Green Party push to ban the 
manufacturing of it in Germany. As a result, there was a period in Africa that 
if you got sleeping sickness, you died. There was no other treatment available. 
Almost miraculously, they found that a cosmetic drug used primarily for 
treating toenail fungus would work against sleeping sickness. This was a big 
improvement because ten percent of the time you died from the mercury 
poisoning with the old drug. All of us, including the Africans, were concerned 
about sleeping sickness. When the tsetse came around, we really were jumpy 
when there was no treatment.  

07-01:42:43 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. 

07-01:42:44 
Resh: And, again, that was one of the things the Green party did, because the 

argument they made was, "We don't have sleeping sickness in Germany. Why 
are we polluting our rivers to produce a chemical we don't use here? They 
didn't even call it a drug it was "a chemical." The Green Party was getting 
very powerful at that time and could bring these changes about.  

07-01:43:04 
Eardley-Pryor: Fascinating. Fascinating how these environmental politics are playing out 

across West Africa.  

07-01:43:10 
Resh: Yes. And, again, just to repeat, we were all really worried about sleeping 

sickness. We always had white vehicles—Toyota Land Rovers. Sometimes 
they'd look speckled because there'd be so many tsetse that were on them. 
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07-01:43:25 
Eardley-Pryor: What could you do? 

07-01:43:25 
Resh: Well, we would put Vaseline over the exposed parts of our bodies. No insect 

repellent would work. And if you missed a spot, either a black fly or a tsetse 
would find it. We didn't have showers in the field. So sometimes, we're 
covered in Vaseline. The stickiness was just awful.  

07-01:43:49 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow.  

07-01:43:51 
Resh: Yeah. But we were more worried about tsetse than the Vaseline!  

07-01:43:57 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, take me back to 1994 when you're introduced to the possibility of your 

engagement with Christian and Laurent both saying, "We've got issues. We'd 
love to have you come be a part of it." What were you thinking? 

07-01:44:10 
Resh: Well, I'm thinking it sounds very interesting, a chance to go to Africa and see 

this project. They send me a lot of briefing material, and they arranged a trip 
for me to go to the Ivory Coast. I went for a couple of weeks travelling around 
and seeing the study sites, the monitoring efforts, and the control strategy.  

I think maybe it's time to mention that my career with river blindness control 
really had two phases. The first was the early one where I was basically given 
a problem to solve. I traveled all over the eleven countries involved in the 
program I went to Ivory Coast, Mali, Guinea, Benin, Togo, Ghana. It was very 
interesting and it always had very directed activities that I was doing. During 
that time, I was brought on as a member of the Ecological Group, and their 
mandate was to oversee monitoring, to make all decisions about pesticide use, 
to make sure there's no biomagnification of pesticides, and to have an 
overview of all the OCP activities. This was a modification of the first phase 
of my involvement. With that change I attended more meetings but I was still 
sent all over the control area, which was great. I'd look at how the monitoring 
was done for the fish and then the invertebrates. I had a background in fish 
and invertebrates so I could do both. I was traveling with the African teams 
that were doing all this monitoring, watching how they were doing it, and 
making recommendations. It was really kind of a fascinating time. I loved to 
go to Mali, which was probably my favorite place to visit. Now it's so 
dangerous, you just couldn't go there.  

07-01:45:53 
Eardley-Pryor: Vince, there's a ton to unpack here. But before we dive into this early phase, 

when did the second phase begin? What is that second phase, and when does 
it begin? So you joined in '94. You're doing this awesome, amazing travel. 
You were working on the science aspects all around the place. You mentioned 
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this ecological consulting arm. When does the second phase begin and how is 
it different? Just briefly. 

07-01:46:19 
Resh: The second phase came from a series of tragic accidents. The Head of the 

Ecological Group was an Italian, Davide Calamari. He was a very strong 
personality. He was a toxicologist and very familiar with pesticide effects. 
He's the chair of the committee when I'm first on it and was the one that 
brought me in as a member. He has a very severe heart attack and suddenly he 
can't do this anymore. He can't deal with the stress. He was quite a character. 
He would always wear open-necked shirts, which showed the long scar from 
his open-heart surgery. So they needed somebody to take over his 
responsibilities as Head of the Ecological Group.  

07-01:47:08 
Eardley-Pryor: When was it that Davide Calamari had his heart attack? 

07-01:47:09 
Resh: I think it was probably around 1997 or 1998. I had not been on the committee 

very long, but I was approached to be the Chair of the Group. I remember 
saying, "Look, I don't know much about this. I've not dealt much with the 
World Bank." But this appointment also would mean that I'd be on the Expert 
Advisory Committee for all of the OCP activities. Now, the Expert Advisory 
Committee was five individuals, including the Heads of ophthalmology, 
epidemiology, the secretariat, and what was going to be the drug distribution 
program. I said, "I know the sites. I've done that. But there's a lot I don't know 
about the program" And their argument was, "Well, that's more than anybody 
else knows. At least you know what's being done on the ground." So, that was 
the beginning of the second phase. As Chair of the Ecological Group I was 
deciding on what pesticides we'd spray, how to manage against resistance, all 
of the monitoring programs, and a bunch of other areas that I didn't know 
much about. But what was more important and worrisome to me was that I 
would be part of the five-person Expert Advisory Committee that made 
decisions on every aspect of the program. At that point, the development of 
ivermectin and how that came to be such an important part in killing the actual 
worms in the people's bodies becomes a new learning experience for me.  

07-01:48:14 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great.  

07-01:48:17 
Resh: There were a lot of new problems and a lot to learn. 

07-01:48:16 
Eardley-Pryor: For me to understand the framing on this, though, when you first get involved 

in the program in '94-95, it's traveling around, doing science at the sites, and 
trying to answer some of the research questions that are involved, but it 
sounds to me like in 1998 onwards until—you're engaged in this program all 
the 2000s. 
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07-01:48:34 
Resh: Through 2009, yes. 

07-01:48:34 
Eardley-Pryor: From that point on in 1998, it's much more executive decision making. You're 

not only in charge of the ecological control side of things, but then also in this 
five-member panel for the whole program. 

07-01:48:49 
Resh: Right. But during that period, I still did a lot of training programs. Because 

one of the things I started to have the scientists in our unit look at was the 
issue of habitat degradation. Remember, poor biological conditions for the 
fish and invertebrates, which are important as fish food or food themselves, 
can result from both from the poor water quality or poor habitat quality. I was 
doing a lot of training and developing ideas about how do you assess habitat 
quality in African rivers? I was doing a lot of training programs throughout 
the area with that. I was still doing some fieldwork, but I was doing a lot less 
at that time. When I was in the first phase of my time in OCP, I'd go to one 
meeting a year and that lasted two or three days. It was always fun to see 
people and talk to them, but I had no responsibilities at all after that meeting. 
And then in the second phase, I'm suddenly running these meetings. I'm going 
to donor meetings. I'm going to Expert Advisory Committee meetings. I'm 
going to World Bank meetings. I'm just doing all this new stuff. Oftentimes, I 
had to run meetings in French. It was just a real change. 

I really loved my time when I was traveling around at the beginning of my 
involvement with OCP. I developed these great friendships with Africans and 
Europeans. We'd be out traveling for a week or two trying to find places to 
eat, trying to find places to sleep. Sometimes we camped. Sometimes we 
found these horrible guest houses to sleep in, but at least we were out of the 
rain. There were often difficulties finding food. The West African food could 
be delicious, especially the fish like Nile perch and fresh tilapia. And I'd eat 
them whenever I could. Likewise, much of the game, especially the antelopes, 
were delicious. But sometimes, I'd spend a day eating bread and bananas, 
these little, tiny bananas that they grew in Africa. Amazingly, what I often 
could find for some reason were these little cubes of Laughing Cow cheese. 
Why they had these in Africa I never knew. I'd always carry granola bars with 
me. I also carried my own needles and syringes with me too, in case I had to 
have an injection.  

07-01:51:40 
Eardley-Pryor: I want to dive into some more of these stories that come out of this first phase 

of the program for you, where it's a lot of fieldwork and understanding what's 
happening on the ground of the program. If you don't mind, can you talk a 
little bit about the scientific questions that are coming up? When you're 
brought in, what are the main things that you're trying to understand? What 
are you trying to answer, and how do you go about answering it? 
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07-01:52:05 
Resh: Yes. So the first thing I'm trying to do is, how do you tease apart the effect of 

pesticides from resettlement effects? The second, is how are we going to make 
sure that the black flies don't develop resistance to Bti. Now, at this time, 75 
percent of the time the program is using Bti. Again, we are using this fairly 
benign pesticide. But we're worried about is resistance. So, we have six other 
pesticides we use in rotation to avoid resistance. How does resistance come 
about? A black fly, by a genetic mutation, may develop some resistance to Bti. 
As mentioned, this would be a public health disaster. As a result, every so 
often we use a different pesticide to make sure that any resistant black fly got 
killed and doesn't spread the mutation throughout the population. The new 
insecticide would kill that black fly. So, we are alternating the use of Bti with 
periodic use of different and often more powerful insecticides. But we also 
know that they will have some environmental consequences so we have to be 
very careful in when and how we use them. But the idea was to rotate those 
insecticides to make sure that we're not getting resistance to them.  

07-01:52:55 
Eardley-Pryor: That program, that rotation of pesticides had begun by the time you had joined 

in the 1994-95? 

07-01:53:03 
Resh: It had really just begun. Again, 75 percent of the time we were using Bti. 

07-01:53:10 
Eardley-Pryor: How long does Bti last? A spraying that happens for Bti, how long is it 

effective? 

07-01:53:18 
Resh: Well, we're getting to the end of the success of the program if you ask that. 

07-01:53:27 
Eardley-Pryor: Okay. We'll get to it. 

07-01:53:28 
Resh: We'll come back to that. 

07-01:53:30 
Eardley-Pryor: Yes. 

07-01:53:31 
Resh: The other big issue was how do we separate the effects of resettlement from 

the effects of pesticides? Because of the fight against resistance developing, 
several different ones are being used that have very different toxicities. In the 
years that I was in the second phase, we had to make decisions about when we 
would use pesticides that we knew would cause damage. I knew they would 
kill some fish; I knew they'd kill some invertebrates. But we would try to do it 
at a time when we were sure we had recolonization of fish quickly from 
reproduction in other areas and quick recovery. But how to do this effectively 
and with minimal damage were constant questions that we had.  
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 How do we determine habitat effects? And if so, or in general, how can we 
improve habitat for fish and aquatic life? I had developed habitat assessment 
tools to use in California streams, Tahitian streams, and other habitats while at 
Berkeley. We later had this idea where the World Bank would fund a special 
program supported by the Bank's Global Environmental Fund project, or GEF, 
which was their environmental arm. And what we would do is that we would 
have local people make decisions about what parts of their habitat were 
degraded based on historical knowledge, where they saw reductions in fish 
catches, and other factors. And we did this in test areas in four different 
countries. We'd ask "What parts of their habitat were being degraded? Why or 
how were they being degraded, and how can they use traditional knowledge to 
stop that degradation?" And we did that in Guinea, Ghana, Burkina Faso, and 
Togo. And that was a very, very successful program funded by the World 
Bank. There was a lot of training that I was always doing. 

07-01:55:10  
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. Well, with this early phase, as you're trying to piece out these 

differences between the human developmental impacts on the environment 
and the spraying impacts directly, how were you going about trying to figure 
out how you'll answer that? I'm thinking of this in the context of a dynamic 
environment that itself is always changing.  

07-01:55:30 
Resh: We're doing site evaluations that involve habitat evaluations using the sheets I 

developed at Berkeley but we're also looking at the overall health of people in 
these villages. How we go about doing that will explain a lot of this, I hope. I 
always had to have a translator with me that could translate either to French or 
to English, and could speak the local languages. Sometimes, though these 
local guides even weren't 100 percent sure of the translations. And then 
somebody that would be a combination driver, guide, and safety companion 
because we'd pick up the translators locally. And we would realize, when you 
started asking people questions, it's very difficult to get an answer that would 
be a clear indication of a scientific question. I couldn't ask, "Do you have 
schistosomiasis in your village?" Again, this would be a compounding factor 
in terms of the human health issues in the village including river blindness. 
We would say, "Do the teenage boys bleed from their genitals like the teenage 
girls do?" In other words, when they're urinating does blood come out, just 
like it does with teenage girls that are menstruating. And they'd say, "Oh, yes, 
yes." And we'd say, "Well, how many boys do you think do this?" We'd have 
little cartoons that we would show them, too, in case they couldn't understand. 
And they might say, "Well, most of the boys. Most of the boys bleed." Now, 
they never associated this as being abnormal. But that was the telltale sign of 
schistosomiasis. Teenage boys, not having great hygiene, get the schistos 
burrowing in their skin, then the worms migrate into their bladder and it 
causes bleeding when they urinate. 
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07-01:57:10 
Eardley-Pryor: Okay. I was going to ask why is schistosomiasis connected with the 

onchocerciasis? 

07-01:57:17 
Resh: That would be a level of the health in the village. Because one of the things 

that we found was the compounding effect of multiple diseases in a village 
population. One of the most dramatic events in my whole time in the program 
was going to a village in Ghana, Asubende, where all the adults were stunted 
because their parasite load was so heavy that their pituitary glands weren't 
functioning. So, we would do that. We would look at hygiene issues. Africans 
in streamside villages are often defecating along the stream banks and we'd 
look to see if there was any solidity to their stools or were they just liquid. 
We'd get an idea of worm infestations by doing that. We had these whole 
series of questions that we would ask. And plus, we could see if they're not 
building latrines where mosquitoes and other disease vectors could be 
breeding.  

07-01:58:07 
Eardley-Pryor: Fascinating. And even that, you're asking these questions, you're using you 

say these cartoons to help express yourself and communicate clearly. Then, 
how do you separate the answers out to actually find causal agents that you're 
concerned about? 

07-01:58:22 
Resh: Well, this isn't giving us information on causal agents as much as giving us an 

indication of what kind of practices they're doing and how likely that they 
have the energy to do traditional habitat management. It also tells us whether a 
large amount of raw sewage going right into the stream. Are they cutting 
down or repairing vegetation for firewood? Is the gallery forest along the 
stream bank gone? Are they taking all sizes of fish to eat or only the larger 
ones? One of the things we noticed was that as soon as nylon gill nets were 
introduced into an area, fish populations declined drastically. These gill nets 
have different-sized openings and can catch all sizes of fish effectively. When 
they were strand or cord gill nets, they would break all the time and there 
wasn't the range of mesh sizes as with the nylon ones. But as soon as they had 
the nylon gill nets that didn't break, what they could do is take all sizes of fish. 
We could see that the fish recruitment was extremely low. This was an 
indication of depopulation effects as opposed to pesticide effects 

07-01:59:20 
 What we also did in our monitoring program was to look at how many hours 

did they have to spend to get, say, ten kilos of fish. And we could look at that 
over time, is that resettlement effect going to show up, in that they're taking so 
much that the population that it's not going to be sustainable? 

07-01:59:47 
Eardley-Pryor: So you could see by the timing that it took to collect that number of fish what 

the flow of the fish population health was? 
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07-01:59:56 
Resh: And how it changed over time. Because remember, we're going back to these 

villages, or the Africans in the national monitoring teams were, over and over 
again. But as soon as these villagers got these nylon gill nets, we noticed, that 
the numbers were going down because they could take everything. The 
population gets depleted by human activities not just from the pesticide 
applications. 

07-02:00:18 
Eardley-Pryor: Yes. 

07-02:00:19 
Resh: If they can dry a fish for later consumption or sale, they're going to do that. 

But it's the little, tiny fish that they are going to take and put in a porridge. 
Actually it is the women, the mothers, that are going to not put that whole fish 
in the porridge. They're going to chop it up because it's very likely that the 
father would take and eat that whole thing, whereas if you chop it up 
everybody gets a certain amount of protein. We're spending a lot of time kind 
of getting information like this to realize what kind of practices are they doing 
that are going to aggravate the resettlement effect on the populations that we 
are monitoring. And, again, we always have data the Africans that are 
collecting monthly from different streams and rivers. So I'm not going there 
blindly collecting data. We've got data to look at in deciding where to go and 
in making our evaluations, and then we're looking and seeing what kind of 
practices these villages are doing that could affect these data. We're looking at 
the diversity of different kinds of fishes, we're looking at the number of fishes 
caught, and the catch per unit effort. We're looking at length/weight 
relationships because of what we call a coefficient of condition that tells us 
whether they are able to reproduce? Are they so underweight that they can't 
reproduce? So we're looking at all these things together. We're looking at the 
richness and number of invertebrates, and of indicator organisms. We're 
looking at which ones are drifting in the streams as opposed to which ones are 
staying sedimentary. A large increase in drifting invertebrates can be a 
reflection of more pollution or of a negative response to pesticides. 

07-02:01:40 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, because they're trying to get out. 

07-02:01:43 
Resh: Right. And, again, we've got African teams that are doing this monthly. And 

I'm going with them, watching how they're doing their sampling, and also 
getting input from local people about what could be affecting the catch 
besides the spraying to kill black flies. 

07-02:01:58 
Eardley-Pryor: It sounds like, in terms of the operational aspects of this, that you're coming in 

for big chunks of time, but that this is ongoing research that's being engaged 
by Africans on the ground. 
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07-02:02:08 
Resh: Yes. And again, the Ecological Group is in charge of what the Africans are 

doing. The Chair of the Ecological Group is making decisions on what the 
Africans do over the course of the year. So even when I'm not there I'm 
involved in the program with most of our communication by Fax. 

07-02:02:23 
Eardley-Pryor: What's the scale of—again, in just general terms, broad terms—I mean it's a 

huge area. We're talking, eventually, eleven nations across West Africa. 

07-02:02:33 
Resh: Yes. 

07-02:02:34 
Eardley-Pryor: How many people are engaged in this on-the-ground, weekly research across 

this vast territory? 

07-02:02:40 
Resh: Well, we had four biologists that were trained per country that we would 

oversee the sampling of fish and invertebrates. They had others in each 
country to help them with the identifications. And then they would have a 
support team of field assistants, drivers, mechanics, black fly collectors, and 
miscellaneous personnel. Some of the Africans that were in charge in each 
country had PhDs. There was a couple in particular who became great friends 
that had PhDs and they would oversee what was being done on the ground in 
the different countries.  

07-02:03:14 
Eardley-Pryor: I see. 

07-02:03:15 
Resh: Two of them were overseeing the invertebrates, and two overseeing the fish 

research and monitoring. 

07-02:03:18 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. And so each of those collections had four people that are overseeing 

this on the ground in their nation? 

07-02:03:24 
Resh: Yes, and they had a score of people beneath them. 

07-02:03:27 
Eardley-Pryor: And then those four are reporting upwards the chain to the Ecological Group 

Chair? 

07-02:03:34 
Resh: Right. 

07-02:03:35 
Eardley-Pryor: A team on which you have become a part of. 
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07-02:03:36 
Resh: Right. I became part of that Group and then I become the Chair of it. 

07-02:03:41 
Eardley-Pryor: Great. Where is the research going? So, they're on the ground, they're asking 

these questions, they're collecting this data. Where does that data go then to be 
unified? 

07-02:03:54 
Resh: Well, when we were writing that "Biomonitoring of the Unknown" article, we 

went through all of the long-term data. Bernhard and I spent a couple of 
weeks in Ouagadougou where all those records were kept, just going through 
all of the materials that we could find. And then both Christian Lévêque and 
Bernhard came to Berkeley and stayed for a couple of weeks, and we worked 
on summarizing that information and writing the paper. 

07-02:04:20 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, that's fascinating. So the data was sent to Burkina Faso and stored in the 

capitol? 

07-02:04:26 
Resh: Right. But it was all stored in paper files, not digitized there.  

07-02:04:27 
Eardley-Pryor: In paper. And then you took that paper back with you to Berkeley, those 

records? 

07-02:04:33 
Resh: Right. I brought some Kodak disposable cameras so we had pictures of what 

each site looked like. None of the local teams had cameras. And then the next 
time I would go, they'd give them back to me and I'd take them back and get 
them developed. It was very basic. But I do want to mention that the main 
four researchers in each country had at least a master's degree from an African 
or a European university. Some had PhDs from English and French 
universities, like in Ghana and Guinea, and they were very good.  

07-02:05:17 
Eardley-Pryor: You've mentioned this a couple of times. Who are some of those people that 

come to mind that you are thinking of? Or we'll get to that? 

07-02:05:21 
Resh: Well, the first time I went to the Ivory Coast I was accompanied by Joseph 

Topsoba, a young guy, who was very competent. We had a great time 
together. He had a great sense of humor. One of the things I did that he and 
the others enjoyed was I'd say, "We're working enough for the day. Let's go do 
some tourism." Tourism maybe was going to a village or to a maquis, which is 
a small outdoor bar where they would roast meat and serve food like that and 
beer. But on that first trip we had gone to this little village and there were 
these three little boys that were grinding cassava for fufu and they were a 
large mortar and pestle and grinding away. And they see me and they're really 
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excited. And so I ask them, "Can I take a picture of you?" And they say, "Yes, 
yes, yes." And I take a picture but their parents come running out. They're 
furious because they fear I'm taking their souls and spirits. And I remember 
Joseph reaching in his pocket, just giving them some money but never 
correcting me about this. He let me learn by experiencing and watching. He 
became a good friend and we travelled a lot together over the years. 

07-02:06:40 
 There was a fellow from Ghana, Jimmy Salmon, who again had a PhD from 

an English university. He and I traveled a lot together way up in the northern 
parts of Ghana. He would show me compounds where a young girl would go 
in when she married at 13 or 14, because Muslim men could have four wives. 
It was all Muslim up there. They would go in when they marry and maybe 
never leave the compound until they die. All these early trips were designed 
so I'd learn about the culture and the science in the program. 

07-02:07:10 
 My favorite travel companion, and I think I mentioned before, was Mugli. He 

was Michael if we were in a Christian area, and Mugli in a Muslim one. He 
went back and forth. He and I would go to study sites all throughout Ghana, 
and for tourism we'd go down to Cape Coast, looking at old slave castles. I 
remember him playing a joke on me when he picked a place one night for us 
to stay. It's a small set of huts and it is pitch black and I had to go across a 
walkway to get to my hut for the night. I wake up the next morning and I walk 
out and I look down, and my hut is over a pond that's filled with huge 
crocodiles. The owner of the place, a friend of his, was an African named 
Hans who was a descendent of the Norwegian slave traders that came to that 
area centuries earlier. Years later, Cheryl and I went back there and she got to 
meet Hans, who remembered my stay as quite a funny, practical joke. And the 
crocodiles were still there! 

07-02:07:45 
 There was a scientist from Guinea, Diop. I remember he had just come back 

from making the Hajj, and we had a big party to celebrate. Of course, we 
couldn't drink at the party because he was a devout Muslim. But we had sodas 
to celebrate and great fish to eat. There were dozens of people I worked with 
and became great friends. But there were also some Europeans that I became 
close to as well. I've mentioned Christian Lévêque. I worked a lot on reports 
and articles with David Molyneux, who was the Dean of The Liverpool 
School of Tropical Medicine and Hygiene. 

07-02:08:27 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, when you were starting out and having these adventures and going to 

these remote locations, you mentioned having a driver and a companion, 
somebody that you could go on these travels with and confide in, along with a 
translator that you would pick up locally. With these guides—the drivers and 
the companions that you're with—were they coming with you the entire time 
to all these different locations, or were they also specific to particular regions? 
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07-02:08:52 
Resh: The guide and the driver were sometimes the same person but not always. 

Both were typically with me the entire time we were in the field. We would 
pick up local interpreters in the villages and they would try to find people that 
they had dealt with there before. And when I use the term driver, these are not 
chauffeurs. We're really depended on each other for many things, although I 
depended on them more than they on me.  

07-02:09:20 
 When we could find a town to sleep for the night that had more than one hotel 

or guest house, oftentimes we would not stay together. To be honest with you, 
I think sometimes they'd go out and find prostitutes. But in Africa labelling 
somebody a prostitute is really unfair because it's likely a young mother that 
just needs food for her kids. And then sometimes we would camp. We'd 
always have cots with us and bed nets. But we were really in this together. 
The drivers really were very skilled. Because there often were no roads. We 
were just kind of crossing terrain for most of the trips, when we were going to 
sites.  

07-02:10:19 
Eardley-Pryor: What would you be driving? To have your equipment, to have these cots and 

to be going in these remote locations. 

07-02:10:25 
Resh: Toyota Land Cruisers, which were very comfortable. They're white and I 

remember the first time that a funny incident happened. When we'd be driving 
along, say we'd be driving through a village, and the little kids would all run 
out and they'd follow the truck yelling, "Bruni fada, bruni fada, bruni fada?" 
The Africans I was with always thought that this was hysterical. For a long 
time, they wouldn't tell me what this meant. But they would just get 
hysterical. Each time I'd say, "Well, what does that mean?" They wouldn't tell 
me. And finally, one of them said, "It means white priest," because they were 
used to having missionaries go through these villages in white Toyota Land 
Cruisers and that was the only white people they ever saw, the missionaries. 
So, I always think of "Bruni fada" with a smile.  

07-02:11:12 
 And then in the second phase of my involvement with the program, I dealt 

with a lot of Africans who were extremely well educated, because by that time 
the whole program was completely Africanized. I was the last European that 
was left in the program by the time we got to 2009. 

07-02:11:32 
Eardley-Pryor: That Africanization thing also—I can't not think of Bob McNamara and the 

attempt in the 1960s to have Vietnamization happen, if the Vietnamese would 
take on the war, then they would take on the challenge and continue this and 
America could then slowly pull out of the conflict. For the World Bank to 
then have this Africanization program, but obviously for public health 
interests, is also just an interesting connection, a parallel. 
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07-02:11:59 
Resh: When I was Chair of the Ecological Group, the Director of OCP, the 

Onchocerciasis Control Program, was Ebrahim Samba. He was a Gambian 
who ended up becoming head of WHO for all of Africa. He was very 
powerful in the organization and a fascinating person. Sometimes when we 
were doing the Global Environmental Fund projects and getting money from 
the World Bank, he and I would have to meet with the head of World Bank 
for Africa. And we'd walk in and the first thing he'd say is, "Okay, I'm busy. I 
don't have a lot of time. Let's get this over with. Here's what we want." For a 
Westerner this was so shocking because we're used to being polite, especially 
when we're asking for money. He was just remarkable. He was a Gambian. He 
had been a former boxer and then became a surgeon. But then Yankam Dadze, 
a Ghanaian ophthalmologist educated in Germany became the head of OCP. 
He was a good personal advisor to me. He spent a lot of time helping me out. 
And then the last chair that I dealt with became a very good friend. His name 
was Boakye Boatin. And Boakye was a Ghanaian epidemiologist. His son 
lived in the Bay Area. He worked in Silicon Valley, and we would have his 
son over for Thanksgiving dinner and Christmas and events like that. So, I 
was close with all the OCP Directors. They were all incredibly competent, just 
like the vast majority of the Africans I dealt with. Most of the senior people 
visited and sometimes stayed with us in our home, which my mother and 
Cheryl enjoyed tremendously. 

07-02:13:34 
Eardley-Pryor: With some of these figures who you're naming, what are their backgrounds? 

How did it come for you two to be together in this engagement, in this work? 

07-02:13:45 
Resh: Well, one thing I mentioned, was that I never had trouble getting drivers or 

guides to take me around because I had a reputation that we wouldn't work all 
the time, and that I'd buy meals and gifts for them and their families. Even in 
Ouagadougou, I had a driver that would always take me around the city to 
restaurants of markets. We always had so much of our per diem money left 
over that was non-convertible. So, I'd go to a lot of markets to buy things for 
Cheryl's staff and others. This driver had a basket made for me, like a wall 
hanging, but he didn't know how to spell my name. He just knew how to 
pronounce it and they ended up spelling it P-R-O-F-R-E-H and that was my 
last name. But it was lovely and I still have it hanging in my office. 
Sometimes they'd ask me to bring them watches from the United States, and 
I'd bring them watches. I'd always bring kind of some gift of some kind or 
another. It was very interesting and enjoyable.  

07-02:14:41 
When I was mentioning Joseph, he and I and a driver were traveling together 
when Cheryl's father died, and Cheryl just couldn't reach me. And so, she 
called Bernhard in France who knew how to get through to me in Africa and 
he finally got a message to me that her father had died. I wanted to call and 
tell her I'd get back but it would take me a few days. So, Joseph and the driver 
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and I had to drive for twelve or so hours to find a phone that we could make 
an international call on. And the driver finally said to me, "Why are you doing 
this? My father-in-law died when we were on this field trip. People die. Why 
are we going to all this effort?" He wasn't being disrespectful. He just couldn't 
understand why we were going to all this trouble. People die all the time. 
You're sorry, but why would you do this? Why would you leave early? It was 
fascinating to me. Events like that that happened often and really got to me. 

07-02:15:53 
Eardley-Pryor: A kind of cultural exchange that seems so powerful and rich. I want to go 

back to this experience of Cheryl's father passing away, that it took you 
twelve hours to find a phone. 

07-02:16:03 
Resh: Yes, that I could make an international call on. 

07-02:16:08 
Eardley-Pryor: You drove twelve hours to make an outbound call? 

07-02:16:12 
Resh: Yes.  

07-02:16:13 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. Just to dive into the details of that, what happened? So you drive twelve 

hours, you make a call to say, "Cheryl, I heard the message," and then what 
did you do? 

07-02:16:23 
Resh: Well, somehow, I arranged to get a flight out early. I can't remember the 

details. I must have gone to one of the secretaries and I must have flown out 
of Abidjan, because that was the easiest way to get to Paris, and then Paris 
back to the US. Abidjan was a very sophisticated city. In the 2002–2003 Ivory 
Coast civil-war, it had huge problems and became very unsafe, but it was 
referred to as the Paris of Africa back then. I must have had somebody get a 
flight for me. One of the ways that WHO workers were lucky is that we 
traveled on full-fare business class tickets. These were very expensive but the 
idea was that we could trade them among airlines if we had to get out in a 
hurry. I never had any question asked about the cost of a ticket.  

07-02:17:23 
Eardley-Pryor: Huh. Now that we're on this topic, I am kind of fascinated about what the 

experience is like going from place to place. Like you leave California. How 
did you get to Africa? Once you got there, who met you? Just thinking 
about—was it always to Paris and then down to West Africa? 

07-02:17:40 
Resh: Well, it was either Paris or London, depending on where I was going. I 

sometimes took Sabina, which went through Belgium. But there were often 
different airlines, especially when I go to Africa. Sometimes I'd have to stay 
overnight in the connecting cities, sometimes I could go straight through. 
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Coming back, typically I would always try to go straight through. I always 
thought it was a waste of money flying business except for the safety aspect 
because most of the time I fell asleep as soon as I got on the plane. I sleep 
very well on planes, so I missed a lot of meals and didn't watch movies. But I 
slept better than if I was in coach. 

But the other thing is that flying on the African airlines was absolutely an 
adventure. I remember one of the WHO doctors that had been the medical 
director in several African countries saying, "You used to hear that flying was 
an adventure. When you fly these African airlines, it is really an adventure." I 
used to fly Air Afrique, and I flew Burkina Air. Some of these weren't even on 
the list that you were allowed to fly because the UN said they were unsafe to 
fly on. 

07-01:18:57 
Eardley-Pryor: Why was it an adventure? Tell me about what makes it so. 

07-01:19:01 
Resh: Well, a couple of things. Of course, all the seats are numbered from one to 

fifty, but all the Africans would come and everybody would walk around and 
look for their place. Oftentimes, I was the only non-African on the plane, and 
so I'd always make friends with the people around me in case they were going 
to kick anybody off, and they wouldn't just say, "Kick off the white guy," and 
somebody would stick up for me. And it was just great. And then some 
flights, and especially during the terrorism scares, I'd have to open my 
luggage and they would unpack it on the tarmac. And the flight attendants, 
they were mostly all women, would search through my luggage because they 
would be on the plane with us, so they had a lot to lose if it blew up. It was 
always very interesting. I got to the point I like didn't really feel at all 
uncomfortable or different, because I was there so much and always would 
just find people that were willing to talk to me and tell me their stories. By far, 
the people I met with on these trips were very friendly and interested in what I 
was doing there. 

At these markets, the "Mama Benzes" had several different dealers that 
worked for them and stalls with a lot of different merchandise. They were 
named that because they often drove big Mercedes Benzes. They were all 
great characters. They were all large women, the grandmother type that you'd 
want to have hug you. They were great and I got to know the people that 
worked in the markets well. Year in and year out, I'd be going back. They'd 
save stuff for me that they thought I would like. Because I'd be the only, in a 
lot of these places, white person in the markets, I was easy to remember. 
Mainly I bought local cloth, but sometimes they would find old statues for me 
and I would buy them. It was always fun because African markets are great 
theater. What I would always do, I'd start bargaining and say, "Très chère." 
Then I'd go, "Demasiado." And they would always answer me in that 
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language. They were just amazing how they could do this. And then at the end 
I'd always, "Un cadeau." Here's a gift. And it was a lot of fun.  

07-02:21:26 
 That first phase of my involvement in the program was actually a lot more fun 

than the second. The responsibility I had was greater. there was a lot at stake 
if I was wrong. But I really enjoyed working with the Africans. Every day was 
sort of an adventure and sometimes that adventure was that I got sick. 

07-02:21:51 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. We'll get into that. On this point of you being there and going regularly, 

when you would go to Africa—and this became an annual thing for over a 
decade long, I mean, two decades almost—how long did you go? 

07-02:22:08 
Resh: A month at a time. 

07-02:22:10 
Eardley-Pryor: Each year? 

07-02:22:11 
Resh: Oh, no, multiple times a year. 

07-02:22:16 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, did it depend on season? What regulated your travel there? 

07-02:22:22 
Resh: First of all, when I was in that second phase, there were always meetings to 

attend and they weren't always in Africa, that I would go to. In the beginning I 
just went three times a year for a month each. The program was based in 
Ouagadougou in Burkina Faso. And I liked going there very much. There was 
no hotel that was really close to the program office that was nice, so we stayed 
in a guest house called the Avenir, which means the future, or to the future. 
Being a white man alone in Africa, I could not sit at a table without having a 
woman coming over and sit with me. I had a standard line that said something 
like, "Yeah, I'm leaving tonight. I'm just eating before I get a plane. My wife 
is upstairs. She's not feeling well." Always something like that. Or sometimes 
they'd sit, and I'd just buy them a beer and we'd talk. But I never really got any 
feelings of anxiety or worry about this. Sometimes I'd be talking to them, or I 
wouldn't be paying attention, and they'd be following me to my room. Then 
I'd say, "My wife's inside." They'd go, "Okay," then they'd back off. It was 
always very cordial, never anything unpleasant. 

07-02:24:08 
I did have one experience, since we're talking about this, where I was flying to 
Cameroon. I was flying into Yaoundé, which is in the interior. Douala, the 
other city I'd been to, was right on the coast and was crawling with 
mosquitoes, muggy and unpleasant. But Yaoundé was quite nice. I'm flying in 
there, I think maybe from Paris, and I'm in business class. And I notice the 
whole first-class section is taken up by one guy with his bodyguards. He's a 
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short Middle Easterner with these enormous bodyguards around him. 
Somehow, I got the idea, "Well, there goes my hotel room." I just remember 
saying that to myself. "There goes my reservation." So, I arrive there and I 
take a cab to the hotel and sure enough they have no record of my reservation. 
And, of course, I'm there in the lobby with all these bodyguards, and they're 
taking all these rooms.  

I get into a cab and I say, "Let's drive around and look at hotels." So, 
everything is full, and I finally get to the last hotel on the list that was called 
the Hotel Des Députés. And I walk in and, really, it's a brothel. All these 
women are lined up. So, I put my head down and walk past them, but it was 
like running a gauntlet with each trying to get my attention. Yes, they have a 
room and it's terrible, but I take it given there are no other choices. Plus, I 
always had a sleep sheet so I didn't have to worry about bedbugs or 
cleanliness of the sheets. And then I go downtown to meet somebody that I 
was going to be attending meetings with the next day. I see him and he said, 
"I'm so sorry. I can't have dinner with you because the health minister has 
invited me over to his house for dinner tonight. I'll see you tomorrow 
morning." I go back to the hotel and I'm laying down, and all of a sudden, the 
phone rings. And I pick it up and somebody says very quickly, "I want you." I 
said, "No, no, no. My wife is here." And I hang up thinking to myself, "C'est 
Afrique…" A few minutes later, there's a knock on the door and I'm yelling, 
"No, no. My wife's here. Leave me alone." And all of a sudden somebody 
says, "Professor Resh?" I responded in a tentative voice, "Yes." And I had 
been invited to the health minister's apartment for dinner that night but hadn't 
realized it. I go down there, and there's a Mercedes waiting for me, followed 
by a Jeep with soldiers, rifles, and a machine gun. We drive to the health 
minister for dinner, and it was a banquet with imported French food and 
champagne. After I went back to the hotel and from that moment on, none of 
the women in the hotel even looked at me again. I was suddenly protected and 
was off limits.  

07-02:26:54 
Eardley-Pryor: Did you ever feel unsafe? 

07-02:26:57 
Resh: A couple of times, but it was almost always when the companions that I was 

with told me that this was not a safe area. I should stay in your room, lock the 
door, and put a chair up against it. But I'd get antsy, and so I'd go out for a 
walk. But I quickly realized that they were right and went back to my room, 
following their instructions! I remember once when I was out a young kid 
who must have been about thirteen, tried to pickpocket me. He had his hand in 
my pocket, and I grabbed his hand and I remember thinking, "If I yell voleur 
or thief they're going to beat this kid to death." I'm holding on to him just long 
enough that he realizes what's happened and what could happen, and then just 
pushed him away. There were a lot of little things like that but never any 
violence.  
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 Certainly, there were problems with snakes. When I was out in the field there 
were some encounters with chimpanzees, baboons, and elephants. 

07-02:28:06 
Eardley-Pryor: Out in the field and camping you mean? 

07-02:28:09 
Resh: Well, camping, walking around. Oftentimes, I'd just go for a walk to be by 

myself. One time I had gone on a road, it was a path really, and I'd gone 
around a curve. It was sort of a hilly area. And as I walk back, and there's a 
big baboon that's sitting in the center of the road. I go up to him, and he starts 
snarling at me and moving towards me so I back up. And then I wait a little 
while and try again. And he moves toward me again. I'm there four hours 
waiting for this damn baboon to leave. And he finally just walks away. So 
there were a lot of things like that. 

07-02:28:47 
 Once we were staying in these small circular huts called bandas. I had some 

stomach problems and I asked a local where the latrine was and he said, 
"Well, it's about a hundred meters away. But there's three lionesses walking 
around, and I wouldn't go there if I were you." So my stomach immediately 
got better. Or once, a black mamba was coming at me through the trees, which 
I didn't see, and the ranger I was talking to pushed me out of the way because 
it was just heading right towards me.  

07-02:29:19 
Eardley-Pryor: A what was coming at you? 

07-02:29:21 
Resh: A black mamba, a black mamba. Super poisonous. So there were always 

things like that. Chimpanzees are what I grew to hate. I just saw them do such 
awful things like raiding villages for food, even killing a baby. I mean, ugh. 

07-02:29:34 
Eardley-Pryor: Wait, what? Chimpanzees in a group would come in to raid a village? 

07-02:29:39 
Resh: When there was drought and there was no food, they could find they'd take 

any food they can get. Once I was staying in a village where they came in for 
food and one stole an unattended baby and took it high up in a tree and 
devoured it. The villagers were screaming but there was nothing they could do 
to save the baby. It was awful. That's one of my upsetting memories of Africa 
that occasionally still comes up in nightmares. 

07-02:29:57 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, you mentioned that you really enjoyed the Wag—tell me again, the 

capital of Burkina Faso. How am I saying it? 
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07-02:30:02 
Resh: Ouagadougou. They held FESPACO, the West African Film Festival, there 

every other year. And so sometimes I'd be going in and there'd be all these 
film professionals and lecturers on film on the plane and I'd tell them about 
this course, Science and the Movies, that I was teaching. I probably made the 
course sound a little more than it was. And we had a great time during the 
festival. The theaters were all outdoors, kind of like big, hanging white cloth 
and they'd show movies on them. I became a big fan of West African movies. 
Cheryl and I watched a lot of them over the years. 

Honestly, I'd get sick, but I always looked forward to going there and I always 
looked forward to going back. I knew there was going to be new adventures, I 
knew I'd be seeing friends again. What I loved the most was when the plane 
would be making its descent into Ouagadougou and I'd look out the window 
and see all these cooking fires in the villages. There'd be no electricity. And 
then I'd get closer and closer and finally see the fence of the airport, and the 
jet would land. I always found that so amazing. And I think that's one of the 
things I loved about Africa, is you go from almost stone age times to big 
cities. It was really great. 

In terms of the original reason that I was brought into the program, we did a 
lot of good experiments and analysis to separate the effects of human impacts 
from those of pesticides. We finally convinced the donor governments to hang 
in there and keep funding us. The crowning moment to me was when we were 
stopping putting insecticides into a river system, we could show that there 
wasn't a loss of a single fish species. We knew that we were killing some of 
them when we applied the stronger insecticides to avoid resistance, but we 
knew there'd be recovery. We also knew that all the invertebrates that were 
important as fish food, with a couple exceptions like some mayflies that are 
super sensitive, would recover. To me, there was a great feeling to be able to 
tell those that questioned what we were doing was to look them in the eye and 
say, "Look, this program did not do the damage you worried about. And it 
controlled river blindness."  

07-02:32:21 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. Not only was the public health part successful, but economic 

development because of that, in part because the ecological effects were 
minimal. 

07-02:32:31 
Resh: Yes. We could show that we were not doing damage and that was a really 

important aspect to me. So, I think I'd like to take a little break, it's about 3:20, 
if that's okay with you. 

07-02:32:45 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. This has been a wonderful session. We'll pick up next week and 

hear more of these incredible stories of your work in Africa. 
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07-02:32:51 
Resh: Okay, great. 

07-02:32:53 
Eardley-Pryor: Thank you very much, Vince. 
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Interview 8: March 18, 2021 

08-00:00:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Today is March 18, 2021. My name is Roger Eardley-Pryor from the Oral 

History Center of The Bancroft Library at the University of California 
Berkeley. This is interview session number eight with Vincent Resh. Vince, 
it's great to see you, as always. Remind me where you are located right now. 

08-00:00:18 
Resh: In El Cerrito, in our office. 

08-00:00:23 
Eardley-Pryor: Great. And I am up in Santa Rosa, California. We're recording over Zoom, 

keeping our social distance despite both of us having been vaccinated now, 
thank goodness. Today we are continuing and picking up the discussion that 
we had in our last interview session around your longstanding work in the 
Onchocerciasis Control Programme, the OCP, and particularly a shift that 
happens with regard to your involvement, phase two as we've described it. 
Can you explain to me what phase two was for you that began around 1998? 

08-00:00:56 
Resh: In 1998, I was very involved in the program, but I was really doing a lot of 

fieldwork. My work was involved with monitoring in terms of looking at the 
effects of the pesticide applications and those of the ongoing resettlement of 
the abandoned river valleys. I was looking at how effective the control 
program was working in eliminating black flies, the vectors of the disease. 
The only meetings I was attending were the Ecological Group meetings, 
which basically involved the people at the 11-country level that were doing 
the sampling, and then some advisors that came in from France, Denmark, and 
Italy and a couple of other places. But what ended up happening was the chair 
of the Ecological Group, Davide Calamari, he was an Italian from a university 
near Milan, had a heart attack and it was clear that he couldn't continue as 
Chair of the Committee. I was approached by the higher-ups in OCP about 
whether I would be willing to take over as the Chair of the Ecological Group.  

08-00:02:08 
Now, what I knew about that position was that the committee chair was also a 
member of the Expert Advisory Committee and involved in far more details 
about the activities of the whole program. So the chair was not just dealing 
with what I had been do in terms of fieldwork—the monitoring, the checking 
about how black fly control was working—but I'd suddenly be part of this 
five-member Expert Advisory Committee that essentially was making 
decisions about the entire control program. I'd be dealing with the donors, the 
World Bank, and the World Health Organization in a far more detailed 
manner. I also knew that this responsibility took up a major part of Calamari's 
time And I have to admit, I was very reluctant to do this. I kept on saying, 
"Well, why don't we get somebody else?" Calamari had been in the program 
for maybe fifteen years at that time and was really quite well versed with all 
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of the main characters and overall activities, which I wasn't. It was a big 
responsibility. I was enjoying what I was doing, I thought I was doing it well, 
and I just saw myself rising to my level of incompetency if I took this on. But 
in the end, I think that it worked out.  

08-00:03:18 
Eardley-Pryor: Let me just ask also, what was going on in 1998 outside of your work in 

Africa that would have put some sort of influence on whether you would 
accept this opportunity or challenge, or not? 

08-00:03:30 
Resh: Well, there were a bunch of things that were going on. First of all, I was 

teaching to the big General Biology class. I had some large grants at this time, 
with a major project on the Klamath River. I was spending time in Africa, but 
it was doing things I was very comfortable with. The other thing is that I 
realized what was going on in the program, that some the donor countries, 
especially the green countries—the Netherlands, Switzerland, France to a 
certain extent—were very concerned about the environmental effects of what 
was going on with the possible effects of the pesticide applications that we 
were doing. Remember, we were applying pesticides to 35,000 miles of river 
habitat a week. I think I've mentioned a little about this, but basically the fear 
was that we were getting rid of river blindness but we're killing all the fish and 
their food, which provides almost all of the protein that the people depend on. 
Where's the tradeoff? And there was a big threat at that time that these 
countries would pull out of funding the program. And if you lost that core 
element of funding we were in trouble. For example, the Netherlands was the 
biggest donor per capita of any country in the program, so they were very, 
very important and they were very influential, as well. So that was something 
that was both pushing me into thinking about doing it, but also making me 
more anxious about doing it. 

08-00:04:52 
Eardley-Pryor: Let me also ask about this. We talked a little bit last time about the rise of 

sustainable development as an ethos for international intervention and that 
being, perhaps, an influence on some of these green countries that you 
mentioned. But I'm wondering what kind of evidence was coming out of your 
research in the field, your fieldwork, that might give some sort of indication 
about the ecological concerns. 

08-00:05:15 
Resh: Well, we were noticing, from the time I got involved in the program, that 

certain very sensitive groups of organisms, such as mayflies, stone flies, 
shrimps, were showing declines when there were pesticide applications. Not 
Bti. Bti had very little effect on these invertebrates. But when we were 
managing for resistance using six other, more toxic pesticides in sequence, we 
were seeing declines with them. We were also seeing some declines in fish 
populations with them, but they weren't consistent across the region. 
Remember, we're spraying in multiple countries, we're monitoring in all of 
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these, and we've got a lot of other factors that are going on. In some countries, 
they are building these small dams to store water for agriculture and irrigation, 
because there was a long-term drought that was going on in West Africa at 
that time. We were seeing patterns in some countries that looked like there 
was an effect but we were not seeing them in other countries. It was not clear-
cut what the effect was. We knew that the pesticides applications were going 
to stop in some areas, where we would have finished the twenty-year cycle of 
weekly applications. We knew if we could just hold out till the end of those 
applications, we really could do an evaluation of what the effects were and 
whether there was recovery of the fish and the invertebrates. But there was a 
lot of pressure on us that, of course, this radiated throughout the whole 
organization. Because if we couldn't apply the pesticides, we wouldn't have 
been able to control the black fly vectors of the disease. 

08-00:06:54 
Eardley-Pryor: Again, it speaks to the centrality that the Ecological Group—which you were 

being asked would you chair—had to the program's success. So much of this 
hinged on these environmental aspects, the monitoring and managing. 

08-00:07:06 
Resh: Yes. Initially, I think that to a lot of the people at WHO and certainly at the 

World Bank, we were viewed as kind of a pain in the neck, that we were 
worrying about these things that they weren't concerned with. I think they saw 
the chance of saving a lot of money if the monitoring stopped. But suddenly 
we became essential to the whole thing continuing when the donor countries 
started worrying about the effects of the pesticide applications. There was an 
absolute shift, so that if we couldn't demonstrate to the donor country's 
satisfaction that we weren't doing significant damage, the program was going 
to end. It was that simple.  

08-00:07:40 
Eardley-Pryor: [break in Zoom audio, poor internet connection] 

08-00:07:40 
Resh: So Roger, as I was saying, initially we were viewed as kind of a pain in the 

neck. We were a big cost. And "Were we really necessary?" especially with 
all the fieldwork that I and the national teams were doing. And then suddenly 
there's this switch. The donor countries are saying, "Unless you can prove that 
there's no effect, we're going to stop funding." And so, we went from being 
kind of a pain to being absolutely essential for the program to continue. 

08-00:08:04 
Eardley-Pryor: Did you realize that, at the point when you were being asked whether you'd 

take on this responsibility as Chair of the Ecological Group? 

08-00:08:10 
Resh: This is all going on at that same time. But in fact, I soon realized that there 

was really nobody else to do this. My decision came down to that. If I wasn't 
going to do it, they'd have to bring in somebody without any prior experience 
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in the program and have expertise in monitoring to do it. By the end of that 
session with the administration of the program when I was being pressured, I 
realized I would have to do this. But, of course, what this meant is not only 
was I spending three months in Africa, virtually every day I'm working on 
something on river blindness and on one of the task forces that we had 
associated with the Expert Advisory Committee. 

08-00:08:45 
 Let me just tell you a little bit about the Expert Advisory Committee. It had 

different parts to it. One of which was epidemiology, and this is, in other 
words, looking at the spread of the disease, what the frequency of the worms 
were in the humans in different parts of the region. I mean, that really was 
what it was concerned with, not so much the black flies anymore. And there 
was a wonderful epidemiologist who became a great friend, Boakye Boatin. I 
think I mentioned him, and how his son in Silicon Valley used to come over 
for holidays. And then there was a head of ophthalmology, who was a 
Nigerian woman that was again, very good.  

08-00:09:33 
Eardley-Pryor: What was her name? 

08-00:09:34 
Resh: Her name was Akapobo and she was a Yoruba. Then, there was the 

Ivermectin distribution program. We had several different people who were 
involved in that, because that really hadn't started it yet in terms of how they 
were going to do it effectively. Then the monitoring was done by the 
Ecological Group that I was in charge of. And then there was the Secretariat, 
which was the Director of the program and all of the administration. They did 
everything from making sure the motor pools ran to how the helicopters flew 
from different bases throughout the 11-country region and everything else. 
The heads of those groups were the five members. The Director of the 
program was actually at that time also an ophthalmologist, so he had a hand in 
two aspects of the Expert Advisory Committee. He was Yankum Dadzie. He 
was very important to me on a personal level because he was the one that 
finally convinced me to take the Chair of the Ecological Group. And really 
over the course of the program gave me a lot of personal advice, too, about 
how to deal with difficult things that came up. 

08-00:10:55 
Eardley-Pryor: Give me an example. What do you mean by some of the advice that he helped 

you with? 

08-00:10:59 
Resh: Well, at one point there was actually some talk that maybe I should go with 

the program. In other words, take a leave from Berkeley, and do this full time. 
And I remember him advising me, "You're going to have a much better life 
staying at Berkeley. First of all, if you get involved with the program, very 
often they're going to want you to stay on rather than just doing it as a leave." 
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And he said, "The thing to remember about WHO, you must retire at sixty." 
On your sixtieth birthday, you're out. This is typical of all UN agencies. He 
also said, "They'll fly you around the world for a fifteen-minute meeting, and 
you just can't say no." However, as a consultant or a contractor, which is what 
I was viewed as, you really have much more freedom. He was just like in 
much of my life, being given advice from older men who I trusted their 
judgment.  

08-00:11:56 
Eardley-Pryor: I'm curious as to why an ophthalmology focus was so important as one of 

these five members of the Expert Advisory Committee when, from what I 
understand of the disease, that once blindness had occurred, that was it. And 
so really, we're talking about the epidemiology and the biodiversity of how the 
virus spreads. What role would the ophthalmologist play as an advisor? 

08-00:12:19 
Resh: Basically, the ophthalmologists in the program were looking at the movement 

of worms through the body and looking at the stages of the disease, as in the 
level of scar tissue that was forming. Remember, the way we were looking at 
transmission was that we were looking at what percent of the people had the 
worm Onchocerca volvulus. That was the ultimate test of our success in 
controlling the transmission of the disease. And we did that in a couple of 
ways. Early on they had skin snips, where they actually had a little pincer that 
they took some skin off and then put that under a microscope and looked for 
worms. A big development, though, was some of the scientists in the program 
developed a patch test where they just put it on the people's backs and it 
would show a positive or negative response to the presence or absence of 
worms. The bad part about it was that it wasn't quantitative. It would just be 
yes or no. Whereas, the skin snips you could get a measurement. But a lot of 
people refused to do the skin snips because they could be painful. Plus, we 
also had "fly catchers" who collected black flies by exposing a leg and then 
aspirating them into a jar before they actually bit them. Then technicians 
examined the black flies they collected for the parasitic worms. But one of the 
problems was there were a lot of serotypes or races of both the worms and the 
black flies. Some of the black flies were very effective in transmitting the 
worms, and some of the worms were effective in leading to blindness. But 
others were not. So, there was a lot of work that had to be done that was really 
scientifically complex and involved very extensive training of the Africans to 
do this.  

08-00:13:41 
Eardley-Pryor: Let me just share what I'm hearing, if I'm hearing correctly, that there were a 

number of these different kind of—not different species but the variations 
within the species of the black flies and of the worms.  

08-00:13:54 
Resh: Right.  
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08-00:13:56 
Eardley-Pryor: [inaudible Zoom audio, poor internet connection]. 

08-00:13:56 
Resh: That diversity would lead to different effectiveness in the transmission of the 

worms and resulting blindness. But they were all identical morphologically. 
We couldn't tell them apart from looking at them. You had to do some type of 
immunological tests to tell them apart, using a type of pre-genome testing.  

08-00:14:13 
Eardley-Pryor: Fascinating. Well, now that we're kind of on this topic, I want to ask, 

particularly with regard to your first phase of your project and the fieldwork 
that you were doing, if you wouldn't mind talking a little bit about some of the 
scientific practice that went into that. In my mind, I'm picturing you training 
people in these multiple countries, going into the field, doing sampling, doing 
analysis. And then somehow that data needs to be synthesized, so that 
someone—like you were at the next phase, as in Ecological Group can make 
decisions. How did that process work, from being in the field, up to informing 
the Expert Advisory Committee? 

08-00:14:50 
Resh: There was a big problem because at the local level there was almost no 

availability of computers for them to do analysis. So what ended up happening 
is that we standardized techniques for catching fish using gill nets. The teams 
put the nets out early in the morning, and came back the next morning to 
remove the fish collected. The team members identify and count each fish 
collected, they measure each fish, weigh it, and look at the length/weight 
relationship that tells us how reproductively successful the fish are. They look 
at the fish population in terms of size distribution, species, and measures like 
that. For the invertebrates, they also used quantitative samples. They used a 
square foot area and they would take all the material out of that square foot, 
sort the substrate out, and identify the specimens collected. Or they would use 
drift nets, where there would be an open section of about a foot by six inches 
and the invertebrates would flow into a trailing net. Over a twenty-four-hour 
period they'd periodically empty it and look at what was drifting in the 
daytime, because that would be the background. And then you would look, for 
example if there was a pesticide application, how that would change. Because 
one of the ideas was that the drift itself would be a measure of the response to 
pesticides. Of course, in all this sampling they'd take replicate samples so 
statistics could be applied and variation established. 

08-00:16:20 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. And so I'm picturing how that kind of sampling is happening 

across tens of thousands of riverine miles. 

08-00:16:27 
Resh: Yes. There were seven main rivers that we used for long-term monitoring that 

were always in the pesticide-application areas. We had before-application 
data, and we had some upstream/downstream data. We had sampling after the 
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pesticide applications had ceased to look at recovery. But the scientists within 
each country had a team of people. The scientists were who I was mainly 
working with, although I did some training at the next level down, to the 
technicians.  

08-00:16:59 
Eardley-Pryor: Gosh, that's nuts. So then, once those data are collected at these various sites, 

and particularly for these seven foci rivers, how does that data then become 
organized and synthesized? Is it stored somewhere? Is it transmitted 
somewhere? 

08-00:17:11 
Resh: No, it was basically on paper sheets. It was brought on paper sheets to 

program headquarters in Ouagadougou, which is where we were all based. 
They would do some synthesis in preparing graphs and indices but the amount 
of data was enormous and endless. We actually got a grant around 2009, to 
computerize all that data. It was from the Biosis Foundation. It was maybe 
two or three hundred thousand dollars to computerize all that data because it 
was so valuable. There was no data like that anywhere in Africa or the 
developing world. So that was one of the things that we did at the end of my 
involvement in the program. 

08-00:17:51 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, that's great. I was wondering what happened to the data itself, because I'm 

picturing like a thousand flowers blooming in terms of PhD theses with this 
amount of data. 

08-00:18:00 
Resh: Right. It was good that it was all saved for the future. And we did do some 

publications using that data. 

[inaudible Zoom audio, poor internet connection]. 

08-00:18:12 
Eardley-Pryor: I'm pausing again. 

[break in recording] 

08-00:18:15 
Resh: As I said, this data was valuable but it was on paper sheets. There was nothing 

like this for any of the West African countries. Some of the technicians that 
did the identifications had been with the program for twenty years. They were 
incredibly professional about how they did this. We trusted their numbers and 
their identifications. And then we got a grant, to go ahead and to computerize 
all the data. So all of those data are all available now.  

08-00:18:55 
Eardley-Pryor: I have a note from one of the articles that you wrote about this experience 

much later that said, "The biological complexity of all this analysis, of what 
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people were finding and how it was changing over time, was discovered 
progressively, partly as a result of improvements in molecular techniques." 
What did you mean by that? 

08-00:19:14 
Resh: Right. That had to do with the ability to understand the different serotypes of 

the worms and of the black flies that we were able to identify with these 
techniques. Because really, they all looked alike. We couldn't tell them apart 
morphologically. So we were able to look at the presence of, say, forest flies 
that may be not as good as the savannah black flies in transmitting the worms. 
And I think you're frozen again. 

08-00:19:46 
Eardley-Pryor: Our screen is frozen but I can still hear you, so I think we're still recording the 

audio. You're back now. Go ahead.  

08-00:19:51 
Resh: So that was one way that these molecular techniques were helpful. And then, 

of course, it was useful for the worms because some of the worm serotypes 
had much higher blinding potential than some of the other serotypes of 
worms. And I think by the time we were done, we had about twenty different 
serotypes of the black flies that had varying levels of transmitting the worms, 
maybe ten or so of the worms that caused different levels of blindness. The 
ability to do that became very, very important in terms of where to concentrate 
our control efforts. 

08-00:20:25 
 I mentioned before that we collected the flies so we could dissect them and 

look at the frequency and types of worms in them. Throughout the eleven 
countries we had local Africans, going out and collecting flies. They would, 
for example, roll up their shirt sleeve or a pant leg and just sit waiting for the 
black flies to land. They would have a little aspirator, which is basically a tube 
that they suck into and it would draw the flies in. And they would remove the 
flies as they landed. 

08-00:20:52 
Eardley-Pryor: On their own bodies? 

08-00:20:53 
Resh: Off their bodies, yes. And they never got bit. They were very good at this, and 

the rest of their body would be completely covered so they wouldn't have to 
worry about getting bit or missing flies. They would do this for an hour. Their 
efforts would give us an idea of how many flies were still in the area, because 
that really is the only way we could get that information. And then at the same 
time, those flies would be dissected to see what serotype of worms they were 
carrying.  

08-00:21:19 
Eardley-Pryor: Amazing.  
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08-00:21:20 
Resh: That was part of the epidemiology studies. The fly catchers were absolutely 

critical for that. 

08-00:21:25 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. And they would just expose their body for an hour at a time and suck 

up flies? 

08-00:21:30 
Resh: No, not their whole body, usually just their arm. That actually is still widely 

used for mosquito counts, like in Alaska. They'll do a timed interval of how 
many mosquitos land. In fact, there's this famous competition of how many 
mosquitos can you get with one hand slap. Sometimes they kill two hundred 
mosquitos with one slap.  

08-00:21:51 
Eardley-Pryor: Two hundred? That's wild. Just hearing the field techniques is fascinating, of 

how complex this process was, and in some ways also how simple. I mean, a 
suctioning device to collect flies for an hour. 

08-00:22:06 
Resh: And then the other thing is we had very, very detailed ways of evaluating the 

quality of the habitat in terms of impact from local villages. We had trained 
the senior scientists to do it and then they would train their staffs. We found 
that we could get less than a 5 percent error in terms of one country compared 
to another by doing detailed training, taking people out in the field, doing it 
with them, going over the results together, then doing it again and going over 
the results again, and still doing it again. It was always fun doing the trainings 
and the results were critical in evaluating the effects of resettlement.  

08-00:22:41 
Eardley-Pryor: Is that where part of your time was, three months in Africa in the field, was 

spent doing that? 

08-00:22:45 
Resh: Yes. I did a lot of training.  

08-00:22:49 
Eardley-Pryor: So when you're traveling through Africa and doing these trainings, what kinds 

of tools are you using? I imagine you're not able to use PowerPoint, for 
example. 

08-00:22:56 
Resh: No nothing at all. I had photocopies of data sheets. We would talk about them, 

and then we would go out to fill the sheets in themselves. We had a scoring 
system of zero to twenty, where twenty was the ideal habitat in terms of 
promoting fish and invertebrates, zero was the worst possible habitat. If a 
stream was running in the middle of a village and people would be walking in 
it all day long it would be a zero. In a pristine area, it could be a twenty. We 
did a lot training and calibration of the training between teams. We had ten 
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different characteristics that we used. We modified this from what the EPA 
had developed and training techniques we tested at Berkeley with classes and 
volunteers.  

08-00:23:33 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, interesting. 

08-00:23:34 
Resh: A long-time friend and college, Mike Barbour, developed this approach for 

the EPA and for use in the US, and we would modify protocols that we 
thought would work for use in Africa.  

08-00:23:43 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. Did you ever find any protocols that really just didn't match the 

African environment, that you needed to adapt specifically for Africa? 

08-00:23:50 
Resh: Yes. Some protocols, for example, asked how you score a golf course as a 

habitat. Or the amount of riprap along a shore to prevent erosion. There was 
nothing like that in West African riverbanks. We were pretty much looking at 
natural habitats and how they were modified.  

08-00:24:12 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, God, the synthesis. Of just keeping the science progressing constantly 

across this vast area, let alone making decisions on, once it's all synthesized, 
what do you do with that data, is just enormous. 

08-00:24:24 
Resh: But, again, we spent a lot of time on training programs with the Africans in 

terms of making do with what they had and could do. I mentioned the last 
time that I would bring these disposable cameras to give them to take pictures 
of their study sites, bring them back to the US to get developed, and then 
return them on the next trip. There was no way they could afford to buy a 
camera themselves, get film for it, or get it developed easily in their countries. 
This was predigital.  

08-00:24:54 
Eardley-Pryor: Gosh. Share with me a little bit of what your experience was like when you 

were in Burkina Faso. You mentioned when being there, it was constantly 
working and synthesizing this data in the capital there. Tell me a little bit 
about what the experience was like in doing that kind of work, and how you 
kept yourself mentally healthy with life beyond just the work. 

08-00:25:17 
Resh: When we were in Ouagadougou, which is where the program was based and is 

the capital of Burkina Faso, we just worked long hours. There was one 
wonderful restaurant called L'Eau Vive that was run by Belgian nuns in the 
Missionary Order of the Immaculate. They were also called the Blue Nuns 
because of the color of their habits or outfits that they wore. We spent several 
hours there after work. What was fascinating is that we'd have all these people 
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coming through Ouagadougou—anthropologists, art historians, just all kinds 
of scholars and researchers. They were always interested in joining us for 
dinner. We had great conversations with people. There were a lot of female 
graduate students studying female circumcision. There was just so many 
things that we learned from these evenings. In reality, we spent a lot of time 
talking because there wasn't much else to do. There was really no television to 
watch. There were no movies other than when the FESPACO Film Festival 
was on, which was once every two years. A lot of time was spent in 
conversations and discussions. And this restaurant was really special. At nine 
o'clock they would stop serving and the nuns would sing this prayer called the 
Angelus, which is a very beautiful prayer. And these angelic young nuns 
would be there singing. Even the most secular French visitors would stop 
talking during this. And they did a lot of other things. They made beautiful 
tablecloths that I bought very often as gifts. Throughout all these countries, we 
would be given a per diem, say maybe about forty, forty-five dollars a day to 
spend on a hotel and on meals. And especially when we're in the field, we 
never would spend that. And the local currency wasn't convertible to dollars. 
In Ghana, the largest bill we could get was two dollars, so I would have a 
paper bag literally filled with money for my per diems. So, I'd buy things at 
the market or give it to the locals as tips. 

I always liked going to markets, and I still do. And I'd buy a lot of cloth and 
I'd give it to secretaries in my and Cheryl's offices at Berkeley. I didn't know a 
black secretary that I didn't give what's called a panga, which is six meters of 
cloth that you use to make a skirt, a blouse, and a hat. It was always a lot of 
fun. I knew the people in the markets because there weren't many tourists 
there.  

08-00:27:33 
Eardley-Pryor: That's so cool. During one of Cheryl's [oral history] interviews, she wore a 

kente cloth that you had bought from one of the markets, and it was a cloth 
that she said signified power and authority. 

08-00:27:44 
Resh: Power and royalty, yes.  

08-00:27:46 
Eardley-Pryor: And so she wore that during her job interview to become Director of Financial 

Aid. 

08-00:27:50 
Resh: I remember that. 

08-00:27:51 
Eardley-Pryor: And then she wore it for her oral history. 

08-00:27:52 
Resh: She sometimes wore a black dress with this beautiful long scarf. One of my 

closest friends in the program was Albert Akapobo. His wife had a tailoring 
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business. Out of the blue, I bought some cloth one day. I was having dinner 
with them. And she said, "Let me make a shirt for you." So she took 
measurements for me. And from then on, she made shirts for me and skirts 
and vests that she made for Cheryl. There was always a battle over payment. 
They never wanted to take the money for these thirty or forty shirts that they 
made for me and a couple of dozen skirts for Cheryl, so I was bringing them 
gifts instead.  

When we were in Ouagadougou, there was always things to do. There were 
always interesting people coming through. We'd be working until 7:00 or 8:00 
at night on things. But I'd take time to go to markets or get involved in 
conversations. And after I'd been involved in the program for a while I had 
very close friendships with some people that were in it. I mentioned Dadzie, 
Boatin, Yaméogo, and Albert, who all became really close friends. Laurent 
Yaméogo and Albert were the ones I was closest to in the program. Albert 
was from Togo and was raised in a polygamous family. Laurent was from 
Burkina Faso. We've kept in touch and all of their children have migrated to 
Quebec. 

08-00:29:12 
Eardley-Pryor: Most of the folks that you were engaged with, were they also in Ouagadougou 

but living elsewhere and would join you there, the same way that you came in 
from outside? 

08-00:29:25 
Resh: Yes, especially the Ecological Group. Everybody came in at least once a year 

and we would meet, we would talk about problems, we would share data, we 
would do a variety of things. The members were from all over, Denmark, The 
Netherlands, France, Germany, Italy, and other places. Two members of each 
of the national teams would also meet with us and we often invited guests. 
When I was Chair, I regularly brought Bernhard to these meetings. But when 
we had the big meetings, like the Expert Advisory Committee, we'd bring in a 
lot of other people from World Health Organization, computer modelers that 
were analyzing the epidemiological data, and a variety of others. When we 
had the donor meetings, we had mostly government bureaucrats. The donors 
weren't scientists. We'd use these meeting to tell them what was going on, 
explain what we were doing, and just to be cordial with them. And those 
meetings happened all over the world, not just in Ouaga. Sometimes we were 
in the Hague, sometimes we were in Washington. We just met all over in 
different places. And we always had simultaneous translation in English and 
French. 

08-00:30:22 
Eardley-Pryor: God, I'm just imagining your schedule, flying around the world for these 

meetings, let alone spending three months at least in Africa each year, plus 
other projects, plus teaching back at Berkeley. It just seems like your— 
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08-00:30:34 
Resh: My life was pretty hectic. But so was Cheryl's. I think that's what made it 

possible. The other thing, WHO would let us fly business class. I mentioned 
that they always had us fly full fare business so that if we had to get out 
somewhere in a hurry, we could cash our ticket in. And I remember once 
flying to Washington, and I think my ticket was $2500 because that was the 
pattern that they wanted to follow. But it was very helpful in the long run that 
they did that. People in our program died sometimes from disease, sometimes 
from violence. This was especially true in Sierra Leone, where we had to stop 
the program during the civil war. We had people from the program that were 
killed during their civil war. 

08-00:31:19 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, wow. 

08-00:31:20 
Resh: At any one time, four of the eleven countries had some type of civil war going 

on or some violent dispute. We had a case where in northern Ivory Coast there 
was a city, Bouaké, which was the main city in the north and where we had a 
big lab. It was one of the biggest market towns in all of Africa, and that was 
the site of a civil war. South of Bouaké there were African Union troops. The 
British had sent troops into Ghana, and the French had sent troops into Ivory 
Coast. But where we were, which was where the rebels were, it was Angolan 
troops. These were mainly fifteen-year-old kids with Kalashnikovs. So this 
was not very encouraging. And what ends up happening, of course, is as soon 
as there's civil unrest like this, the airlines stop flying and the food supplies 
start getting low. I remember at one point just being deathly ill with stomach 
problems and becoming severely dehydrated. There was less and less food. 
We couldn't get out. This was one of the more dangerous situations I was in 
because I had got severely dehydrated. Finally, the airports opened and I was 
in my hotel room. I was leaving that night, but I was just sort of comatose. 
One of the WHO doctors had come in to have a beer with me and saw what 
was happening. He put a drip on me just to get me up. We get to the airport, 
and this is the first flight flying out in weeks. I think it was Air France. But it's 
the first flight flying out. And so I've got a business class ticket and a boarding 
pass in business class. That business ticket is like gold because they probably 
can sell it for $10,000 to somebody who wants to get out of the country 
desperately. So I pass out in the airport. I'm still dehydrated. I haven't had 
anything to eat. The WHO people I'm with say to the ticket agent who wants 
to take my ticket and not let me on the plane, "Oh, no, he's drunk. We were 
drinking all afternoon. Just leave him alone." And literally they carried me on 
to the plane to get me out. 

08-00:33:37 
Eardley-Pryor: That's how you got out of the country, out of that war zone? 
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08-00:33:39 
Resh: Yes. There were events like that happened. It's Africa, "C'est Afrique." The 

ticket-agent was trying to get my ticket and not let me on the plane, because I 
was too sick to fly.  

08-00:34:14 
Eardley-Pryor: Did you have any other experiences in the field with regard to civil war? I'm 

picturing helicopters flying around spraying in a war zone. How did the 
program even continue with that? 

08-00:34:25 
Resh: Well, this is one of the real successes of the program because even countries 

that were at war would let the helicopters fly over to spray the black flies. 
That was one of the more incredible things that happened. I mean they weren't 
negotiating peace, but they would let the helicopters go back and forth. Yeah. 
Sierra Leone became too dangerous. I mentioned we lost people there. I 
learned a lot about Africans, about their sense of humor from that. I remember 
a standard joke. I don't know if you remember what was happening in Sierra 
Leone, but they would cut people's arms off. That was what they did to 
terrorize the population. And so, the Africans would have a joke where they 
would say, "Oh, I just came back from Sierra Leone and the rebels asked me, 
'Do you want to wear a long sleeve shirt or a short sleeve shirt?'" Lose arms or 
hands. That dark humor, I think, was really the way they could cope with it. 
And they would laugh hysterically at that because it was so real to them. But 
also, what Sierra Leone was experiencing was so horrific. 

08-00:35:30 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. You need some sort of outlet. If you can't laugh about it, then what else 

can you do but cry about it. 

08-00:35:36 
Resh: Exactly.  

08-00:35:49 
Eardley-Pryor: Share with me a few more of those stories because there's so many and they're 

so rich. What are some other ones that come to mind about just being in 
Africa with drivers and also your colleagues. You were there together in this 
vast space adventuring and trying to do this scientific work. What kind of 
things came up?  

08-00:36:08 
Resh: Well, one of the big things we always searched for was food for me. We knew 

we'd have bread, bananas, and Laughing Cow cheese. It may not be politically 
correct to say, but we'd always tried to find local, fresh game, like antelope or 
warthog. We'd have to be careful with antelope because it's so rich in protein, 
you can get protein poisoning from it if you can't balance it with fats and 
carbohydrates.  

08-00:36:37 
Eardley-Pryor: Really? 
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08-00:36:38 
Resh: So it was always a little bit of a balancing trick. I was often invited to people's 

homes to eat. Most of the African scientists in the program had spent time in 
Europe so they would prepare European-type meals and many different 
dishes. But sometimes I'd eat at the homes of the Africans in the national 
teams and they'd serve local dishes, which were often quite good. But one 
time my host served grasscutter, which is kind of a big rodent served in a 
stew. But the worst part of it was when I'd get a piece of meat that still had 
hair on it, and the hairs would tickle the roof of my mouth while I was trying 
to be polite and swallow it. Or one time, being left-handed, I was reaching 
into a pot for food and one of the villagers just went crazy because his wife 
was pregnant. And she'd be cursed because I was using the "dirty hand."  

08-00:37:24 
Eardley-Pryor: Why the importance of it being your left hand? 

08-00:37:26 
Resh: When you defecate you use your left hand for cleaning, and you don't use it 

for any food or anything else. But I'm left-handed. So oftentimes, not 
thinking, I would just reach for something with it. There were a lot of cultural 
things like that I had to learn and remember. I think there were three of us in 
western Ivory Coast on the Liberian border or somewhere like that. There was 
a ceremony going on in a village, and we stopped our Land Cruiser to watch 
it. And all of a sudden, a bullet goes into the side of the car, and so we 
obviously get out of there in a hurry. Another time Yoichi Yamagata, another 
member of the Ecological Group and I were watching elephants by the Po 
River on the Burkina Faso-Ghana border. We got to close and were charged 
but our driver got us out with what seemed like meters to spare. But we 
survived them all. These were just some of the great adventures like that we 
had.  

08-00:38:19 
Eardley-Pryor: There was a great article written about some of your work in Africa in UC 

Berkeley's College of Natural Resources magazine Breakthroughs. And one 
of the comments in it was that one of the experiences you had in Africa 
included being at a three-day long wedding ceremony where camel and other 
unusual foods were served.  

08-00:38:41 
Resh: Yes, that was very interesting. And actually, there's a prelude to that story as 

well. Cheryl and I had gone to a financial advisor. I don't know if you've ever 
done this but it is a horrible experience, because they point out that everything 
you have ever done is wrong and that you haven't invested in the right mixture 
of small caps and large caps and this and that. And I remember just leaving 
there just totally depressed, feeling like I was just an idiot. And a day or two 
later I was going back to Burkina Faso, and I was going to this place called 
Bobo-Dioulasso. And Bobo-Dioulasso is a really nice city. All of us liked to 
go there. Very nice people. There was a L'Eau Vive restaurant there so we 
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could have nice food. We left and were staying in a village for maybe three or 
four days because we were doing some sampling in sites out there. And they 
were having a Muslim wedding. And the Muslim wedding went on, and there 
was great food. And the animists had made millet beer, which I always liked 
the taste of. So they were drinking millet beer and they wanted us to join 
them. The Muslims were still partying. And I remember having this great time 
the whole time I was there. We would go and work, and then come back. And 
the parties would still go on.  

08-00:39:54 
And I remember thinking, "I don't really want to retire in this village, but 
they're not worrying about small caps and large caps. They're just having a 
great time." I don't want to sound like I'm glorifying the benefits of poverty or 
anything, but they didn't worry about that financial stuff that I was worrying 
about.  

Actually, one of the things that was difficult for me, especially as time went 
on, was when I'd be there and come back, I would realize just how 
inhospitable we are to each other compared to the Africans I dealt with. Here 
somebody would say, "Yes, come over but call me first." I never heard that 
kind of limitations put on by Africans. I really actually started to become 
resentful as I'd come back because what the hell is wrong with these people. 
Why are they putting up these boundaries, these barriers? And so that was one 
of the things I really enjoyed very much about the Africans was their 
hospitality.  

08-00:40:58 
Another reason I never spent all my per diem is I was always being invited to 
people's houses for dinner or there'd be a banquet associated with the meeting. 
Again, the people in OCP typically had cooks and several other people 
working for them such as gardeners and watchmen. Usually their wives 
weren't with them, because they typically weren't allowed to be there.  

08-00:41:48 
Eardley-Pryor: You and Cheryl are also renowned for your wonderful sense of hospitality, 

and having your house be such a place where people come and stay and spend 
time and having dinner parties and very social engagements as a part of your 
lives together, you and Cheryl, here in Berkeley. And so I'm just wondering 
how much of that experience in Africa did you take back with you, or how 
much of that was just part of who you are before then, too? 

08-00:42:10 
Resh: Oh, it was probably a mixture. I've mentioned about my mother living with us 

for eight years, from the time she was ninety to almost ninety-eight. She loved 
having these Africans visit. Very often it wasn't just the people that I worked 
with closely, it was maybe the people that I met at a meeting for a couple of 
days, and they were coming to San Francisco and asked if we can get together. 
And it was always more fun to have them over to our house than eat at a 
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restaurant. It would have been easier to take them out to dinner, but with my 
mother it was easier having them here. And she always loved this and thought 
these evenings were wonderful. And she was always very hospitable to them, 
as well. 

08-00:42:55 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. I have a note also that was mentioned in that Breakthroughs 

article. There's some location in West Africa that's a reconstruction of St. 
Peter's Basilica in Rome. 

08-00:43:09 
Resh: Yes. One of my favorite places to go 

08-00:43:10 
Eardley-Pryor: There's some story that you have— [inaudible Zoom audio, poor internet 

connection].  

08-00:43:11 
Resh: So, again, there's a couple aspects to the story that are interesting. Yeah, I'm 

back. Can you hear me? 

08-00:43:20 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah, I hear you great.  

08-00:43:21 
Resh: This is a city in the Ivory Coast called Yamoussoukro. And Yamoussoukro is 

the birthplace of Houphouët-Boigny. He was the great president of the Ivory 
Coast who was really more French than the French. He ended up being in the 
French Academy. But towards the end of his presidency he was getting a little 
crazy and he wanted to build a Basilica that was a replica of the Vatican, but 
only larger. Now, Yamoussoukro was essentially a village. So suddenly, 
you're going on dirt roads, and then there's six-lane highway that leads you to 
the Basilica and his residence. And he also built a huge mosque that was there, 
as well. And I remember really wanting to go and see the inside of this 
Basilica because it was just beautiful from the outside and it looked just like 
the Vatican. And actually, there was a residence that the Pope stayed in one 
night that the president built for that purpose.  

08-00:44:27 
Eardley-Pryor: Wait, he built this thing for the Pope to stay in for one night? 

08-00:44:30 
Resh: For one night, yes. But he built the Basilica as a testimony, too. I remember 

the first time that I went there with two Africans and they said that this was a 
gift from Houphouët-Boigny to the country. This was his personal gift. I was 
so naïve at that time, I said, "How did he get so much money to build this 
Basilica?" And I remember they looked at me like they were talking to a little 
child. And they said, "Well, in Africa the wealth of the president is the same 
as the wealth of the country." And I said, "Oh, okay." I wanted to go inside 
but the two people with me were Muslims. And so I said, "You guys stay 
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here. I'll just go in." And they start talking to each other in their local 
language, and I'm thinking, "Okay, what's going on? What's happening?" And 
they say, "No, we'll go with you. We'll go with you." I said, "No, no. I'll just 
go in by myself." "No, no, we're going with you." So we go in and suddenly 
these two are just terrified that the whole building is going to collapse on 
them. And I'm walking around and I'm talking to people, and somebody gave 
me a tour of the place, and this is taking longer and longer for them to be 
there. Of course, everything ended up fine. It was a great experience. The 
Basilica was beautiful. I mean, the stained glass was made in France and it 
was just typical of African politicians being over the top.  

08-00:45:58 
Eardley-Pryor: Why were your buddies so anxious being in this place with you then? 

08-00:46:01 
Resh: Because they were Muslims and they were in a Catholic church. 

08-00:46:05 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, they thought there would be some sort of divine retribution for them? 

08-00:46:07 
Resh: Their dilemma was if I went in alone and something happened to me, they'd 

lose their jobs. But they were superstitious and maybe worried that the place 
would collapse on top of them. They choose job security but I was willing to 
go in by myself! I'm sorry, I didn't make that clear. 

08-00:46:14 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. That's great. You'd mentioned other experiences being in the 

field, things you've seen that were just different. And one of the things was the 
stunted people who, because of their parasite load, never went through 
puberty, what I think is called Nakalanga syndrome. 

08-00:46:31 
Resh: This is one of the most dramatic events that I had in my time in Africa. And I 

repeatedly went back to this village because this was had one of the highest 
incidences of river blindness and was among the longest lasting areas with the 
disease even after treatment for two decades. No matter what we did, we 
didn't seem to be able to control it either with the drugs, which I'll talk about 
later, or with spraying to control the black flies. And when I first went there, I 
saw just all these kids around. Maybe they were teenagers, most looked no 
more than about twelve or thirteen, size-wise. And then I realized these 
weren't kids, these were adults that failed to grow normally because of the 
heavy parasite loads they were carrying. They probably had schistosomiasis, 
malaria regularly, and many internal and external parasites. This village, 
Asubende, was right along the River Pru in Ghana. They just never developed 
like normal adults in terms of their growth. The parasite and disease load 
affected their pituitary glands. And I remember one time I went there, and this 
was one of the most touching times. I would deal with the same people over 
and over that could speak some English. There was a local resident in that 
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village and he knew we were trying to help. He knew that we were worried 
about the high rates of blindness and that's why I kept returning to the village. 
And as I left, he gave me this little plastic bag and I opened it up and it was 
about ten guinea hen eggs. I was so moved by this, that this was his thank you 
to me. This was all they had. With a disease load like this, the poverty in this 
village was unbelievable. They were just barely making it.  

When I think of the major moments of that fifteen-year period I was in West 
Africa, this village and their tragedy is foremost. And actually, we really 
dosed these people with ivermectin drugs, beyond what the labels allowed, 
trying to see if we could control transmission. It was one of the four sites that 
we really had to continue spraying. It was really quite bad there.  

08-00:49:04 
Eardley-Pryor: Just out of curiosity, why do you think that particular site was so heavily 

impacted?  

08-00:49:08 
Resh: Maybe it was an unidentifiable strain of black flies that was there or the strain 

of worms. But the combination of the two and that that they also had schisto 
and malaria was devastating.  

08-00:49:17 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, wow. 

08-00:49:18 
Resh: People there probably had malaria ten times a year. It's just inconceivable how 

they survived. And, again, they were very poor. I have a picture of me with 
some people in that village that I'd like to put in this oral history. This village 
was very important to me. 

08-00:49:37 
Eardley-Pryor: And I think I read in some research it showed up as Nakalanga syndrome, 

where you do not go through puberty. 

08-00:49:44 
Resh: Yes. 

[break in recording] 

08-00:49:51 
Eardley-Pryor: Okay, Vince.  

08-00:49:53 
Resh: Well, one of the things, to get back to the main thing that the Ecological 

Group was working on, was looking at rivers all throughout West Africa 
through the national teams. And what we were able to demonstrate is that 
clearly when spraying stopped there was not the loss of a single fish and a 
gradual recovery of the invertebrates that were affected. That was the big 
success story that we were able to demonstrate. We were able, when we saw 
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breaks in the pattern, for example that there was a decrease, we often could 
[inaudible Zoom audio, poor internet connection]. 

[break in recording] 

08-00:50:32 
Eardley-Pryor: So you just were saying that there was recovery of fish in the wake of 

spraying, which was the big important lesson that the Ecological Group was 
able to demonstrate? 

08-00:50:53 
Resh: Yes. And then the other thing was that when there were periods that we were 

seeing unexpected declines in fish or invertebrates even when there weren't 
pesticide applications, we could link it to the presence of small barrages, 
which are small dams that was being built by locals that were creating some 
type of a diversion so there wasn't water going downstream. 

08-00:51:03 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. 

08-00:51:04 
Resh: I want to add that one of the things that was very important in this project—I'll 

bring it up a little later again—is that West Africa was experiencing a terrible 
drought throughout this entire period. There was very little rainfall. They were 
building these barrages, these small dams, basically to provide some way to 
divert water for agriculture because they weren't getting enough rainfall. 

08-00:51:28 
Eardley-Pryor: What role did this drought have on the OCP program? 

08-00:51:32 
Resh: Well, I'll tell you about it at the end, okay? We'll come back to that. That's a 

good question. I'll tell you that later. The other thing that made the Ecological 
Group effective is that we had an absolute veto power over any attempt to use 
pesticides that we didn't think were safe to use in a way that we didn't think 
would allow rapid recolonization. So, in some respects, then, the Ecological 
Group was still kind of a pain in the neck because we were really controlled 
the actual helicopter operations. We were objecting very often to those 
operations and making them modify the pesticides that they used. 

08-00:52:10 
Eardley-Pryor: Tell me about a little bit more of the detail on that. Like, for example, I'm 

thinking Bti was going to be used intermittently at different times but 
consistently, and you said there were six or seven other pesticides that were 
rotated. Did that six or seven change over time? Was that what you mean by 
having veto power about saying, "Yes, we'll use," "No, we won't." 

08-00:52:29 
Resh: No. The six or seven remained pretty much the same but different 

formulations came in. But when I talk about veto power, it was almost always 
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about the timing of those insecticide applications. Like when they were 
starting to get large increases in black flies that the fly catchers were picking 
up, they would want to use a stronger insecticide, and that's what we were 
opposed to. Because if it was at a time where you wouldn't get recolonization 
of fish, in other words it was a very, very sensitive time, we'd stop the use of 
pesticides then. But we always knew that we had to manage resistance. We 
just wanted to do it in the most environmentally sound way. 

08-00:52:58 
Eardley-Pryor: Tell me about the— 

08-00:53:00 
Resh: Sometimes our vetoes on pesticide use didn't work. Sometimes they did it 

anyway. But that made us even more convinced that the next time we were 
opposed we really would not let them do it. 

08-00:53:09 
Eardley-Pryor: Because you could see the evidence that it actually did impact? 

08-00:53:11 
Resh: Exactly. Yes.  

08-00:53:13 
Eardley-Pryor: Because of the consistent biomonitoring. 

08-00:53:15 
Resh: Right.  

08-00:53:17 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, I wanted to ask about—well, we'll move on, move on. Yeah. It'll come 

back.  

08-00:53:26 
Resh: There was a lot of issues that came up regularly that could be thorny 

problems. In the northern part of the Sahel, in the strict Muslim areas where 
the government is currently fighting the jihadists, women are going into 
compounds as brides when they are twelve, thirteen years old. They're just 
reaching puberty, and they never leave the compounds for the rest of their life. 
How do we reach those women to give them drugs? These are things that I 
had no experience with, these were sociological issues, but they were the type 
of problem that the Expert Advisory Committee was dealing with all the time. 
And how do we reach miners and fishermen that are migrating across 
countries? They don't care about borders. They're just going to mining jobs or 
doing artisanal mining, or move to where the fish are. Issues like this when we 
were doing our drug distribution program, which I'll talk about next, were 
common and perplexing. And our drug labels didn't allow us to give it to 
anybody that was less than six years old. Well, how do you ask somebody 
how old they are? They're not going to know. What we came up with was that 
if the child could reach over and touch their ear, we assumed they were at 
least six years old. This was because this change of the size of their head 
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relative to the rest of their body correlated with about the age of six. So we 
had a lot of things like that we had to come up with. And how do you ask a 
Muslim woman if she's pregnant? How does a man ask her? We had to come 
up with other ways of looking at getting answers to delicate questions like 
that. There were a lot of really interesting things that came up and this was 
similar to how we had to approach looking at disease loads at the local level in 
the monitoring program. And it wasn't always the head of that section of the 
Expert Advisory Committee that came up with the solution. All of us were 
brainstorming all the time about how to do this. I was asking colleagues at 
Berkeley about how they'd approach different topics like this. There was 
really a lot of things that developed. The patch test, which just gave presence 
or absence of the worms became more useful when we could look at number 
of worms in the area from the dissection of the flies. And, again, even though 
it wasn't quantitative in terms of the parasite load in the people, it was a big 
improvement over what we had.  

08-00:55:40 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, share with me a little bit about this cultural learning experience and 

having what you said were sociological issues, essentially, and your learning 
curve on that. Was that essentially learning on the ground in the field, or were 
you doing outside reading and consulting, like you said, with other Berkeley 
professors on these things? 

08-00:55:57 
Resh: All of those things. There was a woman in my department, Louise Fortmann, 

that had worked in East Africa. She was a sociologist. And I used to talk to 
her about different issues that we had. And certainly, we had so many people 
coming through Ouagadougou that we would talk to. And we would bring 
people to our meetings for specific reasons. Oftentimes we'd bring them into 
the Ecological Group because that was easier. They could understand a lot of 
what we were talking about, whereas if you bring them into the epidemiology 
meetings, it was all modeling and harder to understand. We used really a lot of 
ideas that we got from people outside the program.  

08-00:56:43 
Eardley-Pryor: You had mentioned before about a Loa loa problem as one of the challenges 

along the lines of these other challenges you're talking about. 

08-00:56:52 
Resh: Yes, Loa loa. 

08-00:56:54 
Eardley-Pryor: Loa loa. 

08-00:56:56 
Resh: Loa loa or eye-worm disease is a parasitic worm that's a problem in West 

Africa. Actually, one of the Berkeley graduate students in one of my classes 
was a Peace Corps worker in Africa and he picked up Loa loa there. It's also 
spread by biting insects but different ones from those causing malaria or river 
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blindness. What we found when we were doing our drug distribution program 
in certain areas, people were becoming blind after taking the Ivermectin 
drugs. And what this was, we found if they were infected with Loa loa and 
when they took ivermectin, the immune response was so great that they went 
blind. So we suddenly had to look at a completely different worm. And so 
again, the fly catchers and the dissections of the black flies now had to look 
for these worms too. Because Loa loa was very identifiable by what that 
worm looked like, we knew it was different from the Onchocerca worm. 
There were a lot of things like that that came up that we had to deal with 
regularly. But we should talk soon about the drug distribution program 
because I've mentioned it several times. 

08-00:57:58 
Eardley-Pryor: You've mentioned in the past, too, about the role that schistosomiasis— 

08-00:58:04 
Resh: Schistosomiasis, yes. 

08-00:58:05 
Eardley-Pryor: Schistosomiasis played. Was schisto also an issue that you were having to 

look at to see what kind of worms were caused from the snail versus the biting 
flies? 

08-00:58:14 
Resh: No, schistosomiasis is not insect transmitted. The intermediate host is a snail. 

Just like another problem, guinea worm or dracunculiasis, is not insect 
transmitted. Both tended to be bigger problems in standing water rather than 
the running waters that the black flies inhabited. The snail that's the 
intermediate host for schisto, or the copepod that's the intermediate host for 
the Guinea worm, they're living in ponds and standing water. So they were 
separate habitats. We were always worried about getting schisto. Sometimes 
we had to cross a pool in a river because we're looking for a safe place to 
cross and we wanted to make sure it wasn't a backwater that was permanently 
there that and you could have the snails. 

08-00:59:16 
Eardley-Pryor: All right. Well, yeah, let's talk a little bit about the role that ivermectin played. 

You've mentioned this a few different times. Maybe you can talk a little bit 
about the discovery of it, and how it was implemented.  

08-00:59:26 
Resh: This, to me, is not just an amazing story, it's an amazing story of personal 

courage and fortitude. And it's just one of these absolutely bizarre biological 
stories as well. If you have a pet dog in an area that has dog heartworm, or 
you have a horse, you're going to use ivermectin for deworming. It's a very 
powerful veterinary drug, and it's been used since the late 1970s, I think 1978 
was when it was first listed for veterinary use. How it was found is really 
amazing. They were looking for a nematicide, a pesticide that would have 
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broad coverage against nematodes in general. And so they embarked on a 
program to look at soil cores literally throughout the world. They took— 

08-01:00:27 
Eardley-Pryor: Who were they? 

08-01:00:28 
Resh: Who were they? It was a combination of drug companies. Novartis and a few 

others were involved in looking at this because this discovery would have 
been a profitable drug to have the rights to.  

08-01:00:41 
Eardley-Pryor: And so they did soil core sampling to find some sort of worm killer? 

08-01:00:45 
Resh: Right. Probably the densest organisms on earth are nematodes. And what they 

would do is they would just take a core of soil. They would bring the soil 
sample back to the lab, expose it to nematodes, and see if there was something 
in the soil that killed them. They ended up doing more than 10,000 cores from 
around the world. In one place, in a city called Itō, which is about sixty miles 
from Tokyo, they find one core that has a Streptomyces fungus that actually 
does what they hope it'll do. It kills nematodes. Now, what's the most amazing 
thing about this is they have never found it anywhere else, and they've never 
even found it back on that habitat again. And the habitat was a golf course. 
They've gone back to that golf course repeatedly and have never found the 
fungus again.  

08-01:01:54 
Eardley-Pryor: That's wild. 

08-01:01:54 
Resh: It really is. It's an amazing story. And this ended up producing two Nobel 

Prizes for the discovery of this and the synthesis of it. It's approved for 
veterinary use in cattle and horses in 1978. And then suddenly in 1987-88 it's 
approved for humans. If I've ever mentioned this to you before I apologize, 
but if you want to improve performance of kids in African schools, give them 
deworming medicine. In Africa that's the biggest problem, because they're so 
tired from the worms. They're sleeping all the time. It's not giving them 
computers, it's not giving them books, it's giving them worm medicine that 
will improve their performance academically the most. You don't think of 
worms as being a problem with kids. At the research station in Moorea I may 
have mentioned that some of the Tahitians kids had worms. But we don't think 
about what a big issue the presence of worms is worldwide. 

08-01:03:00 
Eardley-Pryor: By the time this gets approved for human use, these ivermectin, the 

onchocerciasis program has already been in effect for over ten years, almost? 

08-01:03:10 
Resh: Yes.  
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08-01:03:11 
Eardley-Pryor: Without the use of any drugs. It was strictly spraying up to that point? 

08-01:03:13 
Resh: Strictly spraying. There were no drugs at all. There's a scientist that comes 

into the picture who's the president of Merck His name is Roy Vagelos. He's a 
physician. He had been a researcher and went from university to foundation 
and eventually to become president of Merck. He goes to USAID and he says, 
"We've got a drug that's going to work against onchocerciasis. Will you buy 
it?" AID says, "No. No, we won't buy it." So Vagelos says, "Okay, then we'll 
give it to you for free. We'll give the drug away for free." Now, this creates 
unbelievable backlash. First of all, the investors are saying, "Wait a second. 
Your obligation as president of Merck is to the stockholders. We're going to 
lose money if you give this drug away for free." The lawyers are saying, 
"There's going to be a black market. The Africans are going to collect this 
drug, send it to the United States and sell it for dog heartworm." The 
objections get crazier and crazier and crazier. It turns out that even WHO is 
against it because the drug companies convince them if you give it away for 
free people won't value it. And, of course, the drug companies didn't want this 
to happen because there'd be pressure on them to give it away other drugs to 
poor countries as well. Roy Vagelos was unbelievably courageous in pushing 
this. 

08-01:04:46 
Eardley-Pryor: What's inspiring him to move in this way then, if he's getting all this negative 

feedback? 

08-01:04:51 
Resh: I think it was just personal courage, and that he knew it was the right thing to 

do. Whenever I've read anything about him, this is what comes out. It was the 
right thing to do. "We're making a lot of money. It will be good for the 
company in terms of our employees realizing what we're doing for the public 
good. We're not just here to make money." It was an incredibly courageous 
stand to take. Now, Merck does get tax breaks. I think one year they got about 
$250 million in tax breaks from doing this. But still, they did it. They would 
have made a lot more selling it. It was just kind of an incredible thing that he 
did with this drug. And, as I said, the drug companies at first were against it. 
Now you look at SmithKline Beecham, which I think is now 
GlaxoSmithKline, Pfizer, and Johnson & Johnson, they're also giving drugs 
away for these neglected tropical diseases. This was absolutely an amazing 
thing that Vagelos started. And he gave it away in perpetuity. These drugs are 
going to be given away forever. 

08-01:05:56 
Eardley-Pryor: Which would be so essential to such a long-term program like this, too. 
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08-01:05:58 
Resh: It was really special. Merck has had problems with drugs like Vioxx since 

then. But they will always be remembered for starting this move that showed 
that Big Pharma can have a conscience. He was a great man for what he did.  

08-01:06:16 
Eardley-Pryor: Did you ever have any interactions with Roy? 

08-01:06:19 
Resh: No, I never did. I was at a meeting once that he was speaking at and that was 

it. I didn't meet him. He's still alive. When we had a meeting about the current 
status of onchocerciasis a month or two ago, he spoke, but he spoke on a tape. 
I was involved for a time with the successor to the OCP, The African 
Programme for Onchocerciasis Control, APOC. This is an Ivermectin-only 
program that's still in existence. 

08-01:06:56 
Eardley-Pryor: No spraying? They inversed itself? I was thinking it inversed itself. The OCP 

began with spraying and then added ivermectin. The follow-up is now just 
ivermectin, no spraying? 

08-01:07:09 
Resh: Right. There was initially a little bit of spraying done that I was involved with, 

in looking at the effects, but it was to be a no-spraying program. And it's has 
had a lot of problems. The ending date keeps on being advanced. It's now in 
twenty different countries beyond the eleven that were in OCP. A big part of 
the goal of APOC is to not to allow reinfection of the eleven original 
countries. That's a big part of the program. But APOC is getting "donor 
fatigue." The dates been pushed, well, to maybe 2025 to have elimination. The 
problem seems to be in part that people are not either getting or taking the 
pills. A friend of mine, Laurent Yaméogo, that left OCP and went with the 
new program said to me that, "The models indicate that they're not getting 65 
percent coverage," which is what we need, "and yet that's the percentage that 
seems to be given out according to the distributors." So, as he said to me, it's 
easier killing black flies than getting people to take drugs.  

08-01:08:10 
Eardley-Pryor: By the time you join the OCP in '94, '95, in the field, it sounds to me like 

ivermectin were already in place. 

08-01:08:17 
Resh: They were. But the issue was still, how do you get the ivermectin to the 

people? The typical way that you would do this was—and this is the way they 
started off—was that they would have mobile units that would go from village 
to village. These would be professional healthcare workers from NGOs, either 
local NGOs or international ones like Doctors Without Borders or 
organizations like that. We realized, I was in the program now, that this is not 
going to work. We don't have the money to do this and we're not going to get 
the coverage because too many of these villages are remote.  
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08-01:08:55 
The idea they came up with to try was something that they called Community 
Distribution and Treatment with Ivermectin. CDTI are the initials for it. And 
the idea was you get local people, schoolteachers, farmers, maybe the local 
healthcare nurse, who basically goes from village to village with ivermectin 
and distributes them. They not only distribute them; they make sure that the 
people are taking them and they decide how much of a dosage that they 
should be taking. We couldn't ask them to take a scale with them, so we had a 
pole that had different gradations of height marked. Because Africans tend to 
have the general same body shape, at least West Africans do, we could have a 
pole that would work for both Togolese and Senegalese in telling the 
distributor how many pills each person should take. They would give them the 
pills and then they would have them take the pills right in front of the 
distributor. 

08-01:09:56 
Eardley-Pryor: So instead of measuring somebody's body weight and then determining what 

their dose was, it was how high they were on this pole? 

08-01:10:03 
Resh: Right. And then there were issues like the kids under six. Can they touch their 

ear? How do you get pills into compounds where the girls are never going to 
come out? 

08-01:10:16 
Eardley-Pryor: What was decided on that? How did you? 

08-01:10:19 
Resh: We had prepubescent girls, girls that had not reached menarche, go into the 

compounds and do all of these procedures.  

08-01:10:24 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. Because you couldn't get in these compounds. 

08-01:10:26 
Resh: But they could go in. They weren't a threat to the men; they weren't a threat to 

the women. Again, brainstorming all different ideas "How we could send 
young girls in to distribute the pills?" was what provided this solution. We 
teach them what to do. We make sure that they don't give them to the men to 
distribute, that the young girl gives them to the women and children 
individually.  

08-01:10:40 
Eardley-Pryor: God, the Trojan Horse of drug delivery. 

08-01:10:43 
Resh: It was fascinating how these things came out. I remember we had a specialist 

that had done this type of approach in South Africa, it wasn't called CDTI, 
come in and giving us suggestions. We were always looking for ideas. And 
we weren't paying these people as consultants. We were just asking them to 
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come in and help. No one was actually paid as a consultant on many of these 
programs. Berkeley paid my salary and they would pay per diems and 
expenses. But at $45 per day, you're not making a lot of money on per diems. 
But it was just something that all of us wanted to do. The people that took the 
pills actually liked them because what they realized that when they took 
ivermectin there were some other improvements. For example, when they 
defecated in the latrines it killed the flies, so they didn't have a lot of flies 
emerging. And they stopped getting bedbug bites. So they weren't opposed to 
taking them. If there were side effects, they were very minimal. One of the 
problems, though, that I had to deal with is that ivermectins are super toxic to 
fish. Now if people weren't defecating in their latrines they were defecating 
along the shore. But luckily, the ivermectin [did] have very high 
photosensitivity, so they broke done very quickly when exposed to sunlight. 
so we didn't have to worry about the toxic effects if they get— 

08-01:12:22 
Eardley-Pryor: Into the river. 

08-01:12:22 
Resh: They are not going to cause a lot of damage because they breakdown quickly 

in sunlight. So, we were really quite lucky with that. Now, they're talking 
about using ivermectin for a big malaria prevention program. And just a week 
ago there was an article of ivermectin for COVID treatment, which I can't 
imagine will work.  

08-01:12:40 
Eardley-Pryor: Ivermectin for COVID? 

08-01:12:42 
Resh: Well, remember Trump was pushing the chloroquine [inaudible Zoom audio, 

poor internet connection]. 

08-01:12:48 
Eardley-Pryor: The quinine solution. I'm going to pause us here. 

[break in recording] 

08-01:12:55 
Resh: The big accomplishment that we did was to get the drugs successfully to the 

people that needed protection. Actually, the CDTI approach is used in every 
public health program around the world now. That was, again, a big 
development that came out of OCP.  

08-01:13:12 
Eardley-Pryor: How did the CDTI program evolve? Like, who came up with this idea? Was 

that the epidemiology side that was coming up with solutions like this? 

08-01:13:21 
Resh: We had a group that were dealing with the ivermectin distribution and I think 

they were the ones that probably realized we couldn't afford to do the 
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distribution village by village. It had to be a broader approach. There's a very 
interesting story. I don't know if you ever read this or anything. But we 
wanted to distribute pills to about— [inaudible Zoom audio, poor internet 
connection]. 

08-01:13:47 
Eardley-Pryor: Here we go. 

08-01:13:50 
Resh: Yes. 

08-01:13:51 
Eardley-Pryor: You were going to mention a story. 

08-01:13:53 
Resh: Our goal was to reach 6.7 million people with these pills every year. And we 

had 22,000 volunteers. And, again, it was amazing what they did in terms of 
going out and distributing these pills, using the measuring poll, doing the 
measurements, making sure everybody got the right number of pills, and 
ensuring that every individual took the pills. This was so successful. I was 
closely involved in this next story. 

The Dutch government was a big supporter of river blindness control and 
OCP, and they gave us money to give to these volunteers as a thank you. We 
went to some of the local people in the villages that were working as 
volunteers and asked them, "What do you think would be appropriate in terms 
of how much money should we give a volunteer? We know you are working 
as volunteers; you're not doing this for money, but we want to give you a gift 
for your help. What would be appropriate to give to each volunteer?" I 
remember asking specifically, "How much money should we give each 
volunteer?" And they looked at me again, like the look when I asked about 
how can the president of Africa build this Basilica that's larger than the 
Vatican. They said, "What are we going to do with money? We're a barter 
economy. Money's not of any use for us. We don't go to big cities. We don't 
go to markets. This is rural subsistence living." And so, again, another 
dramatic moment happened.  

08-01:15:19 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. God, the difference of worldviews and life experiences.  

08-01:15:23 
Resh: They say, "If you want to help us, give us two things. Give us soap, because if 

we have soap, we can reduce infections. And give us salt. If we have salt, we 
can preserve our food." Because remember, they're catching fish and they're 
not eating it right away. They're preserving it with salt. And so that again was 
this tremendous dramatic moment of what matters in life, it's reducing illness 
and having some food security. 
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08-01:15:57 
Eardley-Pryor: God, and doesn't it just reify the— 

08-01:15:59 
Resh: Soap and salt. 

08-01:16:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. The salt part of it, it helps highlight the importance of the ecological 

control program, to make sure that there were going to be fish, there would be 
protein to put salt on. 

08-01:16:09 
Resh: Yes. It was such an incredible moment for all of us. It really was just 

unbelievable to be reminded about that's really what matters. Just like being in 
Bobo-Dioulasso and enjoying this three-day visit and not worrying about our 
lack of the right stock investments. And being in Asubende and getting the 
guinea fowl eggs. These were incredible moments in my life, all based on my 
experience there. We had one much larger outcome from CDTI. If a program 
has the ability to travel around and do distribution of one drug, we realized 
that we could not only give drugs for river blindness, the ivermectin, we could 
also give drugs for lymphatic filariasis or elephantiasis, where the overlap of 
the two diseases is almost identical. We realized we couldn't do it with Loa 
loa because the people would go blind. We ended up using that CDTI 
program to not only distribute ivermectin, but to distribute the drugs for 
elephantiasis as well, which was very successful.  

08-01:17:16 
I think that there are two important long-term consequences of OCP. The first 
is what we just discussed, the CDTI concept of using the community to 
distribute ivermectin and other drugs. The second was even more important. 
This was when the Gates Foundation got involved in wanting to control 
malaria and reduce malarial deaths worldwide, especially among young 
children. Because Bill Gates made his fortune in high tech he wanted to invest 
in that type of an approach. What did he want? He wanted a vaccine against 
malaria. Well, the Rockefeller Foundation tried to come up with a vaccine for 
decades and spent a fortune doing so. Currently, a lot of groups are trying to 
come up with a vaccine. It's never worked on a large scale and the 
effectiveness is low. The protozoans causing malaria mutate and become 
resistant. Remember, we're suddenly very well known for our success with 
controlling river blindness and people come to us for advice. We have an idea 
of what going to work in controlling malaria. We go to the Gates Foundation 
and we say— [poor Zoom internet connection]. Can you hear me okay? 
You're blocked again. Roger, are you there? I don't want to finish the story 
until I see if you're there. 

08-01:18:16  
Eardley-Pryor: I can hear you. I don't know—can you hear me again? 
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08-01:18:20 
Resh: I can hear you again. So we go to the Gates Foundation and we say, "Instead 

of putting all this money into trying to develop a vaccine for malaria," and I 
think we may have even said, "Which probably wouldn't work anyway," but 
maybe we were savvy enough to not bring that up. We said, "Please consider 
taking 20 percent of your first-year budget and put it in the lowest tech 
solution possible." And this is something that he and the Foundation hadn't 
considered. He wasn't thinking of low tech. we said, "Bed nets. Let us do a 
distribution of bed nets." And what happened? Bed net distribution has been 
the number one reason that malaria deaths have dropped from a million and a 
half a year to six hundred thousand. It's the simplest solution. Females land on 
the pesticide-infused bed nets and pick up some insecticide with low human 
toxicity, fly away and die. People can wash them thirty times before they get 
all the Permethrin out of them and they're very effective. So, I think to me that 
recommendation they accepted was one of the biggest impacts and 
achievements of the river blindness program, the prevention of malaria using 
bed nets. School kids now raise money to buy and distribute bed nets. There's 
been a wonderful analysis by an evaluator of charitable giving. If you want to 
do charitable giving and your goal is to save lives, then bed nets are the most 
effective because a bed net, which is three to four dollars, will keep somebody 
from getting malaria. The cost to benefit ratio is very low. 

08-01:19:23 
Eardley-Pryor: Fascinating. 

08-01:19:24 
Resh: The widespread adoption and distribution of bed nets through a CDTI 

approach is a lasting and important outcome of OCP.  

08-01:20:06 
Eardley-Pryor: And so that was also done through the medium of the community distribution 

program? 

08-01:20:11 
Resh: Exactly. And, again, the fact that we realized you could distribute health care 

and drugs, not just ivermectin but the drug for lymphatic filariasis and bed 
nets. If you can reduce malaria, schisto, and other parasitic diseases, suddenly 
you're reducing the parasitic anemia which is an amazing benefit to the 
people. That was one of the outcomes that all of us were very proud of after 
our involvement in the program was over. 

08-01:20:49 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. It's success building upon success and keeping things moving and 

growing, the impact. 

08-01:20:53 
Resh: We were really lucky. There are over thirty million people that no longer have 

to worry about going blind from this disease. Over 67 million acres have been 
opened to agricultural cultivation from the previously abandoned river valleys. 
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Food from these increased agricultural areas is feeding seventeen million 
more people. People can work longer. The local people have higher 
productivity. They have higher incomes. All of these improvements were the 
direct result of OCP and the control of river blindness.  

08-01:21:31 
Eardley-Pryor: I'm sorry, go ahead. 

08-01:21:33 
Resh: I was the last European in the program. All the other heads of every one of 

these departments were Africans. This was a great feeling. Now, I was lucky 
because I had colleagues like Yaméogo, Boatin, Dadzie, and Samba as 
advisors and mentors to me. I always trusted everything they'd say and was 
never disappointed. Laurent Yaméogo was especially important because 
sometimes we'd be in meetings and somebody would be speaking, usually a 
Parisian, in French and I couldn't tell if they were insulting me or 
complimenting me. I'd always have Laurent sitting by to tell me what the that 
comment just meant. The closing sentence of a French letter is a good 
example of that ability to play on words. Sometimes, you never really know if 
they're calling you a jerk or a hero! It's such an easy language to be ambiguous 
in. So, he was a great help to me. When he retired from OCP, he bought a 
ranch in Burkina Faso. I mentioned this because I got him a ten-gallon 
cowboy hat to celebrate this purchase. He was a great fellow and friend. We 
still correspond by email. 

08-01:22:58 
Eardley-Pryor: Share with me a little bit more about these experiences and these meetings. 

Once you step into this phase two, as your experience was in the program, 
from '98 all the way up through your involvement through the rest of the 
2000s, just share with me a little bit about what was different in this role for 
you. I mean, needing to have an advisor so that you could understand whether 
the French was insulting or complimentary. Tell me a little bit more about 
what other things were different for you at this next level of administration 
you were involved in. 

08-01:23:25 
Resh: When we had meetings, two things were obvious. The World Bank really 

scripted the donor meetings. They wanted no surprises. That was always a 
little discouraging because the best part of the meetings was when we could 
talk informally in the hallway with the people, find out what they really were 
thinking, and what was really going on. And the other was that when we had 
simultaneous translation, I didn't have to worry about understanding the 
idioms. I could listen in English the whole time. So that was good. When I 
was giving a presentation about the Ecological Group, it was well prepared 
and concise. We wanted that to be the case because most of these donors were 
not technical. So, I tried to make the presentations as straightforward as 
possible. 
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08-01:24:24 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. Share with me about the experience of having to talk to the donors 

about this. You mentioned these meetings would sometimes be in places all 
over the world, DC sometimes, and Europe at times. What was that 
experience like with the donors? What were those meetings like? Were they 
different than other meetings? 

08-01:24:39 
Resh: Well, they're politicians and bureaucrats. So they were very smooth. They 

were friendly. A lot of them knew each other from other donor conferences. 
What was really interesting, though, is that the donors were agreeing to using 
a regional approach, and not emphasizing their own "darling countries" that 
they were trying to influence one way or the other. The money went into one 
pot and was divided among the programs and the countries, as needed for the 
regional approach to succeed. They would ask us, well, what's happening with 
the fish and I'd tell them, "Well, in this place it's this, in that place it's this." 
But over the years I got to know them. We'd always have nice dinners 
together and cocktail parties. It was always a nice reunion of sorts. Everybody 
I met in the program and the various meetings that were at the managerial 
level were very well educated and had a beautiful command of multiple 
languages. If you're living in the Netherlands or working for the European 
Union, they had to speak multiple languages. So, yes, it was very interesting.  

08-01:25:58 
 I always had some anxieties in advance of all the meetings, especially those I 

had to chair the discussion, about how effective I was at doing that and was I 
doing the best I could? I was never very confident when I'd have to give a 
speech in French. I'd always have to really prepare it. I couldn't do it off the 
cuff. I could do short things off the cuff, but not like a twenty-minute or 
thirty-minute presentation.  

08-01:26:34 
Part of my overall enjoyment in the program was my interactions with the 
Africans that I dealt with at all levels. I mentioned earlier about the level of 
hospitality I experienced. This one fellow, that I spent a lot of time with in 
Northern Ghana, Jimmy Sammon, was also a big help and a good friend. We 
were in Tamale, which was a big Muslim area and a terrible area for river 
blindness. He was living in a compound and I'd stay in a little cottage, and just 
have a marvelous time with his kids. Like I think I told you, I sort of forget 
that I was not African after a while because I was always with Africans. That 
was who I was working with. 

08-01:27:20 
Eardley-Pryor: With the Africanization of the program itself—you mentioned that you were 

the last Anglo European white person involved in the program. Why do you 
think that was the case? 
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08-01:27:32 
Resh: I've thought about this a lot and I'm glad you brought this up. There was an 

incident. I had a close colleague who was a fisheries biologist in the program. 
His name was Kofe Aban. You always could tell the day of the week that an 
Ashanti was born because they all have the same name. So Kofe means that 
he was born on Friday. He was a very bright guy. He'd gone to Swansea for 
his PhD. And one day we were having a beer. and he was referring to one of 
the other members in the Ecological Group. He said, "He would never think 
an African could have a worthwhile idea. He just wouldn't think that was 
possible." I was pretty shocked by this but when I thought about this person's 
attitude, I think that it was pretty close to the mark. In retrospect, I think that 
Laurent pushed that I stay in the program as the Chair of the Ecological Group 
because it would have been too much work for him to bring a new person in. 
He would have been the logical one to take my place in the Ecological Group 
but it would have been difficult with him as a WHO employee to also be on 
the Expert Advisory Committee. And he knew that I would go to him for 
advice. I've thought about this a lot. Why I was the last European in the 
program? Everybody else that was the head of these different groups or units 
was now an African. In my office, I have a picture of me with about seventeen 
people. We were at a meeting, and I'm the only one with a white face. And the 
Africans would always say, "Put a hat on. Your white skin doesn't work." I'd 
be taken back by this remark at first, where they are talking about my white 
skin. But I noticed that Africans talk about skin color a lot. They'll describe 
someone as "the one with really dark skin," an expression that we wouldn't 
think of using. As I've said many times, it was always very interesting.  

08-01:30:01 
Eardley-Pryor: Did McNamara have a continued role in this program as it evolved over time? 

08-01:30:05 
Resh: No. He would come and speak once in a while at our meetings, sometimes by 

tape. He did speak at our last meeting that was held at the World Bank, where 
we honored him for his contributions. As I mentioned in the Fog of War, he 
talks about how proud he was about this project. You know who was very 
involved though, was Jimmy Carter. Now the Carter Center— 

08-01:30:33 
Eardley-Pryor: Now, tell me more about that. How did the Carter Center get involved in this? 

08-01:30:34 
Resh: They were involved in a couple ways. When we were deciding how we were 

going to kind of divide the control program's responsibilities. They took over 
South American control efforts. There, African slaves brought the worm with 
them to South America and there was a black fly vector there that was able to 
transmit the worm to humans. That was their role. But he personally valuable 
because he would be able to get US government public health scientists to be 
assigned to the Carter Center to serve as advisors not just for his program but 
for others as well. Frank Richards was there in this capacity for most of my 
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time in the program. But most importantly, whenever there was a recalcitrant 
US president, and I remember there was one in early 2000, that didn't want to 
fund our program, President Carter would make a phone call and the money 
came through. He was very involved and made important contributions not 
just to this program but throughout Africa. 

08-01:31:28 
Eardley-Pryor: A consequential phone call. 

08-01:31:29 
Resh: Dealing with the Carter Center, I could understand why his presidency wasn't 

super successful but that his post-presidency was. He wanted to take personal 
control over all aspects and details. He wanted to make every decision 
himself. He was not good at delegating responsibilities, which may have come 
from his military background. And he was a micromanager. But he was a 
great leader in his post-presidency and he did a lot of good. And, again, at the 
level he was operating in Africa, being a micromanager, being a control 
person, was very successful.  

08-01:32:08 
Eardley-Pryor: Isn't that fascinating, that some of the things that held him back from being a 

successful president enabled him to be successful in operating internationally 
for aid. 

08-01:32:16 
Resh: Exactly. He was always really great with small groups. It wasn't like he was 

running a huge government with hundreds of thousands of people working for 
him. He was working with relatively small groups in the Carter Center and 
was very effective. But please I don't want to give the impression that he 
didn't do great things. The point I want to make is that his personal skills 
worked better in his post-presidential activities. 

I wanted to tell one other story about this that I was just thinking of this week. 
I gave a seminar at Berkeley about the river blindness project and for some 
reason—and I wasn't planning on doing this—I opened it up by saying, "What 
I'm going to talk to you about today is not really a research project. We're 
trying ideas that were successful in other places and we're applying them to 
control river blindness." And then I talked about the program and all that we 
were doing and had done. At the end of the seminar a colleague, Steve Welter, 
who ended up leaving Berkeley and becoming a Vice President for Research 
at San Diego State, said to me and the seminar the attendees, "I can't believe 
the way you opened up with this. Look at the way the program has been 
successful. How many millions of people aren't blind, and the agricultural 
improvements." And I remember him saying, "Has Berkeley given you the 
idea that research is only one thing, and that if you're not working to produce 
papers or to gain credit or to get prizes that it's not worthwhile?" I remember 
never answering him. I didn't say anything. But it really hit me about what my 
idea of research at Berkeley was. I've loved my time at Berkeley but I think 
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that the ethos here goes back to the College of Letters and Science idea that 
applied work is not really the best research. That research should be curiosity 
driven. With CRISPR, of course, they bring up that it was curiosity driven. It 
may have been initially, but once people realized that there was a lot of 
applications for and the biotech companies, and that there was a lot of money 
in it, the applied aspects became acceptable. I thought my insecure statement 
at the beginning of the seminar was interesting. And Steve Welter told me 
years later that when he went and interviewed at San Diego State, he used me 
as an example of how somebody's career can change, and how I went from 
studying caddisflies to working on controlling river blindness. And he used 
that, I think, to say how as the Vice President for research he could change 
San Diego State, too. I don't know. But it was a very telling moment because I 
was, in a way, almost embarrassed to even talk about this because it wasn't the 
typical narrow research-topic that we gave in seminars. It was— 

08-01:35:05 
Eardley-Pryor: That just seems so shocking to me, because Berkeley also has this reputation 

outside of Berkeley as being such an important hub for social issues, as an 
incubator for social change. 

08-01:35:17 
Resh: I think that it's true for the engineers and social scientists but not for most of 

the scientists I know. One of my colleagues worked on the effect of the 
herbicide Roundup on frogs, and showed that frog deformities occurred. He 
was criticized by the administration, saying that he had become an advocate 
for this, was not being objective, and that he was going beyond what he 
should have been doing. The science done at Berkeley is not certainly 
characterized by activism. Not at all. 

08-01:35:46 
Eardley-Pryor: Interesting. Different cultures within—the two cultures within Berkeley. 

08-01:35:51 
Resh: And actually, the faculty at Berkeley, from my experience of forty-five years, 

are pretty conservative. Look at the law school. You couldn't find a more 
conservative group than that. And so yeah. The students are quite liberal but 
overall the faculty there tend to be pretty conservative. And you see this in 
other departments as well. 

08-01:36:01 
Eardley-Pryor: And what's wild, too, is that your work in West Africa involved enormous 

amounts of research. I mean, the computerized database that you talked about 
with decades worth of biomonitoring is an incredible, incredible archive of 
research.  

08-01:36:19 
Resh: Yes. 
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08-01:36:20 
Eardley-Pryor: That's research. 

08-01:36:21 
Resh: And we were doing experiments, too. A couple of things that are interesting 

and one of the things that I would always talk and write about is that 
onchocerciasis is a disease of biodiversity. The idea of biodiversity typically 
dwells on the conservation aspects although now to make the appeal broader 
they typically include functions like pollination and decomposition. David 
Molyneux, who had been the Dean of the School of Tropical Medicine and 
Hygiene at Liverpool then worked for the Wellcome Foundation after he 
retired as an advisor in our program. He and I did a lot of things together. One 
of the things, we came up with is that river blindness is a disease of 
biodiversity. 

08-01:37:00 
Eardley-Pryor: What do you mean by that? 

08-01:37:01 
Resh: Look at the biodiversity among the black flies, some of which transmit the 

worm, others don't. There is biodiversity in the worms, some of which are 
causing blindness, others are not. There is the great story of biodiversity in 
Ivermectin, a fungus found in one in tens of thousands of soil cores but it's 
never been found again. And then again, biodiversity was critical to maintain 
in controlling this disease.  

08-01:37:40 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, that's great. That's a great framework to be able to add. And it just 

emphasizes, again, the centrality that the Ecological Group had in this 
program's success.  

08-01:37:48 
Resh: We really did. When I was at this virtual conference a couple months ago, The 

World Bank speakers repeatedly spoke about how the OCP monitoring 
program was the standard in terms of how environmental monitoring should 
be done for Bank projects. Now, if we were doing the monitoring program 
over again, we would have had a sociologist involved with us. We would have 
done more structured interviews with people. We would have used a lot of 
other social science tools than we did. But I look at the fact that we produced 
no resistance to Bti. The fact that we had the complete recovery of fish and 
that over time the invertebrates came back as well. These were unbelievably 
successful issues that we had when we consider that 35,000 miles of rivers 
were sprayed weekly, and in some cases for over 20 years! A lot of the fears 
about environmental damage were just from not understanding how African 
ecosystems worked. The idea prevalent among river ecologists at the time was 
that there were zones of species in a river, say, from the headwaters to the 
mouth. And if you eliminated them from one zone that was it, you were 
eliminating them forever. And, in fact, there was a lot more movement of 
different species up and down than is true of temperate rivers. A lot of the 
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fears of environmental catastrophe were based on the assumptions about how 
African rivers worked based on European or western rivers, and they just 
weren't correct. So that was a really— 

08-01:39:10 
Eardley-Pryor: And all the more reason to emphasize how research-oriented the project was, 

that you could then have that result at the end, to realize this. 

08-01:39:17 
Resh: Right.  

08-01:39:18 
Eardley-Pryor: Where you have something to show from that work, these realizations. 

08-01:39:22 
Resh: Yes. And in part it was because I brought Bernhard back into the program. 

08-01:39:26 
Eardley-Pryor: Tell me more about that. When did you bring Bernhard back in, and what role 

did he play? 

08-01:39:29 
Resh: When I became the Chair of the Ecological Group, I knew the Bernhard 

would be a big help to me and the program. I remember the former Chair 
Calamari; Bernhard and I were at a meeting and talking with a group of 
scientists. Somebody asked Bernhard, "Well, why did you come back?" He 
said, "Well, I work on a lot of things with streams and I had a lot of 
experience in Africa." And Calamari said, "That's bullshit. You came in 
because you're Resh's friend." This was completely wrong. Bernhard was a 
fabulous help to the program, and we had great times together throughout 
Mali, Ghana, and back to Bobo and all types of places we both enjoyed. He 
helped me formulating a posteriori experiments when we knew something 
happened. Let's look at the data and look and see if we can interpret what 
went on. He was a great help to me personally. We had worked together on 
projects for so long it was like we could read each other's mind. And he also 
kept me a bit wary of what the Bank and OCP people that were mainly 
interested in killing black flies would say in their reports, which was good for 
me to be reminded of regularly.  

When I think of the success of this program, all the people that worked in it, 
the drivers and mechanics that kept the vehicles running over these horrible 
terrains and the helicopter pilots, almost all of whom were Vietnam veterans, 
that's where they learned to fly. I remember one of them lasted eleven years 
living and working in West Africa. He had all these little local kids that would 
hang around him all the time. He just liked it there. Another one lasted a 
week. They were so important to the success of the program. It was dangerous 
and uncomfortable. It was 110 degrees in their helicopters as they were flying. 
They're exposed to all these pesticides. They're landing in dangerous places, 
having to spray river areas and worrying about getting caught in trees. They 
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were the real heroes, too. The great leaders that we had, Dadzie, Boatin, and 
Samba and all the Expert Advisory Committee members made this possible. 
The Bank provided a good organizational mechanism for the funding even if 
at times they felt like an impediment to the Ecological Group. It was just 
incredible. It was a success and, as you said, at fifty-seven cents a person. 

08-01:41:31 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. Remarkable. The success of the program speaks on its own. The scale 

of it, and the success in light of the scale, is what is really astounding to me. 
The number of people that were involved, that were needed to make it 
successful, and the geographic range, and the timeframe. Time and space and 
people involved in this is astounding for it to even be successful, let alone 
how successful.  

08-01:41:56 
Resh: Again, no one was taking credit for its success at OCP. The World Bank said 

it was the partnerships they formed, but it was the individuals that really were 
making incredible contributions at personal sacrifices. You're freezing again. 

08-01:42:14 
Eardley-Pryor: I can hear you, but maybe we'll just pause until we have video back. And 

we're back. Okay.  

08-01:42:18 
Resh: So one of the— 

08-01:42:21 
Eardley-Pryor: But let me just ask about that, Vince, because at great personal cost—I think 

it's important for us to highlight your own experience. You mentioned the one 
story of being near comatose, but that seemed to be more about not having the 
right kind of food and water. But you took on a disease load of your own. Can 
you share a little bit about what your experience was physically, and your own 
sacrifices?  

08-01:42:41 
Resh: Well, I had malaria and still have recurrence of malaria occasionally. I had 

typhoid fever. I had taken the vaccine and so although I got deathly ill from 
typhoid, I didn't die. I had lung parasites that took me a long time to get rid of 
that resulted in regular pneumonia and collapsed lungs. For that health 
problem, I ended up going to nine different physicians, everything from 
doctors at Walter Reed to WHO to try to diagnose what the group of us that 
were infected had. And, again, that's with tropical diseases in general. The key 
is getting it diagnosed because the physicians see so few of these diseases. 
The doctor that finally diagnosed it had seen it about thirty years before.  

08-01:43:25 
Eardley-Pryor: Let's just break some of these down, because there are stories involved in all 

of this. What's the story with malaria? You remember how you contracted it 
or what the effects were when you were there? 
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08-01:43:34 
Resh: No, I don't know how I contracted it. The danger of malaria in West Africa is 

that caused by Plasmodium falciparum. It's cerebral malaria. I took anti-
malarial drugs religiously. Actually, what we would do is on Sunday nights all 
of us would take our anti-malarial pills together with beer and then Monday 
morning at breakfast we'd tell each other about these violent dreams that we 
had! I think everybody on the Expert Advisory Committee got malaria at one 
time or another. It just was what happened. When I had a reoccurrence, and 
the reoccurrence may have been from a different strain that I may have picked 
it up in Southeast Asia. Cheryl knows just what to do when I have a malaria 
attack. My temperature drops to about 97 and then cycles up to about 104, and 
it just cycles repeatedly. It only happens maybe once every year or two. It 
used to happen more often. And then the lungs, that was really scary because 
nobody could come up with anything that would cure it for any of us that got 
infected. 

08-01:44:50 
Eardley-Pryor: When did you realize you had caught some sort of—you said it went 

undiagnosed for a long time and you spent three years with all these 
implications. When did you realize that you had something wrong? 

08-01:44:59 
Resh: I was in Accra, Ghana and maybe for about a week or ten days, and I just 

started to develop this terrible cough and it just got deeper and deeper. I had 
carried some Levaquin with me, which is a strong antibiotic. I took some of 
that, and it went away for a while. But by the time I was home, I was really 
quite sick and went to my doctor, who then sent me to a pulmonologist, who 
sent me to somebody else, and it just went on and on. And there were five of 
us that were sick with the same symptoms right afterwards. WHO 
investigators got involved thinking that it could be Legionella that we picked 
up, or Legionnaires disease. And they went back to the hotel we stayed in and 
were taking samples. They concluded that because it was just five of us, not 
the whole group of about ten, that we were exposed to something that the 
others weren't. And the two likely scenarios that WHO suggested was that the 
five of us were walking in a market together and someone was chopping 
infected meat, that the blood aerosoled, and we all inhaled the infected blood 
as tiny droplets. Or the five of us were in a part of the hotel that they were 
chopping infected meat and it came into our rooms through the kitchen vents. 
Because it was a Rickettsia that all of us picked up. Rickettsia are typically 
transmitted by ticks. That's really the only direct transmission, like in 
Colorado Tick Fever or Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever, which are rickettsial 
diseases. Rickettsia are larger than bacteria. We ended up actually being 
treated with a drug that almost everything was resistant to. It was called 
Augmentin. And that really helped us quite a bit. The doctor that actually 
finally diagnosed us said that he thought that he'd seen this before, and that in 
about three years, we'd get better. And he was right. All of us did.  
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08-01:47:17 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. So when you came— 

08-01:47:21 
Resh: We were really sick. At one point, I checked with our department 

administrator if Cheryl would be better if I retired or died, because we were 
all getting worse from this.  

08-01:47:35 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. 

08-01:47:36 
Resh: That was a rough time for us as a couple. Typhoid I picked up in Guinea, and 

it was just from some fish or chicken that was contaminated. Somebody had 
typhoid, defecated, hadn't washed their hands, and was doing the cooking. 
That's probably how it spread to a few of us that were eating together.  

08-01:47:55 
Eardley-Pryor: Geez. Well, back to the lung-oriented disease that was bloodborne. You got 

sick. You came back home. You're back in California and bouncing between 
all these doctors. How did you finally discover—and I assume these other five 
people were probably doing something similar, trying to figure out— 

08-01:48:15 
Resh: Right. And WHO was, because we were all WHO employees or OCP 

employees, one or the other. Well, a very good friend, Bob Haas, actually had 
put me in touch with a physician at Stanford that had a lot of experience and 
recommended other people for me to contact. Bob Haas had heard about my 
illness and said, "Would you mind if I contact a physician that I know that's 
very good at Stanford?" I believe he was a pulmonologist or had pulmonology 
experience. He was the one that really put me on the right track in terms of 
what tests had to be done and what they were looking for. 

08-01:49:02 
Eardley-Pryor: How lucky. Do you remember the name of that doctor? 

08-01:49:05 
Resh: No, I've gotten the various physicians mixed up because I was in bad shape at 

that time. I had no energy. The irony was that I was still teaching General 
Biology. I'd go in at 8:00, come home at 10:00 and I'd stay in bed until the 
next day. I was just so exhausted. I had no energy. It really actually got worse 
when I had come back from Africa and went on this trip to Tahiti to raise 
money for the Gump Station. And I that taken some of the people from that 
event on a trip onto Easter Island, and the dust there was really what sent it 
into the next stage. And I came back from that trip with a collapsed lung and I 
was in worse shape. 

08-01:49:48 
Eardley-Pryor: It was after Easter Island that you had the collapsed lung? 
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08-01:49:53 
Resh: Well, I may have had one before that, too. Certainly, I had pneumonia. I was 

taking Levaquin and was chewing them like Chicklets. I was just taking them 
all the time. And they were, of course, worried about resistance. But yes. But 
it worked out. I got better.  

08-01:50:16 
Eardley-Pryor: After three years. 

08-01:50:18 
Resh: Yes. But all of us did, and all of us kept on going back Africa, even when we 

were sick. 

08-01:50:22 
Eardley-Pryor: I was going to say, how did you manage to continue your annual three-times-

a-year trips to Africa, teach General Biology, run the Gump Station, have a 
huge fundraiser? I mean, how were you able to manage through all of that? 

08-01:50:33 
Resh: Well, remember, I had given up the Gump Station after the fundraiser so I was 

really only teaching General Biology. My lab knew how sick I was. They 
were very supportive in terms of helping each other and kind of doing all the 
stuff that needed to be done to keep the lab going. Cheryl played a big role in 
this because I can see an awful lot of spouses saying, "You've done enough. 
Drop out, let somebody else do it." But again, this was this period, we're 
worried about the project being ended. And if it's ended, that's it. All the good 
that we hoped to do wouldn't work if we couldn't bring it to completion. This 
wasn't a one-person decision. We talked about this and realized what could 
have happened if the program had to end. It was very important to us to see 
this through until the end. And we did. They used to call West Africa the 
white man's grave. During the colonial period, your chances of dying if you 
were sent to West Africa were about fifty percent each year you were there. 
The death rate was just unbelievably high. And some of that hasn't changed 
like the story I told you about the loss of the drug to treat sleeping sickness 
because of the Green Party in Germany. Okay, we've some better drugs and 
treatment, but it's an area where western doctors just don't know a lot about 
treating the diseases found there. If you're sick you hope you can find 
somebody that can identify it and know how to treat it.  

08-01:52:09 
Eardley-Pryor: Something that came up for me in thinking about your work in this program 

and your commitment to it, despite the physical sacrifices that you went 
through— 

08-01:52:20 
Resh: All five of us that had this kept on going back. It was not just me. It was all of 

us.  
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08-01:52:25 
Eardley-Pryor: But the fact that you all contributed to this program, realizing it was bigger 

than just you as individuals, bigger than the five of you. I mean, we're talking 
about millions of people's lives at stake, and their success, the improvements 
that we've talked about came out of the success, that you were at a tipping 
point in your continued engagement. Something that came up for me is a 
South African term called ubuntu. Have you ever heard of ubuntu as a kind of 
philosophy? 

08-01:52:53 
Resh: No. I haven't.  

08-01:52:56 
Eardley-Pryor: Essentially, it's kind of a South African understanding of humanity. 

Sometimes it's translated as "I am because we are," or some sort of reaching 
out to others, humanity to others, a universal bond that connects all people. 
And it became something that sort of helped frame Desmond Tutu's work on 
the Truth and Reconciliation Committee in the wake of ending of wide 
apartheid in South Africa and also in Zimbabwe. But it just struck me as a 
kind of African philosophy of humaneness and humanness and 
interconnection that echoed throughout your work. I mean, your own personal 
commitment, but also the role that the environmental understanding played in 
the success of the program. All of that sort of interconnection there. So I just 
didn't know if there was some sort of connection you had to any of those 
ideas.  

08-01:53:45 
Resh: It sounds a little like the best of Judeo-Christianity and religion in general. 

The golden rule.  

08-01:53:53 
Eardley-Pryor: Very much so. And adapted by an Episcopalian archbishop, Desmond Tutu, 

and used to help people move forward together.  

08-01:54:02 
Resh: Yes.  

08-01:54:05 
Eardley-Pryor: Speaking also about disease. Africa, of course, in the nineties, as you're 

engaging in this work is also dealing with an epidemic in AIDS, and it is 
exploding at that point across the continent. What kind of interactions were 
there with you, in your work in West Africa, with the ongoing AIDS crisis 
there, too? 

08-01:54:25 
Resh: Well, there were two things, one of which was that a lot of the hotel people or 

people we saw in markets had AIDS. Some of the people in our program died 
of AIDS, because we had hundreds of people that were in the program. There 
was a big stigma in Africa about AIDS. Of course, it was mainly heterosexual 
transmission that caused it. There were a lot of people going through West 
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Africa trying to understand the reason for this. At that point, the question was 
why is it heterosexually transmitted there, where in the West it's mostly 
homosexual or drug use. That was the big question? And it had to do a lot 
with female circumcision and high friction sex, which were a perfect analogy 
to homosexual transmission in the West.  

08-01:55:44 
Eardley-Pryor: Just a part of the environment that you were operating in? 

08-01:55:46 
Resh: Yes. It was just there.  

08-01:55:51 
Eardley-Pryor: Another question that I had thought about earlier that I couldn't quite 

enunciate was, with regard to the environment, the effects of seasons. I mean, 
you're going there at these different times of year. You mentioned that there's 
an enormous drought throughout West Africa during this time. So I'm just 
wondering if you can talk a little bit about how the ecology is changing over 
this twenty-year period, but also the seasonal changes, and how you adapt 
your ecological controls in light of those changes.  

08-01:56:20 
Resh: I'm so glad that you brought the long-term drought up again because this is 

something I wanted to come back to. We can talk about the success of the 
program in a lot of ways, like the World Bank talks about it in terms of 
partnership. I talk about it in terms of individual commitments. But one of the 
big parts of it may have just been luck. During the entire period we were 
spraying Bti, it was during a long-term drought, so the bacterial and chemical 
pesticides were staying in contact with the black flies longer because there 
wasn't rapid flow that would have washed them down stream and diluted their 
concentrations. Had it been rapid flow, say it had been during periods of 
flooding or more monsoonal conditions, maybe the control efforts wouldn't 
have worked. The pesticides may not have been in contact with the black flies 
for long enough to kill them. So that element of luck may really have been 
part of the program's success. Now, no OCP or World Bank document talks 
about that. We did put it in one of our papers as, "Don't underestimate the role 
of luck." But we didn't go into a lot of detail because it was just our feeling 
that the drought would have made contact between the black flies and the 
insecticide longer, and that would really have been a big help in control.  

08-01:57:39 
There is little crop irrigation that's done except during severe droughts, which 
is why they started to build these barrages. Mainly they're depending on dry 
farming. When it rains the cassava grows, when it doesn't rain, it doesn't do as 
well. During droughts, it's devastating. 
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08-01:58:08 
Eardley-Pryor: Would, depending on season, also have some sort of influence as to what 

pesticide you're using during that time, during high water flows or lower water 
flows? 

08-01:58:13 
Resh: Yes, it would. We had a chart that we had developed that showed the amount 

of river discharge we needed in terms of the effectiveness of the pesticide. We 
had several factors in play in our decision making, one of which was the cost 
of pesticide because Bti was the most expensive by far, mainly because it 
wasn't a chemical it was a bacterial preparation. And then we looked at what 
pesticide would be effective at extremely high flows. Permethrin was the most 
effective at high flows, but it caused a lot of damage. So, again, this weighing 
of decisions every week. Is the high flow such that maybe it'll even be 
dislodging black flies and they're drifting; you don't have to worry about 
controlling them? Again, we had feedback from people in the field about this. 
But oftentimes, we used permethrin in those cases. But, again, we had so few 
cases because of the drought. We were quite lucky. 

08-01:59:18 
Eardley-Pryor: And isn't it fascinating that drought is a lucky circumstance here to help 

against the scourge of this disease, when normally drought is not considered 
such a lucky experience? 

08-01:59:28 
Resh: Exactly. Well, it certainly wasn't fortunate for the farmers. That's one of the 

reasons they were building the barrages. One of the issues that always comes 
up when we've gotten together with the people I worked with in OCP, who 
mainly live near Paris, is would we have done this project now? And we also 
talked about this actually in the conference I attended two months ago. Our 
conclusion is always the same: no, they wouldn't. Africa is too violent now. 
The countries in West Africa, with the Boko Haram and the various uprisings, 
we don't think it could have been done. We could manage with four countries 
in some type of civil war in the original program because we still could do 
cross border spraying. I don't think that would be possible now. 

08-02:00:18 
 The other thing is that would you have the same donor commitments for 

twenty years or twenty-five years with OCP, or now with APOC [African 
Programme for Onchocerciasis Control], even longer, maybe thirty years. I 
don't think so. So, I think the right conditions, the drought, the timing, the fact 
that the economy was good, that you had countries that were very concerned 
about quality of life in developing countries, like The Netherlands was, made 
OCP and its success possible.  

08-02:00:55 
Eardley-Pryor: With regard to the success of the environmental aspects shaping the broader 

success of the program itself, I'm struck by—I don't know if irony is the right 
word, but I'm struck by the fact that the resettlement ended up causing such 
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great environmental degradation. There was such attention to the 
environmental concerns throughout the lifespan of the program that once the 
program was completed, and it allowed for the recolonization of this land, that 
there wasn't environmental consideration into the development of that land. 
That just strikes me as totally against the ethos of what the program was 
about. 

08-02:01:35 
Resh: Right. Well, this may be a good time to mention that there were three 

criticisms about of our program during and after it was over and that maybe 
the program shouldn't have been done. And the first one was from a small 
group of psychologists, maybe only two actually, who wrote that what we did 
was break the link between the blind adult and the child leading them by a 
stick. Once blindness was eliminated, we broke that important link in their 
society. Frankly, none of us took that very seriously. It was better to let the 
child have more opportunities and to reduce blindness in the population. 

08-02:02:13 
Eardley-Pryor: I was going to say, please, that's ridiculous. 

08-02:02:16 
Resh: The second one was more related to what you're getting at, is that maybe we 

were reckless with pesticides. I mentioned that before I started in the program, 
I was asked to join a group that was going to do studies to try to stop the 
widespread pesticide use that OCP did. Remember, 35,000 miles of river 
weekly for twenty years. There was always that tension, that people said these 
are a bunch of cowboys out there spraying twice the length of the Mississippi, 
the Amazon, the Nile, and the Congo combined! These were huge areas of 
rivers that we were spraying. They claimed that we really never had a handle 
on what we were doing. And even when we could demonstrate there was no 
effect, they never really believed us. There was a feeling among 
environmental NGOs that we really weren't caring about the environment, and 
I think that may have transferred to the notion that look how they screwed up 
the resettlement issue, as well. The third— 

08-02:03:22 
Eardley-Pryor: But that second criticism, though, seems totally invalid, as well, from the 

biodiversity evidence. 

08-02:03:27 
Resh: In terms of the data we had and published, it was an invalid criticism. The 

third criticism though was one that we really took to heart. This happened at a 
World Bank meeting, where we were all having a drink together with some 
people from the US State Department. I or somebody else said, "Isn't it a 
terrible what's going on in the Ivory Coast?" Because the Ivory Coast was the 
most stable and prosperous country in West Africa, and it was now going into 
civil war. And he said, "Well, didn't you guys realize that you did it?" We 
said, "What are you talking about, that we did it?" 
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08-02:04:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah? 

08-02:04:02 
Resh: He said, "Didn't you think if you had a large proportion of young men not 

going blind as part of their lifecycle, not having any way that they were going 
to have jobs or income, that they were going to move to cities and that this 
civil war wouldn't happen?" He said, "What were you thinking? Didn't you 
realize what the long-term consequences of suddenly not having a large part 
of the population blind and stuck in villages would do?"  

08-02:04:33 
Eardley-Pryor: Gosh. What a callous point of view, though, to say that. 

08-02:04:37 
Resh: We were all kind of shocked at this response. Getting back to your original 

point, there was another UN agency, Food and Agriculture or FAO. This 
agency is totally dysfunctional. They were funded to deal with the 
resettlement issues, was to deal with sustainable resettlement, to deal with 
providing increased employment opportunity. They took that money and they 
used it to finish off other projects, and they never really did that much in terms 
of dealing with the resettlement issues. FAO was totally dysfunctional in 
Africa. And I think that is my best way to answer your question about why 
that happened after the abandoned river valleys were resettled. Remember, we 
had moved on to the twenty other countries and they just didn't deal with their 
responsibilities. But that was a very sobering thought for all of us.  

08-02:05:35 
 Now, I think all of us from the program are still optimistic enough to believe 

that it's better to have a large portion of the population not blind than blind, 
just as it's better to not worry about breaking the bond between the child and 
the adult. That was very important to us and the program—creating new 
chances for the children. And I think in our own minds, we've decided that 
what we did was the right thing to do at the time and that we did all we could. 
We could have done the resettlement better but we didn't. But again, the idea 
for our program was to create conditions—where there was no river 
blindness—that would allow resettling of the river valleys We expected 
resettling the valleys would be with the people that had been there before. But 
the resettlement was largely by refugees from Sierra Leone, Liberia, and 
Guinea-Bissau. These were countries that were ripped apart by their civil 
wars. 

08-02:06:24 
Eardley-Pryor: It's fascinating to think about that. You've enabled this population to then be 

able to live lives more fully but all the social consequences that could spin off 
of that, let alone just the fact that the resettlement, how it would happen 
agriculturally, could be environmentally dangerous, as well, or impactful in a 
negative way. 
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08-02:06:44 
Resh: Those that resettled cut down the gallery forest surrounding the streams for 

firewood. There were no soil or water conservation practices put in place. 
People were taking the largest area of land that they could for their own farms.  

08-02:06:57 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. I wonder if these international agencies have taken into account that 

once the program is done and the stress of the programs, there still needs to be 
a lot of engagement for what those implications are and how to build it 
forward. 

08-02:07:11 
Resh: For sure, and that's a big part of what should have been done. The problem 

still is getting money to do that.  

But I wouldn't have given up these experiences I had for anything. There were 
opportunities that we made the best of. Nothing is perfect but we all were very 
proud of what we accomplished. Things happened that I never thought I 
would have experienced in my lifetime. Like getting mango flies burrowing 
into my skin! 

08-02:08:06 
Eardley-Pryor: Wait, what? What's the mango fly and parasites in your skin? 

08-02:08:09 
Resh: These flies are shaped like mangos, like the fruit, and they have spines coming 

out. And what happens is that the adult fly lays an egg that almost 
immediately hatches into a larva, and the larvae is the mango fly. It looks like 
a little mango. It actually wants to burrow into the skin of monkeys and other 
primates. And when they come by, it attaches and burrows into their skin and 
because they have the reversed spines they can't be pulled out. It has to pupate 
in the skin and then leave. The way that humans get them is that when we 
hang our laundry to dry the urea from our sweat is still coming off. The urea 
scent stimulates the adults to lay their eggs on laundry that is drying because 
that's the attraction for them to lay eggs in the primates' urea spots. They lay 
their eggs on our clothes, in my case, my socks. I put the socks on, and the 
damn larva burrows into my ankle. Although we had someone to iron the 
laundry for us, sometimes they'd miss a spot. 

08-02:09:11 
Eardley-Pryor: Ironing your socks so you don't get this parasite? 

08-02:09:14 
Resh: Socks and underwear. Even more our underwear! The heat from the iron kills 

the larvae. 

08-02:09:24 
Eardley-Pryor: You told me a fun story, too. It was about fingernail clippings with regard to 

your experience in Africa. What's that? 
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08-02:09:31 
Resh: Cheryl brings that up over and over again. This is an embarrassing story to 

tell. I think she must have told you this because I don't think I would have. 
Mugli was my long-time driver and really a close friend. I spent a lot of time 
with him, and he was basically, like almost all Africans, an animist before 
being either a Muslim or a Christian. I loved going to the fetish markets where 
they sold all types of amulets and materials for spells. And I remember, we 
would always drive up in a World Health Organization truck to the fetish 
markets and look at all these things that they used for magic. I picked up 
travel fetishes and amulets for people to protect them during their travels. All 
of us got a little superstitious when around there for a long time. And Mugli 
would always tell me, "The most dangerous thing you can do is to let your 
'enemies' have your fingernails. If they get your cut fingernails, that really is 
the way they can do the most harm to you." 

08-02:10:34 
Eardley-Pryor: Like in terms of some sort of, like a voodoo kind of ceremony with your 

fingernail clippings? 

08-02:10:40 
Resh: I don't know, I don't know. He said that so often. If they get them, they're 

more valuable than hair to your enemies. Mugli made me promise to scatter 
them after cutting my fingernails. So Cheryl will always comment if she sees 
me throw them out the window after I cut my fingernails. But I do this in 
honor of Mugli's wishes and not because I believe this. I can't believe that this 
story will be in this oral history!  

 Let me tell you another story about Mugli that I think explains a lot of the 
issues in Africa and about ethnic tensions everywhere. He used to tell me 
about fights with neighboring groups or villages, almost always over land 
issues. His group would go in trucks with clubs and fight over these issues 
with their opposing groups. In one of these flare ups, his brother was killed. 
He said that every day a family member places his brother's little son in his 
father's shoes and tells him that he has to avenge his father's death. This is 
how hatred festers and last over generations. 

08-02:11:17 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, it also speaks to the impact of this experience you had over these nearly 

two decades of work there.  

08-02:22:26 
Resh: Again, reliving the tremendous success that we had is just wonderful and our 

interviews have brought back a lot of memories. 

08-02:11:42 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. Well, maybe let's take a pause here and recollect our thoughts for where 

we want to go next or any kind of other reflections you might want to have 
about the African experience. So we'll just pause for a second if you don't 
mind. 
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08-02:11:52 
Resh: Sure. 

[break in audio] 

08-02:11:55 
Eardley-Pryor: Vince, I want to ask what other reflections you have about your ongoing 

work, this longstanding work in Africa, as we're kind of near wrapping up our 
discussion around it. What are some of the other things that you want to share 
about it?  

08-02:12:08 
Resh: Well, I think one of the topics that deserve attention is the discovery of the 

fungus that led to the development of ivermectin, and then it's synthesis to use 
as a drug. There are so many times in giving credit for discoveries, that they're 
picking one among so many people that all deserve credit. But in the case of 
our group, the 2015 Nobel Prize [in Physiology or Medicine] was awarded to 
two members of our group. There was a third woman from China who was 
awarded for the development of artemisinin, the malarial drug that's made 
from wormwood. But Bill Campbell and Satoshi Omura did this incredible job 
in developing the ivermectin drug. First, in discovering the Streptomyces 
fungi, isolating it, and then synthesizing it to make the drug. That was one 
great thing that happened with the program and they certainly deserved the 
credit that they got. 

08-02:13:06 
 The other thing was that I became very interested in, likely from all the people 

that I met as they were travelling through West Africa was African art. How 
negatively it was viewed until Picasso painted Les Demoiselles d'Avignon, 
with African faces on these women and that suddenly was an important 
advance in appreciating African art. I became especially interested in lost-wax 
statues depicting river blindness and other typical West African subjects. We 
gave them away as wedding presents. I always bought them because I couldn't 
take this money home. I'd give it to people as tips, I'd buy statues, and then 
liked giving the statues as gifts to people back home. But one time I met a 
Frenchman that was a dealer in African objects. He wasn't an art historian; he 
was a dealer. He was interested in buying and selling. We were talking and I 
asked him about how he acquired these things. I'm telling this story because it 
was really an awful example of how Westerners can behave in Africa. What 
he told me he did was that he would go to villages and he would find a young, 
local, enterprising guy, tell him that he was interested in various types of 
African art, statues, korhogo cloth, which is the painted cowhide that Picasso 
loved. And he'd tell him that he'd buy anything that was old. And the young 
entrepreneur would go around to different villages, get all the stuff and then 
go to the dealer's hotel room and he would look at them and give him a price. 
He said to me, "Do you want to come with me to see how this works?" Of 
course, I was interested! Well, we go to his hotel room and this young African 
comes in. He's got duffel bags full of objects he's acquired, and he brings them 
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out. He takes one out at a time, showing each to the dealer. And at the end the 
dealer says, "This is junk. I don't want any of this." The young African says, 
"But you told me to get this." The dealer said, "Ah, that's all useless. I don't 
want any of it." The African replies, "But I bought all this stuff to sell to you." 
He probably doesn't even have money to get home. And the dealer's saying, 
"Nah, it's junk. Just get out of here." And the young guy is getting desperate. 
And finally, the dealer says, "Okay. I'll give you ten dollars for the whole lot. 
Take it or leave it." And the guy probably doesn't have bus fare to get home. 
And that's how they do it. And I swear, I've never bought anything ever from a 
dealer after seeing how they do that.  

08-02:15:45 
Eardley-Pryor: Horrible. 

08-02:15:45 
Resh: It really was awful. When I see these high-end African art stores that are 

selling statues for thousands of dollars, I always think about how they may 
have acquired them.  

08-02:16:01 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, Vince, while we're on this topic of art I want to ask you about 

exchanging. You mentioned that there was often a barter economy in some of 
these very remote villages. Did you ever bring things from California, from 
the United States? 

08-02:16:16 
Resh: All the time but it was almost always as gifts. When I'd be in the market 

buying something, we would go through the song and dance about, "No, 
demasiado, too expensive, très chère," doing all this. And inevitably I'd give 
them the price that they wanted in the beginning at the end as a gift. But I'd 
also bring t-shirts, especially Berkeley t-shirts. Everybody loved them. And 
every place I've worked, in the Mekong, India, they loved Berkeley t-shirts. 
And Cheryl used to get them from the summer school Director, Gary Penders 
and I'd take a dozen at a time. Gary loved knowing that his t-shirts were being 
worn in different parts of the world. See's Candies as also a treat. Sometimes 
they'd ask me to pick up a watch, an American brand for them, and I would do 
that even if it was made in China. So it was always good. The other thing I 
wanted to mention is that when the program came to an end, there was a statue 
depicting river blindness. I'll just show it— 

08-02:17:18 
Eardley-Pryor: Put it up on the screen if you could. 

08-02:17:19 
Resh: This is the classic pose of the blind adult being led by a stick held by the 

young child. And, again, the whole purpose of the program was to free this 
child so he could go to school, learn a trade, and not have to spend all his time 
basically taking his father, mother, grandfather, or grandmother around 
because they were blind. The program was meant to help the child, not to help 
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the blind adult. When they were looking to finish OCP, they decided that they 
were going to have five large, bronze statues created and cast. They put one 
on the ground floor atrium of the World Bank. And if you go into the World 
Bank, there is nothing else there but this one large statue. It's the first thing 
that you see. The second statue was at the headquarters of Merck, who 
donated the ivermectin drugs for free. The third was at the Carter Center. The 
fourth was placed in a square in the Netherlands, because the Netherlands was 
the biggest contributor per capita. And the fifth was at WHO headquarters in 
Geneva. Now, in Africa there was kind of a hue and cry. What about us? We 
were the ones that worked on this, we were the ones that did this. And again, 
it gets on this issue of credit that was always bandied about when a program 
became successful. And so, they had an African artist, Guiréé Tassére, do a 
large statue that they placed at a center square in Ouagadougou celebrating the 
control of river blindness and the fact that the program was based there. And 
he made fifteen small statues for OCP, WHO, and the World Bank people that 
were involved. I got one of these. So that statue is in our living room and a 
constant reminder of my time in the program.  

08-02:19:08 
Eardley-Pryor: I've seen other statues, too, and I think you didn't show me but on the cover of 

that Breakthrough's magazine, it has that nice section about your work in 
Africa. There's more of a stylized version of it. It's like polished.  

08-02:19:19 
Resh: People knew I was looking for them so they'd save them for me. A lot of them 

I've given away. I gave a beautiful bronze statue to Bernhard as a present one 
year. I gave Bob Haas one as a present for his birthday to remind him of his 
Peace Corps days in West Africa.  

08-02:19:56 
 The other person I wanted to mention is Bernhard and how much fun he was 

to be with. You were asking about what he and I did together. One of our 
great ideas was to sponsor a horse race in Bamako, Mali. They have a 
racetrack there. In a Muslim country the only people that theoretically are 
allowed to bet on a race are the jockeys. But all these wealthy Fulanis owned 
the horses and I'm sure they were betting. But we sponsored a day of racing 
race, I think it cost us $150 each. We called it Reunion Des Amis, the Meeting 
of Friends. And we had about seven or eight races that day, so everybody got 
$30 if they won, or something like that. And we each gave the jockeys the 
prizes after the races. We had a great time with that. And all of us that were in 
the program came to watch and we sat together with the Fulanis. I think that 
some of the others in the program thought that we were a little crazy 
sponsoring this race, but everybody came and had a great time even if they 
thought it was crazy. 

08-02:21:09 
Eardley-Pryor: You and Bernhard with your games and going to see these events, like the 

pétanque competitions in France. It's just wonderful. 
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08-02:21:14 
Resh: It was the most wonderful friendship I've had.  

08-02:21:20 
Eardley-Pryor: What inspired the sponsoring of the race? Why this race in Mali? 

08-02:21:24 
Resh: We had a visitor, Bob Drewes from the California Academy of Science who 

was to talk about whether we should try to include more biodiversity, for 
example, amphibians and reptiles, in our studies. And he and Bernhard 
decided to go for a walk one day, and they came across this racetrack. They 
find out that they're going to have races for the next couple of days. So they 
come back, and they're all excited. "We're all going to go to the racetrack." I 
remember going there and asked one of my naïve questions. All the horses 
were small African ponies. They were very sturdy, but very short. And all 
their tails were red. They dyed them red. I asked one of the trainers, "Why 
does the horse have a red tail?" And he looked at me like I was an idiot and he 
said, "Because they'll run faster." 

08-02:22:40 
Eardley-Pryor: Of course.  

08-02:22:41 
Resh: Like everybody knows that. I remember once going to the zoo in, I can't 

remember where it was maybe Bamako in Mali but they had a zoo, and they 
had about three cages filled with animals. One of the cages had a monkey. 
And they had big signs, "Do not give cigarettes to the monkey." And, of 
course, all the locals were there giving cigarettes to the monkey, and he's 
smoking away!  

08-02:23:13 
 The role of religion was always very amazing to me. As I said about Mugli, 

the people were either Muslims or Christians, but foremost they're animists. 
The spirits are so important to them. And I remember we had a woman 
attending a meeting from Denmark. She and I happened to fly into 
Ouagadougou together, and in our visa applications we had to put down our 
religion, and she put down no religion. The Africans couldn't believe this. 
"No, you have a religion. You're born into a religion. Of course, you have 
one." And I remember the hassle we had. And that was when I suddenly 
realized religion there is more than just what you choose. It's part of who you 
are.  

08-02:24:03 
Eardley-Pryor: I want to ask about this, Vince. Did your experience and background in 

Catholicism open some sort of cache or some sort of opportunities for you in 
your work in West Africa? 

08-02:24:15 
Resh: Well, Laurent Yaméogo was a very devout Catholic. He would take me to 

mass, to meet the local bishops, and events like that. At one time he had 
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thought of becoming a priest. And when he came here, we had dinner with the 
Bishop of Oakland. I don't know if Cheryl mentioned it, but she was very 
close with John Cummins, who was the Bishop. That meeting was important 
to Laurent. And I remember him being very surprised when I got up at 5 am 
one morning to cook breakfast at the shelter we volunteered at. On my next 
trip to Africa several people mentioned that he told them how surprised he 
was that volunteers did that. But you asked about religion. Let's face it, 
superstition about the power of a fetish is not that different from many 
religious in both the developed and underdeveloped world.  

08-02:24:55 
 I did want to mention one thing. When we talk about the river blindness 

control program, and all the reasons that it was successful, there was an article 
that appeared in a journal called Global Policy. I didn't know the person who 
wrote it. He was a journalist that I think worked for WHO then or at some 
point. He talked about the success of OCP and he mentioned four people that 
he said were responsible. He mentioned Robert McNamara, Roy Vagelos, 
Rene Le Berre, and then me. He described what I did with biomonitoring in 
terms of how the monitoring kept the program going. And I no more felt that I 
deserved to be among the three, but for one fleeting moment, my God, what a 
feeling of honor and humility. At the same time I don't know how this writer 
came up with including me. But to be in that company for one shining 
moment was incredibly special because they really all were heroes to me. 

08-02:26:11 
Eardley-Pryor: You deserve the credit. You deserve more than the credit that you've gotten 

for your work, Vince. 

08-02:26:14 
Resh: I got the personal satisfaction that means more to me than anything. I talked 

about Stuart Neff quite a bit. When I was starting in graduate school, he said, 
"You're going to see a lot of competition and issues around authorship and 
who gets credit for discoveries." And he said, "If you're going to be a scientist 
and you're going to be happy, you have to be inner-directed. You have to be 
doing things and you have to be getting satisfaction from what you're doing 
and that you think what you're doing is important. If you're doing it for the 
applause or for the award, you're never going to be satisfied. You're always 
going to need more." And I remember that really hit me. And I don't know if 
there was a reason he said it to me, if he thought maybe I was going to be 
other-directed, and looking for the prize. But it stayed with me. And I always 
thought with the river blindness program that everybody who contributed, 
stayed in it, and dealt with all the hardships was clearly inner directed. There 
was no applause. Either the NGOs were nicking at us for the things that didn't 
go right or the World Bank was saying we were spending too much money 
and always asking whether the monitoring was still worthwhile? We all had to 
be inner-directed to stay in, especially when we got sick at various times.  
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08-02:27:54 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah, the physical personal sacrifices. You have a reason to keep on going. 

08-02:28:00 
Resh: I once mentioned to you early on that this involvement in river blindness 

control was the defining point in my life, and I can't imagine anything ever 
topping that. And I think Cheryl would say this, too, because of the role that 
she played in keeping me going, keeping me able to be able to do these trips 
even in bad health, and being supportive of me being gone so much. Maybe 
that's why our marriage was happy. I was gone a lot.  

08-02:28:28 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, I'm looking forward to a session that we'll have together with Cheryl, 

and she can talk a little bit about her experiences, as well, of what it took on 
her side to help you do some of the work in Africa. And she was incredibly 
busy on her own right here at Berkeley, too. 

08-02:28:46 
Resh: Which is why she got so much done, I think. 

08-02:28:48 
Eardley-Pryor: On that note at Berkeley, I want to ask what the impact was of your work in 

Africa on your life at Berkeley. You told the story about saying that "this isn't 
research" at the beginning of a talk, and that being surprising to one 
individual. It was such an investment of your time each year for many years. 
How did that play out among your colleagues at Berkeley? Were there any 
kind of issues that came up through the administration, perhaps? 

08-02:29:20 
Resh: It was interesting that they would use the story of river blindness in 

fundraising as an example of what Berkeley faculty are doing." Whenever any 
of us are up for a promotion or a merit increase, the Provost sends you a letter 
summarizing the reasons for their decisions. And I remember in one of these 
letters my involvement was described in less than one sentence, "and he's also 
been involved in river blindness control." And I remember thinking, "The 
priorities for evaluations here seem to be crazy." I've loved my time at 
Berkeley, but I sometimes think that a lot of the priorities about what a public 
university really should be doing need rethinking. Being in the College of 
Natural Resources was great because we did applied work, and mission-
oriented research. Gordon Rausser, who really was the one that approved what 
I could do on this project, he could have said, "We don't want you away from 
campus. We don't want to be paying your salary for you to do work on this 
project." I'm pretty sure that would have been the attitude at Stanford or most 
private schools. But as much as Gordon could be a real piece of work to deal 
with, he was very supportive of me doing this. I think Berkeley was wonderful 
for me, but I think that statement that Dr. Neff had made, "You've got to be 
inner-directed if you want to be happy as a scientist," is really true.  
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08-02:30:51 
I'm reading this book called The Code Breaker about Jennifer Doudna and the 
development of CRISPR, and just the fights among the Broad Institute, MIT, 
and Berkeley and about lawsuits and everything else involved. I'm wondering 
how she felt about this when she thought of all that she went through and the 
ambitions that she had that led up to this discovery. I'm glad that didn't happen 
to me, that type of experience. I think she made a great discovery, but now 
she's worried about how it's being used. The scientists, of course, don't want 
any moratorium on the use of CRISPR. They don't really want government 
regulation, and yet as an environmental historian you know without regulation 
nobody ever self-regulates, and that's, I think, that's the big fear with tools like 
this. And especially the ties between industry and universities where billions 
of dollars are concerned. Maybe I'm being unrealistic but a former Vice 
Chancellor of Research at Berkeley recently told me that the worst decision 
was to let faculty start their own companies and profit from the research 
discoveries made with government funds. 

A professor of engineering, David Jenkins and I did this work that really was 
a major advance in how they do sewage treatment, because one of the 
problems in sewage treatment is that the snails get in and they eat the bacteria 
that break down the wastes. And the project won this award for the 
outstanding technical solution in sewage treatment one year. And I remember 
mentioning to one of the Deans, and they said, "Well, can you patent it?" I 
said, "No, why would we want to patent it?" One of my graduate students 
ended up doing a great dissertation on how this worked. We needed this 
research because what we did was have this idea and told them to do this, this, 
and this, but they only did the last "this." It worked, but we had to have the 
student dissertation to figure out why it worked. But again, I've been very 
happy here. I'm very grateful for everything that Berkeley has done, but 
sometimes I wonder if the research in the future will really be done in a way 
that benefits society, or even our students, the most.  

08-02:33:05 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, these are reflections in the wake of the program ending. When did the 

program end, and how did they know that it was time for the program to end? 

08-02:33:14 
Resh: The World Health Organization had the Onchocerciasis Control Programme 

(OCP) headquartered in Ouagadougou and had good facilities there. Then 
they started in the African Programme for Onchocerciasis Control (APOC), 
and the two programs continued together for a while. We were really active in 
river blindness control in OCP until around 2005, and then we would be called 
on to help with early APOC issues, especially around ivermectin use and its 
toxicity. But then we received World Bank funding from their Global 
Environment Fund to work in four countries on training river locals in habitat 
restoration. And in 2008, we put this big grant in to the Biosos Foundation to 
make sure that all of the information from OCP monitoring got computerized 
and be available for the future. And in 2009, I remember we met in Paris to 
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decide what to do after the proposal was funded. Laurent Yaméogo was there. 
Bernhard was there. I said, "It's time. I'm going to go do other things." Laurent 
was continuing as the acting director of APOC and retired at sixty. He did 
some consulting afterward but now spends a lot at his ranch in Burkina Faso. 
We still keep in touch by email. 

08-02:34:30 
Eardley-Pryor: But APOC was a shift away from the eleven countries that OCP was focused 

on. 

08-02:34:35 
Resh: Yes, to twenty new countries. 

08-02:34:36 
Eardley-Pryor: So I guess my question is, how did you know that in the eleven countries that 

became the OCP, how did you know it was time to move on, that you had 
done the work you could do? 

08-02:34:50 
Resh: Not a single case showed up in a child under twelve years-old based on our 

patch-test results. 

08-02:34:59 
Eardley-Pryor: The patch test? 

08-02:35:00 
Resh: The patch test that detects the presence of the worms. Not a single case 

showed up in a child under twelve years old. 

08-02:35:04 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. 

08-02:35:07 
Resh: And that was the time to go on to other things. I had been going to Southeast 

Asia for the Mekong River Commission and I needed more time for that 
project. 

08-02:35:12 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great, that's great.  

08-02:35:12 
Resh: Yes, not a single case. Now, there were four problem areas that I mentioned. 

In some cases we actually moved infected adults out of those villages, paid for 
them to go somewhere else which, again, the sociologists didn't really like. 
But we had to break that cycle of transmission in those villages and get the 
infected people away to stop them from re-infecting children. But a couple of 
sites were in Guinea that have gotten better. In Asubende I suspect there are 
still problems. The people are still dirt poor and riddled with parasites.  
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At one point. I had a nutrition project that shows that Western ideas often 
don't work as planned. I had found some freshwater oysters in the Volta River 
when I was with Jimmy Sammon. And we came up with this idea that perhaps 
they could help with the problems of anemia from iron deficiency in other 
areas. These oysters were loaded with iron when we had them analyzed. The 
local people ate them and they had techniques for preserving the oysters. If we 
could bring these dried oysters to the north of Ghana where they don't occur 
and there is a lot of anemia, maybe this would be an approach to reducing the 
prevalence of anemia. So we got a graduate student from University of Cape 
Coast, which is where the old slave castles were on the south coast, and had 
him do a master's thesis on looking at how they collect them, cure them, and 
prepare them to eat. And we thought, "Oh, this is fabulous. We got all this 
huge source of iron. Let's now bring them to the north and we've got a good 
iron source." And you know what happened? At the conclusion of his thesis 
the student took them to the North of Ghana where the iron deficiency was a 
problem. And what happened. They wouldn't eat them. The taste was too 
foreign to them. 

08-02:37:07 
Eardley-Pryor: Just because it wasn't part of the culture at that point? 

08-02:37:09 
Resh: The oysters weren't part of their culture. They wouldn't eat them. They 

wouldn't touch them. 

08-02:37:13 
Eardley-Pryor: Fascinating. Wild. 

08-02:37:15 
Resh: And one of my colleagues at Berkeley told me that if you look at how food is 

used in cultures, and that if you have two tribes that have traditionally been 
opposed to each other food fits in to the dehumanizing of the other. This 
research was done in South America but I suspect the concept applies widely. 
And you can even see it with the English talking about the French "And they 
eat snails and they eat frogs," and the French saying, "Oh, the English, 
nothing they eat is worthwhile." You use food to demonize the other. And so, 
in one tribe you ask, "Well, what do you eat on your birthday?" and maybe 
they'll say "turtles." "And what would you never eat? We never eat monkeys." 
And you ask the other tribe. "What would you eat on a birthday?" "monkeys." 
"What would you never eat?" "turtles." And I think that our iron project was 
like a hundred other western ideas that sound good on paper but when we 
actually do them nothing good ever happens. So that was one of our 
experiences. It was a good idea, a fun project, and the student got a degree and 
learned some techniques. I didn't think that the freshwater oysters tasted very 
good on their own but in a stew, they tasted a lot better with okra and 
vegetables. 
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08-02:38:26 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. I'm going to pause us here. Looks like we're frozen again.  

08-02:38:29 
Resh: [inaudible Zoom audio] I think that covered everything that I wanted to. 

08-02:38:32 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, great. Your stories on Africa are just astounding. The work that you did 

there and the team that you were a part of, it's such an incredible story. And 
it's been a pleasure of mine to be on this journey with you to help record it, so 
thank you. 

08-02:38:47 
Resh: Thanks. It's been my pleasure as well 

08-02:38:48 
Eardley-Pryor: All right. We'll pick it up next week and continue the story forward. Thank 

you. 

08-02:38:54 
Resh: Thanks, Roger. 
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Interview 9: March 25, 2021 

09-00:00:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Today is March 25 in the year 2021. My name is Roger Eardley-Pryor from 

the Oral History Center of The Bancroft Library at the University of 
California Berkeley. This is interview session number nine with Vince Resh. 
Vince, it's always great to see you. Can you remind me where you're located? 

09-00:00:22 
Resh: I'm in El Cerrito, California in my office. I've not been on campus much this 

last year. 

09-00:00:30 
Eardley-Pryor: No, not at all. Yeah, I don't even know if I'm allowed to go into my office. 

09-00:00:35 
Resh: Yes. 

09-00:00:36 
Eardley-Pryor: And I am up in Santa Rosa, California. We're recording over Zoom because of 

the pandemic. But life is opening up more and more, and springtime is here, 
so new life is abounding. For today's interview we are going to focus on some 
of your international work. We spoke in the last few sessions about your long-
term engagement in West Africa. And for another period, a long-time period, 
you were engaged in international research and consulting and biomonitoring 
is in Southeast Asia. So can you tell me a little bit about the project that you 
were engaged in in Southeast Asia, and how it began? 

09-00:01:12 
Resh: Well, the Mekong River evokes strong images, at least for people my age, of 

the Vietnam-American War, of helicopters flying over the Mekong River. It's 
a large river but maybe there are more than twenty basins that are larger than 
that. But the one thing that everybody that works in rivers knows about the 
Mekong is that more people depend on it for their survival than any other river 
in the world in terms of the protein that they get from the fish and the rice 
production there. It's been estimated that seventy-eight million people depend 
on this river for their survival. That's essentially all of Southeast Asia.  

09-00:02:25 
It's a very interesting river. It originates in China, in the Himalayas, but 
actually in Tibet where within about a 150-mile area you have the source of 
the great rivers of Asia—the Salween, the Yellow, the Irrawaddy, the 
Brahmaputra, and the Mekong. We have the North Pole and the South Pole 
where huge amounts of water are stored. The third pole for water is really the 
Himalayas in terms of the water that they provide to the rivers flowing from 
there.  

09-00:02:59 
Eardley-Pryor: Cheryl, whom I spoke with earlier this week, and she made mention how it 

makes a lot of sense why the Chinese government is pushing so hard to move 
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Chinese influence into the Tibetan Plateau and Himalayas, because controlling 
that water source is a lot of power. 

09-00:03:15 
Resh: Whoever controls the headwaters controls the rivers and their downstream 

use, whether for irrigation of crops or hydroelectric power. They call the river 
the Lanchang in China and the upper and the middle portions of the Mekong 
are located there. That name is used all the way down to the Chinese border 
with the Lao People's Democratic Republic, which we used to call Laos. The 
lower Mekong is what flows through the riparian countries of Lao, Cambodia, 
Thailand, Vietnam, and a little portion of it is on the border of Burma or 
Myanmar.  

09-00:03:44 
 As the river flows down through China, it flows over the Laos border, and 

becomes the border of Laos and Thailand and then Lao and Cambodia. Phnom 
Penh, the Cambodian capital city, is just north of the Vietnam border. During 
the monsoon season, so much water builds up from the high flows of the 
Mekong and Bassac Rivers that at Phnom Penh—there is another smaller river 
that joins them, the Tonle Sap—there's so much water building up that 
actually the Tonle Sap starts flowing backwards. Water then goes up the 
Tonle Sap and fills the Great Lake of Cambodia, also called the Tonle Sap 
Lake. The lake increases in size seven times. Now, this is incredibly important 
because it creates the most productive freshwater fishery in the world. 
Historically it was important because the flooding and fish production in the 
lake and its resources are what gave rise to the Great Khmer civilization. Like 
the Nile in Egypt, if you've got an abundant food source great cultures can 
develop. They had tremendous numbers of fish but we also know now that 
they had canals that were built to allow corn and rice production as well. This 
lake is really what gave rise to the great Khmer civilization, Angkor Wat and 
all of the other cultural advances there.  

09-00:05:04 
Eardley-Pryor: I remember reading somewhere in a National Geographic article that Angkor 

Wat was really about a managed landscape. There was a lot of construction to 
control that water flow and create reservoirs. 

09-00:05:11 
Resh: Yes, completely. A group of hydrologists working for the Mekong River 

Commission did a study of the canals and irrigation ditches on their own using 
ground-penetrating radar. 

09-00:05:13 
Eardley-Pryor: Is this lake that you're talking about, that grows seven times its size each year, 

is that a natural phenomenon or is that a part of human management? 

09-00:05:23 
Resh: It's a natural lake that expands because of the flooding during the monsoon 

season and the fact that there is so much water at Phenom Penh that the river 
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flows backward and fills up the lake. The inundated vegetation that rots 
becomes an important food source for the fish that migrate up the river. The 
French, who were there as the colonists, would say they would go into this 
lake and they'd have trouble rowing because their oars would hit so many fish. 
And it doesn't seem like an exaggeration because the fisheries even today are 
just huge although is in decline compared to former times.  

09-00:05:43 
 The idea of managing the Mekong goes back to the 1950s. The US Bureau of 

Reclamation and the Corps of Engineers, saw this as a way of bringing US 
influence into Southeast Asia. This was like Africa during the Cold War. 
Virtually the same things were happening in both places. The Bureau of 
Reclamation and Corps of Engineer consultants viewed the Mekong as the 
potential for being the next TVA, the Tennessee Valley Authority, where they 
had this super-managed river system to produce hydropower, to reduce flood 
effects, and issues like that. Eugene Burdick, who I mentioned before was a 
professor of political science at Berkeley, wrote The Ugly American and Fail 
Safe about what he felt was happening in Southeast Asia. He was really a 
"Cold War warrior," supporting the idea of American involvement, although 
he died before the Vietnam conflict really had escalated. He supported that 
war but who knows whether he would have changed his opinion when he saw 
what was happening there or not. I think that I mentioned I wrote an essay 
about him once, which made me understand how much you must enjoy what 
you are doing with these interviews because I enjoyed getting involved in 
studying his life.  

09-00:07:02 
Eardley-Pryor: Yes. But just think of the context that he was working in, I think it's important 

that you highlighted this, that the domino theory was coming into effect at this 
point. 

09-00:07:09 
Resh: Yes. He believed it was inevitable if the US didn't stay involved in keeping 

communism in check. His co-author on these books, William Lederer, was 
actually a naval intelligence author and certainly thought of these books as 
helpful US propaganda. We often misuse the phrase the Ugly American. 
Actually, he was the best man in the story. 

09-00:07:10 
Eardley-Pryor: It plays out in significant ways in Southeast Asia. And the Aswan Dam in 

Egypt is essentially a battle between the US and the Soviet Union as to who 
will have influence over the Third World. 

09-00:07:22 
Resh: Exactly. 

09-00:07:23 
Eardley-Pryor: So this is a Third World playground or battlefield for the Cold War. 
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09-00:07:27 
Resh: And, of course, you had some leaders like Nehru and Tito wanting to have a 

third route, that of the non-aligned nations, and a lot of the African countries 
may have wanted to join them as well but the offers to join one side were too 
great to turn down. But the non-aligned nation idea was a limited success, 
although a lot of aid money went into those countries trying to win them over. 
The other thing is that this area was really affected by the American-Vietnam 
War. Even today you still see the effects of it. One of the things to remember 
is that insects played an incredible part in this war in that there were more 
casualties on both the American side and the Vietnam side from malaria than 
from battle.  

09-00:08:12 
Eardley-Pryor: That's fascinating. 

09-00:08:13 
Resh: It was a huge problem there. 

09-00:08:15 
Eardley-Pryor: That's crazy to hear that, Vince, because I've heard statistics about World War 

II in the South Pacific that, because DDT was so effectively used to wipe out 
malaria, that it was the first time in the history of war where there were more 
deaths from battle than there were from disease. And to hear that in Vietnam, 
it flips back. Why do you think that's the case? Why? 

09-00:08:38 
Resh: Malaria was endemic in the forests, and most of the battles were fought in the 

forested areas. Malaria was a huge problem. Dengue was as well, and 
dengue's still a big problem. It was mostly a city and village problem because 
of the Aedes aegypti mosquitoes that were breeding there. But you look at the 
tragedy of that war. More bombs were dropped in Lao than all the bombs in 
World War II, and the US never declared an official war against Lao. But look 
at Bangkok. The prostitution that's still rampant there was really for the 
American soldiers' R&R. When the US left Vietnam, they really had changed 
that country tremendously.  

09-00:08:33 
 Mentioning Laos. When Kennedy was president and there was a realization 

that there was going to be a huge war that was going to take place in Southeast 
Asia. Kennedy, if you looked at the earliest press conferences, pronounced the 
name of the country as one syllable, "Louse," with his Boston accent. And 
there's a story that may be apocryphal, although it sounds like it should be 
true, that the CIA approached Kennedy and said, "We're going to have a lot of 
young Americans dying in that country. You don't want it to sound like an 
insect, the louse. You want to pronounce it "Lay-os." And all the press 
conferences after that, you hear Kennedy's pronunciation as two syllables, 
exaggerating the A in Lay-os, so it didn't sound like it was an insect. Typical 
crazy CIA stuff! 
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09-00:10:32 
Eardley-Pryor: Gosh. 

09-00:10:33 
Resh: What you had was the US was really trying to influence what was going on 

there. But in contrast, the United Nations setup an agency called the Mekong 
River Committee, basically to look after the riparian countries' own interests, 
not just that of the big powers' interests.  

09-00:10:56 
Eardley-Pryor: When did the UN do that? 

09-00:10:58 
Resh: 1957. 

09-00:10:59 
Eardley-Pryor: Okay. 

09-00:11:01 
Resh: They made Bangkok the home base of the Committee, which of course was 

probably the most cosmopolitan city in the region. Thailand never had been 
invaded and was very much the neutral country in that area, although they 
were getting aid from several different countries. And the idea was to have the 
countries in the Mekong region be members of this committee. But the 
problem was that China, which controls the upper and middle sections in the 
region, wasn't in the UN at that time. China didn't join the UN until 1971 and 
it was their twenty-first attempt to try and join when they finally got in. China, 
which controls the headwaters and the midportions of the river, couldn't join 
the Commission. Burma or now Myanmar was an outlaw country that even 
though it has a small percentage of the Mekong basin, they didn't join. So 
essentially you had four countries as members—Thailand, Vietnam, Lao, and 
Cambodia, and this ended up becoming a big problem quite a bit later on. 

In 1995, the committee shifted from being the Mekong River Committee to 
the Mekong River Commission. This was a very bold attempt to try something 
new by creating a multinational agency. In other words, they set it up as an 
intergovernmental agency that it was part of a government agency of Laos, 
Cambodia, Vietnam, and Thailand, all of which had equal membership.  

09-00:12:24 
Eardley-Pryor: Just for framing on this, because it sounds like that 1995 moment is a big 

transition and spurs your eventual work in the region. What was going on 
between 1957 and 1995 with the River Commission? What were they doing? 
What was their purpose? 

09-00:12:38 
Resh: Remember, Vietnam was at war and then became isolated. Cambodia under 

Pol Pot was completely isolated. Lao was the poorest country in the region 
with virtually no resources. Lao was communist and was, in fact, sealed off 
from the rest of the world. Our friend Ki Siphanthong has a horrifying story of 
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how he took a boat from Savannakhet in Lao across the Mekong to Thailand. 
If they went during the daytime and were caught, they would go to prison. But 
at night, when they did cross, the patrol boats would just shoot to kill anyone 
trying to escape.  

There wasn't much that the Mekong River Committee were able to do during 
that period, which is why I think when they revitalized it was as the Mekong 
River Commission when the likelihood of better coordination among the 
countries and internationally could improve. 

09-00:13:16 
Eardley-Pryor: Is there any connection between—I'm thinking of US President Clinton 

reaching out to make amends with Vietnam and open some kind of economic 
exchanges during his term as president in the nineties. Is there some 
relationship between the revival of the Mekong River Commission in the mid-
nineties? 

09-00:13:35 
Resh: There probably was but I'm not sure. The other thing to remember is that the 

Vietnamese were always very confident about themselves and their role in the 
region. To this day, when you speak to them about that period, they feel that 
they won the American-Vietnam war and defeated the most powerful country 
in the world. And, again, the fact that capitalism came to Vietnam was really a 
big issue. But certainly, Clinton opening up to Vietnam, and Hillary Clinton, 
when she was Secretary of State, made many overtures to these four riparian 
countries.  

The Mekong River Commission was an intergovernmental agency among the 
four countries—Thailand, Vietnam, Lao, and Cambodia, and they each have 
one vote. To separate the Commission from the Committee that had been in 
Bangkok they moved it to Phnom Penh in Cambodia. Now, Cambodia at that 
time was still quite dangerous because there were pockets and holdouts of the 
Khmer Rouge. But Phnom Penh was also riddled with crime. But it was 
probably a good decision to move the commission there because there was— 

09-00:14:42 
Eardley-Pryor: Why? What impact do you think that had by separating it and moving it to this 

somewhat dangerous location?  

09-00:14:48 
Resh: I think it showed that it was starting over again, that it was no longer going to 

be a UN agency. It was going to be an intergovernmental agency and I think 
that was the big thing. I actually started going to Phnom Penh in 2000. And I 
first went with a bunch of Australians and another American. It was clear that 
the Mekong was going to undergo big changes or at least proposed big 
changes. China had proposed development of a cascade of hydropower, a 
series of extremely large dams in the middle region of the Mekong with the 
idea of harnessing the hydropower, first of all to reduce their dependency on 
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coal and but also to have more electricity and more alternatives for electricity. 
We all were brought in to talk about what could be done in monitoring the 
changes in the Mekong, and how we could organize a way of getting the four 
countries to work together. Another goal was to increase their scientific 
capabilities.  

I should mention right now that there were tensions among these countries. 
Thailand basically had run Lao for over a century and Lao had some 
resentment about being treated like the "little brother" of Thailand. Vietnam 
had big problems from the government of Hun Sen originally being one of the 
Vietnam allies, then breaking away from them, and then going to war with 
them later. Thailand and Cambodia were having huge issues. Early on we all 
had tickets to go to Phnom Penh and then a Thai actress went on television 
and says, "Angkor Wat really belongs to Thailand. It doesn't belong to 
Cambodia." And Cambodia burns down the Thai embassy so we had to move 
our meetings to Vientiane in Lao. 

09-00:16:53 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. 

09-00:16:53 
Resh: So, we can't go to Cambodia because of these problems and we all go up to 

Lao at the last minute. There are all kinds of crazy interactions among those 
countries. And we'll talk a little more about them later. 

09-00:17:05 
Eardley-Pryor: Let me ask, Vince, again, just for the context on this. The Mekong River 

Commission, as it's revitalized to be this intergovernmental agency, separate 
from the UN, what was their mandate? Were they really thinking about how to 
manage the river collectively even as China was beginning to put these dams 
and have these plans in place? 

09-00:17:28 
Resh: The US got involved in the 1950s and wanted to turn the Mekong River into a 

planned development like was done with the Tennessee Valley Authority. The 
Mekong River Commission and the four riparian countries that were members 
decided that dams would be considered on the tributaries of the river but there 
would be no mainstem dams. And there were several reasons for this, one of 
which is if you built mainstem dams and you held the silt back, because the 
silt would just accumulate behind the dam structure, there would be less silt 
coming down the river and the delta would erode which is, of course, what 
we've seen happen already. So that was the first reason against mainstem 
dams. The second was if you hold water back in the middle or lower Mekong, 
salt water is going to move into the delta, which is the most important rice-
producing area in the region. But the third and perhaps biggest issue, though, 
was the worry what this would do to the migration and reproduction of fish. 
First of all, the dams would prevent the fish from migrating upstream. And the 
Mekong is the most important river in the world in terms of fish production 
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and protein for humans. The potential for losing the rice production, losing the 
delta, losing the fish production, was really what led to the conclusion that 
there would be no mainstream or mainstem dams. That was the big decision. 

09-00:18:51 
Eardley-Pryor: And so that was part of their ethos, to make sure that was maintained. And 

then when you started traveling there in the 2000s, what brought you into that 
work? 

09-00:19:00 
Resh: Well, it's interesting. There were two things. First of all, there was one other 

Americans that was invited, Ken Cummins, who was also an aquatic 
ecologist. We basically went to meet with the Commission and look at what 
were potential studies that could be done in anticipation of these changes in 
the river from the cascade of hydropower proposed by China. It was a general 
meeting. At the end of that meeting I was asked to participate in future studies 
for two reasons. One was because I had a lot of experience in biomonitoring 
and another reason was that I had worked in Thailand on an aid project. I had 
done workshops there at six universities in Thailand through the AusAid 
program and the person that had headed the AusAid program in Thailand was 
Ian Campbell who had gone to the Mekong River Commission as the senior 
environmental scientist. Plus, I was familiar working with scientists from 
developing countries from the river blindness program in West Africa. I had 
all those ties. It made sense to Ian that I was going to be brought in to develop 
biomonitoring in the Mekong Region. 

09-00:20:23 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. And you had this experience also in West Africa of having to 

deal with multiple nations. 

09-00:20:29 
Resh: Exactly. And remember I was strongly involved in the Africanization of the 

program and capacity building among the eleven countries involved. The idea 
of capacity building was important in the Mekong program as well. The plan 
was that each country would not have their own monitoring programs but that 
they were to be integrated across the region. It was to be a regional monitoring 
program, just like the success in Africa was because it was a regional program 
not just for individual countries. The idea behind the Mekong River 
Commissions program was that all of these countries would work together. 
The training and everything we did in each of the countries would be the same 
for all of the countries that did the monitoring. Also, they would be trained 
together so that they could train others and that a rapport would develop 
among the scientists of the four countries in the Mekong River Commission. 

09-00:21:02 
Eardley-Pryor: I'm wondering about funding, as well.  

09-00:21:04 
Resh: Ah, yes, always an issue. 
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09-00:21:05 
Eardley-Pryor: The West African project was a lot of international donations, and private 

donations, and partnerships with massive pharmaceutical companies to make 
that so successful. Where's the Mekong River Commission getting its 
funding? 

09-00:21:17 
Resh: Just like all aid agencies, they're depending on a lot of the usual suspects. 

Germany is a big funder, as are some of the UN agencies and, of course, the 
Scandinavian countries. And remember, the Scandinavian countries, 
especially Norway, have built into their constitution that a certain amount of 
money goes for aid to developing countries. So that was always a big issue. 
But, again, in my ten years there we didn't have major problems with funding.  

Ian Campbell, who I'll talk about a lot more later, realized that this was going 
to be too big for one person to do because there was at least a month of 
fieldwork on the river. There were workshops, there was data analysis, there 
were reports to prepare. He decided to have two senior environmental 
consultants as international advisors. One of them was me, the other was a 
person who was at that conference whose name is Bruce Chessman. Bruce is 
an Australian that really did great work on biomonitoring and especially on 
developing a way of detecting impact for all of Australia. He was from 
Sydney and he was really quite good as a scientist. And they were right in 
bringing two of us because it was just overwhelming how much work had to 
be done. And, plus, Bruce had really good quantitative skills and was very 
good with modeling. So that made a big difference. And, of course, Ian was 
there at the beginning of our involvement so we had really a very good team 
to get the monitoring program and training started.  

09-00:22:59 
Eardley-Pryor: I wanted to ask, because it sounded like Ian was kind of the senior 

environmental consultant at some points and then bringing you and Bruce in, 
what then happened to Ian's role? 

09-00:23:09 
Resh: Well, Ian still had many roles to play. He traveled and worked with the 

individual countries and donors. Anybody that works in these 
intergovernmental agencies is just traveling all the time. He did come out in 
the field with us when he could but a lot of times he couldn't. He just had 
other responsibilities because he was running the entire environmental 
program. 

09-00:23:31 
Eardley-Pryor: I see. 

09-00:23:32 
Resh: And he was really essential in terms of everything we did. 
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09-00:23:36 
Eardley-Pryor: What I'm hearing is, it sounds like Ian maybe was doing a lot more of the 

administrative and political sort of side of things, whereas you and Bruce were 
in the field— 

09-00:23:45 
Resh: Yes, primarily in the field 

09-00:23:45 
Eardley-Pryor: —doing the trainings and the monitoring. 

09-00:23:46 
Resh: By the time we got started, one dam was already constructed in China, a 

smaller one called the Manwan. The huge one under construction was called 
the Xiaowan. Now, when I say a huge dam, this was the biggest dam in the 
world at the time. It was a hundred stories tall. 

09-00:24:05 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. 

09-00:24:05 
Resh: If you think of the old World Trade Center, it was the size of that. It was the 

biggest dam ever and that was being built when Bruce and I got involved. And 
so, a lot of our work initially was thinking about how can we manage this 
water coming down from China to the riparian countries? Because the 
problem with hydroelectric power is you want to have constant power over the 
year. Instead of having the natural flow regime or hydrograph of high floods 
during the monsoon season and then low peaks during the dry season, you 
tend to smooth it out over the year. One of the things we were always thinking 
about or wondering about was how can they design or manage a system that 
would keep some of this seasonal variability because certainly the fish and 
their reproduction depend on that variability. It serves as their cues. There 
were a lot of challenges and this was really a very interesting project to be 
involved with. 

09-00:24:54 
Eardley-Pryor: Was China involved in any way in this? Because I'm picturing, they're the 

ones that make the determination whether they're going to smooth it out or 
have variability. 

09-00:25:02 
Resh: So China was, in diplomatic speak, a communicating partner, which basically 

meant we sent them the reports and we typically never heard back from them. 
But over time they advanced, and I will talk a little about that, too, to what 
would be called a dialogue partner in where we sent them reports and 
sometimes they would answer but even more often then they came to us for 
help. So yes. As that project advanced, it was much more cooperative— 
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09-00:25:34 
Eardley-Pryor: When you started going there, actually into the field—I mean, you mentioned 

in 2000, you started coming in for consultations and meeting with people. 
When did you and Bruce actually get on the ground to begin implementation 
of the monitoring and the training? 

09-00:25:48 
Resh: Well, we were involved in 2001, again planning because, first of all, each of 

the four member-countries had to provide scientists. We were meeting with 
potential scientists and most worked out well. In one case one didn't. But we 
had a man and a woman from Vietnam, Duc and Lyn. From Lao we had two 
excellent biologists, which is interesting because that's the poorest country in 
the region, Bounnam and Chanda. And then from Thailand we had a woman 
who I had actually known when she was a graduate student of Ian's in 
Australia, Supatra, who became a great friend of mine and has continued to be 
one. Another professor from Thailand was Yuwadee, and then a new PhD 
student was Tatporn. And then from Cambodia we had Sokum and Monyrak. 
It was just a great group to work with. 

09-00:27:04 
 Now, because they can't understand each other's languages, all of us had to 

speak English. The only two that really could communicate in their native 
languages were the Thais and the Laos. Their language was close enough. But 
essentially everybody else couldn't talk with each other so we all had to use 
English. The Mekong River Commission used English as well. 

09-00:27:28 
Eardley-Pryor: That story of the twentieth century, that English becomes the language of 

science, and generally diplomacy in a lot of ways, as well. 

09-00:27:31 
Resh: Now, remember, these countries had had a lot of conflicts and so one of the 

things that we were always trying to deal with was them nicking at each other 
over past national issues. The Vietnamese considering the Laos less 
hardworking than them and less civilized. The Vietnamese always had 
negative things to say about the Laos. Interestingly, these complaints were 
actually one of the reasons that I liked the Laos so much. The Vietnamese 
would complain that the Laos are either preparing for a party, having a party, 
or getting over a party! They just viewed them as a less accomplished 
civilization. The psyches of the Laos compared to the Vietnamese was like 
night and day. The Vietnamese, the shops would open at 7:00. The Laos, 
maybe they'd open at 9:00, maybe they'd open at 10:00, maybe they wouldn't 
open. They just had a totally different attitude towards life. There was a lot of 
nicking between Cambodians and the Thais that went on. Both the 
Cambodians and the Vietnamese would point out to me, "That's a building 
that the Americans bombed and we have not fixed it yet." There was always 
the realization about our collective pasts. But I have to say we really did get 
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along very well and I think part of it was that we spent every day together. We 
stayed in the same hotel and we ate the same meals. We were always together. 

 Of course, there were religious differences as well. The Vietnamese practiced 
Mahayana Buddhism and the Thais, Laos, Cambodians, and Burmese 
practiced Theravada Buddhism. 

09-00:29:01 
Eardley-Pryor: Share with me a little bit more about the travel. So kind of like the story of 

you coming from your home in the suburb of Berkeley and getting yourself to 
Southeast Asia. What's that experience like for you? You're getting on a plane. 
Where are you going? And then take me through your time in the field with 
these people that you got so close and shared that time together. 

09-00:29:20 
Resh: Well, I would either go through Taiwan or Hong Kong. That was the easiest. 

Once I think I had to go through China. I made maybe thirty trips or more, 
back and forth to Bangkok. I think I was in and out of Bangkok fifty times 
over the years. Bangkok, even with the dark underbelly of prostitution and go-
go bars that had happened with the Vietnam War was a fascinating city. But 
Bangkok ended up having this influx of young women from Isaan, which is 
the poorest region of Thailand, to work in the bars.  

09-00:30:09 
 In Theravada Buddhism, a big thing is gaining merit. And especially gaining 

merit for your parents. Boys can do it by being a monk. Almost every one of 
the scientists that we worked with had been monks at one point or another. 
And so, a lot of our conversations were about being a monk and the concept of 
gaining merit. But for the girls there wasn't much they could do. What did 
they do to send money to their parents? Because that's how they showed that 
their parents were good and deserved to gain merit. The parents may know 
what their daughters are doing in Bangkok, but they're saying things like, "Oh, 
yes, our daughter has a wonderful job as a secretary in Bangkok, and she 
sends us money each month." The US created a pretty horrible situation by 
having Bangkok be the "rest and recreation" center during the Vietnam War, 
and it's continued to this day.  

09-00:30:56 
But in terms of the group, what did we do when we met? Either we'd meet in 
Vientiane where we'd have some type of briefing before we'd go in the field, 
or we'd actually meet at one of the countries where we were going to start our 
sampling in. The national scientists loved when we could add as many days as 
possible because it would increase their per diems. What ended up happening 
was we had a contract with each of them that they would be paid a certain 
amount of money as a national scientist. The problem was that in each of 
those countries, say we were giving them a thousand dollars a month, at least 
$250 of that would go to their supervisor. That was just the way it worked. So, 
the per diems were very important to them because that was money they could 
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keep. And if they were really careful on their per diems, maybe at the end of a 
field season they could buy a motorcycle. Trying to save money was very 
important to them. A lot of the places that we stayed in were always to save 
money for them.  

09-00:32:20 
 Typically, we'd spend a day just getting our equipment together. When we 

would fly to different places, we'd have fifty big pieces of luggage. Not 
personal luggage, just equipment that we would haul around. We have some 
pictures of us coming out of airports with carts and getting the porters in the 
airport to help us move things out. 

09-00:32:56 
Eardley-Pryor: What would you bring? Were you also bringing equipment, or was that all 

onsite? 

09-00:32:59 
Resh: No, it was all onsite and it was mainly items like dredges, nets, preservatives, 

and other materials that we would use to collect samples out of the river. A 
large piece of equipment was to measure different algal pigments. All that 
equipment was bought by the Mekong River Commission. Basically, I 
brought my field notebook and my computer for any slides that I was going to 
be showing in our training programs.  

09-00:33:24 
Eardley-Pryor: Were there particular times of the year that you would go there? 

09-00:33:28 
Resh: That's a very good point. We had a very short window when we could actually 

sample because of the fluctuating height of the river during the wet and dry 
season. The Mekong River is fascinating in that it is so predictable. We knew 
that in the beginning of April, the monsoon is going to start. We didn't 
necessarily know how big the monsoon's going to be but we knew it's going to 
start in April, and we knew when it's going to be over. So, we had about a 
four-week period in March where the river was low enough and safe enough 
to get in and sample before the rains and the floods started again. So that was 
basically when we did all of that. Can you stop for a second? 

09-00:34:05 
Eardley-Pryor: I'll pause here. Okay. 

[break in recording] 

09-00:34:08 
Resh: We had about a four-week window that we could actually do our sampling on 

the Mekong. The whole month of March was always dedicated to being on the 
river every day of that month. Now, because of logistics we decided not to use 
our own boats. Instead, we decided to depend on getting boats every place we 
went. Now, sometimes the local Mekong River Commission representatives, 
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the ones at the national level, would be able to arrange boats for us. Other 
times we would just be renting boats. We had everything from commercial 
fishing boats that should have been mothballed twenty years earlier to, on the 
smaller areas, dugouts when it was safe enough to use and where there wasn't 
a lot of flow. So that was always a big decision. And, again, the locals were 
very good at arranging that. 

09-00:35:05 
Eardley-Pryor: You knew each year, each March that you were likely, during this time period, 

you would be in Southeast Asia doing biomonitoring in the field? 

09-00:35:13 
Resh: Yes, we'd be on the river the whole time, every day. We had five teams that 

we'd divide into. The whole idea was to setup a program for long-term 
monitoring and what we were doing then was basically getting background 
data. We had a group that sampled algae and diatoms, because these are very 
fast growing and can indicate rapid change in water quality. A group looked at 
zooplankton because what this would tell us what was going on in the water 
column. And then another looked at shoreline benthic invertebrates and then 
another looked at deep water benthic invertebrates. Another group took water 
chemistry measurements. So, we had multiple teams always assigned to the 
same thing. The fish work we did through market surveys and that was done 
by another group. Because we wanted to be efficient, we wanted to make sure 
that all our sampling was comparable and accurate among sites and countries. 
And to be sure that we had adequate coverage, we decided that we had to 
sample at least twenty sites a year. That was our goal for each of the four 
years was that we would get to twenty sites. Now, some sites we sampled year 
after year. Some sites were what we called reference sites that we knew 
wouldn't be impacted by the dams. Some sites were ones that we knew would 
be impacted. Ian and a staff scientist at the Mekong River Commission did a 
lot of the logistic planning and then when Ian left the Mekong River 
Commission his successor basically did that for us, as well. They were all 
very good at this. There was a woman from Burma, Jane, that was really good 
on organizing things and she did a lot of that for us.  

09-00:36:51 
Eardley-Pryor: I was going to ask, in thinking about the comparison between your work in 

West Africa and this work in Southeast Asia, in Africa there was this sense—
you've talked about "Biomonitoring of the Unknown," that there was not a lot 
of previous research for you to go from. You were kind of seeing what was 
there for the first time, at least in terms of your biomonitoring. 

09-00:37:09 
Resh: Right. 
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09-00:37:10 
Eardley-Pryor: What's the story with regard to the Mekong? Is it also a place that has not had 

much kind of research like this? Were you creating really the first baseline 
levels? Or was there other research you could draw upon? 

09-00:37:22 
Resh: Well, it varied tremendously among the countries. Thailand, with its long-

term political stability, had probably the best trained scientists and the best 
records. Many of the Thai scientists were educated either in Hong Kong or in 
Australia. Cambodia was the opposite. At the end of the Pol Pot regime there 
were seven physicians left in the whole country. Everybody with any 
education was killed. If you had an education you were sent to a relocation 
camp and starved to death. Cambodia was and still is always a tragic place to 
me. It was then and whenever I've gone back since then. Lao, again, was poor 
but because of aid programs, a lot of the scientists that we worked with did 
their PhDs in either Germany or in Scandinavia. They were pretty well 
trained. Vietnamese scientists were only educated in Vietnam. There was very 
little exchange with scientists in other countries at that time. They were 
trained there but they were pretty good. So actually, in the scientific team we 
had, the scientists that were pretty well trained. In the case of the flora and 
fauna we were encountering, we could extrapolate a lot from what was known 
about Thailand to these other countries. So that part of it worked out pretty 
well. Supatra, who mentioned before, was a great friend and a good scientist. 
She had done her PhD with Ian when he was at Monash University in 
Melbourne. She was good at almost everything that we did. She was good as a 
troubleshooter but we depended on her a lot for water chemistry.  

09-00:39:03 
Eardley-Pryor: All those people that you'd mentioned, like Supatra and Tatporn and Chanda, 

Duc and Lyn, were they all going with you into the field? Was it this big 
group of researchers, or was that just in their location, just in their nation? 

09-00:39:15 
Resh: No. We all traveled together and we sampled together in all four countries. 

That was the idea. Because we were also doing a lot of habitat assessments, 
we were talking a lot about the sites, what potential impacts we saw there, and 
what were local impacts that could affect things. The whole idea was that we'd 
work together we'd stay together, and we'd spend the entire day together on 
the river, sometimes more or less than that. We'd have to go to a site and we 
had to be very regimented and organized because it was very hot and we had a 
lot to do. We'd get up before dawn and we'd go to one of these little soup 
places and we'd all eat breakfast together. We'd have bowls of soup with 
noodles. We'd try to get on the river as early as it was light enough to see and 
then we would work until say two o'clock. Later than that, it just got too hot 
so we would go back, take showers if possible, and eat some lunch.  

Then what was very interesting was that from early on, the local hosts, either 
the scientists from that country or the Mekong River Commission people from 
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that country, would plan an activity for us. We'd go to see these beautiful 
temples or sometimes we went to Buddha parks, which were amusement parks 
where the attractions were of Buddhas and objects like that. The locals always 
tried to make sure that we'd go and taste different kinds of fruit and, of course, 
we always ate big meals in the evenings. And sometimes the meals would take 
two hours or more. And, again, that was never a big issue for saving the per 
diems because the meals were always inexpensive. And nobody wanted to cut 
corners on the meals because we were really working very hard. After 
stomach problems from Africa, I can't eat spicy food anymore. And the 
Vietnamese were like that as well. Supatra was always good on making sure 
that there was always some mild food for us to eat. And when I say mild food, 
it still was spicy but it was not just chilies that were in it. Supatra and I did a 
lot of stuff like going to markets together. We saw each other long after that 
project was over. She would come to meetings in the US or to international 
ones. So again, like with so many of these projects, I was lucky in forming 
nice friendships with people that I worked with. Supatra eventually became a 
Dean at Prince of Songkla University in Hat Yai, Thailand. 

09-00:41:44 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. That's just part and parcel of anything that you were a part of, it seems. 

But let me ask a little bit about the markets that you would visit together. How 
did those markets in Southeast Asia, how were they similar or different from 
the other markets you've visited internationally? 

09-00:41:56 
Resh: Oh, I think they were much richer in what they had to offer. The quality of the 

arts in Southeast Asia was great, especially of the fabrics that were 
handloomed. They would do an inch-and-a-half in one day on a loom. They 
were just exquisite quality. The African things were interesting historically 
and just in terms of the symbolism and the culture. But Southeast Asia had 
orders of magnitude more beautiful things that they had in West African 
markets. And they were very interesting places to visit. Bangkok had great 
museums. When I was there on the AusAid project I got involved with Ian in 
this organization called the Siam Society, when I was teaching at the different 
universities. And they would have shadow puppet shows and just marvelous 
programs. So yes, in Southeast Asia, the culture is very rich. There was 
always good food but sometimes in the very rural areas it was a little sketchy. 
I remember once, it was near the China border, none of the Laos could really 
understand the dialect that was being spoken and they thought they were 
asking do we want noodles or pig brains. Well, we all said we wanted 
noodles. Well, it turned out it was noodles and pig brains. Whenever we'd 
touch the brain, they'd sort of shatter all over the plate! It was always an 
adventure.  

09-00:43:31 
Eardley-Pryor: You had mentioned the per diem being something that people were really 

precious about but food was not a concern as much. 
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09-00:43:36 
Resh: No. It was the cost of the hotels. What we would do—and actually, for four 

years in the field, wherever they wanted to stay I would stay. And they would 
make deals like, "Will you take a dollar off the room if you don't put the air 
conditioning on?" Everything was like this type of negotiation. And I 
remember one of the last field trips, we were at a place that we went to all the 
time for sampling and it was at the absolute end of the earth. It was Ratanakiri 
in Cambodia. And this was the last holdouts in Cambodia of the Khmer 
Rouge. Anybody we met that was over forty, you knew they had to be Khmer 
Rouge. Everybody else was killed. And the reason they held out there, it was a 
great source of gems. And the gems we could get were beautiful. There were 
emeralds and rubies. We all brought home gems for our families. And I 
remember once getting Cheryl a ruby, a very beautiful large ruby that I knew 
was very flawed because it wasn't that expensive. But I once took it to a 
jeweler here to look at and he said, "Well, it's pretty flawed. If it hadn't been 
flawed it probably would have been worth $50,000." You could see the cracks 
in it but Cheryl still carries it on trips as a good luck charm. I knew it was 
flawed but all the gemstones were still incredibly beautiful. Again, going to 
markets, we always got things for family and kids and everybody else from 
there. It was really very interesting. 

09-00:45:01 
 In Ratanakiri, we're planning on staying in a small hotel for traders. They're 

negotiating for a lower price. I think the team got it down to six dollars a night 
for a room. And I go into my room. It's been painted. There's no window, 
there's no air conditioning. And I just said, "That's it. I'm not staying here 
anymore." And I went and I found a fine place for about ten dollars a night. 
But for four years I just put up with where they wanted to stay. But that was it. 
I just couldn't take it anymore and I knew that my time there was coming to an 
end.  

09-00:45:36 
Eardley-Pryor: Luxury accommodations. 

09-00:45:37 
Resh: Luxury accommodations. But I think that staying together really helped us all 

working together. There was no separation. And, again, we all ate together 
and the food was marvelous. Bruce really was very good. He was more 
serious and always felt Ian and I fooled around too much, spent too much time 
doing touristy things, and too much time eating. He would have rather just 
worked the whole time. "Why are we coming back at noon? Why don't we 
stay a little longer or do another site?" But he was very good natured about it. 
We just had different attitudes about living. But, again, he was very 
accomplished scientist and a great contributor to the project.  

09-00:46:19 
Eardley-Pryor: Let me ask, Vince—I was going to ask about data management. In West 

Africa you said most of the stuff was done on paper and then kind of collected 
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in one repository in Ouagadougou. But what was the process like in terms of 
the data collection in Southeast Asia? 

09-00:46:36 
Resh: Initially, the field data were, of course, written on paper sheets, but by the 

time they went to the Mekong River Commission for our data analysis 
workshops it was all computerized. Everybody did that at their own place and 
supplied all the data for each of the teams. What I wanted to mention was that 
one of the big issues that we had in the Mekong was the public health issue of 
schistosomiasis. The disease agent there was not as virulent there as it is in 
West Africa. It's a different species of parasite that's in the same genus. But 
still, it was quite common in certain areas and one of the fears that we had was 
that the snails, which are the intermediate host of the disease. would become 
more common if they expanded the number of dams. With dams, there would 
be slower-flowing water, that the snails would proliferate, and you'd have 
schistosomiasis spreading throughout the entire country, like happened with 
the Nile in Egypt. 

09-00:47:33 
Eardley-Pryor: Could you talk a little bit about the lifecycle of schistosomiasis? So just for 

the framework. When you talked about river blindness, the onchocerciasis, I 
understand that lifecycle of the parasite/human/animal relationship. What is 
that with regard to schistosomiasis in Southeast Asia? 

09-00:47:52 
Resh: Well, schistosomiasis is basically transmitted if human-waste products get 

into the river and they're eaten by snails. Within the snails there's a 
transformation into a stage that when released penetrates into the skin of 
humans. The common place that you get the flukes that cause the disease enter 
the body through the feet or the legs. Then it migrates into the liver. And once 
one of the flukes gets into the liver, you've got schistosomiasis. But it also can 
spread to the bladder. Bladder cancer is very common as a result of that 
disease as well. And then the defecation in the rice fields, which eventually 
goes into the river, is really how that cycle is completed. 

09-00:48:43 
Eardley-Pryor: I see. And these dams, the concern with the dams in the Mekong was that the 

snails would build up? There would be more— 

09-00:48:51 
Resh: Right. It was likely that better habitat for the snails would be created. Egypt to 

this day still suffers from the Aswan Dam in terms of the spread of snails and 
schistosomiasis throughout Egypt. Initially, the disease was only confined to 
the Nile Delta. Suddenly they're building the dam, they're creating ideal 
habitat for the snail all along the Nile. The snails spread and schistosomiasis 
becomes endemic throughout Egypt and a huge problem. The Rockefeller 
Foundation comes up with a drug to control the disease, but when they were 
injecting everybody in the country with the drug they used one needle, say for 
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a whole school classroom. Hepatitis C spreads and officially is in about 10 
percent of the population. Anecdotally, it's probably about 25 percent. This is 
what they were worried about in the Mekong as well, is how do you prevent 
this? 

09-00:49:48 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. One liver challenge to another. 

09-00:49:51 
Resh: But beside liver flukes, there was dengue and malaria. But, again, if you 

created conditions that the snails could expand, you have more snails, you 
have more schistosomiasis. Luckily it wasn't as virulent as the African form. 
But you couple that with the erosion of the delta, the intrusion of salt water, 
the lack of sediment going downriver, and the destruction of this important 
fish community. It's a potential disaster. The Mekong is also famous for the 
giant catfish that weighs seven or eight hundred pounds. But it's really the 
day-to-day fish that matter in fulfilling the protein needs of the people of the 
region. They basically call them white fish and black fish, those that breed in a 
flood plain and those that breed in the main channel. This really was a big 
concern and potential catastrophe for over 75 million people. And then what 
we would do— 

09-00:50:46 
Eardley-Pryor: Vince, let me also ask, because your own physical health was on the line in 

your work in Africa, with these public health issues did anything arise in your 
experience or in the group with your fieldwork there? 

09-00:50:59 
Resh: A couple of times I had malaria bouts from Africa when I was there. But, 

again, I knew what to do to—I remember once in Vietnam I lost a couple of 
days that I couldn't go out. I was just too sick from malaria. But the 
cleanliness and the hygiene were pretty good because the food was always 
served hot. We really never ate food that wasn't cooked. And I think the team 
knew that Bruce and I had Western stomachs. They chose places that were 
pretty clean. Even if the soup kitchens weren't in the morning, everything was 
boiled so it was fairly safe. No, I was lucky. I didn't have any of those 
problems like I had in West Africa.  

09-00:51:48 
Eardley-Pryor: That's good. Another question I have is you mention these challenges that you 

see and the change that's happening throughout the entire Mekong area, 
including the Delta. I'm also thinking at this time period, this is the point of, in 
Southeast Asia, the Asian Tigers, the economic boom that's happening there. 
So how do you differentiate in your monitoring between what's being caused 
from dams and that kind of development, and just general economic growth 
and development that's happening along these tributaries? 
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09-00:52:20 
Resh: Well, first of all, in Cambodia and Lao, there was essentially no industry at 

all. The biggest industry in all of Lao is the Beer Lao brewery! There was only 
agriculture and very small-scale manufacturing of local products like 
furniture. And the other thing, there were levees along the river so sewage 
actually didn't go into the river. They pumped sewage into the fields for 
fertilizer which is why I never ate lettuce. So the river didn't have the 
industrial or sewage problems there. Vietnam was a much more complicated 
situation. If you think of Vietnam, it's a long country, the delta's down south. 
This is the important rice producing area of Southeast Asia. The importance of 
the Mekong is really in south Vietnam. It's not in the northern part of the 
country. The northern part of the country is influenced by a river called the 
Red River. and the Red River is the exact opposite of the Mekong in terms of 
its flow patterns. It is totally unpredictable. North Vietnam gets floods and 
droughts almost randomly. It's destroyed cities historically. There's no rhyme 
or reason to predict when it's going to happen. What ended up happening is 
historically the government in the north has to have more control over its 
people because of the fact that they've got these devastating floods, these 
devastating droughts. This results in the need for very tight government 
control. But the south of Vietnam has the Mekong. It's like night follows day 
in terms of flow predictability. They didn't need those controls on the 
population. There were these big differences when suddenly people were 
moved around, such as when they relocated people from the north to the south 
at the end of the American-Vietnam War. Those were conflicts that were as 
cultural as they were political when people were relocated from the North to 
the South. 

09-00:54:11 
Eardley-Pryor: That's fascinating. There's kind of an old argument about Asiatic governments 

and that they arise in conjunction with their control of water. 

09-00:54:23 
Resh: Yes. 

09-00:54:24 
Eardley-Pryor: So to hear that play out in Vietnam the way that you framed it is fascinating.  

09-00:54:30 
Resh: In China, it's true as well. In Chengdu, they had the oldest water-regulation 

system in the world. Again, that was done by the emperor as part of a way of 
safeguarding the population from floods and providing water for irrigation. It 
is very interesting to see how it operates well to this day.  

The other thing about our travels with the monitoring team was that there 
were such great cultural interactions. I remember one of the early trips, we 
were on the field, and they start talking about reincarnation. And finally, I 
asked, "You have to tell me honestly. Do you really believe in reincarnation, 
that you're going to come back and your karma is going to determine what 
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you come back as?" And they said, "Of course we do." And then they asked 
me, "You don't believe in it?" I said, "No." And their response was "What? 
You don't?" We were in total disbelief in each other's reaction, that I couldn't 
believe in reincarnation and they did. There were so many things like that that 
happened.  

All the males had spent time as monks. One member, Tatporn from Thailand, 
was always hungry. He ate all the time. For him to be a monk, his parents 
realized he could only do it for a week but that was enough for him to gain 
merit for them. Bounnam had been a temple boy. His parents actually sent 
him to live in the temple where he was like a servant to the monks because 
they didn't have any money or enough food to raise him. All of them had 
experiences with temples and Buddhism and they always had fabulous stories. 
What was interesting is that three countries in our team, Thailand, Cambodia 
and Lao, were all Theravada Buddhists, which is a form of Buddhism where 
you're led as a group to salvation. Whereas Vietnam, like Korea and China, is 
Mahayana, where it's much more about asking for things and you pray for 
money, you don't pray for salvation. That's a terrible simplification but they're 
so different, like night and day. And in Vietnam you've got these unbelievably 
unusual religions, like the Cao Dài that have several million adherents and are 
very militaristic and they have as their saints Victor Hugo and Jesus. There 
were always so many interesting things that we were encountering and 
discussing. I remember spending a day going to Cao Dài ceremonies and the 
beautiful colors and temples that they had. There were always very interesting 
things that we did. Bruce was always hinting, "Why are you guys doing this?" 
But he never complained about us doing it.  

09-00:57:38 
Eardley-Pryor: What role do you think that those dinner discussions about spirituality and 

these trips to visit these different spiritual sites, what role do you think that 
played in the actual work that you did together as a group? 

09-00:57:51 
Resh: Well, I think it bonded us together. Sometimes after dinner the Laos would go 

off to drink beers together and the two Vietnamese—the Vietnamese were 
actually the most isolated from the rest of the group—would just go to their 
room. It wasn't language, because they spoke English well. It was just the way 
they related to the others. But certainly, these discussions and the logistics of 
travel forced us to spend time together. That part of it worked out very well. 

The other thing that I just want to mention is that Ian Campbell was one of the 
most remarkable guys that I've ever met. He had friends everywhere we went. 
He had spent so much time in Southeast Asia. He was married to a Thai 
woman at the time. But he had friends everywhere. He was always great in 
introducing me to his friends and doing stuff with them. There was one of 
these friends that I was just thinking of the other day. He had a young woman 
as a friend, and if you looked at her, she looked like a twenty-five-year-old 
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kind of Irish American with freckles and red hair. She was Thai. She couldn't 
speak any English and had an American soldier from the war as her father. 
And I remember her email address was "annielookingforherfather." There 
were so many poignant events like that. Ian was also a great benefactor to his 
local friends. He would pay people's dental bills and lend them money that he 
knew he was never going to get back. He was just a good soul and so 
interesting to be with. I remember early on we went to Angkor Wat together. 
We actually went there often as a group when we were sampling in that area, 
because if we went after four o'clock the locals could get into Angkor Wat for 
free. We would go in and explore at 4:00 until they kicked us out at sunset. 
We did a lot of exploring of different temples and, it was really very 
interesting. But, again, I think these activities brought us closer together as a 
team. 

09-01:00:03 
Eardley-Pryor: Did any of this experience in this very rich cultural spiritual environment have 

an effect on you and your life? What did you take from this experience? 

09-01:00:13 
Resh: Oh, very definitely. Let me just start by saying that Ian left the program about 

halfway through our fieldwork because of the CEO of the Mekong River 
Commission. Cougels, who was brought in from Africa, was Dutch and had 
worked for Food and Agriculture [FAO]. He had been based in Senegal, and 
was a great believer in dams and he wanted to turn the Mekong River 
Commission into more of a TVA. He actually used the phrase, "We should be 
a dam building organization." And Ian, of course, was opposed to it. And then 
the CEO used a ruse to get rid of Ian, saying that Ian had gone to Australia to 
interview for another job and because he didn't show loyalty to the 
commission he was fired. And they made up some charges that the Thais 
didn't feel he was cooperative and they just got him out. It was really 
unfortunate because he was a very talented scientist and leader. But then he 
went to Papua New Guinea right after that to work on the infamous Ok Tedi 
Mine, which was this disaster of a project that caused a mine spill that 
destroyed the Fly River. He worked on that for a number of years. Then he 
went back to Australia as a consultant, and actually now is back with the 
Mekong River Commission as a consultant. He's still living in Melbourne and 
not based in Vientiane but he's brought back in regularly. Cougels didn't last 
very much longer but he created big problems while CEO of the Commission. 

09-01:01:41 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, when did— 

09-01:01:42 
Resh: And about the spirituality issue, I'm sorry Roger for jumping around. After Ian 

left, I kept up with some of his friends when we'd go to these different cities. 
But I found I was spending a lot of time at night in monasteries and temples. I 
was going there and I was listening to the monks' chanting a lot on my own. 
And then, of course, when Cheryl and I started going to Southeast Asia, she 
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was very interested in visiting those as well. The statues and the chanting and 
everything that goes on in these settings is really very beautiful.  

Actually, one very moving thing for me happened after my mother died. She 
had been living with us for eight years. After she died, I was going a couple of 
weeks later back to Southeast Asia. There were a couple of Burmese that were 
in the program and we were together in northern Thailand, in Chiang Mai. 
There's a beautiful temple on the top of a mountain called Doi Suthep. And we 
were up there to visit, and one member of the team, Monyrak Meng and his 
wife, were with me. Both are from Myanmar but Monyrak was originally 
Cambodian and had lost several of his toes from an infection that he got in a 
Khmer Rouge re-education camp The Burmese are the most religious of all 
the Southeast Asians. And so I was telling him how my mother had just died 
and how I was still dealing with that. And he said, "Let's have a Buddhist 
ceremony for her." I said, "Well, what do you mean?" and he responded, 
"That's all right, don't worry, we'll take care of everything." So, they hired 
three monks, and the monks said prayers, and there were bells and smells and 
water being splashed all over, and it was absolutely wonderful. It was just 
great. We had had a mass for her at our house from a priest who was a friend 
of ours, which was lovely, but there was something so special and mysterious 
about this ceremony that it was just wonderful. I think that event was really a 
highlight of my time there.  

09-01:03:49 
Bounnam, who was the best scientist among our group but he died in a traffic 
accident about two-thirds of the way through our fieldwork. His life as a 
temple boy was certainly very difficult. And it is still inconceivable to me how 
Bounnam could have risen from being a temple boy to an accomplished 
scientist and a professor at the national university.  

 Other interesting stories that he and Chanda told were about the progression of 
events that led to their acceptance into the Lao communist party and the 
procedures that they had to go through to become members. To be a professor 
in Lao, you had to be a member of the party, which is genuinely true in China 
as well. But one of my favorite stories was about the use of flags outside of 
the offices at the Lao National University. If there was a red flag, it meant that 
they provided good service. A white flag indicated that there were complaints 
but they were trying to improve. But a black flag meant "Watch out," the 
service would be terrible! Why can't we have indicators like that here? 

09-01:04:12 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. When was the time period that you did your fieldwork? Going there 

annually for what timeframes? 

09-01:04:21 
Resh: We did it for four years starting in 2002 through 2005, every year. After that 

we still would go three times a year but it was more to hold data-analysis 
workshops, and formalizing plans about how to study large rivers after we left 
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the program. These synthetic reports were published by the Mekong River 
Commission, and the methods that we developed actually are used in large 
river studies all over the world now. And then a lot of times we had to meet 
with the government officials from the different countries. The downstream 
parts of a river always have worse water quality than the upstream parts. It's 
just because wastes flow downstream and inputs become cumulative. We had 
the idea that we would produce report cards of the different countries and 
different sites because we ended up having over fifty sites and we had about 
eighty monitoring observations. Several sites we looked at over and over 
again. We'd prepare these report cards with blue, green, pink and red colors 
for sites to indicate water quality conditions. And, of course, the reds were the 
worst sites. And the Vietnamese would look at these report cards but they'd 
only look at their sites compared to those in Lao. But the fact that their sites 
were worse than in Lao absolutely drove them crazy. They never considered 
their large population or the presence of industry. That their sites were worse 
was all that mattered! It was really very interesting sociologically. 

09-01:05:55 
 Every year Cheryl would get t-shirts from the Director of the Berkeley 

Summer School, Gary Penders, and I'd bring them to everybody on the team 
and we'd all wear them one night and have a picture taken. But then they'd 
never wear them again in the field because they didn't want to take a chance of 
them getting dirty. They were really special and so for all four years of field 
work, and even beyond that, I would always bring twenty t-shirts for people 
and they were big hits. I'd bring presents for everybody and Bruce would do 
the same.  

09-01:06:30 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. It sounds like you built some really great friendships with these people 

on these adventures over the years. 

09-01:06:37 
Resh: When I look back on the project today, it's far from a success story. Eleven 

dams are on the mainstem of the Mekong in China are already built or being 
built. One is finished in Lao. Others are being built, and others is being 
planned on the most beautiful river I think in all of Southeast Asia. Cambodia 
talks about building mainstem dams as well. 

09-01:07:05 
Eardley-Pryor: What river is that? That beautiful one? 

09-01:07:09 
Resh: The river is the Namu. It's a very famous tourist site because you have large 

caves that have thousands of Buddhist statues that were put there during the 
wars because they were afraid they'd be damaged. And also, they were there 
because you don't destroy a Buddhist statue. You always keep it. There would 
be thousands of these statues in there. I'd walk up and go into this complex of 
caves. It was a very beautiful area. And that river flows right into the Mekong.  
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09-01:07:40 
 If Cambodia is going to build dams, there's not much hydro potential left for 

them to do it. The capacity of the Mekong for hydroelectric production is 
about 60,000 megawatts. China's already done 30,000. Lao wants to do at 
least 27,000. So almost all of it is really going to be taken up by the time these 
proposed dams are done. Lao wants to become the battery of Asia.  

 I didn't mention the way Lao became the battery of Asia, did I? 

09-01:08:12 
Eardley-Pryor: Wait. What does that mean? 

09-01:08:13 
Resh: Selling electricity is essentially what it means. Storing electricity to sell it. 

Thailand was planning on building a lot of dams. This is very important and I 
want to make sure I make this clear. But environmental groups in Thailand 
were starting to object to these dams and they were demonstrating. The 
electrical company of Thailand realized they're not going to be able to build 
dams for as long as they wanted to. There's going to be a point that they have 
to stop. They start looking to other countries in the region and, of course, the 
logical one to look at was Lao because of their close relations and because 
Lao was so poor. Lao could never afford to build any dams themselves. What 
Thailand did was they put the money up for Lao to build dams. Now, the 
Mekong Agreement says there are to be no mainstem dams. But Lao and 
Thailand say yes to the beginning of mainstem dams but Cambodia and 
Vietnam say no. It's an absolute deadlock. 

09-01:09:14 
Eardley-Pryor: Even numbers. 

09-01:09:15 
Resh: That's why it was critically important that there were only four countries. If 

there were five it could have been broken. 

09-01:09:20 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. And so that is what happened eventually, that they would allow dams? 

09-01:09:23 
Resh: That is what happened. And Lao will continue building mainstem dams. One 

of the nice things about these interviews, Roger, is I've talked to others about 
the current situation with Mekong Dams. Ian and I talk regularly anyways, 
every couple of weeks, about different things. But recently I told him, "I've 
always viewed what we did as a failure. It really didn't work. China went 
ahead and built dams, and Lao built dams as well." He said, "Yes, but look at 
what we intended to do. We were never going to be able to get China to stop 
building dams. At best we were going to try to help them temper the effect by 
smoothing the hydrologic curve out and still having some variability and we 
were looking at doing that." Because in Hunan there were huge droughts and 
the farmers—and remember, in China most of the demonstrations are either 
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on land seizures or environmental issues—were demonstrating against the 
dams. The big demonstrations in Hunan by the farmers were about water 
shortages for their crops and they said that it's because of the dams. We, 
through the Commission, were able to show that, no, it wasn't because of the 
dam. It was, in fact, because of a major drought that was occurring. This is 
when we went from being a communicating partner to more of a dialogue 
partner. And they started giving us data which we actually could then look 
about how these dams were operating. 

09-01:10:47 
Eardley-Pryor: Wait. So once you were able to show that the Chinese government wasn't 

responsible for the loss of water because of the dam, then they said, "Oh, 
actually, the work you're doing is pretty great." 

09-01:10:56 
Resh: It was more like, "Maybe you can help us." And then there was another 

incident that was even more interesting. There's a freshwater dolphin in the 
Mekong called the Irrawaddy Dolphin. It's a species that is a marine species 
that's evolved to also be in freshwater and it's kind of iconic to the people of 
the Mekong. Now, the populations were decimated during the Khmer Rouge 
reign because the Khmer Rouge would kill them to get the oil to use for their 
lamps. The numbers had been really reduced. They're spiritual icons, 
especially to the Cambodians. What happened, though, was that a whole 
bunch of dolphins were found dead and, of course, to the locals it was the 
Chinese dams that was doing it. And we started looking at it and we found all 
these dead dolphins were males, they're all young males. These selective 
deaths couldn't be from the Chinese dams. And we brought other scientists in 
to look at the problem. It turns out the older male dolphins, because the 
population sex ratio had gotten skewed, were killing the young so that they 
could have more access to females. So, again, that made the Chinese happy. 
We're not blaming it on them. So that was really important. But then when the 
Lao dams started, it didn't matter anymore because there was going to be no 
coordination. 

09-01:12:21 
 The other thing, as Ian pointed out, we demonstrated to these countries that 

were all very nationalistic that having a regional approach works far better 
than just a national one. Also, we made all the data transparent, which, again, 
none of those countries had a history of doing it. And the data are useful for 
future examination of effects and, again, potential mitigation measures. I'm 
glad he told me that because I've sort of always carried this idea of the 
project's failure around with me. When I talk to people about it, especially that 
knew how successful we were in Africa, I said, "Yeah, we had a great time 
but it didn't really do much good." And so I'm really glad that I've come to 
some resolution about this project. Of course, we did have a great time 
together but maybe we accomplished something as well. Ian is really one of 
the most interesting and goodhearted people I've ever met. Every experience 
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I've had with him over the last, I don't know, thirty-five years, has just been 
wonderful. He really is a great friend.  

09-01:13:26 
Eardley-Pryor: Ian sounds fascinating. 

09-01:13:28 
Resh: I view that whole project differently now than I did before. I think that China, 

and the role that China's playing in dominating Southeast Asia with the 
exception of Vietnam, is important to follow. The same thing is happening in 
Africa. In Khartoum there's 18,000 Chinese living there. In Lao, there's even 
more Chinese throughout that region. They're doing all the road building and 
construction. One of the things that's ironic is that China, when they go to 
these countries, doesn't train the people. They bring their own people in to do 
the work and arguably they include some political dissidents or criminals. 
That's always been the accusation against the Chinese. In Khartoum, a 
Chinese embassy official once alluded about this to Cheryl and me when he 
said "These workers are not really typical Chinese people." 

09-01:14:22 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, that's fascinating. It's almost like the English, in what became the 

American model of colonialism, was the English always kept to themselves 
whereas the French typically integrated more.  

09-01:14:33 
Resh: Right. 

09-01:14:34 
Eardley-Pryor: Whether it was the Native Americans in Canada or into the Vietnamese 

system, there was more of a—it's still colonialism, but— 

09-01:14:42 
Resh: It's still colonialism.  

09-01:14:44 
Eardley-Pryor: The Chinese have more of an English kind of model. Like, "We're coming in, 

and the Chinese are keeping with the Chinese, and it's going to be our workers 
that do the labor." 

09-01:14:51 
Resh: Although both the French and English in West Africa never had that big a 

contingent of their citizens there. They ruled through the local tribes and they 
did it effectively. I think in West Africa, there were maybe a couple thousand 
colonialists there in, say, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Benin at one time. There were 
never that many there. They ruled through the local tribes. They were super 
powerful. But the Chinese really were different from them in terms of their 
interactions with locals. And they don't mix. They live completely separate. 
There're no interactions with the local population. 
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09-01:15:32 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, the work you did there is just fascinating, and I love that you shared that 

more recent perspective, that it wasn't a failure as you maybe had thought, but 
there were some really great things that came out of all of that work, let alone 
the data that you collected and created an incredible baseline for an area that's 
going through dramatic change.  

09-01:15:54 
Resh: Well, none of us saw Lao building these dams. I think that even the CEO of 

the Commission was surprised and was caught off-guard in terms of Lao 
doing this dam building. First of all, Lao didn't have the capacity to do it. If it 
wasn't for the pro-environment demonstrations and the fact that they realized 
they're not going to be able to do more dams in Thailand, they may not have 
turned to their "little brother" to build dams there. It could have been a very 
different situation.  

09-01:16:32 
Eardley-Pryor: That's crazy. Let's take a pause here if you don't mind, Vince. 

09-01:16:35 
Resh: Sure, sure. 

[break in audio] 

09-01:16:40 
Eardley-Pryor: Vince, before we move on to other topics, is there anything else from the 

Mekong stories, that time you worked on the Mekong River, stories that you 
want to share from that? 

09-01:16:50 
Resh: Being in the Mekong Region was not as bad as being in Africa health-wise but 

it was always an adventure, especially at border crossings, where we went 
from one country to the other. Although we were always very good about 
getting visas, sometimes the smaller border crossings wouldn't accept our 
visas. We then had to go to one of the major crossings. Sometimes it was as 
simple as they didn't have the stamp to accept the visa. There were two 
extremes—one of these was when we were at Ratanakiri in Cambodia, the 
place that I described as being at the end of the earth, and we were just hoping 
to cross right into Vietnam. And they let everybody that was one of the 
Southeast Asian nationals cross but they wouldn't let me cross. So, I have to 
get from Ratanakiri all the way back to Phnom Penh, which is at least a full 
day's drive. I then have to fly to Ho Chi Minh City in Vietnam and the plan 
was, "Well, about eighty kilometers north of Ho Chi Minh City there's this 
intersection and we'll meet you there." Luckily it actually worked out. But 
border crossings were often a hassle and a lot of uncertainly was involved. 
This, of course was true in West Africa as well. 
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09-01:18:10 
Eardley-Pryor: Why wouldn't they let you cross? Why you, of all people, that they wouldn't 

let through? 

09-01:18:14 
Resh: Well, they let the others cross because they were Southeast Asian nationals 

and they don't need visas. They can go across borders, whereas I needed a visa 
and they couldn't accept the visa there. Another time, and I was crossing from 
Cambodia into Lao, I had an exit visa to leave Cambodia but I didn't have a 
double entry so I couldn't go back to Cambodia. Once I left, it was for good. 
And I had an entry visa for Lao but this was a really isolated border crossing 
and they didn't know if I could get in. So, they let me off at the Cambodian 
border and I had to walk through "no-man's land." So I'm walking through 
thinking the whole time if they don't let me into Lao, I can't go back to 
Cambodia then I'm stuck in this hundred-meter area. Again they wouldn't let 
me back into Cambodia and I'm not sure I can get into Lao. But finally I was 
able to get in and I gave them a small "gift." There were always things like 
that. And I mentioned— 

09-01:19:36 
Eardley-Pryor: Wait. How do bribes work there? Like what do you mean? 

09-01:19:40 
Resh: Say for example, when we were in Phnom Penh initially, everybody knew, 

and actually, we were even given information about this, that you were to 
carry a twenty-dollar bill in your breast pocket with the idea being when you 
were stopped and robbed you wouldn't put your hands in your pockets as if 
you had a gun or a knife, but you would just reach in and give them twenty 
dollars. Twenty dollars was acceptable. If you gave them less, they may be 
ticked off and shoot you just for the hell of it. That was the way it was. And 
traffic bribes were always ten dollars if you were stopped for a traffic 
violation, whether it was real or not. I mean— 

09-01:20:30 
Eardley-Pryor: Wait, wait. On the spot you just had to have ten dollars to give? 

09-01:20:33 
Resh: Give them ten dollars, yes. 

09-01:20:34 
Eardley-Pryor: And was this US currency, or did you have to convert a US bill? 

09-01:20:36 
Resh: Vietnam would accept US dollars, too, but Cambodia was all US dollars. 

09-01:20:47 
Eardley-Pryor: Fascinating. So when you would go, you wouldn't really need to do an 

exchange. You would pay in American dollars. 
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09-01:20:52 
Resh: No. Thailand they wouldn't accept dollars. In Thailand we had to use baht. So 

there were always little adventures like that that. I remember— 

09-01:21:04 
Eardley-Pryor: Do you ever have— 

09-01:21:04 
Resh: [inaudible Zoom, poor internet connection] 

09-01:21:14 
Eardley-Pryor: [inaudible Zoom, poor internet connection] 

09-01:21:15 
Resh: Cambodia was the most corrupt probably, at least when we started going there 

in 2000. It was incredibly poor. The Khmer Rouge had had such a big effect 
on the people there. And, again, the number of amputees you would see from 
land mines was astonishing. Maybe I told you the story once of being with Ian 
and we had to walk on a meter-wide path because all of it was mined. We 
were in Angkor Wat going to a newly discovered temple. If you had to go to 
the bathroom you had to stay in that one-meter path because everything else 
was mined. They hadn't removed the mines. And, again, the number of 
amputees that had lost legs in Cambodia was just horrible. It was really just a 
tragic place. 

09-01:22:29 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. Did you ever have any need to use your twenty-dollar bill in your 

breast pocket? 

09-01:22:33 
Resh: No. 

09-01:22:40 
Eardley-Pryor: But being mugged like that was just a regular thing you had to be prepared 

for. 

09-01:22:43 
Resh: Yes.  

09-01:22:46 
Eardley-Pryor: Wild. 

09-01:22:47 
Resh: It was just the way the system worked.  

09-01:22:53 
Eardley-Pryor: Just one other question I have. You talked at the beginning of the concern 

about the flow of water, smoothing out versus maintaining that expected 
variability. With all of these new dams that were created, what ended up 
happening with regard to the flow of water? 
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09-01:23:09 
Resh: Well, the idea that we had proposed to the Chinese was to have the Manwan 

Dam, which is a smaller dam, store water and then release water in a way that 
would re-create some natural variability. Once the dams in Lao came in, it 
was all over, none of that would work anymore. 

09-01:23:32 
Eardley-Pryor: What's going to happen to the ecosystem? 

09-01:23:35 
Resh: Well, the big worry is about the fish and the effect of its loss to the people of 

the region. But there is the biodiversity issue as well because after the Zaire 
and the Congo, the Mekong has the highest fish diversity. And the other thing, 
remember, is that at one-point China wanted to make the Mekong navigable 
all the way from China down to the South China Sea. There's an area called 
Khone Falls, which is a huge waterfall, and very beautiful. When the French 
controlled Lao and Indochina, they had a train system going around it. You 
had boats above and boats below, and then the train system would connect 
them. And then there was the Thousand Islands area of Cambodia and Lao 
where they were going to just blast channels to make it navigable. I don't 
know if that plan is still being discussed. With the dams now, of course, it's 
going to be harder and harder to do.  

09-01:24:25 
Eardley-Pryor: I will ask at the end of our interview sessions your thoughts about the future. 

But since we're talking about this now, what do you envision as the future of 
the Mekong River system? 

09-01:24:36 
Resh: I suspect that it will be devasting to the Southeast Asian population. I think it 

really will. When Hillary Clinton was Secretary of State, she wanted 
comments on the impact statement of Lao's dams and they were just lip 
service to the environmental and fishery concerns. One of my colleagues at 
Berkeley, Matt Kondolf, who I did work with in Korea, feels that the sediment 
issue is going to be very destructive. China will hold back, from their dams 
alone, over 25 percent of the sediment, which is a huge amount. 

09-01:25:18 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, wow. 

09-01:25:19 
Resh: They alone will do that and then each of the subsequent dams downstream 

will hold back more so that the erosion of the Delta and the intrusion of salt 
water into the rice fields in the Delta will just increase. And, of course, 
without any seasonality, the loss of fisheries is likely to be pretty great. 

09-01:25:38 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. So the impact in terms of food, agriculture, and protein from the fish, 

will be significant. 
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09-01:25:45 
Resh: Yes. And then, of course, you have the Vietnamese refugees that have moved 

into Cambodia, that are really treated quite terribly. It's still a powder keg. 
Like the Balkans were in World War I, I think the worldwide impact of the 
problems in Southeast Asia will continue. It's like the Middle East, another 
powder keg potentially to blow up. 

09-01:26:14 
Eardley-Pryor: My goodness. All right. Well, speaking of powder kegs and political 

situations, I want to ask, before we transition too far off, in this time period 
9/11 happens, in September of 2001. I know that you're so engaged in this 
international research, flying all over the world. I'm just wondering where 
were you during 9/11, what are your memories and what were the 
consequences in your life of that event? 

09-01:26:39 
Resh: Well, I remember Cheryl and I were drinking a cup of tea and we get a phone 

call from our son, Jon, who says, "Do you have the television on?" And he 
says, "Turn it on right now." And that was just— 

09-01:26:53 
Eardley-Pryor: So you were home? You were in California? 

09-01:26:54 
Resh: Yes. But after that travelling didn't seem to change that much for me. I still 

was traveling. The flights weren't as crowded. Getting to Southeast Asia was 
not difficult because you've got several airlines flying into Bangkok with a 
connection in Taipei or Hong Kong, and I'd almost always overnight there, 
which was a lot of fun. I stayed at this old hotel that was one of the first tourist 
hotels in Bangkok, called the Asia Hotel. And it was just really pretty wild. 
The club, there was very famous because it had the female impersonators, the 
katoes that are not really impersonators. They're living their lives like they're 
females. The lobby was always filled with them and they were very friendly. 
There was a skyway train station right there so I could get all around the city 
very easily. When I was there teaching on the AusAid program we'd take taxis 
but I could sit in a taxi and it would seem to move about fifty feet in an hour. 
We always got air-conditioned taxis for that reason. I always enjoyed being in 
Bangkok very much. 

09-01:28:43 
Eardley-Pryor: In the wake of the American war on terror—the global war on terror that 

happened in the early 2000s, and the invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq—were 
there any ripple effects of that global shift that happened in the United States 
foreign policy realm with regard to your international travel and engagement? 
Did you see any ramifications of the rise of the war on terror through your 
experiences? 
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09-01:29:10 
Resh: Well, yes. When I would go through customs and immigration in different 

countries, the fact that my passport had so many different locations, many of 
which were trouble spots, I was always questioned a little more as to why I 
did that. I think some people may have thought I was working for the 
government or CIA because of that. It was just the sequence of countries 
where I was going between work and alumni trips. But sometimes I had 
trouble getting in. At one point I actually had two passports and I would use 
them in different countries. 

09-01:29:50 
Eardley-Pryor: Why? 

09-01:29:53 
Resh: Mainly it was because Burma would take a month to get a visa. The same was 

true in Khartoum, in the Sudan, which would give a thousand visas a year, 
would take a month to get, and I'd never be sure if I'd get my passport back in 
time. So, I did have two passports. It wasn't difficult. I just wrote a letter 
explaining why I needed the two passports. I think I had to renew the second 
one every year or two instead of having a ten-year passport.  

09-01:30:30 
Eardley-Pryor: When you would get held up in airports or in these border crossings you 

talked about, what was your pat answer to explain the work that you were 
doing or why you had so many stamps in your passport? 

09-01:30:42 
Resh: I would just say, "It's just my job. I'm getting paid to do this." That's all I ever 

had to say. They seemed to understand that I'm getting paid and travel is what 
I did. I never tried to talk about we're doing good for your country, or that 
we're doing important scientific work. No—It's my job. This is what I get paid 
to do. They seemed to get that. 

09-01:31:05 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. Well, speaking of your job, another part of your job was 

continuing to do research and publications as part of your professorship. So I'd 
like to transition to talking about your work on the very massive and 
successful book, Encyclopedia of Insects. Is this an okay time to make that 
transition? 

09-01:31:25 
Resh: Sure. 

09-01:31:25 
Eardley-Pryor: Great. Well, tell me about the rise of this. How did Encyclopedia of Insects 

come to be, and how did you come to be engaged in directing and leading the 
experience? 
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09-01:31:38 
Resh: Well, as I mentioned, early on in my time at Berkeley I was asked to be one of 

the three-person editors of the Annual Review of Entomology. A colleague, 
Tom Mittler had asked me because Ray Smith, who was a very famous 
entomologist, was stepping down. And Carroll Smith, who was the third 
editor, was stepping down a few years later and he was replaced by Frank 
Radovsky. Now, I had done that for twenty-two years and it was clear that 
both Tom Mittler and Frank Radovsky, both of whom have since died, were 
ready to retire. Moreover, they weren't keeping up with what was going on in 
research. At one point, Annual Reviews wanted them to step down and retire 
as editors. And when the publishers and I talked about it, I realized that I 
couldn't confront Tom and Frank and tell them this. I suggested that we all 
just step down. I had done it for twenty-two years. This ending was fine with 
me. And I knew that there was a woman named May Berenbaum at University 
of Illinois that they wanted to bring on as Editor. After she accepted the 
position, she had asked if I would stay on as an associate editor, at least for a 
time being. I decided no, I wanted to make the clean break like Tom and 
Frank had done. 

09-01:33:05 
Eardley-Pryor: Why? 

09-01:33:08 
Resh: Why? I had done it for twenty-two years. Selfishly, I figured because May 

Berenbaum didn't know anything about Annual Reviews, and all the work was 
going to fall on me, whereas with Tom and Frank we divided things up 
equally. And I thought if they're going to take over, let her bring her own 
team. Ironically, part of her editorial team was Ring Cardé that I ended up 
doing the Encyclopedia with. And he stayed as an editor of Annual Review for 
about twenty years as well. 

09-01:33:40 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, wow. 

09-01:33:41 
Resh: Ring always was an associate editor. That was the structure she kept, whereas 

Tom, Frank, and I all became editors. 

09-01:33:50 
Eardley-Pryor: So when was it around, that time that you did step down from Annual Review 

of Entomology? 

09-01:33:55 
Resh: I think it was around 1999/2000. Something like that. I mentioned that to you 

earlier. But I can— 

09-01:34:04 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. Right around the time you started getting engaged in the Mekong River 

Research. 
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09-01:34:08 
Resh: Exactly.  

09-01:34:09 
Eardley-Pryor: Okay. 

09-01:34:10 
Resh: So I'm going to a meeting of the Entomological Society of America that was 

held in Prince Edward Island, Canada. I meet Chuck Crumley, who was the 
Acquisition Editor for Academic Press. He had known I had been editor of 
Annual Review and he said, "We've been thinking of an idea of having an 
encyclopedia devoted to insects. We have published the Encyclopedia of 
Dinosaurs, which was a big success and we're trying to branch out and do 
others and this is the logical next one to do." He said, "Can we sit and talk 
about it?" And I think we did it over a drink and he proposed that I be the 
editor of this new volume. Now, entomology is a huge field. It ranges from 
the taxonomy to physiology, and biotech was starting. And I said that I'd want 
to take a co-editor and he said, "Fine, so just think about it." Ring Cardé, who 
was at UC Riverside and I had known from the editorial board of Annual 
Review, came to mind. We had the three editors and I think maybe an eight or 
a ten-member editorial board as well. I knew he was a good insect 
physiologist and that he could cover a lot of the topics that I couldn't do as 
well. In fact, our expertise was almost completely separate. We just did 
different things. And I knew that he was good and I thought, "Gee. Let's 
consider this." About six months later, we were at a meeting in Las Vegas and 
Chuck Crumley was there as well. The three of us sat down over tuna fish 
sandwiches, which he bought, and we discussed the possibility of doing the 
Encyclopedia of Insects. I was thinking he was going to buy a nicer lunch for 
us. But we agreed to do it. And what you do when you're starting an 
encyclopedia is come up with entries from A to Z, and you start thinking 
about all of the possible topics within reason that you could write about. 

09-01:36:09 
Eardley-Pryor: Encyclopedia of Insects, it just seems so vast. Where do you even begin with 

that kind of a thing? 

09-01:36:17 
Resh: Basically, we started looking in entomology textbooks and we started to look 

at what the important topics to cover could be. Now, at the same time, totally 
unbeknownst to us, there was a group at University of Florida headed by John 
Capinera, who was an agricultural entomologist. We didn't know about each 
other's' projects. He wanted to do a comprehensive encyclopedia of insects 
that would eventually grow to four volumes and be over $700. Now, we had 
no idea he was doing this. He had no idea we were. Our idea was to make it a 
single volume that would cover the breadth of a topic, not individual insects. 
Capinera's list of topics basically included every agricultural pest there was 
and that's what made it four volumes long. In contrast we were concentrating 
on the big themes: insect brains, diapause in insects, the digestive system. And 
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then, of course, within the theme you would have examples that would cover 
the insect pests. 

09-01:37:37 
Eardley-Pryor: I see. So instead of having each entry of a single species of a genus, it was a 

general thematic that you could then talk about those specific species within 
that broader theme? 

09-01:37:50 
Resh: Exactly. Now, what was good is the fact that we had two different approaches 

so we really weren't competing with each other. Plus, we started a little earlier 
than he did and we had all of our contributing authors lined up before he 
started on the other encyclopedia. Most of the well-known entomologists were 
willing to write one comprehensive article on a topic but not do it for two 
separate books with similar titles and it turned out that they had committed to 
us first. We had narrowed it down to about four hundred different entries that 
we thought would be a good way to go. But then we had to find authors to do 
this. We ended up contacting three hundred authors that ended up helping us 
do this. We sent them some guidelines and they provided an entry that we 
would edit, and often rewrite, and send it back to them to produce a new 
version. If we were doing it over again, we would have said this first 
paragraph you should do this. The second paragraph you should do this. We 
didn't do that in the beginning but we did after the fact when we were editing. 
Maybe they wouldn't have followed it anyways because we really got the 
outstanding entomologists from all over the world. But then we did it for 
them. 

09-01:38:54 
Eardley-Pryor: When you reached out to these authors, was this individual, or were you 

sending out lists and saying please contribute? 

09-01:38:58 
Resh: No, we contacted authors individually. 

09-01:38:59 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, individual. 

09-01:39:00 
Resh: We sent one letter at a time. 

09-01:39:04 
Eardley-Pryor: You knew who you wanted to write each article? 

09-01:39:06 
Resh: We knew who we wanted to write. And incredibly, I think that we got our first 

choice for every entry. I actually can't even remember having to go to a 
second choice. We got absolutely the best people in the world to write for the 
Encyclopedia. And then after we would receive their entries, we would try to 
rewrite them in not just a standard format but in a style that would be more 
readable and consistent. 
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09-01:39:32 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, goodness. So all of these four hundred entries that you eventually get, you 

and Ring Cardé had to rewrite to make it more systematic? 

09-01:39:41 
Resh: Yes, we had an excellent production editor, Gail Rice at Academic Press. She 

was based in San Diego and she basically was the record keeper and the 
clearing house. Everything would go to and through her. She would send them 
to me. I would edit them and send them to Ring. Ring would then send them 
back to her and she would send them to the authors, who would check them 
over and send them back to her. And so that was really how we did it.  

I have to tell you; it was really great fun doing the Encyclopedia. I learned a 
lot. It was interesting. We didn't have a lot of prima donna issues from authors 
that objected to us changing the writing, whereas with Annual Review I 
remember one point we had an English author that so objected to our 
modifying her language that she wanted payment for the "mental stress" that 
we caused her! Of course, we just dropped her topic from consideration. We 
just had great luck with the authors' contributions and cooperation. The 
production went well. They set the type and copy edited it in Singapore so the 
language issues were done very well. A very good friend of mine who was a 
retired park ranger and entomologist, Alan Kaplan, who I mentioned earlier, 
he looked over the whole volume with a fresh eye. Ring and I both did the 
proofs, then Alan looked them over, too, to see if we were missing anything. 
The three of us were a fabulous team in getting this done. Alan charged us 
almost nothing for a fabulous job but it seems like I've repaid him by taking 
him out for lunch or dinner for the past 20 years! The book came out to be 
1,132 pages, close to the limit of what you could bind in a single volume.  

09-01:41:19 
Eardley-Pryor: That's a big project. Wait. But tell me a little bit more about the frameworks 

and the topics you chose, the intellectual labor that you put in into organizing 
it. I mean, you asked the right people to write these entries, but you and Ring 
were the ones that are really coming up with what they were going to be 
writing about. Share with me a little bit more about the things that you thought 
were really important in creating this that would maybe set it apart from other 
works or make it something that's unique and special. Tell me a little bit about 
the topics that you really cared about making sure they were included.  

09-01:41:52 
Resh: Let's take medically important insects as a topic. We had a general medical 

entomology entry but then we'd have specific entries on malaria, river 
blindness, dengue, lice, and mosquitoes. What we did was that we nested the 
entries so we had probably forty main themes like I've just mentioned. And 
we had selected the experts in each field that we knew from their Annual 
Review contributions so we knew they'd do a good job. They were authorities 
in each field and some of them brought on junior colleagues to hep as co-
authors.  
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The idea we had from the beginning was if somebody wanted to find 
something out about a topic, they could find it either in one of these general 
categories or a specific mention. And then, of course, we had suggestions for 
further reading. We had beautiful photographs that we were able to get. It 
turned out great. I remember after that came out in 2003, almost every 
entomologist's office I'd go into had it open on their desk because they were 
using it as the standard reference. It was really a great experience.  

In Fort Lauderdale we actually had an unveiling of the book at the annual 
meeting of the Entomological Society of America in 2002, That was to be a 
big party for all the authors but we ended up making an open house. Anybody 
could join us in celebrating. and Academic Press paid for it. They gave key 
rings with an engraving of the title out to everybody. It really worked out very 
well.  

09-01:43:36 
One of the things that was funny was that the Encyclopedia of Insects won the 
award for the Most Outstanding Single Volume in Science for 2003 from the 
American Society of Publishers. But they didn't want Ring and I to go to the 
dinner and accept the award. They wanted the publisher of Academic Press to 
be there accepting it. They told us about the award after the award dinner! 
They gave us the certificates and everything but I think they were afraid that 
we'd say we want to go to the dinner in New York along with the publisher, so 
they just waited to tell us about the award after the fact! 

09-01:44:16 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great.  

09-01:44:17 
Resh:  It won several other awards as well. 

09-01:44:19 
Eardley-Pryor: What were the awards that it won, because not only did it become a reference 

among all academics working in entomology, but it also seemed like it's in 
every office. It's recognized widely. 

09-01:44:30 
Resh: Well, the New York Public Library gave an award for "Best of Reference." It 

was an "Outstanding Academic Title" by another publishing organization and 
The Association of College Libraries gave it the Outstanding Book Award. I 
think it filled a niche that was open at that time.  

09-01:45:02 
Eardley-Pryor: What kind of things did the experience of either drafting and rewriting and 

synthesizing this, or once it was published and it lived in the world, what kind 
of things did that experience open up for you? What came from this work? 
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09-01:45:15 
Resh:  Well, I got a lot of queries from the general public sending me a blurry photo 

saying, "I found this in my garden. What is it?" It was such an enjoyable 
experience working with the authors and editing the manuscripts, and we 
learned a lot. Maybe my memory has forgotten or soothed over the bad parts 
of the experience but I actually don't remember anything unpleasant about the 
whole process from beginning to end. Chuck Crumley and Gail Rice were fine 
to deal with. Once we had the topics done Crumley left us alone. He really 
was helpful early on because he kept on saying, "Who's going to look up this 
entry? Are you going to basically have all the possible entries that people 
would be interested in, the major entries that people would look up?" He was 
very good about pushing us but never was too hard about it.  

One thing that was kind of unfortunate and is affecting scientific publishing in 
general, was that Elsevier, who was sort of the bête noir of publishing, took 
over Academic Press and really changed it quite a bit. When we did the 
second edition, which was not fun mainly because some of the authors had 
died and getting many of the authors to update their chapters was like pulling 
teeth. They had done such a good job the first time they didn't want to do 
anything the second time. We had a succession of production editors because 
Elsevier wouldn't hire Gail Rice to do the second edition. They set it in India. 
And what was the most bizarre aspect was that whenever we'd have a 
scientific name, the Indian Copy Editors would type it in Google and if the 
spelling was different, they'd change it to what Google said! Consequently, 
the proofs were a mess.  

Again, Alan Kaplan comes to the rescue because we're bleary eyed from 
doing this and he checks the proofs once again. Like with the first edition, he 
spent far, far more time than we paid him for doing this. And, actually, 
requests for us to do a third edition still come in, and both Ring and I have 
decided we don't want to do a third edition. First of all, we'd have to get so 
many new authors because so many of them have either retired or died. I 
would venture to say at least half of the ones are no longer active. Because we 
were going for the senior people, the best people to write these entries, a lot 
has changed in the twenty years since the first edition came out. At least half 
of the original authors would have to be replaced.  

09-01:47:53 
Eardley-Pryor: What did you contribute? I mean the editorship. Did you write any entries? 

09-01:47:57 
Resh: I wrote a lot. What we had to do, if we had people that agreed to write didn't 

contribute, we had to write the entries and then we'd send them the draft and 
see if they'd at least expand on our first draft. Sometimes we'd contact other 
scientists to review what we had written. We had to do include these entries. 
For example, we couldn't have an Encyclopedia of Insects without, say, an 
entry on malaria. If the author defaulted on an agreed upon topic, we'd have to 
have it written by someone else or do it ourselves. In a way, when I think 
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about it, one of the difficulties was that it was a collective project. We were 
dependent on everybody else. Everybody had to do their entry or we had to. 
We had to write the ones that didn't send them in for a variety of reasons. But 
we had a similar experience in editing the Annual Review of Entomology. 
Some authors didn't come through as they had agreed to. I'm sort of ashamed 
to say the one person for whom I had to write his entry was Dr. Neff. He 
didn't turn it in. So I had to write it for him.  

Overall, it worked out great. But, again, we were really happy that we agreed 
not to do a third edition. About 2015-16 they started bugging us to do it. Even 
in 2020 and after, they were asking us to do a third one. We actually proposed 
two new editors, which they never acted on. 

09-01:49:21 
Eardley-Pryor: The first edition came out in 2003. When was the second edition? 

09-01:49:25 
Resh: 2009. 

09-01:49:25 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, I see. 

09-01:49:28 
Resh: Scientific publishers try and space new editions about every five or six years. 

I've blocked out a lot of the frustration of the second edition. The excitement 
was in putting it together the first time, not revising it. And I know people that 
have had to revise their editions. I had a walk with a friend of mine who's a 
political scientist who's done sixteen editions of a book on American politics 
and he said he can't stand doing them anymore. 

09-01:50:07 
Eardley-Pryor: Who is that friend? 

09-01:50:08 
Resh: Gary Wasserman. He's a very interesting guy. He taught at Georgetown in 

Doha, Qatar. And then when he retired his book that he wrote was called The 
Doha Experiment, and subtitled An American Jew teaching at a Catholic 
University in an Islamic Country. It's a great book and very interesting.  

09-01:50:33 
Eardley-Pryor: That's fun. With your experience in creating the Encyclopedia of Insects, did 

you then get engaged in any other big encyclopedia projects? 

09-01:50:41 
Resh: Yes. And this was very interesting. When they saw the popularity of the 

Encyclopedia of Dinosaurs and the Encyclopedia of Insects, UC Press decided 
that they were going to do an encyclopedia series as well. They haven't 
continued it but the first one they did was the Encyclopedia of Islands. One of 
my colleagues was one of the editors, Rosie Gillespie. She talked to me 
because for thirty years I taught this course biology of tropical islands. And 
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she said, "What topics would you like to write about?" And I said, "Well, I 
could write about water on islands." And she said, "That's too engineering 
because really you'd be talking about drilling bore halls and desalination and 
things like that." That didn't work for her. And I said, "Well, how about 
popular culture? How islands fit into literature and music and fashion and 
movies?"  

09-01:51:43 
Eardley-Pryor: That's fun. 

09-01:51:44 
Resh: Fun things. And I said, "And I've got a great co-author." I called my son Jon, 

who was at that time an art director for a series of sports magazines in 
Chicago but he had been the editor of a magazine Billiard's Digest. I said, 
"Why don't we write this together?" So we started. I wrote about movies and 
started the literature section. He did fashions and music, and a couple other 
topics. And then we put it together and then I wrote it up. I sent it to him and 
he rewrote it entirely. He absolutely changed everything. There were no two 
words in a row that remained from my draft! He really did a great job because 
he knew how to write for magazines. It probably is the best written of all the 
entries in the Encyclopedia of Islands. 

09-01:52:37 
 The theme we took was really kind of interesting. What we did, and I'm 

looking at the graphic that he made for the chapter he called the "island 
illusion." His idea was that there's really a binary aspect to islands. There is 
the idea of carefreeness and joy and escape but also there's isolation and 
danger on islands. We used that dichotomy throughout that really made it 
more interesting to write and more interesting to read, too. 

09-01:53:05 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, that's really fun. 

09-01:53:08 
Resh: When you think of Robinson Crusoe or The Lost Island of Dr. Moreau 

compared to the "Sandals" and other resort commercials you see on TV, the 
dichotomy is obvious. So that was really an interesting approach. 

09-01:53:20 
Eardley-Pryor: Had you and Jon ever written anything together before that? 

09-01:53:22 
Resh: No, that was the first time. 

09-01:53:25 
Eardley-Pryor: Have you since? 

09-01:53:27 
Resh: I'm trying to think if we have. We've talked about it. Actually, I just sent him 

something that I had written about entomophobia, the irrational fear of insects 
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and I'm curious if he's going to come back and rewrite it entirely for me. 
When we get more into his life, he's done a lot of different things and now has 
a young child like you and that's kind of a big responsibility. 

09-01:53:54 
Eardley-Pryor: Big job. Every time I think about our interviews and getting ready for them, in 

my mind the song Islands In the Stream comes on, by Kenny Rogers and 
Dolly Parton, because my mom was a big fan of both of them and their songs 
together, when they did duets. And so I always think Islands In the Stream. I 
start singing it when I am getting prepared to do our work together. And so 
did that song ever come up in your pop culture work? 

09-01:54:20 
Resh: Jon was very interested in Ireland in terms of how that island mentality 

formed the Irish songs and how U2 would use a lot of the island myths or 
symbolism in terms of their songs. Ibiza is an island in the Mediterranean that 
became a technopop center. We were trying to focus on not just literal islands 
but figurative islands, too. And it turned out really to be very good. I still look 
at them once in a while and still enjoy it. Again, the graphic he made was 
fabulous, where you basically had an island with one side having sun and 
palm trees and the other side dark with hurricanes and sharks. That really 
personified the way we wrote that article. 

09-01:55:20 
Eardley-Pryor: What a fun thing to publish together with your son. 

09-01:55:22 
Resh: It really was. I just want to tell you, because it brings up a friend that I 

mentioned several times. The editor wanted something on the role and effect 
of missionaries on islands. Actually, she wanted something on prisons, too, 
and my old Israeli friend, Ephraim Cohen, that I'd been on a sabbatical with 
wrote the one on islands as prisons. But since I used to talk about missionaries 
in my island biology course and the role that missionaries played, I thought, 
"Well, let me try this. I'll try to do this entry." And I approached Alan Kaplan, 
who was a real scholar. And I said, "Let's do this. Let's see if we can do this 
without this being a missionary-bashing chapter," because that was the easiest 
way to do it, especially after seeing what missionaries did in Africa and 
Polynesia. So, what we did was we would meet every Thursday morning at an 
evangelical coffeehouse in El Cerrito. 

09-01:56:22 
Eardley-Pryor: Why there? 

09-01:56:23 
Resh: Well, we thought it would fit into the theme. First of all, it was about halfway 

between our two houses. But we'd buy a cup of coffee from them and they'd 
have bible study there and things like that. And we'd just kind of go over our 
outlines and make assignments through the next week. Again, we were quite 
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pleased with what we came up with. As he said, it had "a lot of legs" in that 
ideas from it have been mentioned several times in other publications.  

09-01:56:57 
Eardley-Pryor: What was the stance you took to be more balanced in treating the missionary's 

role with regard to islands? 

09-01:56:59 
Resh: Well, as a rule of thumb, if we were going to say something bad about what 

missionaries did, like about some that used slave labor to build cathedrals or 
starved people during Lent, we countered it with a positive story of what 
missionaries have done. Sometimes they weren't completely balanced but we 
really didn't just have appropriate examples. We wanted to avoid it being "a 
list of missionaries' 'sins.'" It very easily could have been that way but we tried 
to be balanced whenever possible. 

09-01:57:34 
Eardley-Pryor: When did you do this writing with Jon and the collaboration with Alan 

Kaplan? 

09-01:57:42 
Resh: It was around 2007-2008. It was really nice in both cases. 

09-01:57:51 
Eardley-Pryor: That sounds great. 

09-01:57:53 
Resh: Writing on water and islands would have been a little more in my field but I 

think writing on popular culture ended up being much more interesting to a lot 
of people. But I'd like to mention one other thing about Alan. When we 
traveled a lot, we used to have a cat that Alan would come over a couple of 
times a day and he'd feed her, read the paper, and eat breakfast. Whenever 
we'd come back the cat would always be sitting on the dining room table 
because Alan let the cat do anything she wanted! And then it was always the 
reinforcing, "No, you don't go on the dining room table." He's been really a 
great friend. 

09-01:58:40 
Eardley-Pryor: That's lovely. Do you mind if we pause here for a second? 

09-01:58:43 
Resh: No, please. 

[break in audio] 

09-01:58:45 
Eardley-Pryor: You had mentioned your son Jon and this wonderful article that you got to 

write together. The last that I remember we spoke on record about Jon was up 
until about the mid-nineties when he moved to Chicago. Can you share a little 
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bit of what's going on his life and your relationship together with him up to 
the present and with you and Jon. 

09-01:59:03 
Resh: Sure. In 1994, he moves to Chicago. He finished his degree at the University 

of Florida, stayed on for a medical-writing internship, and is working on his 
book about the band, Amped: Notes from a Go-Nowhere Punk Band. And then 
he moves to Chicago. He's got an old girlfriend that was living there. He's had 
several friends that have moved up there from college. And he gets a job 
writing for a sports publisher called Luby Publishing. Now, it was kind of a 
cold call that gets him the job. With a science writing background, I think he 
thought initially he was going to maybe try to write for one of the medical 
magazines or something like that but decided he didn't want to do that. He 
writes an article on the art of pool cues. Now, I didn't know if he knew much 
about pool at all but they like the article and they hire him as a writer for 
Billiard's Digest. This company, Luby Publishing, had bowling, billiards, and 
darts magazines. And I remember I had a friend who was teaching in the 
school of journalism and I went and I asked her, "Is this going to be the death 
knell? Is this like going to write for the National Enquirer writing for this 
magazine?" And she said, "Nope." She said, "These specialty publications are 
the only magazines that are making money. 

09-02:00:33 
Eardley-Pryor: Really? 

09-02:00:34 
Resh: Newsweek is closing bureaus. Time is closing bureaus. Some of the big ones 

are going out of business where these niche magazines, with about 25,000 to 
50,000 subscribers, these are the ones that are making money. 

09-02:00:50 
Eardley-Pryor: Because they have the dedicated readers that they reach? 

09-02:00:53 
Resh: They have dedicated readers and advertising. When they sell a magazine at a 

newsstand, they lose money. The whole idea is trying to get people to 
subscribe because the number of subscribers can determine their advertising 
rates. So, he gets a job. He does well. They select him to be the editor of the 
magazine and they have a lot of the writers are going back and forth, and 
writing multiple articles across these magazines.  

09-02:01:33 
Eardley-Pryor: Did he like the work? 

09-02:01:35 
Resh: He didn't like the fact that he had rigid hours. And he ended up negotiating 

that he didn't come in until 10:30 and then worked, I think, till 6:30 or some 
time like that. I can't remember. But they liked him. They were very 
agreeable. He traveled a lot. He covered tournaments all over the country and 
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even went to Sweden for one tournament. He was in Las Vegas every month 
because there's all types of conventions and tournaments t that involve 
billiards. He gets to know Sara Paretsky, who's a big billiards person. She 
wrote the V. I. Warshawski detective-novels. He's meeting people all over. He 
has great stories about all these very attractive young Korean women who are 
billiards stars and born-again Christians. He has great stories from this job. 
But he gets to the point he doesn't like going to Las Vegas because he doesn't 
drink and he doesn't gamble. There's not much to do there besides that. 

09-02:02:41 
Eardley-Pryor: You can only go see Cirque du Soleil so many times. 

09-02:02:43 
Resh: Exactly. And then he's traveling a lot for fun. He and his high school and 

college friend, Scott Huegel, were the best men at each other's weddings. 
Scott is working in Japan teaching English and then he gets a job as a sales 
representative in England. And so, they're traveling back and forth and seeing 
each other quite a bit for fun. He goes to travel a lot in England and sees my 
friends in Europe. He goes to Italy, usually with a girlfriend, and stays with 
Giuliano Bonomi, who was a friend from the first meeting Cheryl and I ever 
went in New Zealand. And of course, he goes to see Bernhard in Lyon. He's 
having a good life. He became the art director for all of Luby's magazines 
rather than just editing the billiards one, because I think he wanted to finish up 
his book and he found that he couldn't write for a magazine and then come 
home and write a non-fiction book. I've heard of a lot of people who are 
writers for magazines or newspapers have a half-written book sitting in a 
drawer somewhere that they're going to finish someday and they just can't 
because their life is just involved in writing. 

09-02:04:04 
Eardley-Pryor: In looming deadlines, the constant deadline in the publishing world. 

09-02:04:07 
Resh: He likes the new position. That's really when he gets very interested in design, 

when he's the art director for their publications. And he finishes his book and 
his book is very successful. It was one of the best small press books of 2000 
when it came out. I think I've told you; I love reading the reviews on Amazon. 
"My son hates to read and loved this book." It couldn't be more gratifying to 
see that. We see each other very regularly. From the time he was in 
Gainesville, a lot of our trips involved renting canoes and going out in streams 
and creeks. I would always go in the back because that's the steering position 
and I remember one time that it was very clear when he said to me, "You sit in 
the front. I'm going in the back." And that was the time that he was taking 
over. We always had fun with that. When we've been together on a lake, we 
still do that a lot. We both enjoy it. He moved several times in Chicago to 
different places. He had different roommates and then sometimes with 
girlfriends. He's here a lot, especially when my mother was living with us 
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because he was very close with her. He starts teaching at various colleges in 
Chicago part-time. 

09-02:05:35 
Eardley-Pryor: What was he teaching? 

09-02:05:39 
Resh: He was teaching journalism, visual journalism, and book publishing in local 

colleges and these were either at Columbia College or DePaul in Chicago. 
And then he and Melissa, who was his long-time girlfriend, would go to 
France and they stay with Bernhard and Monica and have a great time. 
Bernhard and Monica take them all over. I don't think Melissa had ever been 
to France. They go up to Paris, and on the Eiffel Tower, Jon proposes and asks 
her to marry him. And so they get married. He leaves Luby and forms his own 
company called Undaunted, where he's doing a lot of niche work. He's doing 
book covers and a lot of posters as advertisements for music festivals, jazz. 
He's not working for advertising agencies, which is, of course, is where most 
of the available work comes from. He has very strong principles on issues 
like, "I don't want to be getting people to buy stuff they don't need." So, he 
created a niche market for himself. 

09-02:07:07 
Eardley-Pryor: That's a really creative field that he's built for himself, too. I mean, to be doing 

these layouts and those visual designs and the book covers, to go from the 
journalism training that he had in undergraduate to having a business doing 
that. 

09-02:07:20 
Resh: Right. But I think he also did some writing. He was kind of like an all-purpose 

shop for this niche design-firm. 

09-02:07:30 
Eardley-Pryor: When did he and Melissa get married? When was that proposal and the 

marriage? 

09-02:07:34 
Resh: They get married in 2006. We were in Chicago for the wedding and it went 

on, like many weddings do now, for three days. Some friends of ours came 
from here as did my cousin Debbi and her husband Dennis, and our niece 
Erin. It was really very nice.  

09-02:08:01 
Eardley-Pryor: It was around that time that he also created this artistic design business? 

09-02:08:06 
Resh: Yes. Exactly. Colette, their daughter and our first granddaughter, was born in 

2010. 

09-02:08:19 
Eardley-Pryor: Okay. 
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09-02:08:20 
Resh: But then Jon takes a job with a museum, the Chicago Children's Museum, and 

becomes the creative director. At one point the museum was going to actually 
move right on the lake but some environmental and citizen groups were 
opposed to it. It was the same problem that George Lucas had when he wanted 
to propose his museum in Chicago to be along the lake. They're still on the 
Navy Pier, which is one of the biggest attractions in the Midwest. And he 
really enjoys it. He's developing a philosophy about the importance of play 
and how design fits in. He designs exhibits and makers fairs and activities like 
that. And then, of course, he's teaching, which they're in favor of because he's 
bringing in interns and students.  

09-02:09:18 
Eardley-Pryor: His work at the Chicago Children's Museum sounds like that happened around 

the time that he became a father. 

09-02:09:24 
Resh: Exactly. And it was wonderful for Colette because she would have the 

museum to herself after hours. She would appear in the ads and the videos 
about museum activities. It was never mentioned, of course, that she was the 
daughter of the creative director. And she really got a tremendous amount out 
of that.  

Jon is really very close with all of Cheryl's family. He and Colette go to all of 
the family reunions. They consider Jon as one of them. And they all read his 
book. I remember one of the young ones said, "Well, how can you write that 
many words?" A couple of summers ago we and Cheryl's family went to 
spend time on a lake in Minnesota and this past summer we did something 
similar on a lake in Missouri. We did canoeing, swimming, and all kinds of 
great things like that.  

But things were rocky between Jon and Melissa when Colette was about five. 
We're on sabbatical in 2012 in Paris and he joins us there for a couple of 
weeks. Melissa decides not to come. 

09-02:10:45 
Eardley-Pryor: Sounds rocky. And is that, in part, just the transition into parenthood for them, 

or where was that something else? 

09-02:10:51 
Resh: I think so. And just maybe some issues that Melissa brought from her 

upbringing. I don't really want to talk about her.  

09-02:11:10 
Eardley-Pryor: And no one really knows what's going on inside a marriage— 

09-02:11:12 
Resh: Exactly. 
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09-02:11:13 
Eardley-Pryor: —except people in it and sometimes they don't even understand it. 

09-02:11:16 
Resh: But then things were getting worse and so in 2015 he comes to Moorea with 

us when I'm teaching there. He has a really great time. The students really 
enjoy having him there and I think that it did him a lot of good. Jon and 
Colette are coming out regularly but Melissa's coming out less and less. 
Colette and Cheryl have great times. They'd have girls' night out where they'll 
go to a movie and dinner together. Of course, we'd do some of the same things 
that we always did with Jon. We go to the racetrack. Colette actually did 
better than any of us by betting only on number six all the time! There's 
probably a lesson there. She loved Fairyland in Oakland. There was a little 
museum in El Cerrito called "Playland Not at the Beach" that had video 
games, ski-ball and old-fashioned pinball machines. These are some of the 
things that we would do with her. That's been one of the sad parts about the 
pandemic, we haven't seen them in person for quite a while now. They were 
coming out two Christmases ago and then Jon's mother was visiting, broke her 
leg, and then they had to cancel that trip. She had to have an operation so they 
didn't come out, and she stayed with them for several months. 

09-02:12:50 
Eardley-Pryor: Gosh, it'll be almost three Christmases since you've seen Jon and Colette? 

09-02:12:56 
Resh: Yes.  

09-02:12:59 
Eardley-Pryor: That's hard on a grandparent. 

09-02:13:00 
Resh: It's been rough.  

09-02:13:06 
Eardley-Pryor: Are they still in Chicago? 

09-02:13:08 
Resh: Yes, they're still in Chicago. When they got divorced, they sold the house that 

they had bought. They live a couple of blocks away from each other and they 
co-parent. Each has Colette about 50 percent of the time. We use Zoom calls 
and telephone calls. We certainly talk to Jon sometimes a couple of times a 
week but Colette less often. I think kids that age are not very good at talking 
on the phone. They're used to more interactions and so we do Zoom calls on 
special occasions.  

Jon has always had two traits that I admired the most. One was his kindness to 
others, and the other was that I almost never heard him say anything bad about 
someone; he always would find something good in people. Sometimes, he 
would try to help people that had big problems, like take in a roommate that 
had drug problems. It always ended badly. They'd steal from him. But he 
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always tried to help friends with problems. I remember him having a lot of 
friends that had just these big major problems that he'd try to help them work 
out. 

09-02:14:20 
Eardley-Pryor: He's got a big heart. 

09-02:14:21 
Resh: Yes, a big heart and I think he's trying to imbue into Colette these same 

things. I think if you asked him what he wants most for Colette, it is for her to 
be kind. 

09-02:14:35 
Eardley-Pryor: Wouldn't that be a blessing to have that be the legacy of your child. Right? 

09-02:14:41 
Resh: I'm really sad that we can't get together. We've been sending Colette regular 

photos—like yesterday we went out to the beach and there was a field of 
flowers that was just breathtaking. We sent her a picture of those flowers and 
we send her pictures of the seaside because the weather in Chicago is still 
pretty miserable in winter. But these things, too, shall pass. We'll see him and 
see her eventually when the pandemic lessens. 

09-02:15:17 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah, when the world opens up again. So that's great. It's good to have an 

update that he's living his life and being a father of his own in Chicago and 
getting by and loving his daughter throughout all these challenges.  

09-02:15:32 
Resh: I think that the decision to close down schools is going to come back to haunt 

us. A lot of the European countries, after that first lockdown, opened the 
schools up. I have a former student in Spain, that her kids have been in school 
the whole time even when the country is in lockdown. The same thing 
happened with France and Germany. And I think this is going to have a really 
devastating effect on the kids that have stayed out of school. Colette's been 
out of school for over a year. 

09-02:16:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. Yeah, that's a big chunk of time in a very developmental period. 

09-02:16:06 
Resh: Their idea of communicating is Zoom and cell phones. 

09-02:16:10 
Eardley-Pryor: Maybe there'll be spinoff effects that'll be positive in ways that we don't know, 

as well. 

09-02:16:16 
Resh: The Economist, which I'm a devoted reader of, has been really analyzing this 

and thinks this is going to create even greater inequality. And I think that's one 
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of the big issues that they're going to have to face. But I'm going off on a 
tangent, as usual. That's why we have nine interviews. 

09-02:16:37 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, let's pause today and we'll do interview ten in our next session. And 

that's probably the time we'll wrap things up together. 

09-02:16:45 
Resh: Great.  

09-02:16:46 
Eardley-Pryor: Thank you, Vince. 

09-02:16:47 
Resh: Thanks, Roger. 
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Interview 10: March 30, 2021 

10-00:00:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Today is March 30, 2021. My name is Roger Eardley-Pryor from the Oral 

History Center of The Bancroft Library at the University of California 
Berkeley. Today is interview session number ten with Vincent H. Resh. 
Vince, it's always a pleasure to see you. I'm a little bit sad that we're moving 
towards the end of our interview sessions together. But, as with other 
interviews, can you remind me where you are located right now? 

10-00:00:26 
Resh: El Cerrito, as we've been since the lockdown. 

10-00:00:31 
Eardley-Pryor: All right. And I am still up in Santa Rosa in the garage of my apartment in 

Santa Rosa, California. We're recording this over Zoom amid the ongoing 
pandemic. For this session, for this interview session, we'll be talking a little 
bit more about your international engagements and also some of your 
consulting projects. And so to continue with the themes of our past several 
interview sessions around international work, some of the work that you did 
with international aid programs—one we mentioned a little bit in the past but 
I'd like to hear a little bit more of the context, because I don't think we dove in 
deep, was the Kaveri River Project in India. When did you do that, and what 
came from that work? 

10-00:01:14 
Resh: Well, this was done in 1989, and it was a very interesting project. But really, 

what I think was more interesting is the way it came about and the funding for 
it. When Eisenhower was president, he started the Food for Peace program 
that has evolved over time and actually is still active. The whole program was 
referred to as the PL480 program. But one of the aspects was that countries 
could ease some of their debt from food that was sent there or from loans they 
had by having scientists come over and collaborate with them. Scientists 
would use their own money, US dollars, to get over there. But once there 
everything would be covered by local currency. And this was a way for the 
countries not to lose their hard currency, such as US dollars or pounds sterling 
or anything else, but still be able to get reciprocity for their debts. And it was a 
great program. I haven't heard anybody doing this for years but that was how I 
went to Southern India to what was called Madras then, now called Chennai, 
to do some lectures and then start this project on the Kaveri River. This river 
starts up in the Western Ghats, which is a beautiful area. Kodaikanal, which is 
where the English would go in the summers to get away from the heat, is 
there. The river then runs for several hundred miles into the Indian Ocean. It 
was a very beautiful area and river. I worked with Indian colleagues from 
Madras and Madurai, two universities. 
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10-00:03:04 
Eardley-Pryor: What was the nature of the aid work? You mentioned this food program. What 

was your involvement in that then? 

10-00:03:12 
Resh: Well, my involvement was basically using the foreign exchange provision of 

the PL480 program to do this project and train Indian scientists. Many 
projects in developing countries came about as a result of that program. It was 
a wonderful way of collaborating and everybody gained from it. This was a 
way of bringing international expertise or at least US expertise to developing 
countries, working with locals, and having them pay back some of their debt. 
And I think they paid back at a ratio maybe one to five or something like that. 
And it really fit in that Food for Peace idea that Eisenhower wanted.  

10-00:03:56 
Eardley-Pryor: And the Kaveri River research that was done, was that biomonitoring? 

10-00:04:00 
Resh: We used biomonitoring to assess the health of the river, and I think we went to 

about maybe twenty-five different areas of the river from the headwaters in 
the Western Ghats and Kodaikanal, all the way down to where we started 
getting saltwater inputs from the Indian Ocean. And it was a very important 
river because it had sacred parts of the river that were used for ritual bathing, 
parts that were diverted for agriculture, and parts that were polluted by 
industry. It just covered the range of impacts that the rivers of a developing 
country experience. And I worked with two really good scientists from India. 
One of them, K G Sivaramakrishnan, ended up coming on a sabbatical with 
me for a year on a Fulbright fellowship. I mentioned him before. So that was 
really a very interesting project. Again, KGS, which was what he was known 
by, went back to India and used a lot of these techniques in his classes and 
teaching, and really was quite good. India has always had good scientists. This 
is not something new. But I think having them exposed to new ideas was 
important because they can't afford subscriptions to scientific journals. That's 
one of the big problems they had in terms of keeping up to date with research 
developments. There was another scientist, Ananthakrishnan, that was the 
leader of entomology in the country that we worked with quite a bit. As with 
so many projects, it was a very interesting experience.  

10-00:05:32 
Eardley-Pryor: That's really cool. This is something we can get at later but I want to voice it 

now while it's in my mind. You've worked on so many different rivers across 
the world, from North American rivers in British Columbia, throughout the 
United States in California and over on the East Coast, and Southeast Asia. 
You're now talking about this project in India, of course throughout western 
Africa, other work that you've done in Europe, and Central Asia, Northern 
Asia and Russia. I just wonder about the work that's done in these different 
settings. Does the science change depending on the environment? 
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10-00:06:10 
Resh: Well, what's interesting is virtually every time I went to do a workshop that 

involved rivers or went to work on a river project, the first thing that I would 
hear them say is, "Well, our rivers are different." And, in fact, what you see is 
that there's some general principles that apply to rivers worldwide. In the 
headwaters of a river, the input of leaves and organic matter is really the basis 
of the food chain. Then when the river gets a little larger, maybe thirty or forty 
feet wide, suddenly algae becomes very important as an energy source for fish 
and invertebrates. And then when you get to the very large rivers, it's from the 
food sources flowing from upstream areas that's important. large rivers really 
can't support a lot of algae and photosynthetic activity because of their depth 
and turbidity. It's really the energy and food sources coming from upstream 
that keeps the large rivers productive. And, actually, we kind of see that on 
almost every river in the world that's been looked at, unless the headwaters 
have been modified by clearcutting, and then you've got a totally different 
system and pattern of energy flow downstream. But in terms of natural rivers, 
there really is universality in terms of how they operate. This is true even 
though everybody thinks that their rivers are different.  

10-00:07:17 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, on that point, I remember you would sometimes lead seminar 

discussions with a Heraclitus quote, that "You never step into the same river 
twice." 

10-00:07:27 
Resh: That's right. 

10-00:07:29 
Eardley-Pryor: So many of these different rivers, especially in France, especially in Africa, 

especially in Southeast Asia, you were able to visit again and again over long 
periods of time. And so I'm wondering, from that perspective, if most river 
systems do seem relatively similar, how they have changed, maybe similarly 
or differently, but how they have changed over time when stepping into those 
rivers again and again but it not being the same river from the flow? How 
have they changed over time? 

10-00:07:55 
Resh: Well, it's interesting because Heraclitus' followers said that you can't even step 

into the same river once because they believed that flux of life was so great. 
And especially if you look at California where we've got the greatest diversion 
system in the world for water, we're moving it from the north where the water 
is to the south where the people are and the water isn't. And the construction 
of dams changes rivers into reservoirs, and the downstream effects from 
reservoirs are major. Change does happen very fast. One of the major findings 
in one of the long-term studies that we did related to the McLaughlin Mine, 
that I'll talk about later. We found that several years of drought ended up 
changing the course of the river because dense vegetation came into the 
channel which drastically changed the river. So Heraclitus was right. These 
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rivers can change very drastically and quickly on a geological scale. We can 
look at the role that drought has played in great civilizations in the past. An 
abundance of water has been responsible for great civilizations such as the 
Nile and the Khmer on the Mekong to prosper. Long periods of drought have 
destroyed civilizations as well. Look at the Yellow River now. Drought, 
coupled with vast diversions for irrigation, coupled with the fact that there's 
less water coming out of the Himalayas, has created a disaster that will only 
get worse.  

10-00:09:26 
Eardley-Pryor: That's crazy. Fair points. Well, back to some of your international aid work 

over time. You did a number of different projects in either what was the 
former Soviet Union, in Russia, or in breakout republics that were formerly a 
part of the Soviet Union and then became independent nations later. One of 
the first ones I have a note here of is work in a secret science city. Tell me 
about that. 

10-00:09:51 
Resh: This is one of the most interesting projects that I've ever been involved in, 

Roger. This was funded by the State Department. In various parts of Russia, 
there would be these, literally, secret science-cities. You'd have 50,000 
scientists living there but the city wouldn't be on any map. And this one that I 
went to on an aid project was called Pushino. And the reason the State 
Department was interested in this was that the Russians wanted to convert this 
science city from a military center into an environmental studies center or an 
environmental-based university. And in 1995, I went with a colleague at 
Berkeley, a fellow named Dick Malkin who ended up becoming a Dean at 
Berkeley and is still a great friend. He just had his eighty-first birthday this 
week.  

10-00:10:43 
 He was working on trying to help them with biochemical issues related to 

photosynthesis but I went to work with, interestingly, a physicist that was 
trained to use electromagnetic waves to destroy tanks and now is in charge of 
water quality! It was a great experience. My timing wasn't great because we 
were selected to go in January. Not just was it cold but at that time in Russia, 
the poverty was just unbelievably huge. I'd come out of the metro stations and 
lines of old people were selling a single loaf of bread or a pair of shoelaces. 
There were retired people in front of the cathedrals begging for money. It was 
a really very hard time for Russia and its citizens.  

10-00:11:33 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow, yeah. The shock of the conversion, after the collapse of the Soviet 

Union, the shock of the conversion into capitalism.  

10-00:11:38 
Resh: My project with the physicist was trying to develop biomonitoring they could 

apply to their rivers for pollution assessments. I remember some of the places 
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they took us to were unbelievably polluted, the worst I had ever seen. I went 
with my Russian colleagues and we had a translator although the Russian 
physicist that I worked with spoke some English. One of the sites was a textile 
plant that nobody wanted to buy when they privatized it and so it went to the 
people that had worked there. Massive amounts of textile fibers had mixed in 
with the sewage lines. Every once in a while, there would be such a buildup 
that you'd have an explosion of textile fibers and sewage going everywhere 
from the pressure, and these big craters forming from the explosions. Again, I 
had a full Russian experience. We ate lunch off the hood of a car and when we 
opened the lunch up and it was a basket of boiled potatoes. I liked my Russian 
colleagues very much. The project never really advanced as well or as much 
as they thought it would. I think it was just one of many stopgap measures that 
were attempted to help ease the situation. 

10-00:12:55 
 I went to Moscow for the first time then over a long weekend, and there it was 

interesting because the city had these business hotels that were very posh and 
the lobby was filled with all these ex-KGB guys that were bodyguards for 
hire. If you wanted to go to the bank or you were insecure, you could hire 
them for a certain amount of time and they'd go with you. They were part of 
the hotel staff.  

10-00:13:21 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow, wow. 

10-00:13:21 
Resh: It was a very interesting time to be there. And, of course, Moscow is one of 

the loveliest cities in the world with the Novodevichy Convents, the great 
churches, and the Kremlin. It was really a nice experience and, as I said, I 
liked my Russian colleagues very much. 

10-00:13:39 
Eardley-Pryor: What an amazing time to witness that, that moment of transition. 

10-00:13:43 
Resh: And just the poverty that they were experiencing.  

10-00:13:45 
Eardley-Pryor: And in January of all times. 

10-00:13:48 
Resh: And in January. And we'd go into the labs and no lights would be turned on 

because there was no electricity. I may have mentioned this but a piece of 
equipment that would be the size of a suitcase here was the size of a 
refrigerator there. They never scaled down the way we have. The best science 
done in Russia today is in Siberia because all of the children of the dissidents 
and the Decemberists that were intelligent stayed there and are really doing 
fabulous research. 
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10-00:14:29 
Eardley-Pryor: I interviewed one of your colleagues at Berkeley in the Chemical and 

Biomolecular Engineering Department. His name's Alexis Bell. And Alex 
married a woman whose father was a scientist in one of these chemical 
science cities, but it was for chemical weapons. Super, super secret. She ended 
up getting her PhD and becoming a catalytic scientist, but that generational 
change that happens there, of people just getting stuck in these places in the 
middle of Siberia, raising families, and then going on to educate their 
children. What a wild environment. 

10-00:15:02 
Resh: Well, if you've ever seen the series Chernobyl, you see a lot of that very 

accurately portrayed. But you look now and Siberia is actually one of the 
places that profits from global change. It's going to have an immediate 
problem with the melting of the permafrost, but actually in terms of 
agriculture, Russia, like Canada, is one of the countries that will do well. 

10-00:15:30 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. All that forestland moving north. Well, you also have done research, or 

at least aid work, in the former Soviet Republic of Georgia.  

10-00:15:41 
Resh: Yes. There was a program that I taught in for twenty years at Berkeley called 

the Beahrs Environmental Leadership Program (ELP). And this was really an 
excellent program where, I have mentioned this before, people from 
developing countries were brought in. And there was a fund that was set up in 
honor of a Berkeley graduate that died very young called the Buck Kingman 
Fund. People that went to the ELP could apply for funding to work on projects 
with Berkeley faculty. And this was really a great opportunity for them and 
for me. I went on several of these to different places and the first one that I 
went to was to the old Soviet Republic of Georgia. I remember that Cheryl 
and I were on a Cal alumni trip on the Danube, and I went from Vienna to 
Tbilisi right when that trip was over. Tbilisi was kind of a fascinating city. 
The origin of wine may have occurred in Georgia and a lot of human fossils 
were found there. And, of course, Stalin was from Georgia and treated it 
especially badly.  

10-00:17:01 
 Almost all of the projects that came out of this Environmental Leadership 

Program for me were focused on capacity building for biomonitoring and for 
assessment of streams, including the use of teachers and volunteers. In 
Georgia, the woman that went to the Berkeley ELP was a lawyer but had 
friends who were teachers and would participate in the program. We had 
twenty-five teachers from throughout that area and they were very enthusiastic 
about incorporating it into their science teaching. After this experience, I had 
an idea about how to set up workshops that they would work effectively. In 
Georgia, they had me stay at one of the resorts for the upper echelon of the 
communist party. I remember a statue they had of the Russian eagle ripping a 
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rabbit apart, and the rabbit represented Georgia. I was staying and eating 
there. Nobody spoke English and I was gesturing with my few words of 
Russian.  

10-00:18:17 
Eardley-Pryor: When was that visit to Georgia? 

10-00:18:18 
Resh: 2004.  

10-00:18:26 
Eardley-Pryor: So you've done that first trip in 1995— 

10-00:18:29 
Resh: Yes, it was 2004. 

10-00:18:30 
Eardley-Pryor: Okay. So, a good ten years after you had the work at the science city in 

Russia? 

10-00:18:36 
Resh: Right.  

10-00:18:40 
Eardley-Pryor: So a different time than— 

10-00:18:40 
Resh: Georgia was very optimistic about the future. But, again, I saw the old women 

that had worked all their lives, assuming they were going to get Soviet 
pensions, but now begging outside of churches. The woman that I worked 
with, Eka Otatashvili, wrote to me in early 2021 that the Georgia 
Environmental and Education Centre had adopted the procedures for science 
classes nationwide. Eka ended up going to the UN with her husband as part of 
the Georgian delegation. She was very bright. 

10-00:19:13 
Eardley-Pryor: Was Georgia a similar circumstance to the experience you had in the Russian 

science city where these former physicists are now being reconstituted to 
becoming natural science researchers on the environment? 

10-00:19:27 
Resh: After the Rose Revolution, Georgia embraced the west and developed much 

faster. Now, since I was there, they've had problems with Russia in terms of 
borders and were invaded fairly recently. But the people were very optimistic 
about getting away from the Soviet yoke. It was very encouraging.  

10-00:20:17 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. And I have a note that just a few years after you said you were in 

Georgia, in 2006, you went back to Russia for some sort of work in St. 
Petersburg. What was that? 
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10-00:20:29 
Resh: That project was really very interesting. St. Petersburg has a huge center 

working on the Baltic Sea, which is essentially fresh water, and all of the 
springs and small streams that feed into them. And, again, there was a woman, 
Natalia Vinograd, that was very involved in that project. She came to the ELP 
and invited me to come to St. Petersburg to hold biomonitoring workshops 
and co-author a book about how springs in that region should be studied.  

I made several trips back to St. Petersburg to work on that book. And I 
remember it was cheaper for the grant to rent an apartment than for me to stay 
in hotels. The Russian apartment itself was very nice but the area surrounding 
it was falling apart. I'd be stepping over drunk Russian men that were passed 
out in the street and doorways. There were huge problems of alcoholism. But 
there were also people driving around in Mercedes-Benz's and young people 
from wealthy families eating in expensive restaurants. So it was really in that 
transition period. Working with the Russians was wonderful because they're 
very hospitable. And I got a lot of tourism in because I would have all my 
work done and sent to them, and I'd get there and they would say, "Well, we 
don't really have all ours done. We don't want you to waste your time. Let's go 
sightseeing." And so, they would take me out into the countryside. Of course, 
they would break out the vodka starting at 10 in the morning. One day I 
declined and the next day they brought apple juice because they thought I 
didn't like drinking the vodka straight!  

It was just old people that lived in the villages. Everybody else had left. One 
of my colleagues was married to an architect and he had been to the 
Hermitage one day a week for his entire high school training. He took me one 
day through the Hermitage. He said, "You cannot look at any paintings. You 
just have to look at the building and that's all we'll talk about." It was 
fascinating. And then, of course, other times we went back and looked at the 
paintings. They were really marvelous hosts. The Russian churches are 
beautiful. Every inch of wall space is filled with icons and paintings. And we 
finally got the book done so that was nice as well! 

10-00:23:01 
Eardley-Pryor: In thinking about the book and the work on springs, it reminds me of your 

work that you did on California Springs and some of your grad students 
having done work on springs in the Sierra Nevada. It makes me wonder, 
insects around the world, I would think, would be so different. That there'd be 
such great variation across the world. So how can you translate work on 
springs that you do, for example, in North American to the work that you did 
outside of St. Petersburg? 

10-00:23:29 
Resh: Well, if we look at higher taxonomic levels like families and certainly orders, 

there are similarities worldwide. But when we get to the genera and the 
species is where we start finding differences. But, again, we're looking at 
patterns in occurrence and distribution. We always try to look at how these 
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springs worked functionally, and how we could analyze them in terms of not 
just what's there but what's the fauna are doing and how the springs work 
ecologically.  

10-00:24:05 
Eardley-Pryor: That makes sense. 

10-00:24:05 
Resh: I've always been fascinated by springs because they are really unique 

ecosystems all to themselves. You can look at a cattle trough and if it's 
flowing continuously you end up getting a community of animals living below 
the outflow. They're very interesting.  

10-00:24:19 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, another project around the same time you began the work in St. 

Petersburg brought you to Africa, but to a different location than you had done 
the OCP work, and this was to Uganda in 2006. What was the work you were 
doing there? 

10-00:24:35 
Resh: Again, we were doing biomonitoring training, but we had a very interesting 

twist to it. We were going to national parks and working with park rangers 
because these rangers are traveling all over the parks. Their main job is anti-
poaching. But they also have a lot of time on their hands. If we could teach 
them to take samples and they could learn to identify what was there, we 
could have an idea of water quality, especially around the edges of the park 
boundaries to see if there were declines in water quality based on village 
encroachment and issues like that. And also, there was the potential to look 
for new areas that were still pristine that could be added to the national parks. 
It was great because these park rangers were very enthusiastic. I remember 
that we'd be bending overlooking in a stream or pond, or looking at the insects 
in a tray with samples, and they'd have their M16 rifles on their backs!  

I worked with a local scientist who I just heard from the other day, Aventino 
Kasangaki. He is a PhD from University of Kampala, who worked with 
invertebrates, fish, and he was my contact from the ELP originally. And then 
we had a wonderful guy who had been Aventino's field assistant, Willie. 
Cheryl and I went back to Uganda once, saw Aventino, and we invited Willie 
and his wife and son for lunch at the hotel we were staying. And they had a 
buffet and his little boy, who must have been about seven, sees all this food 
that we Americans and Westerners take for granted in buffets. His eyes were 
literally popping out of his head. We kept on saying, "Eat, eat. Try 
everything." Aventino and Willie were great workers and great friends. And 
that was really an interesting project because we went to western Uganda to 
where the mountain gorillas are in Bwindi Impenetrable Forest. This is in the 
Varuna area, where Rwanda, the Congo, and Uganda come together. We also 
did work together at Queen Elizabeth National Park.  
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10-00:26:55 
On that trip I had some of my worst encounters with animals, one of which I 
mentioned before, the mango flies. They were always a problem. But one day 
I was walking with a ranger and I was kind of talking and not paying 
attention, and all of a sudden, he shoved me out of the way. A black mamba 
was coming through the trees at me. These rangers see wildlife so well. 
Another time, and I may have mentioned this to you, we were staying in 
bandas, which are small circular huts, and we were told that there were lions 
around. And for some crazy reason, I had gotten up early in the morning and 
was walking around, I was walking down toward the stream toward hippos. I 
just wasn't thinking. But I think, in general, that when Americans go to 
national parks, we think, "It's a park. We're going to be safe." And sometimes 
we just do stupid things. I also got to the point of really hating chimpanzees 
there because of the problems that the locals had with them. A chimpanzee at 
a 150 pounds is stronger than three or four men and when they're stressed for 
food, the stuff they do is—killing each other and killing the young, but also 
going into villages and attacking villagers. At one village, chimpanzees had 
stolen a baby and were eating it while it was still alive. Since then, I never go 
to look at the chimpanzees in the zoo.  

10-00:28:29 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow, wow. I was going to ask what kind of differences you saw in those 

national parks versus US national parks. But now I'm thinking more on how 
does that landscape and your engagement with that landscape differ from 
West Africa, for example? 

10-00:28:44 
Resh: Well, West Africa is very forested. That's why the national parks in West 

Africa have never drawn a lot of tourists. You don't see an elephant until it's 
almost upon you, which happened to us quite often. You don't have those 
beautiful vistas of the umbrella acacias that just have that beautiful Out of 
Africa look. You have a lot of the same types of animals such as antelopes. 
But I always felt like I was in two different worlds in West and East Africa.  

10-00:29:34 
Eardley-Pryor: Now, I can't remember if we've talked about this on record or not, but you also 

had an experience in Indonesia, in Bali, around 2008 during the times of [legal 
trials over] the bombings that were happening in tourist bars. 

10-00:29:46 
Resh: Yes. 

10-00:29:46 
Eardley-Pryor: Do you remember, Vince, if we've talked about that? 

10-00:29:48 
Resh: Well, I think Cheryl may have talked a little about it because she was really 

concerned. I cryptically had said to her, "I'm out of Bali." I think I was in 
Ubud, Indonesia, which was quite near to where they were doing the 
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executions. The trial had ended, and they had sentenced them to death. I said 
something like, "I'm out of here so don't worry," and that made her even 
worry more. And she went to the internet and found out about the bombings 
and demonstrations. She told you the story that the University planned to 
bring the Octet, the girls singing group, to Jakarta and that the University was 
just totally oblivious to what was going on there. I was supposed to give a talk 
at an event for the Berkeley alumni association of Jakarta. They had a bomb 
threat for the night I was to speak and they did bomb it later. It was really 
quite unsettling, especially the last day when I was getting out of there. Cheryl 
was insisting that I leave my American hotel and go to, say, a French hotel, 
and I think I moved to the Mercure or one of those chains. But I ended up 
spending the day in this beautiful Jakarta mosque. They were very friendly to 
me. And I thought that's the safest place to be because there's demonstrations 
everywhere. And I just couldn't sit in a hotel room and go stir crazy.  

10-00:31:15 
 I did a couple of aid programs to Indonesia. One was with a group that was in 

eastern Java, in a city called Surabaya. And this was with a local group where 
both the husband and wife that were the head of it had come to the ELP. It 
was called ECOTON. And they were doing incredibly useful education and 
conservation work. They had expanded their program into biomonitoring as 
well. Again, we worked with teachers. The husband of the couple, Prigi, won 
the Goldman Environmental Prize, which is the biggest prize that's given for 
citizen involvement. The other involved a local environmental group 
Kampung Pending and had an ELP graduate as the coordinator. I think both of 
those projects in Indonesia, which involved monitoring workshops and 
training teachers, were also enjoyable and successful. 

10-00:32:08 
Eardley-Pryor: That ELP work really had a lot of legs not just for the people to come in and 

enjoy the training regularly, but then for people in their home nations. 

10-00:32:16 
Resh: Exactly. And I really just had wonderful times on these programs. If the 

participants are going to go to the trouble of writing a grant to bring somebody 
to help them, they're pretty well committed that they want it to work well. 
Another project I did with an ELP graduate, Erdene Ganjuurjav, was in 
Mongolia. It had a lot of problems but not because of the people I worked 
with there but of just being in Mongolia. A series of mishaps occurred. We 
were looking at developing a monitoring program to detect the sources of 
mercury that were polluting the rivers because the environmental effects of 
mercury were creating huge problems there. 

10-00:32:56 
Eardley-Pryor: Where was the mercury coming from? From coal factories? 
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10-00:32:59 
Resh: No, it was from gold mining. The small-scale, artisanal miners used mercury 

for amalgamating the gold. I first was working with the big mining companies 
there but they're not using mercury because it is illegal to use in mining in 
Mongolia. But the artisanal miners were using it. The local people I worked 
with, and again they were from the ELP, wanted to set up a monitoring 
program for mercury. But never, in a few weeks period, had I had so many 
things gone wrong. Early on I was robbed on the street and I remember 
mentioning that to one of the engineers that was with the big mining 
companies that I interviewed. When I told him, he looked at me and said, 
"Lucky you didn't get stabbed." He just viewed it as part of life in Mongolia 
right now. And from all of the artisanal gold mines I visited, I ended up 
getting mercury poisoning! 

10-00:34:05 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, wow. 

10-00:34:07 
Resh: They were amalgamating the gold with mercury and then they evaporated the 

mercury off. They would try to re-collect some of the mercury but a lot of it 
goes to methyl mercury, which is very poisonous. We'd be in these small areas 
exposed to these fumes and I remember one of the mining engineers said, "As 
soon as you get home you got to check yourself for mercury poisoning." They 
do it regularly and what they do is they do a blood and a urine test and they 
look for the ratios between them. And then the craziest thing— 

10-00:34:47 
Eardley-Pryor: What happened as a result of that, Vince? What do you do recall? 

10-00:34:50 
Resh: Oh, our physician Rong Huang, who's a great friend, recommended cilantro. 

Cilantro chelates the mercury and so you're excreting it much faster. I have to 
admit that I haven't eaten much cilantro since then because I was eating it 
three meals a day. Because China's has had long-term problems with mercury 
over time, cilantro is a very old folk remedy. 

10-00:35:15 
Eardley-Pryor: Is this the green herb cilantro? 

10-00:35:17 
Resh: Yes, the green herb cilantro.  

10-00:35:20 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. 

10-00:35:19 
Resh: But the craziest thing that happened, and this was really— 
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10-00:35:26 
Eardley-Pryor: Okay, wait. Wait. Getting robbed and getting mercury poisoning were not the 

craziest things that happened?  

10-00:35:30 
Resh: No. The craziest thing that happened was we were going out to some sites and 

we saw a hunter using eagles to go out and catch rabbits on the steppe, 
because what they do is they train them to go out, and they catch rabbits and 
small game and bring them back. This is how they get food. One of the 
Mongolians—and again, they were great hosts sees someone doing this and, 
said, "Oh, let's stop for a photo." And then somebody said, "Let's have a photo 
with the eagle on your arm." And I'm saying, "No, no. I don't need on." I don't 
really like being around big birds that much. I don't know if it's a phobia but 
it's—so I said, "No, it's all right." They said, "Oh, yes, do it. It'll be a great 
photo." So they take my camera. I've got a red rain jacket on. I'm like not 
looking at the eagle. I've got my head down and I've got my arm extended out. 
But instead of putting an eagle on my arm the hunter puts a griffin vulture on 
my shoulder! Now, this griffin vulture is a meter tall, and must weigh twenty-
five pounds. My arm—remember I'm not looking—drops and the vulture 
starts biting me. Now, what's the most unusual part, they're taking pictures the 
whole time of me with my arms askew and this vulture is biting me. I'm 
screaming to get this thing off me. And I thought, "Oh, God, this is the 
craziest thing that's happened on an already crazy trip." Well, Cheryl and I go 
back to Mongolia just a couple of years ago and we deliberately search out 
somebody that is hunting with birds and I have him put a griffin vulture on my 
arm. I have a photo with a look of triumph after conquering this nightmare 
that I had had for so long! When I was holding the damn bird, why did he bite 
me? I was wearing my red jacket and I think that he thought it was blood that 
he was going after.  

10-00:37:31 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, my gosh.  

10-00:37:33 
Resh: And the last thing, I'm leaving the country. And I think I'm flying back to 

Vienna. I just want to get the hell out of there. They're checking my luggage 
and I had bought a little Buddha from a monastery. Maybe it was fifteen 
dollars. And the customs official said that I was smuggling a culturally 
sensitive artifact out of the country and that I was violating their laws! Well, 
what I did is I just gave it to them. I said, "Just take it. Take it." When Cheryl 
and I went back a few years later, we visited the old monastery where I bought 
the statue. They weren't selling any artifacts anymore and I think that the 
customs agent probably was right. It was a culturally sensitive artifact and 
they were just selling it to make money for the monastery.  

10-00:37:17 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. 
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10-00:38:20 
Resh: And, actually, one of my students went back to work on a project in Mongolia 

a few years later and he brought me back a Buddha. I had told him that story 
and this was his gift. All those ELP projects, though, really were very good. 
I've actually kept in touch with all of my collaborators and they're all still 
doing very well. This was especially true in Indonesia. The Indonesia projects 
are really successful. Africa not so well, maybe "C'est Afrique." Our program 
with the rangers is still ongoing but has some problems. They are still taking 
samples but with a big backlog to be identified. 

These aid projects were always great adventures, and it was especially 
interesting being involved with local people. In many cases, we're staying at 
research stations, which are pretty primitive compared to ours. But the 
projects and the areas that we visited were always very interesting. I 
remember in Uganda, the butterflies were just so magnificent, as was 
watching the howler monkeys and doing walks in the area. It was just great 
walking around, just being there.  

10-00:39:28 
Eardley-Pryor: Your experiences around the world are just amazing. They're just amazing. 

Your life and your work have brought you to all these places for all these 
experiences.  

10-00:39:39 
Resh: Well, Cheryl and I once were in Angola, a country that has no tourists. We 

were taking a group there for the first time and we had police escorts and 
everything for security. Well, there was a dance show that was going on and I 
thought, "Oh, I've seen this before." I just leave the hotel, and I'm walking out 
on the street and police come looking for me. I said, "Oh, I walk around 
African cities all the time. Nothing's going to happen." They said, "No, no. 
You can walk, but we'll go with you." I had my two guards with me as I went 
for a stroll along the streets!  

10-00:40:07 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, I want to make sure we transition and have time to talk about some of 

the consulting projects that we haven't covered yet, as well. Is there anything 
else from international aid work that you would like to share before we 
transition to the consulting projects? 

10-00:40:20 
Resh: Well, just that they were all wonderful. In essence, it was another form of 

teaching. Very often there were these insights into local cultures but more 
often just into the universal condition. We'd even talk about potential 
pandemics and public health problems, and we now have the probable bat 
transmission of disease to humans. When the bird flu was starting in the early 
2000s, one of the common scenes in Lao were abandoned lots with dead 
chickens that farmers would hide because they didn't want their whole flock to 
be killed. And it was clear that the way it was being transmitted, even though 
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they were killing chickens, was by fighting cocks. Because the fighting cocks 
were traveling all over the country and nobody would kill a successful 
fighting cock. They were too valuable to the farmers. And this is really the 
transmission that just kept on going on. 

10-00:41:20 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, wow. 

10-00:41:21 
Resh: The fighting cocks were just too valuable to kill, even if infected. 

10-00:41:24 
Eardley-Pryor: That was the vector that was bringing the— 

10-00:41:25 
Resh: That was what was transmitting the virus all around.  

10-00:41:28 
Eardley-Pryor: Despite killing off however many of the poultry that were infected? 

10-00:41:31 
Resh: Millions. Millions of chickens. And then the other thing, of course, is with the 

bird flu and with anything else, you worry about an intermediate vector that 
can bring it to humans, and they think it was pangolins for COVID-19. For 
bird flu, all that would have had to happen was for the bird flu to get into a pig 
because pigs are physiologically similar to humans. Finding the right pig and 
then suddenly the bird-flu pandemic would have been even worse. So, I think 
this is one of the things we'll face in the future. The trust in public health has 
declined so much in the United States and in other parts of the world.  

10-00:42:17 
Eardley-Pryor: It boggles my mind.  

10-00:42:18 
Resh: Yes. 

10-00:42:20 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. Well, let's make this transition to talking a little bit about some of the 

consulting projects that, again, was a mix of teaching and training students, 
and also doing some research that could be used later, perhaps for collections. 
What were some of the consulting projects that you wanted to talk about? 

10-00:42:39 
Resh: Well, what I'd like to start off with was how my work life at Berkeley seemed 

to be partitioned into different activities. I had my teaching, which included a 
variety of courses but I also had workshops and courses that that I gave at 
other universities and for UN agencies. I also had the alumni trips that I 
lectured on for over 25 years and Cheryl played a huge role in these. I had my 
research in California with graduate students and colleagues, and I had 
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international projects as well. I did aid projects that were very specific in their 
goals. And then I did environmental consulting projects as well.  

I want to mention why I would do a project as a consultant as opposed to 
doing it through the university. There were a lot of reasons why. One of them 
is that sometimes companies have proprietary control over the data collected. 
In other words, the information that can't be published without permission and 
the university will rarely agree to that. Typically, faculty can't have a formal 
agreement if there's proprietary data. The other is that if a project's not 
amenable to a student research and theses, because there's nothing on it that 
can be converted into original research, it's not going to be worthwhile for 
them to do it. 

10-00:43:25 
Eardley-Pryor: That one makes sense to me. The first one, Vince, about the proprietary data 

and the university not wanting to go along with that, is that because Berkeley's 
a public university? Like, if it was a private school, like say Northwestern or 
Harvard or Yale, would there have been more of an inclination to join that 
project? 

10-00:43:38 
Resh: Sometimes there are requirements that you can't have a project with 

proprietary data. But again, with Defense Department funding, there's always 
something proprietary about a lot of that research. John's Hopkins gets more 
grant money than I think any university on the country and a lot of that is 
related to defense. But if we can't publish it without working directly with the 
company, there's no point in trying to do it through the university unless 
university facilities will be involved. Of course, when consulting is not 
through the university, no university facilities can be used and there are very 
strict rules on this. And especially if students are involved, if they're trying to 
do a thesis or dissertation and they can't publish using the data, what good's is 
that going to do for them? Of course, small projects that provides some extra 
money and experience is a good experience for students to have. I know that I 
felt so as a graduate student. 

Another issue is that on several of my consulting projects the fieldwork is 
enormous and the company engaged would actually want the fieldwork done 
by an engineering or environmental consulting firm. I was involved in a 
project, which I'll describe later that had two crews of six people in the field 
six days a week for six weeks. And, again, you can't have students do that 
time commitment. And one of the things that consulting firms are very good at 
is they meet targets for project completion and reports. If they say they're 
going to have a report on January 1st, they'll have a report then. With 
universities I'd say it's very rare to meet report deadlines, and maybe never! 
And then the other thing is the length of the project. I have been involved in 
projects that lasted twenty-five years as a consultant. And again— 
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10-00:45:13 
Eardley-Pryor: Too long for grad school. 

10-00:45:16 
Resh:  Yes, that is why you never really could involve students if consistency is 

important. That doesn't mean that we didn't have spinoffs from consulting that 
students can use in their research. That was really a very common thing that 
we did in my lab.  

The first big project that I was involved in was soon after I came to Berkeley. 
This involves Homestake Mining. In 1978, I got a call from a consulting firm 
asking if I would go up to this area in Lake County and look to see if there are 
any environmental problems in an old mining area, called the Manhattan 
Mine. By the way, I didn't know Homestake was involved at all. I drove up 
there and I thought, "Gees, what a dump!" There were old, wrecked school 
buses, an abandoned mine and iron-stained rocks in the springs. The pH was 
so low that nothing was living in the stream. And I'm looking around and I'm 
thinking, "Gee, I'm getting $500 to do this? This is great. This is going to be 
the easiest report to write. There's nothing here."  

10-00:46:30 
Eardley-Pryor: What was this for? 

10-00:46:32 
Resh: Pardon me? 

10-00:46:33 
Eardley-Pryor: Do you know what it was for? Like, why would they hire you to go do that 

monitoring? 

10-00:46:37 
Resh: Here's the rub I was going to the site of the original McLaughlin Mine where 

they were going to develop it into the largest gold mine in the world. I should 
have spent a week looking for something up there to work on! They were very 
clever in that they brought the school buses in to make it look like it was an 
old, abandoned area, with nothing of value. But I think about maybe six 
months after I finished, they announced that the Manhattan Mine was the site 
of the new McLaughlin Mine.  

10-00:47:16 
Eardley-Pryor: But they had brought in these buses to devalue the site—to make it look 

abandoned? 

10-00:47:19 
Resh: Yes, to make it look like a junkyard. The owner of the Manhattan Mine, I 

think his name was Beadle went from living a subsistence life to being a 
multi-millionaire. I'll look at the McLaughlin Mine book because I'm curious 
if they mention that story. 
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10-00:47:56 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah, yeah. I was just going to make mention, just for people that are reading 

this interview, to say that the Oral History Center has an enormous collection 
of oral histories, forty-eight or so, all about the McLaughlin Mine. And then 
volumes, like eight volumes or so, of these interviews that range—some are 
two hours, some are seventeen hours long. And a new book is being written 
by a formal Oral History Center interviewer and her last name is Swent, that's 
coming out this year from University of Nevada Press. I think it's called One 
Shot for Gold or something like that. [Eleanor Herz Swent, One Shot for 
Gold: Developing a Modern Mine in Northern California, 2021.] 

10-00:48:28 
Resh: The One Shot Mine. That was another mine that was up there. I didn't do 

anything more with Homestake again until around 1980, a few years later. 
And then I got a call about a hot spring resort called Wilbur Hot Springs, 
which was a very popular alternative life-style resort. They had sold their 
mineral rights to Sunedco, which was part of Sun Oil, and Homestake. 
Sunedco was going to develop geothermal energy there and, of course, 
Homestake was interested in the potential gold there. And so what Wilbur Hot 
Springs did was they used the money that they got from selling the rights to 
sue these companies, saying that there was an endangered species up there. 
The endangered species of insect was called the Wilbur Spring Shore Bug, 
and it was the first aquatic insect that was ever proposed for listing.  

Homestake asked if I would be interested in coming up and looking at the 
habitat and show them the insect. After that, they asked if I would go to the 
Homestake Mining headquarters in San Francisco to talk to them about what I 
thought they should do about the endangered species. And I didn't think much 
about the meeting, thinking it would be an informal chat, and I wore a colorful 
shirt. And I go in there and there's ten lawyers and executives in white shirts, 
ties, and suits. And it's clear they're looking at me thinking, "Should we trust 
this guy with taking out the garbage, much less this multi-million-dollar 
investment we've got that's being threatened with a lawsuit over an 
endangered species?" And so, they had hired an environmental consultant to 
be there to "check me out" and be at that meeting. He's not there at the 
beginning when they're first talking to me. But he comes in and it's Gene 
Mancini, someone that I went to graduate school with. 

10-00:50:21 
Eardley-Pryor: No way. You went to the University of Louisville together? 

10-00:50:24 
Resh: It worked to great. They ended up hiring me. But afterwards Gene and I leave 

the building and he says, "I think you need a double martini." And he buys me 
a double martini and says, "Don't dress like that ever again when you're going 
to a meeting." That was the first thing he said to me! And I've never forgotten 
that advice! 
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The project was really very interesting and lasted a couple of years. We did a 
lot of surveys and found that that this really wasn't a hot spring insect at all. It 
was specific to highly saline springs and occurred in Wilbur Hot Springs 
because these hot springs were also rich in salts and minerals. And I predicted, 
based on water chemistry of springs that the US Geological Survey had done, 
where it should occur. And I went all throughout the coastal region and it was 
very successful. Our predictions were accurate and it didn't occur in non-
predicted areas. We produced a couple of really nice papers from this. Then a 
graduate student got interested in how the shore bug managed to live in this 
stressful environment. These salts and minerals are generally toxic. And the 
graduate student found out, it would pierce the gut of insects that could 
tolerate these salts, suck their blood out, and that was how it got its moisture. 
They just didn't drink the water! And so any potential competitors that got in 
would have [to] drink the water and would die. It was a great research project 
as a follow up to a consulting project. Homestake never raised the question of 
keeping the data proprietary from the beginning. The student, Mark Barnby, 
wrote a fabulous dissertation on that project.  

And we ran into so many different characters while doing those projects. 
There was a guy that was living near an abandoned mine there. His sister had 
died in the Jonestown massacre, and he had blown up part of the mountain to 
bury his sister. And when Mark was doing his dissertation, we'd go up to 
Wilbur Hot Springs. Wilbur Hot Springs essentially is a nudist colony. 
Everybody's walking around naked. We'd be fully dressed and I would say, 
"Mark, do not blink and look at them right in the eye. Never take your eyes 
off their faces." I always afraid of the possibility that Herb Caen, the 
columnist, would be writing, "And look what Berkeley researchers are doing 
now." But we really had a very interesting time. Mark did the physiological 
research working with an old friend of mine, Ralph Smith, and together 
worked this very interesting problem out.  

10-00:52:44 
Eardley-Pryor: Gosh, that's wild. Where in Central California are the Wilbur Springs? 

10-00:52:46 
Resh: It's near the border with Colusa County. If you follow Cache Creek, it's right 

off of Bear Creek near Highway 20.  

Eardley-Pryor: It sounds like a wild place. 

10-00:53:09 
Resh: Oh, it was. They were running a cocaine-ender program when we were up 

there, where I think they were charging a couple of thousand dollars a week 
with the argument that you couldn't end the addiction unless you were paying 
as much for the treatment as you were for the cocaine you were using. It's still 
there and operating.  
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10-00:53:39 
Eardley-Pryor: A wild place where the wild bugs are getting their water from killing and 

eating the insides of other bugs. 

10-00:53:46 
Resh: Yes. 

10-00:53:47 
Eardley-Pryor: Amazing. 

10-00:53:48 
Resh: It was a very popular resort in the turn of the century to the twenties and then 

became run down. A psychologist, Richard Miller, bought it and really did 
quite well with it. 

10-00:53:59 
Eardley-Pryor: Gosh, that's a wild project. So that's great. I have a note here that you also did 

a project to eliminate snails from sewage treatment facilities. Where were you 
involved with that work? 

10-00:55:38 
Resh:  I mentioned a bit about this project before. David Jenkins was in the 

Department of Civil Engineering at Berkeley and a friend of mine. He was a 
legendary wastewater engineer. He was always getting calls about problems in 
sewage treatment plants. In the Reno plant, they realized the snails that had 
gotten into their sewage treatment plants and were actually eating the bacteria 
that were critical to the process of removing nitrate. The receiving waters for 
the plant's discharge had very strict regulations that they had to have below a 
certain threshold of these chemicals because they can do a lot of damage 
ecologically. And so, he and I flew to Reno one day and went to the sewage 
treatment plant there. And they're showing us all that's going on and the 
problem with the snails. And there are snails everywhere. Jenkins and I write 
up a plan, "First do this, then do this, then do this. Check this, then do this, 
then do this. And if all is working, do this." Well, they didn't do anything we 
said except the last "do this" and all the snails disappeared. We had no idea 
what happened. By this time, we had trouble finding snails to study this issue. 
So I got a graduate student, Igor Lacan, to understand why this last step was 
killing the snails? 

10-00:55:38 
And Igor did a great study. He found that the toxicity of the material they 
added in during the last step had very high toxicity to the snails but only had it 
at a very narrow range of pH. They needed the pH to be about almost exactly 
11.8 and at that point it killed the snails. Fortunately, that happened to be the 
pH when they tried it. At no other point did it kill them. And so this was really 
a great solution. And, of course, as soon as it worked, they sent every sewage 
treatment plant in the west a way to do this. And it won the outstanding 
technical solution for dealing with sewage treatment problems that year. And I 
remember we had a new Dean that kept on talking about patents. "Well, can 
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we patent your approach?" I said, "No. Everybody knows it now. We just told 
everybody to do it." And that was the first sense that this public good 
university is also worrying about getting patents. And, of course, we see it 
with CRISPR. That's the extreme case of what they're going to get more 
funding. Igor did a great thesis about this, although the treatment was so 
effective that he had trouble finding snails because the sewage treatment 
plants had almost none at all! 

10-00:56:49 
Eardley-Pryor:  And almost by accident in some ways. 

10-00:56:51 
Resh: It was an accident. We had no idea why it worked. Again, we had this 

protocol of items for them to check out and they just did the last thing and it 
worked but we had no idea why it worked. It made a great thesis for him.  

10-00:57:06 
Eardley-Pryor: That's wonderful. Well, I also have a note—you mentioned before about a lot 

of work you've done around mosquito prevention and mosquito analysis that 
you did in California. But there's one in particular with a development where 
you were involved in as a consultant, brought in later as an environmental 
consultant. What's that story? 

10-00:57:27 
Resh: This is, to me, was one of the most fascinating stories of my consulting career. 

There was a development in Southern California that was in an area where 
this Bell's Least Vireo, an endangered species of bird, was occurring. This 
housing development was located right next to a marshland. And what the 
housing development did was to hold their open house between 10:00 am and 
4:00 pm during the day. The development was for first-time buyers, so maybe 
the houses at the time were, this was 20 years ago, so maybe $200,000 or 
$300,000. And people would buy the houses sight unseen, then the developer 
would build them. It was a very big development.  

10-00:58:16 
Eardley-Pryor: When was this development project? You said many years ago, but around 

when? 

10-00:58:21 
Resh: This would have been in 1997 and 1998. As soon as the people moved in, the 

mosquito problems were unbelievable. We had data that the mosquito 
abatement districted had collected that showed that the counts were so high 
that people would have been miserable from the bites they could receive. 
They couldn't open their screen doors without mosquitos getting in. And, of 
course, the mosquito abatement district was under the gun because with the 
endangered Bell's Least Vireo they couldn't spray the marshland where the 
mosquitoes were being produced. A lawyer came to me and said, "I'm filing a 
class action suit for these people, that they've been cheated, that certainly the 
developer must have known that there were huge mosquito problems because 
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they had a night watchman there all the time and there was not full 
disclosure." I was the expert witness and did a deposition on behalf of the 
homeowners. It went to trial. But the poor people living in the houses got 
nothing because the appraiser couldn't come up with a dollar amount that the 
mosquito damage or the mosquito prevalence had cost them. It was an 
interesting but a very sad case.  

10-00:58:41 
Eardley-Pryor: That seems crazy to me. Why wouldn't you just get an appraiser that could 

make some sort of value? 

10-00:58:45 
Resh: Well, I think the lawyer thought that the appraiser would do this. But the 

judge threw the case out of court. But the lawyer went bankrupt and the 
homeowners were stuck. They had to give full disclosure about the mosquito 
problem to any potential, future. But again, it's a very interesting case to be 
involved in. 

10-01:00:19 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah, the people who are buying their first homes and they finally think, "Oh, 

I got a house in California. Lucky me." 

10-01:00:24 
Resh: And, again, this is one of the biggest developers in the state was doing that. 

Really a very sad case.  

10-01:00:29 
Eardley-Pryor: Who was the developer? 

10-01:00:31 
Resh: Do you want us all to get sued!  

10-01:00:39 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, let me ask you this. In presenting research and being an editor for a 

leading scientific journal for so long, there are particular standards you need 
to have for an academic publication. How is the presentation of scientific 
research different in that academic environment versus a legal environment? 
Or is it? 

10-01:00:58 
Resh: Well, I think that for many scientists the worst part is the depositions. I share 

an office with a former student that was in the first class I ever taught at 
Berkeley now. He's retired from the university and is a wonderful guy, 
Vernard Lewis. He does a lot of legal consulting and depositions and he likes 
the cat and mouse game with the lawyers during depositions. I really don't. I 
tend to not be quite so sure of myself and use a lot of "maybes" and "perhaps" 
in depositions. An engineer will tend to be more definitive. They would just 
say "yes" or "no." I never really liked the deposition process. It always seemed 
like a game of who could outmaneuver the other. I'm an expert witness for a 
couple of cases now, one involving someone suing the state Department of 
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public Transportation. This is an interesting case, which is why I'm doing it 
but I'd hate to do this for a living. Vernard and I actually gave a seminar for 
graduate students on consulting and being an expert witness. 

10-01:02:08 
Eardley-Pryor: What's the case? 

10-01:02:10 
Resh: It's being litigated now. 

10-01:02:13 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, you can't talk about it? 

10-01:02:14 
Resh: I really can't. 

10-01:02:24 
Eardley-Pryor: No, that's fine. 

10-01:02:24 
Resh: I don't do legal consulting unless the cases are interesting.  

10-01:02:27 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, you're talking about this cat-and-mouse game and how the way you 

would present would be different from an engineer in these kinds of 
depositions. What I'm hearing is that there's more of an acceptance of 
uncertainty in talking about scientific research in the academy versus the legal 
setting. That it's either—they want it to be black or white. 

10-01:02:45 
Resh: Exactly. Roger, you just hit the nail right on the head with that statement. We 

mentioned the McLaughlin Mine earlier. That and the follow up work I did in 
monitoring the gold mine effects has been one of the very long-term projects 
of my life. It started in 1990. So I had this early involvement that lasted for 
almost 25 years.  

10-01:03:21 
Eardley-Pryor: By 1990, the gold mine is in operation? 

10-01:03:23 
Resh: Yes, it's in operation. And Harry Conger, who was the president of Homestake 

Mining eventually become a good friend from our association in the 
Bohemian Club. He once said to me, he said, "McLaughlin Mine was an 
example of state-of-the-art mining technology, because it was a low-grade 
gold. It also was the state-of-the-art in habitat restoration for a mining area"—
in terms of how they did far more than they had to. And finally, "but we didn't 
make any money, so two out of three isn't bad." Their business model was to 
sell the gold at the existing price as it came out of the mine. To break even it 
needed to be about $250 an ounce. I don't know what it is now, maybe $1500 
an ounce or something like that. But had they held on to the gold and had a 
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different business model it would have been more financially successful. But 
they had real-time costs and prior investment costs to cover. They sold the 
company to Barrick Mining. Actually, I continued working for Barrick for a 
number of years. But I was involved with the McLaughlin Mine for twenty-
five years.  

10-01:04:27 
Eardley-Pryor: What made it such a memorable experience for you to be involved with that 

biomonitoring after 1990? 

10-01:04:33 
Resh: Well, first of all, I liked going up there. It was a very interesting place. My 

father was an engineer and I liked talking to the mining engineers and the 
metallurgists. And I don't know if you remember but I told you that when I 
was a kid, I was very interested in rocks and minerals. And they had these 
beautiful serpentine outcrops there and, of course, with serpentine outcrops 
you had very unique plants. Serpentine is poisonous to many plants because of 
the chromium that they have. I just like going up there. And plus, I did it with 
one of my first graduate students, Eric McElravy, who I mentioned earlier. He 
was a wonderful guy in terms of how he helped the Vietnamese community. 
And we were still doing the project in 2015 when he died suddenly but once 
he died, I had to stop the project. Emotionally I just couldn't continue. They 
let us use the data for student dissertations and more than twenty papers came 
out of the monitoring data and the data were the bases for several student 
dissertation chapters.  

10-01:05:29 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, wow. 

10-01:05:31 
Resh: It's still the best long-term data set there is because I took all the samples for 

25 years and Eric did all the identifications. There has never been a long-term 
data set with consistency like that. Sometimes I've regretted that I didn't 
continue, but Eric's death was so sudden and I was so close to him that I just 
couldn't emotionally deal with going back up there. I have not been back 
since. 

10-01:06:04 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh. I've heard that the McLaughlin Mine was one of the more environmental 

gold mines ever done. 

10-01:06:10 
Resh: Completely, in terms of the restoration done. 

10-01:06:13 
Eardley-Pryor: And that it became— 
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10-01:06:14 
Resh: In mineral extraction, spills occur. But when there were spills, typically from 

high flows into the waste ponds, Homestake did restoration or mitigation. 
They were very responsible. 

10-01:06:28 
Eardley-Pryor: I understood that the mine itself—I mean, the McLaughlins are, of course, an 

environmental oriented family, with Sylvia McLaughlin helping found the 
Save the Bay organization. 

10-01:06:40 
Resh: Yes, she had a great impact in founding this NGO along with Kay Kerr and 

Esther Gulick, all were wives of UC Berkeley faculty or administrators.  

10-01:06:40 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. But that the mine itself was given as a part of the UC Natural Reserve 

System now. 

10-01:06:45 
Resh: Exactly. All of our data from that has been put on websites. It's been used in at 

least twenty to thirty papers that I'm aware of, sometimes in studies of long-
term trends showing insect decline. Interestingly, studies don't show that 
decline with aquatic insects like they do with terrestrial insects.  

10-01:07:12 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, interesting. Is that general decline, somehow related to the mass 

extinction event that we're living through? 

10-01:07:17 
Resh: Right. It's probably the widespread use of nicotinoids and various other 

pesticides that are doing it. There's also loss of habitat, increased siltation, and 
nocturnal lighting. 

There're just two other quick projects to mention, one of which was very 
interesting. PG&E was going through relicensing of some of its dams and 
powerplants, and the first one that was coming up was the Middle Fork at the 
Feather River. There are a series of dams there, and the California Sport 
Fishing Association had sued them stating that the pattern of releases that 
PG&E was doing were causing damage to the fish. Well, the pattern of 
releases that they were doing was the result of an agreement with American 
Whitewater, which is a kayaking and whitewater-rafters' organization. I 
initially was asked to do a review of what was going on up there. Over the 
course of the dry season, where normally insects would be present and 
emerging during that whole period. But what happened was that these releases 
were throughout the dry period so that the whitewater rafters could get out 
every month. The problem was that the releases were scouring the river 
bottom and by the time you got to September the only animals that was left 
were clams and mussels. Everything else was washed away. In my review I 
said, "Let them do them several flood releases in May and maybe even June, 
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but just don't do the releases after that," because floods don't occur normally 
after that time and the fauna is adapted to the flood pattern.  

Well, California Sport Fishing and American Whitewater came to an 
agreement. They each could pick a scientist that would direct a project to 
examine the question of releases and the effect on the rivers. California Sport 
Fishing picked me and American Whitewater picked someone at the 
University of Montana that I knew very well. We had even worked on projects 
and articles together. And so, we did the project together. 

10-01:09:28 
Eardley-Pryor: Who's that? 

10-01:09:30 
Resh: Ric Hauer. Again, this involved huge consulting teams. This was a multi-

millions dollar project because PG&E wanted to get this issue resolved once 
and for all so that with every relicensing, they wouldn't have to do these 
studies again. We had teams up there for months. They'd take samples before 
the releases, and they would take samples after the releases. And this was 
done during the period when the American Whitewater would be having their 
rafters. The findings showed the late summer releases really had a drastic 
effect.  

10-01:10:13 
 I remember we're at a public meeting, and it was when Obama was president. 

The head of American Whitewater, said, "President Obama just came out and 
said, 'Americans have to get off the couch. They have to do exercise.' And 
here you're saying that we shouldn't be allowing people to go whitewater 
rafting." Well, this is a class-five whitewater river. What the hell was he 
talking about? People die every year up there. My naivete in this project was 
that I thought people that would be doing whitewater rafting, did it because 
they loved rivers and they didn't want to damage the rivers. Well, that was just 
baloney. All they wanted to do was to be on the river as long as they could 
and have the thrills of whitewater rafting. Well, the conclusion of the 
hearings, and this is still holding to this day, was that only spring releases for 
whitewater rafting should be done, which is what I said in the first review! 
They could have saved millions of dollars if they'd just agreed to it in the first 
place.  

10-01:11:06 
Eardley-Pryor: So, just so I can understand the environmental dynamics that are happening 

there. The regular pulses coming out from the dams to create the whitewater 
regularly was essentially killing off the bug life and the water life? 

10-01:11:22 
Resh: Over the dry season, they were killing the insects, and the only things that 

were left at the end of it were the mussels and clams because they're buried in 
the substrate. 
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10-01:11:29 
Eardley-Pryor: Because the fish have nothing to eat. 

10-01:11:30 
Resh: Yes. It was just so illogical. Hauer and I got along and worked together well 

and it was an interesting project. It was immense. We had millions of bits of 
data that we actually never published anything from it. It would have been too 
much work to just analyze it. We had a statistician from Berkeley helping us 
that really pinpointed yes, there was an effect.  

10-01:12:09 
Eardley-Pryor: What happens to that data in a project like that? 

10-01:12:11 
Resh: I'm sorry? 

10-01:12:12 
Eardley-Pryor: What happens to that data? 

10-01:12:14 
Resh: Well, PG&E has it, as does a consulting firm. They kept all the data. There 

may have been some proprietary issues with that data, as well. At that time, it 
was more than we wanted to take on for simply showing the obvious. If you 
do pulse floods in the dry season where the faunas adapted to not having 
floods, you're going to kill them all off and that's what happened.  

10-01:12:51 
Eardley-Pryor: Have the fish since returned? 

10-01:12:53 
Resh: There's a friend of mine, Jeff Mount, at PPIC, the Public Policy Institute of 

California, and I recently checked with him for an update.  

10-01:13:22 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, it's just a fascinating case example for me because the birth of 

environmental law in the United States in some ways came out of a utility 
company in New York wanting to build a big energy plant on the Hudson 
River and these recreationists coming forward and saying, "That's going to 
ruin our experience of the river if you build this plant there." It's Storm King 
Mountain. 

10-01:13:44 
Resh: Sure.  

10-01:13:46 
Eardley-Pryor: It was one of the first times that the courts in New York State said, "Well, 

shoot, these environmentalists, they kind of have a point. We're going to give 
them standing to sue in court." And so then, fast forward, here you are in this 
California example where you have two different environmental advocacy 
groups, interest groups, one that loves to river raft, one that loves to fish, that 
have standing in court, that could have standing in court going against each 
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other, and this utility company kind of standing in the way saying, "Well, 
what do you want us to do?"  

10-01:14:13 
Resh: Well, one of the things I realized is that there's so many environmental 

organizations that strange bedfellows form sometimes because they need one 
of these organizations to back them up in the next issue that they're involved 
in so they back them up. But American Whitewater, at least the leadership, 
just wanted to get out on the river as often and as long as possible. Even if you 
made more available in the spring, they wanted to have it throughout the dry 
season. They didn't want to let "the camel's snoot into the tent." But I always 
remembered the statement that Obama wants people getting off the couch. I 
don't think Obama had an idea of sending people to whitewater raft. 

10-01:15:10 
Eardley-Pryor: At a class five river. 

10-01:15:12 
Resh: Just one last project we did and, again, this involved a big a lot of consultants 

that actually did the fieldwork. In McCloud, which is an old lumber town, 
there was a lumber factory that actually had made pencils. That was the main 
product. Nestlé wanted to use it as a bottling plant, drawing water out of a 
tributary from a small spring going into Squaw Valley Creek. They bought up 
a lot of the mineral rights and got a lot of the people, local people, to agree to 
the plant.  

10-01:15:53 
Eardley-Pryor: Wait. Just say that again. Nestlé's Bottling Company went and got local 

people to buy up the rights, so that folks didn't know? 

10-01:16:02 
Resh: No, they convinced people to go along with the conversion to a water plant 

and that they could use this spring water and divert water out of Squaw Valley 
Creek. It turned out that Bob Haas, a very good friend, had a ranch there and 
suggested to Cal Trout that I go up and see what the effect of this would be on 
this creek. And it turned out that Nestlé and Cal Trout funded an experimental 
diversion where for a month we took as much water out of the spring as 
Nestlé would have taken with the bottling plant. And as the results were 
coming in, there were certain ambiguities, it wasn't clear one way or the other 
what the effect would be on the stream fauna. But Nestlé pulled out and 
actually went to Sacramento, built a plant where they take tap water, filter it, 
and sell that in plastic bottles. And sell it for more than the cost of gasoline! 
The whole bottled water industry is just pretty crazy. But, again, it was very 
interesting. I liked being up there. I had worked on the McCloud, oh, back in 
1975 and 1976 on a project. It was nice being back up there. And it was nice 
that a friend involved me in this interesting project.  
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10-01:17:11 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. Oh, that's wild. So what Nestlé would have taken out of this creek—this 

diversion, they would have created a diversion from this natural creek. You 
couldn't quite tell if it was going to have as much of an impact, but regardless, 
they just went and put bottled water from Sacramento into their Nestlé 
bottles? 

10-01:17:27 
Resh: Right. What ended up happening in the experiment that we did was that some 

of the time, the diversion of water that would have equaled Nestlé's didn't 
work and there were extra pulses of extra water going into Squaw Valley 
Creek. And that's one of the common problems when doing a major 
mechanical diversion like that, and unanticipated problems come up. It was 
still ambiguous as to what the effect was but at that point Nestlé decided just 
to abandon the project.  

10-01:17:56 
Eardley-Pryor: How did you create the diversion in order for you to do your research? 

10-01:17:59 
Resh: Well, we just had the discharge of the spring go into a different watershed. 

10-01:18:12 
Eardley-Pryor: Ha. And then you just study the effects on that of what was the original 

watershed? 

10-01:18:18 
Resh: Right, So we looked at was there a biological response of losing this much 

water for a month. And, of course, the other issue is whether a month is really 
long enough to show an effect? There were a lot of things that didn't work out 
methodologically as we had hoped. But, again, Nestlé decided to move out. 
Very often bottled water companies use municipal water, filtering it again and 
maybe adding effervesce to it. But it's certainly not worth the money people 
spend on it.  

10-01:18:58 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. Well, they're certainly making a lot of money with it. 

10-01:18:59 
Resh: Yes 

10-01:19:01 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, you mentioned your good friend Bob Haas brought you up there to help, 

to explore this question. I don't remember if we've spoken about this. How did 
you and Bob Haas cross paths? Where did you and Bob meet? 

10-01:19:12 
Resh: We've known each other for over 20 years. I was invited to present a talk at 

the Bohemian Grove encampment. They have a series of camps that people 
stay in. I stayed at one of the camps and Bob Haas was a member there. Over 
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breakfast, I talked about my work with river blindness, and learned of Bob's 
time in the Peace Corps in west Africa. I was asked to join the Bohemian Club 
and the camp and over the summer meetings and other events we became 
friends. He had been in the Peace Corps in West Africa and I was still 
working there. We just formed a very nice friendship and it's gone on for a 
long time. We share book recommendations with each other and occasionally 
get together on the phone with another friend, Jeff Mount. It's been a very nice 
friendship with both of them.  

10-01:19:55 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. I know he cares a lot about you, too, and really admires the work that 

you've done internationally and especially at Berkeley. 

10-01:20:03 
Resh: And you look at what he did as a corporate executive. His work was certainly, 

in terms of looking at human rights, very admirable as well. 

10-01:20:13 
Eardley-Pryor: Absolutely. 

10-01:20:14 
Resh: He's a wonderful man.  

10-01:20:16 
Eardley-Pryor: I would love for him to do his own oral history. His oral history would be 

amazing. But he keeps refusing.  

10-01:20:23 
Resh: I know. I asked him about that. He felt very strongly that he didn't want to do 

it.  

10-01:20:29 
Eardley-Pryor: Maybe you can convince him otherwise? 

10-01:20:31 
Resh: I certainly will try. After my experience with you, I'll try. 

10-01:20:34 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, Vince, how about we take a pause here before we make another 

transition. Is that okay, Vince? 

10-01:20:38 
Resh: Sure.  

[break in audio] 

10-01:20:38 
Eardley-Pryor: Okay. Vince, I wanted to ask about—with regard to the work that you were 

doing, not just consulting work and international aid work, but work that you 
were doing on campus that wasn't explicitly revolving around teaching and 
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research, and that's service work on campus. What was some of the work that 
you've done that comes to mind at Berkeley that you'd like to talk about? 

10-01:21:00 
Resh: Well, Berkeley uses a shared governance. As faculty, we think of our 

responsibilities as being in teaching, research, and service. The service 
component involves administrative duties and committee work, but also 
outreach and community involvement. At the departmental level, I was the 
division chair at one point and served on numerous committees— 

10-01:21:19 
Eardley-Pryor: What was the division name at that point? Because it has changed over time. 

10-01:21:23 
Resh: I think it was still Entomology and Parasitology. We've had so many name 

changes. But I did that and then was replaced by George Roderick, who was a 
former student that I think I mentioned has replaced me in a lot of different 
positions over the years. But I did a lot of academic senate service and was on 
some systemwide committees. For example, I was chair of the Committee on 
Teaching where we— 

10-01:21:49 
Eardley-Pryor: Is this the committee where you met Cheryl? 

10-01:21:52 
Resh: Yes, that's right. It was at an Undergraduate Affairs retreat that I was asked to 

attend in the role of Teaching Committee Chair. The big accomplishment we 
made during my time on the Committee was that we actually wrote the first 
criteria about how teaching was to be used in evaluations of promotion and 
tenure. There had never been any written criteria about that before, so we— 

10-01:22:04 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow, that's important. 

10-01:22:06 
Resh: And then I was chair of the International Education Committee for the 

Berkeley Academic Senate and evaluated Education Abroad Programs in 
different places, like at National University of Singapore and National Taiwan 
University. I was also chair of the Committee on the Status of Women and 
Ethnic Minorities for a while. 

10-01:22:18 
Eardley-Pryor: What was that experience like, as a white man being in charge of the status of 

women and ethnic minorities?  

10-01:22:23 
Resh: That was an attempt to try to broaden the base of the membership but I don't 

know how successful it was. I don't know if they've had a white male do it 
since. But it wasn't easy. That's never an easy committee to be on and 
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especially to be Chair. I'm actually still chairing an Academic Senate 
committee, the Hitchcock Memorial Lecture Committee.  

10-01:22:59 
Eardley-Pryor: What's the purpose of the lecture? 

10-01:22:59 
Resh: This is a great committee because we bring in— 

10-01:23:02 
Eardley-Pryor: What's the Hitchcock Memorial Lecture? 

10-01:23:03 
Resh: We bring in accomplished speakers, like Nobel Prizewinners or highly 

regarded scholars like the physicist Bill Philips, the linguist Deborah Tannen, 
the sociologist Steven Pinker, and many others. And the lectures are great. 
The committee chooses the speakers and makes arrangement for them to come 
and present two public lectures. I introduce them and then take the speaker out 
to dinner after their talks with the Committee. Cheryl comes, too and we 
always have a nice evening. I've done this for really a long time and like it and 
enjoy the Committee. 

10-01:23:33 
Eardley-Pryor: There's some story related to asking, now, President Biden's science advisor to 

come talk. What's the story related to that? 

10-01:23:41 
Resh: Well, that's not one of the happier stories because what I did was I invited Eric 

Lander to come. Now, Eric Lander is the head of the Broad Institute in 
Massachusetts. He's a mathematician that applies his work to biology, and he's 
really a very powerful "biopolitician." But I had been unaware of the role that 
he was playing in the lawsuit— 

10-01:24:07 
Eardley-Pryor: With CRISPR, the patent. 

10-01:24:07 
Resh: — between Berkeley and the Broad over CRISPR. And after the word got out 

that we were planning on inviting him, I received some furious emails from 
some of the molecular biologists. "Who the hell invited this guy? Why are you 
doing this?" One of the requirements is we have to have a department that's 
willing to sponsor the speaker to meet with their department members and 
students. And actually, the one nice thing about this whole affair was that 
Jennifer Doudna was willing to sponsor him, even with their history over the 
patent suit. But then COVID hit and it ended right there. But I think he is 
certainly a very competent, but controversial figure. He recently had to resign 
as Biden's Science Advisor over his administrative style. 

10-01:24:50 
Eardley-Pryor: Certainly a politician. 
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10-01:24:52 
Resh: The previous one under Obama was John Holdren, who had been at Berkeley 

for a number of years as a professor and then went to Harvard. As soon as he 
stepped down as advisor, we invited him to be a speaker for the Hitchcock. 
We have a very nice honorarium that we give and they get to spend a nice 
week on the campus. 

10-01:25:10 
Eardley-Pryor: Did Dr. Holdren come? 

10-01:25:11 
Resh: No. Again, it was COVID. Even before there was the lockdown, he was 

concerned about flying. He was perhaps worried about preexisting health 
conditions. I also liked chairing the College Executive Committee.  

10-01:25:44 
Eardley-Pryor: Do you think Berkeley as a self-governing institution is successful in that 

realm? 

10-01:25:48 
Resh: I think it's about as successful as it can be. There's always going to be the 

conflicts between the faculty and the administration. If you have a strong head 
of the academic senate that really is outspoken, and we have had some, then 
the shared governance shifts a little more towards the senate. If not, it stays 
with the administration. I think everybody's pleased with Carol Christ as 
Chancellor. We certainly trust her, which is a very nice situation to be in. 

10-01:26:18 
Eardley-Pryor: She's been a pretty remarkable chancellor and came into a situation that was 

complicated.  

10-01:26:23 
Resh: But I think the other thing is because this is the end of her administrative jobs, 

she's taken on the problems that nobody else that wanted a further position 
would want to take on. I think she really sees this as her chance to resolve 
some long festering issues, like People's Park. And, actually, I feel Biden's the 
same way. He's not going to go anywhere after this. This is why I think he's 
taking on some of these very big issues like infrastructure and immigration.  

10-01:26:48 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah, I think so. With regard to Carol, she told me that she came back to 

Berkeley to retire and was pulled into service. 

10-01:26:54 
Resh: They put her in the Center for Higher Education. I don't think she ever thought 

that she would be doing this. But the problems that we had with the last 
chancellor, I think they needed somebody like her.  
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10-01:27:11 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah, I'd agree. Well, another thing I'd like to do together is to talk a little bit 

about some of the research honors and other awards that you have earned 
throughout your career and if there are any stories that come up. So what I'd 
like to do is list a few, and then if you want to tell if one was particularly 
important to you in a certain way, or if there's a story connected to it. And 
they're not necessarily in super organized and in order, but I'll start probably 
from the most recent back, which was that you were one of the Inaugural 
Fellows in the Society for Freshwater Sciences in 2017. 

10-01:27:44 
Resh: That was very nice. I think there were about a dozen of us that they chose to 

be in that category. It really was a very nice honor. It's a society that I've been 
very active in for years. I was President of it one time and published in their 
journal a lot. I really was quite pleased. I remember Cheryl and I went to the 
meeting and it was at Raleigh, North Carolina. She saw an old friend of hers 
from her horseback riding days. I really enjoyed it. We really had a great time. 
It coincided with my fiftieth reunion from Georgetown so we made one big 
swing back east and it was a lot of fun. 

10-01:28:25 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. And that society, I remember, was also a place where you and 

Dave Rosenberg were able to collaborate together.  

10-01:28:30 
Resh: Yes, on establishing the journal of the Society. 

10-01:28:35 
Eardley-Pryor: You were named a Berkeley Fellow in 2016 and you earned, as Cheryl did, 

the Berkeley Citation for Distinguished Achievement in 2015 upon your 
retirement. There's an award from Lyon, France in 2009 where you won, I 
believe it's called, a Doctor Honoris Causa. 

10-01:28:55 
Resh: Yes, an honorary doctorate. The first two, being chosen as a Berkeley Fellow 

and receiving the Berkeley Citation really kind of took me by surprise. You 
don't know you're being nominated for the Citation. The Berkeley Fellow is 
for faculty that have gone beyond the normal expectations of teaching, 
research, and service for faculty and accomplishment and for alumni in terms 
of what they've done for the campus. Bob Haas is also a Berkeley Fellow. I 
think for me it was recognition for my work as Director of the Gump Station 
and my work in West Africa. And the Citation nomination was put together by 
one of my close colleagues, Stephanie Carlson, who's a fish biologist. Again, I 
was totally unaware that she was preparing it or that I would receive the 
Berkeley Citation, just as Cheryl was.  

10-01:29:48 
 The honorary doctorate was fabulous in terms of the French celebration 

around it. Nobody throws parties like the French. The largest group of 
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freshwater biologists in the world are located there. The river scientists had a 
lunch at a local restaurant where they put together a slide show. We had a 
typically great French meal and then the department that was honoring me 
threw another big party. And then we went to Paul Bocuse's restaurant, which 
is the center of nouvelle cuisine, for a dinner that night with the president of 
the university. I think there were three of us that got the honorary degrees. 
And I still tease Cheryl because she never wears heels but did that night. And 
when we were walking into Bocuse's restaurant, she was like a little girl 
rocking on these heels because she was not sure how to manage them! But the 
honorary degree was a great honor and I really appreciated getting it. 

10-01:30:57 
Eardley-Pryor: I can't remember who I was speaking to when they told me this, but when you 

were awarded the Berkeley Citation, that it was a surprise and they said, "I 
think it was the first time I've ever since Vince so shocked that he didn't say 
anything." 

10-01:31:12 
Resh: I didn't know what to say! It was at my retirement party that I received it. 

With the reorganization, we had become a very big department. People retire 
and there's not even an announcement sent out. A lot of people leave really 
pretty bitter, that they don't feel their accomplishments have been appreciated 
or they're not feeling their retirement is being recognized. All kinds of things 
like that happen. And I swore I was not going to leave Berkeley bitter like 
some of my colleagues did. I've had too great a time at Berkeley to feel 
resentment. And so Cheryl said, "Well, let's throw a big retirement party." We 
have a friend that owns an Italian restaurant in San Pablo, La Strada. All the 
big events in our life have been there. When our granddaughter turned one, we 
did as the Chinese do. We had a coming out party. We sent invitations to 
everybody all over the country. A very close friend of mine at Michigan State, 
Rich Merritt, who I've mentioned before in terms of him being instrumental in 
getting me this job, had a classic response. We said in the announcement, 
"Welcome to Colette's coming out party, her first birthday." He calls me and 
he starts hemming and hawing. He finally says, "I got this invitation to this 
coming out party, and Colette's now one. How do you know she's gay?" I 
thought, "Geez. He'd been in the Midwest too long."  

10-01:32:33 
Eardley-Pryor: It was like, "Oh, God, one of these Berkeley invitations. Come on."  

10-01:32:36 
Resh: And then when my mother died, we had a dinner for her friends there. 

[inaudible Zoom recording]. 

10-01:32:39 
Eardley-Pryor: [inaudible]. 

10-01:32:41 
Resh: It's really been a wonderful place in our life. 
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10-01:32:44 
Eardley-Pryor: What's the name of the restaurant that you've had the— 

10-01:32:45 
Resh: La Strada. And our friend is Martino Gonzalez, the owner. He used to work as 

a gardener at the university. It's really a wonderful success story. He has three 
restaurants. We still go now but we eat outside or have takeout meals. It's 
been a wonderful place in our lives for years. 

10-01:33:03 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, I want to get back to some of these other awards. The Society for 

Freshwater Sciences awarded you their Award of Excellence in 2005, and the 
Entomological Society of America, the Pacific Branch, bestowed on you the 
Award for Recognition of Outstanding Contributions to Entomology that 
same year in 2005, as well as earlier, the Outstanding Teaching in 
Entomology in 1994, just a year before you won Berkeley's teaching award. 

10-01:33:31 
Resh: Well, the meeting that I received the Freshwater Sciences Award was in New 

Orleans. A friend of mine grew up in New Orleans and we had his sister pick 
out a restaurant because we wanted to have a dinner for all our friends and 
colleagues. And we went to the Napoleon House, which is one of those 
historical landmarks and we had the upstairs. And we had over a hundred 
people for dinner. And it was just great. I tend to remember more about the 
parties than the awards.  

10-01:34:11 
Eardley-Pryor: The parties were the more memorable. That's great. Because you get to 

celebrate with your friends, right? 

10-01:34:15 
Resh: That's right. 

10-01:34:17 
Eardley-Pryor: You are an elected fellow to the California Academy of Sciences in '95. What 

does that entail? 

10-01:34:23 
Resh: I think that three hundred is the maximum they can have. Somebody has to die 

before somebody else is put in. Again, it's an honorary position. Among the 
fellows they have a committee that advises the Academy on the activities and 
the science conducted there. And I think a couple of them sit on the board of 
directors. I've never done any of those things but it was a very nice honor and 
I was quite pleased to be nominated for memberships.  

10-01:35:00 
Eardley-Pryor: I'm just thinking out loud about the role the California Academy of Sciences 

has in San Francisco and the research and the outreach that they do in 
particular, and I'm wondering if there's some sort of organization or 
movement within the Academy to draw in scholars, especially retired 
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scholars, to be engaged in some of their outreach, in any of that work? I don't 
know if that's something they do? 

10-01:35:25 
Resh: There's a wonderful woman that's doing outreach there now. She was actually 

a student in my Moorea class many years ago, Rebecca Johnson. She worked 
on nudibranchs in the class and actually did her PhD on them. The Academy 
has changed direction. The research that was always done there was 
collection-based research, and now they're really moving towards programs in 
sustainability and they've had a big turnover in staff. A lot of the people 
retired early. It remains to be seen if that's going to work because the value of 
the Cal Academy is the collections, and for then to try to get away from that 
strength is hard to see. Plus, the Cal Academy has never paid very well. A 
friend of mine that was a curator of herpetology there, Bob Drewes, said it 
was started by a bunch of cheap San Francisco businessmen, and it's still run 
the same way!  

10-01:36:15 
Eardley-Pryor: I have a note that after earning the Distinguished Teaching Award from 

Berkeley, which was in '95, that a few years before that, in '92, with CNR in 
France, you had a fellowship there. Was that part of the sabbatical work that 
you went and did there? 

10-01:36:30 
Resh: Yes, it was related to that. The Post-Rouge Fellowship to France and the Lady 

Davis Fellowship to Israel were wonderful opportunities.  

10-01:36:38 
Eardley-Pryor: And you won an earlier teaching award at Berkeley, the Natural Resources 

Teaching Award. Is that a departmental award for teaching? 

10-01:36:45 
Resh: It was the college award. I was certainly very pleased to be acknowledged in 

these areas of service, teaching, and research. One event that was really nice 
happened a couple of years ago when there was an international meeting in 
Sacramento. Two of my former students, Mike Peterson and Gary Lamberti, 
put together a daylong symposium on all the contributions that the lab had 
made since 1975. It was very emotional. We had people flying in from 
Australia and Spain and Israel that had been part of our lab. And, again, we 
ended up with a big party at a restaurant in Sacramento, the Red Rabbit. That 
was really very special, and especially because it acknowledged everybody's 
role, what everybody did in achieving these accomplishments. It wasn't just a 
prize. It honored everybody together that had done this research, which really 
was the way it was and should be recognized. I remember getting very choked 
up speaking at the end because I was talking about the one person that really 
should have been there, Eric McElravy, who had died the year before. He had 
helped so many people with their dissertations and was so generous in so 
many ways. It really is a tragedy that he died so young. 
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10-01:38:07 
Eardley-Pryor: I know that his loss had such a big impact for you. 

10-01:38:11 
Resh: It still does actually.  

10-01:38:13 
Eardley-Pryor: That celebration is especially special to have people from all over your career 

come to celebrate the lab and the work that they did with you there and you've 
made possible for them to engage in. But especially the fact that they engage 
with each other still.  

10-01:38:28 
Resh: Yes. 

10-01:38:28 
Eardley-Pryor: They're involved in each other's lives and the research lives beyond just that 

graduate experience. It's something they carry with them. That's a special 
place that you helped create there. 

10-01:39:36 
Resh: Well, really, if you look at California water, both northern and southern 

California, the students out of our lab are in all the key positions. Even EPA 
has joked that it's kind of incestuous. At UC Davis, Peter Moyle would have 
the same impact in terms of what he's done up there with fish. But it's a very 
nice feeling because they're all so competent and they help each other bring 
about successful changes and improvements. They all work together. This 
week there are three of my former students receiving awards at an 
international meeting for Lifetime Achievement, Research, and Leadership. I 
couldn't be prouder of them.  

10-01:39:11 
Eardley-Pryor: That ethos of working together, even the way that you talk about the lab, as 

our lab, not my lab. Our lab. I think that just also speaks to who you are. And 
it speaks to the kind of space that you helped create there, and why it was so 
important and why it continues to be important in these people's lives.  

10-01:39:31 
Resh: Well, thanks. I'm very pleased with the way it all turned out.  

10-01:39:34 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, when you retired in 2015, what led to that? Why was that the time? 

10-01:39:40 
Resh: Well, first of all, I had been on the faculty for forty years I wanted the 

department to be able to open a faculty slot to fill my position. I already knew 
I could keep my office and lab. I knew that wasn't an issue. I knew I could 
continue to teach. I still had grants. I actually still had some graduate students 
that were finishing. But I wanted to open my position. I was very pleased 
because they filled it almost immediately with a very good Spanish biologist, 
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Albert Ruhi. And I'm just really impressed with what he's done in the short 
time he's been there and he's a very nice fellow. And there's actually a really 
nice aquatic group in the Department now. One of the students that I'd worked 
a lot with has now been given a position as a professor in extension at 
Berkeley working on water problems.  

10-01:40:30 
Eardley-Pryor: Who's that? 

10-01:40:32 
Resh: Ted Grantham. The group is Albert, Stephanie Carlson, and Ted. I have to 

admit that I really appreciate when they invite me to come to lab meetings and 
events like that. I don't want to be, "The old guy in the corner," but once in a 
while to stop in and see them makes me feel good. It's always very nice of 
them to do that. 

10-01:40:58 
Eardley-Pryor: Since 2015 with retirement, where have your interests taken you? What are 

some of the things that you want to share about life from 2015 to the present? 

10-01:41:08 
Resh: Well, I kept on teaching various courses. I've been teaching my fun course, 

Science in the Movies, online during the pandemic. Next semester I'll teach a 
course called Water and Civilization. I was very much involved as a member 
of the Delta Independent Science Board through 2020. I have a former post-
doc from Taiwan, Jacky Chiu, that's gotten me involved in a lot of very 
interesting projects where he's working with Japanese, Chinese, and 
Taiwanese scientists. They're all modelers and they keep me involved to bring 
a touch of reality every once in a while, as to what these models can and 
should do. So I've continued doing that. 

10-01:41:58 
Eardley-Pryor: Who is that? Who is that former post-doc, Vince? 

10-01:41:59 
Resh: Jacky Chiu, or Ming-Chih Chiu, a wonderful guy. But I was very involved 

with the Delta Science Board. We did big reviews of state and federal 
agencies on water quality, invasive species, and monitoring. We also were 
involved with the proposed tunnels that would be diverting water from the 
Sacramento River and transport it under the Delta to the canal and aqueduct 
carrying water to Southern California, and especially now with the switch to a 
single tunnel. And then a couple of things happened. I was the principal 
investigator on a grant in the Philippines. It was a very large grant, about $1.7 
million. And I made a trip there and there was an awful lot of logistic 
problems working that far away and I decided not to go for a renewal after the 
additional two years were up.  

10-01:42:46 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, I see. What was the project? Was it biomonitoring in particular places? 
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10-01:42:51 
Resh: Well, yes, it was, but it was using these autonomous devices that looked like a 

surfboard loaded with electronics that could do genomics, measure algal 
pigments, and several physical and chemical measurements. The grant was 
basically to see if the technology worked. They had been developed for 
defense purposes and then used for industrial and universities.  

10-01:43:20 
Eardley-Pryor: That sounds fascinating. Why was it something that you didn't want to 

continue? 

10-01:43:25 
Resh: Well, there were a lot of logistic problems with it. We split the money up so 

we could both do things. A lot of the $1.7 million in the Philippines was spent 
on things other than the projects, and then when it came time for the parts of 
the project that they were going to do there was no money left. We had a big 
problem. For example, they had spent the money to get the device out of 
customs and then we had to pay rent on the device while it was stored there. It 
was just a lot of things and I thought it'd be better for them to do it 
themselves. No hard feelings but it was time for me to move on.  

10-01:44:13 
Eardley-Pryor: With regard to writing, are there projects that you are interested in being able 

to do now that you are retired, or projects that you have been doing that are 
different from the research that you had been doing in the past? 

10-01:44:24 
Resh: Well, I've got two undergraduates that are doing an interesting project on 

water and art, where they're looking at California landscape paintings, 
dissecting them in terms of the elements that are in them. For example. the 
amount of water, turbulence levels, and then quantitatively measuring them in 
terms of the amounts of these landscape components in the paintings. They 
put out a survey, where they varied the attributes of water in the paintings. 
One of their hypotheses is that the higher the amount of water in a painting, 
the more it will be liked. The same thing with turbulence and the clarity of the 
water. They're modifying these with Photoshop and it's a very interesting 
project. They're both artists. One's an environmental design major, the other's 
in public health or pre-med. And they're really doing good things 
independently, so that's been a really fun project to do with students. And like 
I said, the research I'm still doing with my Asian colleagues is very interesting 
as well. 

10-01:45:40 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. Well, we're pretty much approaching the end of our recording 

time here. Is there anything else that we haven't covered that you would like to 
share before we get into questions about—my kind of wrapping-up questions? 
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10-01:45:50 
Resh: Just one last thing. Last summer, I interviewed for a position as the lead 

scientist with something called the California Naturalist Program, that 
basically runs naturalist training programs but also runs Citizen Science 
throughout the state. And I thought this would be a great transition to do. I 
was offered the job in June but just a week after our son Jeff died, and I 
realized I just can't do this. I've not been sorry I turned it down because with 
all that's happened after his death, I couldn't have done it. So I think that 
would have moved me closer to retiring. 

10-01:47:07 
Eardley-Pryor: Do you have interest in pursuing that perhaps once the COVID darkness has 

lifted a little bit and pursuing it then? 

10-01:47:13 
Resh: Probably not. One of the reasons I said no right away was that I knew they 

had other people that would be good for the position and I didn't want to sit on 
my decision. Somebody suggested, "Well, tell them you'll let them know in 
six months," but I didn't want to do that. It had to be a clean break. 

10-01:47:33 
Eardley-Pryor: A couple other things that I am interested in hearing you talk a little bit about. 

You mentioned some of your engagement with the old Oakland Cathedral and 
some of the work you've done in shelters there and the service work, food 
prep work. And I'm wondering is there anything that you want to talk about 
from that experience. Like, why is it that you're engaged in that? 

10-01:47:51 
Resh: Well, it was very interesting and rewarding. Cheryl and I did it for thirteen 

years, where she cooked dinner one night and I cooked breakfast one morning 
a week. There were two or three of us that did it and I think it was for thirty or 
thirty-five people. It just felt good to do it. I felt I've been so fortunate in my 
life. This was something that I just wanted to do. I liked the community and 
its socially oriented outlook. One of the agencies, Berkeley-Oakland Support 
Services took over the shelter. But after thirteen years I think we were ready 
to move on. It was hard to run something like that just on volunteers. We did 
have a coordinator that did that as part of her job but she was volunteer as 
well. But that was really a very special time and I'm very glad I did it.  

10-01:49:01 
Eardley-Pryor: You mentioned the social engagement being a part of that, as well, which very 

much is a theme that runs through your life, having these collaborations and 
friendships in almost any of the work that you're doing, whether it's 
professional work or socially oriented. And so I want to ask about those social 
meetings that come together in that way. You mentioned the Bohemian Club 
that you were a part of for over twenty years, but there are also other clubs. 
The Little Thinkers and the Chit-Chat groups. Can you tell me a little bit what 
those clubs are, and what role they played for you? 
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10-01:49:30 
Resh: Sure. Well, the Little Thinkers is a very interesting group. It was started in 

1948 as a group of faculty that was interested in a project in India. They got 
together for lunch every Friday to talk about it. Well, the India Project fell 
apart but they still met every Friday for lunch since 1948. And when I joined 
maybe about twenty years ago, one of the original members was still there, 
Van Kennedy. Basically there's one rule, that only one person can be talking 
at a time so that everybody is engaged. The name the Little Thinkers came 
from one of the spouses of a member, Hilda Krech, who was the wife of a 
psychologist at Berkeley. She asked him, "Well, what do you talk about?" 
And he said, "Well, we talk about little solutions to big ideas," or something 
like that. And she said, "Oh, like the little thinkers," and that's how that name 
came about. But it's wonderful and a highlight of every week. During the 
pandemic we would meet on Zoom every Friday from noon to 1:30. There's 
only ten or eleven members because we rent the Hart Room in the faculty club 
and that's all the chairs that they have! And it has people from all different 
disciplines on campus. Jesse Choper from the Law School, who did an oral 
history recently, is a member. Other current members are Susan Graham from 
Computer Science, Marvin Cohen from Physics, Beth Burnside from 
Molecular Biology, Charles Faulhaber from Spanish, Louise Clubb from 
Italian, Meg Conkey from Anthropology, retired Vice-Chancellor John 
Cummins, and Eric Gruen and Sheldon Rothblatt from History. Former 
Chancellors Mike Heyman and Al Bowker were also long-time members. 
They are all very interesting, accomplished people. It's really something that 
all of us look forward to every week.  

10-01:51:07 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, that's really great. And how did you get involved in that? Where did that 

start? 

10-01:51:13 
Resh: Bud Cheit, who was the dean of the business school, invited me to come to 

lunch one day. And I thought we were just going to have lunch together and 
there were several people there and he introduced me and we talked. I didn't 
realize that was my interview to join the club. But I guess it worked.  

10-01:51:32 
Eardley-Pryor: What is the Chit-Chat Group?  

10-01:51:34 
Resh: Ah. This is a bit like the Bohemian Club. This is a club that's 147 years old. 

It's an essay club and members meet once a month at the University Club in 
San Francisco. Somebody reads an essay. There's twenty-five members, so 
about every two years each of us reads an essay that they've written to the 
group. And it's a great social group as well. Members talk about all kinds of 
different subjects and the essays are published on a website. I enjoy the people 
very much, and sometimes we see each other socially outside of that, say to 
meet for lunch in San Francisco.  
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10-01:52:25 
Eardley-Pryor: How did you get engaged in the Chit-Chat essay group? 

10-01:52:29 
Resh: A friend that I met through the Bohemian Club, Marc Cruciger who is an 

ophthalmologist in San Francisco, invited me as a guest one night. It was their 
Christmas party because Cheryl was there as well. And Stephen Pierce, the 
Rabbi of the largest congregation in San Francisco, gave this fabulous lecture. 
And I thought, "This is really interesting." And Marc said, "Would you be 
interested in joining?" And I went a couple more times. You have to wait for 
an opening, for somebody to leave the group. And then I joined maybe ten or 
twelve years ago. One night a month, we meet and I and really enjoy it. I take 
BART and then the cable car up the hill to the University Club, and we have a 
cocktail, a wonderful dinner, and then we have an interesting essay. What's 
there not to enjoy.  

10-01:53:21 
Eardley-Pryor: When you present an essay, what are the topics that you present to that group? 

10-01:53:26 
Resh: The first one I did was on Eugene Burdick, who was a political scientist at 

Berkeley, who wrote The Ugly American and Fail-Safe. I also interviewed 
people who knew him. The next one was on the significance or insignificance 
of the Y chromosome in males and its role in determining gender. Why the X 
chromosome is loaded with genetic material but the Y chromosome tends to 
have very little on it and what's there is mostly bad. What are the 
consequences of that? I also talked about the controversies around gender, 
about who is a male and who isn't a female. This is all before the transgender 
issues came about. It was more on the biological basis of gender. And then I 
did an essay called Confessions of a Nesomaniac, one who loves islands, and 
one on entomophobia, the irrational fear of insects and spiders.  

10-01:54:24 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. 

10-01:54:25 
Resh: It's really fun and gets all of the members into looking at very different topics. 

And it's a great audience. What we do is present the essay and then everybody 
comments on it afterwards.  

10-01:54:49 
Eardley-Pryor: Sounds like an interesting group. Do you ever do anything with those essays 

you present? Do you try to publish them? 

10-01:54:54 
Resh: They're published on a website for the Chit-Chat Club. It used to be on the 

website of the Chicago Literary Club, but now they have their own website. 
And, actually, they have essays going back almost to the beginning of the 
Club. The early ones, of course, are scanned.  
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10-01:55:15 
Eardley-Pryor: You had made mention of being a part of the Bohemian Club for twenty 

years. That's a long engagement in a very historic and esteemed group. Do 
you want to share any of your experience that came from that? 

10-01:55:28 
Resh: I liked going to the summer encampment very much. I made a lot of friends 

there that I still enjoy seeing. I always felt the audience was a good one to 
give provocative talks to. I'd talk about a variety of topics from my research 
on river blindness and the Mekong to stories about insects appearing in the 
popular press. I may have mentioned but once somebody came up after I had 
talked about how rivers worked, and stated that he now understood that's why 
they had to leave trees by small streams. And he was the head of Crown 
Zellerbach. It was always a nice audience. Actually, this year I decided to 
resign from the Club after twenty-one years of membership. 

10-01:55:58 
Eardley-Pryor: Why now? 

10-01:55:59 
Resh: Why now? Well, I think with the death of Jeff I really wanted to simplify my 

life a little bit. Membership involved me being away for a couple of weeks 
over the summers alone, and I think this was the time to leave. I've no regrets 
about having joined. It was just that I get the feeling that it's time to move on. 
The friends that I have from the Club will stay my friends. 

10-01:56:41 
Eardley-Pryor: One other thing I forgot to ask about earlier when you were speaking about 

your engagements with the Oakland Cathedral was your involvement with the 
Jesuit School of Theology at Berkeley. 

10-01:56:51 
Resh: Yes.  

10-01:56:53 
Eardley-Pryor: What is that involvement? 

10-01:56:53 
Resh: Well, what was it? Georgetown was a Jesuit school, although it was very 

secular in many respects, as Jesuits often are. We made friends at the Oakland 
Cathedral that were either teaching or working in development there. We 
ended up doing a lot of things there that were a lot of fun. Some of the people 
we even traveled with together, just the two or three or four of us. It was really 
nice, intellectually and spiritually. I still have good feelings about it. We 
actually just talked to somebody on the phone that's living in Rome now that 
we knew from there just last weekend. So it's still part of our lives. I mean I'm 
a great believer in the Jesuit philosophy about education. I think about their 
intellects, about how they trained their priests, their social philosophy. And I 
think I got a wonderful education at Georgetown from them. I'm a believer in 
a lot of the things that they believe in.  
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 I was a stand-by as a graduation speaker at Berkeley for Al Gore when he was 
Vice-President in case he had to cancel speaking at our College's 
commencement. Well, he did cancel. What I talked about was the idea that the 
Jesuits emphasize, the process of discernment, how you tell right from wrong 
and the right thing to do. It went over well and led to several discussions with 
colleagues about whether we should be teaching discernment to our students. I 
thought yes but several thought no. Differences of opinions that are so 
characteristic of Berkeley faculty! 

10-01:58:10 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, we are at the end of our time today, so I'd like to ask just a couple of 

questions that are more reflective overall on life. And to get us started with 
that, by thinking about legacy. What are some of the things in your life that 
you're most proud of? That you think will leave the greatest impact. 

10-01:58:30 
Resh: Well, I think a teacher always finds relevance in their life. I don't know 

anybody that's teaching that doesn't feel that what they do is not relevant. I 
think the teaching I did at Berkeley, to over twenty thousand undergraduates 
and 42 doctoral students in my lab, was very important. Likewise, the aid 
programs I did in other countries, the courses I taught at other universities, 
even the Cal alumni trips that I've lectured on to several hundred people were 
teaching and are very relevant to me today. I always tried to make my lectures 
to all groups both relevant and provocative, and deliver them in a way that I'd 
want to hear them. I feel that's probably the biggest legacy that I'm pleased 
with. Certainly, I'd have to add my work on river blindness in terms of what 
all of us did in ending this horrible scourge for the poorest people in the 
poorest parts of the world that suffered from this disease. I hope and am sort 
of confident that we're going to be able to maintain controlling this disease 
and that we're not going to get a resurgence. As I mentioned to you, my 
colleague working in the nineteen or the twenty countries that were added to 
the drug distribution told me that it's easier to kill black flies than to distribute 
the pills and get people to take them. But I'm very hopeful about that.  

I also relish the friendships I've had and the people I've worked with over the 
years. They have giving me opportunities to be relevant. I know I'm going 
away from legacy, but I have to add these mentors that have been in my life, 
from my parents to my Aunt Gemma to Doctors Neff, Krumholz, and 
Vernick, and even some of my colleagues at Berkeley like Lew Feldman. 
They went out of their way to help me be more than I would have been 
without their influence, and I'm very grateful to them for that.  

10-02:00:51 
Eardley-Pryor: I think you certainly have. With regard to that word "hope," what are some of 

your hopes for the future for your life? 

10-02:01:02 
Resh: After my life you mean? 
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10-02:01:04 
Eardley-Pryor: No, for your life. For the remaining time that you have left.  

10-02:01:05 
Resh: That's even more positive. Well, I want to continue doing odd types of 

creative things that I've not been able to do, like this water and art project or 
teaching a new course on water and civilization. I've always been interested in 
painting and especially sketching. I have my desk over there with everything 
laid out, but I haven't touched a pen to paper or a brush to paper since these 
interviews started. So that's one thing I'm looking forward to doing again. I'm 
glad we're planning on staying in Berkeley in our retirement because there's so 
many stimulating things that come along here and exposure to different ideas. 
You hear a seminar or somebody mentions something and I think "Oh, isn't 
this an interesting topic to follow more?" And I like working with my Asian 
colleagues and former students. I love the fact that the former students, both 
from undergraduate and graduate level, call or write to just out of the blue, ask 
how I'm doing, what's going on, or what's new. So, that's my hope for my 
future. As long as Cheryl and I have good health, we hope that we can 
continue to do things like that. We'd like to travel again. We have many places 
that we still want to go to, and friends we want to see. Bernhard Statzner died 
earlier this year, and it was terrible that we couldn't go to see his wife and 
other friends in France. We want to see our grandkids more. We want to see 
our son that's still alive. These are all things we hope for. 

10-02:02:48 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, I want to ask more about hopes, long-term hopes and visions for the 

future, particularly with the state of the world and the changing climate of the 
world, the environmental change that's happening at a global level. What do 
you envision that future to be?  

10-02:03:03 
Resh: Well, it's interesting because Cheryl told me that you asked her something 

similar to that. I think the two issues that are going to come up are 
demography and water. If you look at the growth rates in Africa compared to 
Europe and the developed world, in 2100 there will be seven Africans for 
every one European. Africa will suffer tremendously from climate change, 
probably worse than anyone. So unless there can be industrial development in 
Africa, there is going to be more migration than we can imagine, more than 
we've ever seen before. The other issue is going to be water. We see in the 
Middle East the dependency on desalination. Unless that can be done with 
cheaper electricity, the problem of expanding desalination, it's not the 
technology, it's the electricity—of water is going to be harder and harder to 
do. And also, with desalination, you've got terrible, potential environmental 
problems. What do you do with the salt that's leftover? Currently, in the 
largest desalination plant in the US, which near San Diego, half the fresh 
water produced has to be used to dilute the salt that they take out in the 
process. There are all types of issues like that around water. And climate 
change is just going to exaggerate every one of these problems. We're in 
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continuous long-term drought, the worst in over 1,200 years in the Western 
US. You talked about uncertainty and the variability. One of the things that 
several of my students have done is looking at long-term variability in biology 
but also looking at climate. And we're in our second year where we've had 
one-third the amount of water from rainfall. I think these are big challenges.  

Do I think we're ever going to meet the goals about reducing carbon? Frankly, 
I don't think we will. I think we should be planning for adaptation and 
remediation but that's being discouraged because some climate-change 
activists feel that it will distract us from trying to reach these carbon-reduction 
goals. I think that we're going to have to end up going to technical solutions. 
But if we screw them up, we don't know what's going to happen. So, caution 
is key in this research and especially in its application. 

10-02:05:20 
Eardley-Pryor: Geo-engineering? 

10-02:05:20 
Resh: Geo-engineering. I think that's going to be inevitable. Probably not in my 

lifetime but maybe in yours. But already there are pilot programs at small 
scales, but people are objecting to seeing these done. I think we're going to 
have to do, just like we did with the COVID vaccines, is a complete 
mobilization of science into climate change. Al Gore, for all the good that he 
did with bringing climate change to the fore, ended up creating a situation 
where climate change became the Democrats' platform so the Republicans 
immediately went against it. Because if you look before that in the nineties, 
there was some bipartisan support for working on climate change. McCain 
and some of the more moderate senators were doing this. I don't want to sound 
pessimistic because I do think that there are environmental adaptations that 
can and need to be done, but I think they've got to be done really carefully. 

10-02:06:38 
Eardley-Pryor: You've spent almost fifty years of your life in California and have traveled up 

and down the state and in so many different locales that most people don't get 
to. So I'm wondering if you can narrow your focus to your vision of what you 
think will happen in the state of California given the dynamics of politics and 
environment and demography. 

10-02:06:57 
Resh: Well, I actually think California will still do very well. I think we already see 

it. During the height of the drought, hundreds of thousands of trees were 
planted further up north. While I'm sorry that they did this as opposed to 
ripping trees out, I think the farmers see that climate change is already here. I 
think the farmers realize that not everybody's going to get the amount of water 
they had, that they're going to have to take areas out of cultivation. We're a 
global economy. I remember once when I was on the Delta Science Board, 
somebody said, "Well, if you lose agriculture in the Delta, where are you 
going to get white asparagus?" Well, you can get white asparagus from Chile 
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or Europe or Asia. I think we have to think broader. And also, the fact that 
food is so cheap in the United States. I think that land can be taken out of 
cultivation because there's not going to be enough water to supply everything 
that is being grown. The farmers pay so little for water. I think water markets 
are a great idea if, like carbon markets, they could ever get them going in a 
way that people would participate. The demise of California has been 
mentioned several times in the press. I don't think it's going to happen. I think 
there's going to be a constant rejuvenation. I worry about universities in 
California because that's the source of rejuvenation. I worry about my younger 
colleagues' careers. Are they going to have as free a life and as wonderful a 
life doing teaching and research or are they going to be under such pressure to 
raise money because of the failure of the state to increase support? 

10-02:08:35 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, particularly about the funding of California universities.  

10-02:08:37 
Resh: Yes. When I had gone back to Georgetown for my fiftieth reunion, they, of 

course, asked all of us if we'd give a donation. I said, "Yes, I will but I'm 
going to give it to Berkeley because it's the public schools that need 
donations, especially not the elite private schools." Georgetown has a huge 
endowment. This comment did not necessarily get a smile to the face of the 
development person that asked, but I think it really was something that I feel 
very strongly about and needs to be considered. 

10-02:09:04 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, do you have any other reflections that you'd like to share at the 

conclusion of your oral history? Anything else that you wanted to put on the 
record here? 

10-02:09:13 
Resh: I would. I'd like to say how useful this process was for me personally, and 

how good you were as the interviewer and in getting background data. One of 
the aspects of my life that I had never realized was so unsettled was my 
transition from finishing college to planning on what to do in the future. I 
hadn't realized how distraught and worried I was at that time. I maybe just 
blanked it out or just didn't realize that until this interview and we started 
talking about it. I realized that one of the problems of having so many good 
mentors in life is to be mature enough to sift through the advice that they 
offered. Was I going to disappoint them given the conflicting alternatives that 
they were offering? I think these interviews have really helped me clarify a lot 
of that and accept decisions I had made.  

I was talking to an undergraduate yesterday who's about twenty years old and 
she was telling me that she doesn't know what she wants to do with her life. 
And I thought that was me reliving her anxieties. Maybe very few of us really 
know what we want to do at twenty. I just lucked out enough that I found 
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something special for me to do. And that's why I put "water and insects" in the 
title. The friendships that came along with it are what I treasure the most. 

I'd forgotten about that uncertainty and just how awful it could be. I think 
maybe these interviews made me more sympathetic and more understanding 
when young people have those issues and talk to me about them. And we see 
it with our grandkids, as well. What are they going to do with their lives? So 
thank you. I think this was a really wonderful experience, and speaking for 
myself and I think for Cheryl, too, we both are very glad we did our oral 
histories. And we thank Bob Haas for making this possible.  

10-02:11:03 
Eardley-Pryor: Ah, it's been an absolute pleasure to speak with you, Vince, and with Cheryl. 

It's been just a joy that I get to do this. So, thank you for going on the journey 
with me and being so open and thoughtful about your life. It's been an 
absolute pleasure. So, thank you. 

10-02:11:20 
Resh: Thank you. 
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Interview 11: April 1, 2021 

11-00:00:00 
Eardley-Pryor: Today is April 1 in the year 2021, and my name is Roger Eardley-Pryor from 

the Oral History Center of the Bancroft Library at the University of California 
Berkeley. Today is a combined interview session with Cheryl Resh and 
Vincent Resh. Both of you, it's so wonderful to see you. This will be our final 
interview session for the both of you on this wonderful journey that we've 
been on. So thank you very much for going on this journey and especially for 
doing this combined interview today. Can you remind me where you're 
located? 

11-00:00:33 
V. Resh: We're in El Cerrito, California. 

11-00:00:37 
C. Resh: In our home. 

11-00:00:37 
Eardley-Pryor: At your home. And I'm up in Santa Rosa, California, and we are recording 

over Zoom amidst the ongoing pandemic. For today's joint interview the idea 
that we want to explore is the role that travel played in both of your lives, but 
also, in particular, the relationship building and the experiences that you had 
together going on these journeys, and that's why it's so important to have this 
interview session be combined with you both here. Can you tell me, just to 
start things off just generally, what role travel has played in your relationship 
together? 

11-00:01:11 
V. Resh: Please.  

11-00:01:11 
C. Resh: It's played a very large part of our life. When I met Vince, he was traveling six 

months out of the year, and right after I met him, he took off for a month to 
teach at Brigham Young University. I realized very early on that he travelled a 
lot and was gone for many months a year.  

11-00:01:29 
Eardley-Pryor: You knew what you were getting in to. 

11-00:01:31 
V. Resh: Yes. And actually, the first trips we took were more local. We went up to 

Mendocino for a lovely weekend and then we went to the Grand Canyon. 
Actually, for that trip we met in Phoenix. I was at a meeting in Kansas and 
then we flew in and met at the airport. And she walked off the plane with 
crutches. She had a horseback riding accident. And, of course, we had planned 
to walk down to the Phantom Ranch. Actually, there was no way we could 
have done that with her on crutches. But we still had a wonderful time. 
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11-00:02:07 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah, isn't that telling, that you still had a great time despite that? 

11-00:02:09 
C. Resh: I was embarrassed and disappointed. He knew that my involvement in the 

horse world could affect us a bit, but he may not have realized how much or 
so quickly!  

11-00:02:14 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, I'm just thinking, too, about how your lives were both complicated at 

that time. You both had children when you met each other. You both had very 
busy careers that you were both very dedicated to, and so I'm wondering how 
travel fit in to that. I mean, my sense, from an outsider's perspective, it seems 
like travel was a time for just you two. It was like part of the wooing process, 
I imagine. Does that resonate with you two? 

11-00:02:42 
V. Resh: Yes, I think very much so. Our lives in Berkeley were not just unconventional 

because I was gone so much but we were also so busy in all that we were both 
trying to do when we were here at work and home. In a way, the travel was 
always a break in that it forced us to relax because certainly, especially before 
we went, we were just trying to accomplish a hundred different things. 

11-00:03:09 
Eardley-Pryor: And Cheryl, you've shared in your interviews with me one-on-one that travel 

was so important that you worked it into your career advancement plans. 

11-00:03:20 
C. Resh: Yes, it was obvious if I was going to spend time with Vince, I was going to 

have to be able to take time off and travel with him some. My bosses were 
very helpful in letting that happen when I was an Associate Director and 
eventually even as Director. 

11-00:03:40 
V. Resh: Yeah. 

11-00:03:40 
Eardley-Pryor: Cheryl, for your experience on this, Vince is getting pulled in a lot of places 

around the world, in part because of his teaching and research and 
conferences. What role do you think travel played for you in your relationship 
with Vince and just in your own life personally? 

11-00:03:58 
C. Resh: Well, the travel enabled me to go to lots of places that he had been to or was 

always talking about or bringing home pictures to show me. I was able to start 
experiencing some of these places. Plus, it enabled me to meet and get to 
know his closest friends who he had been working with. 
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11-00:04:14 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. And some of these international trips I want to really make sure 

that we explore, trips where you visited friends personally, especially across 
Europe. But then I want to make sure we spend a good bit of time talking 
about your work on the Cal Discovery trips and the fifty-seven different trips 
that you've led, in collaboration, on these trips together. So maybe we can 
begin some of the international experiences. You both met in 1986, and within 
a year you already have an international adventure that you share together. 
Can you share a little bit about what that first big international trip was? 

11-00:04:50 
V. Resh: Well, there was a conference in New Zealand that I was invited to. We 

thought, "Oh, this is a great time to just travel together." We went there for the 
conference and Cheryl met two couples that have become incredibly 
important in our lives, Giuliano Bonomi who is from Northern Italy and his 
wife Carla Bonacina. And then we both met Richard and Ursula Norris, who 
were Australians, and they ended up spending an awful lot of time with us, 
both on projects and sabbaticals here. They became really great friends. So 
that first trip was incredibly important. We also could have a stopover in 
Tahiti and then we went to Moorea for the first time. That island has been 
such a central part of our lives. So that first trip was really an incredibly 
important one for us. 

11-00:05:41 
Eardley-Pryor: You both, I know, have shared independently how powerful your experiences 

were at Moorea in your own lives, and the many different adventures you had 
there. But one that I would like to hear you both tell together is about your 
honeymoon. Can you say a little bit about your honeymoon trip to Moorea? 

11-00:05:59 
C. Resh: Sure. Vince had to do some work at the station and our honeymoon was going 

to be in Bora Bora. But everyone down at the Gump Station knew that it was 
our honeymoon and that we were going to Bora Bora. They had filled the 
Gump House with flowers and plants. The place was just covered with them. 
They had gone out and fished for dinner that night. All of our friends and 
some of their friends that we didn't even know came with all of their musical 
instruments. We had this huge event. They had gotten me a special Tahitian 
pareo, a local type of wrap-around dress, to wear. It was all white. And it was 
just this most wonderful celebration of our marriage. 

11-00:06:47 
V. Resh: And then, of course, Bora Bora is one of the most beautiful places in the 

world, comparable to Moorea. We had a wonderful time there, as well. It was 
quite special and very enjoyable. We actually also went on to Huahine, which 
is one of the less popular islands and that was lovely as well. 

11-00:07:07 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. With regard to these trips to Moorea, that was also one of the 

first—in fact, I think one of the first, maybe not quite the first—but one of the 
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first Cal Discovery trips that you went on. Before we dive into that story, 
maybe just step back a little bit and remind me a little bit about why or how 
the Cal Discovery trips came about? Because it became such a prominent part 
of your travels together, your experiences together and doing this almost sixty 
times, with more and more planned in the future here. It's a huge part of your 
lives and has shaped so many other people's lives who continue to go on these 
trips with you, who seek you two out to be their leaders on these trips. Remind 
me how Cal Discoveries began for you both. 

11-00:07:54 
V. Resh: Well, the Cal Discoveries program is actually quite old. It probably now is 

over forty years old and is part of the California Alumni Association. In 1995, 
I had won the campus Distinguished Teaching Award and they had a very 
lovely ceremony, as they do every year. In accepting the award I made a 
speech and one of the things that I think resonated with the director of the 
program, Carolyn Sheaff, was that I ended my talk with, "And you've all made 
my mother very happy." Carolyn came up to me afterwards at a little 
reception before the full dinner, and asked if I would be interested in going on 
a Cal Bear Treks trip as an enrichment lecturer. I had heard about the program 
and the trips but not much about them specifically. A couple of people I knew 
had done one or two lectures on trips. But that evening was the beginning not 
just of our travels but of great friendships with all the directors of the Cal Bear 
Track program that later was renamed Cal Discoveries, starting with our 
discussion that evening with Carolyn Sheaff. And later, she talked with us 
about the first trip that we would do. We wanted to do a trip that I would be 
comfortable lecturing on. We agreed to do a trip along the Rhine River. From 
my work with Bernhard in Germany, I had been to all those places we'd visit 
and was very comfortable talking about the river. It was a great start. We 
really enjoyed it. As with almost every one of the Cal trips there was an 
interesting story that went along with that and Cheryl, you should tell it. 

11-00:09:27 
C. Resh: We were on the river and we were going into this small German town because 

we had to fill the ship up with fuel. And one of the things that they always 
want on these trips is to make sure that there's this real Cal connection. And 
so, they had a tape of the Cal band and they had song sheets. Claude 
Hutchinson was the host on this trip. 

11-00:09:49 
V. Resh: Yes, and he— 

11-00:91511 
C. Resh: He got out the Cal Band tape to play it but he turned it up way too loud and 

they were playing the Star-Spangled Banner. We were all on the deck and we 
felt like we were invading this little village. It was so embarrassing. Once I 
became the Cal host on trips, I stopped bringing the Cal tape and only brought 
along the Cal flag and the song sheets. I decided there wouldn't be a reason I'd 
ever need to have the tape after that experience! 
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11-00:10:28 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. Liberating the European front, as it were, from a boat. Well, 

that's great. Can you tell me just a little bit about what it entails, the work? I 
mean you both now, together, host these trips and go on them as a cohort, as 
dual leaders. Share with me a little bit just how you organize your trips. You 
mentioned there was a director or a host on that first trip that you went on that 
played that music so loudly. What are the roles that are played by leaders of 
these trips? 

11-00:11:02 
C. Resh: Well, we started doing a book and movie list for all our travelers on the very 

first trips we did. I think we might have started doing that because we really 
thought it was important for the travelers to get a sense of the country and 
their culture before we all got there. We would watch all these movies and 
read all these books before we would put them on this book and movie list, 
except one time when Vince for— 

11-00:11:35 
V. Resh: There was a movie I had seen years before called Montenegro. It was a Susan 

Anspach movie. And I said let's put it down and write a brief description of it. 

11-00:11:45 
C. Resh: When we got back, we watched it and we were so embarrassed. I mean there 

were these sexual scenes, and the trip we'd just been on was full of older 
people. Both Kae, my sister who had been on that trip with us, and I started 
laughing and said, "I hope they don't watch this one!"  

11-00:12:00 
Eardley-Pryor: That's why they went on the trip actually. They were like, "Oh, boy." 

11-00:12:02 
V. Resh: Our movie list really started because people will invest two hours in watching 

a movie but they may not invest the time it takes to read a whole book. So we 
ended up having both. And, of course, the descriptions of the movies over 
time grew more like movie reviews than just a mention of what it was about. 
But they were always a lot of fun to prepare. And, of course, I teach a course 
now about science in the movies. We think that the travelers really enjoyed it, 
especially the big movie fans that would always start off asking, "Well, why 
didn't you include this movie?" or "Why did you mention this movie?" So, it 
always was a nice way to start conversations. 

11-00:12:47 
C. Resh: Right. And in many cases, they didn't watch them before they'd left but when 

they went home, they watched the movies or read the books. 

11-00:12:53 
Eardley-Pryor: Now that they had the context. 
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11-00:12:54 
C. Resh: Yes, and that was always good. One of the requirements for the host was that I 

always needed to keep a list of everybody and early on we had to know what 
their medical issues were. As time went on that became something they didn't 
have us do anymore but, at first, I needed to know who their emergency 
contacts were and what kinds of medicines they were taking, just in case they 
had some problem on the trip. Later on, the travel companies took over all of 
that emergency information. I was also responsible for organizing a Cal event 
of some sort during the trip, typically a reception, and then they encouraged us 
to have reunions after the trip to bring everybody together to share photos and 
memories. So being the host was a fairly large responsibility. But it was 
wonderful for both of us to be able to go on those trips. 

11-00:14:00 
V. Resh: And Cheryl mentioned about the medical records. On our early trips to Africa 

I was pulling ticks off of people and doing all kinds of stuff that the Cal 
Discoveries office would much rather have had a local doctor or somebody 
that the travel company dealt with do because of potential liability issues.  

11-00:14:44 
 Cheryl's job required her to be well organized but my job was easier. I just 

had to come up with lectures and they were on a range of topics that I would 
talk about. Typically, I would always start off with what formed our 
perceptions about the place we're going to. For example, if it was Africa, was 
it literature? Was it Hemingway? Was it movies? Was it television shows like 
Sheena, Queen of the Jungle, and questions like that. And then I would always 
have topics about geopolitics, which covers the resources the country had, 
conflicts about those resources, and the political issues surrounding them. 
Likewise, demographic issues facing the countries are always interesting to 
cover. I would do typically four formal lectures with PowerPoints or with 
handouts when there were no slide facilities available. And then on the bus we 
would do a few typically maybe fifteen to twenty-minute talks about 
something relevant to the area. If we were in the Middle East I'd talk about, 
"Well, how do you make olives?" because I did that as a hobby or topics like 
that. I'd cover just some topic that I could talk about easily without slides or 
without visuals on about a fifteen- or twenty-minute bus ride. 

11-00:15:52 
Eardley-Pryor: What kind of preparation is required for this? I mean— 

11-00:15:57 
V. Resh: Well, quite a bit.  

11-00:15:58 
Eardley-Pryor: —organizing it and the lectures. I mean both sides of this, the host and the 

lecturing role, both seem like they take a lot of work. 
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11-00:16:07 
C. Resh: You got used to it. It didn't take that long. It really didn't. And one of the other 

things I always did was I really got into photography. I would be taking 
photographs of the people as well as the sites. In many cases they had never 
had pictures of the two of them together in an exotic place. A lot of them 
didn't bring cameras or they had these little instamatic cameras that didn't take 
very good photos. I always made sure that I was taking some photos so that 
they would then have memories of the trip. But then it also allowed me to be 
in the back of the group. The photographers ended up always going to the 
back because they wanted to have the view to be open, without a lot of people. 
We would always be the last ones leaving a particular area. I got to know all 
the photographers on the trip well. And I got to, without saying anything, be 
the last one so that if there was somebody that was slow, I wasn't obvious 
about watching to make sure they didn't get lost or left behind. Vince was 
always in the front. It just worked out nicely that way. 

11-00:17:13 
V. Resh: The local guides for the travel companies that Cal Discoveries contracts with 

are always very good. They concentrate on the names and places and dates, 
where the enrichment lecturers are to put the trip and what the travelers see in 
a broader context. Talking about demographic issues or geopolitics works 
well. We were not expected to point out, "Well, this church is from this date" 
or make comments like that.  

11-00:17:54 
 Some advice I got early on that was really useful is that it's not like giving a 

lecture to a class. People really do want to be entertained and they don't want 
a lot of detail. They want it to be an education experience but enjoyable, as 
well. It's not like they are sitting in a class getting credit. It's not, for example, 
an adult education class.  

11-00:18:15 
Eardley-Pryor: What does that mean, in terms of making your lectures different from how 

you would do it in a class per se? 

11-00:18:21 
V. Resh: I would use a lot of visuals, for one thing. I would use a lot of props. I 

remember on a trip to West Africa, the last lecture I gave I talked about why 
they had these little, delicious small bananas. This was partially political in 
terms of the EU not calling these wonderful, delicious fruits banana because 
they didn't fit the EU definition of what a banana is. In the field I had shown 
them scale insects that produced this red dye, carmen, and I had a bottle of 
Campari, which is actually what they used to color the drink. I do a whole 
bunch of things like that to try to make them remember this trip better. 

11-00:19:01 
Eardley-Pryor: That's really fun. That's beautiful context for understanding a little bit more 

about the role that you're taking on these trips. Maybe we can dive into some 
of the different stories, both Cal Discovery and personal travel. One of the 
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things I want to ask about is that first trip you did in 1997 back to French 
Polynesia, back around Moorea, on behalf of Cal Discovery. There was 
another tour director. What did you take away from those early trips that you 
then informed your own experience as a leader? 

11-00:19:31 
V. Resh: Yes. Cheryl, tell him about Carl Bentley. He's one in a million. 

11-00:19:35 
C. Resh: Carl Bentley was really our travel educator. He was great. He was the tour 

manager for many of our early tours and he would just tell us these useful 
snippets of advice. For example, "Spot the people fifteen minutes before the 
meeting time." In other words, be there before they get there. Just simple little 
things that we never forgot. And he was this most prim and proper person who 
dressed to the nines all the time and wore expensive Italian loafers. The first 
Cal trip we took to French Polynesia was because the field station was in 
terrible shape and we wanted to protect the station and improve the facilities. 
It was only a line item on the chancellor's budget and he didn't really know 
much about the station or what it could become. It was really a new— 

11-00:20:20 
V. Resh: Facility.  

11-00:20:30 
C. Resh: And so, we wanted to have some alumni support and that's when we went to 

Carolyn Sheaff and said, "Could we do some trips to French Polynesia and for 
part of it we'll be staying at the station. We'll go to Bora Bora and other 
islands but we would then end up spending a little time at the station." On that 
first trip it was in really rough shape and it happened to be raining when we 
first got to the station. And there was just mud everywhere. It was so muddy 
and it rained so hard and here Carl is in his really slick clothes and his 
expensive loafers. Of course, they got all muddy. So suddenly Carl realized he 
couldn't do that anymore and he bought some flip flops and he had some 
shorts. He completely changed what he wore. And on all of our future trips to 
the Gump Station, he always wore those casual clothes. But nowhere else that 
he ever traveled in the world did he dress other than prim and proper. It was 
only on the island of Moorea. I have a photo of him in a blue bathrobe in the 
kitchen of the dorm at the Gump Station making breakfast for the Cal 
travelers because we had to do everything there ourselves. There was no maid 
service. He ended up just loving it because it was so different from other kinds 
of trip he led. He always went with us when his company had a trip to French 
Polynesia. I don't know how many times but it was a lot. 

11-00:22:02 
V. Resh: Yeah, seven or eight trips at least. 

11-00:22:03 
C. Resh: Many times.  
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11-00:22:06 
V. Resh: Well, also, I had one memorable experience early on with Carl that I felt very 

bad about. I mentioned that I do a lot of demonstrations and one of the things 
that I would always do with the class but also on alumni trips, too. I would 
buy the cheapest can of mackerel I could find because then the mackerel 
would be very smelly. And we go to a stream and I would open the can of 
mackerel and I would pour the liquid into the stream because we would bring 
out these giant eels that would be seven or eight feet long that you would 
never see unless they were attracted to the smell of food. They were hidden in 
the vegetation. And it was always so dramatic to see them. And this one time I 
was doing this with Carl, he was standing right next to me and I'm waving this 
open can of mackerel around. All of a sudden, some liquid in the can spills out 
on both pf us and right on his Italian loafers. To this day I feel guilty about 
this. 

11-00:22:56 
 He also taught us a very good lesson. If there's a change of itinerary or 

something, never give people a choice. Don't say, "Well, would you rather do 
this or do this?" because everybody's going to have a different opinion. You 
start off with, "I think we should do this. How does that sound?" He was a 
great teacher! 

11-00:23:13 
C. Resh: He really made us be much more professional. 

11-00:23:15 
V. Resh: Yes. Actually, when we had a big fundraiser that was called the "Trip to 

Paradise" to raise money for the Gump Station, we hired Carl to actually run 
the logistics. He came down with us on that trip as well. He became a 
wonderful friend. He was the tour director on a cruise we did to Japan very 
recently. 

11-00:23:35 
C. Resh: Yes, very recently and it was great to travel with him again. 

11-00:23:36 
V. Resh: And then another time we met him in Greece. 

11-00:23:39 
C. Resh: Many of the tour directors knew that Carl and we had been really close 

friends. Carl was coming to Greece to do the same trip that we were on but he 
was doing the reverse direction with another group. They made a special 
effort so that our paths were going to cross and it was going to be a big 
surprise. And it was! We were shocked as he casually walked by and said hi. 

11-00:23:59 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. Paths cross across the world leading tours in opposite directions. 

That's beautiful. Well, share with me a little bit more about Moorea, just the 
settings there and how that's changed over time, if you don't mind. Like what 
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are some of the dynamics that are a part of being at that site and the kinds of 
flora and fauna that are around there? 

11-00:24:20 
V. Resh: When we were bringing these Cal groups to Moorea, the idea was to raise 

awareness of the station. We would always tell the travelers, "Please be sure 
any time you meet a campus administrator, talk about how great this place is." 
Chancellors Tien and Berdahl did come down. And we were very lucky 
because we had donors from that first trip that ended up not just funding this 
big fundraiser that we had but actually funded a lot of improvements around 
the station. One of the things about facilities in the tropics is that they break 
down. There are termites, there's mold, there's rot. It's kind of an ongoing 
struggle. But the big change came when the station became the National 
Science Foundation Center for Coral Reef Research. That designation brought 
in dozens of new researchers and federal grants. We have a fleet of boats of 
varying sizes and a modern lab. It really has grown into a wonderful facility. 
They weren't able to teach the class at the station last year because of COVID 
but they're hoping in fall of 2021 they will be able to do so. But there's 
currently quarantines. We've had six hundred students that have taken the 
class and they're now doing all kinds of different things. Some have become 
physicians; some have become marine biologists. Some of our former students 
actually bring their classes down there now that have gone into college 
teaching themselves.  

11-00:26:06 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. Cheryl, there's a story that I think you—something to do with 

dogs that are there.  

11-00:26:12 
C. Resh: Yes. 

11-00:26:13 
Eardley-Pryor: And your favorite dogs. Would you mind sharing that story? 

11-00:26:16 
C. Resh: Sure. Well, there were always dogs and cats on the station property. Mostly to 

keep for rat population down, but the dogs also kept away people that 
shouldn't be at the station. And they typically had a diet of rice and mackerel. 

11-00:26:36 
V. Resh: Mackerel, yes. 

11-00:26:27 
C. Resh: And that was what all of them ate. So, it wasn't too expensive to have the 

animals there. There are many dogs on the island but at that time there weren't 
any veterinarians and they don't get their animals fixed. Puppies were just 
being dropped off at the Gump Station all the time. But one of the times that I 
was down there with Vince, we went down underneath the Gump House and 
he found this mother dog and her puppies and they were in really bad shape. 
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They had distemper and they were dying. I started trying to feed a couple of 
the puppies and give them medicines to see if I could save them. Vince 
thought that I wasn't going to be able to save them but he suggested, "You 
know what? Let's try." And in the end one of the puppies survived but he 
could never use his back legs. They were sort of straight back, dragging 
behind him. And he ended up being able to run like any of the other dogs 
because those back legs were like a pogo stick. You know like how we used to 
be able to jump on pogo sticks? That's how he did it. He used the back legs as 
a brace and he could run as well as any of the other dogs that were around. 
And that's why we called him Pogo. Everyone loved that dog. He ended up 
being the best dog and he lived many years and he was just special. The 
students loved him, the researchers did too. He was always my favorite.  

11-00:28:05 
Eardley-Pryor: I love it, I love it. Well, more stories might appear from Moorea and from 

French Polynesia as we move on. But I want to think about another chapter 
that both of you have talked about, which is that powerful experience in 1990 
of going to Israel. Vince had the sabbatical and, Cheryl, you were able to join 
him there. Both of you have talked a little bit about some of those experiences, 
but is there anything else that maybe we didn't cover that you wanted to share 
from that? 

11-00:28:35 
V. Resh: Well, to put it in context, we were there during the second Intifada and left 

just days before the actual start of the first Gulf War.  

11-00:28:48 
C. Resh: And the scuds hitting. 

11-00:28:49 
V. Resh: Yes, and the scuds hitting. Cheryl please tell them about how we used to tape 

the windows of friend's house for— 

11-00:28:58 
C. Resh: Right before I left, we knew that everyone was worried about the scuds 

coming across and that there potentially would be gas or biological weapons 
coming with them 

11-00:29:08 
V. Resh: Chemicals, yes. 

11-00:29:09 
C. Resh: We had gas masks for the last month of the time that we were there that we 

were supposed to carry with us. But many of the men had beards and so they 
had a gas mask and a razor to shave their beards as they put on their gas mask 
to make it fit. It was crazy. And the gas masks were all one size and it wasn't a 
good size for children. And then we were just using masking tape and black 
tape to protect the windows before we were leaving. We just felt so terrible 
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leaving our friends and we tried to help them as much as we could before we 
left.  

11-00:29:43 
V. Resh: I worked with the Nature Reserve Authority and most of their reserves deal 

with aquatic habitats, so we traveled throughout the country. We actually 
started a project up in the Hula Valley, where they reclaimed it for agriculture. 
Now they're trying to reclaim it back, at least parts of it, to being marshlands. 
But it was a fabulous time for us. Our host was Ephraim Cohen, who had 
spent sabbaticals with me and was a great friend. Reuven Ortal, who I worked 
with at the Nature Conservancy with and the students I had in class, provided 
us with a wonderful experience.  

11-00:30:23 
C. Resh: One of our experiences that was quite scary—well, scary for me—was we 

decided we wanted to go to Mount Tabor. That was where the Church of the 
Transfiguration is. And when we started going into the mountain there were 
all these Intifada protestors standing there telling us not to go up there. And 
then there was this taxi driver telling us not to go up. And, of course, I'm the 
driver and Vince is saying, "Keep going, keep going. It's going to be fine." So, 
we started going up the hill and it's very, very windy with lots of sharp turns. I 
think if you looked on a map, it just goes like this all the way to get to the top. 
It's very steep and it's not a wide road. If someone was coming down, 
someone would have to stop but on the one side is steep. I didn't see how we 
could meet anybody else going down on this road. I was worried about the 
Intifada people down at the bottom. We were going up this road and Vince is 
saying— 

11-00:31:31 
V. Resh: "Oh, isn't this beautiful? It's so great up here, isn't it?" 

11-00:31:36 
C. Resh: And I'm driving along and I have tears in my eyes. I'm being very quiet. I'm 

just going up to see this place. But in the end, there was a number of other 
cars up there and we all went in and looked at the Church of the 
Transfiguration and it was great to see all of that. And then we all went down 
en masse together and the Intifada group had left and so— 

11-00:31:59 
V. Resh: And it was interesting because I had taken several years of high school Latin 

and that was how we communicated with the monks that were up there. Not 
even a spoken language anymore but using Latin phrases. 

11-00:32:18 
Eardley-Pryor: A transformative visit to the Church of Transfiguration. 

11-00:32:19 
C. Resh: Right. 
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11-00:32:20 
V. Resh: Exactly. It was a very beautiful church. 

11-00:32:22 
C. Resh: We didn't have a car most of the time. We mostly took the bus. We were in 

Rehovot and we would go to Jerusalem and Tel Aviv quite often. Every 
Thursday night, right—it was Thursday night? 

11-00:32:40 
V. Resh: Yes. 

11-00:32:41 
C. Resh: The young soldiers were all going home with their laundry because basically 

every weekend they all went home and had their laundry done and they slept 
and they ate. They filled up on food for the week and then went back to being 
soldiers again. And so, we saw all these kids sleeping with their heads on their 
rifles on the bus next to us, as we're going down the road. 

11-00:33:05 
V. Resh: The Israeli army depends on the parents.  

11-00:33:11 
Eardley-Pryor: God, what a wild— 

11-00:33:12 
C. Resh: No one had any bullets in those guns. They make sure they were out. But— 

11-00:33:16 
Eardley-Pryor: Empty guns and dirty laundry on the bus.  

11-00:33:19 
V. Resh: Yes. We also had a great experience the Christmas we were there. We went 

and stayed at this very old hospice called the Scottish Hospice in Jerusalem. It 
was run by the Scottish Anglican Church and there was a great assortment of 
people staying there with us. There was a Japanese musicologist that, for 
Christmas Eve, played all of this traditional Japanese music that he was 
studying. The wife of the minister that ran the hospice was a strong advocate 
for Palestinian rights so there were some political arguments. It was just an 
only in Israel experience! And then, of course, the next day, Christmas Day, 
was wonderful being in Jerusalem. Whenever we were in the souks there was 
nobody there because of the Intifada. The streets would just be empty.  

11-00:34:13 
C. Resh: And at the Scottish hospice the old city of Jerusalem was all lit up right in 

front of us. It was a magical place.  

11-00:34:26 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, I'm just picturing carrying around gas masks and taping the windows 

with plastic and tape in anticipation of possible chemical weapons attacks. 
Were there times where you felt unsafe there? 
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11-00:34:40 
C. Resh: Rarely. 

11-00:34:39 
V. Resh: Rarely. I think towards the end. I think Cheryl— 

11-00:34:44 
C. Resh: We knew something was going to happen then. 

11-00:34:47 
V. Resh: Typically, planes were flying over all the time. But near the end of our stay, 

the planes had stopped flying. Very few people were out on the streets. We 
knew our hosts were very nervous about what was going to happen. Cheryl 
left a few days before I did. I remember actually flying to New York where 
my parents lived and I'd gone that night to see a very close friend of mine. On 
the television I had heard that Israel was being attacked. And I called my 
parents and my father had fallen asleep watching television. When he 
answered the phone and saw Israel being attacked with missiles coming in, he 
forgot that I was already home and just panicked thinking I was calling from 
Israel. And that was very traumatic for him. We went back to Israel recently 
on a Cal Discoveries trip. We saw not just the people that I worked with, but 
also saw many of the former students that I had taught. We all had a lunch 
together and they were all professionals and all doing very well now. It was 
really very nice to get a chance to return there. 

11-00:36:11 
C. Resh: And we went back to the old neighborhood because we really had enjoyed our 

living arrangement. It was close to the Weitzman Institute. It was fun to go 
back and see all the places again. 

11-00:36:25 
Eardley-Pryor: What was Jerusalem like? How was it different this time? 

11-00:36:28 
V. Resh: It wasn't. Most of the development has been out in the settlements, in the 

former Palestinian territories where they built them. Perhaps a few more 
archeological excavations had gone on. But it was really much the same. And 
old Jerusalem keeps its original atmosphere. There's still Mea Shearim, which 
has the ultra-Orthodox. That neighborhood is still very intact. The Armenian 
quarter is the same. The famous church of the Holy Sepulchre in the Muslim 
Quarter is the same. It's an incredibly beautiful city that is timeless. 

11-00:37:17 
C. Resh: The one change that I really saw was when we went to Bethlehem. It's 

completely walled off because that's in the Palestinian area. You had to go 
through all the security to get into Bethlehem and then to get back out. 

11-00:37:30 
V. Resh: That's right. When we'd go to Bethlehem in the past it was just a straight drive 

and there was no wall separating that city. Thirty years ago, there was tension. 
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Certainly, there was still tension now. Actually, one of the sad things about 
our return trip was that the local tour guide we had, an Israeli, really scared 
people about going to Bethlehem, saying, "We can't guarantee your safety," 
and this and that. We had one traveler who was an evangelical Christian and 
that remark scared him from going. And that was a shame. It was perfectly 
safe and it was wonderful to see that city and the Church of the Nativity once 
more. 

11-00:38:11 
C. Resh: And the Bethlehem guide we had was wonderful and it had to be a Palestinian 

guide because we were in a Palestinian area.  

11-00:38:17 
V. Resh: And the other thing, I remember about the recent trip was that I wanted to 

make sure the travelers in our group went to the Temple Mount to see the 
great mosque there. This is where Moses believed that he was going to 
sacrifice his son and Mohammed took his journey with a magical horse. 
Again, the local guide just didn't want us to do it. He made us get all kinds of 
permission. We insisted that we were going to take the travelers to see this. 
But, again, when you go to these politically fraught areas, this is one of the 
things that oftentimes happen. There are more negotiations over what we think 
the travelers should be doing than maybe what the local guides want us to do. 

11-00:39:03 
C. Resh: And if you were the lecturer and you'd never been to Israel, you may not have 

been as adamant as Vince was. You can't come to Jerusalem and not see that.  

11-00:39:15 
V. Resh: And, of course, it was a wonderful experience. 

11-00:39:17 
C. Resh: And everyone loved it. They all loved it. I'm so glad that we insisted on doing 

this for the group. 

11-00:39:20 
V. Resh: Again, this evangelical Christian. We were out for a walk one night and I saw 

this bush that was believed to be the material that the crown of thorns for 
Jesus was made. I broke off a branch and I gave it to our evangelical to take 
home. But when we were going to the Temple Mount, he brings this thorny 
branch with him and, of course, the guards are just going crazy. "No, you can't 
take that thing in there." Good intentions lead to unexpected things. 

11-00:39:51 
Eardley-Pryor: Let's transition to talk a little bit about your adventures, also really beautiful, 

wonderful adventures in Lyon, France and the role that France has played in 
both your lives and friendships that you've developed there, particularly with 
Bernhard Statzner and his wife Monika. Can you share a little bit about what 
your travels to France have meant for the both of you? 
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11-00:40:11 
C. Resh: Well, Bernhard and Monika have been dear friends of Vince's for a long, long 

time, well before I ever met Vince. And Vince took two sabbaticals, one in 
1992 and one in 1999, and he stayed in the house of Bernhard and Monika in 
the village they lived in, Parcieux, just outside of Lyon. And they had actually 
made a bedroom especially in their basement and they called it a— 

11-00:40:44 
V. Resh: Chamber des amis. 

11-00:40:46 
C. Resh: A room for friends. And it was always our room. He would be there for six 

months each of those two times but I could only be gone for a certain amount 
of time. The first time I went for the earlier sabbatical, I went there two times 
and then during the other sabbatical I stayed there a little longer because we 
decided to travel along the rivers of France and would go back to their house 
in between.  

11-00:41:17 
V. Resh: He was a wonderful friend. And we tried to get there at least every year or at 

most every second year. He and I would see each other in other places, in 
meetings or he'd come here. Cheryl and I always made sure we spent many of 
our anniversaries and special times there.  

11-00:41:41 
Eardley-Pryor: Why anniversaries there? Why is that such a special place that that's where 

you two wanted to go to celebrate your anniversaries? 

11-00:41:47 
V. Resh: Well, I think that anniversaries are special to us. We married late in life, and 

especially when we first married, I was gone a lot. We always wanted our 
anniversary celebrations to be very special. Their home overlooked the Saône 
River and the Beaujolais, the famous wine area. We just had a wonderful time 
there. We knew it so well. We knew the neighbors and we just felt very 
comfortable there and that was always maybe the most special place for us to 
be. And I remember once when one of the neighbors died, Bernhard wanted 
us to buy that house and just live there or visit more regularly.  

11-00:42:33 
C. Resh: And they would come here, too, sometimes for Christmas, and. They got to 

know our grandkids. They knew Jon well because he used to go with Vince to 
Europe when he was younger and then Jon, Bernhard, and Vince would go do 
things together. It was a real connection. There were familial connections. 

11-00:43:00 
V. Resh: He also knew my parents, and I knew his parents very well. It was a 

wonderful friendship. And like I said, their home in Parcieux was always a 
most special place for us to go. 
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11-00:43:11 
Eardley-Pryor: Now that you've both retired, is there any thought about moving somewhere 

else to spend years of retirement together? 

11-00:43:16 
C. Resh: No. We love our home. It is just the way we like it. Everything about it is us. I 

mean anyone that walks in can see this is our life. We've got pictures on every 
wall and objects from all over the world everywhere. I don't think they'd fit in 
another home in the same way as they do here. And our home has a stream 
that goes underneath our house. That's why Vince bought it in the first place, 
because there was water. It's us.  

11-00:43:41 
V. Resh: I used to have a wonderful experience with students doing projects on that 

stream and it was always a lot of fun having them over to do that. Cheryl's 
right, we're very happy here.  

11-00:43:57 
C. Resh: Yes. 

11-00:43:59 
Eardley-Pryor: Another big part of your lives and travel and research—and dealing with the 

fallout of some of this travel and research—is in Africa, and especially travels 
to West Africa. Vince, you began going regularly in the mid-1990s, around 
1994 or so, and lots and lots of stories have come out of that. But can you 
share a little bit about the experience, especially for you, Cheryl, of Vince 
being in this place that's so remote. I mean, Cheryl you told a story about 
when your father passed away and it took Vince eighteen hours to get to an 
international phone. I'm just wondering how this experience of traveling in 
Africa, that was so important and powerful, but also had residual effects, and 
if you can talk together about how that affected you? 

11-00:44:51 
C. Resh: Well, as I said earlier, what would happen is that as soon as he got out of 

Africa, he'd get to the very first place in Europe and he would call me and say, 
"I'm out of Africa." And then he would say, "I'm well," "I'm feeling a little 
sick," "I'm pretty sick and you better call the doctor," or "I'm really sick and 
we need to think about maybe taking me to the emergency room when we get 
home." I always would wait and find out what it was we were going to do 
when I'd pick him up at the airport. It was always a call and it was the 
important call. "I'm out of Africa." 

11-00:45:25 
C. Resh: Yeah. We were always lucky in that the physicians we've had have been very, 

very good friends of ours. We never felt funny about calling them at home or 
anything about Vince's health issues.  
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11-00:45:36 
Eardley-Pryor: There was a story about one trip out of Africa where I think you didn't quite 

make it to the North America, Vince, and Cheryl, you had a pretty harrowing 
experience thinking, "Where is Vince?" Can you share what that story was? 

11-00:46:50 
C. Resh: Sure. Like normal, I get this phone call and he says, "I'm out of Africa." And 

then he says, "And I'm not feeling very well. I'll see you when I get home. I'll 
call you when I get to the next place." And I don't pay much attention to 
where he's going and how he gets home. I went to bed and in the middle of the 
night I get this call. When I pick it up, I could tell it's Vince at the other end 
and he says, "They don't like the way I look. They're taking me off the plane," 
and hangs up. He hangs up. And I'm looking at this dead phone saying, 
"Where is he? What's wrong with him?" And I don't know what to do. I call 
my mother in the middle of the night and I say, "This just happened to me." 
And she says, "Call Bernhard." I said, "Right," and I hang up and call 
Bernhard. He says, "Vince must have some kind of high fever and he's 
probably delirious and he didn't even know that he called you. They've taken 
him off the plane because they don't want anything serious to happen to him 
and they want to get the temperature down. He's in a hospital in one of the 
airports and when his fever is down, he'll give you a call." And that's exactly 
what happened. About ten hours later Vince called. He was in the London 
airport and in the hospital there. I didn't even know they had little hospitals 
there. But every international airport has a hospital that people like him could 
go in to recover enough so that they could then either release them or let them 
continue on the rest of their journey.  

11-00:47:38 
V. Resh: Needless to say, I never remembered making that call. I do remember being 

on the plane. I remember being surprised that the flight attendants were giving 
me so much attention. They kept on, one after the other, talking to me and 
finally the captain comes back and says, "You're getting off the plane," and 
that was the last thing I remembered. 

11-00:47:57 
C. Resh: He had typhoid.  

11-00:47:58 
V. Resh:  Yeah, that was awful. 

11-00:48:00 
C. Resh: Yeah. 

11-00:58:02 
Eardley-Pryor: Cheryl, with those kinds of experiences, I imagine the emotional tumult of all 

of that and feeling—I don't know, I would feel disempowered, that there 
wasn't something you could do from Berkeley, per se, to help, and you have 
such a heart that wants to help. So I'm wondering how all of that played out 
for you. 
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11-00:48:23 
C. Resh: I don't know. I would be worried until he got home and then I would be okay. 

We knew he was going to get sick. Oftentimes he'd get something. There are 
so many things you can get in Africa. And he still has the shakes from his 
time with malaria. But it was just one of those things that I worked my way 
through it because this was such an important project to so many people's 
health. And I considered myself as part of this whole commitment. 

11-00:48:53 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah, you certainly were. I don't think the work could have been done and the 

work that Vince did could have been done without you. And he's said as much 
many times throughout our discussion. 

11-00:49:02 
V. Resh: Yes, it's completely true. 

11-00:49:04 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, I want to ask this, too. I noticed that on one of the early Cal Discovery 

trips that you went on in the spring of 1999 was to West Africa. I'm just 
wondering what that experience was like, especially for you, Cheryl, going 
there after hearing of these trips and knowing these experiences that Vince 
was having there, what that was like for you to then host trips there? And why 
did you choose that location after having done European rivers and paradise in 
Polynesia before that? 

11-00:49:33 
C. Resh: I wanted to experience the Africa that I basically was giving my husband to. I 

wanted to see all the countries he talked about and that he loved. He loves the 
people there. I got to meet a number of the people that were his friends there. 
Because we would have some of them even meet up with the alumni group. 
We had a father and a son that ate dinner with us one time. Plus, many of the 
Africans and others that he worked with were regular visitors to our home 
because they all travelled so much. 

11-00:49:56 
V. Resh: On that trip we had a reception, I think it was in Dakar, where we had a lot of 

Africans come on and meet different people and get a chance to talk to them. 
It was very special for us and really one of our favorite trips. I may have 
mentioned to you, Roger, when I was working in Africa, we were based in 
Ouagadougou and then we traveled around the eleven different countries that 
we were working in. No one brought their spouses. There were too many 
logistical issues to bring spouses or to have spouses living with you there.  

11-00:50:33 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. And something that struck me, too, is, Vince, your lab at Berkeley over 

time became majority female. There were women that were in the lab getting 
their PhDs with you and their masters. And yet in your international work, 
except for maybe a couple of people that you've mentioned in Southeast Asia, 
was almost all men, it sounds like to me. 
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11-00:50:56 
V. Resh: Yes. 

11-00:50:57 
Eardley-Pryor: Especially in Africa. 

11-00:50:59 
V. Resh: Yes 

11-00:50:59 
C. Resh: Yes. 

11-00:51:00 
V. Resh: Culturally, African women are often perceived as having difficulty gaining 

respect as leaders. This is not always true. You certainly have successful 
female politicians in West Africa. We did have some female ophthalmologists 
that were very good and strong-willed in the river blindness program.  

11-00:51:29 
C. Resh: But to be able to go to Timbuktu and to go to the places that I'd always heard 

Vince talk about, such as Mali and then go to Senegal and the slave castles. 
Those are all places I really wanted to get to see and know. And we had a 
number of close friends that went with us, as well, on those early trips to 
Africa. They wanted to see it, too.  

11-00:51:53 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. 

11-00:51:54 
V. Resh: West Africa culturally is so rich. Much more so than East Africa in terms of 

the art, architecture, and many other aspects of life. It's really a fascinating 
place to visit. We have talked about how, because it's so forested, you really 
don't have the wildlife viewing that you have in East Africa with the savannas 
but culturally it's unbelievably rich. Actually, if you go to East Africa, almost 
all the masks and art they're selling are from West Africa. It's not traditional 
East African art. 

11-00:52:26 
C. Resh: That's also true of South Africa. Most of the items sold down there, too, are 

West African.  

11-00:52:32 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow, that's fascinating. I never realized that. Well, there's another Cal 

Discovery trip that you went on later that also seemed memorable in Africa, 
but this one was in northeast Africa, along the Nile River. Can you share some 
stories about your Cal Discovery trips along the Nile?  

11-00:52:50 
V. Resh: Sure.  
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11-00:52:51 
C. Resh: Well, I'll tell you that whenever anyone asks me what my favorite trip is, I still 

always say Egypt. Egypt to me is the most incredible country that I've ever 
been in and I just have this great love for it. I've read so many books about it 
and continue to do so. 

11-00:53:11 
Eardley-Pryor: Why? What is it, Cheryl? Having seen the world and traveled to so many 

different locations, what is it about Egypt that stands out for you? 

11-00:53:20 
C. Resh: I just think it's, basically, that so much of what we all have as our culture and 

what we believe in existed first in Egypt. People think about the Greeks as our 
originators of these ideas but the Greeks learned them from the Egyptians. 
This incredible culture of five thousand years built the pyramids and the 
incredible artwork of the tombs of all the pharaohs. The temples in Luxor are 
just amazing. Abu Simbel at the southern border has these incredible Ramses 
statues. When I went into the temples there, there's nothing I had seen quite 
like them. And the history painted on the walls telling of epic battles. One 
pharaoh believed in one god before the rest of the world. There's so much 
about Egypt that, to me, is just amazing. And we've been there many times 
and every one of our trips to Egypt was different. None of them were the 
same. And the company that we worked with a lot allowed us to make 
suggestions for future trips. On one particular time we really wanted to see an 
area that we hadn't seen before. On the next trip they included it. It was to the 
temples at Dendera and Abydos. To me, it's one of those cultures that always 
surprises. For me my favorite trip is always Egypt. Our most special trip went 
from the headwaters of the Nile all the way to the Mediterranean Sea at 
Rosetta.  

11-00:55:01 
V. Resh: We covered over four thousand miles of river. 

11-00:55:01 
C. Resh: Four thousand miles of the Nile. We started at the headwaters of the White 

Nile, which is below— 

11-00:55:12 
V. Resh: Lake Victoria. 

11-00:55:13 
C. Resh: Lake Victoria. We were in Uganda first. We rafted down the White Nile and 

saw fascinating life along the banks there. Then we flew to Ethiopia and saw 
the headwaters of the Blue Nile on Lake Tana and all the ancient Christian 
churches there on these small islands in the lake. Then we flew to Khartoum 
in Sudan and we saw that city, and from there we drove out to the desert and 
visited Meroe, which were Sudanese-style temples and pyramids.  

11-00:55:53 
V. Resh: In Sudan. 
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11-00:55:52 
C. Resh: And then we went up to Egypt and we ended up in Rosetta where the Nile 

River flowed into the Mediterranean. When the whole group got to the 
Mediterranean and we saw it entering the Mediterranean, we were all in tears. 
It had been this magical trip. 

11-00:56:14 
V. Resh: Sudan was probably one of the most fascinating places and at Khartoum, the 

White and the Blue Nile actually come together. The White Nile flows 
through this giant marsh called the Sudd, so it's very murky from rotting 
vegetation, but the Blue Nile flows mostly over granite and is bluer and 
clearer. We could actually see them coming together and melding. And also, 
on the White Nile, because all the insects are coming out of the richer river 
bottom, we saw many birds. There were almost none on the Blue Nile because 
there's no insects for them to feed on because of the fact that there's no 
nutrients like in the White Nile. It was very special. One thing I always 
remember is we had trouble getting visas to Sudan. When we got there the 
local guide was saying, "Well, I'm surprised you had trouble. We now have a 
thousand visas we give a year for tourists." And I thought about that. That's 
only three a day. That's not what we would think of as a great enhancement of 
tourism in a country. This still is my favorite trip by far, from the headwaters 
of the Nile to its mouth.  

11-00:57:31 
 Because I had done work in Uganda, we had some of the people that I worked 

with meet with us and the travelers. Cheryl mentioned one of them, Willy, 
who brought his whole family to dinner one night. Another of the Africans 
that I had just recently corresponded with, Aventino Kasangaki, was there. He 
talked to the people and answered their questions. We always tried to do that 
as much as we could. Involving local people to make the trip different and I 
think special to the travelers. 

11-00:58:03 
C. Resh: Probably the most memorable lecture Vince ever gave on Cal trips because 

he's done really wonderful lectures was at the Russian Memorial to the 
construction of the Aswan Dam. We had three great Egyptian tour managers 
over time. We called them the three M's. Mohammed— 

11-00:58:19 
V. Resh: Morad and Mahmoud 

11-00:58:21 
C. Resh: They really wanted the lecture to be in a special place after we told them that 

he was going to talk about why Russia built the Aswan Dam rather than the 
Americans. Morad reserved the Russian memorial for the lecture. It's just this 
huge, beautiful monument, like a cathedral, right by the Aswan Dam. They 
reserved it for us so that we could be there at sunset with Vince giving the 
lecture then. And even the Egyptian guards were mesmerized with the lecture. 
It was this amazing story in this incredible place. 
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11-00:59:07 
V. Resh: I think it was the same trip, actually, we were able to go to the home of the 

water ministry of Georgia, who was trained at the University of Washington. 

11-00:59:18 
C. Resh: Of Jordan. You said Georgia. 

11-00:59:19 
V. Resh: Jordan, excuse me. Jordan. And he told us the history of the Middle East 

through water issues and conflicts. 

11-00:59:25 
C. Resh: Oh, it was amazing. 

11-00:59:26 
V. Resh: And it was an absolutely fabulous evening. There were all kinds of events like 

that we've been able to do. On another trip to Egypt we contacted him again. 
He was now retired but just renewing this old friendship was special. 

11-00:59:42 
C. Resh: And just one more story of Egypt. One of the things we did on every trip to 

Egypt was that we went to the Ramesseum, which is the mortuary temple of 
Ramses II, Ramses the Great. And at that temple there is the broken, giant 
statue of Ramses. His head and shoulders are laying on the ground in one big 
piece and then the feet are somewhere else— 

11-01:00:02 
V. Resh: It's a huge statue. 

11-01:00:04 
C. Resh: Just huge. His ear is probably as tall as we were. And we always had two 

people read Ozymandias. 

11-01:00:20 
V. Resh: The Shelley poem. 

11-01:00:22 
C. Resh: And we always would bring the Cal banner and the reader would wear it.  

11-01:00:36 
V. Resh: The poem is two basic parts. First, he's talking about all that he has done. 

Look at the great accomplishments. And then the second half describes that 
the statue is in ruins. It was marvelous. And sometimes we'd do it over and 
over again at the site 

11-01:00:53 
C. Resh: We even had a contest one time with it, right? 

11-01:00:55 
V. Resh: Yes. Depending on how many people wanted to do it.  
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11-01:00:56 
C. Resh: Yeah. 

11-01:00:59 
V. Resh: So those were really a lot of fun things that we did. 

11-01:01:02 
C. Resh: But I remember the first time we did it our Egyptian guides were mesmerized. 

I don't think anyone had ever done that there and they were awestruck. 

11-01:01:14 
V. Resh: Because the readers were standing on the statue while they read it. 

11-01:01:15 
C. Resh: Everyone thought that it was just amazing. And they all knew the poem from 

high school. 

11-01:01:19 
Eardley-Pryor: That's cool. Well, that's a beautiful memory of one of your favorite lectures, 

that you remember experiences from that, Cheryl. Vince, do you have a 
particular lecture that really that stands out in your mind, as like, "Oh, that 
was just a powerful experience," or maybe your favorite one to deliver again 
and again? 

11-01:01:33 
V. Resh: I had a talk that I gave about river blindness that I enjoyed giving and 

included it on all of our African trips, and actually it was one of the opening 
lectures I did for the pre-meds in the General Biology course. What was 
always interesting about Egypt for us is the way we actually were asked to 
start doing Egyptian trips. Originally, they had Egyptologists from Berkeley 
do them. But what ended up happening was that in Egypt, only Egyptians can 
talk at the archeological sites. The authorities there do not allow non-
Egyptians to lecture at the sites. So, the Egyptologist from Berkeley would 
start to talk and the guards would come over and make her stop. Then she 
would also get into arguments with the Egyptian guides about what they were 
describing at the sites. Carolyn Sheaff thought that having us talk about the 
Nile and other topics that were major issues for Egypt, would work out much 
better. And, of course, the guides liked it because they really didn't know 
much about what I was lecturing on. It was new to them.  

11-01:03:05 
 We had one funny experience with a Berkeley law professor that came along 

on one of the Egypt trips. We were going on a trip to the Libyan desert and 
this was going to involve traveling through the desert, looking at the oases, 
camping, and all kinds of great activities like that. And we meet the first 
morning. We were running around and I remember we were about five 
minutes late getting started and he held his arm up and looked at his watch. 
"Oh, boy" I thought, "He's going to be a stickler." We start talking about what 
we're going to do. All of a sudden, he raises his hand and said, "When are we 
going on the boat?" We said, "What boat?" He said, "For the Nile cruise." We 
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said, "No. This isn't a Nile cruise. This is a trip to the Libyan desert. It's not a 
Nile cruise." And he looked around and he says, "Well, can we change the 
itinerary?" Only a professor would do that. But he was a nice guy. And the 
other thing I remember, when we were camping, he got up first thing in the 
morning in his sport jacket and was standing outside his tent with his suitcase 
waiting to leave while everybody was still eating breakfast. Every trip we had 
wonderful, funny things like that happen. 

11-01:04:21 
C. Resh: But you can see that we had really fun trips to Egypt. And for sure we have to 

go at least one more time. We want to be there when the new museum in Giza 
is finished and everything is there because there'll be so much more that we 
can see than we have ever been able to see before in the old museum.  

11-01:04:43 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. Now that we're just running down memory lanes of different Cal 

alumni trips, I have a note about a trip along the Trans-Siberian Railway. 
What are some of your memories from that adventure? 

11-01:04:55 
V. Resh: Well, let me start. This is a five-thousand-mile journey from Beijing to 

Moscow by train. I love train rides. We've done several other train trips with 
Cal Discoveries. We did trips from Bangkok to Singapore, a trip across 
Canada, and even ridden on the Orient Express from London to Venice. But 
the Beijing to Moscow trip was really the epitome of a train trip. We stopped 
at Lake Baikal and got a chance to swim there. Ten percent of all the 
freshwater in the world is in that lake. The trip was absolutely marvelous. And 
very Russian with a lot of borscht, starch, and smoked fish.  

11-01:05:40 
C. Resh: What happened is we stopped every day in a city or town and we'd get off for 

several hours and doing different things while they're cleaning all the cabins. 
We ate all our meals on the train and we're doing things all day long. we're 
going through Siberia and stopping to see these fascinating Siberian cities. I 
don't think I had any idea of what a Siberian city looked like but they were 
beautiful and modern. They had orchestral halls in each of the cities. And 
every place we went we always had local music and dancing. We walked all 
around their cities. It was just such a fun time. And there were many new 
buildings going up and even new cities being developed. We couldn't get over 
how there was constant, movement of other trains going by. They have an 
incredible railway system that everyone uses. But we were on this very special 
German-run train. All of our travelers were in the same railroad car, which 
was really nice and we all ate together. But we were only a small percentage 
of the passengers because there were a hundred or so people on the train. 
There were a lot of Italians, Japanese, and Germans. We got to be friendly 
with them when we stopped right by Lake Baikal and had an after-swim 
picnic. Not everybody swam in the ice-cold lake. I put my toe in. Vince swam. 
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11-01:07:34 
V. Resh: It was very, very cold. It was about fifty degrees. 

11-01:07:36 
C. Resh: It was very cold. It's a very impressive trip. But it's a very long trip. It was 

three weeks of rail travel.  

11-01:07:50 
V. Resh: Siberia is a prosperous area. Many of the brightest people in Russia were 

exiled there as dissidents. And, of course, you have a lot of ethnic groups 
there as well, these are the autonomous republics that are part of Russia.  

11-01:08:15 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. Cheryl, I remember you telling a story earlier, too, about 

Vietnam. You had this experience of how the Vietnam War impacted your 
life, and then, later, sitting around a table at a conference and sharing people's 
stories about what the Vietnam experience was like. And then, with you 
having gone to Vietnam and having a totally new experience, a learning of 
what it was like, what that place was like. Can you share a little bit about 
some of your trips to Vietnam and Laos, and what occurred and what 
realizations happened there? 

11-01:08:47 
C. Resh: Sure. We went to Thailand, Laos, and Cambodia several times. We only did 

the Vietnam trip one time for Cal Discoveries and that included Lao and 
Cambodia. A number of friends who had been traveling together with us said 
that if we ever did a Vietnam tour, that they would come with us because they 
would want to go with Vince. A lot of us had different experiences during the 
Vietnam War and were curious and maybe anxious about going on the trip. So 
this trip was mostly with friends. I would say three-fourths of the travelers that 
were on this particular trip had travelled with us on other trips. We knew 
about some of the concerns of some of them. We knew that one person was 
very nervous about being on the trip. He had been there during the war and 
had bad experiences. But we saw much of Vietnam. We had a memorable 
time in Hanoi, a beautiful city. and we really got a sense when we were there 
about what a hero Ho Chi Minh had been to his people. It changed my attitude 
towards Ho Chi Minh and convinced me that there was no way we could have 
ever won that war because they had built entire cities underground. They had 
schools and kitchens, and there was no way they planned to give up. When we 
went into the tunnels, we knew that they were going to last however long it 
took to get their independence. Because it really was a war of independence. It 
wasn't about international communism. It was about Vietnam's independence. 

11-01:10:33 
V. Resh: It was about nationalism. 

11-01:10:34 
C. Resh: When we went to the incredibly beautiful city of Hue and saw how US 

destroyed all of the incredible buildings there—we just bombed the hell out of 
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it—it was just quite an experience for all of us. But one of the memories for 
me was that I had gone to a small bookstore before we left and found a book 
called I Dreamed of Peace. And it was a story by a Vietnamese author about a 
North Vietnamese nurse during the war. And I got a real sense of what a hero 
she was. She was always trying to help the people. And I got the Vietnamese 
side of the story of what was happening to them. I had this book with me 
because I wanted to be able to give it to somebody else on the trip to read. I 
remember when we were first in Hanoi and on the bus and I had the book out 
and this one guide who was from Hanoi looked at me, saw the book and 
asked, "You read that book?" I said, "Yes." He started to cry—he had tears in 
his eyes. He said, "She's our biggest hero and I can't believe you actually read 
this book." The feelings that went through the bus were intense because 
everyone was hearing this conversation. It was just this incredible moment. 
From that time on the guides just thought we were a great group. They 
realized we weren't just touring. We were trying to get a sense of their world.  

11-01:12:26 
V. Resh: It was lovely. 

11-01:12:28 
C. Resh: It was lovely. 

11-01:12:29 
V. Resh: Thank you for remembering that story. 

11-01:12:30 
Eardley-Pryor: That is beautiful. 

11-01:12:30 
V. Resh: Also, on one of the trips we did to Laos the tour company did not want to stop 

in Vientiane, the capital of Lao. But this city was like Ouagadougou in 
Burkina Faso to me. I regularly would go back to both cities. They said, 
"What's there to see in Vientiane? It's a sleepy Southeast Asian capital." And I 
said, "No, no, no. Let's add a couple of days there." And we did and it was 
absolutely great. What we ended up doing for the travelers was that we asked 
the people that I worked with at the Mekong River Commission to organize a 
party at the home of a friend of mine. He was an English geologist married to 
a Lao woman. We had a party at his house and it was out of this world. We 
had the mayor come and perform a string ceremony, which is a very beautiful 
ceremony of friendship and community. And then they had the local high 
school band playing Lao rock and roll music. We wanted to have a dinner, 
too. The Laos, not trusting the hygiene of the Lao food on western stomachs, 
went to this nice restaurant to buy dinner for our travelers. As they said, 
"Mick Jagger ate there." So, they bought all this Americanized Lao food for 
us. Well, we get to the party and all of our people ate the local Lao food 
intended for the twenty or thirty Laos there! 

11-01:14:17 
C. Resh: So they have to eat ours. 
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11-01:14:19 
V. Resh: Yes, they're eating ours and they're complaining about the food intended for 

us. "This food has no taste. How could you make Lao food without taste?" 
The party went along wonderfully. We danced through the night. I think that 
event epitomized how we tried to bring more to trips than just the tourist 
experience. I remember Tim Burnhill, our host, saying that he thought we'd be 
bigger beer drinkers, that they had enough beer leftover from the party for the 
rest of the year! Beer Lao is very interesting. It's the biggest industry in the 
whole country and it's actually a matter of pride to the Laos. This beer was 
originally made by Germans that came to Lao to start a business. It tastes 
delicious and brings back great memories of my ten years working there. 

11-01:15:08 
Eardley-Pryor: Do you all mind if we take a pause here for just a second? 

11-01:15:11 
V. Resh: Oh, great. Great, great. 

11-01:15:11 
C. Resh: No, please. 

[Break in audio] 

11-01:15:14 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, this is fun, so let's continue telling some more stories. Can you share 

about a trip that was in 2010 that went from Moscow to St. Petersburg as 
Russian river cruises? 

11-01:15:26 
V. Resh: The waterway that was built under Stalin combined rivers, existing lakes, and 

then canals to connect the two great Russian cities. There are probably 
hundreds of thousands of dead bodies underneath from the terrible forced 
labor that was used to build the waterway. But it's an incredibly wonderful trip 
going by boat from Moscow to St. Petersburg. We did this about twelve years 
ago. My memory—like Cheryl's memory of me giving the Aswan Dam 
lecture in Egypt—is her giving a lecture on this Russian trip about paintings in 
the Hermitage Museum. She always would give lectures on what it's like to be 
a student in the twenty-first century and how grandparents could help 
grandkids and things like that in terms of education. But this lecture that she 
gave was absolutely incredible. Please describe it, Cheryl. 

11-01:16:26 
C. Resh: One of the books on our book and movie list was The Madonnas of Leningrad 

and it's a story about a museum docent in the Hermitage who, during the siege 
by— 

11-01:16:47 
V. Resh: The Germans of Leningrad. 
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11-01:16:47 
C. Resh: Yes, by the Germans. She and her family were sheltering with many other 

people in the Hermitage during the siege. They couldn't leave and they had no 
food. There was bombing that was happening all around them. Most of the 
paintings had been taken away and she would walk around the museum and 
give her docent tour but there would be no paintings on the wall. She would 
talk about a painting that had been there but never mentioned what painting it 
was. I went and looked at the Hermitage website and I found through trial and 
error all of the paintings that were described in that book but not named. I then 
downloaded the pictures of the paintings and put them in a PowerPoint. I then 
added what she wrote about the painting in the book. I did a lecture on The 
Madonnas of Leningrad, showing the actual paintings that she had been 
describing in her words. It just so happened that most people had read the 
book Madonnas of Leningrad because we had recommended it so highly and I 
had a full room. It was amazing. I went slide by slide, and showed the 
paintings so they all could see what the real painting was and what she had 
talked about in the book. It was a really nice way for everyone to get a sense 
of what those paintings were before they saw them in the museum. 

11-01:18:31 
 We go to the Hermitage and when we're in there we were hearing all who 

were at the lecture saying, "There's one." They were like little kids. They were 
all finding them throughout the Hermitage like they were on a treasure hunt. 
I'm sure other people were wondering who these people are. "Oh, over there. 
There is another one." It made it such a special trip that the crew on the ship 
asked, "Can we have your lecture? We'll do this again for the next trip because 
it made it such a special experience." But the lecture just personalized it in 
such a nice way. And I had no idea that was what was going to happen but it 
worked out great. 

11-01:19:20 
Eardley-Pryor: And to work so hard, to do all that work and research to match what was said 

in the book, to find the images she's talking about and put a lecture together. 
What a cool thing to see everyone respond in such a beautiful way after all 
that work you put into it. 

11-01:19:31 
V. Resh: But Roger, all these things make the trips better for us as well. 

11-01:19:35 
C. Resh: Yes, they're special for us because I can't read a book without wanting to go to 

the internet and ask, "So what does that building look like? What does that 
painting look like?" I've always done that anyhow. I was doing it for myself 
and then realized I could then maybe use it for the travelers on the voyage. 

11-01:19:51 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. I have a note here, too, that your granddaughter Colette was born 

while on this trip. 
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11-01:19:58 
C. Resh: Yes. 

11-01:19:58 
V. Resh: Yes. Somebody had a phone that they could get a text message internationally. 

Ours didn't do it. And they told us that, in fact, we had our first granddaughter 
on the journey. They were almost as excited as we were. 

11-01:20:09 
C. Resh: They found out first. 

11-01:20:11 
V. Resh: Well, one thing that was interesting about this trip, was that it was during that 

terribly hot summer when the peat was catching on fire in Russia. Moscow 
can be very unpredictable, even in the summer, in terms of the weather. Even 
more so in, St. Petersburg. And everybody brought at least one set of warm 
clothing. The temperature was in the high nineties every day and no one was 
prepared for that.  

It's a very special trip to take. Most of the passengers that make this journey 
are Russian. Like for Canadians taking the Trans-Canadian Railway, this 
waterway is the trip of a lifetime for the Russians. I'm sure they don't think of 
the Stalin bodies in the river bottom. Or maybe they think of them more 
because maybe some of their relatives were there.  

11-01:21:06 
C. Resh: They're older ships and some of our travelers were saying that the food wasn't 

good but that the experience was just great. And we had this lovely interaction 
with some Russian people. Oftentimes ships have to stack up next to each 
other in port. One ship was leaving and Russians were all singing and they 
realized that we were Americans on the adjacent ship. They started singing 
louder, clapping, and were swaying back and forth with their arms in the air. 
Then, in response, we started doing the same thing back. It was such a nice, 
unexpected interaction.  

  
11-01:21:33 
Eardley-Pryor: Waving their hands. 

11-01:21:33 
V. Resh: Yes. 

11-01:21:34 
C. Resh: It was really very nice.  

11-01:21:38 
Eardley-Pryor: That's delightful. Well, I have a note, too, that there were a couple trips to 

China that you made that were really memorable. And for me, I just imagine 
China, in my mind, right now is kind of the sharp tip of the human spear, kind 
of the front end of human civilization right now, as far as income and 
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investment in what future cities will be like in terms of scale and 
technological orientation, in the urban areas at least. Can you share a little bit 
about your experiences in China and seeing, especially having gone back, 
change over time in these areas? 

11-01:22:10 
V. Resh: We did several alumni trips to China, to the water cities, a couple to Beijing, 

and several to Shanghai. And then, of course, when we taught in Nanjing, we 
spent time in Shanghai before and after our time in Nanjing. But there were 
two incredible trips that we went on that were not just unique but, at least in 
one case, one that you may not be able to do again. The first trip that was so 
unique was we visited eight national parks in China. Now, China's national 
parks are a fairly recent development and they've really taken the best of what 
the US national parks are now doing in terms of not allowing cars in, using 
mass transportation to get people around, and having boardwalks over 
sensitive areas. But the parks themselves are absolutely beautiful. We actually 
went up into the Tibet Autonomous Region where you had more Chinese 
soldiers than Tibetans. I remember we went to one of these cultural shows, 
which they often include and usually are very good. And there were more 
soldiers in the audience watching the Tibetans and the Americans than 
actually people in the audience. So that area is still very tense in terms of how 
the people are treated. But the national parks, they're beautiful. From the 
James Hilton novel Lost Horizons, we all know about Shangri-La, this place 
where you're ageless and everybody is happy and you have everything you 
want. They have actually renamed a city Shangri-La but they pronounce it 
Shang-rilla.  

11-01:23:52 
C. Resh: Shang-rilla. 

11-01:23:52 
V. Resh: Which doesn't have the same romantic sound as Shangri-La does.  

11-01:23:59 
Eardley-Pryor: Okay. Well, let me ask you about this, Vince, because you've had such 

experiences working on research in North American national parks and in 
East African national parks. How would you characterize Chinese national 
parks just in terms of landscape—let alone management—but just landscape? 

11-01:24:18 
V. Resh: Well, all the ones that we went to were really very lush. They were in the area 

with high rainfall. For that trip we didn't go to any parks, for example, in the 
Gobi Desert. Their parks surprisingly are not crowded because it's very 
expensive for the Chinese to go. We were told that the admission price is 
about a hundred dollars per person per day. They're quite expensive to go to. 
But like one, the Stone Forest, where you have these magnificently shaped 
stones and you have others with hoodoos, which are these giant limestone 
chimneys. And, of course, they have an elevator that takes you right up to the 
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top of the hoodoos. The facilities are really very well done. So that was a 
really great trip. And a friend of ours named Jack Dold actually organized that 
and he was a wonderful tour guide. He finally retired but he had very exotic 
tours and we went on several as the lecturer and sometimes he would come 
with us because we really liked doing a particular trip. Actually, he and I 
designed that trip together, where he designed visits to the parks in Szechuan 
and Hunan, and I designed the visits to the ones in Yunnan. So, we visited 
three different provinces in terms of the national parks and it was a really 
great trip. So that was very unique and one that other companies don't do. 
That was, again, one of the very special things about Cal Discoveries, they 
would occasionally be able to have a unique trip like that.  

11-01:25:55 
 The other unique one also organized by Jack Dold and it was to the far west of 

China. Actually, we were very close to Kazakhstan, which is the Uyghur 
region and an area that's very controversial right now. And when we were 
there, we could see this vast influx of Han Chinese being brought into the 
area. Whenever the Uyghurs were, even where kids were skating, you had 
huge numbers of Chinese military around. The transition of traditional Uyghur 
homes into more modern buildings for the Han too was happening. We were 
also there during the Chinese New Year holiday, where we had to take an 
overnight train. There were tens of thousands of people at this train station 
trying to get on trains because everybody goes home for Chinese New Year. 
We were probably among the few that had first class tickets so we kept on 
being moved to the front of the line. We were all thinking, "God, the ugly 
Americans." But they all had the cheaper rail seats and did not look upset as 
we passed by. We actually had compartments to sleep in. But all males were 
in one compartment, and all females in another. We had very few minutes to 
get on the train and we had to get our luggage on. We had a woman in a 
wheelchair that had hurt herself on the trip. So, it was this mad scramble to get 
everyone on board. And then again, I remember Cheryl having a very, very 
wicked laugh when— 

11-01:27:36 
C. Resh: I did. 

11-01:27:37 
V. Resh: The compartment I was in had an older Chinese man and his grandson, who 

was about three years old and was crying the whole time. But it was very 
interesting because through an interpreter that was staying with us, the 
grandfather was taking his grandson on a forty-five-hour train ride because the 
boarding school where the grandfather lived was much cheaper than if the 
child went to a boarding school nearer to his parents. So, you had this 
movement of very young children going to boarding schools that are for kids 
under five years old, because of the cost of raising children requires both 
parent working and the role that grandparents play in raising the 
grandchildren. They refer to these schools as boarding kindergartens.  
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11-01:28:27 
C. Resh: And both parents having to work. 

11-01:28:26 
V. Resh:  Seeing what's happening with the Uyghurs right now, just brings all of these 

memories of our trip there back. Soon after we left, I had a grad student whose 
brother was in the State Department as a foreign services officer that was 
stationed in China. He had told us soon after we got back, that all trips to 
western China by Americans were being cancelled. So, we were very lucky to 
have had this fascinating experience. This very rich and old Muslim culture is 
being destroyed. Uyghur people never thinking of themselves as Chinese. 
which, of course, is one of the reasons for the restrictions that we're seeing 
now. 

11-01:29:13 
Eardley-Pryor: Cheryl, what are some of your memories and experiences of China, being 

such a unique place and with such a central role in world history—
historically, but especially now, too. What are some of your memories and 
experiences there? 

11-01:29:25 
C. Resh: Well, for me, one of the things that was really fascinating was to see how 

modern everything was in China. They have rapid trains everywhere in the 
country. When we went from Shanghai to Nanjing, we had a choice of a 
hundred and— 

11-01:29:50 
V. Resh: Hundred and ninety-four trains. 

11-01:29:50 
C. Resh: Hundred and ninety-four trains on that one day that would go through Nanjing 

and we could have picked any one of those trains. They were all modern, they 
were all fast, and they were inexpensive. Anyone in China can get almost 
anywhere in the country for not all that much money. There is this incredible 
ability of anybody either wealthy or poor to be able to travel. That to me was 
one of the big first takeaways. We have been to Shanghai a number of times. 
Getting from the airport to the city itself of Shanghai was different each time. 
The first time we went there it was quite a long ride to get into the City of 
Shanghai. The next trip, there was less country and more city. The city kept 
moving out closer to the airport. And he last time we went to Shanghai, the 
city was almost at the airport. And so there has been this huge growth and 
expansion of Shanghai over time. 

11-01:30:48 
V. Resh: Yes. 

11-01:30:49 
Eardley-Pryor: And that was in the past ten years or so, right, in your first visit in 2009? 
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11-01:30:53 
C. Resh: It is just amazing how it has grown. And there are such beautiful buildings 

representing the old and new aspects of the city. And they were careful. Even 
when they took down the old neighborhoods, I thought they were doing a 
pretty good job of a lot of transitioning into the new era. The rivers are 
crossed by incredible bridges. I could see how much they were putting into 
infrastructure. That's what I couldn't get over, was the infrastructure 
improvements. They had issues with water shortages in the north so they are 
building the south-north canal. 

11-01:31:29 
V. Resh: Yes. 

11-01:31:34 
C. Resh: The canal is an attempt to get more water up to Beijing, which has far less 

water than the south. So there has been all of this technology and construction 
happening that really is going to help the country over time. And then I would 
think back to us in the United States and we haven't emphasized doing any 
infrastructure advances for years. That was another of my takeaway messages.  

11-01:31:57 
Eardley-Pryor: I'm thinking contextually right now, just now, yesterday, I think, the President 

of the United States just announced some of the largest infrastructure 
spending plans in more than a half-century. I mean, America really hasn't 
done anything with infrastructure in so long. That's great. That's great.  

11-01:32:15 
V. Resh: The other thing I'd like to add is the graciousness of the Chinese that we saw 

when we were traveling there. One time, Cheryl and I had gone early to 
Beijing for a Cal trip. It was a Sunday and we wanted to go to the National Art 
Museum and the line was just huge and we were standing there. Of course, 
we're not talking to others in line because of the language issue. And we're 
getting closer and someone says to us, "Do you have reservations?" And we 
say, "No." And they said, "Well, on Sunday you can't go in without 
reservations." Someone that was farther back in the line that did speak English 
said, "Well, let me see what I can do for you," and he went with our passports 
to the security personnel. His son stayed with us. He was gone and we could 
see that he was negotiating with them. Because there were various 
checkpoints that he had to get through to even see if we could go in. He came 
back and just got us into the museum. He was gracious and only wanted a 
thank you because we offered to pay for his admission. And, of course, when I 
was teaching in Nanjing, over and over again the graciousness was apparent. 
And sometimes it was a little crazy. Like I remember our host Beixin Wang 
took us to see the center of the Yangtze River. Now, I think they would only 
do this to somebody that was interested in rivers because it didn't look that 
different there than it did from the banks. But we had to walk on a path that 
the motorcycles used. We were constantly dodging motorcycles that are on the 
same pathway because no one apparently walks to see the center of the 
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Yangtze! No one crosses the bridges on foot. The whole time we're there 
Cheryl would go off by herself and would see sites and if they were 
interesting, she'd take me when I finished teaching. We were going back to the 
airport in Shanghai and they sent a graduate student with us to stay with us 
until we actually checked our luggage to make sure that we were okay. We 
couldn't talk them out of doing this and the student was so afraid that 
something would happen to us that he never left our sides! We've seen this 
throughout Asia, certainly in Japan. We've had similar attention there. 
Partially, I think, because they think that westerners don't have much common 
sense. But throughout Asia the respect for older people is just so wonderful to 
experience and to see. 

11-01:34:41 
Eardley-Pryor: Yeah. So different from the west. 

11-01:34:44 
V. Resh: Yes. 

11-01:34:44 
C. Resh: And one of the things that I would add is that my hair color attracted a lot of 

attention. 

11-01:34:49 
V. Resh: Oh, God. 

11-01:34:50 
C. Resh: I would be by myself. I had no problems taking the trains or the metro and I 

would go to all these different parks and places by myself. There would be all 
these young students that wanted to talk to me and have pictures taken with 
me. And then you'd see a mother and little child walking towards me. Maybe 
a block, block-and-a-half away the mother spots me. And I could see that she's 
saying something to the child and I just knew that when that child gets close 
to me, they're going to try to say something in English. Because the mother is 
assuming I'm English from the beginning. And so sure enough I talk to the 
little child. I'm sort of the novelty. It's fun walking in China because they're so 
welcoming. If I couldn't figure out where I was on a map someone would 
come up and I'd point to the map where I wanted to go, and then they would 
just point me— 

11-01:36:40 
Eardley-Pryor: Point you in the right direction. 

11-01:35:50 
C. Resh: I never had any problems. I never felt unsafe. I always felt very safe 

everywhere I was in China and the same was true in Japan and Korea when 
Vince taught there and I travelled alone. I felt that I really got a sense of the 
people when I was out there on my own. 
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11-01:36:01 
V. Resh: Part of the novelty is that the university, Nanjing Agricultural University, I 

was teaching at in Nanjing was outside of the central part of the city. It was in 
a suburb and so there really were no western people there. I don't think we 
ever saw another western person on the campus when we were there. And, 
again, Cheryl's hair and the color of her eyes just attracted a lot of attention. 
The same thing was true in West Africa, especially among adolescent boys, 
they just would flock to her. We had one experience in Ghana. It was one of 
the few times that we had a disappointing travel experience. Our whole group 
had flown into Ghana, to Accra, to pick up a ship that was going all the way 
along the upper West African coast, all the way to Spain. And we get there 
and there's a note waiting for us saying, "The ship has problems. You should 
go back home. We're canceling the trip." Well, people have just been flying 
for thirty-five hours to get there. We contacted the company and say, "Would 
you just let us have a driver and per diems so that we can stay in hotels and 
we'll just take them around Ghana for a week." They agreed to try and placate 
the travelers' anger, and we took them up to the big Akosombo Dam and Lake 
Volta, saw beautiful fabrics that they made there, and then we took them 
down to slave castles in Cape Coast. We also took them out into the jungle to 
a park where some Canadians had built a canopy walk. A whole bunch of 
African teenagers were on the rope and plank walkways. They are running 
and the walkways are shaking while we were all seventy or eighty feet above 
the ground. 

11-01:38:08 
C. Resh: And we're above the ground and they're all surrounding me touching my hair. 

11-01:38:09 
V. Resh: There's one rope on each side and the wooden boards we're walking on are 

wobbling. And I remember Cheryl would say, "I'll go first," and she would 
just try to get in front of everybody. But everybody had a really great time. 
We took them out one night to eat nothing but game, antelopes and crocodiles 
and that was a lot of fun. Well, I don't know if it was a lot of fun but some of 
them tried it. 

11-01:38:44 
C. Resh: It was different. 

11-01:38:44 
V. Resh: It was different, yes. 

11-01:38:49 
Eardley-Pryor: Do you mind if I pause for just a second again, guys? 

[break in audio] 

So this is just great. What are some of the other Cal alumni trip memories that 
you have to share? 
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11-01:39:00 
V. Resh: Well, there have been so many of them. Cheryl, do you want to mention one 

of your favorites? 

11-01:39:06 
C. Resh: I think what we'd want to talk about next is that we had this incredible Taiwan 

experience for the alumni. We first had gone to Taiwan because Vince was 
going to be teaching there and we agreed with the Development Office that 
we would meet with the Cal Alumni Club of Taiwan officers while we were in 
Taipei. There are about a thousand Cal alums in Taiwan. 

11-01:39:26 
Eardley-Pryor: In Taiwan? A thousand? 

11-01:39:27 
C. Resh: In Taiwan. And they all participate regularly in the alumni club events and so 

they do a lot of recruiting for students to go to Cal. And so, Vince was there a 
couple different times and we really got to know the alumni group. They kept 
saying, "No one from Berkeley ever comes to Taiwan. We have lots to show 
here." So, we helped the Cal Alumni Association come up with a Taiwan trip 
and it happened to also be the same year as the 150th anniversary of Cal. And 
in the end our group was able to not only experience Taiwan but also to meet 
a large number of the alums in different ways. We went to see a museum that 
was designed by an architect who was an alum of Cal. We stayed at several 
hotels of an alum. So the travelers were really getting to know the Taiwanese 
alumni. And then we were all invited to the big anniversary celebration on our 
final night as their guests. That was a really special trip for everyone and we 
were very glad that we helped organize it with local alumni.  

11-01:40:52 
V. Resh: We took them to wonderful places. These beautiful, gorgeous gorges, rivers, 

and temples throughout Taiwan. 

11-01:41:00 
C. Resh: We showed them a great deal of the whole country but there was even more to 

see than we had time for. 

11-01:41:02 
V. Resh: Taiwan's a beautiful country. Again, talking about infrastructure, there are 

more fast trains going along the west coast of Taiwan than there are BART 
trains going from Berkeley to San Francisco. And they run more often. It's a 
remarkable country. I have a former student, How-Jing Lee, that's retiring this 
year as a professor at National Taiwan University. I was lucky to do some 
teaching there and did program reviews for them. It's really a wonderful place 
and that was a special trip for everyone. I think that they didn't realize how 
special Taiwan was. We went in early because we had friends to visit, such as 
How Jing, his wife Jane, and Lu-Kun Huang, one of his students that Cheryl 
and I have become friends with.  
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11-01:41:57 
C. Resh: When Vince was teaching that month, Lu-Kun took me every day to see 

something special in Taipei. I just had this fascinating experience with him 
every day. On one trip, he took us to a concert celebrating the 75th anniversary 
of the bombing of Taiwan. Remember, during World War II, Taiwan was a 
Japanese possession. 

11-01:52:19 
V. Resh: The American bombing of Taiwan. 

11-01:42:20 
C. Resh: There was a big demonstration but it was really a pro-independence function.  

11-01:42:33 
V. Resh: And it's a beautiful country. 

11-01:42:33 
C. Resh: It is.  

11-01:42:32 
V. Resh: Once we went out to the ocean to look at these beautiful geological formations 

in the middle of a typhoon. We were being blown all around. How-Jing, Jane, 
and Lu-Kun are great friends.  

11-01:42:47 
Eardley-Pryor: You go on such wild adventures on these trips. Are there any times in some of 

these trips where things didn't quite go as planned that became memorable in 
some way? 

11-01:42:59 
V. Resh: Well, we did mention the West African trip that suddenly was cancelled and 

we were left with Cal alumni travelers trying to make the best of the situation. 
Once on a trip to Cuba we had a woman that wasn't paying attention and got 
lost, and we couldn't find her for several hours. Please tell how we solved this 
in future trips.  

11-01:43:21 
C. Resh: What we do now is that all the travelers have the local tour director's phone so 

they could text them. 

11-01:43:55 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, geez. Lost in Cuba. "All right. We'll see you. Hopefully you'll make your 

way home." 

11-01:44:01 
V. Resh: We also had an unexpected experience in Myanmar. A woman who was an 

English professor at Rutgers has had traveled with us before and as a favor we 
had asked her if she took the Kipling poem, A Road to Mandalay, that's really 
iconic to westerners and talk about how she would deconstruct that poem. 
Well, at the end of it there was an English woman in our group that was 
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actually married to a Berkeley professor that stands up and says, "How dare 
you do that to Kipling?" She was irate!  

11-01:44:53 
Eardley-Pryor: Academic fisticuffs coming out. 

11-01:44:55 
V. Resh: And then we had a very nice experience in West Africa once where a woman 

who's actually older than us went there and fell in love with Sierra Leone. She 
decided on that trip that she was going to go back there to work with an NGO 
that was working for peace and reconciliation. She lived and helped for a year 
and then— 

11-01:45:21 
C. Resh: Working on reconciliation. 

11-01:45:21 
V. Resh: Yes, on reconciliation with this local NGO. Then she falls in love with an 

African and married him.  

11-01:45:28 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow. 

11-01:45:31 
V. Resh: Yes, very romantic.  

11-01:45:31 
Eardley-Pryor: All from your trip? All from you guys hosting her a trip or showing her that 

area? 

11-01:45:37 
V. Resh: She just fell in love with West Africa. We could go on for the next two days 

telling you stories about things that happened. However, we do want to 
mention Carolyn Sheaff and so many people from Cal Discoveries that made 
our now 60 trips with them possible, including Jackie Olson, Chris Jamison, 
and Joanna Aguilar. Cal Discoveries is one of the great things about the 
university. It reconnects alumni with the university again. I think that's really 
a wonderful thing that they do.  

11-01:46:19 
Eardley-Pryor: And so enriching, too, to learn. I mean, it's like a Cal experience is nothing but 

just a deep learning experience on so many different fronts. And then, to go on 
a travel trip like this, to expand your cultural horizons and your geographic 
experiences, it just seems so reminiscent of what Berkeley is really all about. 

11-01:46:37 
V. Resh: Right. And we've been lucky in making close friends on these trips. We've had 

people that have gone on trips with us ten times.  
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11-01:46:46 
C. Resh: At least ten times, maybe some went on more. We had one group of travelers 

from an Australia to New Zealand trip that coalesced in such a unique way 
that every time one of them would sign up for a trip they'll email each other 
and say, "I'm going to go on this trip. Any of you want to join me?" 
Oftentimes we'd have seven or eight of them on future trip with us. The 
travelers also find people that they'd want to travel with in the future, as well. 
This is especially true for single travelers in that they team up on future trips.  

11-01:47:21 
V. Resh: We did have a trip to Madrid that was cancelled that we were to lecture on. 

But a former student of mine, Núria Bonada, who lives in Barcelona was 
planning to have a secular baptism of her baby when we were there. So, we 
said, "Well, we'll go anyway." Cheryl, do you want to just tell them about the 
wonderful, lucky experiences that we had? 

11-01:47:54 
C. Resh: The baby's baptism was going to be in the south of Spain. We knew we had to 

get down there at a particular time and we wanted to visit several cities. We 
really wanted to see Madrid, Cordova, and— 

11-01:48:16 
V. Resh: Seville and Granada. 

11-01:48:17 
C. Resh: Between Seville and Grenada we went to this little village where we had three 

days of celebrating with friends. It was just great. There were maybe eighty to 
a hundred people that were at the baptism and the parties. 

11-01:48:32 
Eardley-Pryor: This is not the kind of baptism I have in my mind.  

11-01:48:38 
V. Resh: No. 

11-01:48:38 
Eardley-Pryor: Whatever kind of baptism it is, it's a party? 

11-01:48:39 
C. Resh: We were on a river that the two parents had worked on and done their 

research there. They used some of the river water in the ceremony. The 
baptismal party was on one side of the river and the rest of us were all on the 
other side of the river sitting up on the rocks. They had speakers because they 
read poetry, music, and some dancing and that was all just for that part of it. 
And then we had several days of dinners and events. It was quite a wonderful 
and unique experience but probably a little strange to some of the people 
there.  

11-01:49:16 
Eardley-Pryor: Wow.  
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11-01:49:19 
C. Resh: And on top of it we had this serendipitous experience in southern Spain. We 

were in Cordova. An annual festival of the locals decorating their patios with 
flowers was happening that week. 

11-01:49:47 
V. Resh: Dozens of citizens participated. 

11-01:49:48 
C. Resh: The patios were in Cordova, right? 

11-01:49:51 
V. Resh: Yes. 

11-01:49:51 
C. Resh: Of course, we also got to see the famous mosque of Cordova, now a Catholic 

Cathedral but still with the beautiful mosque interior. But the patios were a 
treat and a surprise.  

11-01:50:07 
V. Resh: They are essentially small gardens on the walls of homes holding pots with a 

variety of flowering plants. 

11-01:50:09 
C. Resh: Carnations and other colorful flowers were in bloom. 

11-01:50:11 
Eardley-Pryor: What is a patio? I'm understanding patio in American context, like a front 

porch of a house. 

11-01:50:14 
C. Resh: Yes, the patio is the enclosed space outside of their homes. On their walls they 

had all these flowers everywhere. 

11-01:50:20 
V. Resh: Yes. 

11-01:50:20 
C. Resh: We were able to see fifty different gardens in different parts of the city. Then 

we went to Seville and that was when they were having all of these festivities 
and parties during their annual event called the Feria. It was also when the 
children were having their first communion celebrations at their churches. So 
everyplace that we went, all the young girls were in these beautiful white 
dresses and boys in white suits.  

11-01:51:03 
V. Resh: We couldn't believe the luck of arriving that week. 
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11-01:51:05 
C. Resh: The Feria is a one-week event where there are horses and riders, and horse-

drawn carriages everywhere. No one could believe that we happened to pick 
that week by chance.  

11-01:51:38 
V. Resh: The other thing that was very interesting to us about the friendship we have 

with my former student Núria is that she and the people at University of 
Barcelona and really throughout that region are very nationalistic about being 
Catalonians. One of the things that we used to do when we'd have big parties 
in Parcieux is that we would have these tournaments involving everybody that 
was visiting, because there are always people coming through. We'd play 
pétanque, which is a lawn-bowling game that's very popular with the French. 
And when we'd get to the finals it would be like the Olympics. The 
participants in the final match would hum or sing their national anthems. This 
was the first time we experienced the Catalonians talking about their country 
and their desire for independence from Spain. The nationalistic feelings are 
also strong for Albert Ruhi, who is from the Catalonian city of Girona and he 
is now in my position at Berkeley. Because of Franco, who was incredibly 
punitive with the Catalonians, and because of the Catholic Church being 
closely linked to Franco, there's a very strong anti-Catholic feeling in that area 
even though you have incredibly beautiful cathedrals in Barcelona and 
throughout Catalonia. This is why so many of the well-educated people don't 
get married and that's why Núria and her partner had a secular baptism for 
their son. We actually had a Cal group in Spain a few years later when they 
had the vote for Catalonian independence. And in Madrid we saw all the 
national flags and then as you got closer and closer to Catalonia, where the 
trip was supposed to end—that part of the trip was cancelled—we see more 
and more of the public support for Catalonia. 

11-01:53:21 
Eardley-Pryor: Oh, that's great. 

11-01:53:24 
V. Resh: Núria was also very close to Bernhard Statzner and had done a post-doc with 

him in Lyon. 

11-01:53:23 
Eardley-Pryor: I get the sense that, on some of these trips, there's a plan, but then plans 

change. 

11-01:53:29 
V. Resh: Yes, that can happen and it's always spelled out to the travelers at the 

beginning of the trip. 

11-01:53:31 
C. Resh: Yes. 
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11-01:53:31 
V. Resh: Where we don't generally see changes in schedules is on the big ships. For 

example, if you're on a cruise where everything is set, even a river cruise. But 
rough seas often cause even these large ships to miss scheduled stops.  

11-01:53:47 
C. Resh: The travel companies really keep their "ears to the ground" to get a sense of 

what's going on. When they just felt it wasn't safe enough to go to Barcelona, 
they made that change. 

11-01:54:02 
V. Resh: But very often, the local guides are so willing to add additional activities. In 

trips to Africa I was often stopping in local villages to buy palm wine or millet 
beer for people to taste. The tour guides would sort of roll their eyes thinking 
they're going to get sued if somebody gets sick but everybody would always 
try it and nobody ever got sick 

11-01:54:35 
Eardley-Pryor: Cheryl, I have a note here that Vince doing this travel with his teaching and 

research, that you also did some travel with some of your work colleagues. 
Can you share some of your travel experiences that were work oriented, at 
least, and who went along with you? 

11-01:54:52 
C. Resh: Sure. We called our group the "coalition girls." Remember, my Direct Loan 

Coalition experience? A number of them in the Direct Loan Coalition 
Executive Council wanted to travel. They would be hearing about all my 
travels and so they started talking about maybe doing some traveling together. 
Starting in 2011, some of us took a trip together. It was Kris Wright, Eileen 
O'Leary, Margaret Rodriguez, and Phyllis Hooyman. After the first trip, 
Rachelle Feldman joined us because I had retired and she joined the Coalition. 

11-01:55:26 
Eardley-Pryor: Rachelle Feldman joined you? 

11-01:55:27 
C. Resh: Yes, Rachelle Feldman joined the group. And so, the first year we went to 

Italy. We went to the town of Lucca for a week and then took the train to 
Rome for several days. The next time we went to France. We stayed in a small 
medieval village along a river in the south of France. Then we went to the 
Cotswolds in England a few years later and then went by boat to Normandy 
and then to Paris. So, we did several European trips together. But over the 
next few years, Vince and I got really busy with our own travels and I couldn't 
go on several others that they had planned. They went to a couple other 
places, even to Egypt after having heard about all of our trips there. But I 
couldn't, the timing just didn't work out for me. I might travel with them again 
some time. Of course, no one could travel for the last year or so. But our 
group of us still communicate over the phone or through a Zoom call. So yes, 
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I've done some traveling with other people but I'm used to traveling with 
Vince and prefer that. 

11-01:56:40 
Eardley-Pryor: How are the trips different with these friends and with Vince? 

11-01:56:42 
C. Resh: Well, because I've traveled so much and often, I knew a lot about the regions 

that they were planning to go to. I prefer now to only go to places I've not 
been before with them.  

11-01:57:02 
Eardley-Pryor: You're not the one doing all the tour guiding. 

11-01:57:05 
V. Resh: Essentially, yes. 

11-01:57:05 
C. Resh: I always ended up being one of the drivers. We would rent two cars usually 

and Margaret and I would be the drivers. 

11-01:57:20 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, this past year with COVID obviously limiting even getting out of the 

house, let alone international travel, now that the veil or the fog of COVID is 
beginning to lift, what are some of the trips you're most looking forward to—
either places to revisit or new adventures that you're looking forward to going 
on? 

11-01:57:39 
V. Resh: Well, this summer we're hoping that a tour that we were to lecture on, a cruise 

between the United States and Canada through the Great Lakes, will go. A trip 
to Costa Rica is scheduled in the fall and we hope that will go as well. Next 
year we have an Amazon trip scheduled and a Turkey trip. We've had many 
trips cancelled that we were looking forward to. The trip to Turkey is now 
scheduled for next year. We had a reservation for a trip to Iran and although it 
was cancelled, we hope that this will happen in the future. France has gone 
back into lockdown and Hungary has more deaths per capita than anywhere 
else in the world. So, who knows what's going to happen. But during the 
pandemic, we've realized how lucky we've been to have been able to travel all 
these years. And certainly, I look back on the friendships that I've made 
working with people in Africa, Asia, Europe, Canada, and on the Cal 
Discovery trips. They have been such an important part of our lives. We're 
very, very grateful for those opportunities and experiences. 

11-01:58:56 
C. Resh: Yes, I agree completely. 

11-01:58:57 
Eardley-Pryor: How do you think travel has changed you? For both of you? 
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11-01:58:03 
V. Resh: Changed? Well, I think it's made me much more accepting of cultural 

differences. People are fundamentally the same but there's going to be many 
cultural overlays, like the super-ego Freud described. This diversity makes 
this such a more interesting world. I think now we talk about diversity and we 
talk about it either in terms of plants or animals or we talk about it in terms of 
ethnic mixtures. I think all this is really important. It makes our world richer. 
I'm still very anxious to start travelling again and continue to travel. Places 
that are logistically simple, like Scotland. We've never been to that area and 
I'm looking forward to going. Looking forward to also getting back to France, 
Spain, and England. We also plan to get back to Turkey and going to Iran and 
more exotic places like that. I think anybody that hasn't traveled is missing out 
on one of the joys of life. It's the unexpected that happens. It's the realization, 
"My God, this is the way people really view the world." I think that's what I'm 
so thankful for, is having had that in my life for the past five decades. 

11-02:00:37 
Eardley-Pryor: What about you, Cheryl? How has travel changed you? 

11-02:00:39 
C. Resh: Well, I do know that I can't read a newspaper anymore without a different 

perspective than I had before I travelled. If I'm reading something about 
Myanmar, I can think of places we've been, or people we've met, or how sad it 
is right now. I can picture being at a Buddhist temple when I read an article 
about the monks there being beaten by the police. I just have a different sense 
of the places I've visited. I can see faces when I read articles about different 
countries. It may be that I'm taking so many photographs that these places and 
people are more vivid in my memory. I worry about what happens if China 
really gets tough with Taiwan. What's going to happen to our friends? I have 
images of their faces in a way that I didn't have before, like when I see current 
issues—like with the Uyghurs. I've been sympathetic with their plight ever 
since I was there. I always remember that I had seen these little kids being 
afraid of the military while they were skating in the park and being watched. I 
have a different sense of what the news is or what's really happening there 
because of my travels.  

11-02:01:57 
V. Resh: The strong anti-immigrant feeling in parts of the United States is typically 

strongest in an area where there are no or few immigrants. But you look at the 
contribution immigrants make. If you look at the high school students that are 
the Intel science award winners, the vast majority of them are from immigrant 
families. We were talking earlier about the development of CRISPR. Almost 
all the post-docs that worked on that were immigrants coming over here to 
better their life and their countries by getting an American education and 
developing skills they can use back home.  

11-02:02:37 
C. Resh: Right. 
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11-02:02:38 
Eardley-Pryor: Well, we're nearing the end of our time here for our interview. Are there any 

other stories or anything else you want to share with regard to travel? 

11-02:02:47 
C. Resh: I would want to say one thing and that is we always talk about all of our 

international friends in these interviews. We have close friends here too that 
are very important in our lives and that we see regularly. If you remember, 
when I first came to California, I ended up having to join a van pool and Joni 
Grisham has been my friend since I came here almost forty years ago. And 
that's true for Vince. You have had Alan Kaplan since you came here. 

11-02:03:19 
V. Resh: Well, I mentioned Alan Kaplan from the point of view of him saving us on the 

editing of the Encyclopedia of Insects in terms of him just devoting himself to 
making sure there were no errors. But going all the way back to when I first 
interviewed at Berkeley and he was the graduate student on the committee, 
he's been a great pal. When I offered to pay for lunch 47 years ago, he said, 
very New York style, "I'll get a chit." And, again, many of the people that we 
travel with live in this area and we see them regularly. 

11-02:03:48 
C. Resh: Right. 

11-02:03:49 
V. Resh: So it's been really wonderful. 

11-02:03:51 
C. Resh: And then I have a bridge group that I've been playing with for over ten years. 

And some of them have traveled with us. And they play bridge every week 
and I join them when I would be in town. And we still get together with them 
when we can, currently on Zoom.  

11-02:04:13 
V. Resh: Twice a week. 

11-02:04:15 
C. Resh: And so, I just wanted to make sure we also said that we've got dear friends 

that are here and some of them have traveled with us. And they've always 
enjoyed seeing photos of our travels when we get back. 

11-02:04:29 
V. Resh: On your website, for example.  

11-02:04:31 
C. Resh: Yeah. 

11-02:04:31 
Eardley-Pryor: Your photos are incredible. They were incredibly useful for me to be able to 

have a better sense of your world in doing these oral history interviews, just 
for context. But I know that was just barely scratching the surface of your 
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photo collections from all your world adventures. Well, friends, if there's 
nothing else you have to share here at the end, I just wanted to say thank you 
very much for this experience, for you both to have these interviews together. 
It's been a real privilege for me, and I just want to thank you for spending so 
much time and putting so much of yourselves honestly and openly into it, and 
for working so hard. It's just been a delight to interview you both. So thank 
you. 

11-02:05:07 
V. Resh: And, Roger, thank you so much for it. 

11-02:05:10 
C. Resh: Thank you. We've enjoyed spending this time with you. 

11-02:05:13 
Eardley-Pryor: That's great. Well, onward in life to new adventures and new travel forward. 

So, thank you again. 

11-02:05:21 
V. Resh: And thank you. 

[End of Interview] 
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Appendix 1: Photographs Courtesy of Vince Resh 

 

Figure 1. Vince Resh’s mother Ann and father Lewis when he was on leave from  
the South Pacific. Vince was born nine months later. Washington, DC. 1945. 

 

 

Figure 2. Vince Resh’s mother fishing in a stream while pregnant with him.  
Greenville, SC. 1945.  
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Figure 3. Vince’s mother with him. His father was still in the South Pacific  
and didn’t see him until he was 6 months old. New York City, NY. 1945.  

 

 

Figure 4. Vince with his father. Newton, NJ. 1948. 
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Figure 5. Vince with his father at Jones Beach.  
Long Island, NY. 1948.  

 

 

Figure 6. Vince crabbing with his mother. Point Pleasant, NJ. 1951. 
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Figure 7. Vince in the Panuska lab at Georgetown University. Washington, D.C. 1966. 

 

 

Figure 8. Stuart Neff collecting insects on the Salt River. Taylorsville, KY. 1975.  
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Figure 9. Vince’s son, Jon. Louisville, Ky. 1972. 
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Figure 10. Louis Krumholtz at Doe Run, a well-studied stream. Brandenburg, KY. 1980. 

 

 

Figure 11. Vince visiting his son Jon at Spoke House when he was a student at  
the University of Florida. Gainesville, FL. 1991. 
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Figure 12. Vince on sabbatical with his friends and colleagues on the Rhône project. Left to 
right: Colin Townsend, Alan Hildrew, Bernhard Statzner, and Vince. Parcieux, France. 1992. 

 

 

Figure 13. Cheryl and Jon visiting Vince on his first French sabbatical. Left to right: Monika 
Statzner, Bernhard Statzner, Cheryl Haigh, and Jon Resh. Parcieux, France. 1992. 
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Figure 14. Vince with friends and colleagues in the field on Fraser River Project. Left to right: 
Vince, Dave Rosenberg, Trefor Reynoldson, and Al Wiens. Thompson, BC. Canada. 1994. 

 
 

 

Figure 15. Vince with his grandson Philip Haigh at a local park.  
One of the many times a grandson stayed for a weekend. El Cerrito, CA. 1995. 
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Figure 16. Vince honored at the Distinguished Teaching Award Ceremony. Left to right: Vince, 
Rachel Moran, Andrew Packard, Brian Harvey, and Gary Firestone. Berkeley, CA. 1995. 

 

 

Figure 17. Vince with his parents after receiving the Distinguished Teaching Award.  
Berkeley, CA. 1995.
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Figure 18. Vince with the General Biology class he taught for twenty-three years. 
Berkeley, CA. 1996. 

 

 

Figure 19. Vince and son Jon at Cheryl’s family reunion.  
From left to right: niece Jenny Hageman, grandson Philip Haigh on Jon’s lap,  
Jon Resh, Vince, grandson Andrew Kline, and Cheryl. Lakewood, MO. 1998. 
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Figure 20. The iconic image of onchocerciasis or river blindness. A blind adult is being led by a 
small child to a market, town center, or to farm or fish. Bouaké, Ivory Coast. 1995. 

 

 

Figure 21. Vince with a number of adult villagers where all are stunted  
from a heavy parasite load. Asubende, Ghana. 1997. 
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Figure 22. Vince on Niger River. Segou, Mali. 1998. 

 

 

Figure 23. Vince and Laurent Yaméogo at a meeting of the Expert Advisory Committee on 
river blindness control. Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso. 2000. 
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Figure 24. Vince’s favorite and long-term driver, Mugli, on a trip to survey sites for black flies 
and river blindness prevalence. Cape Coast, Ghana. 2001.  

 

 

Figure 25. Vince with his sons for his 60th birthday celebration.  
Left to right: Jeff Haigh, Vince, and Jon. Sea Ranch, CA. 2005. 
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Figure 26. Vince and Lao colleagues on the Mekong River at the junction of China, Myanmar 
and Lao. From left to right: Chanda Vongsambath, Vince, and Bounnam Pathoumthong. 2005. 

 

 

Figure 27. Vince with his close friend and colleague Ian Campbell on the Mekong River.  
Kratie, Cambodia. 2005. 
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Figure 28. Vince with the Mekong Biomonitoring Team with representatives from Thailand, 
Vietnam, Cambodia and Lao People’s Democratic Republic. Left to right: Back row: Pham Anh 
Duc, Bruce Chessman, Vince, Supatra Parnrong Davidson. Front row: Tatporn Kumpradid, Sok 
Khom, Niane Sivongxay, Sutthawan Suphan, Nguyen Thi Mai Linh, Monyrak Meng, Chanda 

Vongsambath. Chang Mai, Thailand. 2008. 
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Figure 29. Vince and Ian Campbell at the Society of Freshwater Science meeting when Vince 
received the Award of Excellence in Freshwater Science. New Orleans, LA. 2005. 

 

 

Figure 30. Cheryl with Richard Norris (left) and Richard Merritt (right) at the celebration  
dinner for Vince’s award held at the Napoleon House. New Orleans, LA 2005. 
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Figure 31. Vince and his former and current doctoral students at the Society of Freshwater 
Science meeting celebrating Vince receiving the Award of Excellence in Freshwater Science. 
From left to right: Back row: John Jackson, Darold Batzer, Marilyn Myers, Ferenc de Szalay, 

Jim Carter, Bruce Orr, Jack Feminella. Middle row: Leah Bêche, Deb Rudnick, Vince, Liz 
Bergey, Wendy Renz. Front row: Alison Purcell, Gary Lamberti, Rafi Mazor, Kevin Lunde, Matt 

Cover. New Orleans, LA. 2005. 
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Figure 32. Vince with his father, son, and mother at their favorite restaurant for family events, 
the Town Tavern. Bronxville, NY. 2007. 

 

 
 

Figure 33. Vince and Ephraim Cohen, a long-term friend and visitor from Israel. He hosted 
Vince when he was Lady Davis Professor at Hebrew University of Jerusalem. El Cerrito, CA. 

2008. 
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Figure 34. Friends Mary Tyson and Alan Kaplan, and Avital and Rama Gasith,  
who are at Berkeley on sabbatical. Berkeley, CA. 1997. 

 

 

Figure 35. Vince with Eric McElravy working on building field equipment.  
Eric was a great student, friend, and colleague. El Cerrito, CA. 2010. 
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Figure 36. Vince with his granddaughter Colette Resh at a science museum. Chicago, IL. 2012. 

 

 

Figure 37. Lew Feldman taught General Biology with Vince for more than twenty years  
and has been a great colleague and friend. Berkeley, CA. 2021. 
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Figure 38. A day-long symposium on research in Vince’s laboratory over the past forty years 
held at the meeting of the Society of Freshwater Science led to a party where students 

demonstrated how they “carried him” in research. Top row: John Jackson, Tina Mendez, Mike 
Peterson, Jack Feminella. Third row: Allison Purcell, Joan Ball, Lisa Hunt, Rafi Mazor. Second 

row: Marilyn Myers, Morgan Hannaford, Kevin Lunde, Natalie Stauffer, Faith Kearns, Núria 
Bonada; Front row: Vince, Gary Lamberti, Bruce Orr. Sacramento, CA.  2016. 

 

 

Figure 39. Vince has taught workshops at a score of Universities and United Nation agencies on 
five continents. He is with some of his students at the University of Conception. Ricardo 

Figueroa (upper left) and Evelyn Habit (upper right) were his hosts. Conception, Chile. 2016.  
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Figure 40. UC Berkeley’s Gump Research Station where Vince taught and did research for over 
thirty years, and was Director of the Station for six years.  Moorea, French Polynesia. 2018. 

 

 

Figure 41. Cheryl on Painapo Beach near the Gump Station. Moorea, French Polynesia. 2018.
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Figure 42. Cheryl and Vince with their son Jeff. Chicago, IL. 2018. 

 

 

Figure 43. Cheryl, Colette, Vince, and Jon. Chicago, IL. 2021.  
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Figure 44. Vince and Cheryl in Antarctica during their fifty-ninth time lecturing on a Cal 
Discoveries trip with over 500,000 thousand of their best-friend penguins joining them.  

South Georgia Island, Antarctica. 2021. 

 

 

Figure 45. Vince enjoying life in New Zealand with plans to continue doing so for a long time. 
Queenstown, New Zealand. 2014. 
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